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Speech by the honourable J. Natuman 
at the official opening of the conference 
It is indeed a great honour for me to extend to you all a very warm welcome to 
Port-Vila and Vanuatu and to address you this evening, some of you being emi- 
nent scholars in your field; the archaeology, of particularly this part of the world. 
I recall reading an article by Professor Jack Golson for my University assignment 
some years ago. Although, I got an A t  for that assignment, however, I decided ins- 
tead to major in History and Politics because I thought, at the time, that archeo- 
logy wasn't really important. Later on I realised that what historians refer to as 
"historical facts" are to a large extend derived from the laborious work of the 
archeologists. 
I am informed that your conference here is the largest ever held on the archeology 
of the Western Pacific region in which you will be discussing the early history of 
the region under the theme 'The Western Pacific, 5000 to 2000 BP: Colonisations 
and Transformations". 
Unlike Fiji where their myth, about the early settlement of that country, talks of a 
chief named Lutunsobosobo who led his people from a country called Tankanyka 
on a canoe called "Kaunitoni" to Fiji, the people of Vanuatu have always believed, 
through their myths, that these islands were created by the gods such as Tagaro, 
Matiktik etc, and that people were somehow a product of these gods. Although in 
our legends (e.g. on island of Tanna), there are stories of food crops arriving on 
canoes and also of the arrival of new people of fair complexion. Now, of course 
we, know, through the archeological researches, that Vanuatu was colonised or 
settled some 3000 years ago. 
We in Vanuatu will need to do more work in establishing firmly our early history 
because that is important for our identity as a people, as a country, and as a nation 
in the region and the world at large. The degree of transformation a particular cul- 
ture goes through depends to a large extend on the level of technology, or lack of 
it, that particular society possesses or acquires. In this respect your discussions 
on this issue will be of importance to our today's environment conscious national 
policy planners. 

Preface 
Cette conference qui s'est deroulee avec succes dans la capitale du Vanuatu du 
31 juillet au 6 aoirt 1996 est la troisibrne dans la serie des G< conferences Lapita 1 1 .  
Ces rencontres organisees tous les quatre ans environ, d'abord a I'universite 
Nationale Australienne en 1988 (sous la direction de M. Spriggs), puis au centre 
Orstorn de Nournea en 1991 (sous la direction de J.-C. Galipaud) ont pour but de 
rassernbler les chercheurs irnpliques dans la recherche archeologique en 
Melanesie et en Polynesie occidentale pour debattre de I'evolution des connais- 
sances et presenter leurs travaux recents. Devant le succes des premieres confe- 
rences, consacr6es respectivernent a la description et aux decors des cerarniques 
Lapita, puis a la comprehension des rnodalites du peuplernent initial, les archeo- 
logues de la region Pacifique ont souhaite se reunir a nouveau pour discuter plus 
en detail de I'irnpact de la colonisation initiale et des transformations qui ont rapi- 
dernent suivi. 
La rencontre de Port-Vila a reuni 72 chercheurs Venus dlAustralie, de Nouvelle- 
Zelande, de France, du Japon, des Etats-Unis, du Canada, du Royaurne Uni, de 
Nouvelle-Caledonie et de Fiji. C'est la conference la plus importante jarnais orga- 
nisee sur le sujet. C'est Bgalernent la premiere fois que la rnajorite des specia- 
listes de cette discipline sont rassernbles. 
Parrni les erninents specialistes presents a Port-Vila rnentionnons les fondateurs 
de la recherche archeologique rnoderne dans le Pacifique : Jose Garanger 
(France) et Richard Shutler (Canada); ils ont ete les premiers a etudier I'archeo- 
logie du Vanuatu au debut des annees soixante. Jack Golson (Australie) a cree 
les departernents de prehistoire oceanienne a I'universite dlAuckland (Nouvelle- 
Zelande) en 1954 puis le departernent de prehistoire de I'universite nationale aus- 
tralienne a Canberra (Australie). Roger Green, responsable du Departernent 
d'archeologie de I'universite d'Auckland, en Nouvelle-Zelande, a travaille dans le 
Pacifique depuis la fin des annees cinquante. II convient de rnentionner egalernent 
Yoshi Sinoto du Bishop Museum (Hawaii) bien connu pour ses travaux en 
Polynesie fran~aise, Jirn Allen initiateur au debut des annees quatre-vingt du 
"Lapita Homeland Project", Patrick Kirch de I'universite de California h Berkeley, 
Atholl Anderson successeur de Jack Golson a Canberra, Geoff Irwin, successeur 
de Roger Green a Auckland et auteur d'un livre sur les premiers navigateurs du 
Pacifique, Michiko Intoh, etc. La liste serait trop longue s'il fallait les rnentionner 
tous. 
L'une des particularites de ce troisierne atelier a ete la presence active d'un cer- 
tain nornbre de jeunes chercheurs des universites australiennes et neo-zelan- 
daises. Leur presence et les discussions qu'ils ont provoquees ont grandernent 
contribue a la reussite de cette rencontre. 
Les sujets abordes ont ete varies et nornbreux. Les presentations au nornbre de 
53 ont et6 groupees autour de trois themes principaux : 
- La theorie Lapita et les problernes de continuite du peuplernent initial, 
- Les choix rnethodologie et les lirnites de I'analyse des vestiges, 
- L'avancernent des recherches et les nouvelles decouvertes regionales. 
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Les articles rassembles dans ce volume respectent I'esprit et les themes de cette 
conference : ils discutent et synthetisent des recherches entreprises depuis de 
longues annees, annoncent de nouvelles voies d'etude ou presentent les nou- 
veaux terrains de recherche. Derriere I'apparente diversite des sujets abordes, 
transparait la specificite d'un domaine de recherche particulier ou I'homme ne 
peut &re dissocie de I'immensite de son espace insulaire qu'il domine et faqonne 
a loisir. 
Souhaitons que les textes rassembles ici fassent de nouveaux emules et encou- 
ragent les jeunes chercheurs curieux d'approfondir une recherche dans laquelle il 
y a encore tant a accomplir. 
Jean-Christophe Galipaud 
decembre 1997 
I et de I'evolution culturelle 

lan Lilley 
Archaeologist 
Some 15 years ago, Green (1981, also 1982) presented his paper on "Models for the 
Lapita cultural complex" in response to Clark and Terrell's (1978) critical assessment 
of Pacific archaeology in the Annual Review ofAnthropology. He determined that while 
Clark and Terrell's "trader" model was the best of the four they raised, a "colonizer" 
model more convincingly described the characteristics of the Lapita phenomenon in 
Remote Oceania. Lapita in Near Oceania remained unexplained, though in the same 
period White and Allen (1980: 733) noted that colonizer models did not hold well in the 
Bismarck Archipelago, and Anson (1983: 272) suggested that one or more of Clark and 
Terrell's other models may have operated in the region. 
In contrast to these positions, I argue here that a particular form of "trader" model may 
in fact hold best for the period during which the Lapita cultural complex (hereafter 
abbreviated as "Lapita") first emerged in the New Britain-New Ireland region, though 
perhaps not afterwards. Specifically, I propose to use a framework provided by anthro- 
pological conceptions of diaspora, and particularly Abner Cohen's (1971, 1969) propo- 
sitions regarding trading diasporas, to organize four ideas concerning the mechanisms 
underlying Lapita origins and to cast light on the possible nature of early Lapita social 
formations. It must be stressed that this model has not been inductively derived from 
"the data" in any but the most general sense. Moreover, though I will do so in due 
course, I have not yet attempted to test it, nor even to distil its test implications. As a 
child of my times, however, I am confident my approach to model formulation is 
consistent with deductive scientific procedure. 
Three of the above mentioned ideas relating to Lapita origins have been the subject of 
discussion for some time, viz: 
- that Lapita emerged in the Bismarck Archipelago as a combination of local and exo- 
tic elements as well as certain innovations; 
- that Austronesian-speakers penetrated the Bismarcks an unknown (though possibly 
only short) length of time before Lapita developed, and, not contingent on the first two; 
- that tradelexchange was a central element of Lapita from the time of its first 
appearance. 
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The fourth idea is one that I discussed in an unpublished section of a paper delivered at 
the 1990 IPPA Congress (Lilley 1990), namely: 
- that in addition to agricultural "push" factors of the sort considered by migrationist 
Lapita scholars such as Bellwood, Kirch and Spriggs, the Austronesian colonization of 
the Bismarck Archipelago was engendered by local economic and sociopolitical "pull" 
factors. 
The hypothesis that Lapita emerged as a cultural complex in the Bismarcks requires 
little comment, though debate continues about the relative contributions to the complex 
of innovations, elements from the Bismarcks and elements from southeast Asia. I do not 
propose to discuss it further, other than to note that I find Green's (1991, 1992) recent 
formulations the most reasonable of current alternative positions on the matter. The 
notion of a pre-Lapita Austronesian exploration of the Bismarcks goes back three 
decades to the work of the linguist Dyen (1965), whose proposal was endorsed in the 
early 1970s by Pawley and Green (1973) and given a biological aspect by Howells 
around the same time (1973). The idea fell out of favour, however, as we found out 
more about the deficiencies of glottochronology on the one hand and about the details 
of the archaeology of island Melanesia on the other (compare, for example, Bellwood 
1978: 275 and Bellwood 1985: 125). I know I am not alone in having remained (quietly) 
open to the idea, but I do not think it appeared in print again until 1991, when Spriggs 
(199 1 : 309-3 10) canvassed and dismissed the possibility that his "Lapita-without-pots" 
on Nissan might represent pre-Lapita but Austronesian, or even non-Lapita, activity. 
More recently, he (1995: 124-125) speculated that Lapita-without-pots may represent 
Lapita exploration beyond the Bismarcks. He made this suggestion in the light of 
Anthony's (1990) increasing well-known paper on migration in archaeology, to which 
I will return shortly. 
To move on to the long-standing idea that trade was a central plank of Lapita strategies, 
it is worthwhile remembering that most commentators (e.g. Green 1982: 15) refer to 
trade amongst Lapita colonists, rather than between colonists and existing Melanesian 
populations. As Green (1982: 16) put it, "neither specialist trading nor unspecialized 
exchange appears to be a major characteristic of the Lapita cultural complex". This may 
be the case in the broad view, particularly with regard to the period after Lapita spread 
to the Solomons and beyond. I think, though, that in the light of recent findings in the 
Bismarcks, and particularly at Talasea (e.g. 'Specht et al. 1991, Torrence 1994), we 
should look more closely at the question as regards the period immediately preceding 
the emergence of Lapita, as well as during what is becoming known as the 'early 
Western' Lapita period, the period between the emergence of the Lapita cultural com- 
plex and its dispersal beyond the Bismarcks (cf. Terrell 1989: 625). 
This brings me to the fourth idea mentioned at the beginning: that local developments 
"pulled" southeast Asian people and culture into the Bismarcks as much as southeast 
Asian events and processes "pushed" them. In 1988, Kirch (p. 162) made the aside that 
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"it is not yet possible to rule out a model of expanding Austronesian colonists who may 
have 'tapped into' an older small-scale obsidian distribution network". A variation of 
this idea has appealed to me for some time, and was behind the suggestions I made at 
the 1990 IPPA Congress. At the time I was exploring the conditions and mechanisms 
which could have facilitated the diffusion of pottery technology and other southeast 
Asian elements of Lapita into the Bismarcks that would be required by Allen and 
White's (1989) model for local rather than southeast Asian of origins of the cultural 
complex. I am now convinced migration was involved rather than diffusion, but that it 
would have to have been "pulled" by the same factors I previously argued may have 
fostered diffusion. 
Precisely what the pull factors may have been is difficult to gauge owing to a lack of 
evidence from the immediately pre-Lapita period, but I suggest they should be glossed 
as "emerging economic opportunities". In my IPPA paper, I hypothesized that aceramic 
Austronesian-speakers entered the Bismarcks at some time between 3500 and 4000 
years ago and became involved in the expansion of exchange networks which, some 
time later, facilitated the acquisition of pottery technology and other southeast Asian 
elements of the Lapita cultural complex from people to the west. I argued that the 
expansion and intensification of the Melanesian networks and the pull they came to 
exert on the populations of island southeast Asia were tied to and perhaps generated by 
the demands of developing sociopolitical subsystems for mechanisms which enhanced 
or cemented social or political linkages and possibly also status or ranking. What was 
eventually selectively "pulled" from southeast Asia to satisfy these demands included 
pottery technology and various other ideas and goods. 
These proposals were originally inspired by work on the role of "island filters" in the 
western Mediterranean Neolithic (e.g. Lewthwaite 1986: 62-63; also Cherry 1981), 
where there are more than a few parallels with Lapita. I would now argue that what was 
"pu1led"was not just goods and ideas, but small-scale migration which brought with it 
the southeast Asian elements of Lapita. Though I do not wish to pursue the matter at 
length here, I also think the speed of the process may have been dramatically hastened 
around 3,500 BP by far-reaching disruptions to obsidian trade and related exchange lin- 
kages caused by a cataclysmic eruption of Mt Witori, a volcano near the obsidian source 
areas on the central-north coast of New Britain (cf. Torrence and Summerhayes 1997: 
80-81). 
Be that as it may, the discussion of "pull" factors is an important aspect of Anthony's 
(1990) paper on migration which I mentioned earlier and which Spriggs (1995) has 
recently cited with considerable enthusiasm. Spriggs's paper does not discuss pull fac- 
tors, though, which is the critical difference between my hypotheses and his and indeed 
other migrationist positions on Lapita, all of which focus on agricultural intensification 
as the engine of Austronesian expansion. In considering such issues, my position recon- 
ciles the competing hypotheses of indigenist and migrationist models of Lapita origins. 
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Some may of course argue that pull factors are unnecessary in this case, despite 
Anthony's persuasiveness. As Clark (1994: 335) points out, unlike short-distance popu- 
lation movements, migrations are dependent on population density and are thus likely 
to be linked with the emergence of farming, just as the migrationists suggest. While this 
may well be the case, I do not accept that southeast Asian farmers could simply have 
migrated to the Bismarcks and flourished had the state of local socioeconomic and poli- 
tical systems not provided appropriate conditions for their societies to take root. 
To continue in this vein, I also suggest that it was more than a need for lebensraum that 
was pushing from island southeast Asia, and that it would be more useful to subsume 
the pressures of agricultural expansion under a more general category of "limited eco- 
nomic opportunity", which also included limited access to the benefits of trade and 
exchange relationships. It is this suggestion that brings together all the threads of the 
foregoing discussion and ties them firmly to migration theory of the sort outlined by 
Anthony. If there obtained a situation where, in southeast Asia, limited possibilities 
were "pushing" and, in the Bismarcks, expanding horizons (including those widened by 
the effects of volcanism) were "pulling", it seems sensible in the light of contemporary 
thinking on migration to propose that "scouts", as Anthony (1990) calls them, explored 
the Bismarcks to assess opportunities and relay information back to potential source 
areas for migration prior to any large-scale population movement. 
Anthony (1990: 902-903) argues that scouts are critical in long distance migration, 
owing to their role in providing information to source communities regarding condi- 
tions and opportunities in potential destinations. He says: 
"Archaeological evidence for a postulated large-scale interregional migration should 
therefore be supported by archaeological evidence for an earlier penetration of mer- 
chants, trappers, mercenaries, craft specialists or other information-relaying scouting 
groups which must have preceded any significant interregional movement." 
I think "merchants7' (i.e. traders) are far more likely than "mercenaries" (or any other 
conceivable group) as scouts in the present context, even if trade with existing popula- 
tions had little to do with later Lapita expansion beyond the Bismarcks, for as Anthony 
(1990: 903) remarks, "initial migrants (the scouts) might have had motives and organi- 
zation very different from those of the group that followed". If this were the case, we 
have to ask what such motives and organization may have been. Thinking about the way 
Lapita society and culture are characterized (e.g. Green 1992), but mindful of the caveat 
issued by Ambrose (1975) regarding the differences between Lapita exchange and later 
Melanesian tradelexchange networks, I looked to the literature on diasporas for alter- 
natives, and particularly the substantial body of anthropological work concerning pre- 
industrial west African trading diasporas. 
Mostly commonly applied to the dispersion of the Jews after the destruction of the 
Kingdom of Judah by the Babylonian king Nebuchadnezar in 586 BC, the Greek term 
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diaspora has been used to describe all manner of exiled groups, migrant enclaves and 
networks of trading colonies. I first came across a detailed discussion of the phenome- 
non many years ago in the work of historian Arnold Toynbee (1972), who outlined what 
he called a "Jewish model of civilization". The term "trading diaspora", however, was 
coined by the anthropologist Abner Cohen (1971, also 1969 and Curtin 1975). He used 
it to describe "a nation of socially interdependent, but spatially dispersed, communities" 
of traders who "are culturally distinct from both their society of origin and from the 
societies among which they live" (Cohen 1971: 267). Cohen worked on the ethnogra- 
phic Hausa diaspora in Nigeria, but other obvious examples (e.g. Fallers 1967) are the 
ancient Phoenicians, the medieval Greeks, the modern overseas Chinese and, of course, 
the first Austronesians in the Bismarcks. 
Using Cohen's acephalous trading diaspora model as a basis for discussion for Lapita 
origins and the nature of early Lapita social formations is apt because it describes and 
explains a situation very close to that which I believe may have obtained in the 
Bismarcks from just before Lapita emerged to the end of the "early Western" Lapita per- 
iod. Cohen (1971: 266) argues that: "the conduct of long-distance trade requires finding 
solutions to a number of basic technical problems [of communication and control],,. 
Under pre-industrial social conditions - characterized by ethnic heterogeneity of the 
communities involved in the trade, the absence of regular services for communication 
and transportation, and of effective central institutions to ensure the respect of contract, 
etc. - these technical problems have often been overcome when men from one ethnic 
group control all or most of the trade in specific commodities". 
I hypothesize that pre-Lapita, pre-Austronesian tradelexchange in the Bismarcks may 
have evolved to a point where local mechanisms were unable to solve the technical pro- 
blems to which Cohen refers. This need not imply that the intensity of such trade was 
spiralling fiercely upward, nor that it was teetering on the edge of collapse, only that it 
reached an organizational threshold which could not be crossed owing to structural 
constraints imposed by the nature of the societies involved (cf. Allen 1984). Lack of 
continued growth in the systems may have had effects sufficiently far-reaching to create 
perturbations on the fringes of island southeast Asia, from where highly mobile indivi- 
dual traders (or would-be traders) departed to explore ways to overcome whatever pro- 
blems existed. In doing so they may have created conditions for renewed growth, which 
would have provided them with opportunities for personal benefit not available in their 
home communities. Such traders may have established separate communities in the 
Bismarcks, but could very well have lived in enclaves in the communities of existing 
populations, particularly in the beginning. 
How do we get from individual traders motivated by the opportunity to improve their 
access to the benefits of trade and exchange to the Lapita cultural complex? I hypothe- 
size that it was through the development of a trading diaspora in the form of early 
Western Lapita. Cohen (1971: 266) observes that: "ethnic control or monopoly [of 
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trade] can be achieved only in the course of continuous rivalry and opposition from 
other ethnic groups. In the process, the monopolizing group is forced to organize itself 
for political action in order to deal with external pressure, to co-ordinate the co-opera- 
tion of its members in the common cause and establish channels of communication and 
mutual support with members from communities of the same ethnic group in neigh- 
bouring localities who are engaged in the trading network. In this way, a trading dia- 
spora, consisting of dispersed, but highly interrelated communities, comes into being ... 
A diaspora of this kind is distinct as a type of social grouping in its culture and struc- 
ture. Its members are culturally distinct from both their society of origin and from the 
societies among which they live". 
I suggest that to survive and prosper, the original, far-flung "trader-scouts" would have 
begun this process, the most critical outcome of which was to create a form of society 
which "combines stability of structure but allows a high degree of mobility of person- 
nel" (Cohen 1971: 267). In doing so, they laid the blueprint for the emergence during 
the early Western Lapita period of a fully-developed trading diaspora, as economic 
expansion created by their own activities, and information about it they relayed back to 
their home regions, encouraged a more significant movement of population from sou- 
theast Asia into the Bismarcks. 
What sort of social formation would have characterized early Western Lapita thus 
conceptualized? Cohen (1969: 201) proposes that the distinctive social features of a tra- 
ding diaspora result from the way certain basic organizational problems are solved by 
"groups whose political corporateness is not formally institutionalized within the 
contemporary situation". Important though the matter is, the following discussion 
necessarily glosses over "the problem of internal differentiation" noted by Cohen 
(1971:270), which arises because typically diasporas handle the trade in more than one 
specific commodity. The trade in each commodity has its own organization, its own 
politics and its own impact on the structure of the local communities and on the orga- 
nization of the diaspora as a whole. 
The basic organizational problems to which Cohen (1971: 271-278, also 1969: 201- 
21 1) refers are those of distinctiveness, continual demographic adjustment, communi- 
cation, the organization of trust and credit, and the organization of authority. An 
effective diaspora "must define its membership and its sphere of operation by defining 
its identity and exclusiveness". Maintaining distinctiveness has implications for recruit- 
ment, if dying members are to be replaced and, where a diaspora is expanding, new 
members admitted. Distinctiveness is also related to communication, which is crucial to 
the conduct of trade and the maintenance of the interdependence of the diaspora. 
Communication, though, while necessary, "is not sufficient for a distinct group to func- 
tion politically". This requires authority, the legitimate use of power, which has to be 
supported by political ideology. 
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The Hausa overcome the foregoing problems through distinctive behaviour, by focus- 
sing their primary relationships within their community, by enforcing endogamy, 
through "the speedy homogenization of diaspora culture", by using a common distinc- 
tive language, and, most importantly, by maintaining a moral community founded on a 
shared ideology, in their case derived from a mystical order of Islam. Though I will not 
go into detail here, I think that what we know or at least postulate about Lapita, and 
especially about decorated Lapita ceramics, suggests similar effort went into similar 
means of establishing and reinforcing distinctiveness, facilitating communication and 
maintaining authority among the communities scattered through the Bismarcks. On 
these grounds, I would argue that we are dealing with a similar class of social forma- 
tion (see Curtin 1975: 59-66). 
In closing, I would bring the paper back to its title and note that Cohen's consideration 
of trading diasporas goes considerably further than I have described here, in ways I 
think are pertinent to the early Lapita period. The connections he makes between tra- 
ding diasporas and ethnicity are particularly instructive and, if introduced to discussion 
of Lapita, would help steer debate away from views of ethnicity of the sort which have 
plagued Pacific archaeology for so long. A traditional culture-historical perspective may 
have its comforts, but on philosophical grounds I must side with Terrell (e.g. Clark and 
Terrell 1976: 299) to argue, in Renfrew's (1988: 438) words, that "the notion of ethni- 
city cannot properly be used as the fundamental organizing principle for the prehistoric 
past". This does not, of course, mean that we cannot and should not investigate ethni- 
city or the ways it may have shaped or been shaped by in past human behaviour. 
Cohen's arguments are relevant here because he suggests that trading diasporas create 
ethnicity as much as ethnicity creates them. He (1969) refers to the process as "re-tri- 
balization", wherein factors promoting homogenization of internal cultural differences 
of diaspora members from different parts of the migration source region or different 
subcultures are minimized to strengthen group solidarity in the face of external compe- 
tition. In this formulation (Cohen 1969: 192), ethnic groups of the sort associated with 
trading diasporas are not survivals from the source area, as they are portrayed by cul- 
ture-historical models of Lapita. Rather, they are: "new social forms ...[ which] have 
continuously re-created their distinctiveness in different ways, not because of conser- 
vatism, but because these ethnic groups are in fact interest groupings whose members 
share some common economic and political interests and who, therefore, stand together 
in the continuous competition for power with other groups". 
So there you have it: Lapita as politics. That's about as postmodem as people like me 
can manage! 
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Traditions and its Implications 
for Melanesian Prehistory 
Christian Kaufmann 
Anthropologist 
This paper serves two objectives: 
- To give a brief report on the diversity of local styles of pottery manufacture and pot- 
tery decoration in the East Sepik Province of Papua New Guinea, with a side look to the 
West Sepik Province as well as to the Madang Province, all on the northern mainland 
of New Guinea. The main emphasis is on results of ethnographic field research activi- 
ties in the years 1965 to 1967 and, to a lesser degree, in 19721. 
- To situate the conclusions drawn so far, partly published already in 1972, partly writ- 
ten up in an unpublished German study in 1981 to 19832 within a historical perspective 
of Sepik cultures as well as in the context of actual archaeological knowledge and 
theory (especially with reference to Swadling's most recent publication: Plumes from 
Paradise, 1995 and to Gorecki's findings). 
cf. Schuster, (M,), "Vorlaufiger Bericht uber die Sepik-Expedition 1965-1 967 des Museums 
fur Volkerkunde zu Basel", Verhandl. Naturforsch. Gesellsch. Basel 78,1967: 268-281. 
Kaufmann, (C.) Topferei-Traditionen im Sepik-Gebiet von Neuguinea als historische 
Ouellen, manuscript [1983], cf. same author, "Von den mundlich uberlieferten Geschichten 
zu den Umrissen einer Geschichte des Sepik-Gebietes (Papua-Neuguinea)", in Kamber, (P.) 
und von Buettner, (R.) (eds.), Diachronica, Ethnologica Helvetica 8, 1984:137-152. 1 wish to 
thank Pamela Swadling for discussing my view prior to the Sepik Conference 1984 in Base1 
as well as Jean-Christophe Galipaud who took a close look in 1995 and encouraged me to 
write the present paper. 
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Sepi k Pottery Research 
Pottery making was observed by myself in eight different villages of the East Sepik 
Province, i.e. at Ngala wiye (or Swagup, Ngala, Upper Sepik area, language of Ndu 
Family - Middle Sepik Stock, Sepik-Ramu Phylum), Saserman and Tanggwinsham 
(both Kwoma, Washkuk Hills, non-Ndu language of Middle Sepik Stock), Seragum 
(Wosera Hills, Abelam-Wosera language of Ndu Family), Slai (Central Western Sawos, 
Ndu Family), Kwaiwut (Eastern Sawos, Ndu F.), Aibom (Central Iatmul of Sepik, Ndu 
Family but historically with non-Iatmul links to Chambri of Lower Sepik Sub-Phylum 
Stock s well as to Sepik Hills), and Marwat-Dimeri (Yaul and Mongol-Lagon of Yuat 
Super Stock in Ramu Sub-Phylum). Reports about pottery making in other villages 
were also collected, especially for the Keram and Porapora area (Keram Stock, Ramu 
Sub-Phylum), for the Yassean-Mayo area (Tama Family, Upper Sepik), and for the 
Lumi area (010 amd Wapei languages, Torricelli Phylum in the Western Torriceli 
Mountains, West Sepik Province, through Gisela and Meinhard Schuster). Gisela and 
Meinhard Schuster provided also valuable in-depth data for situating the pottery making 
complex in the context of Aibom society and religion3. This was all pre-May and 
Tuckson, sometimes CO-Tuckson - in fact, Margaret and I started swapping results in 
1966, and kept doing so when Patricia May and Margaret Tuckson set out writing the 
marvellous book. In 1972 we did one short field trip together in the Prince Alexander 
and Torricelli Mountains. 
Research consisted in documenting at least all the stages from gathering the clay to 
firing as per taking notes and photographs, sometimes shooting 16 mm films, doing 
some tests on firing temperatures with the equipment available. This demanded stays of 
at least 10 consecutive days in each illage, in half of the cases even more; the total time 
for research was nine months. Evenings were spent collecting anthropological informa- 
tion regarding to pottery collections already existing in overseas museums, notably in 
the Basel Museum fiir Volkerkunde as well as on other aspects of material culture. An 
independent more in-depth study was only possible for Saserman (Kwoma), in 1972173 
Kaufmann (C.), Das Topferhandwerk der Kwoma in Nord-Neuguinea. Beitrage zur 
Systematik primarer Topferei-Verfahren. Basler Beitrage zur Ethnologie 12, 1972, "Kwaiwul' 
(Neuguinea, Mittlerer Sepik) - Aufbauen und Verzieren einer Sago-Essschale, Film cata- 
logue no E 1372, IWF Gottingen, text in: Publ.Wiss.Film,Sekt.Ethn. 1974 (also available in 
English); Schuster G. und M., "Aibom" (Neuguinea, Mittlerer Sepik) - Herstellen einer 
Backschale, einer Feuerschale und eines Sago-Vorratstopfes (3 different films, E 1368, 
1369,1370); IWF Gottingen, text in: Publ.Wiss.Film,Sekt.Ethn.; Schuster, Meinhard, "Die 
Topfergottheit von Aibom". Paideuma 15, 1969:140-159. 
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to be complemented by a one year study of the other art traditions and their contextd. In 
1967 a comparative check documentation was done during a one day visit to Bilbil near 
Madang - which showed surprising parallels to an unpublished field record that Alfred 
Biihler had established 30 years earlier on Sumba (Eastern Indonesia). 
Surface collections of potsherds were established at and near Aibom, to a lesser degree 
around Saserman, and in 197211973 also at other places, when we also received docu- 
mentation about sherd findings at Siaklam Airstrip at the edge of Kwoma territory and 
in the Keram-Yuat-Maramba area. Only the Aibom material has been analyzed more 
systematically by Christin Kocher Schmids 
Recent and sub-recent pottery of almost all the styles encountered in the field was col- 
lected for the Basel Museum (as well as for the Port Moresby Museum - this latter col- 
lection mysteriously disappeared on its journey from the Sepik to POM), and earlier 
collections were studied, though not formally analyzed for comparison. 
All this fact-finding resulted in establishing the following points: 
(1) At the outset of the field study the question had been whether or not the model deve- 
loped by German speaking ethnologists, and most convincingly put forward by 
Margarete Schurig in her thesis6 under Fritz Krause in Leipzig (an early structuralist), 
i.e. the model of opposing "Austronesian Paddle and Anvil Modelling" to "Papuan 
Coiling" had any value if tested against field evidence. It soon became clear, that it had 
not. Even worse, the profuse use of the model encouraged researchers not to observe 
too closely the facts of the processes observed in the field'. Indeed, once we separate 
4Kaufmann, (C.) " ~ b e r  Kunst und Kult bei den Kwoma und Nukuma", 
Verhandl.Naturforsch.Ges.Basel 1968; same author "Arts and artists in the context of 
Kwoma society" in Mead, (S.M.) (ed.), VisualAlts of Oceania, 1979: Exploring the visual art 
of Oceania. Honolulu, Uni. Of Hawaii press, 1979; same author, "Kwoma, New Guinea - 
Making and decorating a ceremonial vessel", Film E 2231, IWF Gottingen, text in: 
Publ. Wiss.Film, ser..Ethnol, 1980, same "Planter and Artist, two roles of leading men among 
the Kwoma of North New Guinea", Film D 1469, IWF Gottingen, text in: Publ.Wiss.Film, 
ser. Ethnol.; 
5 Schmid-Kocher [now Kocher Schmid], Christin, "Preliminary report on the analysis of pot- 
tery sherds collected in the Aibom-Chambri region, Middle Sepik, Papua New Guinea", 
Verhandl. Naturforsch. Gesellsch. Basel 91 , l  981 :35-49. 
Schurig, Margarete, Sudsee-Topferei, Leipzig 1930. 
7 An experience the reader might share in a neighbouring field when looking at travel 
account footage showing PNG women making bilums - always the rolling of the thread, 
never in detail the rapidly performed actual process of knotless netting - honni soit qui mal y 
pense -, or, for yet another example, one might consult the film documents about the so-cal- 
led mat-weaving, indeed plaiting because in Melanesia only exceptionally done with a strap 
loom: Rarely you see and understand how the basic pattern is established and how additio- 
nal patterns are obtained; the fingers are working so regularly but fast that the mind of the 
cameraman cannot follow. 
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the pot building process into phases, like preparing clay elements, building the body, 
shaping the body, 2nd building phase, 2nd shaping phase up to rim building and rim 
shaping, surface finishing and decorating, you shall immediately see that you may get 
quite a mixture of technical processes that, looked at superficially only, could seem to 
be structurally opposed to each other, where in fact they are complementing each other 
(cf. fig.): 
- spiral coiling, done with fine clay elements, for the building-up phases, and shaping 
through hand-modelling andlor through reduce-cutting reduce-cutting with a sort of 
knife (e.g. a shell ring-knife) or else with paddle-modelling; 
- ring coiling for the building-up, and hand-modelling for the shaping both done with 
thick elements of coarser clay, also combined with reduce-cutting by a knife: 
- slab building and hand-modelling can be seen as a further basic combination, in the 
Aibom tradition generally used at the start, before the ring coiling building-up. 
- bulding-up from a lump of clay by hand-modelling or by paddle-and-anvil-modelling. 
As a matter of fact, the variants of the building-up process may be combined amongst 
each other for different phases of the pottery making, i.e. slab building and ring coiling, 
and they can also be combined with either the shaping of the pot's body by hand-model- 
ling, or by reduce-cuttinglscraping, or by paddle and anvil-modelling, or even again 
with a combination of these methods. Paddle and anvil-modelling has two variants, one 
where the fingertips are used as an anvil on the inside of the pot against which the 
paddle is beaten, and one where a stone, held by the potter's hand is used. 
Outside the Sepik area even more extravagant combinations may be found, e.g. as 
reported by Cresswell 1968 for the Near East, or by Speiser (1991: 232) for Pespia, 
West Coast Santo where spiral coiling on a bamboo support and hand-modelling are 
combined as opposed to Wusi, equally West Coast Santo, where potters started by hand- 
modelling from a lump of clay and the passed over to scraping the clay body. 
(2) An important degree of local variation in traditional techniques of manufacture (figs. 
to ) as well as of decoration (figs. to ), mainly synchronically by several individuals 
working at the same village (figs. - ), but also - where information became available, 
i.e. in the Central Sepik area between Sawos and AibomIChambri-YerakeiIGaramambu 
- diachronically (cf. fig.). 
Clays are often specifically selected for the type of pot to be made; they are always spe- 
cifically prepared at least by picking out remains of roots or stones and by pounding, 
sometimes two different clays are being mixed or else the clay's quality is being adjus- 
ted by adding sand temper. 
Sepik traditions show a wide range of techniques of decoration; only internal punctua- 
tion and comb-stroke incisions are absent from the recent material; else we have uns- 
moothed coils, simple incised, punctateldentate, thumb-nail incised, finger 
notched-applied, several other forms of applied as well as incised, carved-incised and 
true chip-carved decorations, topped, of course, by modelled decorations like handles, 
bird-heads etc. 
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No true red-slip ware has been recorded, although a sort of "sago-slip" is applied by 
Aibom as well as by Marwat-Dimeri (and other) women, and the inner surface finish of 
Kwaiwut sago-dishes (from south of Serapa) with a coconut shell is so fine, as is the 
clay, that the result looks almost like a slip-cover. 
(3) A higher degree of interaction between male and female potters than one would 
expect. Only in Ngala wiye would all stages of pottery making be performed by potters 
of one sex only, in that specific case by women. In all other samples of pottery making, 
and even where one sex was predominant, e.g. in the case of the female potters of 
Aibom there were always some steps where the opposite sex had to be or should have 
been involved in some shared work, like is the case especially in Sasernan. 
(4) None of the pottery making in the communities studied in the Sepik Provinces were 
speakers of an Austronesian language; of course Bilbil is Austronesian. This was so, 
because of my concentration upon fieldwork in the interior, excluding the coast and the 
coastal islands, for which some earlier reports were available (cf. Erdweg 1909 for 
Tumleo near Aitape). May and Tucksons have in the meantime filled this gap. 
On a more general level, two sorts of linguistic links can be established: 
- Pottery making is not generally traditional with local societies belonging to the Upper 
Sepik and Sepik Hill language families of the Sepik-Ramu Phylum nor with the Min- 
and Ok- (or Mek-) Languages of the Trans New Guinea Phylum, though a few indivi- 
dual pots might be in use with some of these groups as a result of trade or other 
exchange links. Pottery products do in fact travel, locally sometimes even across the 
well established "cultural fencesWY. 
- Pottery making shows a closer link with members of the Ndu family and other mem- 
bers of the Middle Sepik-Stock such as Kwoma, Nukuma and Kwanga as well as with 
some languages of the Ramu-Sub-Phylum. These links concern different local or regio- 
nal styles of pottery making; groups outside the Ndu language family, or even outside 
the Sepik-Ramu-Phylum, and their styles, could have played a more important role in 
the past, according to local oral tradition. 
Additional field tests in 1972 proved this to be so, pointing especially to numerous 
members of the Torricelli Phylum as well as to some of the Adelbert Range Superstock 
~ a ~ , - ~ a t r i c i a  and Tuckson, Margaret, The Traditional Pottery of Papua New Guinea, 
Sydney, Bay Books, 1982. 
9 Gorecki, Paul, "A Lapita smoke screen ?", in Galipaud, Jean-Christophe (ed.), Poterie 
lapita et le peuplement. Actes du colloque lapita, Noumea, Janvier 1992. Noumda 1992:27- 
47 p.30; cf. Haberland (1966) for Alfendio area next to Upper Karawari, coll. Museum Basel 
for Bahinemo-Mt.Hunstein/April River area and for Ewa-lnyai of Enga Family, Trans NG 
Phylum, etc. 
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of the Trans NG Phylumlo. In both areas, the techniques of building up and shaping the 
pot's body (spiral coiling and hand-modelling), the general pot shapes (pointed base, 
often relatively high in reference to the maximum circumference at the pot's belly, a 
slightly retreated mouth) and even the elements of its decoration on cooking and sto- 
rage pots (unsmoothed parts of top coils with very often the last coil hanging down over 
the edge like a pig's tail) are rather consistent over a wide area (from Lumi Sub 
Province, West Sepik right into the Middle RamuIAdalbert Range area and into the 
Madang Hinterland at Gogol River) (fig. ......) with one notable exception however (see 
below for Pila); more often than not men are the potters. Are the descendants of the lin- 
guistically archaic Torricelli Phylum, one of the intriguing enigma of Papuan linguis- 
tics, descendants of the first potters in the Sepik area - and for that matter in Melanesia? 
Could we hypothetically link them to Early East Asian~Early Jomon traditions at all? 
(5) Before we let us get carried away by speculation, I should remind the reader that the 
first analysis of the surface finds from Aibom (Schmid-Kocher 1981) has revealed the 
existence of different ceramic styles that can be linked to recent traditions through old 
museum specimens of whole pots showing sometimes even finer traits or combinations 
absent from the 1965-1972 samples (e.g. old Chambri pots in Basel and in the PNG 
National Museumll). Some pottery sherds from the old Aibom village site, however, are 
of a different texture and decoration which cannot be linked directly to one of the still 
existing pottery traditions. Their clay and surface finishing is finer, though comparati- 
vely thick and they show patterns of curvilinear comb incision. Could they be linked to 
comb-incised pottery from Eastern New Guinea, there tentatively dated to the 13th 
Century AD? (for another possible link see 2nd part). 
(6) Drawing up a more general picture of the conclusions to be inferred for Sepik 
History I landed in 1983 a diagramlz, of which the following is an updated version. It 
is based on linguistic interpretations of peoples' historyl3, on Kwoma, Sawos (notably 
Gaikorobi) and Iatmul orally transmitted knowledge about their pastl4, on Patricia 
May's and Margaret Tuckson's additional evidence on pottery making processes for 
North and East New Guinea as well as on Pamela Swadling's archaeological findings 
10 The latter information was provided by Dr.John Z'graggen in addition to pottery samples 
he collected for the Basel Museum. 
11 Cf. Susan Bulmer n.d.,1975 and Brian Egloff , PNG Pottery, Museum catalogue POM as 
well as PNG National Museum records 1975 respectively. 
l2 Kaufmann, 1984, p., see also Kaufmann, 1974. 
l4 Schindlbeck 1984, Wassmann 1984,1990, Schuster 1973, Bragge 1990. 
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and her interpretation thereofis. Once new archaeological findings shall become avai- 
lable one would have to reconsider the Chambri's view of their past as related by 
Deborah GewertzlQnd to combine it with what we might be able to grasp of peoples' 
past in the respective areas of southern tributary rivers like Porapora, the Keram-Yuat 
region as well as along the former course of the Yuat River and the Blackwater, all with 
additional extinct pottery traditions. Acomparison with Brigitta Hauser-Schaublin's fin- 
dings on the history of the architecture of Sepik ceremonial houses could perhaps help 
to elucidate thge relationship between coastal and inland traditions. Her basic conclu- 
sion from a detailed analysis, i.e. that the inland traditions in building have pre- 
Austronesian common roots confirms the view proposed here in its basic assumption 
while offering in a number of points opposing viewsl7. 
For reading this diagram, the following comments might be useful. Working back from 
the present traditions into the recent and more distant past, we can differentiate at least 
seven different strunds for the wider Sepik area: 
- Spiral coiling for building-up plus hand-modelling (no tools) for shaping, decorations 
made basically of unsmoothed parts of coils, with some simple incised as well as simple 
applied patterns, but also including regionally based evolutions of decoration to curvi- 
linear deeply incised as well as true chip-carved patterns covering the entire surface; 
pointed bases to elongated or bellied and restricted clay bodies prevalent. 
- Spiral coiling for building-up plus hand-modelling (occasionally with tools for smoo- 
thing) for shaping, combined with at least simple applied decoration, but in many ins- 
tances developed into a variety of forms including applied, dentate, incised, 
applied-incised and carved patterns organised in bands or spread over the surface; poin- 
ted bases and rounded, often unrestricted bodies prevalent. 
- Spiral coiling (thin coils) for building-up plus hand-modelling combined with reduce- 
cutting or scraping for shaping, often accompanied by a high diversity of decoration as 
described above, but also including chip-carving; rounded bases prevalent. 
- Spiral coiling (thick coils) for building-up plus hand-modelling combined with dras- 
tic reduce-cutting or scraping for shaping, decoration with applied, applied-incised and 
incised elements; rounded bases to semipherical or restricted, spherical forms prevalent. 
- Slab buildinglring coiling combined with hand-modelling for building-up plus reduce- 
cutting or  scraping and smoothing for shaping, combined with dominantly 
appliedlmodelled, also applied-notched as well as applied-incised decoration, histori- 
cally also combined with chip-carved bands; rounded bases with bellied forms, many 
of which restricted with elaborate rims prevalent. 
15 Swadling 
16 Gewertz 
17 Hauser-Schaublin, notably) 
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- Spiral coiling or slab-building and hand-modelling for building-up plus paddle and 
finger-anvil modelling for shaping; rounded bases prevalent. 
- Modelling from a lump of clay or a thick coil for building-up plus full paddle-and- 
stone anvil-modelling for shaping combined with incised decoration; spherical or ovu- 
lar forms, often restricted, prevalent . 
We might here recapitulate some affiliations between strands and linguistic groupings: 
Strand 1 Torricelli Phylum, Middle Sepik Stock of Sepik Sub Phylum 
(Sepik-Ramu Phylum) and Adelbert Range Super Stock of Trans NG Phylum 
Strands 2,3 Ndu Family of Middle Sepik Stock 
Strand 4 Ramu Sub Phylum 
Strand 5 Pondo Familiy (for Chambri) of Lower Sepik Sub Phylum Level 
Stock 
Strand 6 Otilien (Nubia-Awar) Family, Ramu Sub Phylum and other non- 
Austronesian families, except for Adzera and Amphlett Islands 
Strand 7 Austronesian (Western ?? and Central Oceanic). 
(7) On an even more general anthropological level we can retain some more facts that 
continue to puzzle me: Although all dominant groups and nearly all not so dominant 
groups in the Sepik Basin plus surroundings hills and mountains speak NAN languages, 
some elements that could well be of an origin amongst Austronesian speakers like the 
Two Brother-myth linked to an outgoing canoe voyage and sacred stone settings, myths 
turning around an eagle or hawk and a turtle and showing in some cases links to a name 
like Tagaroar (which surely reminds us of Tangaroa - cf. Scheffrahn's lining up 1967), 
the tusker pig, even ranks (in an initiatory system though) and other elements are found 
to be present quite across the Sepik area. 
Where does this lead us today? 
To sum up the map of the Sepik area at large shows some 80 languages (cf. Laycock in 
Wurm and Hattori 1981, map 6, Lutkehaus et al. 1990, p.18) of which approx. 65 are 
Papuan (or rather NAN of three different phyla: Torricelli, Sepik-Ramu, Trans New 
Guinea plus phylum level isolates, like Sko in the Vanimo area, some of which show 
18 Wurm Stephen and Hattori Shiro (eds.),Language Atlas of the Pacific Area.Canberra 
1981; Lutkehaus, N. et al. (eds.), Sepik Heritage. Tradition and Change in Papua New 
Guinea, Durham N.C., Academic Press and Bathurst NSW, Crawford 1990. 
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possible old links in the vocabulary with South Asia and even Western Asialy). The 
remaing languages are Austronesian, generally speaking sub-families of Siassi, which 
extends from Sera(i) and Sissano on the Sepik North Coast to the Huon Gulf (Western 
Oceanic Austronesian), though some of the affiliations might need a closer look for 
influences from Central Malayo-Polynesian or Halmahera-West New Guinea lan- 
guages. It is in this context worth mentioning that already Felix Speiser in his general 
analysis of material culture across Melanesia (Speiser 194620) has concluded that there 
were in Northern New Guinea, apart from recent influences out of Indonesia, two dis- 
tinct levels of Austronesian occupation or cc migrations >> (which was the word of the 
day). 
This surely is a far cry from the evidence we can master today, not to the least thanks 
to Pamela Swadling's long-term endeavour to show the consistency of sometimes very 
disparate facts. The oldest pottery found so far in Melanesia, associated with a date of 
5'580 +l- B.P. comes from Akira, a former island, now a hill between the lower Ramu 
and Bogia on the North Coast to the East of the mouth of the Sepik. According to the 
evidence presented recently by Pamela Swadling the introduction of pottery can be seen 
as the result of early trade, taking mainly Bird of Paradise feathers, cloves and possibly 
the tamed sugarcane as far West as the Middle East while allowing in the direction 
towards East New Guinea and the Pacific the expansion of goods, technical skills and 
people. 
Whether pottery making arrived thus as a cultural outfit of the first Austronesian spea- 
kers (a probable link for Swadling 1995 as it was for Sue Bulmer in 1972 in her analy- 
sis of ceramic shapes in Sepik traditions), who would also have introduced the raising 
of pigs, the betel (Areca catechu) nut and shell bracelets or pendants remains yet to be 
seen. If it was an Austronesian introduction, Sepik residents would have absorbed at 
least the arriving skills, if not the people bringing them, turning the latter into speaking 
a non-Austronesian language. Basically then, these assets arrived at a time when the 
Sepik inland basin was just being settled for the first time in history, having been an 
inland sea before which became rapidly filled in with sediments from the Coastal as 
well as the Central cordilleras, thus allowing the development of new life styles and 
technology by people arriving there. According to linguistic evidence people would 
have arrived in the Central Lowland Sepik area mainly from the Central Highlands. 
Pottery is certainly an important asset in a lowland economy based on fish and expan- 
ding sago exploitation (Metroxylon sago needs at least fondling to be widely available) 
where people live in swamplriver dam villages built on stilts and communicate by the 
way of canoes. Sepik pottery is often also associated on the hills and mountains to the 
19 Cf. Philsooph 1090 in Lutkehaus et al. 
20 Speiser, Felix Versuch einer Siedlungsgeschichte der Sudsee, Denkschriften 
Schweiz.Naturforsch Gesell., Ziirich 1946. 
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north of the main river with yam and taro, as well as with a mythology linking it to the 
moon (the moon is being kept by a mythical woman in her pot until it escapes to Heaven 
one night). 
As far as the archaeological evidence and the analysis of sub-recent pottery styles go, 
the development of Sepik pottery tradition is independent of any direct Lapita influence. 
Therefore we should look into other possibilities. 
The "Fichin" pottery in the Vanimo area with paddle and fingertop anvil finish, thin, 
incised decoration, and well fired, dated to appr. 5400/5500 B.P. to 1200 B.P. (Gorecki 
1992: 35-37) or the "Akira" pottery referred to above21 could well have arrived from the 
West without being linked to "early Austronesian speakers" as their trade asset. From 
the point of view of technique the "Fichin" tradition could be seen to fit with the recent 
Bosmun tradition, next to Bogia on the Northeast Coast (not very far from Akira). All 
these aspects seem to fit Swadling's basic view of an arrival from the West. 
The present day linguistic links in the areas concerned are rather unusual: The Vanimo 
area is mainly inhabited by people speaking languages of the Sko Phylum level Isolate 
(with possible links to Mainland Asia) and next to Akira live so to speak isolated mem- 
bers of the Torricelli Phylum (Monumbo and Lilau), while at Bosngun nowadays a 
Nubia-Awar language of the Ramu Sub Phylum is being spoken. The linguistic situa- 
tion seems to be rather complex; one reason could be that "Austronesian expansion" 
into New Guinea took place at least during four different periods,i.e. at the time of the 
first arrivals, 6'000 to 5'000 B.P., perhaps already linked to early trade (plumes, obsi- 
dian), then between 2300 and 1700 B.P. when forms linked to the Dong-s'on tradition 
arrived thanks to a well established system of exchanges as well as of trade in birds of 
Paradise plumes and cloves, and again around 1200 to 600 B.P. during the extension of 
the spheres of influence of Javanese kingdoms, and finally during the Islamic 
Expansion to and in Eastern Indonesia in the 16th to 18th centurytz. 
As for the dates for the first documented pottery, the Wall as of trade in birds of Paradise 
plumes and cloves, and again around 1200 to 600 B.P. during the extension of the 
spheres of influence of Javanese kingdoms, and finally during the Islamic Expansioe of 
westward links, so we have to bear in mind that pottery traditions, even when judged on 
outer appearances they may seem closely linked, may still be associated to one or the 
other of these different levels. If we look at the strand 6 and strand 7 traditions in the 
wider Sepik area we find telling differences: whereas in Kaiep, Pila and Bilbil we have 
the modelling from a lump of clay combined with the elaborate technique of modelling 
and shaping with a stone anvil, allowing the production of thin walled, spherical ves- 
sels, the paddle and finger-anvil shaping of Bosmun is of a different type. Strand 7 tra- 
21 Swadling et al. 1990, Swadling 1995. 
cf. Swadling 1995: 51-62 and figs. 57  on p. 271, 58 on p. 272. 
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ditions are evidently representing the latest arrival of pottery technology in the wider 
Sepik area; more likely than not this would correspond to a time depth of approximati- 
vely 700 to 1200 B.P.; the linguistic affiliations seem not to contradict this, with an evi- 
dent switch-over at Pila. Strand 6 would thus carry the heritage of an earlier arrival. 
The basic picture of diversity of strands 1 to 5 and their spatial distribution in the Sepik 
area implies that the introduction of pottery may have predated the arrival of strand 6 
and 7 traditions which are closest to the seabord. As only strand 7 shows a close 
Austronesian link, that is to seafaring Austronesians - though we cannot exclude a lan- 
guage switch for strand 6 -, the diversity of strands 1 to 5 could be seen as having resul- 
ted from more than six thousand years of development within the region, amalgamating 
whatever influences may have arrived or inventions that were made in due course, i.e. 
comb-incised decorations, true-chip carved decorations. 
I have the definite suspicion that the early dates for paddle-finished, well-fired pots are 
not the earliest dates possible. All of strand 1 to 5 pottery is generally rather low fired 
though the surface sherds abundant in the Sepik show that at least the earlier forms of 
strands 2, 3 and 4, certainly also 5 did better in that respect. Low fired pottery would 
basically only be dried at temperatures up to about 580°C and would therefore quite 
easily desintegrate while lying in wet ground. From personal observations I would say 
that higher firing temperatures are more easily reached by using heaps of dried sago 
palm leaf bases (petioles) instead of wood only. This ccould mean that we can get 
archaeological dates for these traditions only at places where their makers had a achie- 
ved a higher technical standard. Gorecki reports a date of 2700 B.P. for "pottery, well 
established" at the Serapa cave, north of the Middle Sepik (Swadling, excavated 1987, 
unpublished, see Gorecki 1992: 42), which lies actually on the territory of the Kwaiwut- 
Kamanggaui tradition (Kaufmann 1974). This confirms my 1984 schematic projection 
onto a time grid and is also in line with Laycock's view about the approximative time 
depth of the linguistic processes of differentiation. The question now is, how much 
older could that tradition be in the Sepik? 
If, on the other hand, these earlier dates could not definitely be ascertained we would 
alternatively have to look at a "primitivist" adaptation of the technically more develo- 
ped first arrivals of "FichinW- and "Akiran- like pottery making techniques by the local 
population, speaking Papuan languages. Such a view cannot be entirely discarded, 
although it seems not a very plausible development to me. It would also be in conflict 
with oral traditons on pottery making from New Guinea to New Caledonia. Inventing 
pottery is described in several instances as hand-modelling over the knee or as imitating 
the image of a coiled-up snake. A creation story from New Caledonia links even the 
image of the earthly world to a coiled-up pot, where the coil held the moon, who 
deposes a tooth on the rock left to dry after emerging from the primeval water. Out of 
the tooth worms (coils?) are emerging; those falling down and hitting the foundation 
stone being transformed into lizards, some lizard-children taking up human faces, those 
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falling into the water.turning into eels, from one of which later emerged the transfor- 
mation into human beings23. 
Strand 6 (coil as well as slab building, perhaps scraping, paddle and finger anvil model- 
ling) could then be seen as a type process for a large area, covering a number of locali- 
ties from Bosmun, Adzera (in The Markham Vallley), the Amphlett Islands, Mailu and 
Buka to Fidji. In the Sepik area one would assume that skills of that tradition could have 
influenced both the Keram-Dimeri and the old Aibom tradition, both in techniques and 
shapes produced - if the influences did not come from farther afield. The most intri- 
guing question that remains is whether any links could be established between strands 
4 to 6 in the Sepik area and the Adzera tradition in the Upper Markham Valley 
(Northeast New Guinea), Adzera beeing a group of Austronesian speaking villages. In 
this case, who converted whom? Did Papuan speaking potters adopt the language of 
their neighbours? Or did Austronesians immigrants develop a new style of pottery 
making and decoration?" Seen in a wider context, Adzera, a quite original style, falls 
quite into line with the Mangaasi horizon rather than with the Sepik horizon. Does it 
represent a sort of missing link? 
We may note that seen in the wider context of Eastern New Guinea the linguistic affi- 
liation of Adzera with the Austronesian language family could be a-typical; the highest 
diversity of pottery making, showing a preference for paddle modelling without a stone 
anvil, i.e. with a finger-anvil, is again in areas affiliated with Papuan languages (see 
maps 3 and 4 in May and Tuckson 1982, pp. 25 and 27). The combination of slab or coil 
building with hand and shell-modelling and a sort of paddle finishing (no anvil tool) is 
most developed on the Amphlett Islands (Austronesian speakers) and at Mailu (or Magi, 
Non-Austronesian speakers), however (May and Tuckson, 1982, pp.79-84 and 56-59. 
At the two opposite ends of distribution we have the combination of hand-modelling 
from coils or from slabs with paddle and stone-anvil shaping among the Roro who have 
learned the technique from their Motu predecessors (Austronesian speakers) in South 
New Guinea and at Leitre near Vanimo, there with a Sko language (a phylum level 
stock) affiliation (May and Tuckson 1982, pp.69-7 1 and 3 16-3 17, 321 -322). 
The relatively younger Austronesian association is between the paddle and stone-anvil 
modelling from a single lump of clay, with premodelling the rim, which is set aside, to 
be at the end joined to the body built up and basically already shaped (as strand 7 
above). Here parallels with sub-recent Hus (Manus Province) tradition, sub-recent 
Sumba traditions as well as with archaeological Moluccan/Island SE Asian as well as 
23Guiart, Jean, Structure de la chefferie en MBlanBsie du sud, 2e Bd., Paris 1992:91, 
d'apres Kowi Pouillart de Poyes (Paici). 
24 Holzknecht, K. Topferei der Azera, Zeitschrift fiir Ethnologie 1958; Schmitz, C.A., 
Historische Probleme Huon-Halbinsel, Wiesbaden 1960. 
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Micronesian red-slip ware traditions are evidentzs; the Easternmost sample known in 
Melanesia would be from Bilbil (and Sio?) which could be seen as falling in line with 
the more recent trade expansion from Eastern Indonesia to New Guinea (Swadling 1995 
passim). On this axis a number of Central Malayo-Polynesian Austronesian and 
Western Oceanic Austronesian elements, both in linguistic as well as in cultural terms 
(apart from pottery technology and trade-goods - like woven textiles and glass beads - 
also elements of technology, e.g. strap loom weaving), could have been transmitted 
eastwards. 
To sum up: The wider Sepik area seems to be, on New Guinea, the area of highest diver- 
sity for pottery technology. We lack representative archaeological data for saying when, 
where and how developments started. All we can say: Some of the traditions seem to go 
back a long way in time, probably longer than those which arrived along the coast. From 
the point of view of linguistic affiliations we can show that there seems to be a positive 
link in the wider Sepik area between men making pottery (or being at least substantially 
involved in doing so) at places inland - like the Torricelli Range or the coastal ranges of 
Madang Province -, using a technique of building up by coiling and shaping with no 
other tools than their fingers with Papuan languages. On the other hand is pottery 
making by women only positively linked to sea-oriented Austronesian speaking com- 
munities, with notable exceptions at Ngala wiyy- in the Upper Sepik and in NAN spea- 
king communities neighbouring such Austronesian places, e.g. at the Dyke Ackland 
Bay. It is noteworthy that south of a line Adzera-Sio, and with exception of Wanigela, 
the Amphlett Islands, the East Cape and the Motu and Roro, the link between 
Austronesian speakers and pottery making is rather weak; this is quite the contrary of 
what one would expect. 
Any group of people moving from the Sepik eastwards along northeastern New Guinea 
and out into the Pacific would have the potential to carry pottery and pottery making 
skills along, at any given moment going back to at least 5'500 years B.P.. The later in 
time such a movement occurred the more likely it would have carried the whole range 
of diversified technical processes of building, shaping and decorating clay vessels 
along. A definite terminus ante quem seems to be the arrival of <Central Malayo- 
Polynesiam andlor <Westem Oceanic Austronesian> influences in Western and 
Northern New Guinea from Indonesia, while, in turn, speakers of Central Oceanic 
Austronesian languages or their skills may have reached the Sepik area from the East, 
and therefore could not be considered the only possible carriers of Sepik traditions to 
the East. 
25 Bellwood, Peter, New Discoveries in Southeast Asia relevant for Melanesian (especially) 
Lapita Prehistory, in Galipaud (J.-C.) ed., Poterie lapita et peuplement. Orstorn Actes du col- 
loque lapita, Nourn6a Janvier 1992: 49-66; Intoh, Michiko, Pottery Traditions in Micronesia, 
in Galipaud (J.-C.) ed. 1992: 67-80. 
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On their way eastwards they may or may not have encountered people linked to the so 
called Lapita tradition. Curiously enough, the one recent tradition most remniscent of 
Lapita in the Western Pacific is the one on the rather small Amphlett Islands (Lauer 
1976, May and Tuckson 1982), next to the Trobriand Islands. Under technical aspects 
the closest links would be with strand 6, but with intense use of shell tools for decora- 
ting, while the linguistic affiliation, on present day evidence would be Austronesian 
rather than Non-Austronesian. 
What are the conclusions 
from the Sepik scene that could be of value 
in a wider Melanesian context? 
Seen from up south, i.e. from Vanuatu, the Sepik picture rings, quite to the contrary of 
what one would expect, some familiar bells - this by itself is an old hat in Melanesian 
cultural anthropologyzc. In fact, still speaking as an ethnologist-cultural anthropologist, 
not as an archaeologist, I would like to define the Sepik area of New Guinea and the 
Central-northern parts of Vanuatu (i.e. the Northern New Hebrides and the Banks 
Islands) as the two areas of Melanesia showing probably the highest degree of cultural 
diversity, primarily in terms of languages spoken and recorded, then on a second level 
also in terms of cultural and artistic ways and models of expression, and thirdly in the 
ways of finding differentiated cultural solutions to seemingly identical problems of eco- 
logy and economy. 
Shifting the focal point to Northern Vanuatu we might start with an i$ 
If the non-Lapita Austronesians (or their Non-Lapita Non-Austronesian precursors) 
were the first to arrive here, they were most likely to amve with what they had learned 
about the latest technology including clays and pottery making while in or near the 
Sepik area and Northeast New Guinea. This would explain that the Mangaasi horizonz' 
covers almost the full range of possible combinations known in the Sepik area (where 
we could merge the strands 1 to 5, perhaps including even strand 6 into the "Sepik 
Horizon" ). But not only that, being specialists for sea communication they might have 
made forth and back trips, feeding back to their places of origin in New Guinea new 
26 Speiser 193611 941 Kunststile, reprinted 1872, Guiart, Jean, Oceanie,1963. 
27 including the chip carved Deacon sherd from Malakula, Deacon, Bernard (Wegdwood C. 
ed.), Malekula - a vanishing culture, London 1934. 
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achievements arrived at en route to the island chain, e.g. specifically raising pigs of 
desired tusker potential. As far as pottery goes, a logical step would have been to re- 
export new inventions, e.g. mixing of clays, adding of specific tempers) to their home 
area. Elements of graded society but also of initiation groups and their rites or of artis- 
tic configurations like slit-gongs, carved stones, "hook" figures (cf. Karawari aripa 
figures as models for grade monuments in tree fern etc.) could have travelled in either 
one direction. 
Anyhow the Sepik anthropologist is struck by a number of features in CentralNorthern 
Vanuatu that are already familiar to him, even when and where the specialists for this 
area claim uniqueness of specific features for Vanuatu. E.g. in the series of myths rela- 
ted to the Meltmes site, SW Bay, Malakula a number of structuring events and motifs 
are paralleled by similar elements in the Wandan1 Bapan brother myths in the Central 
Sepik area between the Saserman Hill and the areas around Garambu Hill, the Chambri 
Hills and the hills of the Blackwater River areas respectively. 
Looking at the pottery only: Are we able to link the Central Sepik horizon to the 
Mangaasi horizon as Jose Garanger had proposed to do already in 1972? 
The picture established so far should be looked upon from a more general Melanesian 
perspective. Seen in the wider context, linking the Sepik-Mangaasi Horizons seems a 
real possibility for any period between 800 BC and 1500 AD according to the actually 
available dates, though considerable earlier dates seem not improbable, but we have no 
archaeolgical proof, yet. Just imagine some daring Austronesian chiefly group convin- 
cing local women and their brothers to come along to help establish a new settlement 
on the isles of Plenty, thus beating their Lapita competitors. To the difference of 
Vanuatu, the highly varied recent shapes of pots, of forms of pottery decorations as well 
as techniques of manufacture are not paralleled yet by any sequence of dated pottery 
and associated cultural remains from the Sepik area or from other New Guinea 
Mainland sites. Despite my recurrent urging, and except for Swadling and Gorecki's 
important attempts, no inventory of potential Sepik sites has been produced so far. It 
seems about time to explore the potential of some of the hilltop (or rather down from 
the top slope and ridge sites) more closely. Between the Telefomin hilltops, well inland, 
beyond the pottery "fence" , and the Bosman Plateau near the seabord, there are a num- 
ber of very prominent old settlement places, from Mt.Hunstein, the Washkuk Hills, 
along the Torricelli and Prince Alexander Mountains to the hills of Garamambu, 
Chambri, Aibom and Tambanum, the Gaikorobi village site circlea, the settlement sites 
on hills near the Blackwater and Karawari area as well as the caves of that latter area. 
On the other hand, taken from the recent and sub-recent evidence of West Coast Santo 
and SW Malakula or New Caledonia not all Melanesian pottery was always associated 
28 Schindlbeck, Markus in "Kamber, P. und von Buettner, R. (ed.),Diachronical', Ethnologica 
Helvetica 8, 1984: cf. diagram Kaufmann 1984 above for Gaikorobi. 
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with paddle-impressed shaping, let alone paddle-and-anvil-modelling. I don't see how 
to explain a "going primitive" in pottery making, i.e. from paddle shapinglpaddle and 
anvil modelling to hand-modelling of coiled pot bodies, neither in Vanuatu nor in the 
Sepik, and least of all independently and parallel in both areas. 
Perhaps the conjectural evidence I have dealt with here, is all wrong. It cannot be exclu- 
ded however that some of it is pertinent, which should lead us to look for more corro- 
borating evidence. 
What strikes me most, in the end, is that, again, the Melanesian model of a complex, 
multilevel diversity defies all Western attempts at structuring cultural things and human 
beings clearly and neatly into pre-fabricated boxes. Differentiated, yet related pottery 
styles seem, as much as words, sentences or grammatical structures, to be part of the 
identity of people linked to each other by many strong, yet different bonds. This at least 
is what the seemingly long-term side-by-side existence of different pottery traditions in 
the Sepik area as well as in Central-Northern Vanuatua suggests to us. Seen as such, 
regional or local differentiation is an end in itself, not the product of linear technical 
evolution or linear geographical expansion nor of a single-track historical evolution. 
Lapita, then, is the big exception, at least in Melanesia. 
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Getting off the lapita merry-go-round 
and living without compulsive habits 
Edward Terrel 
Archaeologist 
It should not be overly provocative to say that there is room for further consideration of 
the thinking that underlies larger-scale models of Lapita history. This conference and its 
predecessors are an acknowledgment that careful study of the fine details of Lapita phe- 
nomena has been thinner than both serious and whimsical debate about wider recons- 
tructions. Good science, however, is neither solely inductive and reductionist nor purely 
deductive or Post-Modernist. We need to work both "bottom-up" and "top-down." By 
now most of us who work in the Pacific are also tired of saying there are two ways of 
looking at Lapita the Fast Train (Made in Taiwan) and the Melanesian Homeland 
models (or some halfway compromise). We want better things to do with Lapita. 
Especially now that Jared Diamond who claimed this year in the Walt Disney magazine 
Discover that when the Polynesians finally got to Hawai'i and New Zealand, "ancient 
China's occupation of the Pacific was complete" (1996: train out into the Pacific as far 
as it will go. It might even be argued that our bickering over whether Lapita in the 
Bismarck Archipelago was local or imported (or a bit of both) is undermining our cre- 
dibility in the increasingly sophisticated arena of world archaeological thought. I must 
confess, however, that while I think there are still fine reasons to look at how we are 
thinking about Lapita history and even better reasons to ask what is the future of Lapita 
studies, these sentiments may only be a way to rationalize telling you about a most 
remarkable New Age experience I had not long ago. 
After a low fat but pleasing lunch during the summer solstice in our northern hemis- 
phere, I fell asleep at the foot of an ancient oak tree on my farm in Wisconsin. I awoke 
with a start about 2: 15 that afternoon to discover that one of our cows had invaded my 
personal space and looked for all the world like she was about to give my face a full 
bovine lick. You can imagine how even more startled I was when this Holstein (no. 79) 
instead spoke to me in English with a heavy German accent! It soon developed that this 
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bold young heifer was channeling for none other than Prince Otto von Bismarck. 
Evidently Otto (as he asked me to call him) sensed there was a strong psychic conver- 
gence growing over the Bismarck Archipelago. A number of well-educated, mostly 
middle-aged people were repeating the mantra "Lapita cultural complex" with astoni- 
shing rapture. Otto found this state of affairs on earth so peculiar and alarming that 
when a friend, whom he identified only as "B.B." (but whom I now suspect must be 
Beatrice Blackwood), told him I was the only person alive who actually knows what 
Lapita was and wasn't and therefore I could probably tell him why psychically-gifted 
people were focusing their energies so intensely on the archipelago named after him 
well, to make a long story short, Otto told me he simply had to have a talk. 
He reported his initial thought had been to contact a local service provider and establish 
an e-mail account. But he doesn't have Visa or Mastercard and he has no active uni- 
versity affiliation. So he chose the first available alternative, which happened to be a 
psychically pliable cow, no. 79. What follows is my remembrance of the conversation 
Dear Otto and I had that afternoon. I see now I did most of the talking while he asked 
most of the questions. But after all he came to me, not the other way round. Next time 
(he assured me there will be a next time) perhaps I should listen more and talk less. I'm 
impressed, however, that Otto clearly listened to what I had to say, something not eve- 
ryone is prepared to do. Here I omit the usual pleasantries about the weather and so 
forth that began our remarkable conversation. Let us turn directly to his first searching 
question. 
Otto von Bismarck: I have come to you seeking honest answers to honest questions. Let 
me say right off that I've heard some pretty upsetting things about you, John. Some 
people say you have wacky ideas. In fact, I've heard some scholars only refer to your 
ideas when they want to prove some people say the most pathetic and extreme things 
about Pacific prehistory. 
John Terrell: Gosh, I can't imagine who you are talking about. You don't have to name 
names, but could you be more specific? What am I supposed to have said that is so 
extreme? 
Otto: Please don't be upset, John. What I've heard is that you believe the Austronesian 
languages originated in Melanesia; that Lapita was only a trade ware; and that the 
ancestors of the Polynesians were people who had been living in Melanesia for 30,000 
years or more. Is all this true? 
John: No, but some people say the darnest things about other people, don't they? 
Otto: But why would anyone say you think things so deviant if you haven't made these 
claims? 
John: Don't you think prior plausibility suggests the answer may simply be that some 
scholars don't pay enough attention when they read what other scholars write? Or do 
you think maybe some people don't bother to reread the references they cite before they 
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cite them? Or could it be that some individuals need extreme ideas to be against so their 
own ideas look good? They have to attribute such foundational but silly ideas to some- 
body. And for some reason, some people think I'm fair game. I certainly hope the ans- 
wer isn't that some scholars, like some politicians, know the best way to get around 
criticism-if you can't just ignore what your critics are saying-is to trivialize the opposi- 
tion by misquoting them and marginalize the significance of what they say. 
Otto: Dear John, don't lecture me, of all people, about what politicians do! I may be 
famous for having said that politics is the art of the possible (or was it that politics is 
the art of the plausible?), but I assure you, I know every trick in the book! By Jove, I 
wrote the book! 
John: Sorry, Sir! I know you are justly famous for your political wisdom (and cunning) 
and your tremendous diplomatic skills. Shall we turn to something less contentious? 
Otto: We can certainly try, young man, but from what I've heard, everything about 
Lapita is contentious. 
John: Not as much as it used to be, Sir. In fact, I think there is growing consensus that 
the agenda Pacific scholars have been following since World War I1 has outlived its use- 
fulness. We are moving on. In the course of so doing, we are finding that we aren't 
nearly as divided about what Lapita was and what Lapita wasn't as we used to be. 
Otto: Please don't mentioned that horrible war! Or that nasty little man with his pre- 
posterous moustache. Thank God I don't see him around here! Let's talk about the 
post-war era. What scholarly agenda are you talking about? 
John: After that war, the Pacific came to be widely thought of as a place where scholars 
could study isolated societies and cultural traditions (simply put, one for each island or 
archipelago) related to one another by descent from the same ancestral society. Studying 
change largely meant investigating phenomena within particular societies, not among 
them. Studying cl~lture contact in the Pacific as a social (and social evolutionary) pro- 
cess was assumed to be a matter more for historians than other students of humankind. 
And cultural evolution was routinely conceptualized as a process of radiating differen- 
tiation from a common source or (borrowing thought from zoology and paleontology) 
a process of adaptive radiation. Furthermore, the evident isolation and marginality of 
island societies led some scholars to assume that language, biology, and culture have 
CO-evolved in this part of the world in such an orderly fashion that language can be used 
to circumscribe, label, locate, and index tribes, peoples, or populations and then recons- 
truct their ancient migrations and culture history. For all these reasons, for the last fifty 
years or so (Terrell et al.) the Pacific Islands have been seen as special places for the 
anthropological sciences, convenient laboratories where scholars could study "control- 
led examples" of human nature and cultural behavior under the near-experimental 
conditions made possible by isolation. 
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Otto: I've always thought it amazing that some people would believe the world is a 
mosaic of separate societies, ethnic traditions, or petty principalities. Let me tell you, 
such provincial thinking was a big headache for me when I was chancellor! But I sup- 
pose it makes more sense that some people would accept the commonsense notion that 
early or primitive human life was a world of closed social aggregates, each out of touch 
with other humans, and that contacts among primitive societies were haphazard and lar- 
gely accidental. But Dear John, you say scholars working in the Pacific no longer think 
such things. What has changed? 
John: Well, for one thing we now know that people have been living in the Pacific for 
a very long time perhaps 50,000-60,000 years and evidently there were no major phy- 
sical barriers to inter-island travel in prehistoric times throughout the series of archipe- 
lagoes from southeast Asia at least as far as the Solomons. It's anyone's guess how 
interconnected people living on different islands in the southwestern Pacific were in 
prehistoric times, but there is no longer any particular reason to think, for example, that 
"Melanesia" and "Island Southeast Asia" existed back then as separate, somehow dis- 
tinct culture areas. Instead, the inhabited edge of this ancient island world until about 
3,000-3,500 years ago ran somewhere between the Solomons and the Fiji Islands, not 
at Wallace's Line or Weber's Line between southeast Asia and Oceania. And there is 
growing consensus that voyaging even in the central and eastern Pacific over long dis- 
tances was not only feasible in prehistoric times but was common enough to be 
unremarkable. 
Otto: But how has all this changed the way scholars look at Pacific prehistory? 
John: Much of the research work done in the past 50 years was guided by the quest for 
origins. Such a goal for archaeology in the Pacific is hardly surprising. After all, the 
kind of reductionist thinking that has been labeled "the Garden of Eden syndrome" is a 
basic part of Western common sense. Consider these examples which not only hint at 
the pervasiveness of this way of thinking but also a few of its ramifications. ( l )  You can 
still sell newspapers with headlines announcing the discovery of, say, the oldest rock art 
in the Americas or a gene that "explains" the origins of breast cancer or homosexuality 
(here the search for origins means looking for the "root cause"). (2) Sometimes it seems 
the only kind of anthropology that gets published these days in a journal like sience is 
"human origins research." 
Otto: Yes, yes, but I still don't understand what has changed. 
John: The origins quest was not the only item on the research agenda after World War 
I1 but it was a leitmotif, nonetheless. But since we now know people got to island sou- 
theast Asia, Australia, and nearby parts of Oceania so very, very long ago, simply loo- 
king for where they came from presumably from somewhere in Africa or Asia, 
depending on where one stands on the "Eve out of Africa" debate makes little sense. 
The flip-side of the same coin has been to tell the story of Pacific prehistory as a tale 
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about "who got where when," that is, as a outwardly expanding sequence of coloniza- 
tion events. But looking for the trail of early migrants through the islands and ignoring 
what happened afterwards in the Pacific would be like cutting a cake and not eating it. 
It is easier these days for prehistorians to see why professional historians say history is 
about "what happened in the past." It is easier to see that what happened in the past is 
not necessarily going to be a story about the origins of things, the "oldest this and 
that," or even a story about human progress, ethnic movements, or culture change. Said 
somewhat differently, we are discovering the rewards of thinking about Pacific prehis- 
tory as history in its own right; not just as history that happens to be of interest if it 
shows us, for instance, where the Polynesians came from. We are discovering that pre- 
history in its richness has unexpected things to tell us. In short, we are finding that "pre- 
history matters." And that prehistory cannot be reduced to a few great moments of 
ethnic genesis and cultural migration. 
Otto: Pardon my English but all this sounds rather grandiose, or do I mean philosophical? 
John: I suppose both labels apply. It's actually hard to know what to call such a funda- 
mental change in scientific perspective. Are we talking here about a "paradigm shift"? 
A fundamental change in our working assumptions? Or a new approach to "higher level 
theory"? I do know something is changing, although I am equally sure some of my col- 
leagues don't think so. 
Otto: Let me see if I have this straight, if that's the right word. The predominant sense 
of Pacific prehistory used to be grounded on the notions that (1) people who live on 
islands live isolated lives; (2) prehistory in the Pacific is mostly a story about where the 
islanders came from; and (3) somehow living in isolation on islands causes people to 
change and radiate in isolation in a fashion comparable to the adaptive radiation of 
Hawaiian honeycreepers or Galapagos finches. You say that now, however, scholars are 
more interested in documenting the richness of that huge block of time called "Pacific 
prehistory." But are you also saying they want to document how ties and interactions 
pulled people in the Pacific together into common spheres of human activity and his- 
tory? Or do they still think people living on islands live isolated lives? 
John: I'm sure some individuals still do, but frankly it is hard to read the ethnographic 
literature for Melanesia, Micronesia, and even Polynesia and not be impressed by how 
richly involved people have been with one another in the Pacific. It takes little stretch 
of the imagination, I think, to view the Pacific as a kind of giant playing field where 
people have taken up different positions at different times, traveling different distances, 
perhaps from different directions to play often similar, yet somewhat different, games. 
Everywhere they have taken up residence, people have created rules to live by suited 
both to that place and in keeping with the ideas and slulls they arrived with. But I think 
there is little reason to believe that isolation among communities, between islands, and 
even between archipelagoes was so absolute in the past that new rules, discoveries, 
fashions, inventions, or genetic traits were not shared, passed along, and traded back 
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and forth. Also important is the perspective that settlers in new places in the Pacific 
would have come most often from just down the road, across the bay, or from the next 
island over; they are unlikely to have come from all the way back in southeast Asia. 
Otto: But as I'm told you Americans like to say it, what's the bottom-line here? 
John: These days, old notions of geography, time, and causality in Pacific prehistory are 
changing. The Pacific is not just an aggregate of isolated islands. Instead, Oceania is an 
interlocking, expanding, sometimes contracting, and ever changing geographic set of 
social, political, and economic subfields. And the length and complexity (and interde- 
pendence) of their history and prehistory are better understood if they are viewed as a 
geographic set of local and larger populations who are more or less in touch with each 
other and who have followed separate but often interconnected historical pathways of 
local adaptation and culture change. Put succinctly, it is becoming increasingly obvious 
that the history and prehistory of the Pacific Islands can no longer be so easily reduced 
to the categories and assumptions of Western common sense. 
Otto: What does all this have to do with this sacred mantra I keep hearing? How does 
it go? "Lapita cultural complex," or something like that? 
John: Yes, back to Lapita! It's no secret that I have been saying for some time now that 
we have been repeating the mantra "Lapita cultural complex" in the Pacific long 
enough. It's time to come up with new ways of looking at Lapita pottery and the other 
traits that were associated with it in one place or another and at one time or another. But 
I've also long suspected that many Lapita archaeologists accept two crucial assump- 
tions that, frankly dear Otto, may be unwarranted. People need to take a close, hard look 
at these two assumptions, too. 
Otto: Now John, don't be shy all of a sudden. What are these two possibly unwarranted 
assumptions? 
John: The first is the assumption that something that looks big is big. And so, since 
Lapita pottery has an unusually wide geographic distribution in the southwest Pacific, 
it must be the hallmark of some kind of big prehistoric phenomenon or social entity. The 
second is the assumption that something that's big needs a big (or unusual) explanation. 
Some of my colleagues these days refer to this second assumption in terms of micro- 
and macro-analysis. They say looking at "the big picture" of Pacific prehistory takes big 
ideas that are in some way fundamentally different from looking at things close up. In 
other words, the assumption is made that things having different geographical scales 
must have different causal explanations. 
Otto: You've lost me here, John. How does all this apply to Lapita? 
John: Let's take the first assumption, the notion that things that look big to us must have 
been "big real things" in the past. An example may help. For years Pacific archaeolo- 
gists have talked about something in  the southwestern Pacific called "Lapita long-dis- 
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tance exchange" (Kirch 1990: 128). It has been said that Lapita exchange operated 
within two major distribution networks, one the Western Lapita network (incorporating 
all of the Melanesian archipelagoes from the Bismarcks to New Caledonia, excepting 
Fiji); the other the Eastern Lapita network (Fiji, Tonga, Samoa, and several of the smal- 
ler isolated islands in that part of the Pacific; see Kirch 1988: 105-6). These two big, 
supposedly real things have been invoked to explain, for instance, how obsidian from 
sources in the Bismarck Archipelago got as far east in the Pacific as the Fiji Islands. 
However, people like Jim Specht and I have long been skeptical that anything uniquely 
organized as a Lapita exchange ever existed. I can't speak for Jim, but my own skepti- 
cism has been akin to Morgan's Law in psychology (which I imagine is just a variant 
of Ockham's entia non sunt multiplicands praeter necessitatem). Don't posit an extre- 
mely widespread exchange system to account for how obsidian got as far away as Fiji 
if all that was needed was people being in touch with one another "on down the line." (If 
it is true, as I said earlier, that people living on islands don't live isolated lives, then 
chances are good that people back then would have been in touch with one another in 
any case.) It's worth adding that the claim obsidian got around the Pacific through a dis- 
tinctively "Lapita" exchange system or network, as evidence currently stands, is a fine 
example of tautology. 
Otto: So you are saying there may not have been anything uniquely "Lapita" about 
"Lapita exchange" or the so-called "Lapita exchange system"? 
John: For a man channeling through a cow you don't miss a thing, do you! Maybe some 
of my colleagues should communicate by cow rather than by the Internet! Here's ano- 
ther way of looking at what I'm suggesting. The geographical scale over which Lhings 
got exchanged during Lapita times in the Pacific their spatial geometry does not neces- 
sarily mean there was anything strikingly long-distance about the process of inter-com- 
munity exchange back then. Nor is there any particular reason to assume that 
"long-distance exchange was an essential component of the Lapita dispersal and colo- 
nization strategy" (Kirch 1988: 104). In fact, it could be argued that if eastern Lapita 
communities were isolated from western Lapita communities by the 850-1000 km. 
water gap between Vanuatu and Fiji, as some have suggested (Green 1994: 20; Kirch 
1988: 112: Spriggs 1994: 74), then this observation in itself is an argument against the 
idea that there was something strikingly long-distance about Lapita exchange (White, 
in press). As Roger Green said not so long ago, "we do not have a single integrated 
exchange system operating throughout Remote Oceania at the time of the Lapita hori- 
zon. Instead, we have a series of such systems, only loosely linked to one another by 
different imports or exports" (Green 1994: 19-20; also Green 1995). In a word, while 
people in some of the newly settled parts of the Pacific beyond the Solomons evidently 
did not lose contact with people to the north and west of them, nobody thinks Lapita 
was an integrated society, kingdom, confederation, colonial empire, or plantation sys- 
tem. Contrary to opinions voiced by some (Kirch 1991: 158-60; Spriggs 1993: 187), 
Lapita was not even a "unity," not an "extremely widespread system" (Green 1994: 21). 
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Otto: But isn't Lapita pottery something special? 
John: Yes and no. Pamela Swadling (Swadling and Hope 1992: 36) and Paul Gorecki 
(Gorecki et al. 199 1) have been saying for some time that pottery-making on the north 
coast of New Guinea predates the first appearance of Lapita pottery in the Bismarck 
Archipelago by 2,000 years. Matthew Spriggs (1996) doesn't believe them, and in the 
case of Swadling's C-14 dates, there are some problems. But the real difficulty at the 
moment is this: nobody knows for sure where or when people first began to make pots 
in the ornate Lapita style. That village where people first started making and exporting 
Lapita pots hasn't been found. 
Otto: Aren't you forgetting your own work on the Sepik coast? 
John: I didn't want to mention that because Rob Welsch, several other colleagues, and 
I are about to go off to Aitape to dig. So far we've only done survey work there. We 
aren't entirely sure how our archaeological findings fit into the picture of evolving 
human life on the north coast of New Guinea that Swadling and Gorecki have been put- 
ting together. I can tell you one thing. We only found a tiny sherd of Lapita pottery in 
1993-94. Gorecki and Swadling didn't find any. Instead, we found lots and lots of other 
pottery. Welsch and I currently see the Lapita style of potterymaking as just one of seve- 
ral related, but not identical, early ceramic industries in what Geoff Irwin (1992) calls 
the "voyaging corridor" between Asia and Bismarcks. We suspect that pottery-making 
traditions on the coast of New Guinea and in the Bismarck Archipelago may be mem- 
bers of a widely distributed technical style of ceramic industries in the western Pacific 
marked roughly speaking by the presence of plain and red-slipped globular pots 
(Bellwood 1992: 50-51; Butler 1994). Societies in New Guinea are famous in the eth- 
nographic literature for engaging "in an import and export of ritual and artistic culture 
that reaches intensities almost unparalleled in the nonindustrial world" (Roscoe 1989: 
219). It is our suspicion that not only pots but the art of pottery-making was imported 
and exported with great enthusiasm among societies in the voyaging corridor back in 
the 2nd millennium B.C. when red-slip pots made their appearance on the list of things 
that people on the coast had available to exchange with others near or far. 
Otto: But where is the Mother of all Lapita? 
John: We have found potsherds on the hills around the town of Aitape on the coast that 
are from small, round-bottomed, low-fired vessels having thin (ca. 0.3-0.6 cm.) body 
walls and fine, white temper inclusions (quartz and feldspar). While the samples are 
often highly eroded, at least some of the vessels were red-slipped. Vessel rims are 
simple, usually unnotched, gently incurving or somewhat everted. Surface decoration is 
rare and limited to small-tool impressions and surface stamping and scoring done with 
pronged or dentate implements. We call this Sumalo ware, after a collecting locality on 
the Sumalo Hills near the mouth of the Rainu River east of Aitape. 
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Otto: What does Sumalo pottery have to do with Lapita pottery? 
John: Nowadays most experts agree that the ornate Lapita style of potterymaking grew 
up in the Bismarcks. However, there are technical and some limited stylistic affinities 
between Sumalo pottery and Lapita pottery. To put it crudely, Sumalo pottery is Lapita 
pottery without the faces (see Spriggs 1990). Rob and I have difficulty seeing Lapita 
style pottery with its complex vessel forms and ornate decorative motifs as the precur- 
sor of the plain and impressed Sumalo pottery. The reverse seems more likely. So dig 
we must. 
Otto: If so little Lapita got to the north coast of New Guinea, how did it get all the way 
out to Samoa and Tonga? Did people in the Bismarcks have a special "Lapita dispersal 
and colonization strategy"? 
John: This claim is a nice example of the second (probably) unwarranted assumption 
sometimes made about Lapita, namely the thought that something big like Lapita 
demands something out of the ordinary (say, a special strategy of some kind) to account 
for it. These days anthropologists are acutely aware of the importance of being clear 
about "agency." Let's accept that people more than 3,000 years ago did colonize a num- 
ber of previously uninhabited islands in remote Oceania as rapidly as some Lapita 
archaeologists have asserted they did, say within a period of 100-200 years. Why 
assume even then that there was something uniquely "Lapita" about these colonists kee- 
ping in touch with people "back home"? It can be argued on a number of grounds (Hunt 
and Graves 1990: 110-13; Terrell in press;) that patterned social relations "at a dis- 
tance" are a universal constant of human life. If so, then why not begin your research 
instead with the assumption that island peoples, like everyone else, have deliberately 
maintained structured ties or valences (e.g., marriage, adoption, feasting, exchange, 
friendship, etc.) with others near and far for social and survival reasons; and that island 
peoples have tried to avoid situations that would lead to their isolation. In short, there 
undoubtedly were strategies behind the successful colonization of islands in remote 
Oceania. But it hardly seems necessary to think of the strategies involved as abnormal 
and unique to people having Lapita pottery. 
Otto: But isn't this obvious? Why would anyone think otherwise? And more to the 
point, what do you think scholars need to do to get off the Lapita merry-go-round and 
start looking at Lapita in new ways? 
John: I have a few thoughts but scholars don't like people telling them what to do. If I 
tried, they might start calling me the Iron Curator! 
Otto: But surely something can be done? 
John: Here are a few basic suggestions. First, I think we need to accept that Lapita isn't 
a single or a simple story. Lapita pottery instead has lots of stories to tell depending on 
the time and We need to explore the likelihood that Lapita wasn't a monolithic 
complex; more accurately, Lapita was probably a mosaic of Oceanic cultural traits (only 
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some of which, I'll bet, have so far been identified; only some of which got expressed 
at all or most Lapita pottery sites). Importantly, each of the traits in the mosaic proba- 
bly had its own history, its own geographic distribution, its own temporal distribution. 
The histories of some of these traits probably did first come together in the Bismarcks, 
and how they did so is unquestionably part of the whole story of Pacific prehistory. 
Another part of the story is how some of the traits in this Oceanic cultural mosaic, as i t  
was expressed in the Bismarcks, traveled from there to new places in the Pacific; this 
part of the tale also needs to be told. It may well be that people from a particular part of 
the Bismarcks were largely responsible for expanding the range of some of the culture 
traits in the mosaic (but surely not all of them). It seems likely, however, that after these 
traits got to new places in remote Oceania, by whatever means, each of them once more 
had its own historical trajectory, again depending on time and place. In short, dear Otto, 
I'll bet you the story of Lapita will prove to be every bit as complex (and every bit as 
much a part of the whole prehistory of the Pacific) as we know things usually are. 
You can imagine how shocked I was at what happened at this point in our conversation 
on that sleepy afternoon. The cow standing so patiently in front of me suddenly gave 
out a deep sigh and lunged forward, giving my face a mighty slap with its huge tongue! 
And Otto was heard from no more. 
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Theorie et pratique 
1 du Lapita 

1 de Bourail? 
I Remarques sur le site WBR001 
Daniel Frimigacci 
Archeologue 
Les campements anciens 
de la baie de Bourail 
La zone cbtikre de la baie de Bourail et la plaine de Gouaro sont extrsmement riches en 
vestiges archtologiques, elles feront l'objet tr&s prochainement d'une publication : 
(( Les campements anciens de la baie de Bourail, Nouvelle-Caltdonie D. Cette rCgion 
montre une grande homogCnCitC culturelle, notamment pour les ptriodes les plus 
rtcentes comme le montrent les relevts de traditions orales. 
Toute la cate, de Temroc au nord-ouest jusqu'au village de Gouaro, en passant par la 
plage dite de Poe, est bordte par un cordon dunaire de sable corallien. Ces formations 
dunaires prennent une grande extension dans la presqu'ile de Nessadiou et, dans une 
moindre mesure, sur l'ilot Vert. C'est dans ces formations dunaires que les sites majeurs 
de la rtgion ont CtC repCrCs. 
L'environnement marin de ces sites offrait aux populations toute la panoplie des diffC- 
rents biotopes dans lesquels elles ttaient susceptibles de puiser leur nourriture. On y 
trouve en effet le platier corallien, les zones sableuses du bord de plage, les eaux de 
moyenne profondeur du lagon et de l'embouchure des rivikres Ntra et Nessadiou oh se 
trouvent les zones h rhizophora, puis le rtcif frangeant et enfin la haute mer. Je me bor- 
nerai ici h faire quelques remarques sur le site WBROOl de Nessadiou (fig. 1). 
Cependant, rappelons au prtalable les quelques rtsultats obtenus par les fouilles entre- 
prises sur l'ilot Vert situt en face du site de Nessadiou, dans la baie (Frimigacci et 
Siorat, 1988) de Bourail. D'aprks les traditions orales recueillies dans la rtgion de 
Bourail, l'ilot Vert serait le cimetike des clans installts sur le bord de mer, depuis 
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Moindou jusqu'8 Bourail. De nombreuses structures pourraient se rapporter 8 ces tradi- 
tions, d'autres vestiges, par contre, remonteraient 8 la pCriode de KonC. A l'ilot Vert, on 
retrouve le schCma dCfini par J. C. Galipaud (1988) de 1'Cvolution des dramiques. 
Les niveaux anciens des chantiers A, K, E et C dCnommCs ici (Frimigacci et Siorat, op. 
cit.) << niveaux culturels I1 B appartiennent B la pCriode de KonC, on y retrouve es- 
sentiellement de la poterie de Podtankan. En effet, un seul tesson Lapita dCcorC d'inci- 
sions gComChiques a CtC mis au jour dans le niveau profond du chantier A. 
I Figure 1 
Presqu'ile de Nessadiou, a I'embouchure des rivieres Nera et Nessadiou. 
Localisation des sites WBROOl et WBROOP. 
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Les niveaux rCcents dCnommCs c niveaux culturels I >, appartiennent B la pCriode de 
Naia. On y trouve de la poterie B anses de Plum et de la poterie de NCra, dCcorCe de 
motifs repoussCs (pustules) et incises. 
En ce qui concerne les structures de l'ilot Vert, les murets construits sur la dune au nord- 
est sont contemporains du Naia recent, c'est ce que montre la fouille du chantier H. Les 
tertres d'habitation sont Cgalement contemporains de cette pCriode, comme l'atteste la 
poterie qui se trouve au-dessus et autour. I1 en est de mCme pour les pierres dressks et 
la sCpulture. 
On peut donc considerer que cette occupation est en relation avec les differentes tradi- 
tions orales qui se rapportent B cet Plot. 
Certains monuments, par contre, pourraient Ctre plus anciens et leur construction 
remonterait B la fin du dernier millCnaire avant notre bre, comme le montre la fouille du 
chantier C, soit B la pCriode de KonC. Ceci expliquerait peut-Ctre le statut de tabou 
encore respect6 aujourd'hui qui entoure l'ilot. 
L'ilot Vert aurait donc CtC occupC sans interruption depuis la pCriode de KonC jusqu'i 
la pCriode contemporaine. Les occupants de la pCriode tardive de Naia auraient rCamC- 
nag6 les structures existantes et en auraient construit d'autres, notamment les murets. 
Ces petits espaces amCnagCs pourraient alors Ctre les autels des clans installCS en face, 
sur la Grande-terre. I1 faut cependant noter que la vocation de cimetibre n'a pas CtC 
demontree. 
La presqu'ile de Nessadiou 
La presqu'ile (fig. 1 et 2) est bordCe au nord par une formation de flysch constituant des 
mamelons dont le plus ClevC culmine B 165 m. La c6te sud donne sur la baie de 
Nessadiou, elle est formCe d'une plaine colluviale aux piCmonts des collines et d'une 
plage corallienne couronnCe par une dune. Les terres marCcageuses au centre de la plai- 
ne tCmoignent d'une emprise ancienne de la mer au centre de la presqu'ile. Les forma- 
tions de plages constitutes de sable corallien amen6 par la mer puis par le vent ont 
model6 le paysage actuel. Les populations des sites WBROOl et WBR002 ttaient ins- 
tallies sur ce littoral sud, sur les formations dunaires, en face de l'ilot Vert (fig. 2). 
Les extractions de sable nous avaient montrC que le sommet de la dune Ctait trbs riche 
en vestiges cCramiques et dCchets de cuisine. Avant d'entreprendre les fouilles, des son- 
dages furent cependant rCalisCs autour de cette dune afin de delimiter l'extension des 
campements anciens. La partie ouest de la dune (site WBR002) Ctait pratiquement 
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Plrtirr 
Lrs altitudrs dr la dune sont crlcullrs 
i partir du nivrau m g n  drr plus hrutn mrrs 
I Figure 2 
Localisation des differents sondages et fouilles sur la presqu'ile de Nessadiou. 
dCtruite B notre arrivCe, I1 ne restait plus que quelques lambeaux de cette dune, les extrac- 
teurs de sable ayant CtC gCnCs par quelques trbs grands arbres. Non loin de 18, l'embou- 
chure de la Nessadiou a favorisC la croissance d'une zone B mangrove, extremement 
riche en coquillages et poissons. Le campement ancien est install6 en face d'une passe 
dans le recif barrikre due B la prCsence de l'embouchure des rivibres Nessadiou et NCra. 
L'absence de rCcif frangeant B cet endroit rendait possible l'atterrage des pirogues juste 
devant le campement, mCme 2 made basse, par la passe de Bourail dembe  l'ilot Jaje 
(l'actuel ilot Vert). Les pirogues s'introduisaient dans le lagon et un chenal donnait 
accbs B la c8te au lieu-dit Nerhe (eau) non loin du site (fig. 1 et 2). Tous ces parambtres 
Cco-gkographiques propres au campement Lapita de Nessadiou constituent en quelque 
sorte un modble observe ailleurs (Frimigacci, 1980), mCme si quelques variantes B ce 
modble existent (sites d'Arama et de Patho). La rivibe N'diadiou (Nessadiou) pouvait 
difficilement procurer de l'eau douce, l'eau salCe remontant trbs loin le cours de la 
rivibre. Cependant, B l'ouest du site, des forages peu profonds procurent de l'eau potable. 
Les sondages realises autour de la dune nous ont permis de cerner l'implantation 
ancienne mais aussi de mettre en Cvidence les contours du littoral B la pCriode de l'oc- 
cupation du site (fig. 2). 
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La courbe de niveau situCe a 1,20 m au-dessus du niveau moyen des plus hautes mer 
dklimite au sud la prCsence de vestiges. Le sondage X rCalisC entre lamer et la dune n'a 
pas fait apparaitre la presence de vestiges, pas mCme ceux se rapportant aux pCriodes 
les plus rCcentes. I1 semblerait que ces formations situCes environ 1,20 m du niveau 
moyen des plus hautes mers soient renouvelks au grC des vagues de tempzte. Le cor- 
don littoral a l'tpoque de I'occupation de la dune par les gens du site WBROOl pouvait 
suivre approximativement cette courbe de niveau h 1.20 m. Les observations faites le 
long de la plage sur la coupe naturelle de la terrasse marine montrent que les vestiges 
archCologiques apparaissent avec la courbe de niveau ?I 1,30 m. Les courbes ?i 1,20 m 
et 21 1,30 m se dirigent vers la mer et de toute evidence la plage a CtC CrodCe, emportant 
une partie du village situC en bord de mer. Le processus est encore en marche car 
quelques arbres sont dCracinCs et jonchent le sol de la greve. Les formations dunaires 21 
cet endroit montrent deux ensembles de taille diffkrente. L'ensemble dunaire I'est 
constitue le site WBR001, il abritait des populations de la ptriode de KonC, avec de la 
poterie Lapita. Les tessons de poterie Lapita ne se rencontrent que sur cette portion de 
dune, ?I partir de la courbe de niveau a 1,30 m. Nous n'en avons pas trouvC dans la 
plaine colluviale prbs des piCmonts ni dans la dune ouest, domaine des usagers de pote- 
rie de Naia mais aussi de poterie de Podtankan, dtcorCe d'impressions au battoir et par- 
fois de chevrons. Malheureusement, cette partie ouest de la dune a CtC, comme nous 
l'avons vu, pratiquement totalement exploitke par les marchands de sable. Aux pCriodes 
rtcentes, toute la zone a CtC occupCe par les potiers du Naia. 
Ceci pose le probleme des limites gCographiques de la prCsence de poterie Lapita dans 
les sites en OcCanie et de sa fonction au sein des groupes humains. 
Rappelons que les critbres retenus pour classer les tessons de poterie dans la catCgorie : 
N poterie Lapita D ne sont pas Cvidents, ils sont ceux du dCcor, de la forme, de la prC- 
sence ou de l'absence de sable corallien dans le dkgraissant et de la temptrature de cuis- 
son. Toutes ces questions seront reprises, dCveloppCes et commentCes dans la 
publication 21 parnitre (c5 supra). 
C'est en 1976 B l'occasion de l'extraction du sable dans la dune de Nessadiou par les 
pelleteuses que les premiers tessons Lapita ont CtC mis au jour. 
Les premikres fouilles de sauvetage ont CtC effectuks en 1977 par D. Frimigacci, Jean- 
Pierre Maitre et Jean Pierre Siorat, elles ont CtC continuCes par D. Frimigacci en 1981. 
Ces travaux ont CtC financCs par le Temtoire de la Nouvelle-CalCdonie, I'Orstom, le 
CNRS, le MusCe nto-calkdonien et le Ministbre de la Culture (sous-direction de 
1'ArchCologie). Une premibre collecte de surface, notamment dans les dCblais laissCs 
par les pelleteuses, nous ont permis de mesurer la richesse de ce site. 
Un certain nombre de sondages et de fouilles ont alors CtC entrepris sur le sommet de la 
dune, pres de la carriere de sable en exploitation et dans la partie basse de la dune, en 
face des bitiments de la ferme Vidoire. 
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Les sondages en face des batiments 
de la ferrne Vidoire 
Entre la maison des Vidoire et le bord de mer se trouve un bas de dune utilisC par les 
colons pour la culture de la pomme de terre. Les objectifs de ces sondages Ctaient de 
trouver un espace non remaniC par les cultures en prospectant tout prks de la mer (entre 
le chemin et la plage) mais Cgalement d'essayer de cerner I'extension du domaine 
Lapita. 
Sondage Z- 1, A B C 
Dans un humus superficiel, apparition dks les cinq premiers centimktres de fragments 
osseux de tortue, de coquilles et de quelques tessons de poterie incisCs de la pCriode de 
Naia mais aussi un tesson de poterie dCcorC d'impressions au battoir et quelques petits 
Cclats de phtanite. L'abondance de vestiges en surface confirme la tradition orale rela- 
tant qu'h cet endroit se trouvaient les villages protohistoriques de N'diadiou et Nkrhe. 
A 0,15 m de la surface, apparition d'un tesson de poterie dCcort de pointillCs Lapita. 
Entre moins 0,25 m et moins 0,30 m, apparition des premikres ponces jaunes et des tes- 
sons de poterie. Ce remplissage se retrouve jusqu'h moins 0,36 m de la surface, on y 
trouve de la poterie de la pCriode Naia mais aussi des tessons dCcorts de pointillts 
Lapita et d'impressions au battoir. A moins 0,28 m appara?t une surface homogkne avec 
des cailloux et quelques grosses coquilles. Entre moins 0,30 m et 0,36 m, le sable jaune 
sterile appardt. A moins 0,58 m de la surface, des blocs de sable consolid6 avec des 
phCnomknes de croClte font leur apparition. 
On trouve en surface de ce sondage les vestiges du niveau culture1 I caractCrist par de 
la poterie de type Naia mais cette poterie se retrouve jusqu'h la base de la coupe, asso- 
cite a de la poterie de la pCriode de KonC. Ce site est remaniC. 
Sondage 2-48, B C 
Ce sondage a CtC pratiquC h 48 m du premier (Z-1) vers la maison des Vidoire en plein 
milieu du champ du colon. 
La surface du sol est fortement remute. A moins 0, 20 m de la surface, on note la prC- 
sence de deux tessons de poterie, l'un portant des dtcors au battoir et l'autre des dCcors 
Lapita pointillCs associCs h quelques tessons de la pCriode de Naia. De la poterie dCco- 
rCe de pointillCs Lapita et d'impressions au battoir ainsi que de la poterie de Naia se ren- 
contrent encore jusqu'h moins 0,29 m de la surface. Un tesson de bouteille a dgalement 
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CtC trouvC h moins 0,25 m de la surface. A moins 0,42 m, le sable blanc sterile apparait, 
il fait place au sable consolid6 h moins 0,75 m de la surface. Ce sondage montre que cet 
emplacement a CtC fortement remaniC par les travaux horticoles. 
Sondage Y 
Ce sondage, pratiquC entre la partie la plus ClevCe de la dune et la maison des Vidoire 
avait pour objet de connaitre I'extension du campement. Les rares vestiges en surface 
laissaient dCjh penser que la surface du site, h cet endroit, Ctait fortement remuCe. On 
note dans ce sondage la totale absence de stratigraphie et la prCsence de tessons de pote- 
rie de Naia associCs h de la poterie dCcorCe de pointillCs Lapita et de dCcors au battoir. 
Quelques ponces jaunes apparaissent vers moins 0,25 m, ce sable blanc sterile, lui, 
apparait h moins 0,38 m de la surface. Ce sable est croQtCfiC h moins 0,80 m. 
Les fouilles sur la dune 
La partie la plus ClevCe de la dune Ctait en exploitation h notre arrivCe en 1987. Les 
extracteurs de sable avaient ouvert une carrikre, laissant un lambeau de dune au nord et 
au sud, les pelleteuses progressant vers l'est. 
Nous avons donc procCdC h des fouilles archCologiques autour de la carrikre, ce sont les 
chantiers A, B et C (fig. 3). Nous avons Cgalement CtudiC les structures laissCes au sol 
dans le sable blanc stCrile apparu h la base du dCcapage effectuC par les pelleteuses 
venues extraire de << la terre noire D, afin de construire la piste du terrain de sport de la 
ville de Bourail. 
Lapifa Non Laprla 
10 - 15 
1s -20 
1 Figure 4 
Repartition des poteries Lapita et non Lapita dans le chantier A. 
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Chantier A 
On observe de la surface 2 moins 0,20 m un sol brun foncC avec son humus. A moins 
0,10 m de la surface, apparait une plus grande concentration de vestiges prkfigurant une 
surface d'occupation possible. Ce remplissage constitue le niveau I, il n'a pas CtC datC. 
A moins 0,20 m de la surface, apparait un sol bleutC avec une grande concentration de 
tessons de poterie, appartenant tous au Lapita, c'est le niveau IIa, il a CtC datC de 1780 
k 100 B.P. (Cch. UW 472, prClevC 2 -0,22 m de la surface). Le remplissage archColo- 
gique continue jusqu'h moins 0,55 m de la surface pour faire place au sable blanc stC- 
rile. I1 n'y a pas de solution de continuitb entre la surface et la base de ce remplissage 
de couleur bleutC. La base de ce remplissage (niveau I1 b) a CtC datC de 2875 + 115 B.P. 
(Cch. UW 471). 
Vestiges ckramiques reconnus en stratigraphie artificielle (fig. 4) : 
Surface : 20 Lapita pour 7 Naia 
S. h - 10 : 114 Lapita pour 26 Naia 
-10 -15 : 48 Lapita pour 12 Naia et 1 battoir 
-15 -20 : 40 Lapita pour 3 Naia et 2 battoir, apparition du sol bleutC 
-20 -35 : 166 Lapita pour 0 Naia + 1 battoir (l780 +l00 B.P.) 
-30 -55 : 76 Lapita pour 0 Naia (2875 k 115). 
On constate un plus grand nombre de tessons Lapita que de non Lapita dans ce chantier 
mCme dans les couches supCrieures et la surface. Deux couches se distinguent par le 
nombre de tessons, il s'agit de la couche situCe entre la surface et -10 (niveau I) oD I'on 
observe une surface possible d'occupation. L'autre couche se situe entre -20 et -35 
(niveau IIa) ou I'on ne trouve que du Lapita, elle est datQ de 1780 k 100 B.P. (Cch. UW 
472, prClev6 h -0.22 m de la surface). La base de ce niveau (IIb) est datQ de 2875 + 115 
B.P. (Cch. UW 471, prClevC 2 - 40155 m). 
Chantier B 
Un chantier de 8 m* a CtC ouvert 2 proximitt5 de la carribre (fig. 2 et 3). En surface, sur 
le lieu d'implantation du chantier on pouvait noter la prksence de nombreuses coquilles 
et de non moins nombreux tessons de poterie Lapita, certains d&orCs de pointillts (1 14 tes- 
sons) et d'autres de la ptriode de Naia (45 tessons) dont un dCcorC d'incisions. 
Coupe stratlgraphique 
En A 3, entre la surface et moins 0,10 m, prksence indubitable de poterie de la pCriode 
de Naia rCcent, mais avec encore plus de tessons de poterie Lapita. C'est h moins 0,10 m 
de la surface que I'on remarque la plus grande concentration de poterie de Naia, un tes- 
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son de cette poterie pone un decor repoussC de type Ntra, semblable h ceux rencontrks 
dans la majorit6 des sites de surface environnants. 
En A 1, h -0,lO m, prCsence de dkchets de cuisine formCs de nombreuses coquilles dont 
un bCnitier muni de ses deux valves. Dans ce sol noir superficiel mais sous I'humus, on 
trouve encore de la poterie de la pCriode de Naia, avec un Cchantillon dCcorC d'inci- 
sions. On trouve aussi des tessons de poterie dCcorCs Lapita. 
En A 4, entre -0,08 et 0,10 m, le dCcapage a mis en Cvidence les vestiges d'une possible 
surface d'occupation avec des coquilles et de tessons de poterie. Des charbons sont rele- 
vCs a ce niveau mais ils sont trop environnCs de racines et trop prks de la surface pour 
Ctre pris en compte. 
En A 5, entre -0,08 et 0,10 m, le dtcapage permet de retrouver ce qui pourrait Ctre une 
surface d'occupation notCe en A 4, A 3 et A 1. La poterie incisCe de type Naia prCdo- 
mine, un de ces tessons est dCcorC de motifs peignts. 
L'observation du matCriel cCramique provenant de l'ensemble de 'la surface fouillCe 
entre -0,08 et 0,10 m montre que les tessons de poterie Lapita sont bien plus nombreux 
que ceux de la pCriode Naia (fig. 6). 
Sous cette couche superficielle (depuis la surface jusqu'h environ -0,lO m) qui pourrait 
renfermer une surface d'occupation situCe sous l'humus, il n'a pas CtC trouvC un seul 
tesson de poterie (fig. 6) jusqu'h -0,17 m. I1 faut attendre la base du remplissage, entre 
-0,20 et -0,25 m pour retrouver une grande concentration de cCramique. I1 est intCres- 
sant d'observer que dans ce premier niveau, entre la surface et -0,20 m, c'est encore la 
poterie Lapita qui est la plus abondante. 
En A 1, h -25 m, une zone plus riche a CtC mise en Cvidence, dans un sCdiment ce cou- 
leur bleutt que l'on retrouvera panout vers -0,25 et 0 ,  30 m. Cette concentration h - 
0,25 m pourrait etre une surface d'occupation, mise en Cvidence par le dkapage. En 
A 2, vers 0,24 m, apparition du sol bleutC accompagnC d'une grande concentration de 
vestiges. A -0,25 m, dans le sol bleutC en A2, sous un tridacna, des pklkvement de char- 
bons ont CtC effectuCs (Cch. UW 645 ; 940 * 50 BP). En A 7, h -25 m, apparition du rem- 
plissage bleutC, caractkristique du niveau 11. Le dCcapage montre la prksence de ce qui 
pourrait &tre une surface d'occupation caractCrisCe par de la poterie Lapita. En A 7, h 
-27 m, les premikres pierres ponces jaunes apparaissent. En B 3, h -35 m, prksence de 
vestiges cCramiques qui appaniennent au remplissage archkologique mis en Cvidence 
entre -0,25 et -0.30 m. En A 7, h -39 m, apparition de grosses ponces jaunes dans un sol 
nettement plus clair (gris clair). Ces ponces pourraient distinguer le niveau IIa du niveau 
IIb, plus ancien. En A '7, h -401-45 m, on atteint la base du remplissage archCologique. 
Cependant une poche riche en tessons de poterie, ponces jaunes et cendres se prolonge 
jusqu'h -70 m. La poche traverse un lit de gros debris coralliens us& de type galet. 
I1 est remarquable de noter que l'apparition du sol de couleur bleutC coyncide avec la 
disparition des vestiges ckramiques de type Naia (six tessons de ce type entre -0,20 et 
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0,25 m) et avec l'augmentation de la prksence des tessons de poterie Lapita (170 dans 
ce meme espace). 
En B 3, le sol sableux blanc stCrile apparait, mais on observe la trace d'un trou de poteau 
contemporain du niveau IIa qui s'enfonce dans ce sable jusqu'h une 1,38 m de la sur- 
face. Ce poteau est comparable h ceux mis en Cvidence dans Ie sable blanc de la car- 
ri&re, il pourrait faire partie des memes structures. En A 1, h -48 m, on atteint la base du 
remplissage du sol caractCrisC par de la poterie Lapita. Apparition d'un niveau indurC 
formant une dalle avec des ponces altCrCes jaunes. En A 1, B -60 m, un ensemble de gros 
I Figure 6 
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galets coralliens apparait dans le sable blanc stkrile. En A2 et A3, apparition h -1,25 m 
de la surface du sable coquillier grossier indurC mis en place par la mer. 
Vestiges ckramiques reconnus en stratigraphie artificielle (fig. 6) : 
Surface : 114 Lapita pour 45 Naia 
S. A -l 0 l l l Lapita pour 45 Naia et 2 battoirs 
-10 -15 0 Lapita et 0 Naia 
- 15 -20 29 Lapita pour 24 Naia 
-20 -25 170 Lapita pour 6 Naia apparition du sol bleutC 
-25 -30 117 Lapita pour 0 Naia et 2 battoirs. (940 k50 BP). 
-30 -35 100 Lapita pour 0 Naia 
-35 -40 111 Lapita pour 0 Naia 
-40 -45 36 Lapita pour 0 Naia et 1 battoir 
-45 -50 34 Lapita pour 0 Naia et 1 battoir 
-50 -55 0 Lapita et 0 Naia 
-55 -60 0 Lapita et 0 Naia 
-60 -70 4 Lapita pour 0 Naia 
Chantier C 
Trois mbtres carrts ont CtC fouillCs, en A 7 et A 11-12, la stratigraphie est sensiblement 
la mCme que celle rencontrte dans le chantier B. 
Dans les dix premiers centimbtres de ce chantier, on note la prtsence de nombreuses 
coquilles et de tessons de poterie, avec une plus grande concentration h - 0,10 m de la 
surface. On y trouve un trbs grand nombre de tessons de poterie de type Naia (256 tes- 
sons), mais aussi 94 tessons de poterie Lapita (fig. 7). Dans ces trois sections fouilltes, 
une surface d'occupation semble apparaitre vers 0,10 m de la surface. Le sol bleutC, 
caractCristique du niveau 11, fait son apparition vers -0,20 m et 0,25 m de la surface. 
Entre -0,25 m et 0,30 m, dans le sol bleutt, surface du niveau 11, on remarque une 
grande concentration de poterie Lapita, sans toutefois observer une rCelle surface d'oc- 
cupation comme c'ttait le cas dans le chantier B. Six tessons de poterie de type Naia se 
rencontrent dans les dix premiers centimbtres de ce niveau 11. Un de ces tessons est 
dtcorC de chevrons, pouvant ainsi Ctre plus ancien que la cCramique de type NCra ren- 
contree en surface. 
Des charbons ont CtC relevCs en A 7 h -0,30 m et h -0,35 m appartenant au mCme Cchan- 
tillon, ils ont CtC datCs de 930 2 40 BP (Cch. UW 646). Cette datation du niveau IIa de 
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couleur bleutC se rapporte 11 un niveau caractkrid par de la poterie Lapita, confirmant 
la datation des ichantillons collect6s au mCme niveau dans les chantiers B et A (tabl. 1). 
I Tableau 1 
Datations d u  site d e  Nessadiou WBR001. 
Profondeur 
et niveau 
- 0,22 m 
(114 
- 030  m 
(Ila) 
- 035 m 
(Ila) 
- 0,4010,55 m 
(Ilb) 
-0,75 m 
(Pdeau Ila) 
- 0,701- 0 8 0  m 
(Base Ilb) 
- 0,80 m 
(Base Ilb) 
- 0,86 m 
(Surface fosse) 
- 1,601 1,80 m 
(Base fosse) 
- 1,80m 
(Base fosse) 
- 1,80m 
(Base fosse) 
Le remplissage archCologique fait place au sable blanc stCrile h -055 m de la surface en 
A 10-11 et 11 -0,60 m en A7. 
I1 est remarquable de noter ici que la plus grande concentration de poterie de type Naia 
se trouve en surface (256 tessons), mCme si le nombre de tessons de poterie Lapita est 
important (94 tessons). Cette occupation de la surface concorde avec le style de poterie 
observk : type Naia recent avec de la poterie de Nkra. La quantitC de tessons de poterie 
de type Naia decroit trhs r6guli2rement depuis la surface pour disparaitre vers moins 
Chantier 
A 
1780i1 M) 
BP 
2875*115 
BP 
Chantier 
B 
94060 
BP 
Chanlier 
C 
Fosse 
D 
930AO 
BP 
2830t50 
BP 
279090 
BP 
Fosse 
E 
276090 
BP 
260055 
BP 
Base llb 
F 
279021 20 
BP 
Base llb 
G 
271060 
BP 
Poteau 
I 
820AO 
BP 
Poteau 
L 
84050  
BP 
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0,20 m Six tessons qui ne sont pas Lapita ont Ctt relevts entre 0,20 m et -0,30 m pour 
352 tessons de poterie Lapita. I1 faut noter cependant que l'un de ces tessons est dtcort 
de chevrons et qu'il pourrait Ctre contemporain de la ctramique Lapita. 
Vestiges ctramiques reconnus en stratigraphie artificielle (fig. 7) : 
Surf. - l 0  
-10 -15 
-15 -20 
-20 -25 
94 Lapita pour 256 Naia 
56 Lapita pour 48 Naia 
134 Lapita pour 35 Naia 
133 Lapita pour 16 Naia 
apparition du sol bleutt B - 0,25 m 
194 Lapita pour 2 Naia 
158 Lapita pour 4 Naia (930 + 40 BP) 
144 Lapita pour 0 Naia 
9 1 Lapita pour 0 Naia 
39 Lapita pour 0 Naia et 1 battoir 
12 Lapita pour 0 Naia 
2 Lapita pour 0 Naia 
Les fouilles dans la carriere de sable 
Le dtcapage superficiel d'une grande partie de la dune (fig. 3) par les engins mtca- 
niques Venus chercher de la (( terre noire D pour construire le terrain de sport de la ville 
de Bourail a mis au jour, sur une trks grande surface, des traces en creux lisibles sur la 
surface ddcapte du sable dunaire blanc. Nous avons tent6 d'analyser et de fouiller ces 
structures en creux. 
Les mesures d'altitude ont t t t  faites B partir du point ztro situt en A 1 du chantier B. Un 
gros banian (Ficus prolixa, fig. 8) situt de I'autre cat6 des chantiers B et C n'a pas t t t  
dttruit par les exploitants. Cette butte ttmoin a permis de reconstituer les altitudes de la 
dune dttruite et de dessiner la coupe de la fig. 8. 
Nous avons entrepris le dtcapage de toute la surface de la carribre, mettant au jour des 
lambeaux du niveau I1 b ainsi que des fosses B dttritus et des trous de poteaux. 
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1 Figure 8 
Coupe stratigraphique schhatique de la dune et du site WBR001, 
avec profil de la fosse a detritus du chantier D. 
I : Niveaux archtologiques dans le sable dunaire 
2: Sable dunaire organogkne, sttrile au point de vue archtologique. 
3: Phtnombne de croilte. 
4: Sable coquillier grossier. 
5: Formation de sable consolid6 de type "beach rock". 
6: Dtblais repoussks par les engins mtcaniques lors de l'exploitation de la sablikre. 
7: Surface supposte de la dune avant l'exploitation de la sablikre. 
8: Surface de la sablikre avant la fouille. 
9: Chantier de fouille. 
10: Coupe stratigraphique intacte observte. 
11 : Ztro hydrostatique. 
Chantier D 
Ces lambeaux de sol archCologique se trouvaient a 0,86 m depuis la surface de la dune 
(point zero en A 1 du chantier B). En surface de cette fosse, on notait la prtsence de tes- 
sons de poterie en connexion ce qui laissait penser que la lame de I'engin mCcanique 
n'avait pas endommagC le contenu de la fosse. Au cours de la fouille, nous avons not6 
que les tessons d'une certaine surface (environ 100 cm2) se trouvaient parallbles B la 
paroi de la fosse, ce qui laisserait supposer que certains tessons auraient C t t  individuel- 
lement jetCs dans la fosse. 
D'importantes nappes de charbons se trouvaient en surface de la fosse. Le dCcapage de 
la partie supCrieure des dCchets de la fosse reposait sur une surface sableuse avec des 
ponces jaunes au-dessous. 
Dans cette fosse, on trouve des superpositions de vestiges : pierres de foyers, poteries 
et coquilles. Les vestiges sont assez nettement disposCs en nappes successives. De plus, 
le dtcapage a montrC que des dttritus avec OS et pierres de foyer ttaient &parks par une 
lentille de sable blanc, montrant que la fosse Ctait vraisemblablement B ciel ouvert. 
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Le dCcapage a montrC que la surface consolidke du niveau coquillier grossier que l'on 
retrouve dans la coupe partout dans la dune se trouvait Cgalement dans la fosse, B la 
mCme altitude (1,25 m) sous forme d'un niveau croiitCfiC. Des tessons de poterie et 
d'autres vestiges y Ctaient emballCs. Sous cette croiite, au lieu de retrouver le sable 
coquillier grossier que I'on remarque dans les parois de la fosse, on voit apparaitre un 
sCdiment sableux de couleur bleutC et compact. A la base de la fosse, B 2,10 m de la sur- 
face, on retrouve le niveau form6 d'un sable consolid6 de type << beach rock D avec des 
inclusions d'argile blanche. Dans ce sable consolidC, on remarque Cgalement des ves- 
tiges, notamment de la poterie. La croQte B -1,25 m de la surface ainsi que le sable 
consolid6 B la base de la fosse emballaient des vestiges, montrant que ce phCnombne 
ayant affect6 en mCme temps toute la dune s'est produit aprks la passage de l'homme. 
La forme gCnCrale de la fosse une fois vidCe montrait des parois particulibrement verti- 
cales. I1 semble que cette fosse, creusk en plein air, ait CtC remplie en plusieurs fois 
mais pas sur une trks longue pCriode de temps, compte tenu de la faible Cpaisseur et du 
nombre restreint des nappes de sable blanc qui recouvraient les vestiges. Dans cette 
fosse, les vestiges sont de toute nature, on y trouve aussi bien des restes alimentaires 
(coquilles, OS divers, restes de poissons et de crabes) que des tessons de poterie ou des 
plaquettes de grCs polies. Quelques OS d'oiseaux de mer se trouvaient parmi les dCchets 
de cuisine des deux fosses, ils n'ont pu Ctre identifiCs. Dans la fosse du chantier D, il y 
avait quelques fragments d'os de roussettes (Pteropus sp.) mais surtout des fragments 
de Sylviornis neo-caledoniae, reprCsentCs par un tibia juvenile, un fragment de torso 
mCtatarse juvCnile et 1 fragment de fCmur adulte. I1 y avait Cgalement un fragment de 
sur angulaire de Mekosucchus inexpectatus (dkterminations J.-C. Ballouet). 
La surface de la fosse, B 0,86 m du point zCro, a CtC datk  (tabl. 1) de 2830 * 50 BP 
(UW652) et la base, B 1,80 m de la surface de la dune, B 2790 * 60 B.P. (UW654). Ces 
datations concordent avec la datation obtenue h la base de ce niveau (niveau IIb) dans 
le chantier A. 
La ctramique rencontrke dans cette fosse appartient B la pCriode de KonC, avec essen- 
tiellement de la poterie Lapita et quelques tessons de poterie de Podtankan (voir infra). 
Chantier E 
I1 s'agit d'une autre fosse, comparable h celle du chantier D. En surface de cette fosse, 
des tessons sont en connexion. La base de la fosse a CtC datk  par deux Cchantillons de 
charbons prtlevks B -1,80 m de la surface, donnant les dges respectifs de 2760 * 60 BP 
(UW 653) et 2600 + 55 BP (UW-651). 
Chantier F 
Le chantier F se rapporte B un lambeau de la base du remplissage du niveau ancien IIb 
B - 0,80 m du point zCro, il a CtC datt de 2790 i 120 BP (UW647). 
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Chantier G 
Comme le chantier F, ce chantier G est constituC d'un lambeau, h - 0,70/0,80 m du point 
ztro, de ce qui reste de la base du niveau IIb, il a CtC datC de 2710 k 50 BP. (UW648). 
Chantier l 
I1 s'agit d'un trou de poteau datC 820 + 40 BP (UW 650). C'est le remplissage de cette 
structure avec encore le poteau bdlC qui a CtC datC; il est riche en tessons de poterie 
Lapita, en coquilles et pierres de foyer disposCs verticalement. 
Chantier K 
PrCsence contre le talus de restes de la base du remplissage archCologique. En place h 
0, 50 m du point zero. 
Chantier L 
La base de ce poteau b1916, datC de 840 k 50 BP, Ctait posCe sur un bloc de corail cupuliforme. 
Oh est le Lapita? 
Plusieurs questions se posent : y a-t-il eu h Nessadiou un horizon recent caractCrisC par 
de la poterie Lapita? Si oui, quelle en est sa signification? IndCpendamment de ces 
deux questions, on peut se demander pourquoi le campement humain caractCrisC par de 
la poterie Lapita est-il restreint B un trbs petit espace? En effet, les recherches menCes 
dans la rCgion de Bourail, et dans la presqu'ile de Nessadiou, n'ont jamais abouti B la 
decouverte d'un autre << site Lapita D. Ces questions ambnent h nous demander quelle 
est la rielle nature de la poterie Lapita? 
On peut tenter d'expliquer la presence importante de vestiges Lapita en surface du site 
ainsi que les datations rtcentes des niveaux Lapita bien en place, comme le montre la 
stratigraphie. 
On peut penser que la dune a Ctt l'objet d'un dCcapage intensif par I'action du vent, 
mettant au jour les niveaux Lapita plus anciens. Par la suite, des populations du Naia se 
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seraient installkes 2 cet endroit, polluant les niveaux Lapita immkdiatement au-dessous ; 
les trous de poteaux relevCs et datCs 2 la base de la sablibre appartiendraient alors 2 ces 
populations de la pCriode Naia, expliquant la concordance des datations (tableau 1). 
Certains arguments, cependant, vont 2 l'encontre de cette interprktation. 
Toute la ckramique de la pCriode de Naia, associCe au Lapita, rencontrke en surface et 
dans les niveaux supkrieurs des fouilles du site WBR001, est de facture rCcente. On y 
trouve mCme des tessons dCcorCs de motifs en reliefs repoussCs (poterie de type Ntra), 
comme ceux que l'on observe en surface sur I'ilot Vert et dans les alentours de Bourail. 
Cette poterie, manifestement rCcente, est associCe 2 l'implantation des clans dans la 
rCgion, d'ailleurs l'abondance de cette cCramique dCcroit trbs rCgulibrement depuis la 
surface oh elle est la plus abondante. Donc, si on interprkte les datations rCcentes n 
obtenues sur un horizon caractCrisC par de la poterie Lapita comme appartenant aux 
auteurs de ces poteries trouvkes en surface, alors ces datations seraient trop anciennes 
compte tenu de la facture de ces poteries de Naia. Dans la fouille du site de I'ilot Vert 
(Frimigacci et Siorat 1988), nous avons obtenu une bonne chronologie de ces poteries. 
La datation obtenue (tabl. 2) sur la base du niveau I 2 I'ilot Vert, caractkrist par de la 
poterie avec chevrons et incisions comparable h celle trouvte dans les niveaux simi- 
laires de WBR001, est de 550 +-l 10 BP (ANU 4929 donc nettement plus rCcente que 
les datations du niveau IIa de WBR001). Les cCramiques du Naia trouvCes 2 Nessadiou 
ressemblent 2 celles trouvCes en surface mCme du site de I'ilot Vert, donc encore plus 
rCcentes, semble-t-il, que le niveau de I'ilot Vert qui a Ctt dat6. On ne peut donc pas 
associer cette cCramique de Naia trouvCe en surface du site de Nessadiou aux datations 
de ces niveaux supCrieurs, car elles sont trop anciennes pour ce type de poterie. Les 
Cchantillons dates, 2 I'exception de I'Cchantillon UW 646 (cf. tabl. l), ont tous CtC prklevts 
1 Tableau 2 
Datations du site d e  I'ilot Vert WBROO9. 
Profondeur 
el niveau 
Base Niveau 1 
0,36 m 
Base Niveau 1 1  
- 0,96 m 
Base Niveau II 
- 0,63 m 
Base Niveau II 
- 0,65 m 
Chanlier 
A 
243660 
BP 
Chanlier 
E 
550i110 
BP 
1610680 
BP 
Type de Poterie 
NAlA 
KONE 
K O N ~  
KONE 
KON E 
Chanlier 
K 
2230i150 
BP 
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dans un niveau en place oh il n'y avait que des tessons Lapita. La concordance des data- 
tions des niveaux IIa, obtenus sur des charbons prClevCs dans trois chantiers diffkrents, 
avec les datations des poteaux dans la carribre montre que ces Cchantillons ne sont pas 
contarninks et qu'ils datent bien une mCme occupation. 
On observe que les limites oh on trouve du Lapita sont prCcises et restreintes dans l'es- 
pace : ceci est un phCnombne qui mtrite notre attention. C'est ce qui se passe 2 l'ile des 
Pins ob Golson (1959-1962) dCj2 avait suggCrC la possibilitC de deux communautCs 
vivant c8te 2 c8te 2 la mCme Cpoque. Aprks avoir prospect6 trbs soigneusement la ter- 
rasse de Vatcha, je remarquais dCj2 que d'un mbtre 2 l'autre, il n'y avait plus de vestiges 
cCramiques Lapita apparents dans 1a coupe. Cette observation Ctait confirmte par la rCa- 
lisation de sondages. A Koumac, on note le mCme phCnombne. Aprbs avoir prospect6 
tout autour du site NKMOOl et notamment dans les riches terres cultivables 2 l'est du 
site mais aussi dans la dune, 2 I'ouest du site de l'autre c8tC de la route d'accbs au cam- 
ping, construit sur le site, il n'a pas CtC possible de trouver un seul tesson de poterie de 
type Lapita, par contre, des tessons dCcorCs au battoir s'y rencontrent. On observe le 
mCme phCnombne 2 Nessadiou. Seule la dune (fig. 2) qui s'Ctend depuis la maison 
Vidoire jusqu'2 la cocoteraie qui sCpare la plus petite dune 2 l'ouest (site WBR002) ren- 
ferme des vestiges Lapita. La partie ouest de la dune ob se trouve le site WBR002 
s'Ctend bien au-del2 des sondages effectuts. Mais cette rCgion a CtC profondCment bou- 
leverste par les extractions de sable, ce qui nous a permis de relever de nombreux tes- 
sons de poterie aussi bien sur le sol que dans les coupes amCnagCes par les engins 
mCcaniques. Nous avons ramasst un trbs grand nombre de tessons Lapita dans et sur la 
dune est, mais pas un seul tesson de cette poterie dans la dune ouest ni ailleurs dans la 
presqu'ile. Pourtant nous y avons rCcoltC un trbs grand nombre de tessons des pCriodes 
Naia, comparables 2 ceux du Niveau I des fouilles, mais aussi des tessons des pCriodes 
de KonC, donc contemporains du Lapita le plus ancien, notamment de la poterie de 
Podtankan, dCcorCe au battoir et dtcorCe de chevrons. Or quand on sait par les datations 
que la prCsence de ces potiers Lapita s'Ctend sur des sibcles, on ne peut qu'Ctre perplexe 
en notant que pas un seul de ces vestiges ne se trouvait en dehors de cette dune. D'autant 
plus que les fouilles, notamment celles des fosses, nous montrent qu'il y avait une quan- 
tit6 Cnorme de pots 2 cet endroit. Nous avons tent6 de connaitre le nombre de recipients 
diffirents reprCsentCs dans la fosse du chantier D, en comptant les tessons qui portaient 
des dCcors indubitablement differents les uns des autres. Notons au passage que cette 
fosse renfermait beaucoup de spCcimens de trbs grande taille et que les raccords sont 
nombreux. Par prkcaution, nous avons divisC notre rCsultat par deux et avons atteint le 
chiffre record de 250 pots differents dans la mCme fosse. Cette fosse reprCsente une 
capacitC de 6 2 7 mbtres cubes et tout laisse penser que sa vie fut de courte dude. 
Dans ces conditions, comment peut-on imaginer la prCsence d'une industrie aussi 
importante qui va perdurer des sibcles et qui resterait strictement marginaliste sur un 
coin de dune? Alors que les industries environnantes, notamment le Podtantan, sont de 
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from Watom Island 
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Introduction 
This paper describes a series of compositional analyses of dentate-stamped Lapita, nail- 
incised and applied relief pottery from the SAD and SAC locations on Watom Island 
(Meyer 1909 & 1910; Green & Anson 1987; Green & Anson n.d; Specht 1968). The 
results of these analyses are then used to review current hypotheses concerning the role 
of Lapita pottery and the Lapita Cultural Complex in the peopling of Oceania. The 
paper also takes account of stratigraphic data at Watom's SAC and SDI locations. 
Background 
The discovery of sites in Western Melanesia where pottery with incised and applied- 
relief decoration is dominant and where only a handful of dentate-stamped sherds is 
present suggests that the distribution of Lapita within the Bismarck Archipelago may be 
less widespread than first thought (White 1992). In addition preliminary analyses of 
aceramic sites earlier than Lapita suggests that these sites may display traits usually 
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associated with the Lapita colonisation (Allen & White 1989; White 1992; Green 
1979). 
Pottery decorated with incision and applied relief is widely distributed in the south-west 
Pacific (Golson 1968: 10-12; 1972: 567-576; Garanger 1971) and sometimes it overlaps 
chronologically with Lapita (Golson 1991: 255-256). The origins of the incised and 
applied relief pottery styles are still uncertain. Recently it has been suggested that it 
might derive from that of early (earlier than Lapita) pottery sites on the Sepik and Ramu 
rivers or sites in NW New Guinea dating back to as early as 5,500 BP (Goreki 1992: 
33-42). The prospect that the incised and applied-relief decoration which predates 
Lapita may be of an early "Sepik Tradition", supports scenarios representing Lapita as 
one of several fashions in pottery decoration peripheral to the story of Oceania's colo- 
nisation, or simply a trade ware (Terrell 1989; 623-626)'. 
In two other models formulated to explain what may have happened to Lapita in 
Melanesia, the replacement of Lapita by pottery decorated with incision and applied- 
relief which is central. The first of these, the "Absorption Model", suggests that, as well 
as the Bismarcks, the Solomons, Vanuatu and New Caledonia were settled pre-Lapita 
by non-Austronesians, and that pottery decorated with incision and applied relief deve- 
loped from a gradual merging of these people with the later Austronesian makers of 
Lapita. 
In the second, the "Secondary Migration Model", the appearance of pottery decorated 
with incision and applied relief is associated with the arrival of a second group of 
Austronesian (Western Oceanic Austronesian) speakers into Central Melanesia (Spriggs 
1992: 225-227). 
The material record is being re-examined to test some of these theories. The extent to 
which Lapita Cultural Complex traits (Green 1979) may be continuous or discontinuous 
from pre-Lapita through to post-Lapita sites is being investigated (Green 1992; Spriggs 
1993: 187-195). Comparative studies of the form and decoration of Lapita are also 
being carried out (Golson 1992) and composition analyses of Lapita and related pottery 
of the SW Pacific have also been undertaken to investigate their relationship (Hunt 
1989; Galipaud 1990; Kirch et al. 1991). 
1 In arguing that the material culture objects which we associate with a "Lapita Cultural 
Complex" may just be trade goods Terrell (1989:625) makes reference to the results of 
Hunt's (1989) compositional analyses of dentate-stamped Lapita pottery from Eloaue which 
showed some of this pottery to be exotic (See also Anson 1983). 
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The relevance of Waton Island pottery 
Background 
Watom Island has produced large numbers of Lapita sherds with dentate-stamped deco- 
ration. A classification of the Watom Lapita decorative motifs shows these to be closely 
related to those of Lapita sites in New Caledonia and ReefsISanta Cruz (Anson 1986). 
As well as dentate-stamped Lapita pottery, however, excavations at most Watom Island 
locations have also produced a considerable number of sherds decorated with nail- 
impressed or applied-relief decoration (Green and Anson n.d.; Anson n.d. a; Specht's 
1968). The decoration of nail-impressed pottery consists of short, opposed impressions 
consistent with pinching. The applied-relief decoration consists of bands or large, irre- 
gular circles (Specht 1968: 28). Nail-impressed and applied-relief pottery is slipped in 
greyish-reds and browns which are unlike the bright red-browns common amongst plain 
and other decorated pottery from Watom. These pots are evidently bowls restricted at 
the neck (Anson 1983: 48; Anson 1994. See also Specht 1969: P1. XI -47lm-z). The only 
known rim sherd (Anson 1983: Fig.XV4) is modified beyond the notching found on 
plain Lapita. The incisions are broader and deeper. At the bottom of each incision there 
is a flattening of the ceramic paste which then protrudes outwards and inwards of the 
body section. More material will need to be uncovered if we are to say more about 
shapes. Specht (1968: 128) classified nail-impressed pottery separately from pottery 
decorated with applied relief. It seems, however, that they may be variants of the same 
group since nail impression and applied relief occur together frequently on the same 
sherd (Plate 213 1 & 32). 
In comparing this pottery to the Lapita sherds of Watom, Father O'Reilly called it 
"Melanesian" (Anson: n.d.b). More recently, it has again been likened to pottery from 
Melanesia, namely the incised and applied-relief Mangaasi pottery (Garanger 1971: 
65). Specht (1967:31), on the other hand, speculated that O'Reilly 'S "Melanesian" nail- 
impressed and applied-relief pottery and Lapita, which he called "non-Melanesian", 
might represent different kinds of pottery, used and made by the same people to serve 
different uses, although he was unable to demonstrate a stratigraphic relationship. 
Ceramic Sequence and Chronology 
Recent excavations at the SAC location demonstrate that there were two Lapita cultu- 
ral deposits, Zone C layers 1 & 2, underlying primary and secondary deposits of ash and 
more recent material. Carbon dating of these layers suggest that Lapita occupation 
covered a time span between circa 400 B.C. and 100 A.D. (Table l )  (Green & Anson n.d.) 
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I Table 1 
Numbers and percentages of pottery types recovered from excavations in Zone C 
at Kainapirina, SAC site (DENTATE = Dentate-stamped; NAlL IMP. = Nail-impressed; 
RELIEF = Applied-relief). 
PLAIN 
Layer C1 495 
Layer C2 119 
Dating of the SAC deposits sealed in by the ashfall is provided by three radiocarbon deter- 
mination~ on marine shell samples and Specht's previous date on human bones. 
For Zone C Layer 2 two dates are on samples from the same Tridacna maxima shell, 
from spit 2 in layer 2. One would therefore judge it not to date the first occupation fea- 
tures of layer 2, but the subsequent burials and stone alignment which displaced those 
initial activities (Green, Anson & Specht 1989). Two laboratories, Australian National 
University and Beta Analytic, ran radiocarbon determinations on pieces from the shell. 
The two statistically similar results obtained would imply an age range and intercept 
within one sigma of B.C. 291 (184) 113 B.C. when pooled and corrected using a Delta 
R ocean reservoir correction of 0. 
This result is statistically compatible with the previous sample, ANU-37b, derived from 
a radiometric determination on a selection of human bones from the three layer 2 burials 
recovered by Specht (1968: 124). That result of 2420 +/-l10 B.P., however, is difficult 
to calibrate more precisely due to a variety of factors including the uncertain effect on 
C121C13 ratios of human diet. It is, therefore, appropriate to claim no more than gene- 
ral support from this source for a time estimate for layer 2 of between 350 BC and 50 
BC, the two sigma age range for the shell date- (Green & Anson n.d.). 
BRUSHED 
4 (.E%) 
2 (1.5%) 
Dentate Incised 
LAYER C1 
LAYER C2 
LAYER C3 
LAYER C4 
1 Table 2 
Numbers and percentages of pottery types present in SDI location 
(DENTATE = Dentate-stamped; NAlL IMP. = Nail impressed; RELIEF =Applied relief). 
DENTATE 
17 (3.2%) 
9 (6.9%) 
Plain 
179 (98.2%) 
453 (98.5%) 
245 (94.9%) 
43 (76.8%) 
INCISED 
6 (1.1%) 
1 (.B%) 
Brushed 
1 (.6%) 
3 (.7%) 
6 (2.3%) 
7 (7.1%) 
NAIL IMP. 
3 (.6%) 
0 
RELIEF 
0 
0 
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A date for Zone C layer 1 is provided by a partially-dissolved Tridacnu m a i m  shell reco- 
vered from the base of the layer. The sample, ANU-5330, gave a radiocarbon determination 
of 2390 +l- 80 B.P. This, when calibrated with a marine Delta R value of 0, yields a one 
sigma age range and intercept value of B.C.160 (B.C.96) 38 A.D. As such, it accords well 
both with its stratigraphic position and the dates discussed above for layer 2. Together the 
three results suggest that Lapita occupation in the SAC locality covered a time span between 
circa 400 B.C. and 100 A.D. 
The excavations at the SDI locality in the Reber-Rakival site, though of limited extent, pro- 
vided a set of four securely dated pottery assemblages in Zone C layers 1-4 spaced over a 
1000 yearsz. Dentate-stamped Lapita is found at its highest concentration in Zone C 
layer 4 at the bottom of the site and persists in much reduced proportions in Zone C 
layers 3 and 1 (From 800 BC to the first or second century AD) (Table 2) (Anson n.d.). 
The age of the sequence of deposits at SDI was determined by dating four radiocarbon 
samples: one of charcoal at the base of the sealing deposits of ash and three of shell 
from successive occupation layers of Zone C. 
A Tridacna maxima shell from the base of layer 4 (Beta 16836) provides a corrected 
date of 914 (817) 770 BC for the initial occupation in this locality. 
The compacted dark brown loam occupation layer 3 has a corrected date of 405 (365) 
264 (ANU 6475) obtained from a Trochus niloticus. 
From lenses of charred vegetation lying directly under the primary Rabaul eruption vol- 
canic ashfall deposits, a charcoal sample (ANU 5338) provides a corrected date of 686 
(726) 767 AD. The result fixes the primary ashfall from the Rabaul eruption on Watom 
as occuring in the one sigma age range of 650 and 850 AD, suggesting that Lapita occu- 
pation in the SDI locality ceased with the deposition of Layer 1 in the first few centu- 
ries AD. (Anson n.d ii) 
Nail-impressed and applied relief pottery is absent from the earliest layers of both SDI 
and SAC. At the SAC location nail-impressed pottery does not appear until Zone C 
layer 1 while applied-relief pottery is totally absent (Table I). 
At SDI nail-impressed pottery is contemporary only with the later stages of Lapita in 
Zone C layers 3 and 2 when dentate-stamping is in low concentrations. The same 
appears to be true of pottery with applied relief decoration, which appears only in Zone 
C layers 2 and 1 and is contemporary with, though perhaps continues rather later than, 
the nail-impressed pottery (Table 2). 
The inference is that occupation was intermittent, recurring at intervals of 300 to 500 years, 
and that a series of separate layers may be distinguished, each with a different pottery 
content. 
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That nail-impressed and applied relief pottery is indeed later than dentate-stamped 
Lapita may need to be confirmed by larger excavations at SDI. What can be clearly 
demonstrated at present is the coexistence of dentate-stamped Lapita and nail-impres- 
sed pottery in the upper Zone C occupation layers of SAC (from about 150 BC to about 
the time of Christ) while at SDI, nail-impressed pottery is present from about 365BC 
and applied-relief decoration begins rather later but continues alongside Lapita until 
sometime in the early centuries AD. 
Temporal change 
In the course of excavations at SAC, a gradual change in the pottery excavated became 
apparent. Firstly it was observed that the pottery from Zone C layer 1 appeared to consist 
largely of sherds which were bright reddish and contained fewer white inclusions than 
the majority of pottery from Zone C layer 2, which was darker and more brown. 
To look more closely at the change in the quantity of white inclusions from Zone C 
layer 1 to Zone C layer 2 a total of 53 sherds were selected for further analysis. The ana- 
lytical technique used consisted of mineralogical point counting of these sherds in thin 
section. The pottery chosen consisted of plain sherds and dentate-stamped sherds. 
The results of the mineralogical analysis (Green & Anson 1987; Green & Anson n.d) 
indicate that the white grain inclusions in the fabric of the SAC pottery consist of cal- 
careous carbonates and plagioclase feldspars. However, while the feldspars are present 
in both the Zone C layer 1 and layer 2 samples, calcareous carbonates were present only 
in the layer 2 sample? Point counting the areas at which no inclusions were found also 
showed that the calcareous sherds were characterised by a higher inclusion-to-clay ratio 
than the feldspathic sherds. 
A similar result was obtained from the point counting of a small sample of sherds from 
spits l ,  3,4,5,  & 6 at Specht's (1968) excavations at trench I of SAC. These sherds had 
been examined previously using optical emission spectroscopy. The results of this ana- 
lysis confirm the results of the point counts. They show a complete lack of strontium in 
all but one of the sherds from the upper spits versus its presence in all the sherds of the 
lower two spits (Green & Anson n.d). 
3 Petrographic analysis and point counting of 10 dentate-stamped sherds from SDI robust 
enough to sample confirmed the presence of both modal tempers in this site; five were of 
the carbonaceous mode and five of the feldspathic. While most of the carbonaceous sherds 
were from zone C layer 4 the size and nature of the sample analysed prohibits us comment 
concerning the situation in zone C layers 1- 3. 
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Analysis of nail-im pressed 
and applied-relief pottery 
Introduction 
Microprobe analysis 
The composition of dentate-stamped Lapita and nail-impressed and applied-relief pot- 
tery was first studied and compared in (Anson 1983). The method utilised involved the 
use of an electron microprobe employing a lithium-drifted silicon X-ray EDAX analy- 
ser (Goldstein et al. 1984). The very high magnification afforded by the Scanning 
Electron Microscopy (S.E.M) component of this instrument made it possible to analyse 
the clay matrix composition of each sample while ignoring sand inclusions in the fabric. 
The EDAX analyser was set up to record counts from the X-ray spectra of Na, Mg, Al, 
Si, K, Ti, Cr, and Fe. To standardise the results X-ray counts for each element in each 
sample were divided by the number of X-rays recorded for silicon, the least variable 
element in the pottery. The resulting set of eight ratios to silicon for each sample i.e. 
NaISi; MgISi; AlISi; KISi; CaISi; TiISi; CrISi and FeISi, was used as the basis for sherd 
to sherd comparisons. It was decided to ensure that a representative analysis of each 
sample was obtained by doing ten twenty-second analy ses on different parts of each 
sample. The results were then averaged (Anson 1983: 91-136). 
The clay composition of the 18 dentate-stamped sherds from the SAD location (Plate 1. 
1-18) was then compared with that of six sherds decorated with nail impression (Plate 2. 
19-24) and of eight sherds decorated with applied relief (Plate 2. 25-32) from the same 
location (Table 3 d). All of these sherds were from unstratified contexts. 
To ascertain whether or not any of these samples might be indigenous to Watom, their 
composition was also compared to that of a clay sample from Watom, provided for ana- 
lysis by J. Specht (Anson 1983: 137-173) (Table 3 a - c). 
Optical mineralogy 
Recently, as a check on a possible influence of post-depositional effects on the fabric of 
the pottery samples (Ambrose 1992), the mineralogy of sand inclusions in the fabric of 
a sub-sample of 21 of the sherds examined in 1983 was analysed and point-counted in 
thin section. To take account of the density of inclusions in the clay fabric, points at 
which no mineral grains were found were also counted. 
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1 Plate 1 
Watorn dentate-starnped Lapita pottery sherd sarnples 
from the SAD location used in cornpositional analyses. 
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I Plate 2 
Watom nail-impressed (nos. 19-24) and applied-relief (nos. 25-32) 
pottery sherd samples frorn the SAD location used in compositional analyses. 
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(a) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
mean 
stdv 
(c) 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
mean 
stdv 
Na 
0.156 
0.283 
1.573 
0.438 
0.428 
0.571 
0.835 
0.352 
0.404 
0.417 
0.369 
0.681 
0.198 
0.523 
0.537 
0.116 
0.892 
0.1 76 
0.497 
0.346 
0.1 13 
0.089 
0.322 
0.0 
0.103 
0.021 
0.108 
0.114 
Mg 
2.214 
2.297 
6.224 
2.456 
2.322 
2.323 
3.109 
3.067 
4.643 
2.650 
2.552 
2.799 
2.716 
2.611 
3.611 
1.467 
6.310 
1.756 
3.063 
1.355 
1 .848 
1.452 
1.847 
0.206 
0.974 
0.313 
1.107 
0.732 
AI 
47.51 
43.12 
63.71 
46.13 
44.90 
46.05 
46.78 
48.67 
50.15 
45.11 
42.30 
41.58 
47.37 
51.07 
47.54 
41.23 
41.79 
42.00 
46.50 
05.24 
49.57 
52.17 
46.17 
51.73 
50.22 
50.93 
50.13 
02.16 
K 
2.300 
4.279 
3.747 
2.098 
1.899 
0.929 
3.119 
0.81 6 
2.174 
1.601 
2.309 
2.106 
1.437 
1.324 
2.420 
1.710 
1.985 
2.023 
2.126 
0.881 
2.230 
4.018 
2.145 
0.752 
1.600 
1.371 
2.019 
1 .l19 
Ca 
3.362 
6.812 
5.188 
3.936 
5.281 
4.833 
4.049 
4.918 
4.543 
3.913 
4.934 
4.590 
6.707 
5.952 
5.077 
4.696 
3.953 
4.990 
4.818 
0.830 
5.040 
4.593 
2.402 
3.405 
5.218 
5.590 
4.375 
1.226 
TT 
0.761 
1.446 
1.140 
0.695 
0.899 
0.688 
0.649 
1.373 
0.91 1 
1.094 
0.794 
0.686 
0.950 
1.224 
1 .l56 
1.121 
0.671 
0.680 
0.941 
0.259 
1.016 
0.837 
0.440 
0.382 
0.495 
0.882 
0.675 
0.268 
Cr 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.005 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.01 
0.002 
0.008 
0.008 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.002 
0.003 
Fe 
4.565 
5.607 
8.263 
5.777 
5.302 
5.388 
6.1 62 
6.311 
5.1 66 
4.849 
5.642 
5.430 
5.881 
4.312 
6.110 
5.31 1 
7.841 
5.872 
5.766 
0.989 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
5.920 
7.307 
5.977 
4.545 
5.002 
7.539 
6.048 
1.198 
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1 Table 3 (suite) 
Ratios to silicon calculated from averaged X ray counts obtained from Na, Mg, 
Al. K, Ca, Cr and Fa through MicroprobeIADAX analysis of samples of, 
a. SAD location dentate-stamped pottert (Plate 1) - b. Watom clay sample - 
c. SAD locatlon nail-impressed pottery (Plate 2/19-24) 
d. SAD location applied-relief pottery (Plate 2/25-32). 
(d) 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
1 Table 4 
UCLA BIOMED 7 M Stepwise Discriminant Analysis, Jacknifed classification 
of MicroprobeIEDAX X ray silicon ratio data for 18 dentate-stamped, 
six nail-impressed and eight applied-relief samples. 
0.743 l 1.032 ::I 2.645 5.072 z: 6.161 l 
0.766 1.816 3.542 4.026 6.115 
mean 0.1456 1.222 49.93 3.070 4.888 0.860 0.009 6.195 
0.339 0.587 04.05 0.707 1.047 0.355 0.026 0.608 
0.486 
1.268 
0.926 
0.498 
2.076 
1.592 
0.009 
0.024 
0.640 
0.559 
0.139 
0,767 
In order to examine further the relationship between dentate-stamped, nail-impressed 
and applied-relief pottery both the chemical and physical aspects of the samples were 
examined. The chemical components of a sample may reflect the source of the sample. 
Physical aspects involve such processes as weathering and erosion, transport and depo- 
sition of the components. They may remove, concentrate or alter certain components 
and consequently gc;vern the mineral assemblages of the sample which may then be 
classified on this basis. 
NUMBER OF CASES CLASSIFIED INTO GROUP GROUP 
50.27 
49.07 
53.69 
43.41 
48.64 
45.85 
PERCENT 
DENT 
NAIL 
RELF 
TOTAL 
2.414 
2.691 
2.162 
3.856 
3.145 
4.106 
CORRECT 
88.9 
0.0 
25.0 
56.3 
4.839 
6.168 
5.885 
3.935 
5.849 
3.328 
DENT 
16 
0 
0 
16 
1.237 
0.759 
0.252 
0.982 
0.528 
0.749 
NAIL 
2 
0 
6 
8 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
RELF 
0 
6 
2 
8 
5.843 
7.242 
5.878 
5.251 
6.265 
6.801 
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1 Figure 1 
MicroprobelEDAX 
analyses 
composition 
pattern 
histograms: 
comparison of 
SAD location 
dentate-stamped 
Lapita, nail- 
impressd and 
applied-relief 
pottery samples 
(plotting group 
means and one 
standard 
deviation above 
and below mean). 
Watom S A D  0 Oentate Stamped 
Watom S A D  @ Nail Impressed 
The samples analysed consisted of 13 of the dentate-stamped (samples 1-2,4-10, 12, & 
14-18) and 8 of the nail-impressedlapplied-relief pottery sherds (samples 22-23 & 25- 
30) previously analysed with the microprobe. Given overlaps in their decoration and the 
results of the microprobe analysis (see below) the nail-impressed and applied-relief pot- 
tery sub-samples were combined and treated as one group. This analysis was camed out 
by Yvonne Cook of the Geology Department of Otago University. 
Results 
Microprobe analysis 
The mean values of the nail-impressed and applied-relief samples overlap those of the 
dentate-stamped Lapita pottery at one standard deviation for all elements. They also 
overlap at or near the one standard deviation level for all values obtained from the 
Watom clay sample, excepting the AlISi ratio which is lower than for any of the pottery 
groups analysed on Watom (Anson 1983: 164-64) (Table 1 a-b). 
- 
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1 Table 5 
Percentages of mineral inclusions in Watom SAD dentate-stamped (nos.1-2, 4- 
10, 12, & 14-1 8) ( Plate 1) and grouped nail-impressed and applied-relief pottery 
samples (nos. 22-23 & 25-30) (Plate 2). Abbreviations used are as follows; 
L = limestone; P = plagioclase; R = rutile + iron and titanium weathering 
oxides; VP = volcanic clasts comprising plagioclase laths; VG = volcanic clasts 
comprising glass and a variety of minerals; V = volcanic clasts comprising a 
variety of minerals M = mafic minerals - olivine, pyroxene, amphibole; 
0 = opaque metallic oxides/sulphides. 
Sampl 
l 
4 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
14 
2 
12 
16 
17 
18 
22 
23 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
The overlap between the dentate-stamped group on the one hand and the nail-impres- 
sed and applied-relief pottery on the other is least for the Mg value (Fig. 1). An exami- 
nation of the individual scores shows that 16/18 of the dentate-stamped sherds have Mg 
ratio values higher than 2 while 1011 1 of the nail-impressed and applied-relief sherds 
have Mg ratio values below 2 (Table 1 a, d & e). 
Optical mineralogy 
L 
0 
15 
0 
15 
0 
0 
0 
0 
45 
20 
30 
30 
55 
54 
40 
60 
55 
55 
68 
60 
40 
Physical properties 
The examination of the physical properties of the dentate-stamped and nail- 
incisedlapplied relief pottery samples suggests that while the differences between them 
P 
35 
25 
20 
25 
50 
48 
22 
30 
20 
20 
30 
20 
25 
15 
10 
10 
16 
20 
10 
5 
40 
R 
7 
2 
l 
0 
1 
0 
1 
2 
3 
20 
1 
3 
0 
13 
35 
15 
16 
20 
13 
20 
10 
VP 
25 
30 
10 
0 
0 
0 
5 
15 
3 
0 
12 
10 
0 
0 
3 
7 
2 
0 
0 
0 
4 
VG 
10 
10 
9 
10 
0 
2 
0 
8 
3 
0 
6 
4 
0 
0 
0 
8 
2 
1 
0 
0 
1 
V 
1 
6 
45 
30 
30 
30 
10 
7 
0 
30 
6 
10 
10 
8 
10 
0 
3 
1 
3 
0 
0 
M 
20 
10 
15 
10 
15 
25 
17 
30 
20 
10 
15 
20 
5 
17 
2 
0 
10 
3 
6 
15 
5 
0 
2 
2 
0 
10 
4 
5 
45 
8 
5 
0 
0 
3 
5 
0 
0 
0 
tr 
tr 
0 
0 
0 
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are not large enough to be attributed to different environments of deposition the nail- 
incised and applied-relief sherds generally have a higher clast-to-matrix ratio. 
Chemical composition 
The clasts present consist of: 
- Limestone. This comprises granular calcium carbonate, frequently in the form of fossils. 
- Feldspar. Almost all the feldspar present is plagioclase. Where microscope identifica- 
tion of feldspar is equivocal some K feldspar may be present. 
- Rutile and related iron-titanium weathering oxides. The exact composition of the 
clasts in this grouping is unknown but the group includes all colour varieties from 
yellow through to red. 
- Volcanic clasts comprising small, euhedral plagioclase laths. 
-Volcanic clasts comprising glass and glass shards with or without minor plagioclase. 
- Volcanic clasts comprising a variety of components. 
- 'Mafic'minerals. This groups is dominated by olivine but also includes pyroxene 
and possibly some amphibole. 
- 'Others'. This group includes clasts found only in a very small number of samples. 
The most significant are opaque metallic oxides andlor sulphides. In some samples 
intraformational sedimentary clasts form a minor component. 
Notable variations in clast abundances include: limestone; olivine; volcanic clasts of 
all types; opaque metallic oxideslsulphides and rutile plus iron and titanium weathe- 
ring oxides. Percentages of each clast present in each of the samples are recorded in 
Table 4. It is evident that: 
- Calcite is absent only in the dentate-stamped samples but is not absent in all the den- 
tate-stamped samples4. 
- Volcanic clasts are abundant in 10113 of the dentate-stamped pottery while none of 
the nail-impressedlapplied-relief group has a content greater than 20 %. 
- Olivine is abundant only in the dentate-stamped samples. 
- There is generally less rutile in the dentate-stamped samples (1113 of the of the den- 
tate stamped group contain more than 5 % of rutile plus iron and titanium weathering 
oxides while 818 of the nail-impressed and applied-relief group exceed this amount). 
4 Given the occurrence of a temporal change in the temper type of Lapita and plain pottery 
at SAC from one dominated by a carbonaceous temper at Zone C layer 2 to one wherein 
calcite is absent or rare in the pottery of the layer 1 (see above). It may be that the absence 
of calcite in some of the SAD Lapita pottery may also be attributable to chronological diffe- 
rences in these unstratified Lapita samples. 
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- A high concentration of metallic oxides/sulphides occurs in some of the dentate- 
stamped samples. 
- Plagioclase, as individual crystal fragments, is found throughout all samples but is 
more common in the dentate-stamped samples. 
The two sample groups may thus be distinguished as follows: In the dentate-stamped 
pottery samples, volcanic, plagioclase and olivine clasts form the majority of the 
rock. Limestone is present, but only as a minor component. In contrast the nail- 
impressedfapplied-relief pottery samples contain limestone as a significant clast com- 
ponent while volcanic clasts, where they occur, are a minor component (Table 5). 
This may be statistically summarised in the following way: In 11 out of the 13 dentate- 
stamped samples the combined percentages of plagioclase, olivines, volcanics and 
opaque oxides/sulphides exceed 60 % of the inclusions present while none of the eight 
nail-impressed and applied-relief sample group approaches this figure. On the other 
hand, the combined percentage of limestone and rutile inclusions in all 13 dentate-stam- 
ped samples is below 60 % while seven out of the eight nail-impressed and applied- 
relief samples far exceed this percentage. 
That calcite is absent in only some of the dentate-stamped sherds may reflect the situa- 
tion at the neighbouring SAC location where pottery with calcite inclusions gradually 
drops out in the upper layer (see above). 
N I - A R  
N I - A R  
N I - A P  
N I - A R  
N I - A R  
N I - A R  
N I - A P  
0s 
N I - R P  
D S 
0s 
DS 
D S 
DS 
0s 
DS 
DS 
DS 
DS 
DS 
DS 
I Figure 2 
MV-NUTSHELL 
Multivariate cluster 
analysis dendrogram 
of percentages of 
mineral inclusions in 
Watom SAD 
dentate-stamped 
(nos.1-2, 4-1 0, 12, & 
14-1 8) ( Plate l ) and 
grouped nail- 
impressed and 
applied-relief pottery 
samples (nos.22-23 
& 25-30) (Plate 2). 
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If there are differences between the composition of the dentate-stamped, nail-impressed 
and applied-relief pottery samples, the carbonaceous and felspathic nature of sand inclu- 
sions present in both dentate-stamped Lapita and nail-impressed and applied-relief 
samples is consistent with the plagioclase feldspar temper type which Dickinson (n.d.) 
inferred to be local, given its mineralogical compatibility with an origin in Watom and 
its preponderance amongst the sherds he analysed. This is also the composition pattern 
to which all 79 dentate-stamped and plain Lapita sherds analysed from the 1985 exca- 
vations at SAC and SDI conformed. The gradational nature of the parameters used to 
separate the dentate-stamped pottery from the nail-impressed and applied-relief samples 
may be to be what one might expect from potters using generally two similar clay 
sources. 
Recently, the petrographic analysis data were analysed using multi-variate cluster analy- 
sis based on Ward's space-dilating method in the analytical package MV-Nutshell 
(Wright 1994). These results are in substantial agreement with the above conclusions. 
If we consider the bottom branch of the tree it is evident that the classification has focu- 
sed on the absence of limestone in some of the dentate-samples, setting them apart from 
dentate stamped pottery with limestone inclusions. An examination of the analysis scat- 
ter-grams for axes 1 and 2 of this classification, shows that this branch is characterised by 
low calcium values and relatively high values for volcanic inclusions. 
The top branch of the tree, which includes dentate-stamped pottery with limestone 
inclusions is distinguished by high values of limestone and rutile. 
Samples in predominantly dentate-stamped pottery sub-group lie around the centroid 
and so are average so far as the elements go i.e. they have no particular characterisation. 
Samples in the predominantly nail-impressed and applied-relief sub-group lie in an area 
of the scattergram that is characterised by relatively high values of limestone and rutile 
and relatively low values of the other elements. 
Summary of Results 
While further excavations may be needed to determine whether or not nail-impressed 
and applied-relief pottery is indeed later than dentate-stamped Lapita, what is clearly 
demonstrated at present is the coexistence of dentate-stamped Lapita, nail-impressed 
and applied-relief pottery from about 365 BC to about the time of Christ. 
Two main differences are obvious between the two groups: 
- While nail-impressed, applied-relief pottery and dentate-stamped Lapita pottery 
appear to be local to the region of Watom, there are compositional differences between 
dentate-stamped pottery on the one hand and nail-impressed and applied-relief pottery 
on the other; 
- While the composition of dentate-stamped pottery undergoes a temporal change from 
a type dominated by a carbonaceous temper to one where calcite is absent or rare, no 
such change is evident amongst the nail-impressed and applied relief pottery samples. 
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Conclusions 
If dentate-stamped, nail-incised and applied-relief pottery were all made by the same 
people but for different purposes, this would entail the use and maintenance of different 
manufacturing technologies for each purposes. The coexistence and maintenance of two 
indigenous pottery products might then reflect aspects of social organisation within 
Watom or its immediate region at this period, such as the presence of different potters 
from different clans with ownership rights to designs and pot making technologies. If, 
however, the nail-impressed and applied-relief pottery is a localised phenomenon, this 
need not evoke large-scale population movement scenarios. 
If the nail-impressed and applied-relief pottery of Watom is part of a universal ceramic 
style such as Mangaasi, the following points might be made. 
The positing of trade scenarios (Terrell 1989) to explain the coexistence of Lapita and 
Mangaasi ware in Watom are inappropriate. Here dentate-stamped Lapita, nail-impres- 
sed and applied-relief pottery appear all to be local. 
To argue that the appearance of one or other of the two styles is the result of a new 
fashion in pottery would need one to explain why the taking up of new decoration and 
shapes in Watom is also accompanied by the adoption and long-term maintenance of 
new technology alongside the old. 
As dentate-stamped, nail-incised and applied-relief pottery coexist to the end of the 
SAC and SDI sequences, the Watom pottery throws no light on models where the 
appearance of Mangaasi pottery is explained as a merging of Lapita and other traditions 
(Spriggs 1992: 225-227). 
If the pottery produced on Watom was made by people from separate, widely-distribu- 
ted ceramic traditions such as Lapita arid Mangaasi, migration scenarios involving the 
arrival of successive groups of peoples into Central Melanesia (Spriggs 1992: 225-227) 
might need to be reconsidered. 
5 I would note, however, that in New Caledonia the different pots for different purposes argu- 
ment has been advanced in respect of Podtanean paddle-impressed on the one hand and 
dentate stamped pottery on the other, because these two wares appear to have the same 
composition (Galipaud 1990). 
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Future Perspectives 
To verify my results and the chronology of the nail-impressed and applied-relief pottery 
more material will need to be excavated and analysed. SDI, which was only test pitted, 
produced large numbers of pottery and it would be a good place to start. It would also 
be interesting to know how the results obtained at Watom might compare with analyses 
of Lapita and Mangaasi pottery from other sites. 
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1 du materiel ceramique du site 
I WBR001 de Nessadiou 
Jean-Pierre Siorat 
Archeologue 
Le site de Nessadiou WBR001 comprend deux ensembles qui furent fouillks en 1982 
par D. Frimigacci (Frimigacci, ce volume). 
Dans une prCcCdente analyse, on avait considCrC 5 niveaux. Ces niveaux ont Ctt redCfi- 
nis comme suit : Les niveaux 1 et A sont renommCs le niveau I, les niveaux 2 et B sont 
renommes le niveau IIa. le niveau 3 devient le niveau IIb. 
L'ensemble 1 : Les chantiers A, B, et C 
Les fouilles rCalisCes sur les parties de la dune non touchCes par les engins mkcaniques 
ont permis d'obtenir des stratigraphies. On distingue trois niveaux culturels. Le niveau I, 
rCcent, fouillC en trois couches jusqu'h -25 cm. Le niveau IIa, datC 9 3 0 ~ 4 0  B.P. 
(UW645), calibrk 9 11 B.P. dans le chantier B et date 930240 B.P. (UW646) calibrC 907 
B.P. dans le chantier C. Ce niveau comprend Cgalement 3 couches jusqu'h -40 cm, et est 
datC 1 780~100 B.P. (UW472)' calibrC 171 1 B.P. dans la couche h -35 cm du chantier 
A. Le niveau IIb est date 2875~115 B.P. (UW471) et calibrk 2989 B.P., il comprend 
quatre couches jusqu'h -60 cm dans le chantier A. (Frimigacci, 1983). 
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L'ensemble 2 : Les chantiers D, E, et F 
Dans la partie exploitCe de la carrike, de larges colorations apparaissent sous les 
niveaux anthropiques. Ces traces revdent l'existence de fosses h detritus. Ces fosses 
contiennent du materiel archCologique cCramique accumult sur une courte pCriode dans 
le niveau ancien ITt, datC 283&50 B.P. (UW652) calibre 2947 B.P. au sommet de la 
fosse D et datt 2790k60 B.P. (UW654) calibrC 2875 B.P. au bas de cette mCme fosse 
D. (Frimigacci, 1983 et Frimigacci, ce volume). La rkpartition des tessons dans ces 
deux ensembles est presentee dans les diagrammes suivants (fig. 1- 2). 
Lapita mince 
I Figure 1 
Fouille stratigraphique. 
Analyse des decors 
I Figure 2 
Fosses a detritus. 
Nous ne traiterons ici que de la poterie Lapita, les autres types de poterie presents h 
Nessadiou seront dCcrits par ailleurs (Frimigacci, ce volume). On distingue deux tech- 
niques de dkoration de la poterie Lapita de Nessadiou. Elles ont CtC dkfinies en deux 
catdgories : les incisions Lapita gdomttrique (Frimigacci, 1973), et l'estampage A l'aide 
d'un outil pointill6 (Siorat, 1989). 
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Analyse du decor incise geometrique 
L'ensemble des tessons au decor incisC g6omCtrique est inclus dans les fichiers infor- 
matiques ayant servi B cette analyse mais la description des dkcors en sera faite ultk- 
rieurement. Pour mkmoire, la fouille (chantiers A, B, C) possede 149 tessons ayant ce 
type de dCcor, dont 30 carenes et 5 bords. Les fosses (chantiers D, E, F) contiennent 268 
tessons dCcorCs d'incisions gkomttriques, parmi lesquels 72 carknes et 2 1 bords. 
Analyse des decors pointilles 
Ce dkcor, rkalisk par estampage, se prksente de deux faqons : 
Dans le premier cas, un motif unique est dCveloppC, soit par succession, soit en oppo- 
sition, soit encore en altemance des marques de l'outil en suivant l'architecture hori- 
zontale du pot. Ce motif n'a gubre plus d'un pouce de large et forme un sorte de bandeau. 
J'ai appelk ce dtcor le pointillk d'accompagnement ou PNTA. Plusieurs bandeaux peu- 
vent se superposer sur la surface d'un m&me pot, ils sont alors toujours stparCs par un 
espace longitudinal non ddcork. Ce type de dCcor se rencontre en divers endroits bien 
dClimitCs du pot : B l'intkrieur du bord, sur le plat du bord, sur la lbvre, parfois sur la par- 
tie sous-labiale, sur la partie supkrieure de l'encolure, B la base de I'encolure et enfin sur 
la panse, juste sous la carene. 
Dans le deuxibme cas, le decor est une combinaison de plusieurs motifs formant un 
large bandeau principal sur la partie la plus visible de la poterie. J'ai nommk ce dtcor, 
le pointillk en bandeau ou PNTB. En gkntral la largeur du bandeau principal est telle 
qu'il reprtsente 50 % de la partie dkcorke de la poterie. I1 est placC sur la carkne. Une 
autre forme de bandeau beaucoup moins large existe parfois sur le haut de la carkne. 
J'ai regroupt les diffkrents motifs qui apparaissent dans la composition des bandeaux 
principaux en trois familles : 
Les motifs lintaires (LINE) dont le track est fait de lignes pointillies droites. 
Les motifs courbes (COUR) dont le trace est fait de lignes pointillkes courbes. 
Les motifs composites (COMP) qui rtunissent les deux tracks. 
Chacune de ces familles comprend plusieurs variations. 
Une premiere analyse portant sur la poterie trouvCe B Nessadiou avait donnk lieu B une 
communication au colloque Lapita de Noumka de 1992 (Siorat, 1993). J'y ai prtsentt 
les rapports entre le dkcor pointillt dtcomposk en familles et variations d'une part, et sa 
position sur le pot d'autre part. 
Ce premier classement a fait apparaitre la faiblesse de la typologie utiliste et ses consC- 
quences pour B la dkfinition des positions du dCcor sur 1e pot. A cause de cette typolo- 
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gie dCfectueuse un trop grand nombre de tessons avait 6tC class6 dans la catCgorie indt- 
terminCe (INDE). 
Dans cet article, je prksente une analyse rCvisCe de l'ensemble des tessons ainsi que les 
rCsultats du nouveau classement des poteries. 
Les tessons prdsentant une forme mais n'ayant pas de dkors  sont maintenant dCnom- 
mCs sans dCcor (SANS). 
Le dCcor pointill6 et le d6cor gCom6trique sont respectivement nomm6s PNT et GEOM. 
Le pointill6 est divisC en PNTA, PNTB, et PNTE. A et B n'ont pas change. PNTE 
regroupe les tessons dont le dCcor pointill6 n'est pas assez dCfini pour Etre soit A soit B 
mais qui appartiennent nCanmoins nettement au pointillC. L'appellation indCtermin6 
(INDE) ne s'applique maintenant qu'aux tessons dont les traces de dCcor ne permettent 
pas leur classement dans la catCgorie gComCtrique (GEOM). Le caractkre autre 
(AUTRE) est utilise pour dCfinir les tessons laissant apparaitre des traces visibles de lis- 
sage et de peigne. 
Ces modifications de typologie ont permis de diminuer lors du classement le nombre 
des tessons au dCcor ind6terminC ( N E ) .  Ce nombre atteint maintenant dans les 
fouilles (chantiers A, B, C) 75 tessons sur 731 dCcors soit 10,3 %. Dans les fosses (chan- 
tiers D, E, F) ce nombre est de 148 tessons sur 2287, soit 6,5 %. ces  pourcentages 
faibles sont beaucoup plus acceptables que les 40 % indCterminCs obtenus dans le prC- 
ctdent comptage (fig. 3). 
Le classement des tessons de type PNTA et PNTB est assez alCatoire, car il amve frd- 
quemment que les deux formes de d6cor se trouvent sur un m&me tesson. Ce tesson n'est 
alors comptabilisC qu'une seule fois dans le fichier principal. Mais il apparait dans cha- 
cune des deux colonnes quantitatives des PNTA et PNTB des niveaux et des chantiers, 
car il est pris en compte sCparCment dans les fichiers spkcifiques. 
Les composites (flg. 4) 
Dans l'ensemble des niveaux de la fouille et des fosses les dCcors composites (COMPO) 
amvent en t&te avec une moyenne de plus de 60 % du total des tessons dCcorCs par 
niveau. 
Dans le niveau I des chantiers A, B, C les dCcors composites reprksentent 63 % du total, 
ils sont verticaux (VERT) (50 %), ou obliques (OBLI) (26 %), ou mCdaillon (MEDA) 
(12 %), ou en languette (LANG) (7 %). 
Dans le niveau IIa, les dCcors composites reprksentent 56 % du total. Ce sont toujours 
les verticaux (VERT) qui dominent (35 %), puis les obliques (OBLI) (31 %), puis les 
m6daillons (MEDA) (16 %), et enfin les languettes (LANG) (1 1 9%). 
Dans le niveau IIb des chantiers A, B, C les verticaux (VERT) dominent (45 9%) suivi 
par 1es obliques (OBLI) et les languettes (LANG) (18 %), et les mCdaillons (MEDA) 
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1 Figure 3 
Repartition des decors Lapita par chantier et niveaux. 
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1 Figure 4 
Repartition des decors de bandeaux principaux (PNTB) dans les niveaux. 
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(13 %). Dans les fosses (chantiers D, E, F), les dCcors composites reprdsentent 54 % du 
total des dCcors. La distribution des variantes est similaire h celle observCe dans les 
niveaux de la fouille (VERT 50 %, OBLI 27 %, MEDA 10 %, LANG 3 %). On note 
cependant la prksence de dkors sinueux (SINU) dans une proportion de 3 %. 
Dans la fouille, ils reprksentent 36 % des tessons dCcorCs du niveau I et 38 % du niveau 
IIa (chantiers A, B, C). Dans le niveau IIb de la fouille, les 1inCaires sont dans la pro- 
portion de 19 % des tessons dCcorCs (chantiers A, B, C), alors qu'ils obtiennent 42 % 
dans le niveau IIb des fosses (chantiers D, E, F). 
Dans le niveau I, ils sont verticaux (VERT) (42 %), puis diagonaux (DIAG) (17 %), ou 
obliques (OBLI) (12 %), et enfin damiers (DAMI) (4 %). 
Dans le niveau IIa, les verticaux (VERT) obtiennent 59 %, les obliques (OBLI) 18,5 %, 
les diagonaux (DIAG) 18,5 %, et les damiers (DAMI) 4 % (fig. 5). 
bords 
nenml 
nlv l nlv Ila niv Ilb 
I Figure 5 
Repartition des formes par niveaux. 
Le niveau IIb des fouilles, qui ne prksente que 25 % du total des tessons dCcorCs compte 
seulement 6 tessons au dCcor linCaire (LINE). Parmi ces 6 exemplaires, 3 tessons ont un 
dCcor vertical (VERT), 2 tessons ont un dCcor oblique (OBLI), 1 tesson a un dCcor dia- 
gonal (DIAG). 
Dans le niveau IIb des fosses, les dCcors sont verticaux (VERT) (42 %), obliques 
(OBLI) (25 %), diagonaux (DIAG) (12 %), et damiers (DAMI) (12 %). La comparai- 
son des proportions des diffkrentes variantes du dCcor entre le niveau IIb des fouilles et 
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le niveau Ilb des fosses montre une certaine similitude, alors que les fosses prtsentent 
un nombre de tessons 50 fois suptrieur h celui des fouilles. 
Les courbes 
Dans les fouilles la petite quantitt de tessons dtcorts de motifs courbes rend les pour- 
centages insignifiants. Un seul tesson dans le niveau IIa et un autre dans le niveau IIb, 
dans le chantier A. 11s sont classts tous les deux dans le thkme aile (AILE). 
Le niveau IIb des fosses poss2de 24 tessons reprtsentant 4 % du total des tessons dtco- 
rts. Parmi ces tessons, 30 % sont des papillons (PAPI), 30 % des zigzags (ZIGZ), 18 % 
des ailes (ALE), 13 % des trCfles (TREF), et deux tessons du m&me pot ont un dtcor 
courbe pointillt ressemblant h un motif gtomttrique (GEOM). 
Analyse des formes 
La comparaison et l'association des dtcors avec leurs emplacements sur le pot (carknes, 
bords, encolures, tpaulements) donnent en pourcentages les rtsultats suivants : les dtcors 
lintaires obliques (LINE-OBLI) reprtsentent 45 % des dtcors positionnts sur la carkne, 
suivis par les lintaires verticaux (LINE-VERT) qui reprtsentent 15 %. Les dtcors com- 
posite verticaux (COMP-VERT) se positionnent sur les encolures et les tpaulements pour 
respectivement 34 % et 35 %. Les composites obliques (COMP-OBLI) apparaissent pour 
23 % et 24 % sur les encolures et les bords. L'observation de ces rtsultats met en tvidence 
la presence d'un deuxikme bandeau principal plact sur le haut de la car2ne.A~ cours d'une 
analyse ulttrieure il faudrait mieux dtfinir les emplacements des bandeaux. En effet de 
nombreux fragments de poterie prtsentent parfois plusieurs variantes de dtcors sur le 
m6me tesson (Siorat 1992 : 196-202). 
Un premier regard sur la distribution des tessons aux formes caract6ristiques montre que 
dans la fouille (chantiers A.B.C), le pourcentage des tessons de forme indtterminte est 
toujours trks tlevt (66 %). L'ttat de conservation des tessons et la petite surface de lecture 
(tessons trks petits) sont h l'origine de cette indttermination. Le pourcentage des tessons 
de forme indtterminte n'atteint que 38 % dans les fosses. De mCme il est difficile de 
reconnaitre les encolures (ENCO) qui apparaissent pour 15 % dans les fosses et 4 % dans 
les fouilles. I1 en est de mCme avec les tpaulements (EPAUL) qui apparaissent pour 12 % 
dans les fosses contre seulement 2 % dans les fouilles. Les bords et les carknes sont plus 
facilement reptrables. Ces deux parties essentielles du pot ont une distribution identique 
dans les fouilles et les fosses : 15 % pour les bords dans les fouilles, 16 % dans les fosses. 
Les car2nes reprtsentent 14 % du total dans la fouille et 17. 5 % dans les fosses. 
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Les bords 
L'Ctude des 486 bords du site de Nessadiou nous a permis de mettre en Cvidence cinq 
grands types : les verticaux, les obliques, les anguleux, les courbes et les composites. Ces 
difftrents types de bords peuvent avoir des parois de directions diverses. Elles sont soit 
parallkles, soit convergentes, soit divergentes. D'autres critkres viennent ensuite affiner la 
description, tels que la forme de la lkvre et celle des sous-labiales, sans apparaitre toute 
fois dans la determination 
I1 est inttressant de relever le diamktre supposC du pot en fonction de la courbe du bord 
(fig. 6). Les diamktres dCfinis ont CtC groupts et classts en 5 groupes, des plus grands pots 
aux plus petits : pots de 60 cm et plus B 48 cm de diamktre pour le groupe I, de 46 cm B 
38 cm pour le groupe 11, de 36 cm B 28 cm pour le groupe 111, de 26 cm B 18 cm pour le 
groupe IV et pour le groupe V tous les diamktres de moins de 18 cm (annexe I). 
Ces groupes comparts aux formes des bords peuvent permettre d'ttablir la rtpartition de 
la forme des pots de tradition Lapita. 
paral cov div paral cov div paral cov div paral cov div paral cov div 
VERTICAL - OBLIQUE - ANGULEUX - COURBE - COMPOSITE 
I Figure 6 
Association des diametres avec les formes de bords 
Ce graphique permet de dtgager les observations suivantes. 
l .  La majoritt des pots a un diamktre compris entre 26 cm et 36 cm. 
2. Cette majoritt a des bords de forme obliques-anguleux-courbeslparallkle. 
3. La majoritt des trks grands pots ont des bords obliquesldivergents 
4. I1 y a trks peu de petits rtcipients, ils ont des bords en majoritt obliqueslparallkles. 
5. Dans tous les diamktres, les formes obliquesldivergentes sont bien reprtsenttes. 
6. I1 y a trks peu de rtcipients composites et ce sont souvent de petits rtcipients. 
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Les 502 tessons fragments de carbne ont CtC, comme les bords, classCs en fonction de 
leur diambtre estimC. 11s foment quatre groupes (fig. 7). Le groupe I comprend les 
carbnes appartenant B des pots ayant un diambtre de 90 cm et plus B 46 cm, le groupe I1 
celles de 44 cm h 36 cm, le goupe I11 celles de 34 cm B 26 cm et le groupe IV celles de 
24 cm B 16 cm (annexe 11) 
niv niv niv nlv niv niv nlv niv niv niv niv nlv niv niv niv 
I Ila Ilb I Ila Ilb I Ua Ilb I Ila Ilb I Ila Ilb 
I Figure 7 
Diametres et angles de carbne par niveau. 
Dans chaque groupe un classement de l'angle de carbne a CtC pris en compte. 11 donne 
cinq ripartitions avec des angles allant de 90" B 105", de 110" B 115", de 120" h 125", 
dc 130" h 135" et de 140" h 150". 
l1 n'a pas 6t6 fait de difference dans ce graphique entre les fosses et les fouilles. Les 
nivcaux I et IIa appartiennent aux chantiers de fouilles A, B, C. Dans le niveau IIb de 
la I-.ouille, on trouve seulement 12 tessons. Le niveau IIb des fosses D, E, F en prCsente 
400 dont I'Ctude permet quelques observations. 
1. Les grands diambtres prksentent toutes les tailles d'angle dans le niveau IIb. 11s sont 
majoritaires dans les intervalles 90-105" et Cgaux dans les intervalles 110-115" du IIb. 
2. Les petits diambtres prCsentent toutes les tailles d'angle dans le niveau IIb. 11s sont 
majoritaires dans l'intervalle de 140-150" et importants dans l'intervalle 120-125" et 
130- 135" du niveau IIb. 
3. Les deux groupes de diambtres moyens ont principalement des angles de carbnes 
compris entre 120-1 25" dans le niveau IIb. 
4. Lcs m&mes reprisentations se retrouvent dans les niveaux I et IIa. 
Lors de la classification des bords et des carbnes, les rnCmes ClCments n'ont CtC retenus 
qu'une seulc fbis, si bien que sur les 101 carbnes recensCes dans la fouille des chantiers 
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A, B, C, il ne reste que 99 types de carknes diffkrentes. Sur les 106 formes de bords, 
104 restent diffkrents. Avec les fosses, sur les 401 carknes, 363 ne prksentent pas les 
mCmes caract6ristiques. Sur les 373 bords, 295 ont et15 retenus pour la typologie. 
Conclusion 
Les chantiers de la fouille A, B, C, presentent un total de tessons beaucoup moins 
important que celui des fosses (50 %). Sur les quelques 3000 tessons que contient la 
fouille, 65 % ne posskdent ni forme ni decor. Les fosses B detritus qui posskdent 6000 
tessons contiennent 44 % de tessons sans forme ni dCcor. 
La fouille est intervenue dans des zones ponctuelles sans possibilitC de circonscrire 
l'aire d'occupation, d'ou l'impossibilit6 de trouver davantage de tessons pouvant appar- 
tenir B une mCme poterie. Les fosses, elles, sont des zones de concentration. 
Les fouilles prksentent trois niveaux culturels bien en place pour lesquels nous avons 
obtenu des datations calibrees. Les fosses n'ont pas de stratigraphie apparente et n'ont 
qu'un seul niveau, en surface comme B la base, le niveau IIb, Cgalement bien datC. 
Deux tessons du chantier B se raccordent B des tessons du chantier C. Un tesson du 
chantier E se raccorde B un tesson du chantier D. Aucun tesson des chantiers des 
fosses ne se raccorde aux tessons des chantiers de la fouille. (Frimigacci et Siorat, en 
prkparation). 
Ce qui est Ctonnant, avant tout, c'est la presence d'une man5re plus importante du 
Lapita dans les niveaux I et IIa de la fouille par rapport au niveau IIb. Les niveaux I et 
IIa ont une repartition trks proche dans chacun des trois chantiers de la fouille. Malgrt 
une quantitt de tessons de 10 B 20 fois plus importante selon les chantiers, les pour- 
centages de repartition des dCcors PNTA, PNTB, PNTE peuvent Ctre considCrCs iden- 
tiques dans la fouille avec ses trois niveaux, et dans les fosses. 
Cependant dans le niveau IIb du chantier C de la fouille, le decor pointill6 avec bandeau 
principal (PNTB) est plus represent6 que le pointill6 d'accompagnement (PNTA). On 
peut noter Cgalement que le dtcor gComCtrique, qui prCsente une grande rkgularitt de 
pourcentages sur I'ensemble des niveaux et des chantiers, est nettement plus abondant 
(75 %) que les dCcors pointilles (PNTA et PNTB) dans le niveau I du chantier A. 
En ce qui concerne les formes de ces poteries, on peut constater une repartition simi- 
laire B celles des dCcors, B I'inttrieur des niveaux et des chantiers de la fouille et dans le 
niveau des fosses. 
Le matCriel cCramique Lapita du site de Nessadiou WBROOl est donc, avec trks peu de 
variations, identique dans les niveaux I, IIa, IIb des chantiers de la fouille et des fosses. 
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I and Lapita ware 
Wall Ambrose 
Archaeologist 
The ware 
The distinctive decoration on Lapita pottery is most notable for the strictness of the 
impressed designs, usually with dentate stamps, and the care with which they are exe- 
cuted. This can be contrasted with the rather poor quality of the materials used in its 
manufacture, where a porous low temperature fired pottery is the usual product 
(Ambrose ad). The striking external appearance of the typical Lapita vessel has com- 
manded more attention from archaeology than the basic pottery fabrication technology 
but even so the particular technology of the decorative technique has received relatively 
minor attention. Exceptions have been the work of Siorat (1990) using detailed inspec- 
tion and measurement of design elements, and Basek (1993) with her replication stu- 
dies, where both endeavoured to identify the materials and methods used to produce the 
intricate designs. The standard candidates for stamp materials include a selection of 
naturally occurring raw materials that have the desired curved surfaces such as shell- 
fish, plant shell husks, sections of bamboo and animal bones. Siorat's study of New 
Caledonian Lapita wares indicates that no two pots share the same stamp impressions 
(Siorat 1990:59), the inference being that the tools were discarded after each pot was 
made. For this reason there is the suggestion that the pottery was made for some cere- 
monial purpose that required the tools to be discarded or destroyed. The tools used for 
the dentate stamping technique have not been found in any excavation, although bone 
multi-pronged tools suited to tattooing have been found in early Lapita sites. Basek sug- 
gests that a rouletting action using a short arcuate spatula could account for the various 
design elements found on Lapita stamped pottery and that various implements could be 
made from common materials such as shell, coconut husk, wood or even fingernail 
(Basek 1993). 
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An inspection of the stamped impressions on Lapita potsherds from the Ambitle site 
may be informative in identifying possible materials that could be fashioned into pre- 
pared stamps. When repeating impressions are compared they show that a fixed form 
has been used to produce a composite shape built up as a series of lines from an identi- 
cal stamp (Fig. 1). This repetitive unit construction also occurs with straight or less than 
perfectly straight elements that replicate without variation. The unvarying replication 
indicates that the less controllable rouletting technique suggested by Basek (1993) has 
not been employed in producing the Ambitle designs. This view is supported by the fur- 
ther observation that identical irregularities are found in repeated linear sections where 
spacing between individual lines is very small and where rouletting the same irregula- 
rity is highly improbable. 
There are two aspects which may narrow the selection of materials suited to the task. 
These are the geometry of the impressions, and the particularities of the tooth impres- 
sions. A inspection of sherds from the Ambitle Lapita collection for these two aspects 
may help to determine the method used to produce the dentate stamped designs. 
1 Figure 1 
A composite of four closely spaced identical stamp impressions forming wider c u ~ e d  
design elements. It appears that two stamps were employed, overlapping a C U N ~ ~  and
straight stamp sections at the arrow indicator. Scale is in mm. (The basic curve is also 
presented in Figure 2j). 
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Geometric aspects 
The smallest design elements can consist of circles or arcs of circles but these are typi- 
cally less than 5 mm in diameter and could be easily produced by sections of reed or 
bird long bones. Curved impressions for all but these smallest design elements are non- 
circular, with most curves following parabolic and hyperbolic forms of conic sections. 
True circular form arcs are absent from the Ambitle collection apart from the smallest 
items. Curved stamp decorations on Lapita sherds show some examples of typical coni- 
cal section forms as shown in (Fig. 2). The single line in the illustration is produced 
from enlarged photographs of sherd decoration where a flexible curve was superimpo- 
sed on the image and then used as a pattern to trace the line drawing. The general hyper- 
bolic equation for these curves is (Y=a/X) with a computed example in Figure 2a with 
a close approximation in the sherd non-dentate stamp of Figure 2b; a computed para- 
bolic curve (Y2=4aX) is shown in Figure 2p with a close approximation to a dentate 
stamp line curve in Figure 20. In the case of the Ambitle sherds these range from a rela- 
tively gradual curve (Fig. 2b) to one more abrupt (Fig. 2n). A feature of some of these 
curves is a slight distal limb inflection (Fig. 2 d, g, j, m). It is not always possible to dif- 
ferentiate between hyperbolic and parabolic curves but all curves appear to be in the 
range of non-circular conic sections. This family of relatively narrow range geometric 
curves would not be expected if they were produced from stamps individually manu- 
factured from rigid materials such as shell, bone or wood where more complex curves 
could be formed at will. 
Tine shape 
The second aspect which can give clues to the material used for making stamped 
impressions lies in the characteristics of the tine shape within the dentate designs. 
Dentate impressions from a rigid material such as bone or wood would follow the stamp 
curvature with regular rectangular intervals but single tine impressions that would be 
trapezoidal (Fig. 3a). This follows from incising parallel intervals on the curved edge of 
a bent strip. Intervals incised on the edge of a straight strip would also be rectangular as 
would the tines (Fig. 3c). If on the other hand the stamp is bent from a straight strip of 
flexible raw material that had regularly cut intervals, the tines would remain rectangu- 
lar but the intervals would be distorted to trapezia (Fig.3b). This latter circumstance 
would be a good indication that bending had occurred after tine formation with the 
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example of Figure 3b shown photographically in Figure 4, where the major interval dis- 
tortion occurs at the crest of the curve. An examination of Lapita sherds from Ambitle 
shows that for curved sections both trapezoidal and rectangular segments are present. 
From this it can be concluded that serrations were sometimes made on straight plastic 
strips before they were bent to the desired curvature. The evidence is sometimes ambi- 
guous as in cases where the interval cuts are not parallel, as they appear in Figure3c, but 
by being incised at an angle to the plane of the stamping edge they appear as wedged 
shaped even in straight stamp sections (Fig. 3d). This effect should be differentiated 
from the case of curved sections where the trapezoidal intervals occur only at the crest 
of the bent section as seen in Figure 2b and Figure 4. In bending short strips it would 
1 Figure 2 
Stamping tool curves 
abstracted from enlarged 
photographs of sherds in the 
Ambitle Lapita collection. The 
bar to the right side represents 
5mm in the original sherd. 
(a), computed hyperbola 
conforming to Y=alX; 
(b) 2 repeated parallel lines, 
plain non-dentate stamp - 
Ambitle catalogue No 11E 61; 
(c), 4 closely spaced repeated 
lines -1lF 60; (d), 3 closely 
spaced repeated lines -1lK 28; 
(e), 3 repeated lines, plain non- 
dentate stamp -1IA 103; (f), 4 
closely spaced repeated lines - 
11E 47; (g), 3 closely spaced 
lines -lN 20; (h), single and 
double parallel lines, non- 
dentate stamp -1lA 52; (i), 
repeated alternating single unit 
[see Figure 41 -Nth L516; (j), 4 
closely spaced repeated lines - 
11E 102, see also Figure l ; (k), 
3 closely spaced lines -1lG 51; 
(I). 3 closely spaced repeated 
lines -1lK5; (m), 3 repeated 
lines -lIC 64; (n), 3 closely 
spaced lines, poorly developed 
to absent dentate impression - 
1IC 25; (o), 1 repeating stamp 
line series-lIH, 1 24; (p) 
computed parabola conforming 
to Y2= 4aX. 
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I Figure 3 
Abstracted and hypothetical 
curves derived from a 
consideration of the sherd 
also presented in Figure 4 
and Figure 21. (a), rectangular 
spaces between trapezoidal 
tines when the divisions are 
incised on a curved form. (b), 
rectangular tines and 
trapezoidal spaces when the 
divisions are incised before 
the strip is bent. (c), 
rectangular intervals on a 
straight edge giving equally 
rectangular tines. (d), 
trapezoidal tines and spaces 
formed by incising the 
intervals at an angle to the 
plane of the stamp surface. 
be expected that non-circular curves would be produced and indeed in decorated sherds 
this effect can be seen with the typical conic sections presented in Figure 2. The serra- 
tions on the edge of such material are often very fine and fairly evenly spaced; how 
these are made is unknown but a small sharp obsidian flake would be quite adequate for 
the purpose. 
Scutes 
Among the possible natural products available to Lapita potters that could satisfactorily 
be formed into a flexible curved stamp, that would hold a permanent curvature, would 
support fine dentition, and is unlikely to be preserved in archaeological deposits, there 
is one fairly obvious material. Sea turtle was an important item for the early colonisers 
of the tropical southwest Pacific as shown by the persistent archaeological presence of 
its remains in coastal fauna1 collections. The plentiful green turtle (Chelonia midas) was 
probably the worlds most valuable species in economic terms up to recent times 
(Alderton 1988: 118) and its thin polished shell, or scute, has been used for ornamental 
purposes. In the past it would have provided a ready food source either as a plentiful 
meat supply or as a coastal supply of eggs where the turtles assembled for repeated mass 
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1 Figure 4 
Curved dentate stamp design showing rectangular tines with interval divergences 
at the crown of the arc in the zone of maximum curvature. The lower enlarged section 
is from the top lefi section of the upper photograph. The abstracted curve is represented 
in Figure 2i. The scale is in 0.5mm intervals. 
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hatching episodes over several months (Bustard 1972:123). The green turtle is capable 
of laying several clutches in a season with a total that can exceed 1000 eggs (Moll 
1979:323). The nesting behaviour and natural history of the five main species inhabi- 
ting the tropical waters differs sufficiently to allow for a range of hunting periods that 
may have satisfied long seasonal exploitation, or at least until easily accessible animals 
may have been over-exploited, as with most of the other available fauna targeted by 
early hunter-settlers. The larger sea turtle species, include the leatherback (Dermochelys 
coriacea), the green turtle (C. midas), and the loggerhead (Caretta caretta) which can 
reach weights of several hundred kilograms (Pritchard 1967) would provide a worthw- 
hile food resource for near-shore hunters, while the smaller hawksbill (Eretmochelys 
imbricata) would yield food but most importantly provide valuable scute for manufac- 
ture into artefacts. It is most likely that early Oceanic explorers found turtle at many 
newly discovered islands so that its anticipated availability could be one factor encou- 
raging further exploration, while it could also be captured and carried live as a reliable 
food store. To the present time turtle and its eggs are regarded as a desirable catch in 
most coastal societies of the tropical Pacific. Its value as a source of turtle shell for 
manufacture into striking adornments was found in recent times as intricately fret-wor- 
ked silhouettes against the stark white background of tridacna plates typically known as 
the Polynesian kapkap. The thin scutes from the green turtle could be used for small 
fretted items but the most valuable scute source species, also known as the turtle shell 
species, is the hawskbill turtle (E. imbricata) which is commonly found around coral 
reefs and shallow waters (Alderton 1988:120), making it easily accessible to reef 
fishing by early Lapita hunters. Its habit of nesting on coral cays as small 'sessile' popu- 
lation~ isolated from other groups by only a few kilometres (Bustard 1979523) would 
make it more easily located by hunters but could also lead to local population collapse 
in heavily targeted areas. 
Turtle bone is well represented in Lapita fauna1 collections but no scute artefacts have 
ever been reported from early archaeological contexts. To judge from its ubiquitous pre- 
sence in recent collections of ethnographic artefacts from the tropical Pacific, turtle 
shell was a valuable raw material. It would be remarkable if this material was ignored 
by Lapita artisans. Heat treatment above 90 "C can make the flexible turtle scute mal- 
leable enough to form into various curved shapes. At the same time there are minimum 
size limits to the curvature that can be achieved before rupture occurs at the sharpest 
bend; for stamps below these minimum size limits other materials could be employed 
as seen with the small circular impressions. No natural material other than turtle scute 
appears to have all the properties necessary to produce the ornate dentate stamps, some 
of which are shown to have had their stamp edges prepared before being bent into the 
desired curvature. This rules out the suggested rigid materials of bone, shell or wood as 
the precursor stamp raw materials. The narrow family of basic curves that result from 
bending a flat strip is present in the Ambitle Lapita collection as typical conic sections. 
As this is a relatively early group of pottery on stylistic grounds (Anson 1986:162) it 
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seems clear that the technology of decoration was also an early innovation that impar- 
ted a distinctive quality to Lapita pottery that lasted for several centuries. But by any 
measure the use of scute stamping tools should not be regarded as a major innovation 
in coastal societies that hunted turtle. What is more interesting is that the stamping tools 
prevailed over other possible materials for so long so that the restricted nature of the 
early Lapita designs is matched by a restricted tool kit. It is the plasticity of turtle shell 
that commends it as a very useful material and one that would be highly suited to for- 
ming the curved stamps, both dentate and plain, that ornament Lapita pottery. Turtle 
scute could be bent while hot into potentially many shapes that do not seem to occur on 
Lapita pottery designs and this again underlines the very conservative nature of the pot- 
tery and its ornamentation, and the need for further study on the decorative technology 
that was employed. 
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Lapita and Post-Lapita ceramic 
sequences from Erromango, 
I Southern Vanuatu 
Stuart Bedford 
Archaeologist 
Introduction 
This paper briefly presents the results from excavations at two sites on the island of 
Erromango, southern Vanuatu and discusses how the recovered ceramics from these 
sites contribute to the debate on the relationship of Lapita and post-lapita ceramic 
traditions and the associated populations and cultures. It is divided into two distinct 
sections, the material from Ponamla, which was excavated in 1995 and has been 
partially analysed, and material from Ifo, the results of which are very preliminary 
in nature at this stage, as the six week excavation at the site was completed only ten 
days before the commencement of the Vila Conference. 
It is now generally accepted that pottery production in Vanuatu began around 3000 
years ago with the arrival of the Lapita colonists, with their distinctively decorated 
ceramics and vessels forms, and transformed in style, form, decoration and function 
over time. Were these developments largely indigenous or are they evidence of cul- 
tural replacement andlor the presence of different contemporary groups. In a 1984 
paper, Spriggs argued for a basic cultural continuity in Vanuatu and a number of 
other islands in Melanesia between Lapita and the cultures that followed (Spriggs 
1984). This scenario is generally accepted for the islands of western Polynesia. 
There are certainly strong indications from Erromango that incised and applied 
relief ware, often referred to as Mangaasi was associated with and evolved out of 
the Lapita traditions. 
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Ponamla 
As outlined by Spriggs, Ponamla is a relatively undisturbed settlement site with related 
cultural deposits dating from circa 280012700 BP to 2400 BP. The area1 excavation 
revealed what appeared to be a former cooking area. The presence of ash, charcoal and 
cooking stones, mixed with shellfish and fauna1 material certainly indicated that the 
remains from hearths were being deposited at the site. Thousands of sherds along with 
an assortment of other artefacts such as Tridacna adzes and arm rings, Conus shell rings, 
shell beads, a drilled shark tooth, bone needles (fashioned from the bone of an extinct 
bird) scoria abraders and numerous stone flakes were recovered. 
Of the almost 20 square metres excavated at Ponamla only four were excavated to the 
bottom of the cultural deposit and to date only the ceramics from one of the these has 
been analysed in any detail. The results from this one square do however reflect the site 
overall and certainly concur with the impression gained during the excavation. 
Recovered Ceramics 
A total of 976 sherds were recovered from the one square (T.P.l.l), 96.5% of which 
were plain and some 3.5% decorated (Tables 1, 2 and 3). The remains clearly demons- 
trate a move from predominantly plainware to an increase in decorated ware over time, 
with more decorated material appearing from the bottom of Layer 2 upwards (2600 BP) 
(Fig. 2). The typical decorated material is fingernail impressed, with much fewer 
examples of incising on the lip. Lip morphology is made up of either tapered or plain 
lips with one flat and one expanded (Fig. 3 a i-iv). There is no discernible change 
through time in either lip or rim morphology. The pots are completely dominated by 
globular cooking vessels with outcurving rims (Fig. 3b). Numerous clay wasters were 
recovered from throughout the excavated area indicating that the pots were being made 
on the site. 
Essentially the recovered ceramics from this one square metre are very similar in form 
and fabric (G. Summerhayes pers. comm.) the most discernible change being from a 
predominance of plainware in the earliest layers of the site to increased proportions of 
decorated ware in the upper layers. One sherd of classic dentate stamped Lapita was 
also recovered from the site (not this particular square), in secondary deposition. 
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Vanuatu. Inset is enlargement of Erromango (adapted from Spriggs and Wickler 1989). 
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1 Table 1 
Summary of ceramics from Ponamla T.P. 1 .l. 
Layer 
I Table 2 
Summary of lip and rim morphology from T.P. 1 .l. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Total 
Layer 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Sherd Type 
I Table 3 
Form of decoration on ceramics from T.P. 1 .l. 
deco rim 
2 
1 
0 
2 
5 
plain 
187 
97 
396 
101 
781 
%per layer of sherd type 
Layer 
deco 
15 
9 
5 
0 
29 
plain 
78.5 
70 
84 
78.5 
Lip Morphology 
Decoration form 
rim 
34 
31 
70 
26 
161 
Rim Morphology 
total 
238 
1 38 
47 1 
129 
976 
deco 
7.25 
7 
1 
1.5 
taper 
1 1  
14 
33 
13 
71 
outcuw. 
33 
32 
57 
20 
142 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
rim 
14.25 
22.5 
15 
20 
flat 
1 
1 
plain 
23 
18 
36 
15 
Q2 
horiz. 
1 
1 
2 
expand 
1 
1 
fingernail 
15 
8 
3 
26 
fnail + lip notch 
2 
1 
1 
4 
incised 
1 
2 
3 
lip notching 
1 
1 
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Brief summary 
Ponamla appears to be a secondary colonising settlement on Erromango, a few hundred 
years after it was first settled by Lapita colonists possessing the full suite of dentate 
stamped ceramics. People arrived to colonise the area circa 2800 BP, dentate-stamped 
Lapita was no longer widespread, initially plainware dominated and over time finger- 
nail and incised ceramics appeared. People moved into a pristine environment and com- 
menced an intensive exploitation of the local fauna and marine resources. There is some 
indication of abandonment after 2400 BP probably due to resource depletion and people 
do not return until circa 1600 BP. People leave with the ceramic tradition intact and 
return without. The occupation was relatively short and intensive with ceramics that are 
culturally transitional between Lapitoid plainware and incised and applied relief tradi- 
tions. It would appear that the site adds further strength to the argument, first put for- 
ward by Spriggs in 1984, of a basic cultural continuity from Lapita to later ceramic 
traditions as opposed to them being separate or intrusive. 
Spriggs tested the southern Erromangan site of Ifo in 1983. The eastern coast of 
Erromango comprises an extensive area of recently raised coral reef known as the 
Imponkor Limestone (Spriggs and Wickler 1989). This tectonic uplift has increased the 
chances for the preservation of the earliest settlement sites. However, the raised coral 
reef along most of the south eastern coast also presents a very hostile environment in 
terms of canoe access. In 1983 a number of ceramic sites were recorded along the east 
coast, all were located near past reef passages or at river mouths and were associated 
with beach ridge formations (Fig.1). 
The site of Ifo is in many ways similar to Ponamla. It is located several hundred metres 
from the shore, on the north bank of a river which provides canoe access, and is concen- 
trated on a series of linear ridge formations. A number of these ridges run parallel to the 
river and appear to be former beach ridges while others run at right angles and are pri- 
marily made up of cultural material. The site is some 10 metres above sea level. 
During the fieldwork of 1983, five square metres of a six by one metre trench was exca- 
vated across one of the ridges. Recovered pottery included, one dentate-stamped Lapita 
sherd in secondary deposition along with post-lapita style pottery, largely decorated 
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with fingernail impressions. Shell from the lowest cultural layer of the mound returned 
a radiocarbon date of 2300 BP. It mound appeared to be an in situ cultural deposit with 
charcoal, shellfish, cooking stones and numerous ash lenses (Spriggs and Wickler 
1989). Spriggs argued that the site represented a culturally transitional phase from 
Lapita to post-lapita. 
I Figure 3 
Ceramics from Erromango. 
It was to this site that I returned in June and July of 1996, working with Jerry Taki 
(Vanuatu Cultural Centre fieldworker) and a crew of local labour for six weeks. After 
an intensive test-pitting programme to determine the area of the site and any tempo- 
rallspatial variation, it was found that the most productive and undisturbed mound was 
the same that Spriggs had tested in 1983. Two parallel trenches some metres apart and 
on either side of the mound were excavated from the edge of the mound into the centre 
and connected by a trench along the spine of the mound, a total area of 17 m2. 
The mound comprises a central core of flattish coral cobbles on top of a relatively level 
degraded coral subsurface. These flattish coral blocks appear to have been the result of 
people clearing a flat area on first amval. Similar scattered coral blocks in uncleared 
areas can be seen further towards the coast. Once these linear piles of coral had been 
formed they appear to have served as a focus for the dumping of cooking debris and 
refuse, a practice that is still seen today on Erromango. 
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The mound is essentially formed from a series of relatively undisturbed in situ dumping 
layers with a maximum accumulation of cultural material of around 1.50 m. 
At the lowest level of the mound, below and amongst the coral blocks cultural material 
associated with a Lapita settlement was recovered. The ceramics include dentate-stam- 
ped sherds along with finely incised sherds from a number of different vessels along 
with numerous plain sherds. The ceramics were associated with bones of a large bird, 
turtle and flying fox and Tridacna adzes and armrings. A number of the shellfish spe- 
cies recovered from the midden were said by local people to be no longer available in 
the area. 
Later incised Lapita, with accompanying circle designs (Lapita gtomttrique 
(Frimigacci 1974) was found at the upper level of this layer. There is a plainware com- 
ponent (globular pots with outcurving rims) present with both the Lapita occupation and 
the post-Lapita materials, although not with the same predominance as seen with the 
material from Ponamla. 
The Lapita ceramics are followed by wares with fingernail and incised decoration with 
out-curving rims (Fig.3b). This is again very similar to the decorated sherds recovered 
from Ponamla and probably corresponds to a similar date of circa 2500 BP. 
This material in turn is followed by globular pots with incurving rims and largely fin- 
gernail impressed designs which may correspond to the 2300 BP dates received from 
the 1983 excavations. The essential change being from a predominance of out-curving 
rims to predominance of incurving rims (Fig. 3c). 
And finally near the top of the mound thick sherds of several more crudely made and 
roughly incised globular pots occur with a much less incurving rim and more open 
mouth (Fig. 3d). This material would appear to signal the end of the ceramic tradition 
on Erromango, probably around 2000 BP. 
The site at Ifo is situated in a much more open area than the site at Ponamla where the 
area for settlement was restricted by its location in a river valley. At Ponamla the cera- 
mic sequence is somewhat stretched, with almost 2 m of cultural stratigraphy accumu- 
lating over 300-400 years and at Ifo a similar depth of material has accumulated over at 
least 1000 years, somewhat compacting the sequence. 
Comparisons with other Vanuatu material 
Although Vanuatu has been the subject of archaeological study for some time it has 
often been difficult to clearly establish the chronological sequence of the varying cera- 
mic traditions, largely due to site disturbance. The recent excavations at Erromango and 
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the relatively undisturbed ceramic sequences recovered will contribute to the further 
interpretation of other ceramic material previously excavated from Vanuatu. 
Ceramics very similar to those recovered from Erromango were found at the Banks 
Islands by Ward (1979) from his excavations at Pakea. Ward recovered some 900 sherds 
of highly fragmented and eroded pottery comprising plainware and incised and applied- 
relief ware, which he argued were in association. Ward suggested that the pottery appea- 
red around 2500-2000 BP and disappeared around 1850 BP. It seems quite probable that 
there was some mixing at the site and that rather than being in association the plainware 
may have preceded the decorated material, as in the case of Ponamla. This suggestion 
was first made by Kirch (Kirch and Yen 1982) after excavations at Tikopia. 
From the site of Erueti on the island of Efate, Garanger (1972) recovered Lapita den- 
tate stamped sherds in association with plainware and incised material, which apart 
from some distinctive flat rims, is similar to the ceramics from Ponamla and some of 
the material from Ifo. Garanger argued that the dentate-stamped material and the plain- 
ware were related but rather than having any direct association, they had been preceded 
in a neighbouring site by what he argued was an earlier incised and applied-relief ware. 
The site was dated to 2300 BP from charcoal from the lowest level, but again the site 
had experienced some mixing. It seems more likely from the results at Ponamla and Ifo 
that the ceramic sequence at Erueti may also have followed the Lapita dentate stamped 
to plainware to incised and applied-relief ware sequence. Erueti was identified by 
Spriggs (1984) as such a transitional site. 
From the site of Mangaasi, the core of Garanger's seminal work on the ceramics of 
Vanuatu, thousands of sherds with the incised and applied-relief decoration were reco- 
vered along with an assortment of distinctive handles. There seems to have been little 
plainware component at the site. Garanger often noted that he had some difficulty in 
interpreting the stratigraphy and this is reflected in his summing up of the ceramic chro- 
nology. Researchers have questioned the validity of his early to late Mangaasi ceramic 
sequence (Ward 1989) and although the material can be reliably accepted as dating from 
around 2700 BP, the termination date for pottery production and use has still to be esta- 
blished. 
Despite some exclusive attributes, the most obvious being the range of vessel handles 
which have only been found at one other site in Vanuatu (Erueti), the ceramics from 
Mangaasi have a greater similarity with the ceramics from other islands that allows 
them to be fitted into a general Vanuatu ceramic sequence. There is no need to argue for 
the arrival of a new group of people as has been done in the past (and more recently 
[Gorecki 19921) or that the ceramics at Mangaasi predate Lapita. It would appear that 
the site post-dates the period of dentate-stamped Lapita, and certainly lacks any great 
plainware component. Vessel forms were dominated by ovoid pots with restricted ori- 
fices, similar material to that recovered from Ifo and probably dating from 2300-2000 
BP, and the incised and fingernail impressed decoration seen at Mangaasi, is of course, 
found throughout Vanuatu. 
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The incised and applied-relief material seems to appear rather earlier than that from 
other islands in Vanuatu and the South West Pacific (Spriggs 1993: 196) and it may well 
have been an initial centre from where the distinct decoration style was disseminated. 
The termination date for pottery production and use at Mangaasi is still not clear. 
Further archaeological work was undertaken at the Mangaasi (Mangaas) site by 
Matthew Spriggs and staff of the Vanuatu Cultural and Historical Sites Survey in 
August 1996, in an attempt to address some of these chronological issues. 
On the island of Malo, off southern Santo, plainware and incised ceramics are present 
along wiih abundant dentate-stamped Lapita. A series of sites were excavated by 
Hedrick in the 1960's and 1970's, but they were very disturbed and it was difficult to 
establish any chronology for the recovered ceramics (Hedrick n.d.). The material from 
Malo would however appear to contain all the elements of a pottery sequence from 
Lapita dentate stamped to plainware to incised and applied relief. 
If one takes into account the variation found amongst pots made by the same potter and 
between different potters of the same village then clearly there is little likelihood of fin- 
ding identical sequences across the archipelago. Variation is also to be expected as cul- 
tural groups, through increased isolation, diverged over thousands of years. There is 
variation from island to island in Vanuatu, as clearly seen when comparing some of the 
Mangaasi ceramics to material from other islands, but general similarities and patterns 
are beginning to emerge. 
Erromango then, the island once categorised as an aceramic oddity, has made something 
of a spectacular comeback, the material going some way in further establishing the tran- 
sitional nature of Lapita to post-lapita style ceramics and aiding in the clarification of 
the previously somewhat confused ceramic sequences of Vanuatu. 
Hemia nomo. 
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Lapita and non-Lapita ware 
during New Caledonia's first 
millennium of Austronesian 
settlement 
Christophe Sand 
Archaeologue 
Introduction 
New Caledonia forms the southernmost archipelago of the Melanesian chain. Its 
importance in the understanding of the peopling of the south-western Pacific has over 
the last 40 years been conducive to the development of archaeological research pro- 
jects focusing for the most part on the characterisation of the first human colonisa- 
tion of this region. The first dating of a site containing a characteristic 
dentate-stamped decoration was run after the excavation of a seaside site on the west 
coast of the Grande Terre (Mainland) of the archipelago, in a place called M Lapita >> 
by American archaeologists E. Gifford and R. Shutler (1956). The discovery of large 
tumuli, dated between 13,000 and 4000 BP, was at the same time seen as indication 
of an old settlement of southern Melanesia by modern humans (Shutler and Shutler 
1975). 
Although different synthesis have been published over the years on the prehistoric 
chronology of New Caledonia (Frimigacci 1975; Galipaud 1988; Sand 1995a. See 
Sand 1995d for a synopsis), major points of analysis and their cultural issues still 
remain unclear. The aims of this paper are to analyse some of these questions and to 
present new data obtained during the last years by our local Department of 
Archaeology. The central focus will be on the ceramic chronology and its evolution 
during the first millennium of Austronesian presence, called the KonC period (Fig. I ) 
{Galipaud 1988; Sand 1995a: 63-94). The presentation will develop four points: 
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(1) the dating of the first human settlement of New Caledonia; 
(2) a proposal for a short chronology of the Lapita series; 
(3) the chronology of the other ceramic traditions during the KonC period; 
(4) evolution of the ceramic chronology to the period beginning about 2000 BP. 
I do not intend to present in detail all the recent archaeological data collected, already 
published in various forms (Galipaud 1996; Sand 1994, 1995a, c, 1996a, c, d, e). The 
scope is to give in a first part a general background to the Kont period, before a more 
focused study of the non-Lapita ware present during the first millennium of settlement. 
The analysis is intended to highlight the major trends of the chronology and to see how 
they can be interpreted in a reconstruction of the socio-cultural evolution of the 
Austronesian populations after first settlement. 
A Lapita 
o Podtanean 
V Incised 
I Figure 1 
Major archaeological sites dated to the Kon6 period, 
defining the different ceramic traditions. 
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The unanswered questions of an old peopling 
of southern Melanesia 
Still much debate exists on the dating of first human colonisation of the south of 
Melanesia. After the unexpected results of the Lapita Homeland Project in the Bismarck 
Archipelago, and the discovery of sites more than 30,000 years old (Allen et al. 1988; 
Pavlides and Gosden 1994), some authors have hypothesised that pre-Austronesian 
sites would soon be discovered in Vanuatu and New Caledonia. The significance of the 
dating of the tumuli remains unclear (Green and Mitchell 1983; Green 1988) but do not 
seem to be related to an old peopling of New Caledonia's archipelago (see Sand 1995a: 
50-51 for a summary). 
Although the possibility of an old settlement remains present (Gorecki 1996), the latest 
data obtained from archaeological programs conduced in southern Melanesia all show 
a fairly sudden human presence in the region after 3500 BP (Green 1991). The oldest 
dates obtained for two sites of the Grand Terre of New Caledonia, the Tiwi rockshelter 
SG0020 (level 14) dated to 3240k 220 BP (Beta-44650) (1510 cal BC)' and the dune- 
site WPT055 (TON-7) of NaYa (layer I) dated to 3165+120 BP (ANU-96) (1420 cal 
BC), have recently led Galipaud to propose a two-step settlement of the archipelago. 
The first arrival of populations, around 3500 BP, would have been characterised by 
groups producing paddle-impressed pottery of the Podtankan tradition. These groups or 
other populations would have introduced, after 3000 BP, Lapita pottery, maybe from the 
east (Fiji-Westem Polynesia) (Galipaud 1992b: 108). I have already presented in other 
publications (Sand 1995a: 67-73; 1996a: 47-49; 1996e: 11 6-1 17; in press) arguments 
against the use of these two dates for the definition of the begining of the ceramic chro- 
nology of the archipelago. These arguments will not be presented again here. They 
show that until other dates are obtained from the same context, these early results must 
be used with caution. 
First settlement of New Caledonia 
and the local chronology of Lapita ware 
During the last three years, 12 different sites of the Konk period have been excavated 
or re-excavated. The scientific scope of these excavations was first to define more pre- 
cisely the chronological boundaries and secondly the typological variety of the ceramic 
sequence during the Kont period. To achieve this goal, a fairly large number of new 
1 The dates run by the Department of Archaeology are presented with a C13 correction. All 
dates have been calibrated to BCIAD using the CALlB 3 program (Stuiver and Becker 1993). 
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dates has been run. The preliminary conclusions of this ongoing program show a very 
restricted time-period for the first occupation of the major sites of the archipelago. The 
individual chronologies for each site have been published elsewhere (e.g. Sand 1996c, 
1996d, in press, sub.) and only a summary is proposed here. In chronological order, it 
seems that the oldest sites, with Lapita and Podtanean assemblages, appear in the north 
of the Grande Terre just before 3000 BP. Some sites of the south of the Grande Terre 
and on Ile des Pins are first occupied between 3000 and 2900 years BP, and the first 
ceramic sites of Lifou and Mar6 islands in the Loyalties are dated between 2850 and 
2800 BP, although in this area the excavations are at their first stage. 
A first general summary of the Lapita assemblage of New Caledonia published from 
this reseach program (Sand 1996e) shows the presence of a set of local characteristics 
in the design patterns, the ceramic forms (Fig. 2), the associated non-ceramic material. 
In a recent publication, Kirch (1997: 72-73) has proposed to identify, apart from a far 
Western, a Western and an Eastern Lapita, a southern Lapita group, comprising New 
Caledonia and maybe southern Vanuatu. Although the data on Vanuatu are still scarce, 
the data on New Caledonia show differences with either Western and Eastern Lapita, 
pointing to the existence of a southern regional Lapita series (Sand 1996e: 136-138) and 
though giving credit to the hypothesis of Kirch, this southern Lapita has still to be bet- 
ter defined, and the amount of new material under study should make this task possible 
in the next few years. 
One major result of the new excavations is to indicate a rapid demise of the production 
of Lapita pottery and, depending on the geographic area, its disappearence after one to 
less than four centuries in all the sites. Some authors maintain the existence of Lapita 
1 Figure 2 
Reconstructed Lapita pot from site WK0013A of Lapita. 
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production in site NKMOOl of Koumac up to around 1800 BP (Frimigacci 1980; 
Galipaud 1996: 304) but I suspect that these dates are from secondary context (Sand 
1996e: 118-1 19). The nearly 1500 years of Lapita chronology supposed in New 
Caledonia (Kirch and Hunt 1988; Spriggs 1990) must be restricted to less than 500 
years, between 2000-2500 BP. 
Other ceramic assemblages at the beginning 
of the human settlement and diversification 
of the pottery traditions during the Kone period - 
The Lapita-associated ceramic series 
The study of the sites with Lapit. pottery shows the presence, in association with the 
characteristic dentate-stamped pots, of incised, paddle-impressed and shell-decorated 
ware (Galipaud 1988; Sand 1996e). These pots are part of the New Caledonian Lapita 
series and can be compared to the ceramic assemblages identified in other well-studied 
Lapita sites of island Melanesia (Green 1976; Kirch 1997). 
The dating of sites without dentate-stamped Lapita pots 
These Lapita ceramic series account for only part of the total pottery production of the 
first millennium of human colonisation of the archipelago. Although the Lapita sites are 
the best-dated assemblages of the New Caledonian sequence (Sand 1996a, table l), the 
excavations of other sites dating to 2000-3000 BP have shown a great variety of the 
local ceramic sequences. 
- Pots with triangular incised decorations (Fig. 3 a-b) different from the Lapita series are 
present, before the end of the Lapita occupation around 2700-2800 BP, in site KV0003 
of St Maurice-Vatcha (Frimigacci 1975; Sand 1996d, e: 60-73). 
- Level 6 of site STY007a in YatC (southeast coast), characterised by paddle-impressed 
ware and incised sherds, has been dated to 2260- BP (Beta-53431, CAMS 5347) 
(370 cal BC) (Sand and Ouetcho 1993b). 
- In the %wi rockshelter SG0020, the levels 13 to 16 dated to the K o d  period comprise 
paddle-impressed sherds in association with triangular incised, non-Lapita pots 
(Galipaud 1987). 
- On site WPT055 (TON-7) of NaYa on the southwest coast, the ceramic assemblage in 
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layers 11, 11+ and I, comprises paddle-impressed sherds and a large variety of incised 
and applied pottery (Smart 1969, n.d.; Vanderval n.d.; Green and Mitchell 1983). Level 
11+ has been dated to 206521 10 BP (ANU-97) (50 cal BC) (Smart 1969, nd). 
- Another site of NaTa Bay has given an early date, site WPM56 (NOU-1) excavated by 
C. Smart (1969, nd). The only layer still present, characterised by paddle-impressed 
sherds, was dated to 2855295 BP (ANU-259) (1000 cal BC). It clearly appears that 
there was a real << Lapita site D in the Nai'a Bay2 and so this area does not represent only 
a Podtanean settlement (Sand and Ouetcho 1993a; Sand 1994). 
- On the neighboring site WPT148 of OngouC, where some Lapita sherds are present, a 
layer with undecorated globular pots (Fig. 4) has been dated on marine shell to 2890+70 
BP (Beta-62762) (540 cal BC). On the same site, an earth-oven in a layer with incised 
pottery has been dated to 2290~70 BP (Beta-61950) (380 cal BC) (Sand 1994: 56). 
- A layer with paddle-impressed pottery on site WNP038 of Pindai' (west coast) has 
been dated by marine shell to 2800+70 BP (Beta-67062) (400 cal BC) and by charcoal 
to 2630+60 BP (Beta-67063, CAMS-9888) (800 cal BC) (Sand 1996e: 103-104). In 
another part of the same site, a layer with only incised and shell-impressed decorations 
on the sherds has been dated 2490+150 BP (Beta-85821) (5 15 cal BC) (Sand 1996e: 
108-111). Lapita sherds have been found in surface collection during sand-quaries in 
this area. 
- Level B of site WK0013B of Lapita, containing only shell-decorated sherds in pri- 
mary depositionnal context (Fig. 3c), has been dated by marine shell to 2870k70 BP 
(Beta-59964) (5 10 cal BC) and by charcoal to 2660+40 BP (Beta-92762, AMS (Oxford) 
(800 cal BC) (Sand 1996e: 32-33, sub.). 
- The lowest layers of rockshelter NKM004 in the Koumac valley (north coast) have 
been dated to 2690+ 90 BP (Beta-72826) (810 cal BC) at 123 cm, and 2860+ 90 BP 
(Beta-69688) (1000 cal BC) at 103 cm (Skmah et al. 1995). The ceramic assemblage is 
mostly characterised by paddle-impressed ware. 
- The basal layer of level F in the rockshelter LWT008 of Hnajoisisi on the north-west 
coast of Lifou island (Loyalties), containing Lapita but also incised and shell-impressed 
sherds, has been dated to 271M0 BP (Beta-88506, CAMS) (815 cal BC). The next 
layer of level F, containing only paddle-impressed ware, has been dated to 276Chr60 BP 
(Beta-80045) (835 cal BC) (Sand 199%: 15-26). 
2 The question of the presence of an area with a fairly large amount of dentate-stamped 
Lapita sherds in the NaTa bay has for some times now been questioned (see Galipaud 1996: 
297). Although Smart did not excavate in this location, the compilation of the data on this 
matter now clearly points to the former existence of a 'real" Lapita site in Naia, identified by 
L. Chevalier (Chevalier, pers. comm. 1993; New Caledonian Museum archives). This mate- 
rial was mixed with Lapita sherds from the site of Vatcha in the Noumea Museum. 
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The Podtanean tradition 
All these dates indicate the presence of other ceramic traditions than simply the Lapita 
series in the period 2000-3000 BP. The most widespread and best known is the paddle- 
impressed tradition (Podtantan) (Fig. 5), mostly characterised by ribbed motifs of 
various size covering partly or completely the vessel, and originally part of the Lapita 
series. Its presence in relation to Lapita pottery, from the beginning of the sequence 
around 3000 BP (Sand 1996a: 49-50), is indicated for example in the stratigraphies of 
site KV0003 of Vatcha, WKOO13A/B of Lapita and LWT008 of Hnajoisisi, with a few 
PodtanCan sherds in the lowest levels. Archaeologically, the two ceramic traditions are 
1 Figure 3 
(a) Non-Lapita sherd with 
triangular decoration; 
(b) reconstruction of a pot 
with triangular 
decorations; (c) Shell- 
impressed decorations on 
post-Lapita pots from site 
WK0013B. 
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part of the same cultural sphere (Frimigacci 1981; Galipaud 1990; Sand 1995a: 77-78). 
PodtanCan pottery, which is thinner, better fired, harder and of more simple forms than 
Lapita, with mostly out-curved rims and low carination (Fig. 6), was probably the eve- 
ryday ceramic at first settlement (Galipaud 1992a; Sand 1995d: 32). 
The short Lapita chronology for New Caledonia proposed, leads me to question the sys- 
tematic chronological relation supposed for Lapita and neighboring PodtanCan sites 
(Galipaud 1990). I suspect that most of the archaeological layers with paddle-impressed 
sherds are not contemporaneous with the Lapita occupation but represent later habitation 
areas, like on site WBROOl of Nessadiou for example (Sand 1996e: 100). In St Maurice- 
Vatcha site KV0003, the very few post-Lapita remains do not allow definition of the 
evolution of the ceramic chronology, but looking at the Naia-OngouC sites, PodtanCan is 
clearly one of the major ceramic traditions during most of the period 2000-3000 BP, 
Lapita disappearing rapidly, probably after just one or two centuries (Sand 1994). 
The end of the production of PodtanCan pottery is for the moment difficult to define and 
may have varied from one region to another. The results obtained from rockshelter 
excavations in Lifou and Mart give dates of 1370k60 BP (Beta-88505) (AD 680 cal) 
for the limit between level D and E in site LWT008 of Hnajoisisi (Sand 1995c, p. 24), 
1850fi0 BP (Beta-82662, CAMS 20796) (AD 235 cal) and 158060 BP (Beta-89086) 
(AD 545 cal) for site LTA042 of Peete (Sand 199%: 58). In all these layers, paddle- 
impressed sherds with mineral inclusions characteristic of the Grande Terre are present. 
1 Figure 4 
Non-decorated pot from site 
WPT148 of OngouB. 
I Figure 5 
Example of Podtanean pottery 
from site LTA037 of Hnenigec. 
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I Figure 6 
Typological forms 
of Podtanean ware. 
These results seem to indicate that PodtanCan ware was still made somewhere on 
Grande Terre until about 1600 BP. Without going too far for this paper, these data are 
interesting on a regional level, showing the on-going production of paddle-impressed 
pottery in New Caledonia when this tradition became wide-spread in Fiji at the begin- 
ning of the Navatu phase (Frost 1979; Hunt 1987). Although carved-paddle-impressed 
pots are present at the beginning of the ceramic chronology in the Fiji-Western 
Polynesia area (Hunt 1980; Kirch 1988; Davidson et al. 1990; Sand 1992), some 
authors have proposed to see the ceramic change characteristic of the beginning of the 
Navatu phase in Fiji around 2100 BP as representing new amvals of people from the 
west (Frost 1979: 78-80). Interestingly, this period around the time of Christ marks in 
the south of New Caledonia a major ceramic evolution and on Mar6 island the appea- 
rance of fortifications (Sand 1996b). This may indicate a time of two-way relations bet- 
ween some areas of New Caledonia and the west of Fiji (Sand 1995a: 125; 1996b: 41) 
and could explain in part for the occurence in some later NaYa-Oundjo sites (last two 
millennia BP) of cross-relief and spot-relief paddle-impressed decorations (Frimigacci 
1981; Sand 1995b). 
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The Puen tradition 
In the south of Grande Terre, Lapita seem to be replaced quickly (maybe after just one 
ore two centuries in some areas) by incised pots. I see no point where a direct typolo- 
gical link can be identified between these pots and the Lapita series and I have propo- 
sed to group these ceramics into the "Puen Tradition" (Sand 1995a: 85-91). Sherds with 
non-Lapita incised decoration appear in the bottom layers of St Maurice-Vatcha and 
NaYa (level I of site WPT055) and the start of their development can though be dated to 
before 2700-2800 BP. Human groups of the south of the archipelago produced mostly 
small ovular pots (main diameter 20-30 cm), with out-curved rims, and various forms 
of small plates (Fig. 7). Although the principal decorations of the Puen tradition are for- 
med by chevrons and triangles located under the rim, a whole set of incised linear deco- 
rations and regular appliqd decorations are also present (Fig. 8). Unfortunately, most 
of the sites containing these incised sherds and located around the St-Vincent Bay on 
the southwest coast have not been properly excavated and much work remains to be 
done to better characterise the Puen ceramic tradition. 
Other regional ceramic series 
In the center of Grande Terre's west coast, apart from the chevron decorations 
(Frimigacci and Siorat 1988), paddle-impressions are present on globular or little cari- 
nated pots with fine incisions (Fig. 9) or shell impressions. Some of the motifs listed in 
these two traditions are related to Lapita motifs, but other are clearly different. 
A unique type of decoration has been identified on site WNP038 of PindaY and on site 
WBR006 of Temroc (west coast), with particular incised and shell-impressed decora- 
tions on in-curved pots (Fig. 10) (Sand 1996e: 109-110). Some of these decorations may 
have been made by cordmarks, as is clearly identified on one sherd from site WPT148 
of Ongod (Sand 1995a, Fig. 51). 
Few data are published for the north of the Grande Terre (Frimigacci 1975; Galipaud 
1988), but surface collections show the presence of pots with out-curved rims and shell 
decoratioils (Fig. l l). 
The data on the Loyalty Islands seem to indicate that these two decorative traditions, 
fine incisions and shell impressions (Fig. 12), were exported up to Lifou and Mark. This 
may indicate production centers on the east coast of Grande Terre, which remains for 
the moment some kind of archaeological "no-man's-land", no precise data having been 
published since Gifford and Shutler in 1956. 
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I Figure 7 
Typological forms of Puen ware. 
Discussion 
The data summarized here show that after first settlement around 3000 BP by human 
groups producing Lapita ceramic series, the different comunities of Grande Terre and 
the surrounding islands have rapidly diversified their ceramic traditions. Some of these 
traditions directly evolved from the Lapita series, such as the shell-impressed ware. 
Others appeared before the disappearance of Lapita, specially the chevron and triangu- 
lar incised ware ( h e n  tradition). If a general cultural continuum during the KonC per- 
iod still seems identifiable, more important internal evolutions than first suspected 
(Galipaud 1992a) are now clearly apparent. In particular, the cultural links between 
Lapita and h e n  are not yet clearly established and their significance not understood 
(Sand 1996d: 139-141). 
This poses some important questions regarding the origin of the incised non-Lapita tra- 
ditions of southern Melanesia and especially those related to what is commonly refer- 
red as Mangaasi. Some decorative chevrons and triangle patterns are similar between 
southern Grande Terre and central Vanuatu, although variations occur and the Mangaasi 
design are much more complex. Some ceramic forms can also be compared, although 
the Mangaasi sherds are thicker than the Puen sherds and relate more to the later Plum 
wares. In central Vanuatu, the appearance of Mangaasi is dated around 2650 BP 
(Garanger 197 1, 1972). We now have clear indications of the existence in southern New 
Caledonia of chevron and non-Lapita incised pots two or maybe three centuries before 
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1 Figure 8 
Variations of incised decorations on pots frorn the Puen tradition 
on the South-West Coast of Grande Terre. 
1 Figure 9 
lncised and paddle-irnpressed pot found in site WBROO6 of Temroc. 
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1 Figure 10 
lncised and impressed sherds from site WNP038 of Pindaï. 
this date, but clearly not for the moment in northem Grande Terre and specially in the 
Loyalty Islands, which are located geographically between these two areas of produc- 
tion. These data lead to a general questioning of the significance of these incised and 
applied ware in cultural terms: 
- Does the appearance of non-Lapita incised pottery traditions in southern Melanesia 
after first settlement represent separate cultural evolutions, without major mutual 
influences between the different archipelagoes? This would illustrate the argument of 
M. Spnggs that these assemblages "were 'successors'in the sense of dropping out early 
from the Lapita network but denving from it (1991: 307)" and so that "there was basic 
continuity between Lapita and later cultures in Island Melanesia, as there was in 
Polynesia (1991: 306)". 
- Or are the mien tradition and Vanuatu's Mangaasi of the same ongin, charactensing 
the expansion of a supposed non-Lapita denved "Melanesian" complex not yet preci- 
sely dated? This would match the ideas of P. Gorecki, who proposes that "these non- 
Lapita traditions may not belong to the Austronesian culture but could be an outcome 
of that. Melanesian expansion into the Pacific (1992: 42)". 
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1 Figure 11 
Partly-reconstructed 
pot from level B of site 
WK0013B (photo J. 
Rolland, pers. coll.). 
1 Figure 12 
Examples of incised and shell-impressed sherds found on Maré island. 
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Although no definite choice can be made at this stage of the analysis between these two 
options, it appears that a few centuries after settlement of southern Melanesia, two 
rather different cultural entities had formed in New Caledonia (Fig. 13): 
- one, comprising the north of Grande Terre and the Loyalties, whose roots remained 
linked to the evolutions of the Lapita ceramic series, mainly characterised by the mul- 
tiplication of fine incised and shell-impressed decorations on pots related to the early 
Podtankan ware; 
- and the other, comprising the south of Grande Terre, where Lapita was rapidly repla- 
ced by more simple and more crudely incised ware, whose origins remain unclear but 
could be linked to as new cultural influence. Podtankan is identified in this region on 
non-decorated pots and by the paddle-impressed technique found on some Puen, inci- 
sed, shell-impressed pots. 
The end of the Kone period 
and its cultural significance 
The diversification of the ceramic traditions during the period 2000-3000 BP, as identi- 
fied in the preceding pages, is probably indicative of a significant population grouth. 
The establishment of sites along all the coasts and the first colonisation of some deep 
valleys a few centuries after first settlement (Sand and Ouetcho 1993c; Sand 1996f) led 
logically to the development of regional cultural entities (Sand 1995a: 103-115). 
Around the time of Christ, Lapita had probably been completely gone in New Caledonia 
for more than 500 years. 
The divergence of the ceramic traditions identified during the KonC period becomes 
totally apparent at the begining of the next ceramic period, divided into Naia for the 
south and Oundjo for the north (Galipaud 1988). In the south of Grande Terre, we see 
the development of various typological forms of handled pots (Plum tradition) with 
incised and chevron decorations, clearly related to the Puen tradition (Sand 1995a: 118- 
127) and whose links with Mangaasi are apparent. These stylistic links with Vanuatu are 
also evident in the development of incised decorations on oval pots during the last mil- 
lennium BP in the south of Grande Terre, with the Nera tradition (Sand and Ouetcho 
1992; Sand 1995a: 150-155). In the far north of Grande Terre, the Balabio tradition of 
fine oval pots seems to be related to the early Podtankan tradition and its evolutions 
(Galipaud 1992a), reinforcing the view of the central importance of this ware, issued 
from the Lapita series, in this part of the archipelago during all the KonC period. 
The typological divergence of the two geographical areas is complete after one millen- 
nium of settlement (Fig. 14). Archaeological data seems to show, around the same per- 
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1 Figure 13 
Hypothetical division between the two majors ceramic entities 
at the end of the Kon6 period. 
iod, a diminishing of the exchange networks between Grande Terre and the Loyalty 
Islands (Sand 1995c: 89-90), identified through the import in Lifou and Mar6 of pots 
and flaked and pollished stones from the Grande Terre. This may be linked to demo- 
graphic pressure in the smaller islands, political changes andlor the arrival of new 
groups of people, maybe from Fiji (Sand 1996b). At the beginning of the NaYa-Oundjo 
period around the time of Christ, New Caledonia is ready to develop its own particular 
socio-cultural characteristics. 
Conclusion 
The scope of this paper was to show, through the presentation of a variety of sites, the 
important diversification of New Caledonia's ceramic chronology during the first mil- 
lennium after settlement by Austronesian populations around 3000 BP. New data indi- 
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cate that the hypothesis of a relatively homogeneous and static chronology presented 
until now (Galipaud 1992a, 1996) is incomplete. Due to lack of excavations and to dif- 
ferent depositional processes limiting site visibility, the chronology of the east coast of 
Grande Tcrrc remains wholly unknown. Nevcrtheless, one major achevement of thc 
reccnt programs conducted by the Deparlement of Archaeology is to show that, contrary 
lo what was suposed until now (Galipaud 1996: 303-304; Frimigacci 1996), the Lapila 
ceramic produclion is short: a Lapita chronology of over 1000 years in New Caledonia 
is incorrect. Lapita is clearly linked to the firs1 phase of colonisation and seem to disap- 
pear between 2600-2800 BP in the various arcas. This conclusion must be kept in mind 
when analysing [he role and use of Lapita pols in [he Austronesian society. It seems [hat 
- 
K O N ~  PERIOD 
I Figure 14 
Summarised ceramic chronology of New Caledonia 
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as soon as the first colonisation was acheved, Lapita was of no use any more. In this 
regard, this short Lapita chronology is comparable to the one now identified in the Fiji- 
Western Polynesia area (Sand 1992; Shutler et al. 1994). 
In all the well-excavated sites of the archipelago, some paddle-impressed Podtanean 
sherds are found in the same levels as dentate-stamped Lapita ware and are eaven some- 
times present on the same pots. Petrographic studies have shown the similarity between 
these two traditions (Galipaud 1990), indicating a unique cultural origin. The develop- 
ment of different ceramic traditions during the period 2000-3000 BP, with incised, 
appliquk, shell-impressed decorations, probably echoes a rapid population growth and 
divergent cultural evolutions/choices between groups. Regional relations within sou- 
thern Melanesia seem to appear early, specially with Vanuatu through the incised potte- 
ries and later with Fiji through the paddle-impressed potteries. The significance of these 
relations still has to be analysed at a more cultural and evolutionary level, specially in 
conjunction with linguistic studies on the relationships between southern Vanuatu and 
New Caledonia (see Lynch this volume). At a first step in this direction, we can iden- 
tify the early development of two different cultural strategies after first settlement of 
New Caledonia, which led to two spatially differentiated ceramic periods during the last 
two millennia BP (Galipaud 1992a; Sand 1996a). 
Ceramics have clearly still a lot of things to say on cultural evolution and diversifica- 
tion in southern Melanesia during prehistory: the beautifully dentate-stamped decorated 
Lapita pots, that represent the beginning of the sequence, are only a small and very 
short-lived part of this complicated puzzle. 
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Michael K. Green 
Archaeologists 
Introduction 
One of the most important issues to emerge within the field of Pacific prehistory for the 
period 3,500 to 2,000 BP is whether or not the Lapita phenomenon can be characterised 
as a bio-cultural complex, a social unit demarcated from others by distinctive linguistic, 
biological and material culture traits (Kirch 1988; Spriggs 1989; Terrell 1988, 1989). As 
pointed out by Gosden (1 991), the archaeological markers of Lapita as a 'people'are few, 
"boiling down to distinctively decorated pottery, shell technologies which are thought to 
be new, and a particular pattern of coastal settlement" (Gosden 1991:261). The situation 
is even more tenuous if we approach the issue from a biological perspective. Conclusions 
derived on the basis of biochemical investigations of contemporary Pacific groups can 
never hope to define the Lapita 'people'unless ancient DNA technology dramatically 
improves and we can access extremely large and well preserved skeletal samples. The 
limited skeletal sample currently available and relevant to the period provides divergent 
opinions as to the affinities, and indeed, a definition of, the Lapita 'people'Green 1989; 
Houghton 1989a; Pietrusewsky 1989a; Turner 1989). 
Currently, the total number of individuals represented by Lapita-context skeletons 
stands at around 15, including adults and a few children. Most of these remains are 
poorly preserved and offer limited data sets which are often inconsistent across all 
burials. The application of even simple descriptive statistics to this data set might the- 
refore result in rather meaningless statements about how homogeneous or heteroge- 
neous the sample is, and how it compares to other Pacific populations. 
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1 Figure 1 
Western and central Pacific regional locations 
from which the skeletal samples were divived. 
It is not our intention in this paper to investigate the potential for distinctive morpho- 
metric parameters that define the Lapita "people". In the total absence of non-Lapita- 
context skeletal remains from the same period, this is currently an unachievable task. 
Nor do we wish to comment on the ultimate biological origins of the Lapita "people" 
although this is also a question of intense interest among Pacific prehistorians. Rather, 
we are more concerned with biological process and function and what these perspec- 
tives have to offer by way of comment on the Lapita phenomenon. Consequently, 
although we will often refer to the Lapita sample throughout this paper, we wish to 
make it quite clear that we are simply referring to a sample of individual skeletal 
remains whose common characteristics are that they derive from clearly defined Lapita 
ceramic contexts and are of similar antiquity. 
As mentioned earlier, there are currently no known human skeletal remains dating to the 
period 3,500 to 2,000 BP that are not derived from Lapita contexts. There is, however, 
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a large sample of skeletal remains from Sigatoka, Fiji, that is securely derived from 
immediate post-Lapita deposits (Best 1989). Therefore, while it might not be possible 
to biologically define what Lapita is or is not, it might be possible to ask "what happe- 
ned to the Lapita "people" if we take a little latitude and define the 'people'in this case 
on the basis of archaeological parameters alone. 
The aim of this paper is to reassess the Lapita phenomenon in the light of new 
approaches to the study of Pacific human biology. Before human biology can make a 
useful contribution to prehistoric interpretation, we must achieve as full an understan- 
ding as is possible of the underlying evolutionary, functional and developmental pro- 
cesses that influence the production of regional and temporal skeletal variation. 
Following on from this general aim, we want to address three specific objectives: 
l .  How do Lapita skeletons as a group compare to recent prehistoric skeletal samples 
derived from Near and Remote Oceania? 
2. How do the Lapita and Sigatoka samples compare morphometrically with each other 
and with recent skeletal samples from Fiji and Tonga? What does this have to say about 
patterns and processes of culture history already described for Western Polynesia? 
3. How does the pattern of biological variation derived from this exercise compare with 
the heat balance and prehistoric oceanic voyaging model developed by Houghton 
(1990, 1991a, 1991b, 1996)? 
Houghton (1989a) has commented on the need for adequate samples from archaeologi- 
cally-derived and well-dated sites. The Sigatoka sample meets these criteria, and so 
becomes an important comparative sample in this analysis. It is the only substantial 
sample that immediately postdates the Lapita period anywhere in the Pacific, and fur- 
thermore, a recent prehistoric sample from Fiji is also available which allows an assess- 
ment of the degree of local evolution and of the factors, both biological and cultural, 
that may influence this process. 
Body Form and Mandibular Anatomy 
While interpopulation differences in stature and body mass may be influenced by die- 
tary and health differences, a number of studies have shown that body size and form is 
also influenced by temperature. Typically, populations living in cool climates will be 
shorter but will weigh more than populations from warm climates (Bergmann 1847; 
Allen 1877; Roberts 1953, 1978; Newman 1956). 
Interestingly, within the context of Pacific Islanders, contemporary Polynesian popula- 
tions from warm tropical island environments have a characteristically heavy body 
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mass when compared with cool climate populations, although Polynesians also retain a 
relatively tall stature (Pawson, 1986; Houghton, 1990, 1991a, 1991 b). The heavier 
Polynesian body mass has been proposed as an adaptive feature to a cool tropical 
marine environment (Houghton, 1990, 1991 a, 1991 b). 
The mandible is one of the best preserved skeletal elements to have been recovered 
from Lapita sites. The same is true of the remains excavated from Sigatoka, and it is for 
this reason that we have focused on this part of the skull and not the cranium. 
Nevertheless, mandibular dimensions provide a useful source from which head form, 
facial musculature and the size of the airways can be deduced, anatomical features all 
central to Houghton's heat balance model (Houghton 1990, 199 1 a). 
The mandibular skeleton has long been one of the skeletal characteristics used to iden- 
tify 'racial'types (e.g. Flower 1881; Scott 1895; Howells 1973a). More often than not, 
these studies ignore physiological and environmental variables that are now known to 
have a considerable influence in determining not only mandibular form, but the mor- 
phology of the entire craniofacial skeleton. To understand the factors that underlie facial 
development, it is important that mandibular skeletal is viewed as an ongoing process 
that aims to reach and maintain a state of "structural and functional equilibrium" 
(Enlow 1990:241). This process must be considered within a complex interrelationship 
between mandibular structure and physiological, genetic, and extraneous environmen- 
tal factors. 
The sequence of development and maturity of the cranium appears to be controlled by 
epigenetic regulation (Enlow 1990). This process of genetic regulation is vital in deter- 
mining facial form. The cranial base develops first to support the growing brain. It is 
required to be structurally rigid, because the brain stem, blood vessels and cranial 
nerves exit through it. The brain stem and nerves are critical to survival, therefore any 
bony modification in the cranial base would compromise the function of these systems 
and consequently an individual's survival (Kean and Houghton 1982; Houghton and 
Kean 1987). 
Differences in basicranial templates allow for variations in head form, such as dolicho- 
cranic or brachycranic head types. These head types establish patterns for the configu- 
ration of the basicranium that may further influence the anteroposterior placement of 
the maxilla relative to the mandible (Enlow 1990). This is because the positioning of 
the middle cranial fossa on which the mandible must articulate is dependent upon the 
location of the basicranium. The biological consequence is that whatever the genetic or 
epigenetic growth controls that lie within the mandible and ethnomaxillary components, 
these components must necessarily conform to a higher level of predetermination, such 
as brain location and positioning (Houghton and Kean 1987). 
Changes in nasal height and the concurrent expansion of the airway passage occur in 
response to increases in oxygen demands made by the development of greater muscle 
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mass during the growth phases. These changes influence the positioning of the maxil- 
lary dentition (Miyashita and Takahashi 1971; O'Higgens and Dryden 1992). 
Consequently, an equal developmental change in the position of the mandible is requi- 
red to maintain functional effectiveness of the masticatory system (Zingeser 1989; 
Varrela 1990). As the maxillary dentition moves inferiorly in response to airway enlar- 
gement, the occlusal plane and body of the mandible align more horizontally. This 
reduces the mandibular angle and increases ramus height (Kean and Houghton 1982; 
Houghton and Kean 1987). The development of the pharynx and broadening of the 
middle cranial fossa necessitates changes in the mandible, whereby the bigonial and 
bicondylar diameters of the mandible increase and the ramus increases its length and 
breath. To accommodate these changes, the gonial angle must alter towards a more 
acute angle to prevent malocclusion. However, the biological basis of these changes is 
not well understood and appears to differ between head types (Enlow 1990). 
Clinical studies of foetal growth have demonstrated that the development of the gonial 
region is under genetic control (Enlow 1990). However, during postnatal life the mor- 
phogenesis and maintenance of shape are determined by mechanical influences, prima- 
rily by the masseter and medial pterygoid muscles that attach in this region at the gonial 
angle (Moss and Simon 1968). 
One argument holds that a reduced gonial angle has very specific functional disadvan- 
tages. More energy is required to operate the load arm of the mandible for it to occlude 
with the maxillary dentition (Houghton 1978). Therefore, greater muscle mass is nee- 
ded to provide the extra energy for the power strokes of the mandible during chewing. 
This extra muscle mass is reflected skeletally in an increased ramus breath and height, 
where the muscles associated with moving the mandible attach. This view seems to be 
heavily dependent on singular functional activity, however, and the forces shaping the 
gonial angle are likely to be more complex. Variation in the gonial angle is not always 
correlated with the cranial base angle and masticatory musculature. Changes in the 
occlusal surface of teeth and tooth loss have also been shown to cause a reduction in the 
acuteness of the gonial angle (Fishman 1976; Zingeser 1989). 
The biomechanical disadvantage of an acute gonial angle may be alleviated by increa- 
sing bicondylar breadth. This can be achieved in individuals with larger mandibles by 
increasing the size of the masticatory muscles. These changes bring the muscle force 
closer to the load and shifts the ratio of the power to the load arm (Hylander 1975). Such 
biomechanical adaptations have been identified in Eskimos (Hylander 1975) and Maori 
(Houghton 1978). 
Finally, the dimensions of the ramus are partially influenced by mechanical demands 
imposed by the masticatory muscles (Kilaridis 1989; Enlow 1990). It is necessary to 
point out that while masticatory forces have a major influence on ramal dimensions, dif- 
ferent ramal locations are influenced by different local developmental, functional, and 
structural conditions and circumstances (Enlow 1990). Clinical studies have demons- 
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I Table 1 
Summary information on the Pacific skeletal samples 
used in the present study 
Sample 
Lapita 
Watom 
Lakeba 
Natunuku 
Tongatapu 
Sigatoka 
Namu 
Nebira 
Tonga 
Mangaia 
Maori 
Moriori 
Fiji 
trated that the removal of any of the muscles associated with moving the mandible pre- 
cipitates changes in its size and shape (Avis 1959; McNamara 1980; Washburn 1947). 
All of this is to say that there is a very close functional relationship between head form 
in general and the physiological demands of different body forms. The nature of the par- 
ticular relationship between mandibular shape and body size and shape is elaborated by 
Houghton (1990, 1991a, 1991b), and is central to the interpretation of our results. 
N 
7 
4 
1 
1 
1 
17 
15 
11 
17 
13 
12 
13 
5 
Materials 
Date 
800 -100 BC 
500-1 00 BC 
800 BC 
100 BC 
800 BC 
circa 180 AD 
circa 1600 AD 
circa 1600 AD 
circa 1600 AD 
recent prehistoric 
recent prehistoric 
recent prehistoric 
recent prehistoric 
Twelve samples spanning a reasonably broad sweep of the western and central Pacific 
are included in the present study (Fig. 1; Table 1). The process of sample selection and 
inclusion became a tradeoff between the need to sample as much of Near and Remote 
Oceania as was possible, while including as many biological variables as possible that 
would be relevant to an assessment of Houghton's heat-balance model. Given the pau- 
city of well-provenanced Pacific skeletal collections which contain anatomically-rela- 
ted cranial and postcranial remains, our choices became quite limited. 
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Each of the skeletal samples included in the present study is described below. The 
Lapita sample is a composite derived from remains excavated in both Near (Watom) 
and Remote Oceania (Lakeba, Natunuku and Tonga). Unless otherwise stated, all of the 
data recorded from the remains comprising these samples were recorded by one of us 
(EV). Only adult male data has been included here, for the simple reason that males are 
much better represented and in larger numbers than are females. 
Watom Island, New Britain 
The incomplete skeletal remains of eight individuals were recovered from site SAC, 
Watom Island (New Britain) in 1966 and 1985 (Green et al. 1989). The remains were 
excavated from within securely identified Lapita cultural deposits (Green et al. 1989; 
Specht 1968) and have been dated to between 2100 and 2500 BP (Green and Anson 
1987). The material has previously been described by Houghton (1989a) and 
Pietrusewsky (1989a). The data used in the present study include observations from 
Burials 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
Lakeba, Fiji 
Fragmentary remains of at least two and possibly three individuals dating to the Lapita 
period were excavated by Best (1977, 1984) from Lakeba in the Lau Islands, Fiji, and 
described by Houghton (1989b). The Lakeba data used in the present study is derived 
from casts of the primary inhumation remains excavated from the surface of the cemen- 
ted grey to orange sand in Trench 28 of site 196 (Best 1984:lOO). The site from which 
the skeletal material was recovered is firmly associated with Lapita pottery. 
Natunuku, Fiji 
The skeletal remains of a single adult male were excavated at Natunuku (VLl/l), on 
Viti Levu, Fiji (Green 1979). The remains have been described by Pietrusewsky (1985a, 
1985b. 1989b). The site contains Lapita pottery in the lower levels (Layers 5 and 6); the 
remains were excavated from a shallow grave in Layer 5. Originally thought to have 
dated to between 2100 and 2500 BP (Pietrusewsky 1989b), the age of the burial has 
recently been revised to circa 2100 BP (Davidson et al. 1990). It is not clear if the ske- 
letal remains are associated with the Lapita culture or a later phase. For the purposes of 
the present paper, the remains have been included here with other Lapita associated ske- 
letons. The data used here is that presented by Pietrusewsky (1985b). 
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Tongatapu, Tonga 
Skeletal remains representing two individuals were excavated by Poulsen (1987) in 
association with Lapita pottery at the Pea site   TO.^., Tongatapu). These remains have 
been described by Spennemann (1987), Taylor (1987), and Houghton (1989~) .  The data 
included in the present study derive from the main burial alone. Again, these remains 
were found in firm association with Lapita artefacts. 
Siga toka, Fiji 
The Sigatoka dune site is located on the western edge of the Sigatoka river mouth, on 
the southwest coast of Viti Levu, Fiji. It lies between a low series of foredunes and a 
major dune system. The foredunes have been subsequently lost by erosion. It is not 
known when the major dune system first formed, but dune formation continued after 
first settlement in the area (Best 1989). 
The site was excavated in the early 1970s by the Birks (Birks 1973). They recorded 
three extensive occupation surfaces, but found no human skeletal remains, It was not 
until over a decade later that the first human remains were recovered approximately 200 
meters west of the original occupation site. Nevertheless, the stratigraphy of the burial 
site was consistent with that described by the Birks. 
There are three phases of occupation at the site (Birks 1973). The earliest phase has 
been dated to 2510k90 BP. Pottery recovered from this level is decorated primarily with 
notched rims, although some sherds are dentate stamped. These decorative patterns are 
similar to those observed on Lapita pots from Watom, Tonga and Fiji, although the 
Sigatoka manufacturing technique is similar to that of red slip pottery recovered from 
sites on the PNG coast. 
Level two has been dated at 1748-1820 BP. Pottery manufacturing techniques and styles 
differ from those in Level One. Pottery was made using symmetric incising and rim 
cord decorations. Finger pinching and finger gouging were also used rather than den- 
tate stamping. These changes occurred simultaneously throughout Fiji at this time and 
are contemporary with pottery change in central Vanuatu (Best 1984). Significantly, 
obsidian recovered from Lakeba and sourced to northern Vanuatu has been dated to the 
same period (Best 1984). 
A third, undated but more recent level containing fragmented pottery was also identi- 
fied by the Birks. The pots were undecorated, and the manufacturing technique, a 
paddle and anvil method, also differed from those of the two earlier levels. 
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During 1987 and 1988,63 skeletons were excavated at Sigatoka. These skeletons have 
been dated to 1820+90 BP, a date contemporary with the Birks'Level Two (Best, 1989; 
Visser 1994a). The skeletons were buried facing east within a discrete, bounded burial 
ground. 
Nebira, Papua Ne W Guinea 
This skeletal population was excavated from the Port Moresby region in Papua New 
Guinea between 1968 and 1969 (Bulmer 1979). A total of 37 individuals are represen- 
ted in the collection. The site has been dated to between 149i270 BP and 760+80 BP 
and (Bulmer 1978 :134), and red slip pottery has been found in association with the 
burials. The skeletal material has previously been described by Pietrusewsky (1976). 
Unfortunately, the cranial and postcranial skeletal elements recovered from this site 
could not be reassociated, and so the mandibular data and the body size data used in the 
present study must remain as separate data sets. 
Fiji 
The data comprising this sample is derived from Weber's (1934) published descriptions 
of skeletal remains which, although locally unprovenanced and undated, are thought to 
have derived from Fiji's late prehistoric period. The remains were stored in the Museum 
fiir Volkerkunde, Liepzig until 1943 when it was destroyed in a war-time bombing raid 
(Pietrusewsky 1986). 
Namu, Taumako 
Although Taumako (immediately NE of the Santa Cruz Islands) lies west of the tradi- 
tional boundary separating Melanesia and Polynesia, its status as one of the Polynesian 
Outliers (Davidson 1970,1974; Bayard 1976) allows for an interesting twist to the com- 
parative assessment of 'Polynesian vs Melanesian'human biology. A burial ground at 
Namu on Taumako, excavated in 1977 and 1978 by Foss Leach and Janet Davidson, 
dates to between 302 and 470 BP (Whitehead et al. 1986). Over 160 skeletons were 
recovered from the site, and these have been examined and described by Houghton 
(1996, n.d.). A selection of these burials was recorded by EV and the data incorporated 
in the present study. 
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Mangaia, Cook lslands 
The data used to represent this sample were recorded in the field by Nancy Tayles 
(Dept. of Anatomy and Structural Biology, University of Otago) in 1991 from skeletal 
remains excavated by Kazumichi Katayama (Dept. of Physical Anthropology, Kyoto 
University) in the vicinity of Vairorongo, Mangaia. The remains are currently undated 
but are thought to derive from the late prehistoric to early protohistoric period (Tayles 
pers. comm. 1996). 
Tonga 
Davidson (1969) excavated the skeletal remains of 99 incomplete individuals from two 
burial mounds at Atele on Tongatapu. The remains were subsequently described by 
Pietrusewsky (1969). Bone material was used to date the remains to post-1350 BP, 
although this date probably seriously over-estimates the age of the burials (Davidson 
1969). 
Maori, Ne W Zealand 
The Maori data used in the present study was partially obtained from the database com- 
piled by Philip Houghton (Department of Anatomy and Structural Biology, University 
of Otago). This applies to mass and stature. The rest of the data was recorded directly 
by EV. This skeletal material comprising the database is undated, but is generally 
thought to derive from late prehistoric contexts and includes locations from both the 
North and South Islands. 
Moriori, Chatham lslands 
The data presented for this sample is derived from sources as already described for the 
Maori sample. Again, although undated, this material is generally thought to be derived 
from late prehistoric contexts. 
Methods 
Six metric variables are used in the present study. Four are mandibular measurements 
(ramus height and minimum ramus breadth, bigonial breadth and gonial angle) recor- 
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Bigonjal 
Breadth 
Ramus Breadth 
1 Figure 2 
Illustration of the mandibular measurements. 
ded directly from the skeletal remains, and two are estimates of body size (stature and 
mass) that were calculated using a variety of postcranial measurements not presented 
here. 
The mandibular measurements are defined below and illustrated in Fig. 2. 
1. ramus height: direct distance from the highest point on the mandibular condyle to 
gonion (Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994:72,78) 
2. min. ramus breadth: least breadth of the mandibular ramus measured perpen-dicular 
to the height of the ramus (Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994:78) 
3. bigonial breadth: direct distance between right and left gonion (Buikstra and 
Ubelaker 1994:72,78) 
4. gonial angle: angle formed by the inferior border of the corpus and the posterior bor- 
der of the ramus (Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994:78) 
Whenever maximum long-bone length data was available, stature estimates were cal- 
culated using the regression equations specifically developed for Polynesians by 
Houghton et al. (1975). Similarly, long-bone breadth data recorded at the ankle, knee, 
wrist and elbow were used to calculate mass estimates using a modification of the 
regression equations of Houghton et al. (n.d.). 
The data were analysed in three stages using a variety of univariate and multivariate sta- 
tistical procedures. First, all six measurements were assessed for statistically significant 
patterns of regional variation using standard one-way anovas (analysis of variance 
tests). F-ratios estimating the degree of within-group to between-group variation were 
calculated, along with their probability estimates. Equality of variance within each of 
the anova models was tested using the Levene statistic, and post-hoc multiple compari- 
sons tests using the Scheffk statistic allowed for the assessment of significant diffe- 
rences between regional pairs. 
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The second stage of the analysis was to produce simple plots contrasting patterns of 
regional variation across two or more biologically-related variables. Following this pro- 
tocol, a bivariate plot of stature vs. mass was created, as well as a three-dimensional plot 
of the three most important mandibular variables (gonial angle, bigonial breadth and 
ramus breadth). These plots were then assessed for ally structure in their patterns of 
regional variation. 
Lastly, the data was analysed in two separate discriminant function analyses, one using 
all six variables and the other using a variable subset designed to maximise the size of 
the Lapita sample. 
The major purpose of discriminant analysis is to predict group membership on the basis 
of a variety of predictor variables (Tabachnick and Fidell 1983). The mathematical 
foundation of this procedure is now well established (Goldstein and Dillon 1978; 
Lachenbruch and Goldstein 1979). The objective is to weight and linearly combine a 
series of discriminating variables such that intercorrelation of the variables is conside- 
red and the ratio of between-group variance to total variance is maximised. Depending 
on the number of discriminating variables used or the number of groups under conside- 
ration (whichever is the greater), a finite series of orthogonal functions is derived which 
maximise group separation. The first function is computed so as to account for the 
majority of variation among the groups. The remaining functions account for the resi- 
dual variation in a sequentially decreasing order of contribution. 
Multivariate statistical techniques allow individuals within a sample to be treated as 
complete morphological units where the interrelationship between variables is taken 
into account (Howells 1969). When this observation is combined with the fact that dis- 
criminant function analysis allows for the identification of those variables which contri- 
bute most to the discriminatory power of the derived functions, it becomes possible to 
comment on the particular suite of morphological features which contributes most to the 
pattern of group variation. 
Multivariate analysis assumes certain characteristics in the data which, if not satisfied, 
may have adverse effects when formal significance tests are used to indicate a probabi- 
lity level of the hypothesised group differences (Corruccini 1975; Campbell 1978; 
Lachenbruch and Goldstein 1979; Tabachnick and Fidell 1983:299-301). Briefly, mul- 
tivariate techniques must be supplied with meaningful data, large sample-sizes for all 
groups, complete data for all cases, normally distributed variables, and homogeneity of 
the covariance matrices. 
When dealing with archaeologically-derived human skeletal remains, adequate sam- 
pling is always going to be a problem. Basically, we have to deal with what we have. 
With regard to multivariate normality and variance homogeneity assumptions, 
Campbell (1978) and Mardia (1971) believe that violation of the latter will have a more 
detrimental effect than the former. Unfortunately, tests of variance homogeneity are 
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notoriously sensitive, almost always reject the hypothesis (Cooley and Lohnes 1971), 
and are of little help in determining when departures from the assumption are damaging 
(Olson 1974). In the present study, Box's M. (Box 1949) has been used to test for homo- 
geneity of the covariance matrices. Following Tabachnick and Fidell(1983:233), when 
sample sizes are unequal and Box's M. rejects the homogeneity assumption at 5 001, 
the results are cautiously interpreted. 
There is a diverse range of ideas prevalent in the biological literature concerning the 
proper use of multivariate statistics. Criticisms of the applicability of multivariate ana- 
lysis to morphometrics, based on a slavish adherence to the strict requirements of sta- 
tistical theory, ignore its equally valid use as a data-analytic procedure designed to 
ordinate and efficiently describe multivariate observations (Albrecht 1980). This is not 
to imply that we can completely do away with the need to satisfy underlying assump- 
tions and ignore the statistical significance of the results of any multivariate procedure. 
In much of statistics, however, the basic problem is making some kind of sense of the 
numbers, and hypothesis testing may or may not play an integral part in doing this 
(Campbell 1978). In essence, it becomes a matter of balancing the need for correct 
application of the multivariate model with a desire to explore the data for structure and 
meaning. As Robinson (1967) so eloquently says, "the statistical techniques do not 
I Table 2 
Descriptive statistics for the Pacific 
regional samples. All length 
measurements recorded in mm, 
angles in degrees, mass in kg. 
Variable 
ramus height 
ramus breadth 
bigonialbreadth 
gonial angle 
stature 
mass 
Variable 
ramus height 
ramus breadth 
bigonial breadth 
gonialangle 
stature 
I mass 
--- 
Fiji L 
n mn sd 
5 62.8 1.92 
5 35.8 2.68 
5 98.0 3.61 
5 120.1 3.68 
5 1692 50.5 
5 63.9 6.50 
Nebira 
n mn sd 
11 56.2 3.14 
11 32.5 3.74 
6 98.5 6.00 
10 121.9 3.40 
8 1659 32.8 
7 69.1 3.55 
Mangaia 
n mn sd 
10 62.0 4.08 
10 35.7 2.75 
10 102.97.67 
0 - - 
12 1729 46.3 
0 - - 
Namu 
n mn sd 
7 66.0 4.77 
9 33.6 4.00 
9 95.7 4.76 
13 114.5 6.72 
8 1770 34.5 
8 75.1 3.99 
apita 
n mn sd 
4 62.7 4.41 
6 39.8 6.09 
6 103.7 4.23 
2 105.0 17.0 
7 1736 35.5 
5 72.5 6.74 
Maori 
n mn sd 
12 61.9 4.78 
12 37.9 2.61 
12 106.1 6.88 
12114.96.13 
12 1702 28.9 
12 71.1 3.41 
Sigatoka 
n mn sd 
15 65.3 5.00 
17 40.9 2.92 
14 107.5 10.3 
17 116.9 5.30 
12 1739 30.4 
10 70.0 6.97 
Moriori 
n mn sd 
12 68.8 7.22 
13 36.7 2.72 
13 106.58.55 
13115.06.44 
7 1687 16.1 
7 73.5 5.51 
Tonga 
n mn sd 
13 61.9 6.91 
13 37.5 3.57 
12 100.88.91 
12 109.1 4.60 
10 1723 35.0 
5 77.6 2.74 
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themselves have biological judgment and are no substitute for biological insight" (cited 
in Corruccini 1975:l). All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS v. 6.1 for the 
Macintosh. 
Results 
Descriptive statistics including sample sizes, means and standard deviations for all six 
variables for each of the nine Pacific regional samples is provided in Table 2. Clearly, 
there are problems in the total data set, with incomplete records for some individuals 
and extremely small sample sizes in many instances. 
The anova results are presented in Table 3. All six variables show significant F values 
at 1.01, while a lack of significance in any of the Levene's test results indicates equi- 
valent degrees of variance across the samples for each variable. 
The multiple comparisons results (Table 3) indicate that for ramus height, Nebira has a 
significantly (1.05) lower mean value (56.2) than the Sigatoka (65.3) or Moriori (68.8) 
samples. The ramus breadth results show Nebira and Namu at the lower end of the 
scale, significantly different from the Lapita and Sigatoka samples. The gonial angle 
analysis excludes the Lapita sample due to its small size (2 cases), and indicates a signi- 
ramus height 
ramus breadth 
bigonial breadth 
gonial angle 
stature 
Nebira 
Nebira 
Namu 
Tonga 
Nebira 
Namu 
Sigatoka, Moriori 
Lapita. Sigatoka 
Sigatoka 
Nebira, Fiji, Sigatoka (ex Lapita 8 Mangaia) 
Namu, Lapita, Sigatoka, Mangaia 
Maori, Moriori 
mass 1 3.717" ( 1.020 1 Fiji I Tonga (ex Mangaia) 
1 Table 3 
F. levene's multiple comparisons. 
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Fiji 
m 
Sigatoka 
m a 
Maori 
m 
m 
Moriori 
Nebira 
Namu 
m 
Tonga 
m 
mass (kg) 
I Figure 3 
Plot of stature versus mass using regional mean values for selected Pacific samples. 
ficant difference between the closed angle described for Tonga (1090) versus the more 
open angles of Nebira (1220), Fiji (1200) and Sigatoka (1170). Although bigonial 
breadth shows a significant F ratio, indicating variation across all of the regional means, 
no two regional pairs were significant at 5.05. 
The multiple comparisons test results for stature (Table 3) clearly separates the low 
mean value for Nebira from Namu, Lapita, Sigatoka and Mangaia. Interestingly, Namu 
is also significantly taller than the Maori and Moriori samples. Tonga and Fiji are the 
only two samples to show significant differences in mass. 
Summarising the anova results, all variables show significant mean differences across 
the total range of Pacific samples used in this study. With regard to the pattern of signi- 
ficant pairwise regional differences, people from Nebira in the west are differentiated 
by their smaller ramus values, open gonial angles and 
lower statures, while the Sigatoka people in the east possess mandibular rami of grea- 
ter height and breadth in conjunction with more acute gonial angles and taller statures. 
A bivariate plot of stature versus mass using the regional means (Fig. 3) reveals a gene- 
ral west to east trend of increasing body size. Essentially, as stature increases, so does 
mass. Namu is identified as a geographic outlier in terms of this west to east trend, and 
Tonga occupies a somewhat intermediate position, combining medium stature with 
greatest mass. The Maori and Moriori occupy approximate positions within the plot, as 
do Lapita and Sigatoka. Of note is the degree of divergence in body size between the 
WO,.p -,nt prehistoric Fijians and Sigatoka. 
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ramal breadth 
A Namu 
m Fiji 
0 Tonga 
Lapita 
Sigatoka 
V Maori 
v Moriori 
I Figure 4 
Three dimensional plot of gonial angle, bigonial breadth and ramus breadth 
using regional mean values for selected Pacific samples. 
A three dimensional plot of the three most important mandibular variable means - 
gonial angle, bigonial breadth and ramus breadth - is given in Figure. 4. These three 
variables were selected according to aspects of their developmental and functional ana- 
tomy, as described earlier in this paper. Of the four mandibular variables used here, 
gonial angle is argued to be the most important owing to its close functional relation- 
ship with the cranial base angle. Bigonial breadth is argued to be the next most impor- 
tant variable, owing to its developmental relationship with the middle cranial fossa and 
its mechanical relationship with the gonial angle. Ramus breadth reflects the degree of 
masticatory musculature and is itself influenced by gonial angle and bigonial breadth. 
Of the three planes represented in Fig. 4, the XY plane (gonial angle versus bigonial 
breadth) is therefore identified as being the most biologically significant. This plane has 
been used to form the basis of an assessment of geographical patterns of regional varia- 
tion. Nebira and Fiji cluster tightly together, although these two samples also form a 
loose association with Namu to create a cluster identified by their open gonial angles 
and reduced bigonial and ramus breadths. The Sigatoka, Maori and Moriori samples 
combine to form a second tight cluster, characterised by intermediate gonial angles and 
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I Table 4 
Summary statistics for the perfomance of the discriminant functions 
produced by a direct entry analysis of all six variables. 
ramus breadths and greater bigonial breadths. Tonga stands apart from this latter clus- 
ter, mainly by virtue of its lower gorlial angle and bigonial breadth, and the Lapita 
sample is isolated due to its comparatively low gonial angle. It is important to note here 
that the Lapita sample for gonial angle consists of only two cases and has a standard 
deviation almost three times the value recorded for the other samples. 
Function 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
I 6 
The first of the discriminant function analyses was designed to investigate patterns of 
regional variation using all six variables. Unfortunately, a direct entry discriminant ana- 
lysis meant that Mangaia and Nebira had to be omitted, owing to the fact that gonial 
angle and mass were not recorded for Mangaia, and the Nebira mandibular data could 
not be directly associated with the stature and mass estimates for each individual. The 
omission of Nebira means that there are no Near Oceanian samples available for com- 
parison. 
Wilk's 
% of variance 
60.6 
23.03 
9.68 
4.07 
1.99 
0.63 
Canonical 
Eigenvalue 
2.5487 
,9686 
,4072 
,1711 
,0835 
,0265 
The lack of complete data sets for many of the individuals used in the present study 
means that regional sample sizes for this discriminant analysis are severely reduced in 
most cases (Namu 6; Fiji 5; Lapita 2; Sigatoka 8; Tonga 3; Maori 12; Moriori 4). 
Furthermore, the number of variables used in the analysis (six) is equal to or exceeds 
the number of cases in all but two samples, rendering the majority of group covariance 
matrices singular and so preventing their inclusion within Box's M. test. 
Correlation 
B475 
,7014 
,5379 
,3823 
2777 
,1606 
Summary statistics for the six discriminant functions resulting from the procedure are 
given in Table 4. 
The first two functions are both significant (2.05) when assessed using Wilk's lambda, 
and together account for 83.6 % of the total variance. An interpretation of the variables 
contributing most to the patterns of group separation for these functions (Table 5) is 
based on an examination of the across-groups correlation coefficients between the dis- 
Lambda 
,0781 
2771 
,5456 
,7677 
,8991 
,9742 
chi2 
82.87 
41.71 
19.70 
8.60 
3.46 
0.850 
P 
.OOOO 
.0193 
2344 
.4758 
.4844 
.3566 
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I Table 5 
Across-groups correlations between discriminating variables and 
discriminant functions 1 and 2, direct entry analysis using all six variables. 
criminating variables and the discriminant functions themselves, following Howells 
(1972, 1973b) and Cormccini (1984). The variables most highly correlated with func- 
tion 1 are ramus breadth and bigonial breadth (both positive). Individual cases or group 
centroids (multivariate means) scoring positively on function 1 therefore possess man- 
dibles of greater ramus and bigonial breadth. Function 2 correlates positively with sta- 
ture and mass, and negatively with gonial angle. The two functions are therefore best 
described as a mandibular function (1) and a body size function (2). 
A plot of the group centroid scores on functions 1 and 2 is given in Fig. 5. An obvious 
features of this plot is that all but one of the group centroids falls along a line of increa- 
sing ramus and bigonial breadth correlated with increasing body size but decreasing 
gonial angle. Fiji is characterised by its small body size and mandibular breadths in 
association with a more open gonial angle. In contrast, Lapita is characterised by its 
greater body size and larger mandibular dimensions, but a more acute gonial angle. 
The regional sample distribution illustrated in Figure 5 may be described as approxi- 
mating a west to east geographic arrangement. Namu, however, is distinguished by vir- 
tue of its narrow mandibular breadths in association with larger body size. The Maori 
and Moriori samples occupy almost identical positions within the distribution. As was 
observed in the three dimensional mandibular plot (Fig. 4), the recent Fijian sample is 
well separated from Sigatoka, and the Lapita sample occupies a somewhat isolated position. 
It is important to note that in the discriminant analysis results just described, both Tonga 
and Lapita are represented by very small sample sizes (three and two respectively). In 
an attempt to increase the size of the Lapita sample, a second discriminant analysis was 
performed using a reduced number of variables, selected in such a way so as to maxi- 
mise the number of Lapita individuals with a full data set. In this analysis, the variables 
Variable 
ramus height 
ramus breadth 
bigonial breadth 
gonial angle 
stature 
mass 
Function 1 Function 2 
,4901"' 
,0485 
,9406"' 
-.2755 
-.0591 
-.2072 
-.l781 
.0566 
,3644' 
-.4989" 
.7462"* 
5703"' 
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1 Table 6 
Summary statistics for the performance of the discriminant functions produced 
by a direct entry analysis using ramus breadth, bigonial breadth and stature. 
indicated as being the most important contributors to variation on the basis of the pre- 
vious analysis - ramus breadth, bigonial breadth and stature - were used. This variable 
reduction procedure also means that Mangaia can now be included in the analysis. 
Summary statistics for the three discriminant functions resulting from this second ana- 
lysis are given in Table 6. The first two functions are both significant (5.05) when asses- 
sed using Wilk's lambda (function 2 only marginally so), and together these two 
functions account for 93.3 % of the total variance. A reduction in the number of 
variables included in the analysis means that group sample sizes have increased. All of 
the group covariance matrices are now non-singular, permitting the calculation of Box's 
M. (64.58). This value is not significant (p =.1906) and indicates homogeneity of the 
covariance matrices. The across-groups correlation results (Table 7) indicate that all 
three variables contribute significantly to the pattern of group separation on function 1 
(ramus breadth and bigonial breadth positively, stature negatively), while stature and 
ramus breadth correlate significantly with function 2 (both positively, stature more so 
than ramus breadth). The two functions are again best described as a mandibular func- 
tion (1) and a body-size function (2). 
Function 
1 
2 
3 
Correlation 
.7268 
,4931 
3060 
1 Figure 5 
Plot of regional group centroids 
on the first two discriminant 
functions, direct entry analysis 
using six variables. 
Eigenvalue 
1.1198 
,321 2 
.l033 
2 - 
1 - 
N 
C 
f 0 -  
2 
-1 - 
-2 - 
% of Variance 
72.5 
20.8 
6.7 
Lapita 
Namu Tonga 
Sigatoka 
Morior~ 
8 
Maori 
Fiji 
, I I l 
-4 -2 0 2 4 
P 
.WOO 
.0463 
.3520 
Lambda 
,3236 
,6860 
,9064 
chi2 
63.74 
21.29 
5.55 
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.5324"' 
.l 737 
stature -.5214"' .8056"' 
I Table 7 
Across-groups correlations 
between discriminating 
variables and discriminant 
functions 1 and 2, direct 
entry analysis using ramus 
breadth, bigonial breadth 
and stature. 
Sigatoka 
a 
Lapita 
a 
Tonga 
Namu • 
a Mangaia 
a 
Maori 
a 
Moriori 
a 
Fiii 
0 
-1.2 , I I , I 1 
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 
function 1 
1 Figure 6 
Plot of regional group centroids on the first 
two discriminant functions, direct entry 
analysis using ramus breadth, bigonial 
breadth and stature. 
A plot of the group centroid scores on functions 1 and 2 for this second analysis is given 
in Figure 6. The clear trend of increasing body size correlated with increasing mandi- 
bular breadths identified in the previous analysis (Fig. 5) is missing here, although the 
omission of mass and gonial angle will have undoubtedly influenced this result. Namu 
continues to be isolated from the other samples. The Maori and Moriori samples again 
occupy very similar positions within the distribution, but appear to be separated from 
Tonga and Mangaia. Fiji and Sigatoka remain quite separate from each other. Lapita, 
however, no longer stands out as an outlier and appears to cluster with Sigatoka and 
Tonga. In general, the overall distribution of these Pacific samples appears to reflect 
their geographic relationships rather neatly, especially with regard to longitude. 
Discussion 
Houghton's heat-balance model (1 990, 199 1 a, 199 1 b, 1996) is now well established in 
the biological literature dealing with the Pacific and will not be reviewed in detail here. 
The model is essentially based on the observation that increases in body size in cold cli- 
mate populations are accompanied by changes in anatomy and physiology which are 
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focused on the need to maintain greater body mass while reducing surface area. This 
adaptation results in an improved ability to maintain core body temperature in a cold 
andlor wet environment. If we accept that the tropical oceanic environment is cold and 
wet with the potential for high windchill factors (Houghton 1990, 1991a), then the see- 
mingly misplaced tall and muscular Polynesian physique is explained as a successful 
adaptation to long distance voyaging across a selectively hostile environment. This is in 
contrast to the short and comparatively slender people of tropical environments further 
west whose maritime experiences are restricted to the coastal margin (Houghton 
1991b). 
Larger bodies have greater oxygen demands. In many large-bodied, cold-climate popu- 
lation~, the maintenance of an adequate oxygen supply is facilitated by an enlargement 
of the airway passages. There is evidence that one of the craniofacial correlates of an 
increase in respiratory airway size is an increase in the cranial base angle (Kean and 
Houghton 1982; Houghton and Kean 1987). Returning to the developmental and ana- 
tomical considerations discussed earlier in this paper, the cranial base angle acts as a 
template upon which the form of the entire facial skeleton depends. People with large 
cranial base angles and large airways consequently tend to have greater upper facial 
heights, reduced degrees of alveolar prognathism and a mandibular morphology which 
combines a taller and broader ramus, greater bigonial breadth, a more acute gonial 
angle, and the absence of an antegonial notch (rocker jaw) (Houghton 1978). In fact, all 
of these features describe the exact craniofacial anatomy of most recent Polynesians. 
Our results show that most of the post400 BP and recent prehistoric Polynesian 
samples match the body size and mandibular characteristics just described - tall, heavy, 
bigonially wide with broad mandibular rami and closed gonial angles. This is certainly 
the case for Tonga, Mangaia, Maori and Moriori, especially when these samples are 
compared with Nebira, the only Near Oceanian sample available to us. In this respect, 
the Polynesian morphological pattern identified on the basis of these results is consis- 
tent with the body form described by Houghton. 
The morphological similarity of the Maori and Moriori samples identified here is not 
surprising, given their close geographic and temporal relationship. What is interesting, 
however, is the fact that in the two discriminant analyses described earlier, these two 
temperate Polynesian samples are slightly separated from their tropical Polynesian 
counterparts. The Maori and Moriori stature estimates are amongst the lowest of the 
samples presented here, but their mass estimates fall within the middle of the total range 
(Table 2). Following Bergmann's rule, this squat body form is to be expected in popu- 
lation~ inhabiting a cooler climate. 
Taumako, on which Namu is located, is classed as a Polynesian Outlier, one of the 
islands lying within Melanesia or Micronesia whose population speaks a Polynesian 
language and who shows other Polynesian affinities. Despite this label, Outlier popula- 
tions also share a variety of archaeological, biological and cultural similarities with their 
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Melanesian and Micronesian neighbours (Irwin 1992: 183). It is not surprising, there- 
fore, that the Namu sample lies in a somewhat isolated position in the mixed variable 
discriminant analyses, quite separate from the Polynesians. When body size alone is 
considered (Fig. 3), Namu is isolated by its much greater mean stature, although mass 
estimates place it within a general Polynesian range. Namu also occupies a somewhat 
marginal position in the three dimensional mandibular plot (Fig. 4), although in this 
case it appears to form a loose association with Nebira and Fiji. Namu's inconsistent 
behaviour throughout the variety of analyses presented here may well be a reflection of 
its Outlier status, and may indicate an initial Polynesian phenotype overlaid by later 
'Melanesian'contacts. 
The recent prehistoric Fijian sample tends to occupy a fringe position in relation to most 
of the other samples (Figs. 3,4, 5 and 6). It is distinguished by its comparatively small 
body size in conjunction with narrow bigonial breath and a more open gonial angle. In 
these respects it is distinctly non-Polynesian, although it approaches the Maori and 
Moriori stature averages, a feature noted by Houghton on the basis of anthropometric 
data (Houghton 1991a:52, Table 1). Also of interest in this respect is the repeated obser- 
vation of morphological dissimilarity between the recent Fijian sample and Sigatoka, 
both samples deriving from the same island but separated in time by at least 1,500 years. 
These observations concerning the distinctive nature of the recent Fijian sample may be 
explained in one of three ways: a considerable degree of localised evolution over the 
last 1,500 years has occurred within Fiji (either by selection or drift); there was sub- 
stantial gene flow into Fiji from non-Polynesian sources after 1820 BP; or there was a 
combination of both local evolutionary factors and gene flow. While some aspects of 
the recent Fijian phenotype may have been influenced by localised selection pressures 
not experienced elsewhere in the central Pacific, it is unlikely that these would have 
been sufficient to alter body form to the extent that differentiates Fiji and Sigatoka in 
the present study, especially with regard to the mandible. Furthermore, there is botani- 
cal (Lebot 199 1; Visser 1994b), archaeological (Green 1963a, 1963b; Frost 1979; Hunt 
1980, 1987) and biological (Gabel 1958; Ward 1967; Pietrusewsky 1984, 1990, 1994; 
Serjeantson 1989; Kirk 1989) evidence supporling the idea of Fijian admixture with 
populations from the west, probably from Vanuatu. It would appear, therefore, that gene 
flow is the likely source of the morphological changes within Fiji identified here. 
We will now to turn our focus to the Lapita and Sigatoka samples. The statistical data 
presented in Tables 2 and 3 indicate that although the Lapita sample comprises indivi- 
duals from a number of sites scattered across Near and Remote Oceania, there are no 
significant differences in mean values between it and the more recent Polynesian 
samples for any of the variables used in this study. The same is true for the Sigatoka 
people. The morphological pattern identified for these two samples on the basis of the 
regional distribution presented in Figure. 6 clearly locates them within a general suite 
of Polynesian samples, characterised by large body size and large, broad mandibles with 
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closed gonial angles. This morphological pattern is quite different from the one descri- 
bed here for Nebira and other, more recent Near Oceanian populations (Houghton, 
1990, 1991a). 
More importantly, the Sigatoka, Lapita and recent prehistoric Tongan groups form a dis- 
tinct morphological cluster within this general Polynesian distribution (Fig. 6) .  Despite 
the fact that these groups span more than 2,500 years and over 3,000 km of ocean, they 
show a degree of morphological similarity that approximates the level identified for the 
Maori and Moriori, who share a much closer geographical and temporal relationship. 
One way of explaining this ancestrally widespread but locally longstanding morpholo- 
gical pattern is with reference to the archaeological record. The original 
'Lapita'colonisers of the western and central Pacific appear to have possessed a pheno- 
type which was already well adapted to long distance voyaging through an often cold 
and wet oceanic environment. They were tall and heavy, with a distinctive craniofacial 
form that was reflected in their mandibular morphology. Based on the ceramic evi- 
dence, these 'people'were settled in Fiji, Tonga and Samoa by 3,000 BP (Kirch and 
Weisler 1994:291). The morphological similarities described here between Sigatoka 
and Tonga suggests the maintenance of a close biological affiliation between the two 
island groups during the early prehistory of the region, at least up to 1,800 BP. The exis- 
tence of prehistoric interaction networks in West Polynesia is now well documented 
(Kirch and Weisler 1994:299), and it appears that, for once, the biological and archaeo- 
logical data are mutually supportive. 
Lastly, the clear separation of the recent Fijian and Tongan samples in the present study 
is explained by a possible diminution in the amount of biological contact between these 
two areas over the last 1,500 years, in conjunction with the evidence for gene flow into 
Fiji from western sources discussed earlier. 
Concl usion 
The following points have emerged from the preceding analyses: 
1. There are both longitudinal and latitudinal clines in general body form and size across 
Remote Oceania, that conform to the predictions of Bergmann's and Allen's rules and 
Houghton's model. The 'Lapita people'possessed a body form similar to recent 
Polynesians, lending support to the archaeological model of Lapita people as 
Polynesian ancestors. 
2. A similarity in body form and size exists between the temporally seperate people 
from Tonga and the people from Sigatoka and 'Lapita'. In contrast, the recent Fijian 
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population is different from not only the Tongans, but also the Sigatoka and Lapita 
people. This distinction suggests that there was an initial close biological affinity bet- 
ween Tonga and Fiji (and Lapita), but this relationship began to diminish sometime 
after 1800 BP. Evidence of more recent Fijian contacts with people from the western 
Pacific is provided by the clear separation of the recent Fijian sample from Sigatoka in 
the first instance, and more generally from all Polynesians. 
3. The skeletally based comparison of the Lapita and Sigatoka samples reveals little or 
no significant differences in body form or size. This is an example of biological simila- 
rities transcending material culture differences. What, then, is the biological definition 
of Lapita? Bio-skeletally, the Sigatoka people could simply be described as Lapita 
people without flashy decorated pots! 
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Lapita Settlement to the East: 
New Data and Changing 
Perspectives from Ha'apai 
I (Tonga) Prehistory 
David V. Burley 
Archaeologist 
Introduction 
Archaeological research in the Kingdom of Tonga began in 1920 with the pioneering 
studies of W. F. McKern (1929). McKern's survey and test excavations on the principal 
island of Tongatapu produced a small number of ceramic assemblages within which 11 
sherds were found to be decorated with dentate stamped designs. The significance of 
these sherds for understanding first settlement of Tonga went unrecognized until four 
decades later when Golson and others began to formulate a conceptual framework for 
the Lapita cultural complex (see Kirch 1988b). Extensive excavation at Lapita sites on 
Tongatapu in the mid-1960s by Poulsen (1987), and other projects by a variety of 
researchers since that time (Groube 1971, Davidson 1971, Dye 1988, Kirch 1988a. 
Spenneman 1989), have been instrumental in the definition of correlates, processes, and 
consequences of Lapita colonization in the western Pacific region as a whole. Tongan 
Lapita materials have also figured prominently in the recognition of an eastern Lapita 
province, the boundary being drawn through the 950 km open ocean gap between 
Vanuatu and Fiji (Green 1979). 
Between 1990 and 1992, I initiated an intensive archaeological survey in the northern 
Ha'apai island group of Tonga (Figure 1, Burley 1994). Although this survey was pre- 
dominantly concerned with the local development of the late prehistoric chiefdom, sites 
of the earlier ceramic period could not be ignored. This survey led to the recording and 
test excavation of two early Lapita sites on Foa and Ha'ano islands as well as numerous 
sites of the Polynesian plain ware phase. Combined with the results of earlier studies of 
Ha'apai ceramic period sites by Dye (1988), an intriguing picture of settlement and 
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1 Figure 1. 
The Kingdom of Tonga and Ha'apai Island group. Highlighted island names are those on 
which Lapita sites have been found. Not shown on the Tonga map are the northern outliers 
of Niuatoputapu and Niuafo'o and the southern outlier of 'Ata. 
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adaptation in central Tonga began to emerge (see Shutler et. a1 1994). As a consequence 
of these discoveries, a more focused study of Lapita settlement in Ha'apai was initiated 
in 1995, and will continue through a 1997 field season. The intent of this paper is to pro- 
vide an overview of the Ha'apai study and its results, especially as the latter may chal- 
lenge or add to existing knowledge of the Lapita cultural complex in Tonga, and the 
eastern Lapita province as a whole. This paper is tendered with a caution that interpre- 
tations may change, as the vast majority of existing data are in the beginning stage of 
analysis and further excavations are to be implemented. 
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Pre-existing Views of Lapita in Tonga 
Tonga is positioned on the western flank of the Polynesian triangle and, with Fiji, forms 
a gateway for Lapita migration into Polynesia from Vanuatu or New Caledonia. The 
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kingdom today is an expansive archipelago of 160 or more islands that are clustered 
into three general groups - Tongatapu, Ha'apai and Vava'u. Added to these groups are 
the northern outlier islands of Niuafo'o, Niuatoputapu and Tafahi, as well as 'Ata to the 
far south. Geologically, the archipelago is composed of two parallel chains of islands, a 
high volcanic chain to the west (Tofua Volcanic Arc) and a low coral limestone chain to 
the east. The coral limestone islands have been the focus for human settlement throu- 
ghout prehistory. These islands have rich agricultural soils and are contained within a 
complex and resource productive network of fringing, apron and off-shore bamer reefs. 
Perhaps the only limitation to human settlement on these islands is an absence of fre- 
shwater and, for some, an extremely limited land base. Colonization and political inte- 
gration of the Tongan islands were greatly enhanced by southeast trade winds that, 
seasonally, facilitated travel throughout the length of the archipelago. 
The several projects conducted on the Lapita period of Tonga have resulted in a series 
of interpretations related to chronology, settlement process, adaptation, and ceramic 
technology (see Shutler et. a1 1994 for a review). The timing of initial Lapita settlement 
is contentious with suggested dates for first land falls ranging from as early as 3500 BP 
to as late as 2950 BP (Spenneman 1988: 10; Kirch 1984: 219, 1988a: 241, Dye 1988: 
5; Spriggs 1990: 21). Less contentious is the origin of settlement, Fiji being the logical 
source based on the simple facts of geography, and as supported by a high degree of 
similarity in ceramic decorative motifs in early Lapita sites (Best 1984: 619-620; Burley 
et. a1 in press). As for the dispersion of Lapita migrants throughout Tonga, Groube 
(197 1 : 303-304) and Poulsen (1 987: 141) have argued that the island of Tongatapu was 
settled first with expansion occurring later, at a time when decorated ceramics were on 
the decline. Kirch's (1988a: 186-188) comparative study of ceramic motifs from 
Niuatoputapu, 'Uvea and Samoa supports this delay, there being a notable decrease in 
the diversity and complexity of Lapita decorative design in the northern assemblages 
(also Best 1984: 621-627 for a similar result). Such a temporal lag, as implied by 
Groube (1971: 303), might be explained by a settlement strategy in which the small 
coral islands of Ha'apai and elsewhere were initially ignored, they being considered 
impoverished of resources. 
Lapita chronology in Tonga has been defined by its ceramic assemblage and, in this, it 
mirrors general interpretations of the eastern Lapita province as a whole (see Davidson 
1979; Green 1979). Early eastern Lapita ceramics are highly varied with a range of jar, 
bowl and cup forms, many being decorated with dentate stamping and other applica- 
tions. Diversity in this assemblage is lost over time with fewer vessel forms being pro- 
duced, and decoration restricted to notching of the rim or shoulder. After approximately 
2500 BP, decoration disappears altogether, this transition marking an onset of the 
Polynesian plain ware ceramic period (see Kirch 1988b: 242-243). The overall trend of 
ceramic degradation, as elsewhere in the eastern Lapita province, cannot be disputed for 
Tongan prehistory. Temporal estimates for the loss of dentate stamped ceramics, and the 
disappearance of notched wares, have been subject to query (for example Sand 1992). 
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In his 1960s comparison of ceramic site contexts on Tongatapu, Groube (197 1: 3 12) 
observed that each was contained within a midden, and middens were rare without the 
presence of ceramics. Relative to the initial settlement of Tonga, therefore, he was able 
to postulate a subsistence strategy predominantly centred on reefllagoon resources. 
Extending the argument beyond Tonga, he developed one of the earliest models to 
account for the rapid expansion of Lapita peoples throughout the Pacific. This migra- 
tion, in his words, was a consequence of "Oceanic strandloopers" who, "like the sealers 
and whalers in the European period, expanded ahead of colonization by agricultura- 
listsn(ibid.). The strandlooper model has been largely discredited in favour of other 
explanatory frameworks (see Green 1991), and few archaeologists now doubt the pre- 
sence of a horticultural base for early Lapita economy. Other projects in Tonga (Dye 
1988; Kirch 1988a) and the Lau group of Fiji (Best 1984)- nevertheless, continue to 
illustrate the significance of natural resources to eastern Lapita subsistence. 
The Ha'apai Lapita Project. Objectives, Field 
Results and First Considerations 
The above summary of Tongan Lapita archaeology is far from complete, but it does pro- 
vide a framework from which to outline the objectives and results of the more recent 
Ha'apai project. As its broadest goals, this project is attempting to l )  define and refine 
Lapita chronology in these islands, 2) determine the Lapita colonization strategy and the 
processes by which it was accomplished, 3) delineate the economy and adaptation of 
the colonizing groups, 4) identify the ecological impacts of this economy on small 
island eco-systems, and 5) outline as fully as possible technological, settlement and 
social systems of these first communities. Aspects of these questions require speciali- 
zed study, and a multidisciplinary research team has been assembled for implementa- 
tion. Included here are W.R. Dickinson (geology, petrography), R. Shutler jr 
(comparative ceramic studies), E.D. Nelson (AMS radiocarbon dating), J.R. Flenley 
(palynology), D.W. Steadman (birdreptile fauna) and A. Cannon (fish fauna). It is 
important to also note that the study builds upon earlier results of T.W. Dye (1988) who 
undertook survey for ceramic sites on l l islands in Ha'apai, and who conducted exca- 
vations at two early Lapita components on Tungua (Fakatafenga site) and Lifuka 
(Tongoleleka site) islands. 
Survey efforts have been successful in finding early Lapita settlement locales in Ha'apai 
(Figure 1). Prior to 1990, colonizer sites were known for Lifuka and Tungua islands 
only. The 1990 to 1992 project, as noted, was able to locate similar sites on Foa (Faleloa 
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site) and Ha'ano (Pukotala site) islands. And in 1995 and 1996, reconnaissance of 'Uiha 
and Ha'afeva islands was able to document two more early Lapita components (Vaipuna 
and Mele Havea sites respectively). Significantly, of the coral limestone islands in 
Ha'apai that have been examined during the present project, only Nomuka is without a 
recorded Lapita site, and survey here has been limited to a total of two days work. From 
each of these sites attempts are being made to recover a range of comparable data by 
which to assess intersite relationships and discern repetitive patterning. This has and 
will continue to involve 1) full delineation of site size through test excavation and auger 
probes, 2) the acquisition of representative and similar sized excavation samples, 3) an 
emphasis upon stratigraphic control of recovered assemblages, 4) an overall concern 
with precision in fauna1 recovery including the use of fine-meshed sieves, and 5) the 
employment of various sampling strategies for the collection of ancillary data bearing 
upon site formation and content. Related studies, including a paleoshoreline survey 
throughout Ha'apai, a widespread survey for source locations of mineral sand ceramic 
tempers, and palynological coring at wetland sites on Foa and Ha'afeva islands have 
also been conducted. 
Preliminary results and interpretations for 1990 to 1992 research have been published 
previously (Shutler et. a1 1994; Dickinson et. a1 1994: Burley 1994; Burley et. a1 1995). 
More recent data strengthen some of these initial impressions and modify others. 
Paleoshorelines and Land Sea Relationships 
To interpret Lapita sites on their landscape, one must have a clear understanding of what 
that landscape consisted of. The 1992 excavation of the Faleloa site on Foa Island 
emphasized the importance of this for, while now situated 200 m from the present shore 
and over 4 m elevation above mean sea level, the site's original occupation was fronting 
a low degrading sea cliff on a sand beach immediately above high tide. Paleoshoreline 
survey by Dickinson, and consideration of other Lapita site contexts in northern 
Ha'apai, Tongatapu, Niuatoputapu and elsewhere, suggest the lingering presence of 
mid-Holocene high stand sea-levels (+2 m) during the Lapita period. This residual, as 
theoretically modeled, would be a consequence of hydro-isostatic effects throughout the 
Pacific region (Dickinson et. a1 1994). The recognition of higher sea levels in northern 
Ha'apai has been crucial for reconstructions of island size, interpretation of Lapita site 
context, and the development of reconnaissance strategies for site discovery. 
Recent extension of survey work to central Ha'apai has illustrated a more complicated 
geological picture than presented above. Basal Lapita deposits at sites on Tungua and 
Ha'afeva islands are situated at elevations only slightly above contemporary mean sea 
level, and paleoshoreline indicators representing a mid-Holocene highstand are absent. 
This situation can be related to a series of transverse structural faults that cross the 
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Tongan archipelago at regular intervals of 30 to 35 km, and that break the Ha'apai group 
into three separate blocks. These blocks have been likened to a series of piano keys that 
are subject to differential rates of upward and downward movement resulting from 
forearc tectonics (Taylor and Bloom 1977; also see Dickinson et. a1 1994: 87). Lapita 
sites on Ha'afeva and Tungua, simply put, are on a key that is now depressed. 
(1) sample yielded insufficient cabon for routine analysis and was diluted 2:l with 12C02 (ibid. 144). 
Site 
Holopeka 
Holopeka 
Faleloa (Foa) 
Faleloa (Foa) 
Faleloa (Foa) 
Pukotala (Ha'ano) 
Pukotala (Ha'ano) 
Tongoleleka (Lifuka) 
Tongoleleka (Lifuka) 
Tongoleleka (Lifuka) 
I Table 1 
Uncalibrated radiocarbon dates for Ha'apai ceramic period sites. Faleloa, Tongoleleka and 
Pukotala have early Lapita components overlain by Polynesian plain ware and later 
occupations. Holopeka has Polynesian plain ware and later materials only. Because of the 
insufficient carbon in AA 120, the reliability of the sample has been previously questionned 
(Shutler et al. 199459). 
Lapita Chronology 
Lab no. 
CAMS 12918 
CAMS 12919 
CAMS 7145 
CAMS 7146 
CAMS 8074 
CAMS 7147 
CAMS 7148 
AA 1921 
AA 1923 
AA 1920 
Radiocarbon dating of colonizer sites in the eastern Lapita province has been proble- 
matical, and the date of origin for Lapita settlement remains in question. Spriggs ( 1  990: 
20) has suggested that Tongan radiocarbon dates greater than 3000 BP are of dubious 
merit, as most others in Fijilwest Polynesia. A principal problem for radiocarbon dating 
of Tongan Lapita deposits is the high level of intercomponent mixing that is present in 
open air sites, and the difficulties of obtaining sufficient size charcoal samples with 
undisputed context (for example see Dye 1988: 119-120, 144-145). To provide a grea- 
ter number of potential charcoal samples for measurement and, hence, a better selection 
Date 
2800 + 70 
2590 * 60 
2940 * 60 
2560 + 70 
2560 + 60 
2630 * 60 
2870 * 60 
2960 + 120 
2960 * 60 
3660 190 
13C 
-22.1 
-23.9 
-27.4 
-25.3 
-27.1 
-22.4 
-27.5 
-17.9 
-17.9 
-17.0 
Comments 
charcoal, Unit 96N/100W, Stratum Ill 
charcoal, Unit 97N/100W, Stratum Ill 
charcoal, Unit 7, Stratum Ill 
charcoal, Unit 10, Stratum I11 
charcoal, Unit 12, Stratum Ill 
charcoal. 1992 Unit, Stratum Ill 
charcoal, 1992 Unit, Stratum IV 
turtle bone, from Dye (1990: 146) 
turtle bone, from Dye (1990: 146) 
turtle bone, from (Dye 1990: 146). (1) 
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of context, accelerator mass spectrometry has been exclusively employed in dating 
efforts (also Dye 1990). The results have been satisfactory (Table l), and they lend sup- 
port to Sprigg's suggestions for late colonization. Several additional samples are now 
being processed or will be submitted following 1997 field work, and these should help 
to further delimit temporal origins for the Lapita cultural complex in Ha'apai. 
A question no less pressing than the date of origin, is the length of time over which 
decorated Lapita wares persist in Tonga. On Tongatapu, Poulsen (1987: 123-1 29) has 
argued for its continuance until 230012200 BP. As Sand (1992: 210) states, this date is 
an exception when compared to those from other island groups of west Polynesia. A 
possible resolution of this problem comes not from a Ha'apai Lapita site but, rather, 
from excavations of a Polynesian plain ware site at Holopeka on Lifuka island. This site 
is totally without decorated ceramics and its fauna1 assemblage suggests an occupation 
after the initial impact of Lapita subsistence strategies on land bird and herpetofauna 
populations (Steadman et. a1 n.d.). Radiocarbon dates place Holopeka site origins, and 
the associated loss of early Lapita pottery, at between 2800 and 2600 BP (a full discus- 
sion for this claim is found in Burley et. a1 1995). 
Analysis of early Lapita ceramic assemblages from Ha'apai sites has not yet progressed 
to the point of a refined stylistic chronology. What can be said with certainty is that the 
range of decorative motifs and vessel forms is great, and they are hardly representative 
of a simplified or impoverished collection as has been proposed for the northern Lapita 
subgroup. The Ha'apai collections, in fact, appear to have as much variation and com- 
plexity as the combined Lapita assemblages from Tongatapu. Elsewhere it has been 
suggested that the northern subgroup is a result of sampling skew based on assemblage 
size (Burley et. a1 in press). The most recent excavations in Ha'apai continue to support 
this claim. Finally, it must be noted that the transition to a Polynesian plain ware assem- 
blage, as represented at the Holopeka site, was dramatic. Not only was there a total loss 
of decoration, but vessel form became dominated by a restricted series of subglobular 
pots. A lengthy and ordered period of ceramic change, including a later Lapita phase 
with notched rimslshoulders, has not yet appeared in Ha'apai. 
Lapita Settlements and Archaeological Context 
The most striking aspect of early Lapita sites in the Ha'apai island group is their almost 
identical form and context. Site sizes are small, being limited to spatial areas under 
1000 m2. As such they are believed to represent a hamlet-sized occupation of no more 
than two or three residential groups and a total population in the range of 30 to 40 indi- 
viduals. These hamlets were consistently located on leeward facing sand beaches to the 
front of a lagoon or reef flat. Each of the islands selected for settlement has well deve- 
loped agricultural soils, and there is but one Lapita site on each of these islands. 
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Contrary to Groube's suggestions for a lack of settlement on small coral islands, the 
islands of Tungua and Ha'afeva have respective land areas of but 1.5 and 1.8 km2. 
The archaeological contexts for Ha'apai Lapita sites are also identical. Each of the sites 
is a multicomponent midden ranging in depth between 1.2 and 2.5 m. The Lapita com- 
ponent, in every case, is overlain by a substantial plain ware occupation as well as a 
later aceramic component. Each of the recorded sites, in fact, occurs within or imme- 
diately adjacent to a contemporary village, a situation suggesting settlement continuity 
over a 3000 year time span. A variety of pit and other features characteristically intrude 
into the early Lapita levels and complicate analysis. In this respect, the Holopeka plain 
ware assemblage stands as an important control by which to differentiate early Lapita 
and plain ware phase assemblages. The limited area being excavated at each of the 
Lapita sites (9-12m2) has not allowed for the full exposure of architectural remains. 
Recorded post hole features that originate in the early Lapita level do indicates the pre- 
sent of such structures. 
A Strandlooper Subsistence Economy (?) 
Definitive interpretation of early Lapita subsistence is a task made all but impossible by 
the near invisibility of agricultural production in the archaeological record. In response, 
most archaeologists emphasize the indirect evidence of historical linguistics, a field 
whose practitioners have reconstructed "an extensive set of Proto-Oceanic terms for 
cultigens and gardening" presumably in use by Lapita horticulturalists (Kirch 1988c: 
159). Limited other evidence, such as marine shell vegetable peelers, is also cited 
(Green 1979: 37). Based on his research of the Lapita period of Lau, Fiji, Best (1984: 
650-653) has raised the possibility of a lagoonlreef dominated adaptation for early eas- 
tern Lapita, a subsistence economy in full support of Groube's original proposition of a 
strandlooper model. Best challenges those who argue otherwise, observing that there 
continues to be a lack of evidence for pig (a presumed marker for horticulture), sites are 
found in specific coastal locations, and in the Lau group, inland settlement expansion 
(as might be expected for agriculturalists) did not occur for the first 500 years (ibid.: 
650). To the extent that analysis has progressed, the immediate impression of Ha'apai 
archaeofaunas is sympathetic to Best's argument for a heavy reliance on natural 
resources. We, too, have yet to find indisputable evidence for pig or dog. 
Lapita vertebrate fauna1 assemblages in Ha'apai have two characteristics that differen- 
tiate them from later periods - a comparatively heavy emphasis on the taking of sea 
turtle, and an intensive exploitation of avifauna, with a catastrophic and immediate 
impact on land birds. In the case of turtle (predominantly green and hawksbill), it is a 
principal constituent of early Lapita faunas throughout Ha'apai, and its presence has 
served as a predictive markcr for Lapita occupation in auger testing programs. The rela- 
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tive importance of turtle has yet to be quantified for the present study but Dye and 
Steadman (1990: 210) have estimated its contribution to diet (compared to shellfish, 
bird, fish and mammal) at the Fakatafenga and Tongoleleka sites. In the former, turtle 
provided over 50% of dietary meat weight while at the latter it ranked second only to 
the shellfish resource. It is also emphasized that each of the Ha'apai sites is situated on 
and adjacent to extensive sand beaches well suited to turtle nesting. This consideration 
may have influenced the decision-making process in site location, if not being the domi- 
nant factor. 
Like turtle, the Lapita bird story is one that is consistent throughout Ha'apai with almost 
the total range of sea and land birds being utilized. Land bird exploitation, as emphasi- 
zed by Steadman (this volume), was more akin to gathering than hunting, and the ease 
by which this could be accomplished no doubt accounts for the numerous documented 
extinctions and localized extirpations (Steadman 1989, 1993). The abruptness with 
which this occurred is illustrated in a comparison of bird assemblages from the Faleloa 
(Lapita) and Holopeka (Polynesian plain ware) sites (Steadman et. a1 n.d.). At Faleloa, 
24% of the identifiable native bird bones (NISP=139) are from fully extinct species or 
species extirpated from Ha-apai. At Holopeka, a site post dating Faleloa by only 200 or 
so years, that number is reduced to 2% (NISP 109). A similar predation of large bodied 
iguanas led to their extinction as well (see Pregill and Dye 1989). 
Exchange and Trade 
Of other issues possibly relevant to current interpretations of the early eastern Lapita 
phase in Ha'apai, the subject of long distance exchange needs mention. Exchange, as a 
possible stimulus for Lapita expansion, and as integrative mechanism for Lapita society 
in general, has been forwarded and emphasized by several researchers (in particular 
Green 1979, 1987; Kirch 1988d, 1990). Possible exchange goods that have been iden- 
tified range from exotic lithic materials (obsidians, chert), to imported ceramics, to a 
variety of shell valuables. Examination of the Ha'apai data, at least for the present, do 
not support such claims. First, lithic materials are rare in the Lapita assemblages of 
Ha'apai, and they appear to be largely derived from local sources. If long distance trade 
for lithic material did take place, it was but a minor transaction. Second, extensive 
petrographic analysis of Ha'apai ceramic samples by Dickinson has failed to find irre- 
futable evidence for imported goods. With consideration of similar results elsewhere in 
the eastern Lapita province, the concept of a Lapita tradeware and its postulated role has 
been seriously questioned (Dickinson et. a1 1996). Finally, in the case of shell valuables 
(as defined by Kirch 1990: 124), these items do dominate the non-ceramic assemblages 
of early Lapita sites in Ha'apai. Included here are a range of disk beads, pendants, rings, 
armlets, perforated plates, and long units. However, evidence for a single or limited 
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number of production centres for these materials has yet to be found, and they are most 
simply explained as a product of local manufacture. Identification of shell valuables as 
a central commodity in an integrative exchange network for Tonga, therefore, would be 
spurious. 
Lapita Settlement Process 
A variety of models for Lapita expansion and settlement have been proposed, and to a 
limited extent operationalized (in particular Clark and Terrell 1978; Green 1982). Two 
of these, the strandlooper and trader model, have been briefly touched upon in prece- 
ding discussion, with some sympathy expressed for a strandlooper-like adaptation. In 
spite of this sympathy, aspects of the strandlooper model, including a migratory popu- 
lation, do not fit the archaeological data for Ha'apai. Rather, these data clearly indicate 
long term continuity in site occupation from early Lapita through to the present. 
Linguistic reconstructions for Lapita agricultural practice are also compelling, as earlier 
noted, and it is hard to view the colonizing group without a limited horticultural endea- 
vour. Consequently, an earlier review of the Ha'apai data argued for a premeditated and 
systematic strategy in the settlement of Tonga, if not elsewhere in the eastern Lapita 
region (Shutler et. a1 1994: 66). This strategy involved the intentional maintenance of 
small Lapita settlements on individual islands with even minor population growth 
siphoned off to form new communities on adjacent islands having suitable features 
(agricultural soils, fringing reefs, accessibility by watercraft). Such a process would 
result in a rapid movement throughout Tonga and beyond, a situation that is amply 
recorded in the radiocarbon record of early Lapita sites. It also would create an inte- 
grated system of overlapping kin relations, and this helps to explain the relative homo- 
geneity in eastern Lapita ceramic design. More recent data from Ha'apai, in that it has 
documented additional and isolated hamlets on Ha'afeva and 'Uiha islands, strengthens 
these arguments. 
Conclusions 
Any presentation based on partially analysed data is subject to revision, this being espe- 
cially the case with further field work pending. When supplementary studies and com- 
parative analysis of Ha'apai sites are fully accomplished, it is anticipated that entirely 
new insights will be forthcoming. The Ha'apai situation is nevertheless informative, 
and preliminary impressions of the recovered data have been offered. Above all else, 
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these interpretations not only imply a high degree of similarity in ceramic design and 
technology, but virtually all other site characteristics. The conformity is striking for it 
indicates a repetitive pattern in settlement process and adaptation. A majority of these 
features are also consistent with Lapita site data from Viti Levu, Lau, Tongatapu, and 
Niuatoputapu. Thus they not only support the conceptual framework for an eastern 
Lapita province, but suggest an ethnic and social integration of Fijilwest Polynesia for 
the period 3000 to 2800 BP. This community, as also reflected in its archaeological 
record, was different from ones to the west and far west of the Lapita realm. Future 
models and interpretations of the Lapita complex as a whole must recognize and acco- 
modate these variations. 
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1 Human skeletal remains from the 
I Pacific region 
Nicola van Dijk 
Archaeologist 
For more than 130 years, scholars have been debating the biological origin of the 
Polynesians. The early explorers were probably correct when they argued for Southeast 
or East Asia as a starting point for colonisation, as Polynesians have a suite of clearly 
Asian features, however many and varied theories arguing for a Micronesian, 
Melanesian, Japanese or South American origin have arisen since then. 
The "fast-train" model is currently the most popular archaeological and linguistic fra- 
mework in which to interpret the settlement of the Central Pacific region. This model 
states that modem Polynesians are directly descended from proto-Polynesian voyagers 
from island Southeast Asia, who subsequently voyaged from the Bismarck Archipelago 
region to the Central Pacific around 3600-2500 years BP (Bellwood 1989). The majo- 
rity of biological anthropologists, from De Quatrefages (1864) to Howells (1973, 1979) 
and Pietrusewsky (1984, 1989, 1990), would agree with this basic construct. 
Pietrusewsky, for example, notes: 
"Larger multivariate comparisons employing many more measurements recorded on 
crania of Pacific, Australian, Southeast Asain and East Asian populations strongly sug- 
gest a Southeast Asian origin of Polynesians. Other data from physical anthropology, 
dental and recent genetic data suggest a similar interpretation which does not support a 
Melanesian origin of Polynesians in the Bismarck Archipelago region." (1991:2) 
It is also widely argued (Bellwood 1989, Pietrusewsky 1990) that the ancestors of the 
Polynesians were associated with a culture known as Lapita, which can be recognised 
archaeologically by its distinctive style of pottery, domesticated animals and voyaging skills. 
There is a small number of archaeologists (Terrell 1986, White et al. 1989) however, 
who disagree with this model. Their arguments, that the Lapita culture was ancestral to 
that of the Polynesians and developed within island Melanesia, have led Houghton 
(1990) to assume that Polynesians physically evolved out of populations which had 
been resident within Melanesia for 30,000 years: 
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"Polynesians, considering their wide geographic distribution, show a remarkable homo- 
geneity ... [thus] to settle Polynesia with a group evolved from one of the varied popu- 
lation~ of Island Melanesia makes the simplest plausible thesis" (Houghton 1989: 229) 
It is worthwhile noting that such a feat would require Polynesians to independently 
evolve a number of Mongoloid features, including the epicanthic eyefold, 9 base pair 
deletion (see below), and shovel-shaped incisors. An unlikely scenario under any cir- 
cumstances and impossible in the present instance, considering the miniscule amount of 
evolutionary time available. 
Geneticists generally support the majority view. Serjeantson and Hill believe that 
"the extreme view ... that Polynesians evolved within Melanesia from a population resi- 
dent there for at least 30,000 years, is untenable in the light of the genetic evidence. It 
seems quite implausible that a group evolving within Melanesia could have acquired, 
by chance so many non-Melanesian genes!" (1989:287) 
Others, while also arguing for a southeast Asian ancestry for Polynesians conclude, 
from the evidence of ancient mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) extracted from prehistoric 
Pacific skeletal material, that Melanesians were in fact the first to arrive in West 
Polynesia, followed, rather than preceded by, the southeast Asians: 
"it appears that the earliest inhabitants of the central Pacific ... may have originated in 
Melanesia ... [this] implies that the Lapita culture was carried from its Melanesian 
homeland into the central Pacific by indigenous inhabitants of Island Melanesia rather 
than by Austronesian-speaking migrants from Southeast Asia ... our results give little 
credence to the traditional view that the Lapita people were essentially Polynesians" 
[italics mine] (Hagelberg and Clegg 1993: 168). 
The basis for their argument is that the 9 base pair (9 bp) deletion, a Southeast Asian 
mitochondrial DNA marker found in almost 100% of modem Polynesian individuals, is 
absent from the Melanesian islands of New Britain and Vanuatu, and from early 
samples (2700 - 1600 BP) from the Polynesian islands of Fiji, Tonga and Samoa, 
although it is present in a later Tongan sample. 
It is evident therefore that there may be some element of doubt as to how closely the 
Lapita people and the Polynesians are related. So how do we define in biological terms 
what is meant by the word "Polynesian"? What does the skeletal evidence from Lapita 
sites actually show? What features are common to both? 
To some extent skeletal studies in this region have begun to go round in circles. 
Metrically, the region has been analysed and reanalysed almost to the point of complete 
exhaustion and non-metric studies of morphological features on skeletal remains have 
also been fairly comprehensive. Such analyses have now proceeded as far as the tech- 
niques and human skeletal variation permit, without a new approach. There is still much 
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which can be done with the skeletal and genetic evidence that we have, but it requires 
new questions and new ways of looking at the data, for a meaningful reassessment of 
the validity of some of our current concepts. 
There are two main areas of interest 
1. The skeletal features which are classified as being "Polynesian" andlor of Lapita ori- 
gin. 
2. The geographic and temporal parameters of Pacific samples included in statistical 
analyses. 
"Polynesian" skeletal features 
Polynesians skeletal remains have generally been regarded by biological anthropolo- 
gists as distinctive on the basis of a suite of features. This assumption is based on 
Houghton's (1980) description of Polynesians as having; a pentagonal-shaped head, 
rocker jaw, costoclavicular sulcus on the clavicle, oval-shaped fovea capitis on the head 
of the femur, robust and muscular limb bones, and shovel-shaped incisors (Houghton 
1980, 1989, Pietrusewsky 1989). 
The question as to whether Polynesians have an unusually high frequency of these fea- 
tures may not seem important. However the manner in which such traits have been used 
is critical. In analyses of what little skeletal material there is from Lapita sites, features 
such as rocker jaw have universally been cited as indicators of Polynesian affinity, 
hence the comments by Houghton: "one mandible showed Polynesian "rocker" charac- 
teristics" (1989:223) and Pietrusewsky: "similarities with Pacific populations, espe- 
cially Polynesians, include "tall stature, presence of rocker jaw.." (1989240) 
The problem here however is that none of these features are exclusive to Polynesians; 
for example shovel-shaped incisors are Asian-derived and have a low incidence in 
Australoid populations. Some are environmental - the costo-clavicular sulcus is belie- 
ved to be caused through the action of paddling a canoe (Houghton 1980). Others are 
an inextricable combination of genetic and environmental effects (eg. tall stature). Nor 
do such features occur in unusually high frequencies in Polynesians. 
Perhaps the best example of the misuse of isolated features as indicators of biological 
affinity is that of the rocker jaw. A comparison of Pacific and circum-Pacific popula- 
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tions shows that while Polynesians have a high frequency of rocker jaw, the highest fre- 
quency (excluding extremely small samples) actually occurs in the Gulf of Papua New 
Guinea (Purari Delta) where the rocker jaw is present in 59/61 individuals, and in no 
populations, including those from China and Japan, do the incidences fall below 50% 
(see figure 1). In fact, the data could more reasonably be interpreted as indicating that 
rocker jaw is primarily an Australoid feature. Of 14 samples with the highest frequen- 
cies of rocker jaw, only two are Polynesian and the rest are either from Australia or New 
Guinea.1t is not valid therefore to claim Polynesian affinities for Lapita material on the 
basis of skeletal characteristics which are no more particular to Polynesians, than they 
are to any other Pacific population. The Lapita people in  general, far from looking like 
1 Figure 1 
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Polynesians, actually show more differences than similarities, and it is these differences 
that we should concentrate on. It appears fairly clear that the Lapita-people were quite 
phenotypically distinct (Pietrusewsky 1989, Katayama 1990) from what we identify as 
Polynesian today. Pietrusewsky in a summary of Lapita skeletal characteristics notes: 
"Univariate analyses indicate a number of similarities between Lapita skeletons and 
other Pacific, especially Polynesian, populations. These features include relatively tall 
stature, presence of rocker jaw ... moderate shovel-shaped incisors, well developed area 
for the attachment of the costo-clavicular ligament on the clavicle ... other skeletal and 
dental features which clearly differentiate the Lapita remains from other Pacific groups 
include wide low mandible shapes, small (microdont) teeth, and slender long limb 
bones." (1991:l-2). 
These conclusions are also borne out by his multivariate analyses. In a cluster analysis 
based on the results of mandibular measurements (see Figure 2) the Lapita remains 
were isolated and furthest removed from Polynesia. 
1 Figure 2 
Diagram of relationship dased on a cluster analysis of d-squared results 
besed on 4 mandibular measurements (from Pletrusewski 1989: 243). 
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rent approach. What we need to look at is how the process of phenotypic change itself 
takes place. What effect does climate and diet have on phenotype? Are Polynesians 
really so skeletally homogeneous? The evidence, limited though it is, suggests not, yet 
it has been comfortable until now to assume that they are, primarily for the purpose of 
gaining larger sample sizes. 
To my knowledge there have been no features found in isolation, which can be claimed 
to be distinctively Polynesian. What is needed then is a survey of the extent of so-cal- 
led "Polynesian" features in populations outside Polynesia (and outside the Pacific) to 
see whether they occur in the same complex (i.e., pentagonal-shaped head with rocker 
jaw), or if indeed there are any features which can be said to be distinctively Polynesian. 
What part have environmental and cultural influences had to play in moulding the ske- 
letal morphology of the Polynesians? 
Geographic and temporal factors 
Sample sizes in general in the Pacific are small, and because of this, museum skeletal 
material with very little geographic or temporal provenance has been conflated with 
archaeologically excavated remains, in order to maximise samples. However, even 
within the so-called homogeneous regions of Polynesia, evidence is increasingly poin- 
ting to diversity within as well as between island groups. 
My analysis of infracranial skeletal remains from site To-At-36 on Tongatapu (van Dijk 
1993), when compared to sites To-At-l & 2 on the same island, illustrated that even 
geographically close sites may produce highly significant differences in metric measu- 
rements. Whether these are due to temporal, status, dietary or actual genetic differences 
is unknown. A hypothesis to account for such regional variation within islands has been 
proposed (van Dijk 199 1) that looks at the effect that cultural and environmental factors 
(for example dietary differences between groups, and active selection for large body 
size in many Polynesian societies) may have had on a population's phenotype. A simi- 
lar pattern of morphological variation within an island group has also been found in Fiji 
between the Sigatoka material (dated to 2000BP) and later Fijians (Visser 1995). 
In cases where skeletal samples from the same island or island group have been diffe- 
rentiated geographically or temporally in statistical analyses, they often do not cluster 
together but form close relationships with other groups. Does this reflect biological dif- 
ferences or is there a problem with the methodology? Results like these are generally 
not addressed. Pietrusewsky (1989:242) in a comparative study of Lapita skeletal mate- 
rial with other Pacific populations, found a significant difference between archaic 
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(Wairau Bar) and modem New Zealanders. Discriminant function and generalised dis- 
tance analyses showed that New Zealand and the Chatham Islands clustered together, 
followed by Namu, while Tonga and the northern Marianas are in a completely separate 
group along with Wairau Bar. The Lapita material did not cluster with any of the popu- 
lation~. 
These and other examples highlight the dangers inherent in collating skeletal material 
from varying parts of the Pacific, plugging them into statistical packages and expecting 
to produce biologically meaningful results - yet this is consistently being done. A recent 
paper on non-metrics (Hanihara 1992:121) has included as a sample a "Melanesian" 
population consisting of "Fiji, New-Hebrides, New Guinea, etc. (recent)". This is by no 
means a biologically meaningful sample. This leads to the issue of applying biologically 
meaningful terminology to Oceanic populations. One of the fundamental difficulties in 
interpreting much of the literature in the Pacific is the unfortunate precedent of belie- 
ving that there is some biological and cultural validity in the terms Polynesian, 
Melanesian and Micronesian, and to date a suitable solution has not been found. 
Roger Green (1991) favours the terms "Near and Remote Oceania". Near Oceania com- 
prises the islands from New Guinea east to the end of the Solomons chain at San 
Cristobel this gap marking the western boundary of Remote Oceania. These are fairly 
broad categories but perhaps that is all that is possible considering the extreme biologi- 
cal diversity found in the region. 
So how should samples for comparison be chosen? It is important to separate samples 
strictly according not only to island group (eg., Vanuatu) but also particular islands 
within the group (eg. Erromango, Malekula) and areas within these - in particular - 
according to their temporal associations. Statistically it will be interesting to note the 
effects of clumping or not clumping the samples and to see if the effect of increased 
sample size is offset by a lack of geographicltemporal accuracy. 
Work currently in progress includes a non-metric, genetic and morphological compari- 
son of populations in Near Oceania and the western islands of Remote Oceania, with 
samples from Australia, Thailand and Eastern Polynesia as controls. I am particularly 
interested in populations not generally included in such analyses, due to their complex 
and admixtured biological history (for example the Polynesian Outlier - Namu). The 
aim being to look at Pacific populations across time and space with strict geographic 
and temporal control and to ask questions such as: 
1. Is the non-metric, morphological and genetic evidence in agreement (and if not, why 
not?). 
2. Does separating samples (within and between island groups and across time) makes 
any difference (and if so, how and why?). 
3. What happens to known admixtured populations in statistical analyses - with whom 
do they show affinities? An example of the possible confusion surrounding this is the 
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biological profile of the Polynesian Outlier population on Taumako, excavated by Janet 
Davidson and Foss Leach in 1977. These burials are dated to about AD 1250-1600. 
Metrically and morphologically these individuals are very different to Polynesians. 
They are small in body size with rounded skulls and gracile facial morphology, lacking 
the Polynesian's large cheekbones, parietal bossing and sagittal keeling. Non-metric 
evidence however presents a different picture - here the so-called Polynesian markers - 
shovel-shaped incisors, Carabelli's cusp, rocker jaw, oval-shaped fovea capitis on the 
femur etc - occur frequently. Genetically, from the few DNA samples taken from this 
population, they also show Polynesian affinities with 100% frequency of the Asian 
genetic marker, the 9-bp deletion. This example serves to highlight the problems asso- 
ciated with choice of methodology and theoretical base, for any biological analysis in 
the region. 
In conclusion this paper has briefly outlined some slightly different approaches for loo- 
king at the "origins" question in Polynesia such as ungrouping samples, looking at 
populations outside of Polynesia in order to biologically define Polynesia, and using a 
combination of methodologies such as genetics and osteological data to enhance 
research. There are also some factors I believe may be hindering current research, for 
example inadequate temporal and geographic separation of samples as well as inade- 
quate definition of biological groupings and their associated phenotypic characteristics. 
It has also been argued that continued use of Polynesia, Melanesia and Micronesia as 
homogeneous biological entities is inappropriate, due to the ill-defined and admixtured 
nature of these areas. Whether it is possible to divide Oceania into strict biological 
regions at all is questionable, and it is this broad question that I hope to address in future 
research. 
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Rapports de terrain 
de laboratoire 

in Borneo: an archaeological 
outline of Kalimantan 
Jean-Michel Chazine 
Ethno-Archaeologist 
In this paper, I would like to briefly describe some recent discoveries which have just 
been made in a large area which although situated to some extend just west of the west 
of the Pacific, would be strongly concerned by the subject proposed in this conference. 
The most part of oceanian is linked to an austronesian origin whose still controverted 
and at least imprecise roots, would be situated between south inland China andlor 
Taiwan and would anticipate slightly our 5 000 BP deadlined dates. 
It is nevertheless that influential vector which is involved and will spread with a regu- 
lar continuity until present times, pulling with it a large number of socio-cultural and 
technical elements which are used as determining parameters. 
Although often and practically disclosed from the remaining island Oceania mostly due 
to geographers early discriminating demarcations, the median islands archipelagoes 
south-south-east of continental China have been and maybe are still more than others, 
undisconnectedly linked to the austronesian world. They correspond to a middle or tran- 
sitional area whose importance is growing on as investigations spread around. 
I am not far to think that the concept and limits of Oceania have to be adapted them- 
selves. If the grounds upon which it has been elaborated derive from knowledge and 
classifications established during the 19 th century, it has been appropriated and re- 
acted in other disciplines. Present anthropology including one of its peripheral disci- 
pline, the "Prehistoric Ethnology", have mostly kept those bases. 
On one side, a delimited Oceania, set upon its three quasi-semantic foundating neolo- 
gisms; on the other, a world, foreign enough, and mostly considered as a clearly and 
directly emanation issued from Asia. 
Between these two areas, very few interdisciplinarity. unless for justifying origins or 
common but distant descendances. 
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I Figure 1 
Localisation of recent discoveries in Indonesian Borneo (East-Kalimantan). 
We owe some regards to our anglo-saxon colleagues for having been less sensitive to 
these most often geographically created divisions and for having been more interested 
in finding the cultural inasmuch as chronological unity between island south east Asia 
and the many islands scattered over Oceania. 
Of course, the restrained number of ancient, Pleistocene and early Holocene sites, but- 
mainly the elapsed time to let them appear, have left a free field for interpretations based 
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upon the sole accessible data. The numerous blanks remaining on the oceanian archaeo- 
logical map, were crossed from a "fetiche" site to another, just the same way the Pacific 
would have been by "its" well-known so called argonauts. 
Those Sunda islands, whose some shores apart Java and Sumatra, are themselves boar- 
ded by the Pacific Ocean, have not yet been investigated as deeply as the remaining 
Oceania. Plenty of them have only seen a limited investigations number, and even none 
until the last few years. Among these, a completely surprising discovery for me, is the 
huge Indonesian part of Borneo island, mostly a tropical forest spread upon half a mil- 
lion square kilometers. 
Mostly known and used as a unavoidable reference, land marking and featuring the next 
long roving of Oceanians, the Niah's Big Mouth in Sarawak, has alone and for a long 
time, represented not only the whole Borneo island but, more indirectly and insidiously, 
the necessary and implicit junction between the Oceanian world and the Asiatic block. 
Although the Tom Harrisson's controverted methods, the agreed antiquity of that 
Pleistocene site and its long and dense human occupation going on until pre-contempo- 
rary times, has filled alone the still lacking space-time. 
From the very moment a Pleistocene site appeared in that geographically segmented 
space, and that at the same period in Philippines at Palawan, the Tabon Caves, provided 
the same clues, the bridge was created by itself. For the 15 following years, the succes- 
sive investigations carried on the same level have almost not changed the old represen- 
tation of peopling sketches. It was thus evident from this moment that successives 
Austronesian waves, would have been following the same routes some ten thousands 
years later. 
The importance given to Niah, has in fact been invertedly proportional to the number of 
work which seemed necessary to better define the modality of occupation, appropria- 
tion and usage of this intermediate space. A quasi-eponymous sole site would have been 
each time sufficient concerning Borneo as much as Palawan to establish and confirm 
probably used trajectories for the human settlement of this part of the world. 
In fact, during these periods, the Palawan area where the Tabon Caves are situated, was 
related during these glaciation times to the Asiatic continent, distinctly separated from 
the rest of Philippines. What kind of influence the absence of geographic discontinuity 
would have had, first during the Pleistocene, then on the following scattering process of 
the Austronesians? 
Should we have to think that on a same space, differences and even cultural differen- 
ciations began to occur or even went on in occurring or developing themselves? 
Is the extreme diversity of cultural and linguistic diversities, although they are linked to 
a same phylum, found in Borneo inasmuch as more slightly in Palawan, corresponding 
to the self-development of these communities, to a succession of autochtonous and 
endogenous adaptative changes or to the resultant of previous accumulated and pre-ins- 
cripted effects? 
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During the decades following Niah's cave investigations, a large number of sites have 
been studied in the sole north-north-west part of Borneo, mostly thanks to T. Hamsson's 
impulsion and P. Bellwood's works, but nothing upon the huge Indonesian area. 
It won't be before the quite chance discovery made almost right in the center of the 
island as late as 1988 by a French caving team and particularly thanks to Luc Henry 
Fage's observations, of charcoal designs on the ceiling of the entry of a large cave, that 
prehistory could later in 1992 be eventually thought of and appear as a consistent feature. 
I Figure 2 
One of the painted pannels discovered in Gua Mardua 
(Sangkullrang area East-Kalimantan) showing different kind 
of hand-prints associated with paintings. 
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In the vicinity, in a very difficult in access gallery, archaeological remains comprising 
small chert industry, crushed bones and decorated paddle impressed potsherds appeared 
to correspond to the very and undisturbed last occupation level, providing a 14C unca- 
librated datation as ancient as 3.000BP (3030 BP+/-180, ANU8570). 
Some test investigations have been conducted later on the eastern side of the MOller 
Range on the upper Mahakam. They have provided a wider serial of decorated or plain 
ceramic potsherds, some of them having correspondences with geometric incised 
Sulawesi's style. Stone flake and tool industry appeared also, confirming that caves 
would have played an important role in human activities at least since the Neolithic period. 
A visit into the far eastern Mangkalihat area, carried out during 1994 summer in a cave 
visited more than ten years ago by a Franco-Indonesian speleological team, has then 
permitted the totally unexpected discovery of some rock-art paintings. These ones 
appeared to be the very first ever observed over the whole island Borneo itself. These 
paintings comprising hand prints stencils, animal inasmuch as human and symbolic fea- 
tures looked at first glance rather archaic and presenting some formal similarities with 
other paintings already observed more Eastward, across the Makassar Strait, through 
the Indonesian archipelago until the North East Australia. 
Added to that discovery attesting the presence of a larger display of rock art samples, a 
lot of surface archaeological remains have been observed in the vicinity. That kind of 
discovery was quite unexpected because Borneo was even the only part of South East 
Asia which was presented as totally missing of cave paintings by current literacy. That 
lack was moreover explained and justified since decades through some hypothesis lin- 
ked with the Wallace Line limits. The apparition of rock art paintings in that area was a 
strong incitation for revising the earlier established process frame concerning chrono- 
logy and the orientation of the main drift of stylistic or technico-cultural influences bet- 
ween Australia, at least its northern territories and the riverine Indonesian archipelagoes 
which took place some thousands years ago, during the supposed elapsed time relating 
rock-art periods through Sundaland. 
The area where this cave is situated is a 10 km long karstic outcrop more than 50 km 
North of Sangkulirang presenting many caves, rock shelters and fossil galleries issued 
from sporadic tectonic moves followed by intensive erosion during and after the 
Miocene period. The geomorphologic structure indicates a superposed network of caves 
and galleries which have been -and still are- secure dwellings for animals and humans. 
Other outcrops are merging all around from place to place in a 5 to 10 km distance ave- 
rage through the most typical tropical rain forest environment. 
These natural conditions may partly explain why Borneo and particularly Kalimantan 
provinces remained isolated and have not yet been really surveyed in any extensive 
archaeological perspective. They also explain the choice in first line for us and during 
that scouting phase, of partners whose already acquired experience inasmuch as physi- 
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cal training appear especially important. Although non-scientific, these criterions have 
to be considered with a serious attention to allow observation of real scientific parame- 
ters to prevail even in that harsh environment. 
Thus during 95' summer, thanks to our Franco-Indonesian well experienced team, we 
were able to discover much more paintings than previous year and painted caves could 
be more accurately observed. 
The number of hand prints stencils arose from 11 surveyed during the first discovery to 
40 the second time although some of them are already badly decayed. 
New animal silhouettes and allegoric or symbolic fig. (see front cover) appeared all the 
same in other parts of the cave, in some small and remote hulls and on the ceiling more 
than 7 m. above the actual ground. Through these dispersed observations we may think 
that the whole wall-surface of the cave mouth would have been painted. Some super- 
position added to different pigment coloration and granulation let induce that some suc- 
cessive periods occurred in the use of the place. 
As presented to the 3rd World Archaeological Congress conference last December 94, 
then to the 4 th Borneo Research Council conference in June 96, the first surface obser- 
vations and plotting of designs and prints which had been made confirmed the well- 
known use of pouring colored pigments, certainly from the mouth, the hand delimiting 
precise contours. Analyses of these pigments just made by the "Laboratoire des MusCes 
de France" confirmed the use of pure hematite, withdrawing any hope of direct radio- 
carbon datation. 
The particularity of some of these hand-stencils is that they are on a single line along a 
small rocksptepped edge more than 4.5 meters high. Acute observation pointed out that 
there are in fact two specifically superimposed designs. First, the left hand, then the 
right one appearing only by small triangular strips corresponding to inter-digital inter- 
stices. That particular combining feature seems to be rather original and has never been 
yet quoted to my colleagues' knowledge. 
The frieze which should have been more than 8 meters long although already naturally 
eroded, has luckily escaped to human depredations. The very well protected large entry 
where it is located gives access to an important cave, very well-known for its large birds 
nests productivity. The walls are thus covered by numerous graffiti whose some seem 
to be nevertheless ancient enough and presenting interesting to be studied similarities 
with other Sarawak's and SEA designs, said to be "austronesian" features, i.e. the 
famous "deads boat". 
Scattered on the ground are to be found some paddle impressed potsherds associated 
with a few chert flakes probably corresponding to the late occupation period. 
Radiocarbon datations from the latest occupation level in a neighboring rock-shelter 
presenting the similar surface remains have provided an uncalibrated age around 3 300 
years BP. From Bellwood's and others, excavations carried out in Sarawak andlor 
Sabah, generalized apparition of ceramic has been roughly dated around this period. 
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In a more remote outlier, around 40 km westward, a new set of painted caves and a 
couple of rock shelters have been discovered. They too provide a large number of hand 
print stencils with the same specific and characteristic signature as in the first cave. In 
some cases the hand stencils were those from infants which is a very seldom represen- 
tation all over the world. In other cases they carry what appears to be seemingly tattoo- 
or scars-like prints. 
A more complete display of different animals silhouettes i.e. boars, deers, monkeys, and 
panthers has been observed whose some seem to be associated with arrows or spears. 
In one case a boar feature has his back thigh doted with a hand print, which is very simi- 
lar to the one from Sulawesi quoted in Heekeren's survey some 25 years ago. 
Some glyphs or symbolic designs appear also, like concentric complete or non-com- 
plete circles and more or less bound lines or arachnid designs. On other panels hand 
prints may be associated with dots regularly spread in a rectangular shape and sometime 
put on curvilinear lines. 
In all observed cases, caves or galleries containing paintings are mostly remote and their 
access more difficult to reach. They are all situated in the fossilized upper levels of steep 
faces or cliffs, have one or more openings and thus have a very far spread view over the 
forest and neighboring outcrops. 
Some of these places are usually so remote and far from running waters that at first 
appreciation, they would not have been used as permanent dwellings for a whole and 
large community. Associated with this observation is the scarcity and paucity of surface 
remains, although that kind of parameter which will have to be precised later, may be 
already a preliminary fitting indicator. One would easily think to more precise magical 
or ritual places due to their size, situation and harsh access. From limited surface obser- 
vations, activities remains are not so numerous, even this has to be checked later 
through a more precise and deeper observation. 
Some formal iconic similarities with maybe long time ago disappeared tattooing fea- 
tures are remarkable (periconcentric-circles, linear and geometrical dots. This would be 
more obvious in taking in count the importance, the social and classificatorying role of 
tattooing or even scaring practices correlated with shaman skills in still living communities 
from Borneo and some neighboring isolates scattered over the Indonesian archipelago. 
Isolation and access difficulties, even related and relativised to autochtonous natural 
and cultural abilities, appear to be very different from other recorded rock painting sites 
from Wallacea and Australia. That difference once really founded will have to be confir- 
med and thus explained through converging observations. 
It seems also that these high placed sites may be seen directly one from each others. 
This visual impression if confirmed by acute triangulation measures would become an 
interesting indicator for sketching interrelations between these communities, knowing 
each of these outcrops are distant of some days walk from each others. 
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1 Figure 3 
Tatooed (?) hand print from Liang Sara (Sangkulirang area East Kalimantan). 
In most of the caves and rock-shelters, numerous fragments of ceramic and some chert 
flints have been observed at the overhangs feet and even on hunters and bird nest fora- 
gers bivouac places who are still using these places. 
All of these potsherds are made with anvil and decorated -or not- paddle. Most of it with 
different sizes of the antic cord impressed paddle motif associated with the different 
mats designs. A lot of them are presenting some incised geometrical and curvilinear 
motives very similar to those which have long time ago been found in Sulawesi inas- 
much Sarawak and Sabah, the Malaysian provinces boarding North-Kalimantan. In two 
places, features associated to decorations different from those precedently observed, 
appeared: punctiformal decors possibly white and red painted, upon everted necks. The 
thick cord decorated paddle upon careened bellies, classical cord decorated paddle cera- 
mics are frequent but presenting in some cases a characteristically upper boarder orna- 
ted by uni- or bi-linearian punctuated lines. 
The apparent age of ceramics seems to be variable, some of them having certainly been 
imported from Sulawesi with or for newcomers and used until some decades ago in the 
caves as domestic water tanks. 
The number of different surface cord decorated paddle sherds, said to be amongst the 
most primitive ceramics from S. E. Asia, found in these caves is not very important. 
These appreciations are anyway only concerning surface data already fragmentary in 
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themselves. They have to be considered as just preliminary indicators concerning the 
real potential of the underground layers. In two cases, no sherd at all, but chert, was 
found within the surface upper layer, providing a uncalibred radiocarbon date roughly 
5 500 years BP (5240+/-270, ANU9876). When confirmed and completed, this would 
confirm the appearance of ceramic fully within 5 500 and before 3 800 years BP in this 
area. 
Lithic flakes found on the ground are usually not numerous, around 10 to 15 for each 
cave or rock shelter site. Most of them are random or intentionally step-flaking blades 
and more or less used as tools. Some rather small flakes, between 1,5 to 2,5 cm in size, 
triangular shaped could correspond to arrow-heads or sharp cutting blades. Very few 
cortical flints appeared, which would indicate at first view that tool workshop happened 
elsewhere. A preliminary comparative observation let them look very similar to the 
same lithic periods which have previously been mostly quoted for the Wallacea by 
Bellwood's and Glover's works. 
This hypothesis seems to be reinforced by other findings we made upon an ancient and 
abandoned logging track we had to walk along over almost 10 km. That track, open by 
bulldozers and left five years ago has just been superficially bloomed on the upper sur- 
face on a few dozens of cm. Rains have then washed that surface, letting artefacts 
appear clearly on the naked ground. Even their mean concentration is light, less than 
one flake by square meter. Our survey-walk covering around one hectare permitted to 
have an idea of the distribution of more or less highly concentrated places. One of these, 
around 3M in diameter, has provided around 50 flakes which did not came from the 
same nucleus and could not be re-constructed. A more acute observation indicated later 
that 80 % had been more or less used for cutting, scraping or drilling. 
Cross-cuts on the track boarders have not let see any charcoal or occupation layer, 
although the mean thickness of natural and organic soil barely overpasses 20 cm. 
Followed tracks in the primary rain forest have not yielded any stone remain or char- 
coal, even inside upset roots of fallen trees. The large dispersal of flakes with some 
variable concentration would induce a largely spread and scattered occupation, indica- 
ting also that at least one "first" primary forest or low coppice had been sporadically 
cleared for any technical or practical reason, would it be for hunting or food resources 
production practices. 
If what remains may be considered as a "real" primary forest, it would mean and 
confirm at first view from paleo-ecological deductions that a couple of thousands years 
already spanned since that time. 
Flakes appear to be more scattered upon the top of hills than in swampy bottoms indi- 
cating also some preferential choice settlement. 
The tools distribution variety is not very large and comprises mostly flake tools more 
or less chipped to obtain some specific active edges or points. A lot of graduate size 
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cores in the well-known shape of "horse shoe" may be found from place to place. The 
cortical flakes have often been directly used as cutting tools with very few adaptation. 
On the whole, aspects of these blade tools, much less elaborated than corresponding to 
the literary "Mesolithic", would although eventually be as old, being very similar to 
those found previously by Glover in Timor Timur or more recently by Bellwood in 
Sabah. 
The very large display would also indicate and summarize some transitional period 
owing the fact it may be considered that we are inland enough, more than 50 km in 
straight line. The dispersal of stone tool variety -correlated in that case with the absence 
of associated ceramic- is a clear clue of ancienty. As no fire place or combustion areas 
has been observed on that surveyed open-air surface we may suppose apart of the pos- 
sible and even probable classical in SEA use of fires upon aerial platforms, that more 
permanent dwellings would have been elsewhere, maybe nearer from rivers or water 
resources, springs or holes accessing to sunken rivers. 
Raw core materials should be exogen, provided from intermittent stream emerging at 
the foot of outcrops, or flat and muddy surrounding surfaces. Some unusual and yet 
unrecorded artefacts have also been found around some rock shelter burial site, i.e. two 
elliptic beads, 3 to 5 cm in length: one seems to be made of calcified lime and the other 
would be from marble or even Tridacna gigas shell. 
Differenciations between appearing remains in caves and in open air forest places may 
correspond to different activities andor  environmental exploitation, and maybe too to 
different local communities. Distinct Dayak communities who have been dwelling on 
these areas since centuries were only the late newcomers. But what about thousands 
years ago, even before the amval of austronesian communities who would eventually 
spread all over Borneo. The ancient discovery of some late Pleistocene -i.e. more than 
roughly 10000 years ago- sites, had already afforded some clues about the prehistory of 
Island South East Asia and the process of peopling that huge area. Tabon caves in 
Palawan are associated to South of Philippines but in geomorphologic inasmuch 
archaeological terms, they are much more related to North of Borneo through the early 
emerged large Sunda Shelf. The Niah's Big Mouth, in the North West and Sabah's sites 
to the North East seem to be as old. Now, thanks to P. Bellwood's more strategically 
investigations, pre- or maybe proto-Austronesian sites are to be found all over the 
Nusantarian bow eastward of Sulawesi and even Molukas. 
Pleistocene sites appear eventually unto North and possibly central Solomons islands 
showing that multiple, irregular and differentiated phases of peopling occurred along 
the time. All correlation between cultures, languages and social practices as they now 
appear to our present or recent investigations are no but convergent. Multiple present 
communities are linked to austronesian speaking core even they appear to be different 
in many material, cultural and physico-genetically expressions. These differences may 
have probably been created by long autonomous developments or even side by side 
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contacts or influences. The fact is that there still is an important gap between the attes- 
ted -let's say archaeological facts- and ethno-historical assessments. The time depth 
obtained through ethnohistorical andfor archives investigations even reaching a couple 
of centuries, is not yet enough to directly link the archaeological data which would 
allow to differentiate clearly cultural communities. 
I just would like to say that for me it is a mere question of quantity of acquired data. 
That is to say a quantity of intentionally produced knowledge. Only a few sites have just 
been slightly observed on a blanked map and the most important task is now for the 
archaeologists themselves to enlarge the survey. 
The late discovery of rock paintings in Borneo, apart of setting new questions is also 
just indicating the amount of ignorance in which we are concerning this huge area. 
Having considered that numerous and "professional" archaeological surveys had 
already been achieved all over Sarawak, Sabah and Brunei without finding any painted 
cave, it was enough to attest of this definite vacuity. The logical analytic consequences 
induced to give to the Wallace Line and Borneo a role of boarder between SEA and East 
Sunda. Once taped this limit, it was necessary to interpret the formal rock art resem- 
blance between Australian aborigines and Sulawesi's representations. The explanation 
would be an influential cultural drift not necessarily including populations moves, back- 
ward from East to West and stopped by the Makassar Strait. 
Hence this limit is no more accurate and provides new hypothesis that the main drift 
may simply have been inverted. In fact it could even have happened in the late 
Pleistocene periods, and correspond to the "natural" or chrono-geographical dispersal 
over the whole Indo-Pacific area. As an illustration of possible contacts reconstruction, 
questions about possible links between some Central and South East Borneo and 
Central south Sulawesi groups (see Abelaar, 1995) are becoming similar amongst 
archaeologists and ethno-linguists and may later succeed in converging. 
Try to fix if this occurred during late Pleistocene or early Holocene periods, before, 
after or meanwhile a certain austronesian drift is far to be clear. 
Thus a lot of remaining questions may be summarized here: 
Before the 5000 BP deadline, were the communities which may be considered as 
already or maybe still organized in "hunter-gatherer" groups, more or less scattered, 
roving or dwelling space as foragers, going by themselves to change their "way of life", 
particularly their relations to their environment at a moment when that one was not? 
When, by whom and what kind of ceramic did really occurred and what kind of self- 
invention has been locally involved in that practice, meanwhile the lithic industry has 
not much changed, not providing differentiate clues for chronological classifications? 
Behind or beside this, what about the "Lapita phenomenon", which although being not 
present strict0 sensu in Borneo seems sometimes underlined, potentially in filigran 
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upon some ceramics from neighboring islands or archipelagoes? How to relate that 
apparition to the alpha and omega points which are SEA and east Polynesia? 
Ethnographic inquiries have shown the recent and rapid disappearance of ceramic tra- 
dition in Borneo, but what about before? 
How happened contacts establishing or supressing continuities between early autochto- 
nous populations, would they be residual or newly arrived? 
To which groups do these paintings now appeared up-stream of Wallacea, apart classi- 
cal questions upon their specific sense, use, stylistic expression or function do they have 
to be correlated? Is i t  the background anticipating any eastward influential or demogra- 
phic move being to cross over the whole Wallacea unto northern Australia? Is it a spon- 
taneous and autochtonous creation, the late impact point of influence emerged from 
Australia propagating westward? 
Considering simply the high mobility of populations within the inland Borneo itself, 
which has not altered their linguistic and cultural originality, shows that mutual or reci- 
proquial influences are not a systematic rule. Although in close spatial contact, these 
communities succeeded in keeping their own individuality and are still constituting ove- 
rimposed isolates. 
The three dimensional puzzle we are confronted with, has to deal with the prehistory of 
historical communities whose origins may be related to Pleistocene periods inasmuch 
as late Holocene migrating phases. Did this happened through a hiatus or a fade into 
sequence? 
Are we allowed to think that on a same area, at the same period, cultural differences and 
even differenciations could occur and develop separately? 
The extreme diversity of cultural and linguistical variations seen all upon Borneo 
Island, although they are seemingly all related to the same common trunk is endo- or 
exo-gen? 
As the last conclusion, all these question at least indicate that the concept of Oceania 
itself has to be smoothed considering that it is mostly between 2000 and 5000 BP that 
changes in human settlement would have been the most exogenous. 
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I and human prehistory 
I on Totoya island, Fiji 
Jeff rey T. Clark 
Anthony 0. Cole 
Patrick D. Nunn 
Archaeologists 
The research discussed here is an interdisciplinary effort to assess the impact of humans on 
a small-island environment. Certainly, island environments have undergone change over 
the last few millennia (Nunn 1990, 1991), but what is seldom clear is to what extent those 
changes are due to human actions as opposed to natural forces, and what effects environ- 
mental changes have had on the human settlement systems (Nunn 1992). To address these 
questions, we conducted studies in archaeology, palynology, geology, geomorphology, and 
ethnography on the island of Totoya, Fiji. This paper presents a summary of that research 
project. We conclude that while sea level change affected the island coastline, human 
actions also played a significant role in the alteration of the Totoya landscape. 
Setting 
Totoya, along with Moala and Matuku, is part of the small Yasayasa Moala Group, 
which lies between the large main islands to the west and the small islands of the Lau 
Group to the east (Figure 1). The islands of the Yasayasa Moala are summits of oceanic 
central volcanoes (rather than the product of plate-boundary volcanism) on the Indo- 
Australian Plate close to its northern boundary, and are genetically distinct from adjoi- 
ning islands within Fiji (Coulson 1976; Nunn 1995a). Totoya is a high basaltic island 
with associated agglomerates and tuffs. It is a classic example of a breached and floo- 
ded volcanic caldera, creating a horseshoe-shaped island open to the south. Coulson 
(1 976) found dikes arranged radially about the center of the caldera. Furthermore, the 
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island is divisible into sections separated by rift valleys or grabens. A sole date for the 
island is 4.9&0.4 Ma, which was obtained from lavas on the northwest coast (Coulson 
1976, corrected by Rodda 1982). 
The island and inner lagoon together are 10 km in diameter but the island itself is com- 
paratively narrow, averaging 1.5 km (0.5-3.0 km range) in width (Figure 2). The eroded 
crater rim has a central ridge spine with numerous peaks (180 to 360 m in elevation) 
and ridge spurs radiating to the coast. A narrow reef fringes much of the island and an 
encircling barrier reef creates an outer lagoon with a width of up to 2.5 km. The outer 
reef is best developed along the windward (south and east) sides and is absent at down- 
faulted sections in the north and west. The coast of Totoya has many small, scattered 
flats and valleys with sand and alluvium. Other parts of the coast are cliffed and acces- 
sible only at low tide. There are four villages on the island today, all located on the 
coast: Udu, on the outer shore, and Tovu, Ketei, and Dravuwalu, all on the inner shore. 
Based on Cole's (1996) vegetation survey, we can identify eight main plant associations: 
1 Figure 1 
A map of the Fiji Islands showing the location of the Yasayasa Moala group. 
Totoya Island is located between the neighboring islands of Moala and Matuku 
(after Fiji Map Series S31132 1986). 
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TOTOYA BAY 
1 Figure 2 
Base map of Totoya Island. Fringing and barrier reefs are not indicated. 
Approximate locations of the six pollen core sites are indicated by small arrows 
(from Fiji Map Series 1987). 
l )  Mangrove Forest, 2) Coastal Zone Vegetation, 3) Cibicibi (Maniltoa brevipes) Forest, 
4) Cau (Casuarina nodiflora) Forest, 5) Talasiga (Fijian grassland association, primarily 
Miscanthus floridulus), 6 )  Coconut Plantation, 7) Pine Plantation, and 8) Village 
Gardens. 
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Geology 
Nunn's geological investigation involved a study of shoreline indicators of past sea 
level, a search for evidence of tectonic movements, and an assessment of the processes 
affecting the development of the coastal lowlands. His investigation confirmed the pre- 
sence of evidence indicating a former relative sea stand higher than present and of coas- 
tal progradation in the lowlands. 
The indicators of emergence on Totoya range from cave-fringed rock platforms to emer- 
ged beachrock and beach sediments. Most of the original data were collected and ana- 
lyzed by Rook (Rook, Farnell, and Lewis 1986) who concluded that there was good 
evidence for emergence of about 1.5 m. This emergence is probably the consequence of 
a late Holocene high stand of sea level and subsequent fall. 
As a result of Nunn's investigation, three of the raised beaches on Totoya have been 
dated to the Holocene sea-level maximum, all in the southwest part of the island near 
Udu village. From Valelevu on the outer coast, beachrock at 1.45 m above mean sea 
level was dated to 2470k50 BP, and underlying beachrock at 0.47 m above mean sea 
level was dated to 2620+/-50 BP. These dates are interesting as they appear to signal a 
minor transgression within the main late Holocene sea-level fall that took place after ca. 
3000 BP. Beachrock exposed in the side of a small pool about 300 m north of Udu was 
dated to 1930k50 BP. These beachrocks may mark minor oscillations within the course 
of Holocene sea-level change, or they may simply represent periods of stability of the 
ocean-land interface (Nunn 1995b). And finally, there is evidence of a sea-level rise in 
the last few decades, which is probably part of a regional pattern. 
In the 1920s, Davis (1920, 1928) produced a model for the post-volcanic development 
of Totoya in which subsidence was the major process. While this model is largely cor- 
rect in identifying the succession of stages through which Totoya passed, the weak- 
nesses of Davis' argument are that he equated submergence with subsidence rather than 
with subsidence plus sea-level rise, and he probably overestimated the amount of sub- 
sidence that occurred. Refining the model, Nunn (1995a) proposes a four stage poste- 
ruptive history of the island. The first stage involved an asymmetrical caldera forming 
as the result of both explosion and subsidence. The second stage involved denudation 
and accumulation of eroded sediments in valley bottoms and along coasts on a subsi- 
ding landmass. These processes varied in importance throughout the Quaternary as cli- 
mate and sea level changed. The third stage is associated with Holocene submergence, 
mostly the result of sea-level rise rather than subsidence, which created many coastline 
embayments. Fourth, a late Holocene sea-level fall contributed to the development of 
the coastal plains now filling most of these embayments (Figure 3a and 3b). Many of 
these plains are now being eroded slowly as the result of sea-level rise over the past few 
decades. 
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Island 
ctive notch 
I Figure 3a. 
Geomorphological conditions likely to have existed on Totoya 
and other oceanic islands at the time of the Holocene sea-level maximum ca. 5000 BP 
(after Nunn 1994). 
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\ Active Notch 1 / 
1 Figure 3b 
Geornorphological conditions likely to have existed on Totoya 
and other oceanic islands as a result of the late Hdocene sea-level regression (after Nunn 1994). 
Palynology 
The palynological fieldwork conducted by Cole (1996) consisted of the identification 
of suitable core sites, core removal, vegetation surveys of core sites as well as general 
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coastal and inland vegetation zones combined with the collection of voucher specimens. 
Six cores were extracted (Figure 2) using a standard D section and Hiller Corer. The 
cores were sealed in PVC plastic casing and shipped to Massey University where ini- 
tial x-ray photography was used in the analysis of core stratigraphy prior to sampling 
and preparation. The pollen samples were handled in accord with the absolute pollen 
technique, as described by Stockman (1971) and Bonny (1972). Several radiocarbon 
determinations were obtained from the cores (see Cole 1996). 
The palynological, stratigraphic, ecological modelling, and observational evidence indi- 
cates that large-scale modification of the Totoya landscape and vegetation has occurred 
since human settlement. There has been significant destruction of the island's inland 
forest vegetation, primarily by forest fire. While human land clearance practices are 
likely to have been the primary cause of the fires, we must stress that the human impact 
hypothesis cannot be tested on the basis of palynological data alone. The ecological 
modelling carried out by Cole (1996) indicates that it is possible to misuse palynologi- 
cal data to defend the human-impact paradigm in the absence of rigorous hypothetico- 
deductive scientific methodology (Mentis 1988). Until research of this kind is 
forthcoming, one can only conjecture as to the real causal mechanisms responsible for 
vegetation change on small oceanic islands such as Totoya. It is the absence of non-tri- 
vial alternative hypotheses, and field data to support them, that has traditionally resul- 
ted in support for the human-impact paradigm. Taken in this context, the palynological 
data from Totoya clearly implicates human impact as a primary mechanism of vegeta- 
tion and landscape change on Totoya 
Coinciding with a history of forest fires (microscopic charcoal fragments), enormous 
amounts of terrestrial sediments (especially clays) were deposited on the coastal plains 
of Totoya over the last two thousands years. Ecological models based on proxy data for 
inland forest soil erosion indicate that the distinctly non-equilibrium organization and 
behavior of the island's mangrove forests is linked to inland forest disturbance. 
Furthermore, ecological modelling played a crucial part in discriminating between 
human and non-human causes, suggesting that hypothesis-testing analytical techniques 
of this kind should be a routine part of palynological investigations related to human 
impact studies. 
A fascinating discovery from the modelling of the Totoya mangal is that these ecologi- 
cal communities have a form of disturbance memory. Present community organization, 
for example, is being shaped by disturbance events that occurred over a century ago. As 
a result of this modelling, the classical mangrove succession paradigm of Davis (1940) 
was rejected in favor of the opportunistic, non-equilibrium paradigm of Thom (1967, 
1979). 
At all six core sites there has been a general increase in coastal zone vegetation in recent 
times associated with the disappearance of the inland forest. This plant association is 
composed of only a few species historically represented in inland coastal or marginal 
vegetation. This coastal zone association appeared in the late Holocene in response to 
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two factors. First, the development of Totoya's coastal plains in response to falling sea 
level, aided by the deposition of terrestrial sediments released as a result of the loss of 
inland forest cover. Second, the introduction of exotic plant species by human settlers. 
There was also an increase of Palmae pollen, as much of the coastal plain today is cove- 
red by coconut palms. 
Also at all six core sites there is a progressive increase in grassland vegetation. At the 
well-dated sites (Yaro, Lawakilevu, Keteira, Udu) the rise of grassland vegetation 
covers the times of both the Little Climatic Optimum (1200-650 BP) and the Little Ice 
Age (650-50 BP) (Nunn 1992). Neither of these climate changes appears to correlate 
with the arrival of grassland vegetation on Totoya in a causal manner. Because the fos- 
sil pollen record does not predate the arrival of humans on the island it is not possible 
to test for the existence of a pre-settlement period of aridity. 
Archaeology 
The archaeological fieldwork directed by Clark was primarily pedestrian survey. A 
significant portion of the island was examined, although variations in terrain and vege- 
tation affected island coverage. Nearly the entire coast was checked, an exception being 
a small stretch on the western inner coast where there are no valleys or coastal flats sui- 
table for occupation. Other areas not examined were some of the inland peaks and ridge 
tops, most of the ridge slopes, and areas covered with dense talasiga. 
For survey data such as those collected on Totoya to be of most use, the artifacts col- 
lected from the various sites must be fit into a chronological sequence. Gifford's (1951) 
pioneering work in Fiji led him to define two ceramic traditions, Navatu and Vuda, for 
Viti Levu. Green (1963) later added an initial Sigatoka Phase and a terminal Ra Phase. 
Subsequently, Shaw (1967) and Frost (1979) presented slight modifications, and Hunt 
(1980; 1986) proposed a new phase, which he termed Yanuca, between Sigatoka and 
Navatu. The most detailed ceramic study was made by Best (1984) based on data from 
Lakeba, in the Lau Group. Best abandoned the named sequences and adopted a series 
of four Periods. Working on Beqa, Crosby (1988) also used series of numbered periods 
that could broadly be correlated with the periods and subperiods of Best. 
A review of the various excavation reports and sherd descriptions for Fiji indicates that 
a single sequence with uniform dates cannot be established. Given the varying degrees 
of isolation and the differing contacts with islands within and beyond Fiji, variations in 
sequences are to be expected. Thus, detailed ceramic sequences must be worked out 
locally. Nevertheless. there are some important, common threads that run through the 
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Period 1. >l000 to 1 BC 
l .  Sigatoka Phase. Lapita occupation, >l000 to 500 BC 
1A. Eady Sigatoka: Dentate stamping, >l000 to 750 BC 
1 B. Late Sigatoka: Mostly plain, some rim decoration: 750 to 500 BC 
2. Yanuca Phase. Transitional: slips and burnishing, possibly some paddle impression: 500 to 1 BC 
Period II. AD 1 to 1000 
3. Early Navatu. Paddle Impressed, AD 1 to 500 
4. Late Navatu. Paddle Impressed, AD 500 to 1000 
Period m. AD 1000 to present 
5. Early Vuda. Incised and Applique, AD 1000 to 1500 
6. Late Vuda. Complex Incised and Applique, AD 1500 to 1770 
7. Ra. Historic, Post AD 1770 
I Table 1 
A generalized of a Fijian ceramic sequence. 
archipelago. For present purposes, therefore, we will employ a new model of a genera- 
lized Fijian sequence based primarily on periods, subperiods, and infraperiods of 1000, 
500, and 250 year blocks, respectively. The full range of variables characterizing each 
of these time units which have been gleaned from various studies in Fiji cannot be spe- 
cified here, but some crucial variables are outlined in Table 1. 
At least eighty-four sites were found around the island. The distribution of these sites, 
in very general terms, is as follows: 29 sites in the coastal lowlands around the outer 
shore, 26 sites along the inner shore, and 29 sites in the uplands (slopes, ridges, and 
peaks). These sites include large and small residential settlements, hilltop forts, ring 
ditch forts, a rock shelter, fishpondltraps, adze sharpening areas, a large mound, a 
Tongan tomb, a beach rock quarry, canoelboat landings, and historic features. A preli- 
minary chronological distribution of these sites in given in Table 2, but we stress that 
this is only a working formulation that will undoubtedly require modification when and 
if sites are tested. 
Undecorated body sherds make up most of the artifact collection, though a large quan- 
tity of decorated sherds was also found. The vast majority of decorated sherds have 
paddle impressions. Comparatively few show incising, applique, and other decorative 
techniques, and only four have Lapita dentate-stamping. A small sample of sherds was 
sent to William Dickinson foographic thin sectioning and analysis. A second set of 
sherds were analyzed by Stepr petrhen Adamek, Miriam Grenz, and Dean Grier North 
Dakota State University using X-ray diffraction. 
Stone artifacts were not common at these sites, but a small collection was made of 
flakes and tools. Most of these artifacts are pieces of silicious stone (chert and jasper) 
that Peter Rodda, geologist for the Ministry of Lands and Mineral Resources, Fiji, iden- 
tified as almost certainly not local to Totoya (Rodda, pers. comm., 1993). Of the 34 sili- 
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cious artifacts, almost half are flake tools, the remainders are flakes, shatter, cores, and 
hammerstone fragments. Six adzes were recovered from the surface, at least two of 
which are not local to Totoya. An additional three artifacts are of basalt: one core, one 
flake tool, and one waste flake. 
Excavations were limited to three, one-meter-square, test pits at the Lawakilevu site, 
locality 7, where two decorated Lapita sherds were recovered from the surface. This 
locality is approximately 80 m inland of the present shoreline, and 10+ m from the ridge 
that borders this small valley section. The ground near this spot is quite low and often 
muddy from the ephemeral surface flows that ribbon over this section of the plain. 
I Table 2 
Preliminary chronological distribution of sites. Periods rn.6 and m.7 lack sufficient 
ceramic distinction to differentiate on the basis of surface collections. 
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Two layers were encounter in excavation: Layer I, an overlying cultural layer, ca. 20 cm 
thick, of dark sandy loam with abundant shell, coral, and stones; and Layer 11, beach 
sand with coral rubble of an old beach ridge. Although no additional dentate-stamped 
sherds were recovered, several very thin, slipped and burnished sherds were found in a 
thin band overlying and into the old beach ridge. These sherds could fit into either a 
PERIOD SITES 
I. 1 Udu, Lawakilevu. Waroka 
1.2 Udu, Lawakilevu, Waroka, Valelevu, Laselase-Bouwaqa, Naivaka, Navu, Navuli, Namara 
11.3 Udu, Lawakilevu, Waroka, Valelevu, Navu, Namara 
11.4 Udu, Lawakilevu, Waroka, Valelevu, Doi, Naivaka, Navu, Yam, Navuli, Namara 
111.5 Udu, Lawakilevu, Waroka, Valelevu, Laselase-Bouwaqa, Naivaka, Navu, Yaro, Namara, 
Matasawa 
111.6/7 Udu, Valelevu, Doi, Laselase-Bouwaqa, Naivaka, Yaro, Navuli, Bulila, Matasawa 
l. 1: none 
1.2: Tovu, Jigojigo, Keteira, Dravuwalu, Yawalevu 
11.3: Keteira, Dravuwalu 
11.4: Lovoni, Taburai, Tovu, Jigojigo, Keteira, Dravuwalu 
111.5: Jigojigo, Yawalevu 
6 :  Tovu, Ketei, Korovusa, Jigojigo, Keteira, Dravuwalu, Yawalevu 
1.1: none 
1.2: none 
11.3: none 
11.4: Tota, Rukui Talau 
111.5: Tota. Rukui Talau, Delaisalia. Veisika, Lekubi, Koronabuni, Bueri 
111.6/7: Nakororewa. Davura, Dakunikoro, Korosigani, Delaisalia, Veisika, Lekubi, Koronabuni, 
Bueri 
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Period 1.1 (Lapita) or Period 1.2 assemblage. Two tridacna shells from the interface of 
layers I and I1 yielded adjusted radiocarbon ages of 2480+60 and 2370+60 radiocarbon 
years. Calibrated at Zsigma, but without a delta-R correction (not established for Fiji), 
these dates are 2295 (2114) 1958 BP and 2125 (1972) 1836 BP, respectively (CALIB 
3.0.3; Stuiver and Braziunas 1993). The shell dates could be off, but a more likely alter- 
native is that a Period I.lA, Lapita, occupation existed nearby, probably more inland. 
To summarize the archaeological findings, initial settlement of Totoya was along the 
outer shore at locations such as Lawakilevu, Udu, and Waroka. This took place during 
the Lapita occupation of Period I.1A. By Period 1.2, sites were spreading along the outer 
shore and eventually along the inner shore. The distribution of paddle-impressed sherds 
indicates the spread of occupation into the interior during Period 11. Sherds from Period 
111, especially 111.6, are also found at inland locations, particularly at hill top forts, and 
at lowland sites, especially where there are ring-ditch forts. Preliminary materials' ana- 
lyses indicate that valued stone resources were coming to Totoya prehistorically from 
other islands in Fiji and from as far away as Samoa. This is indicated for periods 1.1 and 
111, possibly 11, but not, as yet, for 1.2. 
Ethnography 
The ethnographic component was under the direction of Dr. Eric Waddell, although he 
was not able to participate directly in the research. Eight students from University of the 
South Pacific in Suva conducted interviews with residents of the four villages on 
Totoya. Those interviews were designed to gather information on cultivation practices, 
changes in vegetation and landscape, recent island history, socio-political organization, 
island economics, and oral traditions. The interviews also elicited information about site 
locations, especially on the inland ridges and peaks. The ethnographic interviews pro- 
duced a wealth of information that will enhance our picture of the human-environment 
interactions on Totoya but is not directly pertinent to the present discussion. 
Summary 
Based on the combined archaeological, palynological, and geological data, we propose 
the following model of island environment and settlement system change. This formu- 
lation is a working model that attempts to incorporate the available data in a coherent 
fashion. From this model, testable hypotheses can potentially be framed for future 
research. 
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The human colonization of Totoya occurred when the landscape was vastly different. 
Sea level was higher, the coastal plains had not yet developed, the mangrove zones were 
absent or small, and Cibicibi forest covered much of the island. Over time, the envi- 
ronment changed substantially due to human actions and natural processes of change. 
The archaeological data suggest that the earliest settlement was along the outer shore. 
Such sites would allow for easy access to the open ocean as well as to productive lagoon 
resources. Lawakilevu, north Udu, and Waroka were settled very early. The presence of 
dentate Lapita sherds at all three locations indicates settlement prior to 2500 years ago- 
-perhaps a few centuries prior, or Period L1A. The radiocarbon dates and pottery from 
excavations at Lawakilevu also suggest occupation in the first couple of centuries BC, 
or Period 1.2. If Nunn is correct about the higher sea stands, the period 1.2 occupation 
would have been along an ancient shoreline, and the Period L1 occupation would have 
been somewhat more seaward since the sea level was even higher some 3000-2500 BP, 
The sedimentary and palynological data suggest that human settlement of Totoya was 
underway some 200-400 years before the development of the coastal plain, which also 
lagged behind the sea level fall from the late Holocene high. While falling sea-level 
drove the process of coastal progradation on Totoya and other oceanic islands (Nunn 
1990), the late initiation of coastal plain construction suggests that other factors were 
also involved. 
The mangrove forest found on the island today is very likely to have been introduced 
about the time of human colonization. Only two of the seven mangrove species known 
for Fiji (Excoecaria agallocha and Bruguiera gymnorhiza) are found on Totoya, which 
is close to the southern and eastern limits of mangrove distribution (Saenger and 
Moverly 1985; Woodroffe 1987; Woodroffe and Grindrod 1991; Latham 1979). It 
seems likely that the necessary substrate and sediment supply for mangal development 
were not available on Totoya until after the late Holocene sea-level maximum, when the 
island's barrier reef re-emerged and offered protection from the high energy window of 
the sea-level maximum (see Figure 3) (Nunn 1994). 
With settlement at a given site, humans initiated forest clearance that progressed to a 
peak over a couple of centuries. At each site cored there are two distinct, successive 
peaks Yaro is an exception with three expansions. These periods are indicated by mar- 
ked charcoal concentrations in the pollen cores that reflect burning of the inland 
Cibicibi forest. This activity resulted in an initial influx of surface sediments onto the 
coastal plain, which allowed mangrove forest to establish and expand. Apart from the 
two charcoal concentrations noted, there is also a relatively high background level of 
charcoal. This probably indicates continuous use of fire as an agricultural tool. 
Secondary inland vegetation (eg., grassland and possibly secondary forest) followed the 
clearance, but also slowed the rate of erosion and sedimentation in the coastal lowlands. 
Some centuries later there was a second wave of inland forest clearance with subse- 
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quent increased erosion and sedimentation on the coastal plain. That, in conjunction 
with the lowered sea level from the late Holocene high, pushed a seaward shift in the 
intertidal zone that formerly had supported the pioneer mangrove forest. Hence, the 
mangrove forest migrated farther out onto the developing coastal plain. 
All of the core sites that show fossil pollen evidence of decline in the Cibicibi forest 
only show the very last stages of the forest disappearance, the deepest core dating to ca. 
1621-2100 BP (calibrated 2-sigma). There are two sensible explanations for this. First, 
the fires that destroyed the island's Cibicibi forest may have begun centuries before, 
possibly with initial human settlement. If the inland forest vegetation of Totoya was 
destroyed by human-induced fires, this suggests human settlement much earlier than the 
date from Lawakilevu excavations and supports the contention based on ceramic typo- 
logy of settlement at least 2500 years ago. Alternatively, the Cibicibi forest may have 
already been partly or largely damaged due to climatic conditions by the time the first 
settlers arrived on the island. The second hypothesis seems unlikely in light of the 
increase of Poaceae fossil pollen evident at all six core sites. If the forest was already 
damaged at the time of human settlement, then presumably the grassland vegetation 
would have been better established. 
Pollen data, when viewed in the light of the lag time between human activity and the 
reflected vegetation and geomorphological change, suggest that between about 2500 
and 2100 years ago, settlement had reached Yaro Bay on the outer shore and Dravuwalu 
on the inner coast. The pollen data further suggest occupation of Keteira (inner shore) 
slightly later than at Dravuwalu, but still within the same general period. Presumably 
this was so at other locations, too. Ceramic evidence in the form of probable Period 1.2 
vessels at Yaro, Valelevu, Dravuwalu, and possibly Tovu support this contention. The 
onset of substantial burning and sedimentation by the end of this Period 1.2 is consis- 
tent with the findings from Lakeba (Best 1984:643). If human colonization was sub- 
stantially prior to 2500 BP as suggested by the dentate Lapita sherds, this may lend 
support for Best's (1984:652) suggestion that the first few centuries of occupation in Fiji 
may have been by non-agricultural, marine-oriented populations. 
A second round of substantial vegetation disturbance first occurred in some areas 
around 1700 BP. This second phase probably relates to a significant move inland and 
the establishment of inland villages or dispersed settlement. That date follows the sug- 
gested beginning of Period I1 and would also be concordant with the postulate lag of a 
century or more in vegetation response to disturbance. Paddle-impressed sherds of this 
period were found at sites inland as well as many areas along the inner and outer coast- 
lines. This would reflect continued population increase, which is consistent Crosby's 
interpretations of Beqa, though not with Best on Lakeba. However, the fact that forest 
disturbances came considerably later at some locations (i.e., Jigojigo Bay about 1200 
BP and Lawakilevu by 1000 years BP) suggests that population growth was slow. The 
presence of quartz in some sherds from this period suggest interisland contacts. 
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The final decline of the inland forest correlates with the last part of the prehistoric cul- 
tural sequence, which was Period 111.5 when hilltop forts were established at several 
locations around the island. Ring ditch forts found in the valleys and at low elevations 
probably represent Period 111.7, historic occupation, and perhaps even late Period 111.6. 
These sites reflect the return to an emphasis on coastal settlement. It was in Period 111.6 
that Tonga influence first began, and it carried into Period 111.7. The fishpondltraps were 
probably established during Period 111.7, as some of them were still in use into this cen- 
tury. One can only speculate as to whether the sea level rise documented for the last 
several centuries played a role in the abandonment of most these features. Ceramics of 
Period I11 appear to exotic, though some were still locally manufactured, at least in the 
earlier in the period. 
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Fauna1 composition 
I of Pamwak site, 
I Manus Island, PNG 
Corrie Williams 
Archaeologist 
Fauna1 analysis of an archaeological site can give an indication of the movement and 
interaction of people with their environment. Technological changes (such as technolo- 
gies associated with fishing) may be indicated by alteration in faunal composition 
through time. This paper is designed to present the faunal composition of Pamwak site, 
PNG, and changes in that composition. 
The paper concentrates on the presencelabsence of animals in the site rather than dis- 
cussions of MNI (Minimum Number of Individuals). The two factors which influenced 
this discussion were the sloping stratigraphy (causing possible mixing of different aged 
faunal assemblages), and the analysis of the bulk residue (discussed later). 
Manus Island 6 
W 
PAPUA NEW GUINEA 
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I Figure 1 
Map showing Manus Island, Papua New Guinea. 
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Method 
The Site 
Pamwak site is situated on Manus Island, Manus Province, PNG. It was dug in 1989 
and 1990 by W. Ambrose, M. Spriggs and C. Fredricksen. It is a rockshelter site 4 km 
from the Manus Island south coast (Figure 1). 
An area of 4 square m was excavated. 5 cm spits were taken by quadrat for each of the 
four squares (see Figure 2). Material was wet screened through 1.4 mm mosquito-wire 
mesh and sorted in the field. Bulk samples of the screen residue material were kept for 
later laboratory sorting of selected quadrats of the site. C14 dates taken from charcoal, 
shell and Celtis seeds range back to 12,000 BP (14,000 BP calibrated). AMS dates for 
the site are currently being processed. The stratigraphy and artifact assemblage of the 
site are described in Fredricksen et al. (1993). 
North 
I 
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1 Figure 2 
Pamwak excavation, plan view. 
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Bulk sample analysis 
Analysis of the bulk sample from the screen residue was undertaken to quantify the loss 
of bone during excavation and field sorting. The bulk sample was the screen residue 
kept after the original (non-bulk) sample was field sorted. All of the bulk fragments 
were counted, the greatest particle length measured and then identified as far as pos- 
sible. T-tests were used to determine the size similarity of the bulk and non-bulk 
samples. 
Results 
Results of bulk residue analysis 
The size of bulk and the non-bulk material was the same. Overall the size decreased 
with depth. Species of anurans (frogs) were the only taxa which were recorded in the 
bulk samples when not already present in the non-bulk sample. Postcranial element 
numbers were depressed by up to 50% in the original sample when compared with the 
bulk sample. Cranials elements were missed to a lesser degree. 
The Fauna 
Identifiable bone was recovered down to spit 29a. Small pieces of highly degraded bone 
were recovered below this but could not be identified. Most of the fish in the sequence 
are onshore or reef species. 
Two groups, the Sphyraenidae and Scombridae, are pelagic fish, although species 
within these groups are known to venture nearshore into shallow waters. The single 
scombrid occurs in Square 2 Spit 5b (approx 8730+/-130). The Sphyraenidae occur at 
Sq4/2b, SQ2/2a ,4a, 5a (later than 10160+/-90) (see Table 1). 
Square One (Fig. 3 and 4) 
The Bandicoot Echimpem kalubu first appears in the square at spit 15a (approx 
12400+/-480 BP). 
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1 Table 1 
Fauna list from Pamwak Site, Manus Island, PNG. The fauna1 composition of the site 
is shown, by square, in Figures 3 to 10 and discussed below. 
Mammals 
Spilocuscus kraemeri (Admiralty Cuscus) 
Echimpera kalubu (Common Echimpera Bandicoot) 
Pteropus hypomelanus (Variable Flying-Fox) 
P. admiralitatum (Admiralty Flying-Fox) 
P. neohibemicus (Great Flying-Fox) 
Hippersideros maggielaylorae (Maggie Taylor's Horseshoe Bat) 
Melomys sp. (Manus Melomys) 
Rattus ranus (Black Rat) 
R. mordax (Eastern Rat) 
R. praetor (Large Spiny Rat) 
Birds 
Rallidae cf Porphyrio (Swamphen) 
Por~h~r io  
Ardiedae d Nycitiorax (Rulous Night Heron) 
caledonicus 
Podicepedidae (Grebes) 
Amphibian 
Anura (Frogs and Salamanders) 
Melomys sp. occurs at spit 25a, but there is an inconsistency with the C14 dates at this 
level and further AMS dates are being processed. Murid sp. (from post-cranials) occur 
throughout the site although none are recorded in the top two spits. Unlike the mam- 
mals, the reptiles, fish and amphibians are recorded throughout most of the levels. 
Reptiles 
Tiliqua sp. (Bue Tongue Lizard) 
Varanidae (Varanid Lizard) 
Gekkonidae (Gekkonid Lizard) 
Scincidae (Skincid Lizard) 
Bony Fish 
Platycephalidae (Flatheads) 
Serranidae (Gropers, Coral Ccd) 
Lutjanidae (Snappers, Bass, Seaperch) 
Nemipteridae (Sea Breams) 
Pomadasyidae (Grunters, Javelin Fish) 
Lethrinidae (Emperors) 
Sparidae (Silver Breams) 
Sphyraenidae (Barracudas) 
Labridae (Wrasses) 
Scalidae (Parrot Fishes) 
Scombridae (Mackerels, large Scaled Tuna) 
Balistidae (Trigger Fishes) 
Dicdontidae (Porcupine Fishes) 
Square Two (Fig. 5 and 6) 
E.kalubu first appears in spit 15a and continuies until the present. The small cuscus 
Spilocuscus kraemeri first appears at spit 13b (approx. 11,000 BP). The occurrence of 
Rattus rattus at the lower depths (i.e. Spit 15b) is surprising, and accordingly this iden- 
tification (from four mandibles) is under review. 
Rattuspraetor first appears at approximately 9000 BP. R. mordax is present towards the 
top of the sequence (Spits 3 and 4). The larger bats first occur at around Spit 15b. Fish 
and amphibians extend throughout depth. A single Scombrid occurs in Square 2 Spit 5b 
dated at 8730 +/-l 30 BP, The Sphyraenids occur at Square 2 spits 2a, 4a and 5a (later 
than 10160+/-90 BP). A single bird is recorded from Spit 7B and has been assigned to 
the family Podicepedidae (Grebes). 
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1 Figure 3 I Figure 4 
Mammal species by depth for Square One. Non mammal species by depth for Square One 
Black filled boxes indicate postcranial bones, Black filled boxes indicate postcranial bones, 
white filled boxes indicate cranial bones. white filled boxes indicate cranial bones. 
I Figure 5 
Mammal species by depth for Square Two. 
Black filled boxes indicate postcranial bones, 
white filled boxes indicate cranial bones. 
DATE SPIT 
I Figure 6 
Non mammal species by depth Two Square 
Two. Black filled boxes indicate postcranial 
bones, white filled boxes indicate cranial 
bones. 
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DATE SPll 
1 Figure 7 
Mammal species by depth for Square Three. 
Black filled boxes indicate postcranial bones. 
white filled boxes indicate cranial bones. 
DATE SPlT 
$9' 
DATE SPlT 
I Figure 9 
Mammal species by depth for Square Four. 
Black filled boxes indicate postcranial bones. 
white filled boxes indicate cranial bones. 
1 Figure 8 
Non mammal species by depth for Square 
Three. Black filled boxes indicate postcranial 
bones, white filled boxes indicate cranial 
bones. 
DATE 
I Figure 10 
Non mammal species by depth for Square 
Four. Black filled boxes indicate postcranial 
bones, white filled boxes indicate cranial 
bones. 
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Square Three (Fig. 7 and 8) 
This square was excavated to 95 cm. The limited depth mirrors the fauna1 patterns seen 
in the other squares. The rats, R. praetor and R. mordax occur in the same levels, 
although R. mordax continues to occur at the top of the sequence when R. praetor is no 
longer recorded. 
Square Four (Fi. 9 and 10) 
Excavated to 170 cm depth this square displays a solid record of the bandicoot, large 
bats and the murids. 
This square had the greatest numbers and diversity of bats recorded. Once again, the 
presence of R. rattus (1 individual) requires further investigation. The bird from Spit 2B 
is from the family Rallidae and the other (Spit 4B) is assigned to the family Ardeidae. 
It is similar to the Rufous Night Heron Nyciticorax caledonicus, but further material is 
needed to confirm the identification. ASphyraenid fish occurs at Square 4 Spit 2b, dated 
to 4830+/- 230 BP. 
Discussion 
Implications of Bulk Analysis 
The size of a bone was not a significant factor in its frequency of recovery. The uniform 
overall decrease of size of bones with depth may be an indicator of site-wide postdepo- 
sitional destruction and or compaction. 
Frogs were the only taxa missed in excavation. The element composition was markedly 
different in the two samples, with the postcranial elements were often missed in the 
nonbulk collection. This has implications for the calculation and reliability of MNI 
counts. Any counts of MNI from Pamwak will require that spits with no corresponding 
bulk residue be viewed with caution. Further discussion of the analysis of the bulk 
sample residue is undertaken in Williams (1997). 
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Fauna1 Change 
Echimpera kalubu first appears at approx. 12,000 BP, This corresponds to the change in 
use from stone tool to obsidian (Fredricksen et al. 1993). Reef- and onshore captured 
fish also appear in the site from this time onwards. The implication of the bandicoot pre- 
sence is that it was brought to the island by people accidentally or as a food source. 
Spilocuscus kraerneri, the small Cuscus, first appears at approx. 1 1,000 BP. This is an 
older date than the phalanger (P. orientalis) from the Balof shelters (White et al. 1991) 
and a younger date than the phalanger (I? orientalis) from Panakiwuk Site, New Ireland 
(Marshal1 and Allen 1991). The Manus lsland Cuscus is a different species from the one 
found on New Ireland, and because of its smaller size is believed to have come from a 
different original population from the New Ireland phalanger (Flannery 1995). 
The identification of Rattus rattus at approx. 11,000 BP is surprising, and if it does turn 
out to be a true artifact of the site then it will be the earliest occurrence of this species 
in the region. The majority of fish in the sequence were onshore or reef species. Two of 
the recorded groups (the Sphyraenidae and Scombridae) are pelagic, fish, although indi- 
viduals from these groups may be found in shallow marine waters. Pelagic fish appear 
in the site at approximately 10,000 to 4,800 BP. This suggests the use of sophisticated 
fishing technologies from at least 10,000 BP. 
Rattus praetor first appears at approx. 9,000 BP, and is present in the sequence at the 
same time as R. mordax. R. rnordax is present at the top of the sequence when R. prae- 
tor is no longer recorded. This is in contrast to the Balof shelters where the introduction 
of R. praetor preceeds the extinction of R. mordav (White et al. 1991). 
Further Work 
Measures of bone modification such as breakage, weathering, burning, presence of cut- 
marks and dissolution have been taken. Once processed, these results will be analysed 
to elucidate possible agcnts of accumulation of the site. From initial inspection it would 
appear that the fauna accumulated by both human and animal means. Comparisons will 
be carried out between the fauna1 and human artifact components of the site. Also, the 
early presence of R. rattus will be investigated further. 
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Human Impact from the 
I Paleoenvironmental Record 
I on New Caledonia 
Janelle Stevenson 
Archaeologist 
Introduction 
The paleoenvironmental records for three sites on New Caledonia are currently being 
investigated. An interesting aspect of these records is the period that overlaps with New 
Caledonia's known human occupation. Pleistocene occupation sites in the Bismark 
Archipelago and on Buka Island at the northern end of the Solomon Islands chain 
record the early movement of people into northwest Island Melanesia (Allen et al., 
1988; Wickler and Spriggs, 1988). There is consensus that for the islands east of the 
Solomons colonisation took place from 3,200 BP onwards and in conjunction with the 
introduction of Lapita pottery. However, the question of whether people moved beyond 
the Solomons prior to this time will be a matter of speculation as long as a human ori- 
gin for the so-called tumuli of New Caledonia is entertained (see Sand, 1995 p. 44). 
Sand (1996) also points to the lack of rock shelter excavations for New Caledonia 
making it difficult to definitively rule out pre-ceramic populations. The paleoenviron- 
mental records from the island are one line of evidence, independent of the archaeolo- 
gical record, that may throw light on the question of human colonisation in the 
southwest Pacific. 
Pollen and Charcoal Analyses 
Analyses of fossil pollen and charcoal from two sites, Saint Louis and Plum (Fig. l), 
are presented here. Identificatio~~ o i lowland tropical pollen is inherently difficult and i t  
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h 8 Belep 1650 east 
I Figure 1 
Location map of Lac Saint Louis and Plum Swamp, 
Shading denotes ultrabasic terrain. 
is not unusual for sites in New Guinea, for example, to have 20-40 % of the pollen clas- 
sed as unknowns, despite a relatively large reference collection and body of work. New 
Caledonia is renowned for its rich and diverse flora, and as this is one of the first paly- 
nological studies to be carried out for the territory, the reference collection is still 
meagre. As a consequence the unknown category in the summary diagrams includes a 
large number of grains which at present can only be identified by number (eg Type 4). 
Ferns and Cyperaceae (sedges) are counted outside the terrestrial pollen sum but have 
been included in the summary diagram for each site due to their importance in the pre- 
sent day landscape. In badly degraded environments of New Caledonia, especially on 
soils high in heavy minerals, Cyperaceae and Pteridium (bracken) often dominate. 
While neither of the pollen diagrams presented here include all the taxa counted, they 
are a good summary of the major changes that have occurred since the last glacial maxi- 
mum for New Caledonia. 
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Lac Saint Louis 
Lac Saint Louis is a small coastal swamp semi enclosed by ridges on its northeastern 
and northwestern sides. The inner slopes of these ridges are terraced for yam (Dioscorea 
esculenta, D. alata) cultivation, but these are no longer in use. Fires in 1993 exposed 
the surface of the ridges, revealing scattered pottery sherds. The present-day vegetation 
is composed predominantly of Melaleuca and grass. This type of savanna is known 
locally as niaoulis and has been greatly extended by European people through the use 
of fire associated with grazing. Essentially, Lac Saint Louis is a small basin with a small 
local catchment. Preliminary work focusing on the record of human impact is presen- 
ted by Stevenson and Dodson (1995). 
The substantive archaeological record for New Caledonia starts at around 3,200 BP 
with the KonC period, which includes Lapita as well as other pottery styles (Galipaud 
1988, 1992). Radiocarbon dating (Fig. 2) reveals that the collected sediments span this 
date, with the dashed line at around 3,000 BP representing the start of human impact. 
This has been established objectively through stratigraphically constrained cluster ana- 
lysis on the dryland pollen composition. 
The summary diagram (Fig. 2) is a percentage diagram calculated on a pollen sum com- 
prising arboreal and herb pollen, fern spores, Cyperaceae and the unknown category. 
Ferns and Cyperaceae are found throughout the record, but really dominate after 3,000 
BP, indicating significant changes at the site. Herb pollen is low throughout and the per- 
centage of unknown taxa drops dramatically after 3,000 BP. While the percentage of 
arboreal taxa across the 3,000 BP boundary does not appear to change, the diversity of 
the taxa does. Of note is a significant decrease in diversity at around 1,700 BP, which 
possibly marks the onset of the present-day environment. 
Specific changes across the 3,000 BP boundary (Fig. 2) include the abrupt increase in 
charcoal and the abrupt decrease in Type 4 (an important unknown). Types 39 and 68 
are also shown as they illustrate the importance of the unknown category, with both 
types increasing after 3,000 BP. Casuarinaceae, Melaleuca and Poaceae (grass) are ele- 
ments indicative of a more open landscape, their presence being enhanced by fire. These 
pollen types increase after 3,000 BP. As with other wind-pollinated genera (Nothofagw, 
for example), results must be treated with caution when interpreting the record for 
Casuarinaceae, as the pollen can be found in surface samples from forested situations 
without the local presence of the trees or shrubs. There is no evidence in the data from 
Lac Saint Louis for a pre-Lapita presence. 
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Lac Saint Louis. Summary diagram based on total pollen sum (see text). 
Plum Swamp 
Plum Swamp is an inland backswamp on the Plum River, a small incised stream, with 
a larger catchment than Saint Louis. It is just within the ultrabasic terrain, a geology that 
dominates the southern half of the main island of New Caledonia (see Fig. 1). The sou- 
thern edge of the swamp is dominated by Melaleuca, while the surrounding vegetation 
is a fairly depauperate heath (maquis) dominated by Casuarina, Pteridium and 
Cyperaceae. 
In general, the stratigraphy alternates between clay and peat or organic mud (Fig. 3). 
There are two sand layers, the one from 350 to 390 cm associated with poor pollen pre- 
servation. The top 150 cm has been deposited since 1936 as a consequence of mining 
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that commenced on Mont Dore at this time (Atlas, 1981). The orange clay 'and gravels 
were deposited across the floodplain by a tributary channel that drains the mined area 
and joins the main channel just above Plum Swamp. 
The basal date of the Plum Swamp core is around 20,000 BP and the dashed line at 
around 2,500 BP denotes the commencement of human impact. Once again cluster ana- 
lysis was used to define this point in the record. 
Charcoal is found throughout the record prior to 2,500 BP, but values are very low, 
except for the significant peak between 16,000 and 12,000 BP. This late Pleistocene 
peak in charcoal is associated with a complex arboreal pollen assemblage rather than 
taxa indicative of an open landscape. After 2,500 BP charcoal increases dramatically 
and then remains constant, and is associated with a pollen record dominated by ferns 
and Cyperaceae. This, in general, reflects the present-day environment. 
In the summary diagram we can see that the pre-2,500 BP record is dominated by arbo- 
real taxa and the unknown category (if we ignore the zone of poor pollen preservation 
which is shown as hatching across the figure). By the morphology of the grains, the 
unknown category is itself, also largely arboreal, both at Plum and Saint Louis. Herb 
pollen is low throughout, with the highest values associated with the two periods of 
significant charcoal accumulation. 
1 Figure 3 
Plum Swamp. Summary diagram based on total pollen sum (see text). Interpolated dates 
are derived from a straight line of best fit through the radiocarbon ages. 
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Once again the fire-tolerant species increase with the increase in charcoal: 
Casuarinaceae, Melaleuca, grass and Pteridium. Pteridium is rarely found prior to 2,500 
BP, then comes into the record dramatically and dominates, along with Cyperaceae, the 
post-2,500 BP record. These two elements form the major cover on the slopes of the 
catchment today. 
Curves of individual taxa in Fig. 3 are shown as absolute values, and therefore each is 
independent of the other; that is, the curve for any particular species is not affected by 
the rise and fall of any other. Pandanus, or the Screw Palm, is a common low-altitude 
rainforest element, which is also found in littoral vegetation and along creek lines. It is 
plentiful in the lower part of the record, then decreases abruptly at 2,500 BP. Other 
forest types have a similar record. Araucaria is found in rainforest, but can also form 
an open tree stratum on ultrabasic terrain. Macaranga is often shown in pollen diagrams 
as a secondary or disturbance element, and on New Caledonia it is found as a shrub in 
rainforest and in maquis on a wide range of substrates. It enters the record at around 
16,000 BP and disappears at 2,500 BP. Apodytes clussifolium is a tree found exclusively 
in rainforest, with its greatest representation recorded during the last glacial maximum. 
The disturbance associated with the charcoal between 16,000 and 12,000 BP greatly 
reduces the presence of this species, its subsequent re-establishment being quite slow. 
The dramatic shift seen at 2,500 BP in most of the taxa and the charcoal is also seen in 
the Apodytes curve. By around 1,000 BP it disappears from the record completely. The 
palaeoecological data from Plum, like Lac Saint Louis, has no evidence of a pre-Lapita 
presence. 
Discussion 
Both sites were surrounded by forest prior to the commencement of the substantive 
archaeological record for New Caledonia. This conclusion is based on the representa- 
tion of rainforest types, such as Apodytes clussifolium, the high floristic diversity of taxa 
prior to 3,000 BP and the low values or absence of pollen indicative of open vegetation. 
Fire was present in this environment prior to the start of the archaeological record, 
although after 3,000 BP at Saint Louis and 2,500 BP at Plum charcoal accumulation 
increased significantly and was associated with an open landscape. Each site records a 
continued loss in diversity from 3,000 BP and 2,500 BP, and at each site the modem 
landscape has taken form in the recent past. Similar work from other islands of this 
region is still scarce. On Aneityum, in Vanuatu, Hope and Spriggs (1982) in a prelimi- 
nary study detected an abrupt change from closed forest to open fernlgrassland coinci- 
dent with a significant increase in charcoal at around 2,900 BP. These changes postdate 
the commencement of the archaeological record. For Viti Levu, Fiji, major vegetation 
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disturbance began around 3,000 BP (Southern, 1986) overlapping with the archaeolo- 
gical record. 
Nunn (1994) believes that human impact on island environments of the southwest 
Pacific has been over emphasised and that ongoing natural processes have played a 
significant role in environmental change since initial colonisation. If we are to evoke 
climate change for the post 3,000 BP changes on New Caledonia then we have to accept 
that the climate since that time has in some way been more extreme than at the Last 
Glacial Maximum. One possible mechanism that is often cited as leading to profound 
climate change during the late Holocene is the greater interannual variability associated 
with El Nimate since that time has in some way been more extreme than at the Last 
Glacial Maximum. One possible mechanism that is often cited as leading to profound 
climate chactive sometime after 5,000 BP (see Markgraf et al., 1992; Shulmeister and 
Lees, 1995; Sandweiss et al., 1996). Shulmeister and Lees (1995) conclude that for 
Tropical Northern Australia this was around 4,200 BP. Haberle (1996) suggests that for 
Guadalcanal in the Solomon Islands, greater climatic variability in the late Holocene 
probably enhanced the impact people had on the landscape rather than directly leading 
to vegetation change. A similar scenario seems likely for New Caledonia, given the 
abrupt nature of the changes recorded in the palaeoecological data. 
No doubt the question will arise as to why the charcoal peak and vegetation shift bet- 
ween 16,000 and 12,000 BP at Plum is not considered to be human in origin. Firstly, the 
vegetation remains complex and although the values for arboreal pollen fall, they are 
still the largest component. Secondly, the charcoal values post-2,500 BP are much lar- 
ger and are maintained, with the vegetation opening up and becoming more degraded 
over time as burning continues. This is unlike the earlier period where there is minor 
disturbance and then a gradual recovery. Fire on the island today is widespread and 
often indiscriminate, with the majority of fires being ignited by people. In recognition 
of the devastating effect these fires are having on the island's ecosystems, the Province 
Sud and Province Nord authorities mounted a poster campaign (Halte aux Feux) in 
1993 and 1994 to deter people from lighting them. 
While palynological studies have been criticised when they propose a scenario that is 
not in keeping with the archaeological record (see discussion of issue in Spriggs and 
Anderson, 1993; Anderson, 1994; Ellison 1994; Kirch and Ellison 1994), Anderson 
(1995, p. 125) concedes that palynology does have an "important role to play" with 
regard to questions of East Polynesian colonisation. Palynological research does not 
presume to replace archaeology; indeed that is an absurd notion. However, it is one 
source of data, independent of the archaeological record, that can record evidence of 
human activity, and herein lies its value. Though the paleoecological data presented 
here have had nothing to say on the question of a possible pre-Lapita occupation on 
New Caledonia, what they do show is that from the time of Lapita onwards people have 
had a significant impact on the environment, an imprint that is likely to be found across 
the region and further to the east. 
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I nSt roduction 
The human colonisation of the Pacific, including Polynesia, has been the subject of 
research for well over a century. The settlement of the islands of the Polynesian triangle 
represents one of the last major human migration events, and one which required the 
crossing of large expanses of water. Over the last 50 years, research in a variety of dis- 
ciplines including archaeology, human skeletal biology, cultural anthropology, linguis- 
tics and genetics has led to a vast increase in our understanding of this important 
historical problem, yet there still remain a number of unanswered questions. 
Archaeological evidence of human occupation of the western Pacific dates from at least 
40,000 years before present (BP), with the eastern extreme of this initial presence rea- 
ching the Solomon Islands by appoximately 30,000 BP. At about 3500 BP, human sett- 
lement expanded beyond this region, eastwards as far as Tonga and Samoa. This process 
has been associated with the appearence of an archaeological entity referred to as the 
Lapita Cultural Complex, which has been associated by some with ancestral Polynesian 
populations and also possibly with the introduction of the Austronesian languages to 
Remote Oceania. Settlement of Central and East Polynesia began by 1500 BP, conclu- 
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ding with New Zealand approximately 800 BP and the Chatham Islands soon 
afterwards. 
Studies of globin gene variation (Flint et al. 1986, Trent et al. 1988) and mtDNA 
lineages of modern Polynesians (Lum et al. 1994, Sykes et al. 1995) and studies of 
ancient DNA from Lapita-associated skeletons (Hagelberg and Clegg 1993) indicate 
that some degree of admixture with Melanesian populations probably occurred as 
ancestral Polynesians left Southeast Asia and passed through Near Oceania. However, 
due to the high degree of homogeneity amongst modem Polynesians, analyses of gene- 
tic variation have provided little evidence for the sequence of settlement within the 
Polynesian triangle itself. Yet, the origins of the New Zealand Maori or the Hawaiians, 
for example, is of great interest not only to prehistorians, but to the indigenous peoples 
of Polynesia. Here we present a novel approach to the problem of Polynesian settlement 
and interactions by focusing on genetic variation in Rattus exulans, the Pacific rat, an 
animal that travelled with the ancestral Polynesians on their voyages. 
'. 
PACIFIC OCEAN 
INDIAN OCEAN 
a 
I Figure 1 
Recorded world distribution of Ranus exulans (after Wodzicki and Taylor 1984). 
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.Rattus exulans as a Model 
Distribution 
R. exulans, also known as the Polynesian or Pacific rat, is said to be the third most 
widely distributed rat worldwide (Williams 1973). Its distribution (Fig. l )  ranges from 
the Andaman Islands off the west coast of Southeast Asia, east to Easter Island, and 
from Hawai'i, the Marianas, the Philippines, Vietnam, Laos, Burma and Eastern 
Bangladesh, south to Stewart Island in New Zealand (Wodzicki and Taylor 1984). There 
is no evidence of R. exulans on the mainland of Australia, though it has been recorded 
on two off-shore islands of northern Australia (Taylor and Homer 1973). This distribu- 
tion includes many <<abandoned>> islands, such as Henderson and the Kermadecs, which 
were uninhabited at the time of European arrival in the Pacific, but have clear archaeo- 
logical evidence of prehistoric human occupation. R. exulans is now extinct from Easter 
Island, and in New Zealand, though found on many small off-shore islands, R. exulans 
is now virtually extinct on the main islands, with the possible exception of small poc- 
kets in Fiordland and South Westland on the South Island. It has been suggested that 
these extinctions are likely the result of competition between R. exulans and other rat 
and mouse species that were introduced after European arrival (Watson 1956, Taylor 
1975). 
The earliest evidence of R. exulans comes from East Timor and is dated to approxima- 
tely 4000 years BP (Spriggs 1989), but there is much debate regarding the mode of dis- 
persal of R. exulans east of Indonesia. The Wallace-Huxley line, which runs between 
Borneo and Sulawesi, marks a major transition separating a region with one of the 
richest vertebrate fauna from a region with one of the world's poorest. The trend 
towards fauna1 impoverishment continues as one moves eastward out into the Pacific. 
Twenty-four genera of rodents including 16 species of Rattus are indigenous to New 
Guinea (Roberts 1991). Only three rodent genera and three species of Rattus, R. mor- 
dux, R. praetor and R. exulans have been identified from prehistoric sites in New 
Ireland (Allen et al. 1989). What has been referred to as the "Thorne-Green line" 
(Roberts 199 l), delineating Near and Remote Oceania, represents "a major cutoff point 
in the natural distribution of animal and plant species" (Pawley and Green 1973). 
Beyond this point, only bats and commensal mammals, including two species of rat 
R. praetor and R. exulans, are found. Slightly further east is the "exulans only" line 
(Roberts 1991). In prehistoric times, only R. exulans, and the pig, chicken and dog were 
found east of the "exulans only" line, which separates Near Oceania, including Santa 
Cruz and Tikopia from the rest of Remote Oceania (Fig. 2). This type of distribution is 
typical of one associated with human dispersal. A debate focuses on whether the dis- 
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persal, particularly of R. exulans, was intentional or accidental in nature. Tate (1935) 
argued for deliberate transportation due to the widespread nature of dispersal. He also 
argued that accidental introduction of R. exulans would result in an eastwardly decline 
in the proportion of island groups reached and also in the percentage of islands coloni- 
sed within any given group. However, there are supporters of accidental introduction 
(e.g. Atkinson 1986, Anderson 1996), and despite the stronger support for intentional 
introduction, this can never be totally discounted. 
The great swimming capabilities of rats seems to exist in general folk knowledge of rat 
behaviour. However, the Norway rat, R. norvegicus, is the only rat currently found in 
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Location of "Thorne-Green and exulans-Only" lines (reprinted from Roberts 1991). 
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the Pacific that swims with any adeptness. Studies conducted on the swimming capabi- 
lities of R. exulans (Jackson and Strecker 1962; Spenneman and Rapp 1989) have 
shown that R. exulans cannot swim or be dispersed in the ocean. Spenneman and Rapp 
(1 989:398) conclude: 
"It seems highly unlikely that rats would voluntarily cross any great distance of water. 
However, rats were shown to be capable of reaching other islands by drifting if assis- 
ted by winds and currents or by sitting on large floating objects. It appears that their sur- 
vival time allows them to drift in moderate winds for about l km. With increased winds 
they would drift faster, but the increased wave action could cut down survival time. 
Small floating objects such as a large piece of coconut husk or a coconut frond, howe- 
ver, were quite suitable means of transport not accepted by the rats ... in archaeological 
terms the results of the experiments imply that the dispersal of the various rat species 
observed in Oceania is predominantly induced by humans." 
Jackson and Strecker (1962:63) similarly argued: 
"On the basis of these releases it would seem unlikely that rats would voluntarily swim 
across a river or portion of the lagoon. They can, however, remain afloat and alive in 
the water for several hours, probably longer, and can survive repeated submergings. 
That rats accidentally falling into the water may be carried between closely adjacent 
islands or out to sea is quite possible. Many of them, however, are likely to fall prey to 
predatory fish. This mode of travel is not likely to have been important in the spread of 
rats across any sizeable expanse of water." 
Rattus exulans in Polynesia 
Archaeological evidence of R. exulans is often vague, recorded only as presentlabsent 
and often clumped with bird bones in published accounts. R. exulans remains are repor- 
ted from the earliest sites in the Marquesas (Kirch 1986, B. Rolett pers. comm.), Easter 
Island (Skjolsvold 1994), New Zealand (Jennings 1979, Holdaway 1996), the Chatham 
Islands (Sutton 1985), the Kermadecs (Johnson 1995) and Norfolk Island (Specht 
1993). 
Rattus exulans in Pacific Languages 
In near Oceania, there are multiple species of rat, though in Karam (PNG highlands) 
classification, R. exulilns is specified as kopyak, or kopyak walcogon (Bulmer and 
Menzies 1972). There are two words reconstructed for Proto-Austronesian: *tikus, 
which is mostly western Indonesian, but the Proto-Micronesian *kit'iki might be rela- 
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ted to it. The word *labaw is much more widespread, and Eastern Fijian kalavo is pro- 
bably a reflex of it (R. Clark, pers. comm.). The most widespread Oceanic word is 
*kasupe or *kusupe, which occurs in North-Central Vanuatu, Southeast Solomons, 
Western Fijian, various parts of New Guinea and probably also in South Vanuatu and 
New Caledonia. Locally in Northern Vanuatu there is another innovative form *karivi 
(R. Clark pers. comm.). 
Polynesian languages don't have any of the above forms for rat, but have three different 
forms of their own. In Tongic (Tongan and Niuean), *kumaa is found; it is also found, 
probably through borrowing, in East Uvea, Anuta and Rotuman (meaning "baby rat"). 
There is also a possible cognate in Marquesan (R. Clark, pers. comm.). Throughout the 
Samoic Outliers, and through borrowing in Gilbertese, is found *kimoa, which looks 
rather similar to *kumaa. The word *kiole occurs throughout East Polynesian, also in 
Pukapukan, Samoan, Luangiua, Sikaiana, Rennellese and Tikopia (Biggs). This distri- 
bution would justify reconstructing it for Proto-Nuclear Polynesian, but what its rela- 
tion to *kimoa might be is hard to say (Clark pers. comm.). A few languages have more 
than one form. In Samoan 'imoa and 'iole are said to be synonyms, along with the 
Samoan specialty 'isumu. Likewise in Rennellese, there is no clue as to any difference 
of meaning between kimoa and kioge, though the former seems to be the more common 
form. In Marquesan kio'e and kumakuma or kukuma are used (Clark pers. comm.). In 
Hawai'i, the word is 'iole, in Tahitian, 'iore, and in New Zealand and Cook Island 
Maori, kiore. 
Mythology 
R. exulans is a major part of mythology and story telling throughout Polynesia and in 
Melanesia, Micronesian and Malaysia. In Polynesia, the rat is regularly mentioned in 
the creation myth. This, we suggest, is very strong evidence for the importance of R. 
exulans in Polynesian culture, and shows that the attitude of Polynesians towards rats is 
positive. This makes it much easier to understand and accept the concept of the rat as 
an intentional introduction, rather than seeing it solely as a pest and unintentional sto- 
waway. 
Regarding the rat in New Zealand, Best (1942) writes: 
"For the origin of the rat, as explained by the Maori, we must delve far into Maori myth, 
even unto the time when cultivated food products were first acquired, and the Earth- 
Mother took an active interest in human affairs. We are told that one Pani, whose full 
name was Pani-tinaku, was a sister of Tangaroa-i-te-rupetu, who took Taranga to wife 
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and begat the five Maui Brothers of immortal fame. Pani was taken to wife by 
Rongomaui who introduced the kumara or sweet-potato into this world by causing Pani 
to give birth to that tuber ... Now this Pani is said to have given birth to a female being 
known as Hine-mataiti, who represented, or was the progenitor of, the kiore or rat" 
(1 942:419-420). 
Henry (1928:415) describes the Tahitian creation myth, in which rats are specifically 
mentioned. In the period "after the sky was ra i ser  rats are clearly linked with humans, 
and those things important to humans: 
The eyes of Ra'i-tupua looked towards the dwelling place of man, and he saw land was 
produced; there were gulfs and bays with capes stretching out; there were rivers and 
friths; there were weeds, flowers, and a variety of food; sugar-cane, bananas, plantains, 
sweet potatoes, and yams. Dogs and rats were also born, but pigs and fowls had not yet 
come into being. And there stood the settlement, houses for the people, and a temple to 
pray in. 
In the Tuamotuan account of Tane and Maui, part of the creation mythology, Tane 
makes his earthly home on a large cliff-bound atoll called Fakarava, which was for- 
merly known as Havaiiki. It is from here that he distributes the languages on earth: 
"From the rat came the human language; From the grasshopper came the language of 
birds; Variable sounds was the language of the gods; Whistling was the language of 
kings" (Henry 1928:352). 
Rattus exulans as a Food Item 
In New Zealand, kiore were considered by the Maori to be a valuable food source for 
which land reserves, or rahui, were set aside and claimed by local iwi. These reserves, 
also used for trapping various bird species, such as keruru (wood pigeon) and kiwi, 
were protected, and individuals from other iwi required permission from the owners to 
trap in the area (Haami 1994, Makereti 1938). Traps were set along the trails left by 
kiore, the ara kiore, or were placed in favoured feeding grounds such as those where 
miro, hinau or tawai fruit drop from the trees (Best 1942:447). 
The Maori took these rats by means of setting spring-snares, by which means one man 
would take many, that is to say the traps of a single person would take many. When 
many were so taken they would be plucked; when all were plucked then they were 
cooked and packed in gourd vessels, whereupon they were known as huahua, and hua- 
hua kiore was extremely good; the best kinds of such potted foods were kiore [rats] and 
koko [the tui bird.] (Best 1942:428). 
From the Whanganui region, Best (1942) was told: 
"Rats were esteemed as being rich and very palatable food, nourishing, one of the food- 
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suplies [sic] that served to build up vigourous bodies. These rats were cooked as the 
weka bird was, and then packed in kelp-bags and gourd-vessels, preserved in their own 
fat as huahua. From remote times such food has been viewed as fitting sustenance for 
the most important persons; dollrn the changing generations has this been the case" 
(1 942:435). 
There is a large body of ethnographic data pertaining to the eating of kiore in New 
Zealand, and Mangaia in the Southem Cook Islands, but the use of R. exulans as a food 
source elsewhere in Polynesia is not so straightforward, despite the fact that they appear 
in large numbers in middens throughout Polynesia. 
It is said that rats were not eaten in Samoa (Buck 1930541-542), Mangareva (Buck 
1938a:194), or Manihiki and Rakahanga (Buck 1932:83). However, the situation may 
actually represent adoption of the European attitude towards rats (see Roberts 1994), 
which undoubtedly was introduced by the missionaries. When asked by foreign ethno- 
graphers, many of whom were early missionaries, there might have been a hesitancy to 
admit to such a "disgusting habit" as eating rats. For example, regarding Easter Island, 
Metraux (1957) writes: 
"The rat is not a domestic animal, but, like the fowls, it was introduced into Easter 
Island by its first colonists, to whom it was a delicacy. The modem islanders still 
remember the taste for these rodents displayed by a few old people they knew in the 
past. They are rather ashamed of it, and the epithet 'rat-eaters', like that of 'cannibals', 
calls to mind the barbarous age from which they flatter themselves they have escaped" 
(1 957:66-67). 
Similarly, Ferndon cites a missionary, Crook, in his discussion of early Marquesan atti- 
tudes towards eating rats: 
"Young pigs were distributed to various families, probably relatives, for feeding and rai- 
sing. It was in the feeding of these piglets that Marquesans found a use for the islands' 
rat population, other than as occasional human famine food. The little animals were 
caught by hand and hung alive before a fire until dead, after which the were broiled, 
mashed up, and the flesh mixed with fermented breadfruit and fed to the young pigs" 
(Ferdon 1993:94). 
Regarding the eating of rats in Niue, Loeb (1926:7) writes: 
"When Europeans first visited Niue, the only mammal (manu) on the island was the rat. 
The people had neither pigs nor dogs. At present time the native rat (kuma) has disap- 
peared, having been driven out by the Norway rat. The natives deny that they ever eat 
the rat, but they told Smith that their fathers did eat the animal. It is probable that in the 
olden times the rat was shot with bow and arrow; nowadays it is caught in traps made 
of a hollowed stick and a snare." 
As pointed out by Tate (1935), given the widespread distribution of R. exulans throu- 
ghout Polynesia, it is unlikely that the rat was introduced solely unintentionally. 
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Evidence suggests that it was initially introduced as part of the ancestral Polynesian 
colonisation package as a food source. The practice of eating rats may have disappea- 
red in some areas prior to the arrival of the Europeans, for example in Aitutaki (Allen 
1992). However, for most of Polynesia, it is more likely that rat eating continued until 
European arrival, and the introduction of European negative attitudes towards rats. In 
addition to being a food source, the Polynesian rat was also an important component in 
the mythology and everyday life of Polynesian people. It had spiritual significance and 
was not seen solely as an undesirable in traditional society. Unfortunately, the recording 
of rat remains from archaeological sites is generally only as presentlabsent, and is not 
clearly defined as it is in Allen (1992). Until the importance of R. exulans in prehisto- 
ric Polynesian society is recognised, R. exulans remains will continue to be overlooked 
and undervalued in terms of their role in understanding Polynesian prehistory. 
R. exulans as a model 
What does it mean for human movement? 
The goal of this study is to use R. exulans as a model of human movement in prehisto- 
ric Polynesia. There are a number of possible scenarios regarding the transport of 
R. exulans which in turn would affect the interpretation of the identified relationships. 
Mode of dispersal of R.  exulans 
Arrival with humans 
A) Intentional: Biogeography suggests intentional introduction (Tate 1935). This does 
not exclude additional unintentional introduction, but explains the ubiquitous distribu- 
tion. The ethnographic and archaeological evidence strongly suggests the reason why 
introduction was intentional - R. exulans was a food source. 
B) Unintentional: If unintentional introduction due to stowaways is the only means of 
dispersal, then in order for rats to be present, in the earliest archaeological layers on all 
islands that show evidence of Polynesian settlement, there must have been an extremely 
high level of contact throughout all of Polynesia and the Pacific during and immedia- 
tely after colonisation. This is unlikely. 
Arrival without humans 
This mode of dispersal is highly unlikely given the poor swimming capabilities of 
R. exulans. Rafting is unlikely across any major water gaps. The evolutionary history 
of rodents in the Pacific allows rejection of Langdon's (199577) suggestion that "over 
hundreds of thousands of years - perhaps millions - the rat ... succeeded in getting from 
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one island to another without any human aid at all." Though there is no way of dispro- 
ving the possibility of rats travelling successfully in canoes without humans (Sharp 
1957, Anderson 1996), it is highly unlikely that this could have been more than a freak 
occurrence, let alone a major mode of long distance dispersal. The theory of human drift 
voyaging in Polynesia has been rejected as the primary mode of dispersal (Levison et  al. 
1973) and this critique would also apply to rat drift voyaging. Such extreme interpreta- 
tions should only be considered when all other more logical explanations are lacking. 
We conclude that the evidence supports intentional introduction, but does not allow 
rejection of the possibility of additional unintentional introduction. Therefore, we can 
interpret mtDNA phylogenies of R. exulans as a marker of human movement. This may 
represent: 
Human colonisation 
MtDNA phylogenies of Polynesians rats will model human colonisation if there is iso- 
lation of R. exulans after introduction. This can be due to: 
A) isolation of humans after initial settlement. 
B) rats establishing populations only after initial introduction from a colonising canoe. 
This could be the result of i) rats travelling only on colonising canoes, and not subse- 
quent canoes, or ii) later rat introductions not successfully establishing themselves. 
Attempted human colonisation/exploration 
It is possible that human populations do not successfully establish after the initial dis- 
covery or attempted colonisation of a given island, but introduced rats (either intentio- 
nally or unintentionally introduced) do establish viable populations. This may be 
apparent in the archaeological record, if rats appear much earlier than evidence of 
human occupation (see Holdaway 1996 for discussion of the possibility of this in New 
Zealand) 
Colonisation and contact 
If we accept that rats were introduced intentionally during colonisation, but also may 
have travelled as stowaways, then mtDNA phylogenies of R. exulans will represent 
colonisation and contact. Again, it is necessary for later introduced females to mate and 
rear young successfully. 
All of the above 
It follows, therefore that a phylogenetic analysis of populations of Rattus exulans pro- 
vides an ideal and complementary model for tracing episodes of human movement. 
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&d Methods 
R. exulans samples were collected, using basic snap-type rat traps, from Samoa, Fiji, the 
southern Cook Islands, the Society Islands, the Marquesas, the Hawaiian Islands, the 
Kermadecs, New Zealand and the Chatham Islands. Heart and liver tissues were remo- 
ved and total DNA extracted using standard phenol chloroform methods (Sambrook et 
al .  1989). 
A total of 438 base pairs (bp) of DNA sequence (L-strand 5' - 3') from the mtDNA 
genome of 132 individuals was obtained using the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 
as described in Matisoo-Smith (1994). These sequences were aligned using the GCG 
programme pileup (Genetics Computer Group 1994) and then later corrected by eye. 
From the total 132 mtDNA sequences, there were 93 unique sequences which were then 
subjected to phylogenetic analyses. All duplicated sequences came from animals from 
identical locations. 
The maximum parsimony algorithm in PAUP version 3.1 . l  (Swofford 1993) was used 
to conduct character state analyses. Five hundred initial trees were constructed using the 
heuristic search method, with random addition of sequences. Using the tree bisection 
reconnection procedure (TBR), branches were rearranged using all 500 initial trees, and 
all minimal trees were saved (with a limit of 500 minimal trees). A 50% majority rules 
consensus tree was generated. 
Distance analyses were performed using MEGA version 1.01 (Kumar et al. 1993). 
Kimura two-parameter, Juhes-Cantor and Gi~mma distance matrices were generated 
using the pairwise deletion option. Phylogenies were constructed using the Neighbor 
Joining method (Saitou and Nei 1987) and bootstrap values were generated for 5000 
replications. All three methods produced virtually identical trees. Bootstrap values 
were, on the whole, low ( below 50%),but this is not unusual for intraspecific studies, 
where the level of genetic variation is low. 
Results and Discussion 
The relationships identified through the phylogenetic analyses of mtDNA variation in 
the Polynesian rat suggest the following: with regards to the specific issues of origins, 
the phylogenetic results, specifically Figure 3, suggest first, that the Samoan R. exulans 
sample is most closely related to Society Island samples. This may be interpreted as ini- 
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a) Neighbor Joining, and b) Parsimony phylogenetic trees for 93 unique 
R. exulans mtDNA control legion sequences of 438 base pairs (bp) in length. 
tial settlement of East Polynesia occurring in the Society Islands. However, the fact that 
there is only a single sample from Samoa severely limits the strength of excluding any 
other island as the point of initial settlement. A more likely scenario, which is not incon- 
sistent with either tree but is directed by archaeological evidence, is settlement from 
West Polynesia (Samoa) to a region encompassing the Society and Southern Cook 
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Islands. This region, which may have included the Austral Islands, may have encom- 
passed a broad interaction sphere which appears to be the likely source of all identified 
East Polynesian R. exulans mtDNA lineages. 
Second, mtDNA lineages of Hawaiian R. exulans are related to both Societies and 
Marquesan lineages. Linguistically and archaeologically, Hawai'i may be derived from 
the Marquesas, but there are also clear links between Hawai'i and the Society Islands. 
While these results appear to represent dual introduction of R. exulans from both the 
Marquesas and the Societies, this study is unable to discern whether this represents 
more than one effective human colonisation, or later interisland contact as archaeologi- 
cal evidence suggests (Cachola-Abad 1993). 
Third, New Zealand R. exulans populations are clearly derived from both Cook Island 
and Society Island populations, which parallels the strong indications of archaeology 
and language. Again, the dual settlement interpretation suggests particular models of 
colonisation of New Zealand which may include colonisation and later contact from a 
large "homeland region". 
In terms of the theoretical issue of homelands, as discussed above, the results suggest 
that a region encompassing the Southern Cook Islands and the Society Islands is the 
likely source of all identified R. exulans mtDNA lineages in East Polynesia. In addition, 
these data show monophyly of the Marquesan samples. This result may indicate grea- 
ter isolation of the Marquesas, and therefore they may be assigned a more minor role in 
the "homeland region". However, due to the fact that the samples represent only a single 
island within the archipelago, this may be the result of sampling error. 
The Chatham Islands and the Kermadec Islands are two small island groups equidistant 
from New Zealand, yet in terms of latitudinal location are very different. The contras- 
ting patterns of mtDNA variation in R. exulans from these two locations suggests two 
very different population histories. The Kermadec samples show a high degree of gene- 
tic variation, while the Chathams are monophyletic. This may reflect a contrast between 
an intermediary or "stepping stone" group and an island group which was quite isola- 
ted, and only settled once. These results clearly relate to the issues of process of settle- 
ment and contact. 
As with all mtDNA phylogenies, there has to be a compromise between the number of 
samples that are required to reliably represent the population in question with both costs 
and feasibility of sample collection and the limitations of phylogenetic analysis. 
Therefore, we must state that mtDNA phylogenies are only inclusive and not exclusive. 
In other words, any mtDNA phylogeny present represents a descendent of a founding 
female, yet there may be, and most likely are, some founding mtDNA lineages not 
represented. This can be due to both lineage extinction and sampling error. 
Patterns of prehistoric colonisation and contact revealed through analysis of R. exulans 
mtDNA are summarised in Figure 4. 
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Likely patterns of colonisation and contact based on interpretations 
of R. exulans mtDNA phylogenies. 
These results are generally consistent with patterns predicted by voyaging simulations 
(Irwin 1992) and with the Continuous Contact model of Polynesian prehistory (Irwin 
1981, 1989, 1990, Kirch 1986). More specifically, these results support the rejection of 
a number of key points in the Orthodox model (Emory 1963, Emory and Sinoto 1964, 
Sinoto 1966) of Polynesian settlement - namely the primacy of the Marquesas as the 
East Polynesian homeland, and the general concept of isolation during Polynesian colo- 
nisation. It appears that isolation is most extreme in the case of the settlement of the 
Chatham Islands. Consistent with Rolett's (1993) hypothesis, the results presented here 
suggest that the Marquesas may be considered a marginal group, with less contact than 
is found within the rest of Central East Polynesia. 
There are a number of questions that cannot be addressed through a study of mtDNA 
variation in R. exulans. Exact chronology cannot be addressed, but sequential chrono- 
logy is suggested, when the interpretations are directed by archaeological evidence. 
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The results of this research suggest a number of directions for future research. Clearly 
more samples from extant populations from West Polynesia and Melanesia need to be 
collected. In particular, samples from Tonga, Samoa, Fiji and New Caledonia. Samples 
from further west would also be valuable, including Vanuatu, the Solomon Islands, 
coastal Papua New Guinea and even into Island Southeast Asia. Collections from 
Micronesian populations and from the Polynesian Outliers could provide very interes- 
ting results which would help address issues of colonisation and contact between these 
populations and those of the Polynesian Triangle. 
This study highlights the potential value of studying genetic variation of commensals, 
and opens the door to further studies of other commensal animals and plants. Pigs and 
dogs were also transported by humans into Remote Oceania. Although analyses of these 
animals would have added complications (given the fact that they were often traded), 
with careful interpretations, results would be valuable for addressing a number of ques- 
tions in addition to colonisation. Genetic analyses of commensal plants is also an area 
for future research. The phylogenetic relationships of the kumara (sweet potato) would 
provide evidence of influence from the east, which undoubtedly occurred in Polynesia, 
but cannot be addressed by studying R. exulans. Lepofsky et al. (1992) have provided 
evidence of a hybrid coconut. If the DNA sequences of wild and cultivated species of 
coconut could be identified, this too could provide evidence of human aided dispersal 
patterns. Other Polynesian commensal plants like taro and paper mulberry could also be 
subjects of similar studies (P. Matthews pers. comm.), as could snail species which are 
transported within commensal plants. 
One of the most interesting off-shoots of this research project is the potential for 
mtDNA analysis of archaeological skeletal remains of R. exulans. This allows for ana- 
lysis and inclusion of populations from islands where R. exulans are now extinct, such 
as, Easter Island, Niue, and the North Island and most of the South Island of New 
Zealand. Analysis of DNA from dated archaeological sites will also allow for chrono- 
logical control which is not possible in analyses of extant populations. This research is 
currently underway (see Allen et al. 1996). 
Analysis of ancient DNA from human populations in the Pacific (Hagelberg and Clegg 
1993) has lead some to question long held opinions on the connection between Lapita 
populations and ancestral Polynesians. Limited sample sizes of human skeletal remains 
from Lapita sites present a problem in confirming a pattern similar to that reported by 
Hagelberg and Clegg. Their results showed that Lapita skeletons (total sample size of 
eight) did not possess the 9 bp mtDNA deletion found at nearly 100% frequency in 
modern Polynesians. R. exulans remains are abundant in Lapita sites, and unlike their 
human counterparts, R. exulans are a different species from the original rodent inhabi- 
tants in Near Oceania, and therefore not subject to admixture. Ancient DNA studies of 
commensals also reduces the risk of undetected contamination by human DNA from the 
archaeologist or laboratory technician, a problem that plagues ancient DNA studies of 
human skeletal material. 
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Analysis of ancient DNA is the best method available to address the question of dis- 
persal of the Polynesian dog (Allen et al. 1996). Again, the Polynesian dog is the same 
species, Canis familiaris, as the later introduced European breed. Interbreeding is 
thought to have been extensive enough to eliminate any known populations of descen- 
dants of the Polynesian dog. Once mtDNA from archaeological samples is available, 
then the question of extant or remnant populations can truly be addressed. 
Given the current political and ethical issues of dealing with archaeological human 
remains and human subjects, the potential for studies of commensal plants and animals 
makes them extremely attractive to biological anthropologists. It should be noted, 
however, that in many cases the same political and ethical issues apply. Research invol- 
ving issues of population origins and prehistoric relationships is often of great cultural 
significance, therefore, consultation and when possible, collaboration with indigenous 
communities is still essential, valuable and highly recommended. 
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de la Nouvelle-Caledonie : 
quelques aspects 
anthropologiques 
Frederique Valentin 
Anthropologue 
En accostant h Balade en 1774, Cook dCcouvrait la Nouvelle-CalCdonie. Sur ses habi- 
tants, il dCclarait : cc s'il me falloit juger de l'origine de cette Nation, je la prendrois pour 
une race mitoyenne entre les peuples de Tanna et des Iles des Amis ou entre ceux de 
Tanna et de la Nouvelle-ZClande, ou mCme entre les trois ... >> (Cook, 1778). I1 Ctait alors 
influencC par des proximitCs linguistiques. Forster, quant A lui, mentionne que N la 
Nouvelle-CalCdonie est habitCe par une race d'hommes absolument diffkrents des 
Naturels de cette dernibre terre (Australie). Ils different B plusieurs Cgards de tous les 
insulaires appartenant B la premibre race repandue sur les Isles Orientales de la mer du 
Sud D. Plus loin, il ajoute que cc les Habitans des Iles de Nouvelle-GuinCe, de Nouvelle- 
Bretagne et de la Nouvelle-Irlande ... ressemblent beaucoup aux Insulaires de la 
Nouvelle-CalCdonie, Tanna et Mallicolo (Forster, 1778) n. Depuis tant la linguistique 
que 1'Cthnologie et I'archCologie attestent de relations avec la Polyntsie occidentale, 
Fidji et le Vanuatu, en particulier durant le deuxibme millCnaire AD (Galipaud 1988, 
Garanger 1972, Geraghty 1994, Green 1983, Hollyman 1986). 
D'un autre cbtt, de nombreuses analyses multivariCes appliquCes tant sur les dimen- 
sions que sur les caractbres non-mCtriques des crsnes masculins et ftminins ont CtC rCa- 
lisCes depuis trente ans. Les crtines concernts sont issus principalement de collections 
mustologiques constituCes durant le XIXe sikcle. Non dates, les vestiges humains for- 
mant ces collections, sont supposCs kcents. 11s seraient rattachables h la seconde moi- 
tiC du IIe millhaire AD. 11s correspondraient aux populations ocianiennes vivant peu 
de temps avant, au moment et peu de temps aprbs les premiers contacts europkens. Ces 
analyses seraient donc susceptibles d'apporter une information biologique concernant 
les Cchanges entre Nouvelle-CalCdonie et LoyautC d'une part et Vanuatu, Fidji et 
PolynCsie occidentale d'autre part. N'ont CtC retenues ici que des Ctudes (principalement 
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Brace et al, 1990, 1991; Pietrusewsky, 1977, 1984, 1990; Howells et Schwidetsky, 
1981), portant sur les caractCristiques mCtriques masculines (g l'exception de celles de 
Brace et al, opus citC). 
Les premieres analyses multivariees 
Ainsi, l'analyse produite par Yamaguchi (1967), se fondant sur les distances de 
Mahalanobis pour 6 mesures crhniennes, montre-t-elle que la sCrie nCo-calkdonienne 
formCe avec les donnCes de Sarasin (1916-1922) et une sCrie de Nouvelle-Bretagne prC- 
sentent d'Ctroites affinitCs avec les populations d7Australie. Ce groupement s'Ccarte net- 
tement de celui form6 par les Ainus, Jomon et Maori confirmant l'opinion des premiers 
dtcouvreurs sur les habitants de la Nouvelle-Caltdonie. 
Par ailleurs, 1e dendrogramme (7 variables diambtres de la tCte, de la face, du nez et 
stature, 151 Cchantillons) fourni par Howells (Howells, Schwidetzky, 1981) donne 
plus de dCtails sur les populations de Nouvelle-CalCdonie et des LoyautC (fig. 1). 
L'auteur utilise les donnCes masculines de Sarasin (1916-1922) prises sur le vivant 
qui sont divisCes en cinq groupes gkographiques : nord et sud de la Grande-Terre, 
OuvCa, Lifou et Mark. Sur ce graphe, on constate premibement, qu'aucun groupe 
nCo-calCdonien et loyaltien ne se classe avec les Cchantillons mtlanCsiens et deuxib- 
mement, que le groupe du sud de la Grande-Terre s'associe avec des Cchantillons de 
Fidji, Tonga et Kapingamarangi alors que les groupes nto-caltdoniens du nord et 
loyaltiens se rangent aux c8tCs des sCries australiennes. Une stature ClevCe (167,7 
pour les loyaltiens) et un crhne long et Ctroit (indice de 72,4 pour les loyaltiens) Cloi- 
gnent la Nouvelle-Caltdonie et les LoyautC des Cchantillons mClanCsiens pour les rap- 
procher des sCries australiennes. 
Les dendrogrammes 
Les dendrogrammes de Brace et Hunt (1990, fig. 3 et 6) et Hanihara (1996, fig. 1) bien 
que s'appuyant sur des mCthodes et Cchantillons diffkrents (respectivement : 24 
variables cranio-faciales, 57 Cchantillons de 1'Ancien Monde, moyenne sexe rtuni des 
C-scores, distances euclidiennes et technique d'agglomCration du << Michigan 
Interactive Data Analysis System B et 23 variables cranio-faciales, 32 Cchantillons de 
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I A 'Pygmia' of interior New Guinu 
BI Eminin# ot New Brimin; mm1 New 
Imland; Timon'ni of west llhn 
L Ba Nakanai of Nrw Britain; routh Ncr frclmd; 
nodhcwt Erpiritu Smto 
CI Many rhort pcople of north New Guinea, 
notab New Ireland, Solomon I Jmdr ,  Sank 
Cnrz ind New Hebride, 
CS Slightly Iargrr pcaplcr of N.- Cuina. Ncr 
Irclmd, Bougminvilk (Solohonr): western 
Micronesia (Pdru, Yap, hluimaa) 
D1 Moderately m a l l  and narrow-freed ~wpr 
of nonh New Guinea, w t h  hgoinvik,  
Malaita. Carolincr (Trulr, Mod&, 
Kuuic), Ontong Java 
L Di Slightly Irrpr ,  more narrow-raced aroupa 
or Carolinem (7) md Marrhrlla; m e  
pouibly Micro- or Pdyncsim-rffeclrd 
Melmrrirnr in NW Guinea, Boug.inville, 
Mdaita, Emrnanjja (New Hebrida) groupe Polynesien 
4- G r Polynsia (more brord-hcidcd): Society Irlurdr, Hnwui, muth M r .  Pukrpuk 
L G1 Fiji (broad had, race, m): rlm one 
m-.- 
--=E% 
-~~,.TPT,E. md K o p i n m r U i  4 1 JNiw mcdonia  ] 
groupe Australien 
Kt Aurtmlir (18 v u p r ) :  ontinmt-wide; alw 
Tol - i  of Nv _8_ritain,t)ottb New CJtdonir, 
IUva!aofLoyd6al 
KZ Auatimlir (Arnhtrn t n d ,  
wuthcart at, M-u_rnj River); 
c w m i - -  
TJGmC(t;irU-d M ~ r t  k 
1 Figure 1 
Dendrograrnrne base sur 6 variables criniennes et la stature pour 151 echantillons 
rnasculins du Pacifique (d'apres Howells et Schwidetsky, 1981). 
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I Figure 2 
Dendrogramme base sur distances euclidiennes pour 24 variables craniofaciales (C-scores, 
sexes reunis) et 57 Bchantillons de I'Ancien Monde (d'aprbs Brace et Hunt, 1990). 
I'Ancien Mondc, Q-mode cwflicients de corrtlations, lien moyen) montrent que les 
sujcts dc Nouvclle-CalCdonie (respcctivcmcnt 20 hommcs et fcrnmes et 18 hommcs) se 
placent dans le groupc de populations dit (( Australo-MClanCsien >> incluant des sCries 
ai~stralien~ies t de MClanCsic insulairc. En particulier, ce groupc se distingue t rb  clai- 
rcmcnt de cclui rCi~nissant dcs sCrics du Sud-Est asiatique, dc MicronCsie et dc 
Polynksic orientale (fig. 2). 
En 1990, (I'analyse de Pietruscwsky 28 variables, distanccs gCnCralisCes de 
Mahalanobis, UPGMA, fig 3) portant sur 54 Cchantillons australasiens >> met Cgalc- 
mcnt cn Cvidence dei~x groupes clairemcnt distincts (Fig. 3). L 'un cst composC des popu- 
lation~ de MClanCsic et dlAustralic et I'autrc est form6 de celles d'Asie du Sud-Est, de 
PolynCsic ct dc MicronCsie. Dans cc cas, les populations de Nouvelle-CalCdonie 
(85 hommcs) er des LoyautC (79 hommcs), rartachCcs aux sCrics de MClanCsic, sont 
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Ctroitement associics. Ellcs son! CloignCcs dc ccllc dc Tonga-Samoa qui sc placc dans 
Ic groupc Asic du Sud-Esl, Microndsic, Polyndsic. Fait dCji soulignd par Pictruscwsky 
(1977) qui constalc quc cc i l  n'y iI pas tlc relation dtroirc cntrc Ics principaux groupes dc 
Melandsic oricntalc (Vanuaru, Nouvcllc-Calidonic, Loyautd) ct Ics Cchantillons dc 
Polynesie occidcnt, <I I c D. 
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Par ailleurs, dans le dendrogramme proposC par Pietrusewsky (1990 fig. 6) analysant 
I'ensemble Australo-MClanCsien (27 variables cranio-faciales, 28 Cchantillons), le 
groupe mClanCsien se divise en deux sous-groupes dont un marginal est compost uni- 
quement des sCries nCo-calCdonienne, loyaltienne et fidjienne (fig. 4). Ce sous-groupe 
se distingue clairement des populations de Papouasie Nouvelle-GuinCe et du reste de la 
MClanCsie insulaire. I1 est intermkdiaire entre les sCries mClanCsiennes et australiennes. 
Cette association apparaissait dtjB dans une prtckdente analyse du meme auteur 
(Pietrusewsky, 1977), bien que n'utilisant pas exactement les memes Cchantillons 
(Nouvelle-CalCdonie, 158 hommes ; Loyautt, 34 hommes). L'augmentation du nombre 
d'tchantillons (de 17 B 28 Cchantillons), dans I'analyse de Pietrusewky (1990) souligne 
I'originalitC morphologique des crdnes des populations les plus extremes du croissant 
mtlanCsien. 
Les matrices des distances 
L'analyse de Pietrusewsky (1984), qui foumit des rCsultats globalement semblables et 
utilise le mCme tchantillon de Nouvelle-Caltdonie que celle de 1990, offre I'opportu- 
nit6 d'examiner la matrice des distances de Mahalanobis. Lorsque I'on classe les 
valeurs des distances pour l'tchantillon nCo-caltdonien en ordre croissant, on constate 
que le plus proche voisin morphologique est aussi le plus proche voisin gtographique : 
le Vanuatu, viennent ensuite Fidji, la Nouvelle-Bretagne, les Salomons, la Nouvelle- 
Irlande, puis un groupe australien (Territoire du Nord), les iles Santa-Cruz et enfin les 
stries de Nouvelle-Guinte (fig. 5). I1 apparait donc que proximitt morphologique et 
proximitd gkographique coyncident. Du fait de la technique d'agglomtration, cette 
observation n'est pas en accord avec ce que rtvhle le dendrogramme. En revanche, la 
proximitt entre Nouvelle-CalCdonie, Loyautt et Fidji mise en tvidence par le dendro- 
gramme propost par Pietrusewsky (1977, fig. 2) est Cgalement celle observCe lors du 
classement en ordre croissant de la matrice des distances. 
Les analyses discriminantes 
Les analyses discriminantes qui foumissent le pourcentage de sujets correctement clas- 
sts ou non, reflktent l'homogtntitt des Cchantillons. Les rCsultats de Pietrusewsky 
(1990) montrent que les sCries de Nouvelle-CalCdonie et des Loyautt, avec des pour- 
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Australasia Australo-Melanesia 
Nouvelle-Cal6donie Loyaut6 Nouvelle-Cal6donie Loyaut6 
MBlan6sie insulaire 10 11,7 15 19 14 16,5 12 15,2 1 PNE 4 4,7 5 6 3  8 9,4 9 11,4 
Australie 3 3.5 5 6 3  5 5,9 6 7,8 
Tonga-Samoa 2 2,3 1 1,3 
PolynBsie, Micron6sie 8 9,4 9 11,4 
Asie du Sud-Est 1 1 ,2 1 1,3 
1 Tableau 1 
Pourcentages d'assignation des cranes pour les Bchantillons masculins nBo-caledonien 
et loyaltien (analyses discriminantes d'apres Pietrusewsky, 1990). 
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centages de 50 % et plus de crdnes bien assignCS sont parmi les groupes les plus homo- 
gknes de MClanCsie contrairement aux autres sCries de MClanCsie insulaire (tabl. 1). Que 
l'on considkre la Nouvelle-CalCdonie ou les LoyautC, prks de 30 % des sujets se rangent 
avec les autres sCries mClanCsiennes, plus spCcialement avec celles de MClanCsie insu- 
laire. De plus, parmi les individus de Nouvelle-CalCdonie, 12 h 16 % (selon les ana- 
lyses, Australo-MClanCsienne et Australasienne respectivement) sont classks avec les 
LoyautCs et inversement de 6 B 12 % des cr2nes des LoyautCs se rangent avec la 
Nouvelle-CalCdonie. D'un autre cGtC, quelques sujets, tant de la Grande-Terre que des 
LoyautCs se situent parmi les sCries australiennes et polynksiennes. 
Par ailleurs, sur la reprksentation donnCe (fig. 6) pour les deux premikres fonctions dis- 
criminantes, les tchantillons nCo-calCdonien et loyaltien, nettement distincts du groupe 
australien, occupent une position trks CloignCe du reste du groupe mClanCsien. Leur 
morphologic cranio-faciale, caractCrisCe surtout par une forte largeur biauriculaire 
(proche de celles des series du Sud-Est asiatique, de MicronCsie et de PolynCsie) et une 
grande longueur basion prosthion (valeur moyenne maximale pour toutes les sCries Ctu- 
dikes ici) les en stparent trks clairement. 
W 
1 Figure 5 
Repartition geographique des valeurs des distances genbralisees de Mahalanobis 
pour I'echantillon masculin neo-calbdonien (d'aprbs Pietrusewsky, 1984 et 1990). 
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Discussion et conclusion 
Les analyses se fondant essentiellement sur la morphomktrie du crine masculin rCcent 
(IIe millhaire AD), montrent, comme on l'a maintes fois rCpCtC, que les sujets de 
Nouvelle-CalCdonie et des LoyautC sont inclus dans le vaste ensemble de populations 
dit G Australo-MClanCsien H (Brace et al, 1990, 1991 ; Pietrusewsky, 1977, 1984, 1990). 
Plus spkcialement, elles mettent une Cvidence une nette ressemblance morphologique 
avec les sCries de MClanCsie insulaire, surtout avec celles du Vanuatu et de Fidji. Une 
juxtaposition entre ressemblance anatomique et proximitC gkographique apparait tr&s 
clairement ici. 
I1 se dCgage Cgalement de ces analyses une t&s Ctroite similitude entre la Grande-Terre 
et les Loyautt qui se distinguent nettement des autres sCries de MClanCsie insulaire par 
une plus grande homogCnCitC et par une combinaison de caract&res qui leur est propre. 
Des ressemblances entre les sujets du nord de la Grande-Terre, de Lifou, Mark et OuvCa 
et les sCries australiennes, sous-jacentes dans les analyses de Pietrusewsky (1984, 
Austral ie 
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WA . 
- NSW 
PUR m m  MYS 
SOL NlR 
N C P .  . DNX 
FLY m . SEP 
VAN*  F IJ  2 
. 
NBR S C R  
1 Fiaure 6 
~iagramme de repartition des 28 Bchantillons masculins australiens et mBlan6siens 
sur les deux ~remibres fonctions discriminantes Dour 27 variables craniofaciales 
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1990), apparaissent clairement dans celle de Howells (Howells et Schwidetzky, 1981) 
qui adopte un dtcoupage gkographique des populations nCo-calkdoniennes et loyal- 
tiennes, vivant au debut du sikcle, en cinq rCgions. En outre, contrairement aux autres, 
seule cette dernikre analyse montre des similitudes morphologiques entre habitants du 
sud de la Grande-Terre et de la PolynCsie occidentale. 
Arguant de la nature non-adaptive des caractkres retenus dans leurs Ctudes, Brace et al. 
(1990, 1991) concluent "there is every reason to believe that the members of the 
Australo-Melanesian cluster have a common inheritance that goes well back into the 
Pleistocene". Cette interpretation se rapproche de celle de Pietrusewsky (1990) qui pro- 
pose d'une part qu' Australiens et MClanCsiens partagent les meme liens ancestraux et 
d'autre part que "the basic split between Australo-Melanesian and all remaining popu- 
lation~ of Oceania and Asia further suggests separate and distinct origins of these two 
groups". Cependant, rCpCtons le encore, les rksultats de ces analyses ne devraient pas 
etre interprkttes en terme de descendance et d'isolement puisqu'ils ne sont que l'image 
d'une similitude morphologique. Similitude qui peut aussi bien rksulter du partage de 
caractkres hCritCs d'un ancCtre commun que refltter une identitC de caractkres due h 
d'autres facteurs comme I'influence du milieu ainsi que le dCfend Houghton (1991 a et 
b). En outre, les caractkres choisis devraient Ctre non seulement non-adaptatifs, comme 
le souligne Brace et al. (1990, 1991), mais aussi avoir le meme poids et Ctre indCpen- 
dants, fruit d'un hCritage concomitant, pour permettre une interpretation phylogCnCtique 
des dendrogrammes et autres reprksentations (Darlu et Tassy, 1993). 
Quoi qu'il en soit, si I'on adopte le point de vue de Brace et al. et de Pietrusewsky, la 
morphologie criinienne des sujets de Nouvelle-CalCdonie et des LoyautC serait en par- 
tie le reflet d'un patrimoine ancestral partage avec les populations de MClanCsie insu- 
laire, en particulier de celles du Vanuatu et de Fidji, de Papouasie Nouvelle-GuinCe et 
d'Australie. La morphomCtrie crlnienne spCcifique et l'apparente homogCnCitC des 
populations nCo-calkdonienne et loyaltienne rkcentes resulterait alors d'une derive 
gCnCtique ou d'un effet fondateur et d'un isolement. 11s seraient restCs "most melank- 
sian", selon l'expression de Howells (1976), que les autres populations de MClanCsie 
insulaire plus exposCes des flux gCniques extkrieurs. Ceci expliquerait plus probable- 
ment les similitudes morphologiques d'une grande partie des populations n60-calkdo- 
nienne et loyaltienne avec les Australiens que I'hypothkse de Bellwood (1989) selon 
laquelle il existe "a very remote possibility that the people could have island-hopped to 
New Caledonia from Queensland during the last glacial period of low sea level" qui ne 
tient pas compte des phCnomknes micro-Cvolutifs. 
Par ailleurs, d'aprks les Ctudes de Brace et al. (1990, 1991) et Pietrusewsky (1984, 
1990), ce patrimoine ancestral des populations de Nouvelle-CalCdonie et des LoyautC 
n'aurait rien de commun avec celui des populations du Sud-Est Asiatique, de 
MicronCsie et de PolynCsie. Ce malgrk des Cchanges attestes avec la PolynCsie occi- 
dentale surtout durant le deuxikme millhaire AD (Galipaud 1988, Garanger 1972, 
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Green 1983, Geraghty, 1994; Hollyman, 1986). Ces rksultats conduisent B admettre que 
ces relations n'ont pas affect6 le phenotype, ou encore que ces derniers insulaires sont 
originaires de la m&me souche ancestrale qu'eux. Les analyses de Pietrusewsky incluant 
des Cchantillons de Tonga et Samoa, ne le montrent pas, B moins que les mCthodes 
appliqukes, les caractkres et Cchantillons retenus soient inaptes B le faire apparaitre. 
Sans revenir sur les lacunes des mCthodes multivarites ni sur la nature, adaptative ou 
non redondante ou non, des caractkres retenus, il semble que les Cchantillons, eux- 
mCmes, ne sont pas sans influencer les rCsultats. On constate en effet que 1'Ctude 
d'Howells, divisant les Cchantillons nCo-calkdoniens et loyaltiens en sous-unit& gCo- 
graphiques, aboutit h des rksultats contraires qui montrent des ressemblances physiques 
entre les habitants du sud de la Grande-Terre du debut du sikcle et ceux de Fidji et de 
Tonga. D'un autre C M ,  il faut se souvenir que les collections rkunies au XIXe sikcle 
venaient appuyer les thCories raciales dkfendues par les auteurs de 1'Cpoque. Aussi peut- 
on, B juste titre, se poser la question de la reprbentativitk morphologique des collec- 
tions musCologiques utilisCes dans ces Ctudes. 
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L a  vallee de la Kournac 
(Nouvelle-Caledonie) : 
fouille du site NKM004 
Anne-Marie Semah 
Franpois Semah 
Hubert Forestier 
Arch6ologues 
Introduction : la colonisation des vallees 
La poterie Lapita est indissociable de la prehistoire de Nouvelle-Caltdonie. On la 
retrouve il y a 3000 ans, elle constitue la base d'une chronologie ctramique et dis- 
parait au debut de notre bre. Si la nature ethnologique des travaux rtalists jusqu'h 
present se prete A 1'Ctude des ptriodes rtcentes, seule la recherche archCologique 
classique est en mesure de repondre 2 certaines interrogations et en particulier : la 
colonisation des valltes a-t-elle bien eu lieu h la fin de la periode de Kont, au debut 
de notre &re? Pour ce qui est des vestiges mobiliers : quelle est la richesse, qualita- 
tive et quantitative du patrimoine mobilier present dans les sites archCologiques 
(l'industrie lithique qui s'avbre trks importante, la ctramique, les elements de parure, 
les coquillages.) ? Les prospections et sondages dans la vallee de la Koumac ainsi 
que 1'Ctude de l'abri aux cochons (NKM004) - fig. 1- rtpondent en partie A ces ques- 
tions en mettant en evidence l'occupation ancienne des vallees et la richesse de l'in- 
dustrie lithique. La ckramique reste omnipresente et abondante, les foyers se 
retrouvent h tous les niveaux ainsi que des coquilles bdlCes peu ou pas amenag6es. 
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Les differentes prospections et sondages 
realises dans la vallee de la Koumac 
La vallke de la Koumac traverse des formations calcaires kocknes trks karstifikes qui la 
dominent et lui confirent un aspect pittoresque comme c'est le cas pour les Grottes 
Classkes 
L'occupation ancienne de la vallee de la Koumac 
Ronds de cases, ensembles de sillons, stpultures sont autant de ttmoins de l'occupation 
ancienne de la vallte qui constituent, pour l'ttude, des marqueurs d'occupation aux 
temps prk-europkens. L'approche archtologique va permettre d'ttablir une chronologie 
de cette occupation. 
I Figure 1 
Carte des sites. l. NKM 001, 2. NKM 004,3. Terrasses d'altitude, 4. Terrasses basses, 
5. Grottes classeesY, 6. Grottes Notre-Dame, NKM 052, 7. Abri de la Roche Tombee, 
Patyo, 8. Abri Jean-Yves, 9. Sondage palynologique. 
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Les alluvions fluviatiles (carte des sites, fig. 1) 
DiffCrents niveaux d'alluvions anciennes sont facilement repCrables dans la vallCe de la 
Koumac : trks Cpais, en altitude (affluent du Lac Noir); h une altitude relative de sept 
mbtres sur la rive droite de la rivibre; sous forme d'une vaste terrasse cultivable atteinte 
par les grandes crues. Au sein de cette dernibre, un niveau de limon d'inondation trbs 
riche en charbons de bois a CtC datC par le C14 entre le 13e et le 15e sikcle. 
Les remplissages karstiques 
Les facteurs responsables du remplissage ou de la vidange des grottes ont conditionnk 
la fossilisation des niveaux d'occupation humaine. En effet, le creusement du rCseau 
karstique a engendrk la formation de nombreuses cavitCs et grottes qui ont pu subir plu- 
sieurs phases de remplissage et de vidange h l'occasion de crues ou de dtcrues y aban- 
donnant de faqon variable des couches d'alluvions fluviatiles. 
Les coupes anthropisees dans les remplissages 
Les remplissages reflCtant l'occupation humaine sont rares et la fossilisation des horizons 
anthropisCs, alCatoire. MalgrC cela, de nombreux sondages rCalisCs dans plusieurs grottes 
de la vallCe et riches en mattriel de surface ont donnC un Cchantillonnage des diffkrents 
types d'abris occupCs par l'homme : les grottes classCes de Koumac (fig. 1.5) : niveau 
d'occupation datC de 490 +l- 130 ans, la roche Notre-Dame, NKM 052 (fig. 1.6) : mate- 
riel en surface, L'Abri de la Roche TombCe, Patyo (fig. 1.7.) : une couche prC-europCenne 
non datCe a IivrC, outre la matdriel classique, un gros Cclat de taille, L'Abri Jean-Yves, Pic 
Noir (fig. 1.8) : Cgalement vidangC, cette cavitC, proche du site NKM004, n'a prCservC 
qu'un niveau d'occupation rCcente (prksence d'une molaire humaine). 
Conclusion 
L'occupation quasiment systkmatique de toute cavitC faqonnCe dans le karst a manifes- 
tement dCbutC trks t6t comme le montrent les quelques sites tCmoins que nous avons 
CtudiCs. La forte amplitude des variations de la nappe phreatique et des crues qui ont 
justifiC la construction d'une digue au cours de ces dernibres annCes nous a fait recher- 
cher une grotte en position de remplissage ayant pu fossiliser des niveaux anthropiques 
anciens. 
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Cabri aux cochons (NKM004) 
Presentation de I'abri 
L'Abri aux Cochons sClectionnC pour Ctude en 1992 a Cte rCfCrencC sous le code NKM 
004 (nomenclature D. Frimigacci et J.-P. Maitre, 1980). SituC sur la rive droite du creek 
Pwe Buadio, h proximitC de la rivibre Koumac, il est creust dans les calcaires Cocbnes 
et fait partie de tout un complexe de grottes en relation avec le rCseau karstique. Ces 
grottes auraient CtC rkgulibrement occupCes, encore rCcemment, lors de cyclones ou par 
des bagnards en rupture de ban. Certaines cavitCs, en position haute ont de plus CtC uti- 
lisCes comme sCpultures. Enfin, de nombreux ronds de cases prCsents non loin de cet 
ensemble de grottes, complktent l'image de l'occupation ancienne de la vallCe. Une 
prospection des alentours du site nous a fait trouver, en surface, une pierre de fronde en 
phtanite, de nombreux Cclats et sur le sol de terrasses amCnagCes devant les grottes, 
d'importants niveaux cendreux riches en coquillages consommCs, tessons de poteries et 
de verre. Tous ces Cltments bien que d'lge rCcent renforcent la probabilitC de la dCcou- 
verte d'un site exploitable, probabilitk basCe d'une part sur l'importance et 1'Ctat de 
conservation du remplissage de 1'Abri aux cochons (site NKM004) dont le sommet se 
trouve au mCme niveau que le lit mineur du creek, d'autre part sur la prCsence de pttro- 
glyphes ornant le pilier stalagmitique du porche de la grotte. 
La fouille, les zones fouillees (plan de la fouille) 
Depuis 1993 quatre zones ont CtC CtudiCes en fonction de la progression des dCcouvertes 
et un carroyage d'axe N145-E et d'une maille de deux mi?tres a CtC mis en place : 
- sondage S 1 (carrCs F9 et G9) de reconnaissance; 
- fouille des carrCs G9, H9 et H10 limitCe aux couches contemporaines de l'arrivte des 
europCens (1 8 et XIXe sikcles) ; 
- fouille des carrCs E9, E10 et F10 jusqu'h des niveaux vieux de 1 600 ans; 
- sondage S3 (carrCs I l l ,  J11 et K11) qui a IivrC, sur plus d'un mbtre d'tpaisseur, une 
longue succession chronologique avec, h la base, des niveaux anthropiques datCs de 
2 800 ans B.P. 
Le remplissage archtologique de 1'Abri aux Cochons bien que peu Cpais est assez com- 
plexe et peut-etre divisC en deux unites : un remplissage limono-argileux rCcent et un 
remplissage sous-jacent constituC d'un pierrier h matrice argileuse. La stratkgie de 
fouille a respect6 les caractCristiques du remplissage. 
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I Figure 2 
Zones fouillees de NKM 004 9 9. 
Sedimentation, stratigraphie 
et datation du remplissage 
A p e r ~ u  du remplissage de I'Abri aux Cochons 
L e  sondage S3 
La stratigraphie du remplissage est assez complexe et c'est sans doute dans le sondage 
S3, sur une kpaisseur de prks de un mbtre, qu'elle apparait le plus clairement. Cinq 
phases de sedimentation peuvent &tre individualiskes. Le limon (A), au sommet. 
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 volution laterale et aperGu du contenu archeologique 
du remplissage 
La stratigraphie de l'abri est assez complexe et prCsente de nombreuses variations de 
faciks entre I'extCrieur et I'intCrieur de la grotte, un amincissement gCnCral des couches 
se faisant au niveau du porche. A ce niveau Cgalement, la couche archCologique (D) 
affleure et vient buter contre le pilier stalagmitique. Les couches historiques prCsentes 
principalement i l'extkrieur de la grotte (G9, H9, H10) sont de faible Cpaisseur et ren- 
ferment des lits d'objets assez fins ainsi que des foyers facilement repCrables avec des 
amas coquilliers, des galets brQlks, des cendres et des charbons. La majeure partie du 
remplissage prChistorique est constituCe par l'ensemble (D) de pierres amenCes par 
l'homme. On y retrouve, plus que des foyers, des galets rubtfiCs et CclatCs au feu. Cette 
couche pierreuse atteint une Cpaisseur maximale au niveau du porche de la grotte et se 
biseaute vers l'extkrieur. Cette extrCmitC correspond i une limite d'occupation oh les 
objets sont rejetCs. Ces observations suggkrent un dCplacement de l'occupation de la 
grotte dans le temps : au niveau du porche et vers 1'intCrieur pour les temps prkhisto- 
riques, sur le devant de l'abri pour les temps plus rCcents. 
La faune 
La majorit6 de la faune retrouvte dans l'abri est reprCsentCe par la malacofaune, les 
restes de mammiferes concernant les pCriodes les plus rCcentes. Les coquilles de mol- 
lusques, plus ou moins bien conservkes selon leur position dans l'abri, offrent une trks 
grande variCtC en espkces et en taille (Arcideae, Murex, Conus...). Elles presentent sou- 
vent des marques de consommation et certains Lambis fournissent des Cclats en forme 
de gouge sans que l'on puisse prkciser s'ils sont naturels ou intentionnels. Par ailleurs, 
une faune relativement rare a CtC trouvCe, principalement des ossements de poissons 
(vertkbres, aretes) et d'oiseaux (OS longs). 
La ceramique 
Plus de 750 tessons ont CtC mis au jour dans la fouille, parmi lesquels plus d'une cin- 
quantaine posskdent un decor ou Cltment caractkristique tel que bord, carbne, anse. La 
majorit6 de la poterie dCcouverte n'est pas dCcoree et prCsente une grande variCtC quant 
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B llCpaisseur, la taille, la cuisson, la pate, le dkgraissant. Deux pikces d'assez grande 
taille et raccordant entre elles ont permis de reconstituer, dans la couche datCe de 250- 
305 AD, une poterie dont le diamktre peut Ctre estimC B plus de 28 cm au niveau de la 
panse. Ce type de cCramique peut Ctre rapport6 B la tradition d'Oundjo mais aucune Cvo- 
lution claire n'apparait le long du remplissage si ce n'est une discrimination entre tes- 
sons B pate micassCe et non micassCe. 11 reste B dkterminer l'origine de la matikre 
premikre. Hormis des marques d'impressions fines et irrCgulibes occasionnCes par la 
fabrication des ctramiques on note, dans les couches anthropiskes les plus anciennes, la 
prCsence d'une poterie fine, assez dure, dCcorCe de cbtes ou de stries. Cette poterie est 
analogue 2 celle dCcrite sous le nom de tradition de PodtanCan contemporaine de la 
poterie Lapita. L'Cpaisseur moyenne des tessons B cbtes est de 5,2 mm. Certains d'entre 
eux donnent des indications sur la forme des poteries : bord CvasC B lkvre plate, bord 
roulC B lkvre arrondie, carknes. Mise B part la poterie de Podtantan, aucune autre tradi- 
tion ne peut &tre clairement dCfinie. On observe toutefois, dans les niveaux anciens, des 
tessons B cbtes grossikres, B impression cardiale, B dCcor appliqd, B ponctuation large, 
h incisions quadrillkes. Enfin, ont t t t  mis au jour : - dans les niveaux rCcents (1250 et 
1395 AD), une anse B profondes incisions en chevrons, - dans la couche (A), un tesson 
percC d'un trou servant probablement B I'Cvacuation de la vapeur, un tesson prksentant 
une carkne Cpaisse. Aucune valeur statistique ne peut Ctre attribuke B ces tessons. 
Cindustrie lithique 
Caracteres generaux 
I1 n'a pas CtC possible de mettre en Cvidence de rkpartition stratigraphique de l'outillage 
par manque de caractkres discriminants. Une sCparation outils massifs, outils sur Cclats 
a CtC faite h partir de laquelle nous avons cherchC B distinguer de grands groupes d'ar- 
tefacts. 
La matikre premibe a Ctt rkcoltte B proximitC immtdiate du site. Pour la partie 
ancienne du remplissage, il s'agit en gCnCral de phtanite qui est un matCriau de qualitC 
assez mCdiocre, plus ou moins microfissurC. Elle peut Ctre noire ou grise mais aussi 
bleue et rouge, cette demikre ttant souvent de meilleure qualitt. On trouve Cgalement 
des g r b  siliceux, des gabbros, des pCridotites et des serpentine& Les galets calcaires 
sont trks rares ainsi que les quartz qui n'ont CtC trouvCs que dans la couche d'occupa- 
tion la plus ancienne. Les roches ont CtC rapportCes par l'homme dans divers buts : dCbi- 
tage, confection de foyers, assainissement des sols boueux, protection contre 
l'inondation. Les roches apportCes reprksentent un peu plus de la moitit des pierres ren- 
contrees dans le remplissage, les autres ttant des plaquettes calcaires trouvtes sur place, 
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h proximitt immediate du site. En fait, le nombre d'outils massifs sur supports aty- 
piques montre que I'homme a tirC parti de toute matikre utilisable. Pour la partie rtcente 
du remplissage, oh l'on retrouve une industrie presque exclusivement sur Cclat, la 
matikre premihe est constituCe de phtanite peu fracturte, plus souvent bleue. 
La technique de taille employCe dans 1'Abri aux Cochons est la percussion directe la 
pierre dure, plusieurs percuteurs caractkristiques ont 6tC dCcouverts. La mtthode de 
taille comprend deux chaines optratoires principales, une chaine courte orientke vers la 
production d'outils massifs tels que des choppers et une chaine longue orientCe vers une 
production d'tclats plus ou moins triangulaires, pointe pseudo-Levallois, Cclats trian- 
gulaires pseudo-levallois, Cclats dtbordants, tclats quadrangulaires. 
L'outillage massif 
Lee percuteurs 
La dkcouverte de percuteurs, associCs des blocs exploitCs, des dCbris et des tclats cor- 
ticaux, montre que l'abri a servi d'aire de dtbitage. 
Choppers et chopping-tools 
L'un des choppers a CtC amCnagC sur un gros Cclat de calcaire, deux grosses pikces sur 
plaquettes calcaires, deux petits choppers sur gabbro, deux sur galets de phtanite noire. 
Ont CtC trouvts Cgalement un chopper en grks et un gros galet de calcaire hCmisphCrique 
amtnagt (le plus gros retrouvC en fouille). Enfin, un galet de phtanite noire a Ctt amt- 
nag6 en chopping-tool. 
Rabots de type horsehoof 
Neuf pikces massives ont CtC classCes dans cette catCgone. Ces rabots s'apparentent aux 
horsehoofs de la prChistoire australienne (Australian core-tool tradition, F. 0. 
McCarthy, 1976; D.J. Mulvaney, 1975), outils massifs au profil trapu en forme de sabot 
de cheval retrouvts dks 50000 ans dans le nord de 1'Australie. La matikre premibe est 
la phtanite et le calcaire. 
Outils sur plaquettes B bord retouch6 
Un certain nombre de plaquettes calcaires portent des enlkvements delimitant un tran- 
chant. De nombreuses plaquettes de phtanite ont Cgalement t t t  amtnagtes en outil, par 
retouche d'un ou plusieurs bords. Outils sur support indCterminC. La mauvaise qualitC 
de la matibe premikre a engendrk de nombreuses pikces dCbitCes mais classCes comme 
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dCbris. Parmi ces pibces figurent un gros couteau B dos naturel, trois racloirs convexes 
sur phtanite noire, trois pikces B coches sur phtanite. Enfin, plusieurs supports indeter- 
minks portent des retouches d'utilisation sur un bord tranchant naturel. 
Outil sur quartz 
Un seul outil massif, un nucleus sur quartz laiteux de qualitC correcte pour le dCbitage 
a CtC retrouvC en fouille, dans la couche la plus profonde de la zone E10. 
Nucleus 
Mis a part quelques outils caract6ristiques amCnagCs sur nuclCus, la fouille de 1'Abri 
aux Cochons a livrC une vingtaine d'autres pi2ces, en phtanite pour la plupart. Un seul 
nuclCus en calcaire a CtC retrouvC. 
L'outillage sur eclats 
Les Cclats de taille caracteristiques sont, malgrC la fracturation intense de la phtanite et 
des autres matCriaux, relativement nombreux sur la fouille. Ccrtains sont bruts et 
d'autres portent de simples traces d'utilisation. La plupart des pibces sont en phtanite. 
Quant aux outils sur Cclat, ils ont fait l'objet d'une classification typologique classique : 
- tclats bruts et Cclats utilists; 
- pikces B coche de type clactonien ; 
- denticulCs rCalisb sur Cclats massifs; 
- racloirs B retouche simple et Ccailleuse souvent amCnagCs sur phtanite grkseuse. Parmi 
ces racloirs, on compte une pointe pseudo-Levallois sur phtanite noire et un racloir 
double convexe sur phtanite rouge rappelant une pointe; 
- becs, deux pikces relativement Cpaisses dont le rostre est dCgagC soit par de la 
retouche, soit par une ou deux coches. 
Conclusion 
Au terme de cette phase d'ttude du site NKM004, il est permis de conclure que I'intC- 
rieur des terres Ctait occupt d b  le premier milltnaire avant notre &re. L'abri a fonc- 
tionnC plusieurs reprises depuis cette Cpoque, comme refuge amCnagC (pierrier), lieu 
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d'occupation (cCramique, coquillages consommCs, foyers), atelier de taille. I1 a CtC frC- 
quentC jusqu'g 1'Cpoque europCenne comme le montre le contenu des niveaux anthro- 
piques supCrieurs (clous en fer, tuyau de pipe, tessons de verre de bouteilles souvent 
taillCs). Des questions subsistent; l'abri n'a pas livrC de tessons de poterie Lapita alors 
qu'elle a CtC retrouvke sur le site c8tier de Koumac (NKM001) pour les mCmes 
ptriodes, aucune pierre polie n'a CtC mise au jour en fouille, B quelle forme d'industrie 
peut-Ctre apparentCe celle dkouverte dans le site? 
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Archaeologists 
Introduction 
Of the three geo-cultural groups defined by Domeny de Rienzi, (Dumont-D'Urville 
1832), the most cohesive and perhaps the most appropriate grouping, is that of the "dis- 
tinct race" of Polynesia (Thomas 1989). These peoples inhabit the islands of the Pacific 
within the near-triangle formed by Hawaii, Rapanui (Easter Island) and Aotearoa 
(NewZealand). The similarity of physical appearance and social customs across the 
region allow for the unambiguous identification of these people to geographic location. 
It is generally accepted that Polynesians settled their islands and started to become a 
distinct group after 3200BP on the islands of Fiji, Tonga and Samoa. Their ancestors 
had traveled from Island Southeast Asia or Melanesia in the West (Smith 1995). Within 
the other Pacific regions of Melanesia and Micronesia, the island societies are conside- 
rably more diverse with many separate languages and cultural traditions. Also identified 
by archaeologists, anthropologists and linguists in these regions are traits associated 
with Polynesia. Perhaps the best known of these are what have been termed Polynesian 
Outliers (cf. Terrell (1986) who labels them Melanesian and Micronesian Outliers due 
to their physical location). 
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The Polynesian Outliers fall outside of the triangle formed by the Polynesian islands, 
but these island societies, eighteen in all, speak Polynesian languages. They have been 
variously considered as either relic populations left behind after their colonising friends 
and relatives moved east, or as representing a return west after most of the eastern 
Pacific islands had been settled. Recent studies suggest rather more complex histories, 
including cultural replacement, and highlight the need to consider each island indivi- 
dually rather than as a group (Bayard 1976, Kirch1984, Davidson 1992). No matter 
what the case is for individual "Outliers", evidence is emerging from the middle of the 
second millennium AD for a major rise in Polynesian influence west of the "triangle" 
(Spriggs 1993). Some of the strongest evidence for this comes from the islands of 
Vanuatu, where burials (e.g. Garanger 1982) and social systems (Spriggs 1986) are 
recognised as having Polynesian traits. 
For archaeologists the frustration has been in the inability to identify whether this 
influence was due to actual migration of Polynesian communities into the islands, or 
through cultural transmission requiring contact rather than relocation of people. A third, 
but less likely possibility is independent development of traits similar to Polynesian due 
to a shared ancestry (Spriggs 1993). Archaeologists have recovered a number of human 
burials in Vanuatu and the Solomons that have been said to represent the original 
Polynesian migrants to these islands. The proposed method of isotope analysis would 
provide the a rigorous test for these claims. If burials such as could be shown to belong 
to first generation immigrants, as claimed, or conversely if it can be shown categorically 
that they do not, then our understanding of the movement of people within the Pacific 
in prehistory would require a re-evaluation and challenge current theories regarding the 
constitution of Pacific societies and their interaction over time. 
Archaeological study 
of human skeletal material 
Considerable science-based archaeology research has been devoted to the study of ske- 
letal material derived from buried deposits. Numerous studies have been undertaken to 
study trace elemental and isotopic data in order to reconstruct dietary and palaeo-envi- 
ronmental factors which affect skeletal remains. In part, this research effort is a reflec- 
tion of the ubiquitous nature of bone and other skeletal material on most archaeological 
sites. It is also, however, a reflection of a desire to increase the sophistication of the 
types of material that can be addressed in the archaeological material record. Amongst 
this research are some significant studies of heavy metal pollutants and their influence 
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on the archaeological populations (Patterson et al. 1991 and refs. therein). As with 
modern day environmental counterparts, however, these studies have generally been 
conducted on total accumulated lead. They can therefore only provide circumstantial 
evidence for past exposure. Results and general conclusions of the source of lead-expo- 
sure, based upon total element analysis, are equivocal. In order to determine geogra- 
phical information as to sources of exposures another class of data is required. With 
current concern over the long term effects of lead pollution there is considerable inter- 
est in quantifying "pre-industrial" human exposure and in evaluating changes in the 
sources and levels of lead pollution over time. In recent studies various materials have 
been suggested as potential archives of ancient or historical lead pollution, including 
soils, lake sediments (Renberg et al. 1993), tree bark, and fossil bivalves. A more direct 
approach has been to quantify lead levels in human bones from historical or archaeolo- 
gical populations (Mackie et al. 1975, Waldron et al. 1976, 1979, Waldron and Wells 
1979, Aufderheide et al. 1981, Rogers and Waldron 1985, Corruccini et al. 1987, Kowal 
et al. 1989, Vuorinen et al. 1990). 
It has become clear from this work that modem bones have considerably elevated lead 
compared with the "natural", pre-industrial levels in their archaeological correlates. 
However, accurate quantification of the differences between modem and ancient bone 
has proved problematic in view of the difficulty of measuring the ultra-trace levels of 
lead typically found in tissue from pre-industrial individuals. In recent years there has 
been a continuing programme of development of stringent sampling and analytical tech- 
niques making use of ultra-clean laboratories a high-purity reagents. As a result, esti- 
mates of biogenetic lead levels in uncontaminated archaeological tissue have 
continuously decreased. Typical estimates in the studies cited above range from 0-200 
ppm, to give more specific estimates of 0.1-12ppm (Grandjean 1988, Hisanaga et al. 
1988). Patterson and co-workers (Patterson et al. 1991), currently provide the lowest 
specific estimate at 13ppb. Interest in contemporary levels of lead exposure has been 
complemented in recent years by a desire to explore the sources of the pollution, parti- 
cularly amongst 'high-risk' groups such as sub-adult urban or mining community popu- 
lation~ (Yaffe et al. 1983, Rabinowitz 1987, Gulson and Wilson 1994). In this work lead 
isotope analysis has been used to distinguish between various pollutants which were 
then compared with the isotopic composition of blood lead. The possibility now arises 
to extend this approach to a consideration of the sources of lead to which ancient or his- 
toric peoples were exposed. Lead ingestion from plumbing was once suggested as a 
serious problem for the Roman urban population (Gilfillan1965). More recently it has 
been proposed that widespread air pollution from early metallurgy is represented by ele- 
vated lead levels in soil profiles or lake sediments (Renberg et al. 1993); although this 
seems implausible given the small scale of ancient metallurgy and the extremely low 
vapour pressure of lead at smelting temperatures. Considering the more recent past, 
Kowal and co-workers (Kowal et al. 1991) used lead isotope analysis in an attempt to 
assign the cause of the lead poisoning that befell the members of the ill-fated Franklin 
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Expedition (but cf. Farrer 1993). In pre-industrial societies it is highly likely that lead 
incorporated in skeletal material was derived mainly, or solely, from the diet. The iso- 
topic ratios of such dietary lead reflect those of the soil and therefore of the underlying 
geology. Lead isotope ratios vary in a systematic manner in the geosphere as a result of 
radiogenic isotope evolution and therefore as a function of the age, parent isotope abun- 
dance, and subsequent remodeling of crustal material. The potential to use these diffe- 
rences to trace mobility and residence patterns by virtue of variations in the isotopic 
composition of lead between individuals in burial groups and between human remains 
and their burial environment has been recognised for some time (Ericson 1985). The 
principle has been demonstrated by recent studies based on strontium isotopes (Price et 
al. 1992, 1994, Sealy et al. 1995) and by combined lead-strontium isotope investiga- 
tions to source modem rhinoceros horn to specific National Parks in southern Africa 
(Hall-Martin et al. 1993). 
Skeletal lead incorporation in vivo and 
the diagenetic alteration of buried tissue 
From the proceeding discussion it can be seen that there is considerable potential in exa- 
mining both the absolute abundance and isotopic composition of lead in preserved 
archaeological human tissue as a means of determining the archaeological lead-burden 
and as a means of provenance analysis. In any study of the elemental or isotopic com- 
position of skeletal hard tissue there are, however, a number of potential complications. 
The most serious of these concern the selection of suitable tissue for analysis (given the 
differential uptake and turnover of lead in different tissues during life) and the effects 
of post-depositional diagenesis. Diagenesis was investigated by us through the exami- 
nation of tissue from adult marine mammals - Cape Fur Seals (Arctocephalus pusillus). 
Skeletal seal tissue is considered sufficiently similar to human material to act as a use- 
ful analogue. Marine mammals offer distinct advantages for a study of this nature since 
lead levels at the top of the marine food chain can be assumed to have been relatively 
consistent overtime and not subject to the widespread geographical variation which 
would be expected in terrestrial animals. Lead concentrations in bone and tooth samples 
from modem seals could therefore be taken as a useful base-line with which to compare 
samples of similar tissue recovered from archaeological contexts in order to evaluate 
post-depositionaldiagenesis. Pb2+ cations appear to reside, almost exclusively, in the 
inorganic mineral phase of bone (Spadaro et al. 1970, Bratter et al. 1977), where they 
are incorporated into the calcium phosphate lattice at sites normally occupied by Ca2+. 
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Pb2+ is preferentially incorporated into bone tissue, as free energy differences favour 
Pb2+ over Ca2+ by about 27 kJmol-l (Patterson et al. 1991). Once there, the lead ions 
are harder to re-metabolise than Calcium ions; which are metabolically active in bone: 
acting as a dynamic-pool for calcium homeostasis and moving easily from bone to the 
bloodstream and back as required. The relative affinity of bone for the uptake of lead 
also suggests that post-mortem, diagenetic incorporation of lead is more likely to occur 
than leaching of the element (Patterson et al. 1987).Skeletal tissues display differential 
lead uptake, due to varying density, function, time of formation and rate of remodelling. 
Compact bone has a mainly mechanical and protective function, whereas trabecular 
bone fulfills the metabolic function of mineral homeostasis. Most bone turnover there- 
fore occurs in the trabecular bone at the interface with bone marrow (Baron1990). There 
are also far more remodelling sites in trabecular bone due to its high surface to volume 
ratio (Teitelbaum 1990). However, varying levels of lead exposure during an indivi- 
dual's lifetime may lead to quite different patterns of skeletal lead distribution. A dis- 
crete period of high-lead ingestion would be apparent sooner in trabecular bone and on 
cessation, bone lead levels may be quickly reduced by remodelling. A more gradual 
accumulation would occur from the slower remodelling rate of cortical bone but remo- 
val of the lead source would leave elevated levels for far longer. Bone is continually 
remodelled in vivo so that lead continues to be incorporated throughout most of adult 
life. Indeed, the rates of lead accumulation in various skeletal tissues have been esti- 
mated by comparison with the prevailing mean isotopic composition of lead pollution 
in the USA (Manea-Krichten et al. 1991). In life history reconstruction it is extremely 
useful to be able to target lead ingested in childhood or adolescence with which to com- 
pare lead from the adult burial environment. Fortunately, dental enamel offers just such 
a possibility and is also highly resistant to diagenesis. Enamel is a dense, felted struc- 
ture which, once formed, is not remodeled. Dentine is also of interest as it too is not 
remodeled in the same manner as bone. Dentine is successively deposited as linings in 
the pulp chamber cavity in response to tooth attrition, throughout an individuals life 
(Hillson 1986). Both enamel and dentine have a lower organic and water component 
than bone but enamel, particularly, is almost wholly composed of hydroxy-apatite crys- 
tals which are significantly larger than those of bone or dentine and give enamel consi- 
derable stability and resistance to organic decay, mechanical erosion and chemical 
attack (Parker and Toots 1980). Studies on the incorporation and distribution of lead in 
tooth enamel indicate that the amount of lead does increase somewhat during an indi- 
vidual's lifetime, despite the static nature of the tissue (Brudevold and Steadman 1956, 
Manea-Krichten et al. 1991). Analysis of lead concentration gradients in tooth cross- 
sections, show a lead concentration in surface enamel and secondary dentine: being 
highest in the layer immediately adjacent to the pulp cavity (Brudevold and Steadman 
1956, Shapiro et al. 1972). Like bone, calcification of secondary dentine is a lifelong 
process and increasing lead levels here are, perhaps, unsurprising. The abrupt concen- 
tration gradient present in enamel may, however, indicate that the lead is adsorbed onto 
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the surface of the tooth both in vitro and in vivo but the dense, impermeable structure 
prevents lead penetration into deeper enamel layers (Brudevold and Steadman 1956). In 
order to make an assessment of diagenetic alteration, particular attention has been paid 
in this study to the extraction and analysis of core enamel and to comparisons between 
this and other tissues from the same individuals. 
Application of isotope analysis to pacific 
islander population dynamics 
The technique to be used here is Thermal Ionisation Mass Spectrometry(TIMS). The 
high experimental precision (0.1%), obtainable using TIMS since the 1980s make it 
particularly suitable for this work and enable us to characterise the populations under 
review. In part, the technique is be applied in an analogous manner to application on 
ancient metalwork, however, additional precision is available in the study of teeth, 
through the measurement of strontium isotope ratios as well as lead. 
Human and animal bones contain trace amounts of strontium and lead that is ultimately 
from local rocks and ground-waters and thence enter the food-chain. Study of Pacific 
islander populations offers some incidental advantages over equivalent studies based on 
mainland archaeological populations (Carlson 1996). The islands under investigation 
are of small size, and metal production is unknown in the region. Consequently, the 
number of possible sources of lead exposure for the archaeological population of any 
single island is extremely limited and will be unaffected by lead derived from re-mel- 
ting of metal artefacts derived from long-distance trade. The total lead exposure in any 
Polynesian Outlier population therefore certainly relates to aspects of the food-chain 
which are unlikely to vary widely between members of the same population. Provided 
that the isotopic signature of the islands under investigation are sufficiently different to 
allow discrimination, it is likely, therefore, that any population studied will form a rela- 
tively homogenous group in terms of its isotope signature. Any migrant arriving from a 
geologically different setting will be relatively easy to spot on a multi-dimensional pro- 
jection of the data. 
There are, however, a certain number of obstacles to the use of radiogenic isotopes for 
provenance analysis. It is imperative that these difficulties are recognised, from the out- 
set, in order that they can be taken into account before archaeological conclusions are 
drawn form the data. 
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If meaningful conclusions are to be derived from the results of the isotope analyses, 
separation must exist between proposed isotopic source fields, the boundaries of which 
may be difficult to define (Gulson 1986). The variability of ratios result from rocks 
having different ages, uranium/thorium/lead ratios and geo-chemical histories. 
Separation would therefore, be much clearer between two areas of very different geo- 
logy than those between rocks that are close in both geographical distance and age, as 
mixing during formation may have occurred (Gulson 1986). It is possible to estimate 
the age of a geological source from its lead ratios, in this case 208Pb:204Pb / 
206Pb:204Pb using the single stage Holmes-Houtermans model. For archaeology, it 
could be used to estimate the lead ratios that would be concordant with bedrock from a 
particular location and whether their "fingerprints" may be resolved. 
Not all rocks are conformable and they may have gone through several stages of for- 
mation when their lead, uranium or thorium contents were changed e.g. metamorphic 
and igneous rocks, thus producing a blip in the smooth lead growth curve (Faure 1977). 
Particularly complex geology in a specific area will also lead to a situation which is far 
from clear cut and various combinations of isotopes ratios may have to be analysed in 
order to resolve these differences. For example, extremely small variations may not be 
apparent when 204Pb ratios are used and a comparison between 208Pb:206Pb and 
207Pb:206Pb may optimise results in this case (Gulson 1986). It is problems along 
these lines that have plagued the provenance analysis of metals trade in the 
Mediterranean (Budd et al. 1995, 1996). There is, however, good evidence to suggest 
that an isotopic study of dental remains within the Pacific will avoid many of the pit- 
falls encountered in the studies of ancient metallurgy. The variation of abundance in 
radiogenic isotopes amongst the Polynesian islands are determined as a function of both 
parentldaughter isotopic ratios in the mantle source of oceanic island basalts and the age 
of this source. Specific isotopes of lead and strontium are derived exclusively from the 
decay of specific parent isotopes uranium, thorium and rubidium. Information regarding 
the rate of these decay processes have important implications for our current unders- 
tanding of geological processes. In terms of the island sunder consideration, although 
their formation is thought to a relatively recent event it is believed it involved the re- 
mobilisation of ocean basalts of considerably greater age. Although, being basaltic in 
origin, the islands are extremely lead-poor (2-3ppm), considerable success has been 
achieved in constructing isotopic databases of lead and strontium isotopes. 
Characteristic signatures of island groups can thereforc be identified isotopically. 
Considerable success has been achieved in using these isotope fields for the sourcing of 
prehistoric basalt artefacts in the region (Weisler and Woodhead 1995, Woodhead and 
Weisler in press). The ratio of 87SrI86Sr has for some time been used archaeologically 
to determine the relative importance of foods with different isotopic environments 
(Ericson 1985, 1993; Yesner 1988 Sealy et al. 1991). 87Sr is derived uniquely from the 
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decay of 87Rb in a manner analogous to lead and is plotted as a ratio 87Srl86Sr. When 
the additional data provided by 87Sr has been applied to archaeological provenance 
analysis of stone implements in Polynesia it has been possible to comment on inter- 
island trade interactions within archipelagoes as well as between island (Woodhead and 
Weisler in press). The same level of analysis using archaeologically-derived dental 
enamel offers exciting possibilities for the study of human movement between 
Polynesian islands. 
Choice of material 
Due to the ethical considerations incumbent on any research conducted using human 
remains some care has been exercised in the selection of material for this research pro- 
ject. The team is aware of the sensitivities attached to the study of the ancestral remains 
of some cultures of the Pacific region and have consequently arranged to study only 
material that is already excavated and for which permission has been obtained to carry 
out primary research. The samples requirements for the research are very small (50mg) 
and although the sample is destroyed will not result in any visible change to the inte- 
grity of the remains. The material under investigation in this project will offer unique 
opportunities to Lest theories regarding migration in the Polynesian Outlier populations 
and to test the robustness of the method. The research team recognise, however, that 
selectivity in gaining to the material for this study may artificially skew the results in 
favour of certain archaeological conclusions. For this reason every effort will be made 
to obtain study material that is both chemically and archaeologically representative of 
the area under consideration. 
Conclusions 
Lead isotope analysis of dental enamel could offer the opportunity to characterise dif- 
ferent archaeological individuals as members of distinct island populations. The study 
offers unique possibilities as a means by which skeletal material of unknown origin can 
be ascribed a provenance. A method of determining geographical origin would be of 
considerable importance to the study of archaeology in the Pacific region. The results 
will be used to determine whether a number of burials, found on islands in the Pacific 
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truly belong to migrant Polynesian individuals as they have previously been described 
or whether they were born on the island in which they were excavated. As well as deter- 
mining where migration has occurred, it may be further possible to determine the direc- 
tion of the migration. This information would be of importance in the chosen study of 
the Polynesian Outlier populations and has important possibilities for testing the vera- 
city of the local oral tradition and previous archaeological theories. The research may 
contribute to our understanding of patterns of lead exposure in island communities. In 
the absence of contribution to the community's lead burden from leaded petrol or from 
metallurgical activities, the lead signature will reflect some aspect of the food chain. 
This signature may be the background signature of the island's geology ingested via 
agricultural activities, that of the local marine fauna or indeed a mixture of the two. Due 
to the limited size of individual islands and the absence of any additional lead burden 
derived from metallurgical activity, the populations of the Pacific Islands are particu- 
larly suitable for this application of lead and strontium isotope analysis. Isotopic analy- 
sis will therefore provide a discrete characterisation free of the mixing problems that 
constrain similar studies based on mainland populations. The project will have a dual 
function to both establish systematic distinctions in the provenance of human popula- 
tions of the Pacific region and to answer a number of archaeologically important ques- 
tions regarding the movement of individual island populations. 
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Archaeologists 
l n t rod uclion 
The New Georgia Archaeological Survey is a joint programme of the Centre For 
Archaeological Research at the University of Auckland, the National Museum of the 
Solomon Islands and the Ministry of Culture, Western Province Solomon Islands. In our 
recent fieldwork we have been joined by Richard Walter from the University of Otago. 
At present research is focused on the Roviana Lagoon, on the south side of New 
Georgia island. 
The broad goals of the research programme are: 
1. to provide a baseline culture history for New Georgia. 
2. document the history of food production through palynology, examination of field 
systems and study of marine resources. 
3. examine patterns of regional interaction using ceramic assemblages. 
4. investigate relationships among changes in food production, patterns of regional 
interaction and the development of the Roviana Chiefdom. 
5. Document traditional and other sites of cultural importance for the people of Roviana 
Lagoon. 
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Fieldwork commenced in January of 1996 with a 6 week survey of the western end of 
Roviana Lagoon, followed by 6 weeks in June and July focusing on the eastern end of 
the lagoon and with a brief reconnisance survey of an inland region on New Georgia 
behind the village of Kazu towards Mt Viniatori. This last area has been surveyed by 
Matt Felgate (University of Auckland) at the end of July. 
I Figure 1 
Inter-tidal ceramic sites in Roviana Lagoon. 
Results 
To date we have recorded and mapped 53 sites in the study area. These include a 
considerable number of stone (coral on the barrier islands and basalt on the mainland) 
shrines, house platform complexes, large fortified settlements and rockshelters, as 
well as a number of ceramic bearing locations. In this report I will focus on sites 
containing ceramics. 
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Ceramic Sites 
Site Distribution 
Roviana Lagoon is formed by a 30 km long string of barrier islands which parallel the 
south coast of New Georgia east of Munda (Fig. I). These barrier islands and a portion 
of the mainland at the east end of the lagoon are formed from emerged coral reefs (Nunn 
1994: Fig.6.16) and a series of wave notches are visible on cliffs on the seaward end of 
most passages. The coral appears to be heavily weathered and the uplift would appear 
to have a considerable antiquity. Cliffs in this raised coral contain numerous rockshel- 
ters and caves. The mainland of New Georgia which forms the north coast of the lagoon 
consists of a narrow coastal plain (< 1 km) which quickly becomes rugged hill country 
trending higher towards the large volcanic domes which dominate the central and wes- 
tern ends of the island. Small streams and rivers are common on the mainland coast and 
a number of these are navigable for several kilometers inland (e.g. Koreke River). Most 
of the lagoon is fringed with mangrove and beaches are not common. The most signifi- 
cant locations are the deep-water passages between islands where most modem villages 
are located. Settlement on the New Georgia coast is limited although it appears to be 
growing rapidly. 
In 1989 Roland Reeve (1989) reported on a ceramic site which he and Matthew Spriggs 
had recognized on the barrier island of Ndora in the central Roviana Lagoon. The 
Panaivili site is a surface scatter of pottery lying within the inter-tidal zone of a small 
cove adjacent to a deep water passage which runs out between barrier islands to the 
open sea. Our research has located many more of these inter-tidal sites in Roviana as 
well as a number of on-shore ceramic occurrences. 
Inter-tidal sites 
To date we have located and sampled 9 ceramic bearing inter-tidal sites (Figure l )  inclu- 
ding the original Panaivili site. Our experience suggests a considerable number of sites 
remain to be recorded on the mainland and barrier islands. Three sites (Gharanga 
Stream, Pikoro and Punala) are located near fresh water streams with others adjacent to 
passages. Freshwater is also available from caves in the village of Patmos back of the 
Panaivili site. Despite testing of a considerable number of caves and rockshelters throu- 
ghout the islands and adjacent to inter-tidal sites no ceramic bearing deposit has been 
found in these locations. 
Most of these inter-tidal sites are in the 30 by 10 m size range of the Panaivili site. Test 
pitting in the sites indicates no recognizable structure to the deposit. Examination of the 
coast adjacent to these sites has yet to reveal any surface evidence of cultural material 
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I Figure 2 
Incised ceramics from Roviana Lagoon 
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1 Figure 3 
Punctate, applique and fingernail impressed ceramics 
from Roviana Lagoon. 
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except around the banks of streams at Pikoro and Punala. In these areas recent clearance 
of silt from the stream mouths has deposited ceramics along the last 15 m of the streams 
course. Two sherds of coarse undecorated ware were recovered while test pitting just 
back of the shore at Punala but no definite cultural layer was recognized. At Pikoro on 
the mainland a large fragment of decorated ceramic (possibly incised ware) was reco- 
vered by the land owner while excavating a drainage ditch in a sago swamp adjacent to 
the stream. Test pitting in this area resulted in the recovery of several small sherds, rock 
and nut fragments from below the water table which is 20 cm below the modem sur- 
face. This location is 40 m inland from the coast and circa 50 m from the hillslope. 
Site Contents 
We have recovered quantities of ceramics and fire-cracked rock from these sites plus a 
single adze from Ririgomana on Ndora island. Villagers near Panavili have recovered a 
series of stone and shell adzes, shell ornaments and an obsidian blade (Reeve 1989: 55) 
from that site. The Ririgomana adze is a small quadrangular form made of greenish vol- 
canic rock (meta basalt?) similar to those reported by Reeve (1989: Figure 6 d-f) from 
Panavili. 
Ceramic Description 
Analysis of the ceramics has only just begun so the following comments are prelimi- 
nary and based primarily on study of the Gharanga Stream and Panaivili samples 
(Table 1). The majority of sherds are plain, with an average thickness of circa 8.5-8.9 
mm. Both a thin and thick ware are found in these assemblages. Preliminary examina- 
tion of temper indicates over 85% of the sherds contain dark volcanic temper with only 
a small percentage of white (shell?) temper. 
No dentate stamped material has been recovered from any of the sites. With the excep- 
tion of the Gharanga Stream site the predominate decorative technique is rectilinear 
incision with cross-hatching or triangular motifs (Fig. 2). Applique, finger nail impres- 
sion and punctation are present in small percentages at all sites but at Gharanga stream 
(Fig. 3) a small sample of 66 sherds is dominated by punctate patterns, finger nail 
impression and applique. Common applique motifs include snakes or lizards and faces 
which have been recovered from at least 3 sites. 
Notched rims of various forms are common in the assemblages however the commo- 
nest and most distinctive form found in all sites is the deeply notched, wavy or crenu- 
lated form which is associated with both incised and punctate motifs. 
Despite the small sample size the Gharanga stream collection suggests the possibility of 
some variation in the frequency of decorative techniques among sites. 
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I Table 1 
Ceramic Attributes (January 1996 Collection). 
Site 
Thickness(mrn) 
Estimated Rim Circumference 
cm 
Rim Form 
Wavy Lip 
Notched Lip 
Linear Incision 
Nail Impressed 
Puncatation 
Appliqu6 
Plain Ware Sltes 
Careful searching will reveal small fragments of ceramic in the soil throughout 
Roviana. Decorated ceramics have not been recovered from the ground surface. Plain 
thin sherds can be found on the island of Nusa Roviana in the gardens along the path up 
to the hill fort above the modem village and within the village itself. One definite plain- 
ware site (Site 25) has been located in the hills on the New Georgia mainland circa 4 km 
inland, Here a logging road has cut into a dark cultural layer circa 50 m from a large 
stone shrine platform. A significant collection of in-situ sherds and canarium nut frag- 
ments was recovered while cleaning this section. This ceramic is a thin soft ware with 
decoration limited to shallow stick notching on thin straight rims. Comparable material 
has not been recovered from the inter-tidal decorated sites nor has it been directly asso- 
ciated with stone shrines. 
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The modem Roviana people have a traditional history extending back 11 generations 
and no tradition of pottery manufacture. A single AMS date (R21360) on canarium char- 
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coal associated with plainware at Site 25 has produced a radiocarbon age of 468262 BP 
which gives a calibrated 1 sigma age of 1403 to 1490 AD. 
Direct dating of the decorated ceramics from the inter-tidal sites has not yet been pos- 
sible. AMS dating of carbon extracted from the ceramic has been investigated but did 
not prove successful. Further experimentation with TL and ESR is planned and it is 
hoped to get at least a relative sequence using ESR measurements on fire-cracked 
rock from these sites. Testing in a series of rockshelters has yet to produce any cera- 
mic deposits. A date under rock-fall at the bottom of an excavation at the shelter of 
Kinda Hite, located circa 250 m from the Panaivili site, gives a conventional radio- 
carbon age (WK-4586) of 2510i50 BP on shell (Mangrove Clam). This might sug- 
gest an antiquity greater than 2000 BP for the inter-tidal ceramic deposits. To date 
only limited testing has been conducted on the lower deposits at this site. 
Comparisons: Detailed comparison of these ceramic assemblages with excavated 
materials from further a field has yet to be undertaken. However some preliminary 
comments can be made. Ceramics are now reported from all the major islands of the 
Western Solomons (Roga has recovered ceramic from Ganongga and Gizo and abun- 
dant ceramic is reported from Kolambangara, Pers. Comm Ridley Jack 1996). The 
closest well described sequence is that of Irwin (1972) from the Shortlands. Like 
Reeve (1989:61) I can find no direct similarity between the Roviana decorated assem- 
blages and the Shortland sequence. Further to the northwest the Buka sequence would 
appear to have some similar rectilinear incised motifs in the earliest Buka Style 
(Specht 1969: Plate XI-2, b etc.) which dates between 900 and 25 BC (Specht 1969: 
214). Specht notes some similarity between this material and sherds from Watom and 
it is here that the comparisons appear to be closest to the Roviana material. Specht 
(1969: Plate XI-47, a-l; Anson 1983:139) presents photographs of sherds with wavy 
or deep crenulated rims and rectilinear incised diagonal motifs from Watom Sites 6, 
7 and 8. These appear to be identical to those from Roviana. Green and Anson's work 
(1991: 180) at Watom also reports that " ... several varieties of notched (crenellated) 
rim forms ... occur in association with plain Lapita at Watom, as well as on sherds car- 
rying applied relief and linear incision". Green and Anson also report correspon- 
dences between the Watom incised material and a series of late or post-Lapita 
assemblages in the Bismarck Archipelago (Green and Anson 199 1 : 179). White and 
Murray-Wallace (1996) have recently reviewed the incised and applique assemblages 
of the central east coast of New Ireland which appear to share attributes with the 
Roviana material "pinched rims and lip notching" and have concluded its age to be 
on the order of 2000 to 1500 BP (White and Murray-Wallace 1996:43) although pro- 
blems in calibrating shell dates may make it at least several 100 years older. If we 
accept general correspondence of the Bismark Archipelago material with the Roviana 
assemblages it would suggest a date in the range of 2500-1500 BP for at least some 
of the Roviana inter-tidal material. 
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Conclusions 
Analysis of this material has only just begun and further fieldwork is planned over the 
next 2 years. Conclusions seem somewhat premature however the following observa- 
tions can be made. 
1. The location of so many sites in the inter-tidal zone raises the issue of stilt villages 
(Specht 1991:199). We have collected data on sherd distribution and tested deposits to 
evaluate this proposition unfortunately the results of this work are not yet available. 
However, the observation of the current need for silt removal from stream mouths, the 
location of sherds in back-swamps under the water table and the observations of local 
informants suggests these sites may be formed by erosion of beach front villages; either 
through small degrees of subsidence or a rise in sea-level. 
2. The Roviana survey, like all previous work by archaeologists -including the conside- 
rable fieldwork by the Solomons National Museum and Ministry of Culture, Western 
Province- has failed to recover any Classic Lapita dentate-stamped ceramics in the 
Western Solomons. I would add this data to that from the Central Solomons and extend 
Roe's (1993) hypothesis of no Lapita occupation in the Central Solomons to include the 
Western Solomons. If this hypothesis is correct it adds an interesting wrinkle to the 
Lapita expansion story and forces us to consider the effect of interaction of Lapita with 
established populations in the development of models of Lapita cultural dynamics and 
Pacific colonisation. It seems possible that the colonisalion of the ReefsISanta Cruz 
(Green 1979) may mark a very big first step, leap-frogging previously established popu- 
lation~ and cultural networks. 
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1 site, northwest Erromango, 
I vanuatu: evidence for 2700 year 
I old stone structures 
Matthew Spriggs 
Archaeologist 
The Ponamla site in northwest Erromango was brought to archaeological attention by 
Sempet Naritantop, former Vanuatu National Museum Fieldworker. He recognised pot- 
tery brought to the surface during posthole digging for a fence around the hamlet of 
Ponamla. I visited the site in 1994 and its potential was confirmed by a shallow test pit 
dug near where the greatest concentration of pottery had been found. It was a focus of 
excavation by Stuart Bedford and myself over five weeks in 1995, working with 
Vanuatu National Museum Fieldworker Jerry Taki. The area of the 1994 test pit was 
expanded and in three square metres taken to sterile. Over a larger area the top 60 cm 
or so was cleared off to the level of various stone alignnments which are the subject of 
this paper (Figure 1). In addition, site area was defined by a test pit transect not repor- 
ted on here. 
When we presented the results of our excavations at seminars in Canberra early in 1996 
we were genuinely surprised by the scepticism of some of our colleagues that the struc- 
tures we reported were of cultural origin. In hindsight, we realise that we made little 
conscious attempt in excavating to "prove" cultural origin as to us at the time there was 
absolutely no doubt as to what the stratigraphy of the site represented. We did not dig 
the site with any suspicion that our interpretation of it might be considered controver- 
sial. The excavation was thus aimed at establishing the stratigraphic relation of the 
various features, not at exposing them completely. Had we felt that the cultural origin 
of the stone features we encountered would be questioned, we would have dug the area 
differently. I 
Ponamla is a bay at the northern end of Erromango facing the island of e fate. On this 
island, bar one sherd found in secondary deposition in a rockshelter, pottery has only 
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been found in immediately coastal areas, usually associated with canoe anchorages or 
access and fresh water. Ponarnla is a prime site of this kind, representing a small coas- 
tal settlement of the immediately post-Lapita age. A single dentate-stamped Lapita 
sherd in secondary context hints at an earlier component to the site, perhaps buried by 
talus slope accumulation. 
-- - 
I Figure 1 
Ponamla: plan of area a, upper structural features. 
The main site area appears to be a remnant Pleistocene alluvial terrace, subject to talus 
slope encroachment from the limestone hillslope at its eastern edge. A series of stone 
rubble ridges comes off the talus slope along the terrace. Rather than being simple land- 
slip features, they appear, at least in part, to represent human clearance of talus rubble 
to form flat areas for placing houses. The most seaward ridge, where excavation was 
concentrated, accumulated by seemingly different processes. It was built-up as the 
result of intensive cultural activity, constrained by the construction of terraces of talus- 
derived limestone boulders and volcanic oven stones carried to the site as manuports 
either from the beach or the riverbed west of the site. The ridge above the site and for 
some distance inland is of limestone and there is no possible source upslope for volca- 
nic rocks. 
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The remnant alluvial terrace itself narrows inland to disappear just beyond the upper 
end of the pottery scatter, in an area where the terrace is about 10 m above the river and 
perhaps 12 m asl. The other bank of the river is extremely low, an alluvial flat relating 
to present sea level. The terrace on which the site sits does not appear to relate to pre- 
sent sea level. There is no evidence of local faulting in this area so I do not believe it 
relates to recent CO-seismic uplift. It resembles Pleistocene alluvial terraces seen on 
other Vanuatu islands. Although the cultural deposit rests on sterile alluvium, there is no 
evidence of the cultural deposit itself being affected by alluvial processes. Thus the ubi- 
quitous volcanic rocks which we interpret as oven stones andlor constructional features 
could not have entered the site naturally as a result of high energy flood events. At the 
main excavated area there is no direct evidence of talus slope encroachment in the pre- 
historic period, although it is possible that colluvial deposits have buried part of the site 
immediately to the east. 
The excavated cultural deposit below layer one built up through depositional processes 
associated with use of the area as an intensive cooking and possibly pottery-production 
site. The density and state of preservation of the artefactual material suggest that the 
deposit is in situ. Nearly complete, broken pots were commonly encountered during 
excavation, as were bones of all size ranges, including pieces showing old breaks. Large 
pieces of carbonised coconut and other nut fragments were also found throughout the 
deposit. The sediment itself seemed typical of what one would expect from an area of 
intense cooking activity, with many fragments of fire-cracked rock in an organically- 
rich matrix. Oven rakeout in the form of ash lenses was also encountered. The consis- 
tent and tight range of radiocarbon dates and the evidence for stylistic change in pottery 
within the deposit (see Bedford, this volume) further support its stratigraphic integrity. 
There are at least three levels of structural features within the cultural deposit, exposed 
in particular in Test Pits 1 and 2 (Fig. 2,3,4). The lowest is a stone paving of volcanic 
and coral cobbles and tabular coral boulders directly over sterile alluvial deposits at 
about 190 cm below datum (the datum is between 20 and 40 cm above the surface of 
the test pits). A charcoal date of 2550k70 BP came from here, calibrating to 271 8 BP 
with a 2 sd range of 2776-2358 BP. Test pit 3, some 8m away, revealed a similar fea- 
ture. Given the relatively small area exposed, this identification is the most tentative of 
our interpretations. 
In test pits 1 and 2 the cultural deposit subsequently built up through midden deposition 
and then a terrace of large coral boulders was constructed with an infill behind of smal- 
ler volcanic and coral cobbles. The outer facing of this runs across the test pits at the 
boundary of test pits1 and 2. Its form and function only became clear when test pit 2 
was dug. By then we had lifted out one of the large facing stones to penetrate beneath 
it, hence its unphotogenic appearance and perhaps some of the Canberra scepticism. 
The base of this terrace was at about 155 cm and its top was at 110-120 cm below 
datum. A marine shell sample associated with its construction gave a date of 3040290 
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BP, which calibrates to 2776 BP, with a range of 3006-2673 BP. This terrace became 
buried as cooking debris and midden accumulated against and over it. A charcoal 
sample from 100-1 10 cm gave a date of 2550270 BP, calibrating to 2718 BP, exactly 
the same value as the lowest dated sample. Shell and charcoal samples from 80 cm, the 
top of this middenlcooking deposit gave ages of 25602140 BP for charcoal and 
2840270 BP for marine shell, calibrating to 2734 BP (range 2944-2326 BP) and 2648 
BP (range 2743-2348 BP) respectively. 
Above this is a cobble and boulder floor. This may represent more than one phase, but 
if so they were very close together in time. It may be that an initial floor of cobbles was 
later covered by a surface including much larger coral boulders. Alternatively the lower 
surface may just have been the bedding for the larger boulders. This construction occurs 
between about 60 and 80 cms. Associated with the upper larger boulders but possibly 
just filtered down among them was a marine shell sample which dated to 2620270 BP, 
calibrated to 2305 BP (range 2452-21 14 BP). 
Above it and seemingly after it was abandoned is an ephemeral shell midden layer 
which was exposed on the surface for a time, hence its chalky appearance. A marine 
shell sample from this midden in Square 1.2, at 42 cm below datum gave an age of 
2750270 BP, calibrated to 2432 BP (range 2698-2300 BP). This would appear to repre- 
sent final use of the site in the pottery-using period, immediately prior to its abandon- 
ment. Sherds found above this level in the upper "plowzone" of layer one to the surface 
are probably in secondary deposition. 
When excavation of the upper cultural deposits associated with the cobble and boulder 
floor was extended to the west it was seen to be the paved surface of a terrace, dropping 
to the west some 40 cm (Fig. 5). Another lower terrace (Terrace 2) was exposed in sec- 
tion 180 cm to the west, dropping about 20 cm then a line of coral boulders and a fur- 
ther terrace (3) some 2.4 m to the west dropping 20 cm. A further 1.8 m to the west 
along terrace 4 the section encountered a similar terrace and cobble floor to thc first, 
rising up again. by 20-25 cm (terrace 5). 
Exposed when a house was recently constructed, and further cleared in 1995, is a long 
terrace running west to east to join a coral outcrop just north of our excavation. All of 
these terraces and walls in the extension of the excavation were associated with the 
latest phase of stone construction with a terminus ante quem of 2300 BP but probably 
nearer 2700-2600 BP. In all areas intact cultural deposits continued under the terrace 
features but were not excavated much below the upper terraces except at their western 
end (test pits 3 and 4). In test pit 1.9 another terrace facing immediately below the upper 
terrace level was partially exposed (Fig. 5). Elsewhere in the site, terrace features of the 
same type are exposed as surface features, some of which are associated with a former 
village site occupied within the memory of older Erromangan informants in an area 
with no evidence of earlier cultural deposits. The current hamlet of Ponamla appears to 
utilise some terraces which may have originally been constructed during the latest per- 
iod of pottery use at the site. 
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The cultural deposit below this upper construction phase in test pits one and two built 
up extremely rapidly, all radiocarbon ages overlapping considerably at one standard 
deviation to produce calibrated ages of 2776 to 2648 BP (5 samples: 3 charcoal and 2 
shell) through two construction phases and 1.2 m of deposit. During this period there 
was stylistic development in the pottery (Bedford, this volume). 
Discussion 
A similar stone terrace alignment was observed at Ifo in southern Erromango, in the top 
of a beachridge many tens of metres away from any natural source of large talus boul- 
ders. Suggestioils in that case of some natural linear accumulation of hillslope boulders 
would be impossible, further giving confidence that our original interpretation of the 
Ponamla features was correct. There are many examples of low, rough terrace structures 
in use today in the Pacific as bases for house platforms or, as illustrated in Kirch's recent 
book "The Wet and the Dry", for open-sided cooking structures and other activity areas 
(1994:Figures 30, 72). The Ponamla examples would appear to represent the earliest 
substantial stone structures of this type yet encountered in the western Pacific. 
KIRCH (P.V.), 1995 - 
The Wet and the Dry: Irrigation 
and Agricultural Intensification 
in Polynesia. University of 
Chicago Press. Chicago. IL. 
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1 Figure 2 
Test pit 1 . l ,  North section. 
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1 Figure 3 
Test pits 2.1 and East section. 
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1 Figure 4 
Ponamla: Test pits 1 . l  and 2.1, West section. 
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PONAMLA AREA A. S. SECTION 
l Figure 5 
Ponamla area A. S. section. 

T h e  conservation of Lapita 
I pottery, ignore it at your peril 
Karen Coote 
Christophe Sand 
Archaeologists 
Introduction 
The local Department of Archaeology of New Caledonia has been studying excavation 
site WK0013 since 1992 (Sand and Ouetcho 1992; Sand 1995; Sand, Ouetcho and Bole 
1996). The different sites of Lapita are located on the west coast of Grande Terre, near 
KonC. Most of these sites have disappeared in part due to sea erosion, especially over 
the last 100 years. In October 1995, an unexpected extension of the construction of a 
commercial shrimp pool at the border of the only well preserved Lapita site, listed as 
WKOO13A, destroyed part of the insitu layers. Every effort was made to save as much 
of the pottery and other material as possible (Sand 1996). 
As always when in Lapita territory the eroding beach front was surveyed. This led to 
the discovery of the upper part of a Lapita pot, surrounded by other large pieces of pot- 
tery at the base of an eroding small cliff. It appeared that part of the encrusted pot filling 
had eroded, as some big pieces of Lapita pots were discovered further down the beach 
and the upper part of one entire pot had been washed away. It was realised at the begin- 
ning of the excavation that there were only three working days before a high tide was 
due that would completely cover the pots. Thus the area had to be excavated in a very 
short time. It was not possible to conduct a thorough, fully recorded excavation within 
the time and staff limits. 
The first task of the excavation was to clearly define the extent of the Lapita area. This 
led to the discovery of a second set of pots under the cliff. At first it was thought that 
these were only parts of pots but when the excavation began a second complete pot was 
found and it was felt that a great moment had arrived. 
To summarise, the greatest amount of sherds was around the first complete pot disco- 
vered, called Pot 1. It appeared at the excavation that large pieces of broken Lapita cera- 
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mics were placed at the bottom of a pit dug in the sand and these were covered by a 
complete Lapita pot approximately 55 cm in diameter, which had a hole in the bottom. 
On this pot were found other large pieces of decorated and undecorated base Lapita 
pieces. In some areas, five levels of pot sherds were superimposed. Plaster bandages 
were used to assist in the lifting of large sherds where possible. The second pot, Pot 2, 
was better preserved as it was protected by the cliff. It was covered by some large 
sherds, especially a sherd illustrated with faces. Smaller Lapita sherds, some with unu- 
sual patterns, were also found under it. 
An attempt was made to try to keep Pot 1 and its encrusted contents in one piece. It was 
wrapped with plaster bandages. This was a partial failure as the pot began to crack when 
carried to the car, followed by transport on the bad road to Kont and then the 250 km 
journey to Noumea. 
As Pot 2 was clearly broken, time was short and no more plaster was available within 
40 km around Kont, it was decided to remove the pot in pieces. Part of the filling atta- 
ched to the inner parts of the sherds of Pot 2 was kept for residue analysis. The pit was 
dated by charcoal to 2820 +l- 50 BP (Beta 92752, AMS Oxford) calibrated 2970 (2860) 
2770 BP: it was clearly made during the period of Lapita production in this site (Sand 
in press). 
These pots were not the first to be found in the Lapita site WK0013. Two other large 
pieces were found during the previous years (Sand and Ouetcho 1993). Due to lack of 
money they had not been conserved and had collapsed. A sponsor was then found to pay 
for the conservation of the October 1995 find at the Australian Museum. 
The Australian Museum's involvement with the October '95 find started with a call 
from Christophe Sand. His excitement was of course infectious but logic had to play a 
part. Some poignant questions were asked. Do you have a lab for solvent based mate- 
rials? Do you have access to distilled or deionised water? Are you aware of the time 
needed for conservation work? and ... are there sufficent funds? The answer to all ques- 
tions was unfortunately, no. There was a great deal of frustration at not being able to 
jump on a plane and start the conservation process immediately. 
The purpose of the conservation project was to stabilise all the pottery and to recons- 
truct as much of it as possible. This process of stabilisation included the removal of salt 
(desalination), the strengthening of the pot fabric (consolidation), plus the construction 
of internal support systems for the near complete pots as well as an adequate transport 
system for their return to the Northern Province of New Caledonia. 
In January 1996, Anne Uculier, a French-speaking staff conservator, travelled to New 
Caledonia to pack the fragile Lapita sherds in a short period of time and with minimal 
resources. By this stage, four months had passed, in which time the pots and sherds had 
been stored in a tin shed with all the vagaries of climatic extremes. 
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The conservation 
The excavation procedures were less than ideal, as described above. One of the pro- 
blems for the task of conservation was that the plaster had never set properly and was 
thus a poor substitute for a support framework. This served to highlight the need for 
practice and experience in lifting and storing Lapita material other than for small loose 
sherds. 
Neither of the pots remained intact due to damage during excavation and lifting. What 
appeared initially during excavation to be a completely intact Pot 1, for example, was 
in fact a pot amving in the laboratory with clear break lines (many fresh) that had been 
held in a compact mixture of plaster bandages, foam and cardboard packing stuffed with 
polystyrene-filled cotton bags. During excavation hardwood planks were pushed 
directly under the excavated pottery, heavily scoring the base sherds and stressing the 
rest of the pot. 
It can be suggested for the future that where material of this nature is found, the pottery 
is reburied until planning has been undertaken. In the case of this site, reburying the pots 
and filling as many plastic garbage bags as possible with wet sand and piling them 
against the incoming tide could have been considered. The waves were not pounding 
and heavy bags would have certainly done a good protective job. 
Desalination and consolidation 
The intention was to keep as much of the pottery in one piece as possible, and especially 
to maintain a profile from rim to base with Pot 1. With this in mind, many small cracks 
in the Pot 1 and the large sherds were faced with a Japanese paper and adhesive system 
before desalination could take place. 
On arrival in the conservation lab of the Australian Museum, all sherd types were sam- 
pled and tested to determine salt levels, to assess durability for its removal and to select 
treatment options. All the pottery contained salt to varying levels. 
When pottery that has been impregnated with salt-rich ground or sea water dries out, 
salt crystals form, exerting considerable pressure on the clay particles that make up the 
matrix of the pottery. With constant changes in relative humidity in the natural envi- 
ronment of the Pacific region, the wetting and drying process continues, with conse- 
quent dissolving and regrowth of salt crystals. This process eventually breaks down the 
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fabric of the pottery. The rate of destruction depends on the inherent cohesiveness of the 
pottery and the extremes in relative humidity over time. It is important to understand 
that the pressure of crystal growth is huge (estimated to be between 1000-2000 atmos- 
pheres, (Stambolov 1976), and that is the reason why there can be total breakdown of 
the fabric of the pottery. 
The purpose of the desalination was to achieve the removal of as much salt in the cera- 
mic as possible. The monitoring process was graphed. An ideal graph is illustrated as 
Figure 1, with the final conductivity readings being at least below 150 umhoslcm. It was 
found that in general the higher the salt content, the more fragile the fabric of the pot- 
tery and thus treatment compromises had to be made. This entailed reduced soaking 
time for soft sherds and an acceptance of removing them at higher readings rather than 
longer soaking to reach the ideal conductivity values. 
Baths were set up for the pottery. The water still was put into overdrive to produce enough 
distilled water (with a conductivity of 6.3 umhoslcm) that was needed to change the baths 
until the salt levels were considered safe for allowing the sherds to dry out. As there were 
hundreds of sherds, where the salt levels were excessively high, tap water was initially 
used (reading of 180 umhoslcm), with distilled water saved for the final baths. 
As can be seen with the New Caledonian experience, salt levels varied in sherds even 
from the one site. This variation can depend on the depth of the find, the fabric of the 
material, the variation in water table, the wicking effect as the sherd dries, as well as the 
salt concentration of the ground water. Speedy removal of the salt can make or break 
the survival chances of the pottery. 
It can be demonstrated with the New Caledonian find, the longer the material had been 
exposed to the air either at the top of the excavation or stored over time, the greater the 
deterioration. Where pottery was excavated wet and kept wet until it was placed into the 
desalinating water baths, the success rate for preservation was greater. This can be seen 
in the final product of Pot 2 where the top dried out during the excavation procedure 
causing cracking and deformation. The top will now always be weaker than the base, 
which had remained wet at all times until conservation. 
Another problem encountered was the insoluble salts causing disfiguration of the sur- 
face, hiding decorative and other features of the pottery. The removal of this material 
involved the use of an acid solution to dissolve the calcium-based encrustation. 
Technique, practice, timing and washing away the acid residue were vital to this pro- 
cess if the sherds were to last. The complete removal of the acid solution was particu- 
larly important for some Lapita ware when the sherd contained a high percentage of 
calcareous material (such as shells) that was also prone to acid attack. 
The pottery was removed from the baths and allowed to air dry with the aid of a fan for 
about 7 days on an open wire racking system at 21 C and 55 % RH. This left the pot- 
tery salt free but still very weak, to the extent that it crumbled when touched. It was 
necessary to consolidate all pieces. 
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The consolidant used was a 10 % solution of Paraloid B72 (a copolymer of ethyl acry- 
late methyl methacrylate, Rhom and Haas) in equal volume mix of acetone and toluene. 
Paraloid B72 was chosen as it is a standard conservation-quality consolidant and has 
been well documented for the conservation of archaeological ceramics. The dry desali- 
nated pottery was saturated with the Paraloid solution using vacuum impreganation for 
up to one hour. After breaking the vacuum and removing the sherd pieces from the resin 
solution, the evaporation of the solvent was assisted by air movement in a fume cup- 
board for one week. Because the solvent mix was toxic and highly flammable, appro- 
priate health and safety measures were observed. 
I Figure 1 
Desalination graph showing initial high salt levels in the ceramic measured via a 
conductivity meter. Each change of distilled water reduced the salt levels over time. 
Reconstruction 
As the solvent vapour dissipated and the consolidant strengthened the sherds, the pro- 
cess of reconstruction was undertaken. This required a team effort. It was vital at this 
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stage for the conservation team to work with Christophe Sand, the archaeologist. The 
pots had sprung and there was no opportunity to exactly reconstruct them without signi- 
ficant cracks and spaces. While appreciating the ideals of the archaeologist and having 
to cope with the practicalities of the physical stability of the pots, a compromise was 
reached whereby Pot 1, for example, was reconstructed to produce a stable object with 
logical profile. 
To achieve the best possible result, the pots were in part reconstructed dry before agree- 
ment was reached as to the final shape. HMG Paraloid B72 adhesive was then used to 
tack the sherds together. Minimal adhesive was used to enable minor adjustment 
through ties and hand pressure during reconstruction. 
Gap-filling of the pots was undertaken where there was significant sherd loss and the 
overall strength and stability of the pot was in joepardy (Fig. 2). Every attempt was 
made to leave stable sections unfilled that would then give access to sherd profiles. A 
related colour was achieved, but there was no attempt to reproduce the incised designs 
(Fig.3). 
As the pots would always be fragile, polyurethane foam support systems were construc- 
ted around the bases. These would be used for storage and transport. A separate alumi- 
nium internal framework was prepared for display purposes. 
It is interesting to note that the reconstruction of Pot 2 progressed more rapidly. The ori- 
ginal fabric of the pot was much more stable, as it appeared to have been fired at a 
higher temperature. We are waiting for the Thermoluminescence (TL) results. The 
reconstruction also progressed rapidly due to the fact that when the archaeologists exca- 
vated the pot they numbered each sherd. When it came to reconstruction, the basic cor- 
relation was there. 
One of the most unusual features of the Pot 2 reconstruction may have significance for 
the future assessment of sherd finds. There was a clear distinction between the fabric of 
the bodylshoulder section and the necklrim section. The necklrim section was a rich red 
matrix throughout whilst the bodylshoulder section was made from an apparent layer 
build up, with clear layer lines defined through red, brown and black colours and tex- 
tures. Had the two sections been found separately there would have been no clear indi- 
cation that they were in fact parts of the same pot. 
Salt was not the only killer. The inherently fragile nature of some of the pottery (some- 
times combined with high salt content) led to its virtual disintegration unless it was 
consolidated. This was generally due to the low-fired nature of the pottery but could 
also be due to the low clay to filler ratio such as shells and fine pebbles (Fig. 4). The 
conservation treatment followed for these poor quality sherds was consolidation 
without desalination. This at least enabled them to be photographed, handled and drawn 
before they in time eventually deteriorate. For the moment the lab is in the experimen- 
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ta1 stage for this treatment process and it is expected that by using a variety of conser- 
vation quality materials, the pottery will last at least for a few years. 
Further experimentations are undenvay for the treatment of very poor quality pottery. 
The first concept is consolidation to be followed by desalination. The second concept is 
firm packing in poultice washing systems followed by consolidation. Both systems take 
a great deal of time and will form the subject of another paper. 
One may wrongly assume that the salt problem may not exist if a site is not directly 
beside the sea. It should be kept in mind that the term salt does not only relate to the 
sodium salts such as sodium chloride (NaCl), which undoubtedly is the most harmful. 
Most water soluble ground salts come in many different compositions such as sodium, 
potassium, magnesium and calcium salts of chloride, carbonate, sulfate and phosphate 
ions. These al1 can be harmful over a long period of time if the ceramic is allowed to 
dry out before Salt removal. 
1 Figure 2 
Fragments of pottery efter reconstruction in relatively good condition. 
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1 Figure 3 
lllustrating the use of a gap filler for structural strength without replicating the design. 
1 Figure 4 
Fragments of pottery after reconstruction showing excessive loss due ot low firing 
combined with burial conditions. 
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Recommendations 
Where preservation is an issue, the following is a set of recomendations. 
1. Plan to employ conservators on site during all or part of an excavation. 
Conservators are not unusual in the fact that many have worked on archaeological sites 
for years before moving to study archaeological conservation. The consequences of the 
collaboration between archaeologist and conservator in this instance have been a better 
understanding of what conservation can achieve and what it could have achieved at les- 
ser expense, had conservators been more involved from an earlier stage. The conserva- 
tors on the other hand have developed a better understanding of the final product and 
the analytical needs of the New Caledonian team. It can be noted that for the first 
time, two conservators worked on the September 1996 Lapita excavation directed by Dr 
Sand. During that time about 6,000 sherds were desalinated to safe tap water level, a 
skeleton was lifted and site archaeologists were introduced to the basic conservation 
skills that they can now adopt. 
2. Become familiar with some of the basic conservation skills whilst at the same time 
understanding the limitations. Various forms of lifting, for example, are well documen- 
ted (Payton 1993) and the Division of Materials Conservation of the Australian 
Museum is available to give workshops on the subject. 
3. Assess the probability of deterioration and understand the short and long term sto- 
rage environments of the excavated finds. The excavated pottery may look and feel in 
sound condition. Experience however shows that the conditions of storage which can be 
considered normal for the Pacific, lead to significant deterioration of material. When, 
for example ceramic material was excavated in 1991 in New Caledonia, it was descri- 
bed by Christophe Sand as exhibiting excellent decorative features. By 1996 this mate- 
rial had lost all features. 
4. Send samples of pottery varieties and associated finds to a conservator experien- 
ced in conserving low fired archaeological material. At that stage the pottery can be tes- 
ted for salt content. 
5. Know the limitations of available finances. It is accepted that excavations in the 
Pacific are undertaken on the proverbial smell of an oily rag. That oily rag is usually in 
the form of a grant as anywhere else in the world. One can only request on behalf of the 
material, its owners, and future students of Lapita, that funds are also found for the pre- 
servation of excavated material. 
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Conclusions 
The Australian Museum Materials Conservation Division is available to assist with the 
preservation of Lapita material. Although the site in New Caledonia may be geographi- 
cally and topographically dissimilar to other sites in the Pacific, the conservation pro- 
blems for Lapita material have been remarkably similar. The Division has conserved 
over 1500 pottery items from PNG and New Caledonia since 1983. It will continue to 
build up a data base for salt levels and appropriate treatment processes for Lapita pot- 
tery. With this information there will be a greater opportunity to more reliably predict 
the length of time the material will need for treatment. 
There are examples in practically every university or museum in the world, of both 
organic and inorganic archaeological material that is stored in boxes barely touched 
since it was excavated, virtually unrecorded and deteriorating through lack of conser- 
vation treatment and adequate preservation environments. The same can be said for the 
Pacific and specifically for Lapita material. There are instances where important mate- 
rial that has been published now does not exist due to inadequate handling and lack of 
appropriate preservation procedures. This is true despite the fact that there are agree- 
ments with originating countries for the eventual return of this material. 
It is vital that the conservation of Lapita material is undertaken where necessary. The 
material will then be accessible to future generations in the Pacific countries, students 
of Lapita and the general public. 
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1 production during Lapita period in 
New Caledonia: a technological 
analysis 
Hubert Forestier 
Archaeologist 
Introduction 
The objective of this paper is to present a qualitative analysis of the technical aspects of 
lithic production found at several sites in New Caledonia. Dates of 2500 or 3000 B. P 
have been obtained for numerous stone tools from four old sites suggesting that they 
were created at the same period or lapita time. 
These sites are (Fig. 1): 
- Podtantan sites TON6 and TON7 (WPT054 and 055) at Naia bay, near Paita, West 
coast, excavated by C. Smart in 1966 (Smart, 1966), 
- Lapita site WKO FouC, Lapita Kont, West coast, material excavated by C. Sand in 
1994 and 1995 (Sand, 1996 and Sand, this volume), 
- Lapita site NKM001, Boirra, Koumac camping, excavated by D. Frimigacci and 
others (Frimigacci, 1978 and Callaque et al. 1981 ; Frimigacci and Maitre, 1981), 
- Podtankan cave site NKM004, Koumac valley, Northern Temtory, excavated by A-M 
Semah since 1992 (SCmah et al. 1995 and SCmah et al., this volume). 
A thorough quantitative inventory of the shard pieces and tools at these sites was pre- 
viously camed out by a typological analysis and will not be the focus of this paper. 
However our aim is to identify how the supports were produced (Perlb, 1992). This 
paper is a general synthesis of technical information obtained for lithic pieces from wes- 
tern and northern New Caledonia. 
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1 Figure 1 
Map of New Caledonia showing sites investigated. 
1 Methods 
Analyses of artefacts was carried out using different techniques. 
Firstly by a dynamic examination called "diacritique" (Dauvois, 1976) of the upper 
most surfaces of shards and cores. "Diacritique" examination may be defined as: 
"an interpretative drawing of a core or a flake where the recognisable directions of scars 
(the negatives of previous removals) as well as their sequence of removal are represen- 
ted by arrows and numbers" (Schlanger, 1994). 
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Secondly by an experimental approach which introduces an experimental model for the 
deciphering of archaeological pieces (Pelegrin, 1990 and 1991). This consists of repro- 
ducing core forms encountered in excavations and by observing the particularities of 
shards which have broken off. This type of approach permitted a greater understanding 
of the different types of support morphology used while chipping the material in a cer- 
tain way. 
For this purpose the cores are the most important artifacts in our analysis and by defi- 
nition are created by fragment cutting according to a well structured set of technical cri- 
teria specific to the desired end product of the artisan. The cores volume carries the 
entirety of this structure and represents the best medium for identifying the system used 
for lithic production. 
Archaeologicaly, in general in working stone, one group of humans has either a bidi- 
mensional concept of volume such as a table (2D) like in Levallois debitage in Europe 
or a tridimensional concept such as a cupboard as with the blade debitage (3D) or some 
others form of debitages (polyhedral ...) (Boeda, 1990 and 1994). We therefore have a 
concept of volume which can be deciphered from the core form which is associated with 
a particular orientation of pieces removed. 
The removal or chipping away appears to be therefore a production of the supports and 
primarily a way of shaping the volume and one volumetrical construction of the core. 
Resl~ltats of analysing cores and shards 
Ra W material, technique, mehod and concept used 
In New Caledonia the raw material is a local chert which is called "phtanite". For 
exemple the cores were created either from sheets, blocks or large fragment of fissured 
chert wich is a phtanite of mediocre quality. In general the stone work with phtanite is 
very difficult because it contains an heterogeneous siliceous material inside a fissured 
and friable block (Forestier, 1996). 
The technique which is the nature and type of material used in chipping: here in these 
sites the technique used is a stong hammer for un-direct percussion. 
The method of chipping defined as the overall means of obtaining one or more objec- 
tives: tool supports, X Y or Z which will later be or not be transformed into tools (Tixier, 
1978). 
The concept: a core volumetric concept may be in 2 D or. 3D. 
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There are two major groups of cores encountered on these sites (Fig. 2): 
In the first group, we find polyhedral cores with successive orthogonal marks on the 
surface being cut where opportunism appears to be strong. This most often gives (in the 
best of cases), quadrangular forms or very rarely prismatic forms. The worst forms 
(most often encountered) are amorphous cores with numerous accidental cuttings where 
chipping off has ceased due to "step fractures" which suggests a simple method of 
orientation in certain pieces removed and the end of the debitage episode. 
We encountered so many of these polyhedral core forms that there must be a large num- 
ber of possible solutions to the way they were cut or to the way of working of the block. 
With these core types, all forms may be produced with no particular predetermined 
volume configuration as is the case for the second group. 
The second group of cores were grouped into types regarded as "discoid cores. These 
are often encountered in archaeological excavations and exhibit a definite working 
phase whereby there are alternate chipping with or without a cortex in mind to obtain a 
stable, constant discoidal volumetric construction. 
I Figure 2 
The different 
types of core 
encountered 
on these 
sites. 
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These cores were the prime focus of our attention. They were produced from sheets 
(15x9x6), quadrangular blocks, nodules or thick flakes. They possess conical or bico- 
nical forms. The repetition of these core forms with a particular volume will lead to a 
standardised repetition of the morpho-technological cutting characters and hence to 
types of flakes which are characteristic of stone workers in Oceania. 
Based on the observations made of experimental replicas and technical lecture by "dia- 
critique" examination on archaeological pieces we are able to show several of the tech- 
nical criteria used for discoides and examine the consequences of a specific volumetric 
construction. 
After the new technological investigations of Eric Boeda on the discoid concept in 
Europe (Boeda, 1993 and 1995) we recognised his six technical criteria for the concep- 
tion of debitage of these four sites which prove that the discoid method had been used 
(Fig. 3 and 3bis): 
1) The volumetric construction of cores is accomplished here with one volume and not 
one surface. 
2) The particularities of this volume are either: 
- a convex surface found on conical cores. These possess only one convex surface and 
an inferior surface or striking surface of a fragment, a natural surface or the surface of 
a diaclase, 
- a biconvex surface found on biconical cores. This is constructed as its names suggests 
in two convex assymetrical surfaces. These two surfaces are delimited by a hinge: it is 
an intersection plane which joins the two convex parts. One is a striking surface (A) and 
the other is an opposite debitage surface (B). But their role may be reversed during the 
same construction sequence (NB or BIA). 
3) The fracture's surfaces of predeternlined and predeterminants removals are at the 
intersection between two surfaces. 
4) A cutting surface is developed to produce and condition a certain number of prede- 
termined cuttings with a particular morpho-technique suited to the core volume. 
5) The predetermined technical criteria consist of developing a peripheral convexity 
that will control the lateral and distal detachment of removal. That creates a phenome- 
non of "matrix" or "mould". 
It requires an entire cutting of the core volume by alternating the striking surfaces. The 
striking surface represents a reversal of the upper most site of removal and more parti- 
cularly the proximal zone (the cutting angle is close to 90"). 
6) The percussion is a direct percussion with a strong hammer. 
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1 Figure 3 
Some 
technical 
properties of 
discoid 
volumetric 
construction. 
I Figure 3 bis 
Technical 
propertie: the 
peripheral 
convexity in 
the discoid 
core 
construction. 
I Figure 4 
Experimental 
model: the 
four principal 
type of flakes 
obtained by 
the discoid 
method. 
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Technical consequences in the production 
of different fragment forms 
It requires maintenance of the surfaces until the discoid mould is obtained. This may be 
conical or biconical in shape and contain an uninterrupted series of fragments which are 
more or less triangular and contain convergent lines on their uppermost surface. This 
requires no reworking of the striking platform like in the Levallois or blade debitage. 
This recurrent and centripetal method is largely dependant on a set of technical criteria 
applied to the core volume. This method is energy efficient as the workable volume is 
cuttable and practically equivalent to the volume of the core. 
The aspect of the flakes morphology is by nature pseudo-Levallois with pseudo- 
Levallois points. These flakes possess a shift in the cutting axis in relation to the mor- 
phological axis of the fragment. 
The results of the experimental approach translated into an archaeological model of 
knapping (Fig. 4) shows four main forms of flakes (after Boeda, 1993): 
- classic pseudo-Levallois points, 
- triangular flakes with one to three convergent lines on their uppermost surface, 
- flakes larger than they are long, 
- over extending flakes: they are lateral fragments with a back determined by the inter- 
section (the joint) between the two convex surfaces of the core. 
In any debitage sequence or during the exploitation of the core, we can find these four 
types of flakes which confirm that the method used is really the discoid method because 
by definition they are the technical consequences of a specific volumetrical construction. 
With this archaeological model as a tool for deciphering the archaeological flakes and 
understand their situation in the debitage episode, we have rediscovered these four 
flakes in New Caledonian sites assemblages associated with conical and biconical cores 
(Fig. 5 to 12). 
Conclusion and technological implications 
The major advantage of the discoid method is the use of nearly 100% of the initial core 
volume as is shown, for exemple, with the very small coresfound in site TON6 at Naia 
Bay. 
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These cores will maintain the same volumetrical structure regardless of the advanced 
degree of cutting applied and will generate a product which is technically identical but 
metrically different. 
The major inconvenient is the intersection of two convex surfaces which produces a 
large number of uniform flakes due to a certain rigidity of this matrix. 
We have just seen a structured type of cutting which organises and imposes a set of phy- 
sical, geometrical and technical criteria to a raw material in order to obtain a number of 
precise triangular fragments which will be used as they are or retouched in notches, 
scrapers.. . 
This concept of volume offers an identical product which we also find in other cutting 
methods including European Levallois or perhaps Australian Levallois. This allows us 
to objectively infer that all cutting methods must not be restricted to one product 
(pseudo-Lavallois point for exemple) but focus on a large number of pieces which have 
been integrated by some technical system (Boeda, 1991 ; Geneste, 1991). 
In the Western Pacific, it seems that discoid method exists also in the Salomon islands 
where it has been pointed out but not specifically described by two japanese archaeolo- 
gists (Chikamori and Takasugi, 1985). 
For the whole of the Lapita period, from the Papua New Guinea to the New Caledonian 
region, technical research directed towards studying the nature of techniques and 
methods of these "Flintknappers-navigators" will allow us to compare methods and the 
techniques used rather than only the flake tools. 
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1 Figure 5 
Lithic artifacts of Lapita site (WK013A), typical discoid flake forms: 
1-3: over extending flakes; 4: pseudo-Levallois point; 5-7: triangular flakss; 
8-10: flakes larger than they are long. 
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I Figure 6 
Lithic artifacts from Lapita site (WK013A): typical discoid flakes. 
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1 Figure 7 
Lithic artifacts from Lapita site (WK013A): discoid cores and flakes. 
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1 Figure 8 
Lithic artifacts from Boirra site (NKM001): typical discoid flakes. 
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I Figure 9 
Lithic artifacts from Boirra site (NKM001): two discoid cores. 
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1 Figure 10 
Lithic artifacts from TON6 site: typical discoid cores (with schema diacritique showing 
discoid centripetal directions of percussion). 
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I Figure 11 
Lithic artifacts from TON6 site: 1: exemple of polyhedral core (alterning platform with 
angular sequences); 2-4: flake tools. 
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I Figure 12 
Lithic artifacts from NKM004 site: 1-6: typical discoid flake forms; 7: discoid core. 
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1 island Southeast Asia and 
I Oceania: recent archeological 1 investigations in the Northern 
I Moluccas 
Geoffrey lrwin 
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Gunadi Nitihaminoto 
Daud Tanudirjo 
Loko Siswanto 
Archaeologists 
Asia is the ultimate although by no means always the immediate origin of the myriad 
indigenous peoples of Oceania. Many current debates in Oceanic prehistory invoke 
hypothetical relations with Island Southeast Asia that require further investigation there. 
Obviously, there is also reason enough to study Island Southeast Asian prehistory in its 
own right. Nor can it be assumed that the two regions were distinct in cultural and other 
terms at different times in the past and that such boundaries could be identified between 
them. Indeed, in general, the further back in time the less this is true. 
It was in this context that investigations in the northern Moluccas, which are strategi- 
cally located between the Philippines, Sulawesi and New Guinea, were initiated by 
Bellwood and Irwin together with colleagues from the National Centre for Archaeology 
of Indonesia. There have been four periods of fieldwork since 1990 but only aspects of 
the first and last of these which took place during the (southern) summers of 1990-91 
and 1995-96 are discussed here. Detailed reports on the entire project are in preparation. 
In broad terms there were three main problems of interest. 
1. The first concerned the Pleistocene colonisation and subsequent settlement of Island 
Southeast Asia, Australia and its neighbouring islands in Near Oceania; an episode 
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which currently dates from 40,000 bp by C14, but earlier by TL. In the Moluccas, sites 
of Pleistoccne age have been discovered and investigatcd on the islands of Morotai and 
Gebe. 
2. 'The second was concerned with issucs cilrrently under lively debate, including the 
spread ol'neolithic and ceramic sitcs in  Island Southeast Asill (Bellwood 1985, Spriggs 
1989) and the appearancc by 1500 BC in thc Bismarck Archipclago of sites attributed 
to a Lapita Cultural Complex (Green 1991). Reccntly a nirmbcr ol' scholars havc real- 
firmed a close association of archaeological and linguistic evidence with reference to 
the spread of Austronesian languages (Bellwood 1996a, Kirch 1996, Spriggs 1996). 
Languages of southern Halmallera appear to rclate to Oceanic languages more closely 
than any other Westcrn Austronesian languages and have been suggested as a possiblc 
inlmediate source. A ceramic site of cornparablc age to carly Lapita was excavated at 
Uattamdi on Kayoa Island and bears on these questions. 
1 Figure 1 
Location map of the northern Moluccas. 
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3. The Moluccas are the Spice Islands of the Middle Ages, and earlier, and traces of 
such connections have been found at Uattamdi dating within the last 2000 years BP. 
Preceramic sites 
The initial context for Pleistocene research was in terms of a voyaging corridor stret- 
ching from mainland Asia to the end of the Solomon Islands chain (Irwin 1992), linking 
Island Southeast Asia, Australia and the region we know as Near Oceania (Pawley and 
Green 1973). It is no surprise that the first known human colonisation by water occur- 
red here as the circumstances experienced by early settlers were of large islands close 
together and often intervisible, and seasonal and predictable reversals of northwestly 
monsoon and southeastly trade winds and their attendant currents. Through this mosaic 
of islands there was continuity of coastal environment and of most marine and many 
plant resources (Golson 1971). The Wallacean separation of Island Southeast Asia from 
Greater Australia allowed independent development of placentals and marsupials; 
however the region was more a filter than a clean barrier between them given its pene- 
tration by animals from both sides by agency of geological events and various over-sea 
dispersals including some that were evidently humanly assisted. Eastwards along the 
corridor there was a reduction in terrestrial animal resources. The circumstances for 
early voyaging are clear but there is no direct knowledge of early boats or rafts; while 
initially unsophisticated they must have been substantial enough to carry viable foun- 
der populations. We might also expect there were continuing contacts that travelled 
two-way. 
Until now, very few archaeological sites have been found in Wallacea to match the early 
evidence from Greater Australia and its Pleistocene neighbours in the Bismarcks and 
Solomons although they must, by default, have existed. Gebe was selected for survey 
because it lies on an intervisible route between Halmahera and islands near the Bird's 
Head of New Guinea (Irwin 1991). Gebe is a narrow island straddling the Equator some 
45 km long and 6 km at the widest point (Fig. 2) located approximately 45 km southeast 
of Halmahera and 75 km to the west of Waigeo. The island is less than 400 m in eleva- 
tion. Its western end is raised coral while the remainder has extensive nickel-rich depo- 
sits overlying volcanic and metamorphic rocks. Rainforest grows mainly on the raised 
limestone areas and along drainages but elsewhere is a maquis-like vegetation 
(Flannery and Boeadi 1995). The northern shore is exposed seasonally to the northwest 
monsoon and the southern to the southeast trade wind, but the latter offers more shelter 
and marine resources. There are two local villages on the island while the town of 
Kapaleo and an airstrip are associated with a nickel mine run by the Aneka Tambang 
Company. 
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1 Figure 3 
Schematic section drawing of Wetef Cave, Squares K3 and K4. 
A complete extended burial was discovered in the upper part of Layer 2 at Golo and the 
distribution of associated red ochre indicates the probable burial pit, although this was 
not noticed during excavation. A sample has been submitted for direct dating. Two stri- 
king features found at a depth of 135 cm in Layer 2, which is of terminal Pleistocene 
age, were circular structures of large coral stones up to 20 cm high; one semi-circle 
measured 80 cm in internal diameter and a smaller complete circle approximately 30 cm 
(Bellwood 1996b). 
A tentative comparison can be made of the Gebe cave site sequences with the series of 
cave sites in New Ireland excavated during the Lapita Homelands Project (Allen, 
Gosden and White 1989, Allen and Gosden 1991) which provide samples to the west 
and east of New Guinea respectively. In general there is no substantial abandonment of 
the Gebe sites during the preceramic Holocene which in New Ireland has been sugges- 
ted as possibly indicative of a general shift in settlement supported by a more horticul- 
turally-based economy. 
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1 Figure 4 
Section of 
Golo 
Cave. 
S250 ' I -  60 
7260 '1- 70 
7710 ' I -  70 
8510 '1. 70 
11,310 +l- 80 
Faunal remains 
These consist of a wallaby, a cuscus and fish with smaller quantities of bat, turtle, snake 
and bird. In Wetef bone of all species drops out below approximately 200 cm depth 
which corresponds to a radiocarbon date of WK 4625, 11,310 +l- 80 bp. However, 
marine shell and crab continue closer to the bottom of the site. While the deposit is 
weakly alkaline and the bone does not appear to be more eroded with depth, its absence 
is tentatively ascribed by Irwin, the excavator of this site, to weathering and perhaps 
more moisture passing through the lower deposit. 
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Excluding the introduced pig and deer, Rattus exulans and Sus scrofa, the northern 
Moluccas have a rather sparse native fauna. 
Gebe is described as having some 15 species, which show affinities to both New Guinea 
and to other islands of the Halmahera group. Some predominently New Guinea species 
which reach their northwestern limit on Gebe include Rattus praetor, Pteropsus neohi- 
bemicus and Syconycteris australis (Flannery and Boeadi 1995). The Gebe cuscus 
Phalanger alexandrae has been newly described as an endemic with clear affinities to 
Phalanger omatus which is found elsewhere in the Halmahera group and which evi- 
dently has a long history there (Flannery and Boeadi 1995). It is of considerable interest 
that the most numerous animal represented in the Wetef midden was a new species of 
wallaby already extinct for the last few thousands of years of prehistory. It turns out to 
be a new species of Dorcopsis (Flannery in press), a genus consisting of four previously 
described species all restricted to New Guinea and islands formally land-bridged to it. In 
addition, fragments of bone from a similarly extirpated species of bandicoot with affini- 
ties to the New Guinea genus Echymipera have been found in archaeological deposits on 
Halmahera although not on Gebe or Morotai. We note that these Halmahera extinctions, 
while not yet precisely dated, occurred in the same general time range as the introduc- 
tion of dogs to the Halmahera group and perhaps in association with other changes in 
economy. 
The occurrence of wallaby and cuscus on Gebe is intriguing given reports of human 
translocation of Phalanger orientalis to New Ireland at some time after approximately 
19,000 BP while the wallaby Thylogale brunii was apparently similarly established there 
by c.7000 BP (Flannery and White 1991). Echymipera kalubu appears archaeologically 
in the Admiralties c.12,000 BP (Williams 1996). It is also claimed that F! orientalis was 
transported to Timor c.4000-5000 (Glover 1986) and to the Solomons perhaps between 
2000-6000 BP (Flannery and White 1991). However, little can be inferred from the 
absence of cuscus and wallaby in Wetef Cave prior to c.10,000 BP because bone of all 
species is absent. And it is noted that both animals in question are described as endemics. 
A solution provided by geology may hold the answer. R Hall (1996) describes how the 
Philippine Sea Plate rotated following its collision with the Australian continent some 25 
mya. During the Miocene several fragments of continental crust were sliced from the 
Bird's Head and transported west. This accounts for the islands of Seram, Bum, Sula and 
the Tukan Busi platform which collided with eastern Sulawesi. However, the Halmahera 
islands had a different origin. Situated on the Molucca Sea Plate, which was partially 
coupled with the Philippine Sea Plate in its rotation, this group moved from east to west 
during the Miocene in fairly close proximity to what is now the north coast of New 
Guinea, but to the north of the Sorong fault system (Hall 1996). In short the marsupials 
may have taken an accidental voyage by land. However, we note that Flannery and 
Boeadi (1995) do not exclude the possibility of over-water dispersal subsequently. At all 
events, human intervention does not seem to be required. This may be another point of 
dissimilarity with the caves of New Ireland. 
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Artifacts 
Shell adzes 
A number of complete and broken adzes made from the lip of the Helmet Shell Cassis 
cornuta were found at depths between 40-90 cm in Wetef Cave (Table 1) and some 14 
examples between 0-70 cm in Golo, all of identical style and similar size. Adzes of 
Cassis lip are known from parts of Micronesia, Melanesia and Polynesia including the 
Outliers. A suggestion for Go10 (Bellwood 1996b) is that they may have been cached in 
the site and are therefore of younger age than the deposits in which they were found. If 
so, this could correspond with the younger age of the various examples found in 
Oceania. Alternatively, they may prove to be the same age as associated deposits - 
approaching 5000 bp in Wetef - in which case they would be older than those further 
east. Direct dates on these shell adzes are awaited. 
Lower down in Go10 a number of adzes made of giant Tridacna or Hippopus were 
found at levels dating between approximately 8000-12,000 BP (Bellwood 1996). These 
are similar to those excavated at Pamwak Shelter on Manus in the Admiralty Islands 
and also dated to the terminal Pleistocene-early Holocene (Frederickson et a1 1993). A 
further example was found at a rock shelter site of Buwawansi also excavated on Gebe 
and in association with a C14 date WK 4628, 8550 +l- 70 bp. 
Stone flakes 
Numbers of stone flakes and hammerstones are not large but they persist through the 
layers of Go10 and Wetef. They are generally unifacial and technologically nondescript 
and made on a range of volcanic, metamorphic and chert-like rocks. The central and 
eastern parts of Gebe are geologically varied and it is possible that sources were loca- 
ted there. Only one flake of obsidian was found in the entire survey and that in the top 
layer of the Tanjung Pinang site on the south coast of Mototai (Bellwood 1996b). Thus, 
another point of contrast with late Pleistocene cave sites of New Ireland is the absence 
of imported rock and specifically of obsidian. However, it might be premature to 
conclude from this that the northern Moluccas were more isolated from outside at the 
time in question. Firecracked rocks which evidently had been used as cookstones were 
found throughout Go10 and Wetef and in situ fireplaces were found. Fire-stained limes- 
tone was in evidence also. 
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1 Table 1 
Distribution of cultural remains by depth in Wetef Cave. 
Bone points 
Depth 
cms 
0-1 0 
10-20 
20-30 
30-40 
40-50 
50-60 
60-70 
70-80 
80-90 
90-100 
100-113 
110-120 
120-130 
130-140 
140-150 
150-160 
160-170 
170-180 
180-1 90 
190-200 
200-21 0 
21 0-220 
220-230 
230-240 
240-250 
250-260 
260-270 
Among the bones were many small bipolar points (Table l )  which persisted for a consi- 
derable time. These will be described elsewhere. 
Bonepoints 
no 
1 
2 
3 
7 
2 
4 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
Ceramic period sites 
Animal 
bone 
V"" 
13.5 
7.8 
165.7 
1150.9 
802.0 
474.1 
507.8 
408.0 
264.2 
45.5 
17.9 
44.2 
37.7 
42.9 
70.4 
86.6 
82.6 
3.6 
14.7 
4.7 
0.1 
The earliest pottery is found at the Uattamdi rock shelter on the western coast of Koyoa 
(Fig. l )  where it dates from approximately 3300 to 2500 BP. Layers C and D contained 
Flaked stone 
no gms 
1 8.3 
5 54.7 
1 5.5 
3 96.9 
5 62.5 
3 160.2 
3 30.9 
1 15.3 
Shell 
K4 only 
gm5 
145 
260 
200 
265 
580 
610 
1100 
1300 
640 
470 
380 
320 
51 0 
380 
460 
260 
440 
320 
210 
490 
370 
41 0 
31 0 
200 
40 
Shell 
adzes 
no 
1 Cassis 
1 Cassis 
2 Cassis 
2 Cassis 
2 Cassis 
Volcanic 
Cookstones 
no gms 
1 10 
3 50 
10 80 
3 240 
6 310 
1 40 
3 140 
9 570 
21 850 
1 20 
5 460 
13 1010 
33 1160 
18 660 
14 310 
7 290 
11 370 
3 140 
3 70 
13 200 
19 400 
6 60 
2 20 
Potsherds 
no 
2 
2 
2 
1 
C1 4 date 
bp 
4920i60 
5250i60 
7260i70 
656k60 
771 Oi70 
771 Oi70 
851 Oi70 
11,310i80 
!l ,29k170 
!5,540*420 
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a red-slipped pottery which was almost entirely plain apart from a few incised sherds 
and some notching and scalloping of lips. Preliminary analysis suggests two major ves- 
sel forms are simple restricted pots with everted rims and unrestricted bowls with direct 
rims. Some of the latter have stands but apparently there are no tripod feet or carina- 
tions. Coral sand and volcanic sand tempers occur and both are available locally and on 
adjacent islands. There is a range of rim forms and the closest affinities of the ceramic 
inventory are thought to be the approximately contemporary assemblages at Bukit 
Tengkorak and Madai Cave in Sabah and Leang Tuwo Mane'e in the Talaud Islands 
(Bellwood 1976, 1988, 1996b). More distant affinities are with Sulawesi and the unde- 
corated vessels in Lapita. 
Associated with this ware in Uattamdi layers C and D are shell beads and armbands, a 
Tridacna adze, a polished lenticular-sectioned adze, stone flakes including adze chips, 
together with bones of pig, dog and cuscus (Phalanger ornatus). Some of these items 
are seen by a number of prehistorians as part of a package of introductions related to the 
dispersal of Austronesian languages and this issue is of considerable current interest. 
The later pottery in Layers A and B at Uattamdi which dates after approximately 2000 
BP is sometimes carinated, footed and is decorated with incision, impression and some- 
times red-slipping. Other sites with similar pottery have been located in Morotai, 
Halmahera and Gebe and there are widespread affinities with other parts of Indonesia 
and the Philippines. 
Spice Trade 
The Moluccas were the Spice Islands of the Middle Ages and earlier. Cloves were 
known in Rome nearly 2000 years ago. Indian pottery of much the same age has been 
found as far east as Bali (Ardika and Bellwood 1991) and may indicate some connec- 
tions. Most, if not all, of the world's cloves are said to have come from a string of five 
islands from Ternate south to Kayoa on the western side of Halmahera (Fig. 1). The 
European Age of Discovery finally brought Europeans into direct contact with the Spice 
Islands. When the Portugese first arrived in the Moluccas early in the 16 th century they 
encountered powerful Muslim sultanates on both Ternate and Tidore which had by then 
emerged as central places which administered production and trade. Located close to 
the south of them, the island of Mare had developed into a single specialised regional 
centre of production and distribution of trade pottery (Mahirta 1996). Evidently there 
had been a period of substantial regional interaction, integration and associated cultural 
transformation and it may be a measure of this that the Muslim towns of Ternate and 
Tidore were Non-Austronesian speaking at Western contact as was wider northern 
Halmahera. European elements were added to this landscape and are most conspicuous 
in the many Dutch forts of the 17 th and 18 th centuries. 
The site of Uattamdi is on Koyoa, one of the clove islands, and its upper layers preserve 
traces of the trade. More than 100 glass beads likely to be of Indian origin may extend 
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over a period of 2000 years. Fragments of copper, bronze and iron may go back 1000 
years. These include two Chinese coins. These items are also associated with burial jars 
of a widespread Southeast Asian tradition. The northern Moluccas were ultimately 
connected to the Silk Road and to early sea routes to the Mediterranean. Among the 
more recent connections with New Guinea was the trade in bird of paradise feathers 
during recent centuries as documented recently by Swadling (1996). 
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T h e  prehistoric extinction 
of south pacific birds: 
catastrophy versus attrition 
David W. Steadman 
Ornithologist 
Introduction 
Nearly four decades ago, a landmark paper by Paul Martin developed the concept of 
prehistoric overkill. He suggested that the massive extinction of large mammals in 
North America (and smaller ones in the West Indies) was due to overhunting by humans 
in radiocarbon time (last 35,000 years) rather than to changes in climate and habitat 
associated with the glacial to interglacial transition (Martin 1958). The cause or causes 
of late Quaternary extinctions have been debated intensively ever since, with evidence 
from many disciplines and all continents except Antarctica contributing to the debate. 
At one extreme are Martin and other defenders of overkill. At the other extreme are pro- 
ponents of non. human causes who usually incorporate some aspect of changing climate 
and habitat to explain most or all late Quaternary extinctions of mammals. 
To accomodate the radiocarbon chronology indicating a catastropic extinction in North 
America, Mosimann and Martin (1975) developed a model of "blitzkrieg" that portrays 
a rapidly advancing "front" of skilled hunters who kill animals beyond their actual 
needs and respond to their unlimited food supply with rapid population growth. A spe- 
cial type of catastrophe, the blitzkrieg model proposes that human colonization and 
megafaunal collapse could have swept across both North and South America in a mat- 
ter of several centuries (Martin 1984, 1990). 
Whatever the fate of blitzkrieg on continents, a model of explosive, human-induced 
extinction has intuitive appeal on oceanic islands, where even small vertebrates often 
are more susceptible to extinction than on continents because of small land areas, small 
population sizes, low rates of increase, and nayvitt to predators. During historic times (the 
past several hundred years), written observations and scientific specimens have c o r r o b  
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rated numerous blitzkrieg-like events -the rapid extinction of multiple indigenous species - 
after the arrival of humans on a previously uninhabited island. I use "rapid" here in a g e e  
chronological sense to mean time intervals of several centuries or less, which are difficult 
or impossible to measure precisely by radiocarbon (14C) dating. 
Most oceanic islands, including those of the tropical Pacific (Fig. l) ,  were colonized by 
humans well before the past few centuries. Between 3200 to 3000 years ago, people of 
the Lapita Cultural Complex moved rapidly from an undetermined part of island 
Southeast Asia into Remote Oceania, settling on islands as far east as Samoa (Kirch and 
Hunt 1988, Irwin 1992, Kirch 1995). "Remote Oceania" refers to Pacific islands east of 
the Solomons and north of the Bismarcks, i.e., all of Polynesia and Micronesia as well 
as Vanuatu, New Caledonia, and Fiji; see Green 1991. The Lapita peoples were agri- 
culturalists (Kirch 1989) as well as hunters and fishers who exploited a wide range of 
marine and terrestrial animals (Nagaoka 1988, Dye and Steadman 1990). 
The rapid movement of Lapita peoples to islands spread across thousands of kilometers 
of ocean is the sort of colonization event one might expect to be associated with a catas- 
trophic extinction. In fact, thousands of populations (especially seabirds, rails, pigeons, 
and parrots) and species (especially flightless rails) of birds have become extinct on tro- 
pical Pacific islands during the past several millennia of human presence (Steadman 
1993, 1995a). At the species level, this is the largest single extinction event ever detec- 
ted for vertebrates. 
The exact timing of these extinctions, however, especially as compared to the first arri- 
val of people (Lapita or otherwise), has been difficult to determine in most cases. From 
a cultural perspective or from the standpoint of conservation biology, it is important to 
determine how long it took for these extinctions to occur. In other words, after the arri- 
val of people on a previously uninhabited island, was the extinction of various indige- 
nous species of birds accomplished in years, decades, centuries, or millennia? From the 
standpoint of evolution or biogeography, the speed of extinction is somewhat less impor- 
tant to know, given that all of these time scales are short and that extinction is virtually 
guaranteed for most indigenous species of birds once humans colonize an oceanic island. 
To study the timing and extent of extinctions that may have occurred in Oceania in pre- 
historic times requires identifying bones from dated contexts. Obtaining such evidence 
might seem to be straightforward, but complications often arise in such areas as: finding 
relatively old prehistoric sites with good bone preservation; determining just when 
humans arrived; obtaining large enough samples of bones to represent the indigenous 
fauna in a comprehensive way; and doing the difficult, species-level identifications of 
bones. These limitations can be severe. Among the numerous Lapita sites, for example, 
only site TK-4 from Tikopia and two sites in Tonga (Faleloa on Foa Island, Tongoleleka 
on Likufa Island) have yielded more than 100 bird bones that have been identified to 
species (Nagaoka 1988, Steadman et al. 1990, see Discussion herein). In some Lapita 
sites with excellent overall bone retrieval, such as the ECA site on Mussau (Bismarck 
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Archipelago; Steadman and Kirch in press), the scarcity of bird bones might be attribu- 
table to a genuine paucity of available birds because of earlier human impact. In many 
cases, however, poor field recovery methods or the unavailability of collected bones has 
limited the study of birds that were exploited by Lapita peoples. 
In this paper I will outline some of the factors that can be considered, on an island-by- 
island basis, in evaluating the speed and extent of vertebrate extinction on oceanic 
islands. Following this I will examine some preliminary fauna1 data from Lapita sites in 
the Ha'apai Group of Tonga. 
1 Figure 1 
The main island groups of the tropical Pacific Ocean. 
Factors that affect extinction on islands 
At least three categories of factors influence the speed and extent of anthropogenic 
extinction of vertebrates on oceanic islands. These factors are outlined here as genera- 
lizations (with certain or possible exceptions) rather than absolute rules. This brief, pre- 
liminary compilation can be applied to any class of vertebrates on any oceanic island or 
island group, although my primary goal is to establish criteria for assessing extinction 
of birds on tropical Pacific islands. Most of these factors are not mutually exclusive but 
influence one another, both within and between categories. 
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Intrinsic Physical Factors 
These characteristics are inherent to an island and thus provide the background for bio- 
logical and cultural factors. 
1. Island size (land area). The influence of island area on a variety of biological pheno- 
mena is legendary (MacArthur and Wilson 1967). As island area increases, for example, 
it should take longer for an anthropogenic impact to spread across the entire island. In 
the cases of some introduced predators (such as rats) or pathogens (such as avian mala- 
ria or pox), the differences in dispersal times across large vs. small islands may be 
minor. 
2. Topography (relief). This factor is influenced by elevation, although extreme steep- 
ness (high relief) may deter human impacts related to deforestation, cultivation, and 
hunting more than large but gradual increases in elevation. Examples of areas where 
topography constrains human activities include "knife-edge" eroded volcanics (as in the 
Marquesas and Hawai'i), limestone cliffs (as in parts of the Cook Islands, Tonga, 
Vanuatu, and Palau), and pinnacle karst (as on Henderson Island). Topographic 
constraints on human activities tend to be greater on large islands than or small islands 
or atolls. 
3. Bedrock types. This factor influences topography and soil types. 
4. Soil types. Indigenous plant communities are more likely to be altered or removed 
where soils are well suited for cultivation. 
5. Isolation. More isolated islands tend to have more depauperate plant and animal com- 
munities. Increased isolation also leads to a more strict dependence by people on that 
island alone for natural resources, such as the resource sink on Easter Island (Flenley 
et al. 1991, Steadman et al. 1994, Steadman 1995a). These phenomena together facili- 
tate overexploitation of indigenous species. Repopulation of the island by conspecifics 
from neighboring islands is hindered by increased isolation. 
Intrinsic Biologica,l Factors 
Each of these factors pertains to the indigenous plant and animal communities that exist 
on an island at first human contact. 
1. Floral diversity. Having more species available, a richer flora might be exploited in 
a more generalized way that spreads the human impact across many species. On the 
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other hand, such floras may have naturally rare species that, if subjected to specialized 
exploitation, could be easy to exterminate. In either case, sustained exploitation of rich 
plant communities eventually will extirpate or make rare more species than in depau- 
perate communities. 
2. Faunal diversity. As with floral diversity, being part of a relatively rich fauna can 
work either for or against a given species. Faunal diversity includes pathogens; one 
would expect indigenous vertebrates from islands with minimal pathogenic diversity to 
be more vulnerable to disease when non-native pathogens arrive. 
3. Presencelabsence of non-volant terrestrial mammals. Indigenous rodents are absent 
from Remote Oceania. Birds and reptiles on these islands have evolved in the absence 
of terrestrial mammals, and thus tend to be relatively easy targets for predation by 
humans, rats, dogs, and pigs. 
4. Marine resources, including access. Rich marine resources would lessen the short- 
term human dependence on terrestrial resources, and thus potentially reduce the speed 
with which terrestrial species would become overexploited. On the other hand, rich 
marine resources would help to sustain long-term human populations, whose activities 
eventually would lead to vanishing terrestrial species. Regardless of how rich the 
marine life may be, human access to marine resources is dictated by shoreline configu- 
rations and weather (beaches, cliffs, bays, fringing reefs, windward vs. leeward coasts, 
storms, rough seas, etc.). 
5. Species-specific ecological, behavioral, or morphological traits. Species of birds that 
nest and forage in the forest canopy, for example, are more difficult to hunt than those 
living in the forest understory or on the ground. Flightlessness has rendered most spe- 
cies of rails highly vulnerable to predation from humans or non-native mammals 
(Steadman 1995a), with the result that nearly all species that once inhabited Oceania are 
extinct. Although volant, most species of seabirds nest on the ground and therefore are 
extremely vulnerable to predation at that crucial stage in their life history. The presence 
of colorful feathers, bones well suited for making into tools, or especially tasty meat are 
some morphological traits that might increase the rate at which humans hunt a species 
(Steadman 1996). 
Human Factors 
This set of closely interrelated factors concerns the socio-economic structure, demo- 
graphy, and cultural ecology of prehistoric peoples. 
1. Permanent vs. temporary occupation. Permanent settlement would be expected to 
result in the introduction of more non-native species of plants and animals, especially 
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among horticulturalists. Temporary occupation means using an island as an occasional 
hunting and fishing outpost. This would. not necessarily preclude the introduction of 
non-native species of plants or animals, or of burning forest in the dry season, but these 
activities probably would occur less often than on permanently inhabited islands. 
2. Horticulturalists vs. hunter-fisher-gatherers (h-f-g). Lapita and later peoples in 
Remote Oceania were horticulturalists (with significant h-f-g activities as well). Related 
to the previous factor, horticulturalists would be expected to develop larger populations 
and to alter more forest than those with an exclusively h-f-g economy. 
3. Introduced plants. Prehistoric voyagers transported a diverse set of food and other 
economically important plants across Remote Oceania (Kirch 1994). Deforestation, 
especially through burning in the dry season, was necessary to provide tillable land to 
sustain these crops. 
4. Introduced animals. Four species of vertebrates were transported prehistorically 
across much of Remote Oceania: chicken (Callus gallus), Pacific rat (Rarrus exulans), 
dog (Canis familiaris), and pig (Sus scrofa). While all four were capable of forming 
wild as well as captive populations, only the rat did so consistently. 
5. Settlement pattern. The earliest habitation sites in Remote Oceania are coastal (Kirch 
1986). The interior of an island, although exploited for game andlor cultivation, may not 
have been settled until later in prehistory, perhaps as a response to increased human 
population (Kirch 1982, Kirch and Ellison 1994). 
6. Population growth. Evidence from islands with extensive archaeological records 
point to population increases with time, even though prehistoric controls on population 
variably included resource shortages, disease, warfare, and others (Dye and Steadman 
1990, Kirch 1990, Kirch and Weisler 1994). Higher populations lead logically to increa- 
sed resource consumption. 
7. Hunting preferences or avoidances. As mentioned above, certain species of birds 
were either favored or avoided by hunters because of their taste, plumage, bones, spiri- 
tual meaning, or other traits (Steadman 1996). A greater emphasis on exploiting terres- 
trial than marine species would ensue if access to the sea were restricted by the threat 
of violence (Dye 1990b) or by a rugged coastline. 
An example from Tonga 
Preliminary data from three fairly small, low islands in the Ha'apai Group of Tonga sug- 
gest that extinction of many species of birds occurred rapidly, i.e., within time intervals 
too short to be characterized by "h2 dating. The Lapita colonization of the nearby, inter- 
visible islands of Foa (13,3 km2.20 m elev.), Lifuka (1 1,4 km2, 16 m elev.), and Ha'ano 
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(6,6 km2,12 m elev.) occurred at ca. 3000 yr BP (Dye 1990a, Dye and Steadman 1990, 
Burley 1994, 1996, in press, Burley et al. 1995, Dickinson et al. 1994, Shutler et al. 
1994). Eight AMS 14C dates on wood charcoal from Lapita and Polynesian Plainware 
sites on these islands have been determined (Burley et al. 1995; Table 1 herein). The 
two dates from Polynesian Plainware sites are subsumed within the age spread of the 
six dates from Lapita sites. The Lapita sites have yielded abundant bones of extinct spe- 
cies of birds; such bones have not been found in the Polynesian Plainware sites (Table 2 
p. 385). This suggests that many species of landbirds were lost from these islands within 
a time interval equal to or less than the statistical error inherent in very similar 14C 
dates, i.e., probably about 300 years or less. By either evolutionary or cultural stan- 
dards, this is a very short period of time. 
I Table 1 
AMS radiocarbon dates (wood charcoal) from archaeological sites in the Ha'apai Group, 
Tonga. Data reported more fully in Burley et al. (1 995). 
Looking at the factors that affect extinction on islands, the three islands in Ha'apai seem 
well disposed as places where rapid and extensive extinction might occur. Most impor- 
tantly they are small, flat, and have excellent soils for cultivation. The first colonists 
probably were horticulturalists who introduced non-native plants and animals and ini- 
tiated a human presence that has continued to today. 
The chronology of extinction for native landbirds in Ha'apai could be improved by 
determining accelerator-mass spectrometer (AMS) 14C dates on individual bones of 
extinct species such as megapodes and large pigeons. It would be ideal to date bones 
from both the highest and lowest stratigraphic occurrences of the extinct species. Such 
AMS l4C dates would suggest which species of birds survived for the longest time after 
Island 
Liuka 
Lifuka 
Foa 
Foa 
Foa 
Ha'ano 
Ha'ano 
CAMS 
no. 
12918 
12919 
7145 
7146 
8074 
71 47 
7148 
l sigma 
cal BP 
2940-2790 
2720-2460 
31 30-2930 
2690-2430 
2690-2440 
2750-2500 
3020-2840 
Site 
Holopeka 
Holopeka 
Faleloa 
Faleloa 
Faleloa 
Pukotala 
Pukotala 
Ceramics 
Plainware 
Plainware 
Lapita 
Lapita 
Lapita 
Lapita 
Lapita 
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human amval, as well as which were among the first to die out. I predict that there will 
be little if any difference in age between the stratigraphically highest and lowest dated 
bones from extinct megapodes and pigeons on Foa, Lifuka, or Ha'ano. 
Discussion 
Rapid extinction of birds on previously uninhabited Tongan islands would support the 
overkill and even "blitzkrieg" models of extinction (Martin 1990, Martin and Stuart 
1995). Elsewhere in Polynesia, however, estimates for the amount of time that elapsed 
between the first anival of humans and the extinction of most species of birds are more 
varied. On large, high islands in East Polynesia (>50 km2, >l00 m elevation), these esti- 
mates vary from several centuries to more than 1500 years. Many species of birds 
became extinct in East Polynesia from 900 to 600 yr BP (Steadman and Kirch 1990, 
Steadman 1995a. 1995b, Kirch et al. 1995, Steadman and Rolett 1996). The discrepan- 
cies in estimates of the rapidity of extinction arise from differing opinions on when 
humans first amved in East Polynesia, ranging from 2500 to 1000 yr BP (Kirch 1986, 
1996, Hunt and Holsen 1991, Spriggs and Anderson 1993, Anderson 1994,1995, Kirch 
and Ellison 1994). The younger age estimates of human arrival are compatible with a 
blitzkrieg model of extinction. The older ones are not, and invite explanations of how 
species could survive so long in human presence. 
The information now available for evaluating the chronology and extent of extinction 
in South Pacific birds may be inadequate for detailed comparisons between island 
groups. We simply need more bone-rich excavations at well stratified sites using labo- 
rious sieving methods (most or all sediment sieved through 3 mm mesh or finer, with 
subsampling to 1 or 2 mm mesh), followed by extensive radiocarbon dating and a major 
effort to identify bird bones to the species level. All of this adds up to a huge investment 
of time, money, and cooperative research - an exciting challenge and opportunity for the 
talented archaeological and biogeographic community of the tropical Pacific. 
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DOMESTICATES 
Gallus gallus (i) 
Chicken 
SEABIRDS 
*Puffinus pacificus 
Wedge-tailed Shearwater 
*Puffinus lherminieri 
Audubon's Shearwater 
'Pterodroma sp. 
petrel 
'Phaethon lepturus 
White-tailed Tropicbird 
*Anous stolidus 
Brown Noddy 
'Anous minutus 
Black Noddy 
*Gygis candida 
Common Fairy-Tern 
SHOREBIRDS 
Pluvialis dominica (m) 
Lesser Golden-Plover 
Heteroscelus incanus (m) 
Wandering Tattler 
Numenius tahitiensis (m) 
Bristle-thighed Curlew 
LANDBIRDS 
Anas superciliosa 
Gray Duck 
A ~ e ~ a ~ o d i u s  alimentum 
Consumed Megapode 
A ~ e ~ a ~ o d i u s  moli tructor 
Giant Megapode 
*Megapodius pritchardii 
Niuafo'ou Megapode 
*Porzana tabuensis 
Sooty Crake 
Gallirallus philippensis 
Banded Rail 
Gallirallus new sp. 
flightless rail 
Porphyrio porphyrio 
Purple Swamphen 
*Gallicolumba stairii 
West Polynesian Ground-Dove 
A~idunculus new sp. 
Large Tooth-billed Pigeon 
A~a~oenas  cf. canacorum 
Large aNicobarn Pigeon 
Ptilinopus porphyraceus 
Purple-capped Fmit-Dove 
Ptilinopus perousii 
Many-colored Fruit-Dove 
Ducula pacifica 
Pacific Pigeon 
*Ducula latrans 
Peale's Pigeon 
A~ucula david 
Lapita sites 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Polynesian Plainware 
and later sites 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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David's Pigeon 
A ~ u c u l a  new sp. 
Immense Pigeon 
Eudynamis taitensis (m) 
Long-tailed Cuckoo 
Tyto alba 
Common Barn-Owl 
Halcyon chloris 
Collared Kingfisher 
*Halcyon sp. 2 
small kingfisher 
Lalage maculosa 
Polynesian Triller 
*cf.Clytorhynchus vitiensis 
Fiji Shrikebill 
Foulehaio carunculata 
Wattled Honeyeater 
Aplonis tabuensis 
Polynesian Starling 
Total NISP 
Total species 
All 
Non-native 
Native 
Seabirds 
*Seabirds 
Migratory shorebirds 
Landbirds 
h* Landbirds 
1 Table 2 (suite) 
Birds from four archaeological sites on Lifuka and Foa islands, Ha'apai Group, Tonga. The 
Lapita sites are Faleloa and Tongoleleka. The later sites are Holopeka (Polynesian 
plainware) and Toumu'a Well (aceramic). 
A, extinct species; 
*, extirpated on Lifuka and Foa but survive elsewhere; 
i, introduced species; 
m, migratory species; 
NISP, number of identified specimens. 
Site details are reported in Burley (1994), Burley et al. (1995), Dickinson et al. (1994), and 
Shutler et al. (1994). Faunal data are modified from Steadman (1989, MS submitted), 
Steadman et al. (MS submitted). Several hundred bones from these sites, especially 
Tongoleleka, remain unidentified. 
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I in the Western Pacific: alternative 
I records of human impact 
Geoff Hope 
Dominique O'Dea 
Wendy Southern 
Palynologists 
The Indo-Pacific Pollen Database 
Until recently, pollen data has been collected and analysed in isolation, the richness of 
the results allowing only a summary of the percentage data to be presented as a pollen 
diagram. Although the original data, in the form of the actual pollen identifications and 
counts, together with stratigraphic information, is usually preserved, comparisons bet- 
ween sites, or re-interpretation based on new chronologies or ecological information, 
has rarely been possible. A worldwide effort is being made to collect the original data 
(pollen counts, dates) in integrated databases for all dated pollen sites (Webb et al. 
1993, Markgraf et al. 1996). This Global Pollen Database, though incomplete, can 
already be accessed from the National Ocean and Atmosphere Centre in Boulder 
Colorado. (http:Nwww.ngdc.noaa.gov/paleo/paleo.html) A browser, (SITESEER), pro- 
vides a nested map of several world regions in which individual sites can be zoomed 
and details of publications, chronology and the pollen diagram for each entered site can 
be extracted. 
As part of this effort the Australian National University is coordinating a database of 
vegetation history sites from tropical India to Hawaii, south to the Antarctic and across 
to Easter Island. The project has identified about 630 records in this huge area, the bulk 
of which are concentrated in southeastern Australia, New Zealand and India. The deve- 
lopment of data analysis programs such as TILIA and PSIMPOL (Grimm 1988, Bennett 
1994), for actual pollen count data frees the user from the particular calculation methods 
of the authors of the individual sites, and allows the reliability of the chronology to be 
assessed and modified. Statistical sub-routines (eg Grimm 1987) help to identify per- 
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iods of major change providing an aid to zonation. The statistics can be run on different 
ecolological groups (eg forest trees or swamp taxa) for example to help detect if 
changes in wetland succession are responsible for apparent changes to the dryland pol- 
len reaching the site. Data on particular plant taxa can be assembled from several sites, 
creating a tool for investigating the spread of a pollen analytically visible taxon (which, 
unfortunately, many economic plants are not). 
These developments will soon allow individual users to browse data in the Pacific, with 
simple pollen diagrams being automatically produced from the stored data. Diagrams 
can be presented on both stratigraphic or a chronological time scale. The latter are more 
speculative, as they rely on a single interpretation based on available dates, but they rea- 
dily allow comparisons. New techniques for creating chronological models with confi- 
dence limits (Bennett 1994) are a great advance on simple linear models between 
available radiocarbon dates. Pollen data has hitherto been inaccessible to many users, 
not least because much data has never been published, for example the seven pollen dia- 
grams from Fiji prepared by Southern (1986). Acomprehensive analysis of the available 
data from the western Pacific would be premature, as in many cases only summary dia- 
grams have been produced, with relatively low chronological resolution and precision. 
Another difficulty is the high level of unknown pollen types which is compounded by 
the relatively unknown ecology of many of the source plants. This has limited the use 
that archaeologists can make of pollen diagrams, but set against that is a rapid increase 
in site numbers and the reliability of chronologies. 
Fifty-one pollen sites have been located in the area from Yap Island in the northwest, 
lowland New Guinea, Micronesia, island Melanesia and Polynesia, as well as Hawaii 
and Easter Island on the criteria of an existing pollen diagram and dates, whether publi- 
shed or not. Western Pacific sites are shown on Figure l and brief details are given as 
an appendix to this paper. Data for Australia, and for several sites in progress on Palau 
Is., Norfolk Is., Efate Is., New Caledonia, Viti Levu, Vanua Levu, Lau Is., and Hawaii 
have not been included. Also excluded are sites which do not have data in the later 
Holocene such as three Pleistocene sites on the Plaine des Lacs, New Caledonia (Hope 
1996a, Hope and Pask in press) and the Wainisavulevu section from upland Viti Levu 
(Southern 1986). Numerous upland sites in New Guinea have also been omitted 
although the archaeological implications of these are summarised by Haberle (1994) 
and Hope and Golson (1995). 
Four types of site history 
The aim of this paper is a modest one; to classify the Holocene pollen records into four 
categories and comment on the utility of each group, with examples from the western 
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Pacific. Can pollen diagrams from swamps and lakes provide an alternate archaeological 
record that shows earliest disturbance? The answer is a firm "maybe". Criteria for asses- 
sing pollen diagrams for anthropogenic influences have been discussed by Haberle 
(1994) for New Guinea. These include evidence for primary forest decline and secon- 
dary forest increase, grasslands replacing forest, plant introductions and silviculture and 
substantial and sustained changes in finely divided carbonised particles that are presu- 
med to be records of fires. Associated sedimentary change, such as an increase in slope 
debris and B horizon soil inputs or a change in swamp hydrology may help build a case. 
However a range of possible non-anthropogenic causes must be considered before an 
hypothesis for anthropogenic causes can be sustained. While isolated and short lived 
change in the past is often equivocal at our present state of knowledge, much more 
convincing cases can be made if a presently disturbed location is traced back through 
time to locate the initiation and process of settlement in the record. 
Long pre-human records 
An advantage of Pacific work is that many records extend back over the Holocene, a 
time of relatively homogenous climatic conditions although affected by sea level 
change and coastal adjustment. This provides non-coastal records of the natural vege- 
tation over thousands of years against which modem vegetation can be compared. Lake 
Hordorli, at 780 m on the northern side of Irian Jaya, in fact extends back to an estima- 
ted 60,000 years (Hope and Tulip 1994, Hope 1996b). No fires are recorded for 50,000 
years in the humid lower montane forest. The appearance of charcoal, at 11,200 yr BP, 
and consistent low to moderate levels in every sample since that time to the surface, is 
a clear indication of human influence. It establishes that the fire regime is almost cer- 
tainly anthropogenic in this locality. For more seasonal localities this cannot be assu- 
med. On New Caledonia fire has been a component of the forest in the Pleistocene and 
early Holocene (Hope 1996a, b, Stevenson 1997), sometimes associated with conside- 
rable erosion. On other Pacific islands fire prior to the archaeologically established 
human arrivals seems to be a rare event. Mid-Holocene peat sequences at Voli Voli and 
the Navua delta in Fiji and at Anouwe and Umej on Aneityum Island, Vanuatu, lack fire 
in their immediate catchments. Ellison (1994) records occasional fires on Mangaia 
Island, Cook Islands, in pre-human times. All these sites commence as estuaries about 
6000 years ago and contain infills adjacent to attractive areas for early settlement. 
While archaeologists might not seem to have much use for the pre-arrival parts of pol- 
len diagrams, they will become increasingly important as the accuracy of pollen identi- 
fication improves. The spread of the economic plants throughout the Pacific will 
eventually be investigated (using phytoliths, macrocharcoal and macrofossils as well as 
pollen) by locating the natural ranges. The indigenous vegetation is one of the resources 
available to initial colonists. The continuing search for a sparse pre-ceramic human pre- 
sence may also look to these records. 
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Holocene records with no human impact 
Sites with no discernable human inputs tell us where humans are not interested in living. 
Often the deposition site itself is little liked by its human neighbors (eg mangrove forest 
or large swamps) and human impact signals will be muted, even if settlement is nearby. 
Lake Tagamaucia, at 780 m on Taveuni Island, Fiji provides a 13,000 year record in 
which very little change attributable to human disturbance can be seen. Southern (1986) 
notes however that the ratio of secondary to primary forest trees is at its highest over 
the last 2800 years of the record. This may possibly reflect forest clearance on the wind- 
ward slopes, but could as easily be due to changed cyclone frequency or other climatic 
or tectonic changes. What is clear is that humans have chosen not to clear the forest and 
bum around the lake at any stage. This commendable spirit of nature conservation by 
early Fijians might have been reinforced by the 12,000 mm rainfall and incessant 
drizzle which has stunted the forest to a few metres height, and which would certainly 
prevent crops from maturing or fires from doing more than smoulder sullenly. Such 
records are currently rather rare, most probably because palynologists have deliberately 
targeted sites with a potential to provide human histories. Very late evidence for clea- 
rance also suggests that some sites are unsuitable for detecting early human colonisa- 
tion. For example in New Guinea the great highland valley floors are cleared by 6 -9 000 
yr BP. But sites in neighboring marginal environments to the Wahgi Valley, such as 
Yeni, at 540 m, or Sirunki, at 2500 m, record impact after 3500 years, and presumably 
reflect more gradual colonisation of marginal sites. 
Human impact records 
In many cases pollen diagrams document the appearance of a changed fire regime, with 
associated forest clearance and grassland expansion, that almost certainly represents 
human activity. One of the most convincing cases is Plum Swamp, southern New 
Caledonia, presented by Stevenson (1997), where reliable dating and a clear and per- 
manent change in charcoal inputs about 3000 years ago heralds the widespread clea- 
rance of the forest. Poor soils and a seasonal climate increase the sensitivity of a site to 
recording early settlement, as even small clearings regenerate slowly, and small fires 
may spread to bum substantial areas. The diagrams from Easter Island and several from 
Hawaii (eg Logo Paaia) also provide unequivocal evidence for dramatic floristic change 
within the last thousand years. 
An infilled estuarine embayment 500 m south of Koumac (Fig. 2) provides a record that 
illustrates the difficulties of interpreting preliminary studies. The clay samples were col- 
lected in 10 cm spits by Marc Latham and Daniel Frimagacci in 1980, who obtained 
three carbon dates that suggest that a relatively complete column of sediment exists. Six 
samples yield pollen and there is a clear increase in charcoal, decline in forest and jump 
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Summary pollen diagram from Koumac, Northwestern New Caledonia, 
dates from M. Latham, pers. communication. Pollen sum is non-swamp taxa. 
in fern spores from the 90-100 cm sample upwards. An age model based on the avai- 
lable dates places the 95 cm level at 3000 yr BP, but of course the event is not located 
more precisely than 5000-2900 yr BP. A complication is an increase in a large pored 
pollen type which is tentatively allocated to Rhizophoraceae, and hence may be a man- 
grove. This type (and other estuarine types) also increase at the 90-100 cm level per- 
haps representing a change from an open estuary to a mangrove forest that then 
subsequently declines to the modem open salt flat as sedimentation infills the basin. 
Such an environmental change may mask human effects on the immediate catchment. 
Nonetheless, the site has a potential for detailed work and a precise fixing of the time 
of increased burning, using AMS dating of the organic component. Resolution of the 
taxonomy will also allow much better environmental determinations. 
Lower quality diagrams such as Koumac and Voli Voli Lagoon, Fiji also indicate mas- 
sive changes in vegetation and sedimentation within brackets of dates that are consis- 
tent with abrupt change around 3000 yr BP. But there are definite problems with 
accepting a conclusion of blitzkreig or sudden anthropogenic environmental change 
from abrupt changes in sediment cores. Archaeologists have been surprised by claims 
for apparent anthropogenic change on the Rewa Delta, eastern Viti Levu around 4,000 
years ago. Other cases include persuasive evidence for human anival from makatea 
dammed lagoons on Mangaia Island, Cook Islands and from Anouwe Swamp, 
Aneityum Is, Vanuatu. Anderson (1994, 1995) has pointed out that at least three major 
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influences can interfere with the common assumption of continuous sedimentation bet- 
ween dated levels. Firstly, there may be truncation of the section by fire or other ero- 
sion. Here prehuman sediments will be overlain by significantly younger sediments 
possibly reflecting the stabilisation of a settled area after a long period of adjustment. 
Secondly, the erosion of catchments can release old carbon which is incorporated in the 
younger sediments, causing older dates than the pollen spectrum actual age. Finally 
occupation may cause mixing of horizons and changes in the area from which pollen is 
being derived, suggesting widespread change. These difficulties can be overcome by 
detailed dating, including AMS dates on individual plant or charcoal fragments. 
Duplicated sections from the same basin can also establish if a change is local or more 
widespread, especially if combined with pollen transport studies. 
In the cases mentioned above, the core from Bonatoa Bog is largely inorganic silts 
below peats in the Rewa River estuary of eastern Viti Levu (Southern 1986). A basal 
date of 4360rt180 yr BP (ANU 3816) at 390 cm, lies within a zone of well developed 
dryland forest and sago swamp with significant levels of fine charcoal (Fig. 3). There is 
a significant decline of sago and increase in grasses and sedges around 290 cm, asso- 
ciated with peat growth, forest decline and decreasing charcoal. Charcoal increases 
again about 240 cm. Southern regards the charcoal as being of likely anthropogenic ori- 
gin. A modern age was obtained on peats at 290 cm and one of 2290rt75 yr BP (ANU 
3813) at 240 cm.   his chronology makes it difficult to guess the real age at 300 cm 
where the sediment changes from clay to peat, nor to assess the reliability of the basal 
date. The human impact on vegetation is equivocal until after 2500 years ago, but there 
is charcoal at the older dated level. The site thus could represent early exploitation of 
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the delta, but in the absence of independant records for such settlement, the chronology 
must be regarded as unproven. 
Anderson (1994) suggests that the time of occupation of Mangaia Island might also be 
much younger than the dated levels in Veitatei VT6, which lie immediately below the 
level at which fire consistently increases (Ellison 1994). He notes that pollen analysts 
are used to presenting a simple chronological model, based on mean sedimentation bet- 
ween dated levels. Such chronologies need to be treated with caution where the bulk of 
the sediment is formed in carbonate rich waters, and where the watertable is controlled 
by sea level in an emergent island. 
At Anouwe swamp, Vanuatu, Hope and Spriggs (1982) assume a continuous infill 
sequence on the margin of the swamp from 5000 yr BP to about 1500 yr BP, with sett- 
lement showing up after 3000 yr BP. Several new cores from more central parts of the 
swamp provide a series of dates that indicate that there is a hiatus between organic rich 
estuarine sediments more than 4000 years old, and younger peats less than 2000 years 
old. Pollen in the younger peats shows that substantial deforestation had already taken 
place, but the time of onset cannot be fixed. Part of the swamp is buried by inorganic 
muds stripped from slopes. While these are probably post-3000 years of age, the peats 
below the contact are 4000-5000 years old and provide only maximum ages for the 
overlying sediments. 
These examples show that each site needs to be assessed independently from others, and 
that the evidence should be treated cautiously until sufficient dates have been assessed. 
An thropogenic sites 
A class of sites, about 25-30 % of the total listed, consist of peat swamps within settled 
or disturbed catchments. When these are cored, they typically consist of a depth of clay 
overlain by up to several metres of peat. Both clay and peat contain charcoal, and the 
pollen diagrams show clear evidence from the base for forest disturbance and clearance. 
There is a good case for supposing that some of these sites are anthropogenic, acciden- 
tally caused by forest clearance that increases the water yield and supplies sediment to 
impede drainage. For example Nadrau Swamp in central Viti Levu (Fig. 4) infills a 
broad valley with up to 6 m of sedge peat over the past 2000 years (Southern 1986). The 
basal age of the swamp provides a useful estimate for levee building across the outlet 
drainage. This levee may have been created by initial clearance and slope erosion, since 
the swamp records significant levels of fire throughout. At Yeni Swamp on the Papua 
New Guinea mainland Gillieson et al. (1987) noted the presence of garden ditches 
beneath the peat, demonstrating the encroachment of peat onto gardens established after 
forest clearance. Other prominent examples are Mele Swamp on Guadacanal, Lowelak 
Swamp on the northeast coast of New Ireland, PNG, and Anumon Swamp on Aneityum 
Island, Vanuatu. Within an area, a study of several deposits could provide a record of 
the forest clearance process from the basal dates. 
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1 Figure 4 
Summary pollen diagram from Nadrau Swamp, 760m altitude,Viti Levu. 
I Figure 5 
Summary pollen diagram from Evoran Pond, Erromango Island, Vanuatu. 
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While the initiation or increase in swamp areas may be an unintentional result of clea- 
rance, swamps can be a valuable resource by providing a permanent source of fresh 
water, wildfowl habitat and a new range of plant resources such as sago palm and stems. 
At Evoran, in northwestern Erromango Island, Vanuatu, there is no apparent natural 
cause for the existence of shallow lagoons at several points in a relict valley. Cores esta- 
blished that up to 1,5 m of peat overlies a similar thickness of organic muds and a pol- 
len diagram was prepared from one site, Evoran Pond (Fig. 5). Dated sediment shows 
that this pond is 2000 years old, and that high levels of burning are evident throughout. 
The vegetation is disturbed, and shows an expansion of forest in the later stages. The 
pond may even have been constructed by earth works across the valley, to provide water 
and possible taro habitat. Stevenson (1997) notes the occurrence of terraces around Lac 
St Louis, New Caledonia, although the swamp has a natural origin. 
Discussion 
Pollen analysis and Quaternary stratigraphy are complex fields with their own specia- 
list taphonomic concerns and potential errors. They cannot provide an automatic ans- 
wer to archaeological questions, but they have a high potential to contribute. In general, 
the technique is suited to the humid Pacific because it seems that people have been the 
main cause of deforestation and the spread of grasslands and Talasiga. The site records 
suggest that clearance soon after 3000 yr BP was fairly common, but not universal. The 
variety of natural response can largely be ascribed to the complexity of the landscapes 
and local climate as well as their remoteness from settlement. Many sites (eg Lowelak, 
New Ireland, Naudrala* and Nandrau, Viti Levu, Fiji, Anlinpece*, Anidirai*, Anumon* 
and Evoran, Vanuatu and possibly Mele and Laukutu on Guadacanal Is.), initiate peat 
formation with clearance of the forest and subsequent burning. At Kingston Common*, 
Norfolk Is., Anouwe Swamp, Aneityum Is., Vanuatu, and Voli Voli, Natunuku*, Mago 
Is.*, Kaibu Is.* and Yacata Is.*, Fiji, some peat bogs are buried by overburden with a 
simultaneous increase in charcoal. 
Evidence for occasional fires extends back into the Pleistocene, so presumably cannot 
be ascribed to human agency, but the post-settlement fire regime can be differentiated 
These sites are still in progress so are not listed in the site lists. 
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as a major human marker. Most problems experienced by archaeologists in assessing 
these data sources are due to insufficient resolution of both pollen and time. Careful 
dating is needed to accurately find the time of initiation of these regimes, and this must 
usually follow the preparation of pollen data to accurately locate the initial impact 
levels. The lack of precise chronologies diminishes the contribution that sedimentary 
sequence studies have so far made to archaeological reconstructions. 
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Indonesia. 
Lake Hordorli. Cyclops Mts, Irian Jaya. -02'32'. 140'33'. 780m. 0 - 50ka. Hope, G. and 
Tulip, J. 1994. A long vegetation history from Irian Jaya, Indonesia. Palaeogeography, 
Palaeoclimatology, Palaeoecology 109, 385-398. Hope, G. S. 1996. History of 
Nothofagus in New Guinea and New Caledonia, in Veblen, T. T. Hill, R. S. and Read, 
J. (eds.) The Ecology and Biogeography of Nothofagus Forest, pp. 257-270. New 
Haven, Yale. 
Papua New Guinea. 
Yeni. Ruti Flats, Jimi Valley. Papua New Guinea. -05'21. 0'. 144'16. 7'. 540m. 0-1, 2. 
5-5.5ka. Gillieson, D., Gorecki, P., Head. J and Hope, G. S. 1987. Soil erosion and agri- 
cultural history in the central highlands of Papua New Guinea. Pp. 507-522 in Gardiner, 
V. (ed.) International Geomorphology. J. Wiley, London. Gillieson, D., Hope, G. S. & 
Luly, J. 1989. Environmental change in the Jimi valley. in Gorecki, P. and Gillieson, D. 
eds.) A Crack in the Spine, pp 105-122. Div Anthropology, James Cook Univ, 
Townsville. 
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Lake Yanamugi. Markham Valley. -06'24'. 146'17'. 180m. 0-3ka. Garrett Jones, S. E. 
1979. Holocene vegetation and lake sedimentation in the Markham Valley, Papua New 
Guinea. Unpubl. PhD Thesis, ANU Canberra. 
Lake Wanum. Near Lae. -06'38'. 146'47'. 35m. 0-9ka. Garrett Jones, S. E. 1979. 
Holocene vegetation and lake sedimentation in the Markham Valley, Papua New 
Guinea. Unpubl. PhD Thesis, ANU Canberra. 
Lahakai Swamp. Manus Island. -02'08'. 147'14'. 85m. 0-5. 4ka. Southern, W. 
Unpublished. The Vegetation History of Lahakai Swamp, Manus Island, Papua New 
Guinea; a Preliminary Report. 
Fissoa River. New Ireland. -02'87'. 151' 9'. 2m. 0-2. 5ka. Hope G. S. and Ogden R. 
1988. Unpublished file. 
Lowelak Swamp. New Ireland. -02' 56'. 151' 25'. 30m. 0-2.4ka. Hope G. S. and Ogden 
R. 1988. Unpublished file. 
Federated States of Micronesia. 
Fool Swamp. Southern Yap. 09'29. 1'. 138'05.2'. 4m. 0 -5.5ka. Dodson, J. R. & Intoh, 
M. (in press). Prehistory and palaeoecology of Yap, Federated States of Micronesia. 
Quaternary International. 
Thool Swamp. Tamil Is, Yap. 09'32.7'. 138'1 1.0'. 4m. 0 -2.6ka. Dodson, J. R. & Intoh, 
M. (In press). Prehistory and palaeoecology of Yap, Federated States of Micronesia. 
Quaternary International. 
Mariana Is. 
Tipalao Marsh, Orote Peninsula, Guam. 13'27'. 144' 38'. 1.5m. 1.9 - 6.2ka. Athens, J. 
S. and Ward, J. V. 1995. Paleoenvironment of the Orote Peninsula, Guam. Micronesica 
28, 5 1-76. 
Lost Water Marsh, Guam. 13'27'. 144' 38'. 1. 5m. 0 - 2.2ka. Ward, J. V. 1994. 
Unpublished report. 
Lake Hagoi. Tinian Island. 14'58'. 145' 38'. Im. 0-9ka. Athens, S.J. and Ward, J.V. 
1998. Palaeoenvironment and prehistoric landscape change: a sediment core record 
from Lake Hagoi, Tinian, CNMI. Unpublished report, Dept U.S. Navy, Honolulu. 
Innem B. Kosrae Is. 05'19. 7'. 163' 00. 3'. 2m. 0 -5. 2ka. Ward, J. V, 1988. Palynology 
of Kosrae, Eastern Caroline Islands: Recoveries from pollen rain and Holocene depo- 
sits. Review of Palaeobotany and Palynology 55, 247-27 1. 
Israc, Kosrae Is. 05'16. 3'. 162' 55. 7'. 4. 0 -1. 2. Ward, J. V. 1988. Palynology of 
Kosrae, Eastern Caroline Islands: Recoveries from pollen rain and Holocene deposits. 
Review of Palaeobotany and Palynology 55, 247-271. 
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Yela, Kosrae Is. 05'19. 5'. 162" 57. 1'. 0. 5m. 0 -3. 5ka. Ward, J. V. 1988. Palynology of 
Kosrae, Eastern Caroline Islands: Recoveries from pollen rain and Holocene deposits. 
Review of Palaeobotany and Palynology 55,247-27 1. 
Yewal, Kosrae Is. 05"17'. 162" 58.5'. 5m. 0 - 4ka. Ward, J. V. 1988. Palynology of Kosrae, 
Eastern Caroline Islands: Recoveries from pollen rain and Holocene deposits. Review of 
Palaeobotany and Palynology 55, 247-27 1. 
Norfolk Island. 
Kingston Common, Norfolk Is. -29'02' 167'59'. 2.lm. 0.5-6ka. Macphail, M.K. and 
Hope, G. S. 1997. Palynological report, Core Site KCA, Kingston Swamp, Norfolk Island. 
Unpublished report to Australian Heritage Commission. 
Solomon Islands. 
Laukutu Swamp. Guadacanal Is. -9" 30'. 160" 05'. 20m. 0 -3. 5ka. Haberle, S. 1996. 
Explanations for palaeoecological changes on the northern plains of Guadacanal, 
Solomon Islands: the last 3200 years. The Holocene 6, 333-338. Powell, J. M. 1976. 
Pollen, plant communities and prehistory in the Solomon Islands. In R. C. Green and M. 
M. Cresswell (eds), Southeast Solomon Islands Cultural History: a preliminary survey. 
Wellington, Roy. Soc. New Zealand. 
Mele Swamp. Guadacanal Is. -9" 30'. 160" 05'. 20m. 0 -2. 8ka. Haberle, S. 1996. 
Explanations for palaeoecological changes on the northern plains of Guadacanal, 
Solomon Islands: the last 3200 years. The Holocene 6, 333-338. Powell, J. M. 1976. 
Pollen, plant communities and prehistory in the Solomon Islands. In R. C. Green and M. 
M. Cresswell (eds), Southeast Solomon Islands Cultural History: a preliminary survey. 
Wellington, Roy. Soc. New Zealand. 
New Caledonia. 
Koumac. Northeastern Grande Terre. -20" 39'. 164" 17'. 0.5m. 0 - 6.5ka. Hope, G. S. and 
Latham M. Unpublished file. Hope, G., O'Dea, D. and Southern W. 1997. Holocene vege- 
tation histories in the Western Pacific - alternative records of human impact. This volume. 
Saint Louis Lac, east of Noumea, Grande Terre. -22" 31'. 166" 31'. 5m. 0-6.6ka. 
Stevenson, J. and Dodson, J. R. 1995. Palaeoenvironmental evidence for human settle- 
ment on New Caledonia. Archaeology in Oceania 30, 36-41. Stevenson J., 1997. Human 
impact from the palaeoenvironmental record on New Caledonia This volume. 
Plum Swamp. South coast of Grande Terre. -22" 16'. 166" 37'. 40m. 0-22ka. Stevenson J., 
1997. Human impact from the palaeoenvironmental record on New Caledonia This 
volume. 
Vanuatu. 
Evoran Pond. Erromango. - 18" 45.68'. 169" 0.07'. 190m. 0 -2.5ka. Hope, G. S. 1996. 
A reconnaissance survey of potential sites for pollen analysis on Aneityum Island, sou- 
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them Vanuatu. Unpublished report to the Vanuatu Cultural Centre, Vanuatu. Hope, G., 
O'Dea, D. and Southern W, 1997. Holocene vegetation histories in the Western Pacific - 
alternative records of human impact. This volume. 
Anouwe 1 & 2. Aneityum Is. Vanuatu. -20" 14.03'. 169" 46.9'. 4m. 0 -5. 5ka. Hope, G. 
S. and Spriggs, M. J. T. 1982. A preliminary pollen sequence from Aneityum Island, 
southern Vanuatu. Indo-Pacific Prehistory Association Bulletin, 3: 88-94. Hope, G. S. 
1996. A reconnaissance survey of potential sites for pollen analysis on Aneityum Island, 
southern Vanuatu. Unpublished report to the Vanuatu Cultual Centre, Vanuatu. 
Anumon Swamp. Aneityum Is. Vanuatu. -20" 09. 46'. 169" 49. 39'. 45m. 2. 9-5. Oka. 
Hope, G. S. 1996. A reconnaissance survey of potential sites for pollen analysis on 
Aneityum Island, southern Vanuatu. Unpublished report to the Vanuatu Cultual Centre, 
Vanuatu. 
Umej, Aneityum Is. Vanuatu. -20" 14.94'. 169" 50.94'. 2m. 0 -5.5ka. Hope, G. S. 1996. 
A reconnaissance survey of potential sites for pollen analysis on Aneityum Island, sou- 
thern Vanuatu. Unpublished report to the Vanuatu Cultual Centre, Vanuatu. 
Fiji. 
Voli Voli Lagoon. Sigatoka Delta, southern Viti Levu, . -18" 09. 5'. 177" 29. 1'. 2m. 0- 
5ka. Hope, G. S and Anderson, A. 1996. A reconnaissance survey of Holocene deposits 
on Viti Levu and Vanua Levu, Fiji. Unpublished report to the National Museum, Fiji. 
Dickinson, W.R., Burley, D.V., Nunn, P.D., Anderson, A., Hope, G., Biran, A.De, Burke 
C. and Matararaba, S. 1998. Geomorphic and Archaeological Landscapes of the 
Sigatoka Dunes Site, Viti Levu, Fiji: Interdisciplinary Investigations. Asian 
Perspectives 3 1, 1-3 1. 
Doge-Doge Swamp, Sigatoka river valley, southern Viti Levu. -18" 06' 177" 33.52'. 8m. 
0-2.2ka. Hope,G.S and Anderson, A. (1995) A Reconnaissance Survey of Holocene 
deposits on Viti Levu and Vanua Levu , Fiji. Unpub. Dickinson, W.R., Burley, D.V., 
Nunn, P.D., Anderson, A., Hope, G., Biran, A.De, Burke C. and Matararaba, S. 1998. 
Geomorphic and Archaeological Landscapes of the Sigatoka Dunes Site, Viti Levu, Fiji: 
Interdisciplinary Investigations. Asian Perspectives 3 1, 1-3 1. 
Navatu, Raki Raki, Viti Levu. -18" 04' 178'32' 4m. 0-4.4ka. Unpublished diagram 
Melimeli Swamp. Navua Delta, eastern Viti Levu. -18" 19'. 178" 00'. lm. 0-4. 5ka. 
Southern, W. 1986. The Late Quaternary Environmental History of Fiji. Unpublished 
PhD thesis, Australian National University, Canberra. 
Vunimoli Swamp. Navua Delta, eastern Viti Levu. -18" 25'. 178" 02'. lm. 0-2. 7ka. 
Southern, W. 1986. The Late Quaternary Environmental History of Fiji. Unpublished 
PhD thesis, Australian National University, Canberra. Hope, G. S & Anderson, A. 1995. 
A Reconnaissance Survey of Holocene deposits on Viti Levu and Vanua Levu, Fiji. 
Unpub. 
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Bonatoa Bog. Rewa Delta, eastern Viti Levu. -18" 04'. 178" 32'. 4m. 0-4.4ka. Southern, 
W. 1986. The Late Quaternary Environmental History of Fiji. Unpublished PhD thesis, 
Australian National University, Canberra. Hope, G., O'Dea, D. and Southern W. 1997. 
Holocene vegetation histories in the Western Pacific - alternative records of human 
impact. This volume. 
Raralevu. Rewa Delta, eastern Viti Levu. -17" 55'. 178" 30'. lm. 0-2. lka. Southern, W. 
1986. The Late Quaternary Environmental History of Fiji. Unpublished PhD thesis, 
Australian National University, Canberra. 
Nadrau Swamp. Viti Levu. -17" 45'. 177" 53'. 0-2. 1. Southern, W. 1986. The Late 
Quaternary Environmental History of Fiji. Unpublished PhD thesis, Australian National 
University, Canberra. Hope, G., O'Dea, D. and Southern W. 1997. Holocene vegetation 
histories in the Western Pacific - alternative records of human impact. This volume. 
Lake Tagamaucia, Taveuni Island, - 16"49'. -1 79O56'. 820m. 0- 14. 3ka. Southern, W. 
1986. The Late Quaternary Environmental History of Fiji. Unpublished PhD thesis, 
Australian National University, Canberra. Hope, G. S. 1996. Quaternary change and 
historical biogeography of Pacific Islands. In A. Keast & S. E. Miller (eds) The Origin 
and Evolution of Pacific Island Biotas, New Guinea to Eastern Polynesia: Patterns and 
Process. Amsterdam, SPB Publishing. pp. 165-190. 
Soleve Cakadrove -17 15.591 -179 29.35 20-7 Clark G. and Hope, G.S. 1997. 
Preliminary report on archaeological and palaeoenvironmental investigations in nor- 
them Lau (Mago, Yacata-Kaibu and Vatuvara), Fiji. Unpublished report to National 
Museum, Fiji. 28pp. 
Yacata, Cakadrove. -17" 15.6' -179" 30.41'. 2m. 0-6.5ka. Clark G. and Hope, G.S. 1997. 
Preliminary report on archaeological and palaeoenvironmental investigations in nor- 
them Lau (Mago, Yacata-Kaibu and Vatuvara), Fiji. Unpublished report to National 
Museum, Fiji. 28pp 
Coastal sites. Totoya Is. -18" 52'. -179" 40'. lm. 0-2. 4ka. Cole, A. 1996. Unpublished 
PhD thesis, Massey University, New Zealand. 
Cook Islands. 
Tamarua(W) TM7. Mangaia Is. -21" 54'. -157" 58'. Om. 0-7. 5ka. Ellison, J. C. 1994. 
Palaeo-lake and Swamp Stratigraphic Records of Holocene Vegetation and Sea-level 
changes, Mangaia, Cook Islands. Pacific Science 48, 1-15. Kirch P. V. and Ellison, J. 
1994. Palaeoenvironmental evidence for human colonisation of remote Oceanic islands. 
Antiquity 68, 310-321. 
Veitatei VT6. Mangaia Is. -21" 54'. -157" 58'. Om. 0-3. 8ka. Ellison, J. C. 1994. Palaeo- 
lake and Swamp Stratigraphic Records of Holocene Vegetation and Sea-level changes, 
Mangaia, Cook Islands. Pacific Science 48, 1-15. Kirch P. V. and Ellison, J. 1994. 
Palaeoenvironmental evidence for human colonisation of remote Oceanic islands. 
Antiquity 68, 3 10-321. 
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Tonga. 
Tongatapu. -21" 00'. -175" 00'. 0. 5m. Ellison, J. C. 1989. Pollen analysis of mangrove 
sediments as a sea-level indicator: Assessment from Tongatapu, Tonga. 
Palaeogeography, Palaeoclimatology, Palaeoecology 74, 327-34 1. 
French Polynesia. 
Lac Taemae. Moorea, Society Islands. -17" 29'. -149" 48'. 2. 5m. 0-1. 6ka. Parkes, A. 
and Flenley, J. R. (editors) 1990. Hull University Expedition 1985 Final Report. 
University of Hull, School of Geography and Earth Resources. Miscellaneous series, 
No. 37. 
Lac Vaihiria. Tahiti, Society Islands. -17" 40. 9'. -149" 25. 0'. 473m. 0-1. 3ka. Parkes, 
A, Teller, J. T. and Flenley, J. R. 1992. Late Quaternary environmental history of the 
Lake Vaihiria drainage basin, Tahiti, French Polynesia. Journal of Biogeography 19, 
431 - 447. Parkes, A and Flenley, J. R. (editors) (1990. Hull University Moorea 
Expedition 1985 Final Report. University of Hull, School of Geography and Earth 
Resources. Miscellaneous series, No. 37. 
Wahiawa Bog (Kanaele swamp). Kauai Is. 22" 29'. -159" 33'. 652m. 0-35ka. J. Ward & 
L. Cranwell. Unpublished data. 
Pu'u Kawila. Kohala Mts, Hawaii Is. 20" 06'. -155" 46'. 1300m. Hotchkiss, S. C. 1996. 
Last Glacial and Holocene Pollen Records from Oahu and North Kohala, Hawaii. 
Abstracts IX Int. Pollen Conf., Houston 
Ma'alaea. Maui Is. 20" 42'. -156" 36'. 5m. 0 - 0. 4ka, ? - 7ka. J. V. Ward 1994. 
Unpublished report. 
Barbers Point. Southwest O'ahu Is. 21" 20. 5'. -158" 07. 5'. 0. 5m. 0 - 1. 5ka. J. Ward 
Unpublished data. 
Fort Shafter flats. O'ahu Is. 21" 20'. -157" 57'. 3m. 0. 9-3ka. Athens, J. S., Ward, J. V. 
and Wickler, S. 1992. Late Holocene lowland vegetation, O'ahu, Hawai'i. New Zealand 
Journal of Archaeology, 14,9-34. 
Ka'au Crater. O'ahu, 21" 25'. -157" 47'. 450m. 0 - 20ka. Hotchkiss, S. C. 
1996. Last Glacial and Holocene Pollen Records from O'ahu and North Kohala, 
Hawaii. Abstracts IX Int. Pollen Conf., Houston. 
Kawainui Marsh. O'ahu Is. 21" 25. 3'. -157" 45. 0'. 1. 5. 0-3. 5. Athens, J. S., Ward, J. 
V. and Wickler, S. 1992. Late Holocene lowland vegetation, O'ahu, Hawai'i. New 
Zealand Journal of Archaeology 14, 9-34. 
Loko Paaiau, Pearl Harbour, O'ahu Is. 21" 20'. -157" 57'. lm. 0-8ka. J. Ward and C. 
Hotton. Unpublished data. 
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Nimitz Highway. O'ahu Is. 21" 25'. -157" 48'. 400m. J. Ward Unpublished data. 
Uko'a Pond. Northern O'ahu Is. 21" 31'. -158" 15'. 2m. 0 - 7ka. J. V. Ward 1995. 
Unpublished report. 
Chile. 
Rano Arol. Easter Island. -27" 05. 2'. -109" 24. 0'. 425m. 0 -38ka. Flenley, J. R. and 
King, S. M. 1984. Late Quaternary pollen records from Easter Island. Nature, Lond., 
307, 47-50. Flenley, J. R., King, A. S. M., Teller, J. T., Prentice, M. E., Jackson, J. and 
Chew, C. 1991. The Late Quaternary vegetional and climatic history of Easter Island. 
Journal of Quaternary Science 6, 85-1 15. 
Rano Kao. Easter Island. -27" 11'. -109" 26'. 110.0-1. 5. Flenley, J. R. and King, S. M. 
1984. Late Quaternary pollen records from Easter Island. Nature, Lond., 307, 47-50. 
Flenley, J. R., King, A. S. M., Teller, J. T., Prentice, M. E., Jackson, J. and Chew, C. 
1991. The Late Quaternary vegetional and climatic history of Easter Island. Journal of 
Quaternary Science 6, 85-115. Flenley, J. R. 1988. Palynological evidence for land use- 
changes in South-East Asia, Journal of Biogeography 15, 185- 197 
Rano Raraku bore3. Easter Island. -27" 08'. -109" 17'. 75. 6. 8-35. 5. Flenley, J. R. and 
King, S. M. 1984. Late Quaternary pollen records from Easter Island. Nature, Lond., 
307, 47-50. Flenley, J. R., King, A. S. M., Teller, J. T., Prentice, M. E., Jackson, J. and 
Chew, C. 1991. The Late Quaternary vegetional and climatic history of Easter Island. 
Journal of Quaternary Science 6, 85-1 15. 
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Cultural Contacts between 
Micronesia and Melanesia 
Michiko lntoh 
Archeologist 
Introduction 
Linguists have grouped the indigenous Micronesian languages into three major 
types: non-Oceanic Austronesian (spoken in the Marianas and Palau), Nuclear 
Micronesian (spoken in the Carolines, Marshalls and Gilberts) and Polynesian 
(spoken in Nukuoro and Kapingamarangi)' (Fig. l). Among these, Nuclear 
Micronesian has been shown to be closely related to the languages of the sou- 
theast Solomons and northern Vanuatu. Also, there are certain archaeological 
artefacts which indicate contacts between Micronesia and Melanesia. I would 
like to summarize the evidence of prehistoric contacts between the regions and 
reveal the intricate nature of the contacts. 
In this paper, Micronesia refers to the area where Nuclear Micronesian is spo- 
ken, particularly the Caroline Islands. It is not possible yet to demonstrate the 
nature of the cultural contacts between Micronesia and Melanesia - when, how 
often, which direction, etc. Therefore, as a starting point, I have tentatively clas- 
sified the possible contacts into two groups: early and late. Evidence for possible 
contacts within each period will be demonstrated using various data. 
1 Yapese language has been classified in neither of these. However, its position in Oceanic 
language and some linguistic relationship with Admiralties has been indicated by Ross 
recently (Ross 1996). 
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1 Figure 1 
Linguistic groupings in Micronesia. 
Early Movement from Melanesia to Micronesia 
Linguistic Evidence 
Early population movement from Melanesia to Micronesia is well demonstrated by lin- 
guistic evidence. The external relationships of the Micronesian languages have been 
examined in the larger framework of Oceanic linguistic relationships. There are three 
major hypotheses regarding the linguistic linkage of the Micronesian languages with 
Melanesian languages. 
The first is the relationship with northern Vanuatu, which has been indicated by Grace 
(1955; 1964) and Pawley (1972). The second is the relationship with San Cristobal and 
Malaita in the south-east Solomon Islands shown by Blust (1984). The third is with 
Admiralty Islands proposed by Smythe (1970). All of these models indicate that 
Nuclear Micronesian separated from Melanesian several thousands years ago. 
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Within Nuclear Micronesian, the following internal subgrouping hypothesis has been 
proposed by Jackson (1986). Trukic and Ponapean are closely related. This subgroup is 
closely tied to Marshallese, and more distantly to the language of Kiribati and more dis- 
tantly with Kosrae. These relationships do not match well with geographic distance. The 
maintenance of the continuum could be due to the frequent contacts amongst the spea- 
kers as was indicated by Rehg (1995: 315). 
Archaeological Evidence 
Present archaeological evidence indicates that Micronesian islands have been inhabited 
only during the last 2000 years2. This is more than a millennium shorter than the length 
suggested by the linguistic studies. Nonetheless the archaeological evidence of pottery 
and dog may support the linguistic studies. 
Pottery has been found in all the volcanic islands of Micronesia: Chuuk, Pohnpei and 
Kosrae. The dates associated with this pottery are as early as 2000 years ago3. Because 
of an absence of clay, the art of pottery making was unlikely to survive in the coral 
islands, such as the Marshalls and Gilberts. Therefore, if a pottery making tradition 
came into Micronesia from Melanesia, it came directly with the settlers of Kosrae, 
Pohnpei and Chuuk. 
The general resemblance between eastern Micronesian pottery and the late Lapita plain 
tradition in Melanesia has been interpreted as indicating the population movements 
from Melanesia to Micronesia. The traits cited as evidence of this include the globular 
pot form and the notched rim (Athens 1990). Despite general resemblances, there are 
several points which should be remembered. 
First, potsherds which exhibit these features are relatively few. Only one notched rim 
sherd was found at Chuuk (Fig. 2a; Shutler et al. 1984), and none was found at Kosrae 
(Athens 1995). Pohnpei alone had high (35 %) ratio of notched rim sherds (Fig. 2b; 
Athens 1990). 
Second, the use of the paddle-and-anvil technique was extensively used in Lapita plain 
pottery making. However, this technique is not reported from Micronesia except for the 
use of anvil, recognized by Ayres in Pohnpei pottery (Ayres 1990: 190). 
2 It should benoted that the Marianas were settled c.3500 years ago, while Palau, where the 
language is also non-Oceanlc Austronesian, was settled at the same time as the Carolines. 
3 Ayres extended the beginning of pottery making in Pohnpei to "at least A.D. 1 and presu- 
mably back to 500-1000B.C." (Ayres 1990: 190). 
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I Figure 2 
Notched rim sherds 
excavated from 
Micronesia. 
a: from Fefan, Chuuk, 
ca. 2000BP (Shutler -- 
et al. 1994). 
b: from Pohnpei, ca. 
1500-1200BP (Ayres 
1 993). 
Despite these uncertainties, there is a strong similarity between later potsherds (AD 
500-800) reported from Pohnpei (Ayres 1990: 192-3) and the plain or incised sherds 
reported from Erueti in Vanuatu (Garanger 1972: Figure 17-19). Similarity in pot shape 
and in notched rim could indicate shared ideas. We need to know whether notched rims 
are presented in the earliest Pohnpei pottery. This is because the technology of pottery 
making does change according to environmental conditions (Intoh 1989; 1990). Also, it 
is not yet clear if the human dispersal to Pohnpei was from a single source (Intoh in 
press). 
Citing indirect evidence of supposedly human-caused forest burning in Pohnpei prior to 
2000 B.P., Ayres extends the initial settlement of Pohnpei to between pre-500B.C. to 
A.D.l (Ayres 1990: 189). Although Ayres assumed that pottery was made during this 
"Settlement and Adaptive Integration Phase", there are no securely dated potsherds 
before 2000 B.P. Since pottery was the only trait cited as an indications of the direction 
of migration, a definite conclusion is unwarranted at this time. 
There is also the possibility of a small group migrating from the west in this earliest per- 
iod. Particularly, the early presence of Asian rat, Rattus rattus, in Fais (Intoh 1994; 
1996), Pohnpei (Ayres et al. 1981) and Nukuoro (Davidson 1971) cannot be explained 
without contacts with western islands. I have discussed on this matter elsewhere (Intoh 
in press) and will not pursue it further here. 
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The early presence of dog is another fact indicating contact between Micronesia and 
Melanesia. Excavated dog remains have been reported from Chuuk (Shutler et al. 
1984), Pohnpei (Athens 1990) and Kosrae (Athens 1995) around 2000BP. Dog bone 
were found in the Marshal1 islands, dated to around 1000 B.P. (see Weisler this 
volume). Considering the absence of prehistoric dogs in western Micronesia (except 
for Fais island), dogs could have been brought from Melanesia by the early settling 
population. The existence of dog on Fais island in the central Caroline islands around 
1800 B.P. should be regarded with caution (Intoh 1996). The close cultural relation- 
ship of Fais with Yap may indicate the possibility that dog also existed on Yap but has 
not been found archaeologically4. 
Physical Anthropology 
Pietrusewsky's recent work using cranial measurements presents a supporting figure 
for the above linguistic model (Pietrusewsky 1994). A total of 24 male skeletons from 
Caroline Islands (one from Kosrae, six from Pohnpei and seven from Chuuk) were 
used in the analysis. The diagram of relationship based on a cluster analysis of 32 cra- 
nial measurements shows that the Carolines cluster in the Melanesian and Australian 
group (Fig. 3). Within the group, the Carolines clusters with Fiji and next with the 
Admiralties (It is interesting to note that the Marianas do not cluster with the 
Carolines but with the Polynesian group which is closest to the Southeast Asian 
series). These roughly indicate that there were a significant population movement 
from Melanesia to Micronesia. 
A recent genetic study provides additional data indicating the relationship between 
Micronesia and Melanesia. O'Shaughnessy et al. (1990) found certain Melanesian a- 
globin haplotypes throughout Micronesia with higher frequencies toward the south- 
east. On the other hand, several common genetic markers have been found in 
Micronesia that are absent from Polynesia. This suggests that Micronesians are a dis- 
tinct hybrid of island South-east Asian and Melanesian gene pools (Serjeantson and 
Hill 1989: 291). A possibility of earlier movement from western Micronesia to 
Eastern Micronesia still persists with this evidence. 
4 The recent palaeoecological research on Yap revealed that the human impact on the island 
took place about 3300 BP (Dodson and Intoh, in press). 
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Diagram of 
relationship based 
on a cluster 
analysis derived 
from 32 cranial 
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Pietrusewsky 
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Later Cultural Contacts between 
Melanesia and Micronesia 
Linguistic Evidence 
Two Polynesian-speaking populations dispersed to Nukuoro and Kapingamarangi 
around A.D. 1000-1 300 (Davidson 197 1; 1992; Leach and Ward 198 1) .  The settlements 
have been made from the east, Tuvalu Islands, according to the linguistic analyses 
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(Pawley 1967; Bayard 1976; Howard 1981). Although these Polynesian Outliers see- 
med to have no relation to Melanesia, a possible link may be indicated by archaeologi- 
cal evidence as will be shown below. 
Archaeological Evidence 
Terebral~itra shell adze 
The most visible archaeological evidence for late contact between Micronesia and 
Melanesia is a shell adze made of TerebraMitra shells. This tool has a round cutting 
edge on the body whorl of Terebra maculata (Fig. 4a) or Mitra sp. (Fig. 4b). The back 
of the adze (hafted side) was shaped by chipping and grinding away nearly one side of 
the shell. The cutting edge was then formed by beveling from the widest portion of the 
shell toward the anterior end. 
Among the archaeological samples reported, some variation in bevel angle is recogni- 
zed, high or low. Otherwise, no significant difference in adze form has been detected 
between Terebra and Mitra adzes. Perhaps, selection of Terebra or Mitra as an adze 
source could have been the result of the availability of these two genera6. The majority 
of the TerebraMitra adzes collected in Micronesia are made of Terebra maculata while 
more Mitra sp. shells were used in Vanuatu. In this paper, both are called Terebra adze. 
Ethnographic literature describing Terebra shell adzes as well as archaeologically repor- 
ted specimens from Micronesia are plentiful. This implies that the Terebra adze has 
been a component of the Micronesian shell tool complex for a considerable length of 
time (cf. Kirch et al. 1991: 160). 
The results of a literature survey of both Micronesian and Melanesian archaeological 
samples are shown in Table 1. This clearly indicates that the use of the Terebra adze in 
Micronesia began relatively late, around AD1000-1200. The range of the dates is almost 
the same or even later compared with that of the Melanesian archaeological samples. 
Among the Melanesian samples, it is not yet known when the Terebra adze appeared in 
the cultural sequence of Mussau, Admiralties. Until this is established, the currently 
available data indicate that the use of the Terebra adze began almost simultaneously in 
Micronesia and in Melanesia. 
5 The term shell adze is used here, although some researchers call this type of shell tool a 
shell gouge based on the form of round cutting edge. 
6 Terebra maculata lives in coral-line sands in the infralittoral zone while Mitra mitra is limi- 
ted to rocky or coral habitats although some live on coral-line sands or mud, too (Feinberg 
1980). 
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1 Figure 4 
TerebrdMitra sp. shell adzes. 
a: Terebra maculata shell adze collected from Chukienu shell-midden, 
Chuuk (Takayama and lntoh 1980). 
b: Mitra sp. shell adze excavated from Chukienu shell midden, 
Chuuk (Takayama and lntoh 1980). 
c: Terebra sp. shell adze with a chisel end, excavated from Nukuoro 
(Davidson 1971 ). 
The use of Terebra shell for adze making is distinctive and could have been invented in 
Melanesia or Micronesia, since no specimen has been found from Polynesia, the 
Philippines nor Indonesia. The use of Terebra for tools is not, however, restricted to 
Melanesia and Micronesia. In Polynesia, the tip portion of a Terebra shell was filed flat 
to form a bevel and was used as a chisel. The Terebra chisel was used in the Society 
islands by around A.D. 800 (Sinoto and McCoy 1975: 159). This date is earlier than the 
appearance of the Terebra adze, at least in Micronesia. 
Considering the distribution pattern of the Terebra adze in Micronesia and Melanesia, it 
is plausible that Polynesian outliers had a roll in spreading the idea. Among the outliers, 
Nukuoro is thc only island where both adze and chisel made of Terebra shell were reco- 
vered. Two interesting specimens were excavated from Nukuoro. These had both types 
combined: an adze end on the aperture and a chisel end at the tip of the spire (Fig. 4c; 
Davidson 1971: 53-54). This indicates, at least, two different ideas of making use of 
Terebra shell had once CO-existed on Nukuoro Atoll. 
Pearl shell trolling lure shank 
Other archaeological evidence indicating cultural contacts between Melanesia and 
Micronesia includes a trolling lure shank with a peculiar head shape. This has a unique 
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Area 
Micronesia 
1 Melanesia 
Island Group 
Marianas 
Yap 
Palau 
Central Carolines 
Tmk 
Pohnpei 
Kosrae 
Marshalls 
Kiribati 
Santa Cruz 
Vanuatu 
Tinian 
GuamlPagat 
Pagan 
Boldanig 
Rungruw 
Ngulu Atoll 
Babeldaob 
Kayangel 
Angaur 
Ulithi 
Fais 
Lamotrek 
Fefan 
Fauba 
Chukienu 
Tonaachaw 
Mortlocks 
Nan Madol 
Ant atoll 
Nukuoro 
Kapingamarangi 
Lelu 
Vanikoro 
Nendo 
Tikopia 
Anuta 
Efate Mele, 
Mangaasi, Lelep 
Fila 
Archaeological 
evidence 
sub-surface 
surface and sub-surface 
none 
AD 1600 
surface 
none 
surface 
AD1650 
surface 
surface 
surface 
AD1200- 
none 
AD1600- 
AD1500- 
AD1 300- 
surface 
AD 1000- 1500 
surface 
AD 1200? - 
none 
pre AD1 400 
surface 
none 
late prehistoric- early historic 
AD1200-1485 
none 
none 
1 Table 1 
Archaeological evidence of Terebra shell adze in Oceania. 
NewCaledonia 
Admiralties 
Reference 
Thormpsonl932 (rep.1971) 
Craib 1986 
Egami and Saito 1973 
Gifford and Gifford 1959 
lntoh and Leach 1985 
lntoh 1981 
Osborne 1979 
Takayamas et aL. 1980 
Takayama et aL. 1980 
Craib 1980 
lntoh 1994 
Fulimura and Aikire1984 
Shutier et aL. 1994 
Takayama and Seki 1973 
Takayama anrJ lntoh 1978 
Kino and Parker 1984 
Takayama and lntoh 1980 
Ayres1990:191 
Ayres et aL. 1981 
Davidson1971 ;l 992 
Lesch and Ward 1981 
Cordy 1993 
Welsler Pers.com. 
Takayama 
Kirch 1983 
McCoy and Cleohornl988 
Kirch and Yen 1982 
Kirch and Rosendahl 1973 
Garangerl972 
Mussau 
Shutler and shutler1966; 
shuderl971 
none 
(500BC-AD1500)? - 
Galirpaud pers. corn. 
Kirch et aL. 1991 
head knob jetting forward for line attachment (Fig. 5). Such a lure type is known from 
ethnographic collections from the Solomon islands (Beasley 1928: pl. 55, 56; Bell, et 
al. 1986: Fig. 4. 2-4). The lure was made of mother of pearl (Pinctada sp.). The tradi- 
tion of making this type of trolling lure seems to go back to about 2500 B.P. and is asso- 
ciated with Lapita-related assemblages, reported from Tkopia, Taumako, Watom 
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I Figure 5 
Pearl shell trolling lure with a head knob jetting forward for line attachment. 
a: ethnographic specimen from Solomon islands (Bell, et al. 1986). 
b: excavated specimen from Fais island (Intoh 1996). 
(Kirch and Yen 1982: 243-244) and Reef Santa Cruz (McCoy and Cleghorn 1988: 110). 
All the archaeological samples were made of Trochus shell and the shape of the knob is 
a little different from the ethnographic material. However, the idea of having a head 
knob jetting forward is the same and distinctive. It is not clear how, when, and where 
Trochus was replaced by pearl shell to make this type of lure. 
Several archaeological specimens of trolling lures of this type have been found in 
Micronesia: the Marshalls, Pohnpei, Kosrae and Fais. All of these are made of mother 
of pearl shell. The earliest date associated with these lures are: AD 450-750 at Fais 
(Intoh 1994: 90-91) and AD 700 in the Marshalls (Rosendahl 1987). The specimens 
from Pohnpei and Kosrae were found at Nan Mad01 and Lele, respectively (Annell 
1955: 150). 
These samples well indicate some exchange of the idea and/or transportation of this 
peculiar trolling lure from around the Solomons to eastern and central Micronesia. The 
Fais specimen may not have been derived from the Marshalls, but directly from the 
Solomons, based on similar carvings on the back face (Fig. 5b). This may indicate that 
there were sporadic cultural contacts in the area (see Intoh 1996). 
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Ethnographic Evidence 
Back-strap loom 
Weaving on a back-strap loom has been practiced in central and eastern Caroline 
islands, Nukuoro and Kapingamarangi in Micronesia, and Mussau, Santa Cruz and a 
number of Polynesian Outliers in Melanesia (Fig. 6). This is a sophisticated technolo- 
gical complex and unlikely to have been invented in Oceania independently from 
Southeast Asia where a similar technology has also been practiced (Roth 1950). In fact, 
the back-strap loom used in both areas employs almost identical parts and methods of 
weaving. 
It is not easy to determine when this cultural component was introduced into Oceania, 
since direct evidence of weaving is hard to find in archaeological contexts. However, 
linguistic study indicates that true loom weaving goes back to 6000 B.P. or earlier in 
Proto-Austronesian (Blust 1995: 492). This does not necessarily mean, however, that 
this tradition was brought into Oceania and persisted only in the above mentioned area 
for several thousand years as was suggested by Blust (1995: 494). 
Differences in the terms associated with the weaving in Truk (Chuuk) and 
Kapingamarangi were noted by Buck (1971); however, comparison between Trukese 
and ErnirdMussau failed to find apparent similarities (K. Rehg, Pers. Comm.). We have 
to await further linguistic studies on various terms of loom parts and weaving tech- 
niques before speculating how this cultural complex was brought to the area: Melanesia 
to Micronesia, or vice versa, or both. 
Kite fishing 
This is a distinctive fishing technique practiced in the Caroline islands (outer islands of 
Palau, central Caroline islands and Chuuk) and northern Melanesia (north-eastem coast 
and off shore islands of New Guinea, Admiralty islands, Solomon islands, Trobriand 
islands and others, Annell 1955). The kite was made of a large leaf such as breadfruit, 
banana, taro or sago palm. A line was attached to the kite that was flown in such a way 
as to trail the hook along the water's surface. An interesting feature of this technique is 
that some of the "hooks" are made of spider web. This method is suitable for catching 
needlefish (Belonidae) swimming near the surface of the shallow water. 
The distribution area of lute fishing is similar to that of back-strap weaving but a little 
wider in Melanesia and a little narrower in Micronesia (Fig. 7). A similar fishing tech- 
nique has been found in island Indonesia, such as Banda, Ceram, Flores, western Java 
and some other islands. Considering this distribution, we think this cultural trait was 
invented in Indonesia and thence dispersed into Oceania. However, Yabu'uchi, who stu- 
died the various aspects of kite fishing technique indicated that the region around the 
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I Figure 6 
Map showing the distribution area of back-strap loom 
in Micronesia and Melanesia 
(based on Roth 1950 and Nevermann 1938). 
Admiralties, St. Mathias, Huon, Siassi, and Massim in northern Melanesia has kept the 
widest variation in technology and thus could have been the "birthplace" of this method 
(Yabu'uchi 1978: 349). 
This example, too, indicates that a cultural trait which had been invented in Oceania has 
been shared amongst the people in north Melanesia and south Micronesia. These cultu- 
ral contacts must have been possible due to well-developed voyaging skills. 
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I Figure 7 
Map showing the distribution of kite fishings in Micronesia and Melanesia 
(after Annell 1955). 
Conclusion 
It has become evident that there have been occasional contacts between Melanesia and 
Micronesia in the last 2000 years. Early population movement from Melanesia to 
Micronesia probably occurred around 2000 years ago. The dispersal routes could have 
been several, considering the variation in associated pottery. 
The contacts between Micronesia and Melanesia did not end after initial settlement of 
Micronesia. A number of archaeological and ethnographic observations indicate the 
existence of subsequent inter-regional contacts. Particularly the area extending from 
northern Melanesia to the Caroline Islands seems to have been a zone of active contacts 
throughout the last 2000 years. Although the nature of such contacts is not well unders- 
tood yet, it may be necessary to look at the two regions as a single broad zone of cul- 
tural and population exchange. 
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In t rod I J C ~  ion 
Recent research suggests the following interrelationships between the non-Polynesian 
languages of what I will refer to as Southern Oceania (i.e. Vanuatu and New 
Ca1edonia)l: 
(a) the languages of Southern Vanuatu and New Caledonia form a single subgroup of 
Oceanic - the Southern Melanesian family; 
(b) these Southern Melanesian languages and the languages of north and central 
Vanuatu form a higher-level grouping - the Southern Oceanic linkage2; and 
(c) within Southern Oceanic, the Southern Melanesian languages are most closely rela- 
ted to the languages of Central Vanuatu, as members of a Nuclear Southern Oceanic lin- 
kage; specifically, their closest relative is the South Efate language. 
These interrelationships are set out diagrammatically in (31) below. 
1 The terms 'Yamily" and "linkage" will be explained in 53. Much of 52 of this paper is based 
on Lynch (flc). I am grateful to Ross Clark, Terry Crowley, Paul Geraghty, Jeff Marck, 
Francoise Ozanne-Rivierre, Andrew Pawley, Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon for comments 
on that paper, and to Robert Early and Matthew Sprlggs for comments on an earlier draft of 
thls paper. 
2 The term 'Southern Oceanic" has previously been used to refer to only the New 
Caledonian languages, and then only by Geraghty (1989). It seems to me that 'New 
Caledonian" is a perfectly adequate name for this group, and that "Southern Oceanic" should 
be reserved for a geographically more widespread subgroup - like the one proposed here. 
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In this paper, I will (i) briefly discuss the evidence for these hypotheses, (ii) make some 
reference to the external connections of these subgroups (particularly in the southeas- 
tern Solomon Islands and in FijiIPolynesia), and (iii) suminarise recent research on 
Polynesian-Melanesian contact in Southern Oceania. In each case, I will also look at the 
implications that the linguistic data may have for reconstructing the history of this 
region. 
1  he Southern Oceanic hypothesis 
The evidence for the hypotheses presented briefly above is mainly of a phonological 
and morpho-syntactic nature: innovations in the development of Proto Oceanic (POc) 
phonemes or irregular developments of reconstructed lexical items, and innovations in 
the development or in the syntactic behaviour of morphemes. There may also be lexi- 
cal evidence - such as lexical replacement innovations - in support of these hypotheses, 
but to date there has been insufficient work done on most of these languages (and 
indeed on most other Oceanic languages) to allow lexical innovations to be proposed 
with any certainty. The evidence I present here does not always include full supporting 
details; those may be found in Lynch (ftc). 
Evidence for the Southern melanesian subgroup 
The following exclusively shared innovations support the view that the Southern 
Vanuatu (SV) and New Caledonian (NC) languages belong to a single Southern 
Melanesian (SM) subgroup, and derive from a single interstage language which I call 
Proto Southern Melanesian (PSM)J. 
3 Language names are given in full; note that the name of the main language of Erromango 
was written as Sie but Is now Sye (Terry Crowley p.c.). Subgroup names and names of pro- 
tolanguages, however, are often abbreviated; these abbreviations are: 
CV Central Vanuatu PNC Proto New Caledonian 
NC New Caledonian PNCV Proto North-Central Vanuatu 
NCV North-Central Vanuatu POc Proto Oceanic 
NV Northern Vanuatu PSM Proto Southern Melanesian 
SM Southem Melanesian PS0 Proto Southern Oceanic 
SO Southern Oceanic 
SV Southern Vanuatu 
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P0c 'ma 'and' > PSM 'ma 'same-subject marker' 
The Proto Oceanic coordinating conjunction *ma 'and' was apparently reinterpreted in 
putative Proto Southern Melanesian as a preverbal marker indicating that the subject of 
the clause it occurs in is the same as the subject of the preceding clause. In the Southern 
Vanuatu languages, this subsequently became an enclitic m- to the verb phrase; com- 
pare: 
(1) Anejom4 
(a )  Et awod Pi1 a Jon am lep et aha aen. 
3SG:AOR hit Bill S John and then 3SG:AOR run:away he 
'John hit Bill and he (Bill) ran away.' 
(b) Et awod Pi1 a Jon lep m-aha aen. 
3SG:AOR hit Bill S John then SS-run:away he 
"John hit Bill and he (John) ran away." 
The same development appears to have tqken place in at least some New Caledonian 
languages, although the form remained a free particle rather than becoming a clitic: 
compare the use of the Drehu conjunctions nge "and (different subject)" and me "and 
(same subject)" in (2) below: 
(2) Drehu 
(a) Angaatr palahi a hnyima nge angeic La a treij. 
They always PRES laugh and:DS he this PRES cry 
"They are still laughing and he is crying." 
(b) Angaatr a i-aba me i-hnyima. 
they PRES DETR-embrace and:SS DETR-laugh 
"They embraced each other and laughed together." 
4 Orthography usually follows that of the sources, though I occasionally use a more strictly 
phonemic orthography when discussing phonological issues. Abbreviations used in citing 
grammatical data are: 
1,2,3 first, second, third person AOR aorist DETR detransitiviser 
DS different-subject EXC exclusive INC inclusive 
PL plural PRES present S subject-marker 
SG singular SS same-subject 
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Some New Caledonian languages do not reflect *ma with this function; the assumption 
here is that they have made subsequent morpho-syntactic changes. 
Irregular developments in the non-singular pronouns 
The Proto Oceanic independent or disjunctive first and second person plural pronouns 
were probably: 
(3) Proto Oceanic 
*kita I INC:PL 
*ka[ma]mi I EXC:PL 
*kam(i)u 2PL 
Proto Southern Vanuatu (PSV) made one innovation in this pronoun system, and two 
others were working their way through the system when PSV began to break up. The 
innovation shared by all SV languages is a change from *t to *d and metathesis of the 
vowels of the lINC form, POc *kita becoming something like *kadi:5 
(4) Sye koh, Ura qis 
North Tanna, Whitesands kit-, Lenakel kat-, Southwest Tanna kat-, Kwamera kat- 
Anejom d a j - .  
The forms *kami 1EXC:PL and *kamiu 2PL are retained in Errornango and in western 
and southern Tanna; e.g.: 
(5) Sye Lenakel Kwamera 
kam kam- kam- 1EXC:PL 
kimi kami- kami- 2PL 
However, in north-eastern Tanna (North Tanna and Whitesands) and in Anejom, the *k 
in these forms was replaced by the reflex of *d (with the two Tanna languages accre- 
ting initial i, also found in singular pronouns). Anejom subsequently went further and 
lost the *m in the second person form. 
(6) North Tanna Whitesands Anejom 
i/tm- i/tam- d j a m -  1EXC:PL 
i/tam- ihmw-  djou- 2PL 
5 Tanna t and Anejom j are the regular reflexes of POc 'd (the regular reflex of non-initial 't 
being, e.g., Lenakel r, Anejoiii t); POc 'd undergoes palatalisation before 'i in the languages 
of Erromango (Sye h deriving from earlier S). 
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Thus the Proto Southern Vanuatu first and second person non-singular independent pro- 
nouns were developing as follows (with the arrow meaning "in the process of changing 
to"): 
(7) POc Proto Southern Vanuatu 
*kita *kadi 1INC:PL 
*ka[ma]mi *kami -) *dami 1EXC:PL 
*kam(i)u *kamiu -b *damu -D *dau 2PL 
There is evidence that the same developments took place in at least some New 
Caledonian languages. In the languages of the Hienghbne area (Haudricourt & Ozanne- 
Rivierre 1982:246), for example, the pronouns corresponding to those discussed above 
are: 
(8) Pije Fwli Nemi Jawe 
nai nei nei deye 1INC:PL 
nabe nemi nemi deve 1EXC:PL 
dawe dawe daa jaa 2PL 
Given what we know of the phonological history of these languages, the original forms 
would have been something like: 
(9) Pre-Pije-Fwli-Nemi Pre-Jawe 
Note that the first vowel in the lINC form is a, not i, suggesting the same metathesis as 
in PSV, and that the 2PL form has a reflex of *d in initial position. This suggests that 
the metathesis in the inclusive form and the replacement of *k by *d in at least one of 
the other two forms was probably also occurring in a language ancestral to those of the 
Hienghkne area. In addition, the loss of *m in the 2PL forms which took place in 
Anejom also occurred in these languages. (The change from initial *k to *n or *l in Pije, 
Fwli and Nemi, however, does not bear any resemblance to SV forms6. 
6 I have attempted, without much success, to examine whether the pronouns in Kumak, AjiB, 
XBrAcuu, Cbmuhi, laai and Drehu either participate in this innovation or continue the Proto 
Oceanic 'k-initial forms. It looks as if Cemuhi wblgame 1EXC:PL and wugawe 2PL may 
continue the original POc pronouns, though wblganye 1 INC:PL seems more problematical. 
However, in none of the other languages I have looked at does there appear (to me, at least) 
to be evidence for either retention of initial *k or replacement of *k with 'd. The only sug- 
gestive set of data is the different initial consonant in Kumak h l l k  1 INC:PL as opposed to 
yavaak 1 EXC:PL and yawaak 2PL. 
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Irregular phonological developments 
Languages of the putative Southern Melanesian subgroup apparently share the follo- 
wing irregular phonological developments exclusive of any other Oceanic languages 
(cf. Geraghty 1989): 
(10) POc *pisiko 'flesh' changes irregularly to *pisako in both SV and NC languages 
(cf. Lenakel ndvhak-, Kumak perak.' 
(11) POc *paRaRa 'handle' is replaced by *umwa (cf. Lenakel dimwa- ,  Kumak 
m walt). 
(12) Geraghty (1989: 153) suggests that the metathesis of POc *puqa- 'flower' > 
* p a p -  is an innovation of Proto New Caledonian. However, this innovation also 
occurs in Southern Vanuatu (where orthographic g represents /g): Sye no/vgdn 
'fruit', Ura ne/vgdn, North Tanna d a g u -  show this clearly, while Whitesands and 
Lenakel no/ug- are ambiguous (since u derives both from *U and, in some envi- 
ronments, from *p) .  
Conclusions 
What has been presented above suggests the interrelationships as laid out in (13) below. 
The internal subgrouping of Southern Vanuatu and New Caledonian (NC) languages is 
not a major issue as far as this paper is concerned, but the interrelationships between SV 
languages is included for completeness. (The internal subgrouping of the NC subgroup, 
which may be a family or a linkage (see 93), is still being researched.) Note also that 
Southern Melanesian is classed as a family: i.e., there appears to have been a single 
ancestral language, which underwent a split presumably as a result of migration from 
the Southern Vanuatu area into New Caledonia (see 93). 
7 However, Fran~oise Ozanne-Rivierre informs me that laai vii- 'flesh' derives regularly from 
'pisiko. 
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(13) Proto Southern Melanesian 
l 
Proto Southern 
Vanuatu 
I 
Proto New 
Caledonian 
Northern Southern Loyalty 
Grande-Terre Grande-Terre Islands 
Evidence for the Southern oceanic linkage 
Building on earlier work (e.g. Pawley 1972, Tryon 1976), Ross Clark (1985b) set out 
evidence showing the close relationship between the languages of northern and central 
Vanuatu: his putative North-Central Vanuatu (NCV) group consists of a Northern 
Vanuatu (NV) subgroup and a Central Vanuatu (CV) subgroup. He also noted that the 
relationship between NCV and SV needed further consideration. The results of this fur- 
ther consideration suggest that there is a close relationship between the Southern 
Melanesian subgroup and the languages of the rest of Vanuatu, in particular with Clark's 
CV subgroup. I will discuss this evidence briefly here. 
Article accretion 
Central Vanuatu and Southern Melanesian languages show widespread accretion of the 
POc article *na to the noun: for example, the original two-morpheme sequence *na 
baga (ART banyan) remained morphologically unchanged in Fijian (nu baka), but has 
become a single mono-morphemic word in Kwamera (napek). In CV and SV languages, 
this accreted article is usually quite transparent, normally having the form nV-: 
(14) Proto Oceanic Nakanamanga Kwamera 
*yaRu 'casuarina' nearu nie'r 
*cage 'excrement' natae nihi- 
*Rumwag 'house' nasuriia nimwa 
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In NC languages, this accretion is less transparent: prefixed n- has usually coalesced 
with the following consonant, producing a (synchronically or diachronically) prenasa- 
lised stop: 
(15) Proto Oceanic Jawe 
*taku 'back' Injai-l 
*tali 'rope' Injan/ 
*qauR 'bamboo' /ngo/ 
There are only a couple of NV languages in which article accretion occurs with any fre- 
quency - Mwotlap and Wetamut (Dorig) in the Banks. It seems that this innovation is 
one shared by the CV and SM groups only, and that the Mwotlap-Wetamut development 
is an independent innovation. 
Development ot the locative preposition 
Clark (1985b:208) noted two related PNCV innovations connected with the locative 
preposition: the POc preposition *i became PNCV *a, and POc *i lalo ('LOC inside') 
fused as PNCV *(a)lo 'in, inside'. 
In New Caledonia, the Hienghbne languages generally have a as the locative preposi- 
tion. Ajie nu 'to, towards' and Iaai hnyi 'in, on, at' (< *la ?) also appear to confirm that 
the NCV innovation occurred in Proto New Caledonian, though further data are needed. 
In Southern Vanuatu languages, the form of the locative/oblique preposition which 
governs nouns and noun phrases differs from that which governs pronouns (which 
occur as possessive suffixes); we can reconstruct PSV *ra before a noun phrase and 
*ira- before a pronoun, which suggest similarities with the NCV and NC data, but no 
identical development. 
Irregular development ot the nominalising suffix 
Proto Oceanic had a nominalising suffix *-ay(a). A number of NV and some CV lan- 
guages reflect a form *-an(a), whose distribution outside this area is not clear at this 
stage of research. Irrespective of this, there appears to be an Nuclear Southern Oceanic 
innovation, shared by CV and SV languages, by which *-an(a) was replaced by *-iana. 
In Central Vanuatu, note the following: Vinmavis -ian, Southeast Ambrym, Paamese 
and Lewo -en. In Southern Vanuatu, most Tanna languages have -ien. (The form was 
subsequently lost in other SV languages and apparently also in New Caledonia.) 
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Irregular phonological developments 
A number of words have developed irregularly, but in the same way, in NCV and SM 
languages (though the NC data are sparse). For examples: 
(16) POc *inum 'drink' 
POc *asa 'scrape' 
POc *tokon 'crutch' 
POc *katama 'outside' 
POc *kalo 'ant, spider' 
POc *kaNaRi 'canarium' 
POc *kapat(ao) 'wood- 
grub' 
POc *Rumwag 'house' > 
POc *kumi 'chin, beard'> 
POc *wakaR 'root' 
> PS0 *mun(iu)m 
PNCV *muni, PSV *a-mwoNumw 
> PS0 *rasa 
PNCV *rasa, PSV *a-(rR)as-i 
> PS0 *tikon 
PNCV *tiko, PSV *a-ci(ky) an, Jawe jek, jexe- 
> PS0 *(k)atava 
PNCV *katava, PSV *i-a(dD)v[au] 
> PS0 *makal(ai) 
PNCV *makala, PSV *makaLi 
> PS0 *qayaRi 
PNCV *qayaRi, PSV *n-aNai 
> PS0 *avato 
PNCV *avato, PSV *n-avat, Nemi havo 
> PS0 *yumwa 
PNCV *yumwa, PSV *n-i(u)mwa 
> PS0 *kumwi 
PNCV *kumwi, PSV na-kumw- 
> PS0 *kawa[ 1 
PNCV *kawa-ri, PSV *ne-wa- 
8 PNCV forms are from Clark (n.d.) and PSV forms from Lynch (n.d.). The Proto Southern 
Oceanic (PSO) protoforms are suggestive only at this stage; they are based heavily on the 
PNCV forms, since PSV is less phonologically conservative. Although I will later question the 
validity of NCV as a coherent subgroup, this makes no difference to the validity of the PS0 
reconstructions. 
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South Efate and Southern Melanesian 
There is a good body of evidence which specifically links the South Efate language and 
no other Central Vanuatu language with the Southern Melanesian family. 
Final vowel loss 
Word-final vowel loss is not a strikingly unusual innovation; indeed, it seems to have 
occurred independently in a number of Oceanic subgroups. The interesting point here, 
however, is that final vowel loss has occurred in the Southern Melanesian languages and 
in South Efate, but not in South Efates's immediate relatives in the CV subgroup 
(NakanamangaINorth Efate and Namakira). 
In South Efate, "final short vowels are lost unless immediately preceded by a lower 
vowel (i.e. part of a rising diphthong)" (Clark 1985a:lg). Thus word-final vowels are 
lost in the forms in (17a) below, but not those in (17b). This vowel loss does not take 
place, however, in Nakanamanga, as the data in (17) show. 
(17) Proto Efate South Efate Nakanamanga 
(a) *nayaru 'casuarina ' naar nearu 
*mauri 'live' mour mauri 
*naika 'fish' neik naika 
*nrua 'two' nru duua 
(b) *natae 'excrement' ntae natae 
*nutau 'year' ntou natau 
*(u)mai 'come' mei umai 
A basically identical statement can be made for Southern Vanuatu languages (represen- 
ted here by Kwamera). Single short vowels are lost, as are vowels in falling diphthongs, 
as in (1 8)9. 
Q There are almost no examples of word-final rising diphthongs in my data, since protoforms 
ending in such diphthongs either take a transitive or possessive suffix or have accreted 
some other material to make these diphthongs non-final. Note, however, Kwamera nai 'tree, 
wood', ultimately from POc 'na-kayu but probably more immediately from a PSV form ' n - ~ i ;  
and nui 'water' from PSV 'n-u(a)i (though ultimately from POc 'walR). These forms show 
retention of the final vowel in a rising diphthong. 
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(1 8) Proto Oceanic Kwamera 
*rani '(be) day' ran 
*kabu 'fire' t/ap\v 
*kutu 'louse' ur 
*qupi 'yam' n/uk 
*patzua 'village' rukwatiu 
*rita 'two' kalru 
In northern New Caledonia at least, vowels in absolute final position (i.e. unprotected 
by a suffix) are also lost (Haudricourt & Ozanne-Rivierre 198255). Compare the Pije 
forms in (19a), which show such loss, with those in (19b) which contain a suffix or 
some other material: 
(1 9) Proto Oceanic 
( 4  *-W 
*mate 
*gate 
*gone 
*maqati 
(b) *katzi 
*raci- 
*kutu 
'tny ' 
'die, dead' 
'liver' 
'sand' 
'reef' 
'eat' 
'younger sibling' 
'louse' 
Pije 
kec 
kon 
tnaac 
cani [FUSED TRANSlTlVE SUFFIX] 
rali- [POSSESSIVE SUFFIXES] 
cii/k [ACCRETION] 
Clark (1985a:19) describes a process of vowel dissimilation in South Efate (but not its 
close relative Nakanamanga) whereby original *aCa sequences dissimilated to eCa. 
This rule clearly applied before the final vowel loss rule, as illustrated in (20): 
(20) Proto Efate South Efaate Nakanamanga 
*miala 'red' tniel miala 
*na-sama 'outrigger' 11-sem na-sama 
"sara 'flow' ser sara 
A very similar development has taken place in Southern Vanuatu languages, though per- 
haps not quite as comprehensively as in South Efate. The exact &tails still need to be 
worked out, and the situation is complicated somewhat by the development of a sixth 
vowel lal in the Tanna languages, and by various assimilatory rules (e.g. *aCi > eCi, 
*aCu > oCu}. However, the following Kwamera examples are illustrative of this pro- 
cess: 
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(21) Proto Oceanic Kwamera 
*maramnu 
"rnataq 
*tarnu 
*baga 
"dra Rag 
*mata 
"paRaq 
*payan 
'<moon> shine' 
'raw' 
'father' 
'banyan' 
'blood' 
'eye' 
'sprouting coconut' 
'eat (intr.)' 
rner 
a/n7era 
remu- 
na/pek 
~za/te- 
nenihne- 
ndvera 
a/vega17 
The situation in New Caledonian languages is less clear: I have been unable to locate 
any detailed treatment of the development of POc vowels in NC languages as a whole, 
and have had to rely on superficial observation. That observation presents a confusing 
picture. Consider the following examples, in which the first set of reflexes in each case 
appears to show dissimilation but the second set does not: 
(22) Proto Oceanic 
*jalan 'road' Drehu a&-, go/tleii; Nengone len 
but Kumak ndaan, Pwapwil ndan 
*rani 'daytime' Yuanga t w z  
but Kumak taan 
"rnata 'eye' Ajie -m&-, Iaai -m& 
but Nemi maa- 
*papa 'carry' Kumak phe, Nemi fe, Cbmuhi p6 
but Nyelayu pha, Paici pd 
We cannot discount the hypothesis that dissimilation of *a also took place in Proto NC. 
However, further investigation is needed to establish the development of *aCa 
sequences in PNC. 
Word-rnedial vowel loss 
The Southern Melanesian languages and South Efate also show a process of word- 
medial vowel loss which is partly connected to the two process I have just described 
(word-final vowel loss and dissimilation of *a). 
I will deal with South Efate first. The following set of rules applied in the order given 
below and account for examples like those in (24): 
(23) (a) Dissimilation of *a (as in 2.3.2). 
(b) Article reduction: the vowel of the accreted article was deleted (unless i t  
was a ) .  
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(C) Pretonic vowel loss: the vowel in the syllable before the stressed syllable 
was deleted. (Note that this apparently did not apply if the pretonic vowel was a) .  
(d) Final short vowel loss (as in 2.3.1). 
The data below show the application of these rules: 
(24) Proto Efate *nosu'nT a * l t a s b r ~  *napati-gu 'rtakini-gu 
DISSIMILATION - neskma nepari-gu - 
ART. REDUCTION nskma npati-gu 
MEDIAL V LOSS - nakni-gu 
FINAL V LOSS nasum rtsem npati-g nakni-g 
S. Efate nusum rtsem npati-k nnkni-k 
'house' 'outrigger' 'my tooth' 'my finger' 
Cognates in Nakanamanga, in which these rules do not operate, are: 
(25) Proto Efate Nakanamanga 
*nasuni a 'house' nasuni a 
*nasam outrigger' rtasama 
*napati-gu 'my tooth' rtapati-Nu 
'nakini-gu 'my finger' nakini-Nu 
An almost identical set of rules applied in SV languages. The data below are from Sye; 
the only difference is that there were also some assimilatory rules which applied to 
vowels in these languages. 
(26) Proto Oceanic *na-pbtu *nu-klitu *m-kuRat *m-taliyb-na 
DISSIMILATION ne-patu - - ne-taligk-na 
ART. REDUCTION 11-patu - - n-raligk-na 
ASSIMILATION - rto-kut no-kuRat 11-teligi-na 
PRETONIC V LOSS - - no-kRat n-telyk-no 
FINAL V LOSS n-pat no-kut - n-telye-n 
S Y ~  nvat nocut no-crat rtreige-n 
'stone' 'louse' 'Morinda sp.' 'his ear' 
A similar set of rules also operated in New Caledonian languages. Geraghty (1989: 149) 
says that pretonic vowel loss only operated between identical consonants, producing 
geminates which then became aspirated (if stops) or voiceless (if sonorants) - known as 
"hard" consonants in the NC literature. The examples in (27a) show the regular deve- 
lopment of *k, *p and *n in Ne~ni (representing New Caledonian languages), while 
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those in (27b) show the development of "hard" consonants through vowel loss and 
gemination (Haudricourt & Ozanne-Rivierre 1982): 
(27) Pre-PNC Nemi 
(a) *kuli (t)-nu 'hidher skin' cii-12 
*pdu  'stone' paik 
*natli-nu 'hisher child' rrai-11 
(b) *kuki-na 'hidher finger(nai1)' hi-n 
*papa-nu 'hidher mouth' hwa-n 
*r~ana'(q)-nu 'hidher pus, snot' Imaa-n 
However, there is evidence that this rule also applied to pretonic vowels between non- 
identical consonants - especially to a vowel between a stop and a nasal; e.g.: 
(28) Pre-PNC Nemi 
"qeno' 'laid down' kno- 
*tamd-nu 'hisher father' tnau-n 
*tins'-na 'hisher mother' tne-11 
South Efate and Emmango 
There is one piece of morpho-syntactic evidence which suggests that South Efate and 
other Central Vanuatu languages are more closely linked to Erromangan than to other 
Southern Melanesian languages. (There is also some apparent lexical evidence, which 
I will ignore here). 
Clark (1985b) noted the following innovations in NCV languages: 
(29) (a) POc *koe 2SG independent pronoun was replaced by PNCV *ni(kg)o. 
(b)PNCV *ni(kg)o 2SG independent pronoun was replaced by PCV *(kg)aigo. 
Erromango appears to be alone among SM subgroups in sharing the CV innovation: e.g. 
Sye kik. Other SV languages reflect *i-ko(e) (Lenakel iik, Anejofi a/ek). However, they 
do have forms possibly derivable from *ni(kg)o as 2SG subject markers: all Tanna lan- 
guages except Kwamera have n- marking second person subject, and AnejorPl has rza(i) 
(2SG aorist). NC languages do not reflect the n-initial form in independent pronouns, 
nor do those that I have looked at have nV as a 2SG subject marker. 
The evidence is not all that clear, but does show some links between Erromangan and 
CV languages. 
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Implications For The History 
of Southern Oceania 
Families and linkages 
In discussing the internal relationships of the non-Polynesian languages of Vanuatu and 
New Caledonia, we need to distinguish two types of language diversification, and thus 
two types of subgroups which, following Ross (flc), I will call "families" and "lin- 
kages": 
(a) The term FAMILY refers to an innovation-defined group of languages, the product 
of language fissure. That is, there was a single ancestral language which split into two 
or more descendants, as a result of sudden geographic dislocation. All of these descen- 
dants share certain innovations in common exclusive of other languages, these innova- 
tions having occurred in the proto-language. 
(b) The term LINKAGE, on the other hand, refers to an innovation-linked group of lan- 
guages, the product of lectal differentiation. That is, there was an original chain of dia- 
lects, presumably mutually intelligible, which became more and more dispersed 
geographically, though in the initial stages they still remained in contact to some degree. 
Each of these dialects gave rise to a number of modem languages. There are probably 
no innovations uniquely shared by all daughter-languages of a linkage, but the pattern 
of innovations is an overlapping one, with some being quite widespread within the lin- 
kage, but others more narrowly defined; the sum of all these innovations links all mem- 
bers of the linkage. 
The term SUBGROUP will be used when it is not important to distinguish between a 
family or a linkage, or when the exact nature of the relationship has not been fully esta- 
blished. 
In schematic illustrations, families are indicated by the conventional family tree, while 
linkages are represented by multi-branching nodes from a double-underlined proto-dia- 
lect chain; thus: 
(30) Family Linkage 
PROTO-LANGUAGE PROTO-DIALECT CHAIN 
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In the family in (30), the proto-language split into four daughter-languages, which all 
share a set of innovations exclusive of other languages in the family. In the linkage, the 
original dialect chain slowly differentiated into what are now four languages; L1, L2 
and L3 may share some innovations; L2, L3 and L4 may share others; L3 and L4 may 
share still others; and so on. (Both a family and a linkage, of course, may have consti- 
tuent subgroups some of which are themselves families and some of which are linkages: 
for example, the Southern Oceanic linkage diagrammed in (31) contains both a number 
of constituent linkages as well as a number of families.) 
The settlement of Southern Oceania 
As far as the languages I have been dealing with are concerned, the following state- 
ments are probably justified: 
(i) There is evidence, in the form of a number of shared innovations, supporting the 
existence of a Southern Melanesian family, consisting of the Southern Vanuatu and New 
Caledonian families (see $2.1). 
(ii) There is evidence supporting the existence of what I will refer to as the South Efate- 
Southern Melanesian linkage (see $2.3). consisting of the South Efate language and 
Proto Southern Melanesian. This is defined as a linkage, because it appears (a) that 
South Efate may share a number of innovations with Erromangan but not other 
Southern Melanesian languages, (b) that South Efate shares a number of innovations 
with all Southern Melanesian languages exclusive of other Central Vanuatu languages, 
but (C) South Efate (but not Southern Melanesian) remained in contact with other 
Central Vanuatu languages after Proto Southern Melanesian split off, and apparently 
participated in some later CV innovations. 
(iii) There is evidence supporting the existence of the Southern Oceanic linkage, consis- 
ting of all the non-Polynesian languages of Vanuatu and New Caledonia. Within this lin- 
kage, there is also a considerable body of evidence supporting the existence of the 
Nuclear Southern Oceanic linkage, consisting of the Central Vanuatu and Southern 
Melanesian groups (see $2.2). This in turn means that there was no such language as 
Proto North-Central Vanuatu; however, many of Clark's statements about PNCV would 
simply be "upgradable" to PSO. 
These relationships are diagrammed below, and incoprorate the Proto Southern 
Melanesian family tree given above in(13). 
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(31) Southern Oceanic 
N. ~ a n u a t u  Nuclear southern Oceanic 
I I I I I  I I I J I  I 
various linkages in various linkages in South Efate-SouthernMelar~esian 
Northern Vanuatu Central Vanuatu I I 
S.Efate Proto Southern Melanesian 
Proto Southern Vanuatu Proto New Caledonian 
1 
l l 
Ermmango Tanna A n j j o d  I l I Northern Southern Loyalty 
Grande- Grande- Islands 
Terre Terre 
The rightward-branching tree in (31) corresponds with a hypothesis of north-to-south 
settlement. That is, Proto Southern Oceanic was probably spoken somewhere in nor- 
them Vanuatu, and probably spread across a number of the northern islands fairly 
rapidly - Banks, Torres, Maewo, Ambae, Santo and north Pentecost. At some stage, 
speakers of one or more of these dialects moved further south, where again dialect dif- 
ferentiation took place, developing eventually into various Central Vanuatu linkages 
(spoken in central and south Pentecost, Malakula, Ambrym, Paama, Epi, the Shepherds 
and Efate). 
The settlement of Efate probably predated the settlement of Southern Vanuatu by quite 
some time - enough time at least for the language spoken in South Efate to diverge 
significantly from its close relative in the north. South Efate was the springboard for the 
settlement of the south and once again the sequence was probably north-tesouth - i.e. 
Erromango was settled first, Tanna was settled from Erromango, and Aneityum was 
settled from Tanna. (There is not a great deal of evidence for this view, though there are 
bits and pieces of data which would tend to support it: e.g. there are some features sha- 
red by the Erromangan languages and South Efate but not by the Tanna languages and 
Anejom, and similarly some features apparently exclusively shared by the Tanna lan- 
guages and Anejom. In particular, there are some unique innovations apparently shared 
between Kwamera in south Tanna and Anejom.) 
New Caledonia would probably have been settled from Southern Vanuatu. Since Lifu 
in the Loyalties is visible on a clear day from Aneityum, and since there are traditions 
of contact between these two islands, the sequence was probably Aneityum > Loyalty 
Islands > northern Grande-Terre > central and southern Grande-Terre. 
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Some remaining questions 
Two questions concerning the external relationships of the Southern Oceanic linkage 
need to be briefly raised here, though I have no good answers to them at this stage. 
Southern Oceanic and Central Pacific 
Pawley's (1972) study of the languages of this general region proposed the following 
family tree1? 
(32) Pawley's "Eastern Oceanic" 
S-E Solomonic North-Central Van?atulCentral Pacific 
I 
N-C Vanuatu 
I 
Central Pacific 
' 
Fijian Rotuman Polynesian 
This classification implied that the closest relatives of the North-Central Vanuatu group 
were the Central Pacific languages - the Fijian languageddialects, Rotuman and Proto 
Polynesian - and that the Fiji-Polynesia area was settled from somewhere in northern 
or central Vanuatu, which is certainly geographically plausible. 
The Eastern Oceanic hypothesis, at least as it was formulated in 1972, has come in for 
criticism. On the basis of more recent research, Lynch, Ross & Crowley (flc) propose 
the following tentative classification of Oceanic languages; subgroups in bold italics are 
first-order subgroups, those in normal font are second-order groups. 
10 I have changed some of the names slightly to reflect current usage (especially replacing 
'New Hebridean" with 'Vanuatu"), and have added Rotuman which was classified as a 
Central Pacific language post-1972. Note parenthetically that Pawley did not consider that 
the Southern Vanuatu and New Caledonian languages belonged to his Eastern Oceanic 
subgroup. 
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(33) PROTO OCEANIC 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
Admiralties family 
Western Oceanic linkage 
I Meso-Melanesian linkage 
l Papuan Tip linkage 
1 North New Guinea linkage 
Central-Eastern Oceanic subgroup 
I Southeast Solomonic family 
I Utupua-Vanikoro subgroup 
I Southern Oceanic linkage 
I Central Pacific linkage 
I Greater Micronesian family 
[Unclassified but possibly first-order subgroups: 
Yapese 
Sarmi-Jayapura Bay family 
St Matthias family] 
Central-Eastern Oceanic is labelled as a "subgroup" because its status is still unclear: 
there are no phonological innovations uniquely defining the group as a whole, but there 
are overlapping sets of innovations shared by various combinations of two or more 
constituent subgroups, suggesting that it may be a linkage. 
The exact nature of the relationship between the Central Pacific linkage and the various 
constituents of the Southern Oceanic linkage therefore needs to be further investigated. 
Three possibilities suggest themselves: 
(i) Central Pacific is one of the "various linkages in Northern Vanuatu" in the Southern 
Oceanic family tree in (31); or 
(ii) Central Pacific is one of the "various linkages in Central Vanuatu" in the Southern 
Oceanic family tree in (31); or 
(iii) Central Pacific is a sister-language rather than a constituent of Southern Oceanic. 
At this stage of research, I incline slightly to the first of these, and suggest further that 
the hypothesis that Central Pacific may prove to be more closely related to the lan- 
guages of Ambae than to other Northern or Central Vanuatu languages is worth pur- 
suing. Northern Vanuatu languages and Fijian, for example, share the change POc *M- 
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'general possessive marker' > no-, though this remains as na- in most Central Vanuatu 
languages. West Ambae (apparently alone among NV languages) and Fijian share the 
change *mu- 'drink possessive marker' > me-. Obviously, further detailed research is 
needed here before this connection can be substantiated. 
Southern Oceanic and the southeastern Solomon Islands 
Given the north-to-south settlement pattern implied by the classification of Southern 
Oceanic languages, it seems logical to infer that the first settlers of the SO-speaking 
area came from the north - i.e. from the southeastern part of Solomon Islands. Earlier 
studies, like that of Pawley (1972) diagrammed in (32) above, proposed a wider Eastern 
Oceanic subgroup in which North-Central VanuatuICentral Pacific's closest relatives 
were the Southeast Solomonic languages (mainly those spoken on and around 
Guadalcanal, Malaita and Makira), though this view fell out of favour in the 1980s and 
1990s. As shown in (33), linguistic research has not yet conclusively demonstrated that 
Southern Oceanic is more closely related to Southeast Solomonic than to any other 
Central-Eastern Oceanic subgroup. 
Indeed, there are at least two distinct subgroups located in the southeastern part of 
Solomon Islands: the Southeast Solomonic family and the Utupua-Vanikoro subgroup, 
the latter geographically closer than the former to northern Vanuatu. In fact, Utupua and 
Vanikoro may themselves constitute two distinct families: 
Utupua and Vanikoro each have three Oceanic languages ... the six languages show an 
unexpected measure of diversity for their [small] size and proximity of the islands and, 
although we can recognise an Utupua family and a Vanikoro family, there are seemin- 
gly no innovations which allow us to attribute all six languages to a single group, let 
alone to relate them to the Southeast Solomonic family or to the Southern Oceanic lin- 
kage. (Lynch, Ross & Crowley flc). 
Clearly, geographical considerations would suggest the southeastern Solomon Islands 
as the logical dispersal point for the settlement of Vanuatu. However, no firm conclu- 
sions can yet be drawn from the linguistic evidence as to exactly which of the subgroups 
located there is most closely related to Southern Oceanic. Thus the route of migration 
may have been: 
(i) from Guadalcanal-Malaita-Makira direct to northern Vanuatu, or 
(ii) from Guadalcanal-Malaita-Makira > northern Vanuatu via Utupua-Vanikoro, or just 
possibly 
(iii) from some area outside Southeast Solomonic > Utupua-Vanikoro > northern 
Vanuatu. 
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Southern oceanic-polynesian contact 
Four Polynesian Outlier languages are spoken in the Southern Oceanic area: Emae in 
the Shepherds and Ifira-Mele on and near Efate, both of which are spoken very close to 
Central Vanuatu languages; Futuna-Aniwa in southern Vanuatu; and Fagauvea (some- 
times called West Uvea) on Ouv6a in the Loyalties. Their interrelationships, and their 
relationships with other Polynesian languages, are not very clear, though there have 
been suggestions that these "Southern Outliers" derive from East Futuna. Clark sug- 
gests that, while Ifira-Mele is most closely related to Futuna-Aniwa, "there are only 
suggestive and inconsistent innovations to suggest a link with Fagauvea, Emae, or the 
central Outliers [in Solomon Islands], or with East Futuna" (Clark 1994:lll). 
There have been a number of studies on the contact between speakers of these 
Polynesian Outlier languages and neighbouring non-Polynesian populationsll. 
Although there have been grammatical and phonological changes resulting from this 
contact, I will be concerned here with lexical changes, since they more directly illus- 
trate the nature of cultural and social change. 
Polynesian influence on Southern oceanic languages 
I will begin this discussion with an examination of Polynesian loanwords in the non- 
Polynesian languages of Southern Vanuatu, since that is the area I know best, and will 
then briefly mention the other areas12. 
The languages of Tanna and Aneityum particularly (Erromango less so) have borrowed 
quite heavily from Futuna-Aniwa in a number of semantic fields. The lists below are 
particularly interesting in outlining the wholesale importation of cultural complexes. In 
these lists, I have not quoted the forms themselves, for reasons of space; nor have I indi- 
cated which languages have borrowed these words. In many cases, all or most SV lan- 
guages have made the same borrowing, though in others rather fewer have borrowed the 
word: I have not discriminated between these here. 
l1 See Clark (1994) for a general study, Clark (1986) for Ernae and Ifira-Mele, Lynch (1994, 
1996) and Lynch 8 Fakamuria (1 994) for Futuna-Aniwa, and Ozanne-Rivierre (1 994) for 
Fagauvea. 
12 Much of the Polynesian influence that I am going to discuss here must have been quite 
ancient. However, one cannot discount the possibility that some words were introduced by 
the early Polynesian missionaries who began the christianisation of southern Melanesia. 
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Land fauna 
dog snake 
Marine environment 
bay, passage <sea> be calm a wave whirlwind 
wind (generic) (?) prevailing wind northeast wind north wind 
west wind cloud 
Marine ltfe 
whale flying-fish boxfish coral trout 
surgeonfish soldierfish barracuda triggerfish 
eel sea-snake brain coral giant clam 
b6che-de-mer slipper lobster trochus grouper 
Canoes and fishing 
mast outrigger-boom fish-hook to paddle 
kava kind(s) of kava kava-bowl kava-strainer 
ritual spitting food eaten with kava drunk, poisoned 
Other artefacts 
bow 
rope 
bed, platform rafter tattoo 
coconut-leaf basket 
Similar lists can be drawn up showing borrowings from Emae into the languages of the 
Shepherds and from Ifira-Mele into the languages of Efate. In particular, they show a 
significant number of words to do with canoes, fishing and the names of (deep-sea?) 
fish, rather less with other aspects of material culture, like mats and baskets (Clark 
1994). This suggests that the Melanesians in this area, though originally a maritime 
people, may at least in some places have abandoned the sea to a great extent and 
become gardeners instead. The amval of the Polynesians re-introduced them to mari- 
time exploitation. In addition, in Southern (though not in Central) Vanuatu, there is clear 
evidence that kava (Piper methysticum, as opposed to P. wichmannii "wild" kava) and 
kava-drinking behaviour was introduced from a Polynesian source, almost certainly 
Futuna; and this ties in with botanical and other evidence on the origins and spread of 
kava (Lynch 1996). 
The only information I have on Polynesian loanwords in Iaai, the non-Polynesian lan- 
guage which shares the island of OuvCa with Fagauvea, is that given by Clark 
(1994: 128), which suggests rather different conclusions. There is very little evidence of 
Polynesian influence in maritime vocabulary; the influence seems to be in other areas 
of material culture (arrow, tongs, saw, knife, spade, cloth), and in fauna (pig, dog) and 
flora (sweet potato and Cordyline). 
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Southern oceanic influence on polynesian languages 
Although the influence of Fagauvea on Iaai is fairly slight, Iaai influence on Fagauvea 
is much greater. Ozanne-Rivierre (1994) has identified almost 500 loanwords, mainly 
from Iaai, in Fagauvea, fully 35 % of which are in the field of fauna and flora. Other 
semantic fields include: 
Gardening and hunting 
yam stake dig up yams yam mound tar0 cutting 
kind of snare mend <net> 
Building 
rope for binding thatch ridge beam flat-roofed shelter 
kind of beam door lintel 
Faults, qualities and defects 
lazy arrogant annoyed coquettish 
shameful hesitant wrath crafty 
skilful miserly one-armed dumb 
blind deaf goitre scar 
limp 
Kinship and social relations 
brother-in-law maternal parents ancestors marriage proposal 
lineage allies enemies tribute 
+ many address terms 
The Fagauvea case is parallelled in many ways by the two Outliers in Central Vanuatu. 
Just as speakers of Fagauvea share the same island with Iaai speakers, so speakers of 
Emae share their island with speakers of Namakira and Nakanamanga, while Ifira-Mele 
was originally spoken on two islands just a few hundred metres off the main island of 
Efate. As Clark (1994:113) remarks in his study of language contact in the Efate area, 
Ifira-Mele "showed unmistakable symptoms of intimate borrowing, whereas the effects 
on Efate seemed to be relatively slight and purely cultural"l3. 
l 3  Intimate borrowing, according to Clark (1994:113), 'requires prolonged intimacy between 
the two communities (such as frequent intermarriage over generations), affects all parts of 
linguistic structure, and in particular its lexical effects will not be localised but should pervade 
the lexicon as a whole". 
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An examination of non-Polynesian loans in Ifira-Mele shows patterns similar to that of 
Fagauvea above, with vocabulary items not only in a wide variety of "cultural" seman- 
tic fields, but also in what linguists refer to as "basic vocabulary" - terms which we 
would expect every language to have irrespective of its ecology or culture. While Emae 
and Futuna-Aniwa show about 7 % borrowing on a basic 300-word list, Ifira-Mele 
shows a staggering 33 %, having borrowed words like the following from Efate: many, 
and, back, belly, egg, knee, meatlflesh, tail, tongue, breathe, smell, spit, suck, yellow, 
big, all, (and so on). 
Aniwa and especially Futuna are further away geographically from their non- 
Polynesian neighbours than are speakers of the other Southern Outliers, and have not 
been so drastically influenced by them. However, they seem to have got the pig from a 
Melanesian source, as well as a number of terms for varieties of food plants. They have 
also adopted the Tannese moiety names, though apparently the moiety system was first 
introduced to Tanna by Futuna-speakers, who subsequently lost it, only to borrow it 
back later (Lynch & Fakamuria 1994). 
Of particular interest in the Futuna-Aniwa situation is the fact that quite a few of the 
non-Polynesian loanwords are of Efate rather than Southern Vanuatu origin, providing 
some substance to the view that Futuna-Aniwa's nearest relative is Ifira-Mele. This also 
suggests that there was some influence by Efate languages on the language ancestral to 
both Ifira-Mele and Futuna-Aniwa, which in turn suggests that Futuna and Aniwa were 
settled from Ifira-Mele. 
Summary 
Reasonably firm conclusions. 
The linguistic evidence presented above (and elsewhere) leads to the following conclu- 
sions: 
(a) There is no evidence of a pre-Oceanic-speaking population in the Southern Oceanic 
areal4. 
14 The nearest non-Austronesian languages are Santa Cruz (or Nendb) and Nanggu on 
Santa Cruz Island and Ayiwo in the Reef Islands, both in the Temotu Province of Solomon 
Islands 50 or so kilometres northwest of Utupua. Whether these represent the original sou- 
them limit of pre-Oceanic settlement or a post-Oceanic intrusion is not clear from the lin- 
guistic data. 
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(b) The first settlers arrived from the north - specifically from somewhere in the sou- 
theastern part of the Solomon Islands - speaking dialects of Proto Central-Eastern 
Oceanic or some fairly early descendant of that language. These people probably spread 
fairly rapidly through the northern islands of the Vanuatu group: the Banks and Torres 
Is., Santo, Ambae and Maewo; at some stage they also reached northern Pentecost. 
(c) There was probably a migration to Fiji from this area at an early stage -just possi- 
bly from Ambae. 
(d) One or more of these northern Vanuatu groups then moved further south, settling the 
central islands of Vanuatu: Pentecost, Malakula, Ambrym, Paama, Epi, the Shepherds 
and Efate. There is no reason to suggest any hypothesis other than that of a gradual 
north-to-south movement of people. 
(e) The settlement of Efate antedated the settlement of Southern Vanuatu by a period 
sufficient for significant changes to occur in the South Efate dialect chain which made 
it quite different in many ways from its closest relative and nearest neighbour, 
Nakanamanga. 
(f) Speakers of part of the South Efate dialect-chain moved further south again. There 
is no evidence contradicting the hypothesis that they settled Erromango first, Tanna 
from Erromango, and Aneityum from Tanna. 
(g) It is possible that New Caledonia was also settled directly from South Efate. 
However, it is more likely that it was settled from somewhere in Southern Vanuatu. 
Aneityum is geographically the logical source of Proto-New Caledonian, though there 
is little linguistic evidence to support this hypothesis as against any other, at least at this 
stage of research. 
(h) At some stage after the settlement of at least the central and southern islands of Vanuatu, 
people turned away from the sea and towards the land as the major source of food. 
(i) Later migrations of Polynesians saw (at least) three colonies established on small off- 
shore islands. In Central Vanuatu, these Polynesians lived in intimate contact with their 
presumably more numerous Melanesian neighbours, though they did re-introduce them 
to exploitation of the marine environment, brought (back?) the dog, and in the south 
introduced kava and kava-drinking. Pigs seem to have been (re-)introduced to New 
Caledonia by Polynesians (*puaka), whereas the word for 'pig' in the Outliers in 
Vanuatu (pakasi) has a Southern Oceanic source (Lynch 1991). 
Questions for further research 
This paper has also raised a number of questions, and I will raise one more here - (d) - 
which I have not mentioned thus far. More research is needed before we have satisfac- 
tory answers to these questions, which are briefly noted below. 
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(a) The internal relationships of Southern Oceanic and its various subgroups need to be 
worked out in more detail. This will enable us to refine the picture of the settlement of 
the Southern Oceanic-speaking area. 
(b) Further research is also needed to pinpoint Proto Southern Oceanic's closest exter- 
nal relative(s) to the north, which would indicate the starting-point for the settlement of 
Vanuatu and New Caledonia. (The main candidates for this at present are Proto 
Southeast Solomonic, Proto Utupua and Proto Vanikoro.) 
(c) Assuming that Proto Central Pacific's closest relative is to be found within the 
Southern Oceanic linkage, we need to be able to clearly demonstrate which SO sub- 
group that is. This will allow us to make a clearer hypothesis about the origin of the 
Fijian and Polynesian laanguages. 
(d) There have been various theories which have attempted to pinpoint the closest exter- 
nal relatives of the languages of the Greater Micronesian family (which excludes 
Yapese). While the view that the Admiralty Islands languages are Micronesian's closest 
relatives has been refuted (Ross 1988:326-329), other candidates which have been pro- 
posed include Malaita (i.e. Southeast Solomonic) and Northern Vanuatu (i.e. Southern 
Oceanic). This latter connection requires further work. 
i$j =FAT* 
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in identifying potential sources 
of Caroline island colonisation 
Paul Rainbird 
Archeologist 
The eastern Caroline islands are located in the northwest tropical Pacific and are out- 
side of the known Lapita pottery using area. In this paper I suggest that the eastern 
Caroline Islanders appear to have links with ancestral Lapita pottery using communi- 
ties, while the western Carolinians do not share these links. To illustrate this I compare 
the material remains of early settlement, around 2,000 bp, in the eastern Caroline high 
islands with Lapita and Late Lapita assemblages and sites. Then I turn to the landscape 
archaeology of Belau (Palau) in the west Carolines and highlight its difference from the 
other islands. This difference will be explained in relation to the direction of travel of 
the individual communities. Intoh (this volume) describes the evidence of ceramics and 
linguistics in relation to the early settlement of the three eastern Carolinian high islands 
of Chuuk (formerly Truk) Lagoon, Pohnpei, and Kosrae (see also Rainbird 1994, 1995). 
Here I first discuss the ceramic evidence. 
Ceramics 
Late Lapita Plainware is accepted as deriving from the tradition of Lapita ceramics 
(Kirch 1990), which includes undecorated as well as decorated pots (Kirch and Hunt 
1988; Spriggs 1990). According to Spriggs (1995) ceramics in Lapita areas become 
either undecorated or minimally decorated through time and after about 2,500 to 2,000 BP 
the majority of ceramics are regarded as Late Lapita Plainware. 
In order to establish the supposed similarity of the eastern Carolinian ceramics with 
those derived from the Lapita tradition I reviewed artefact reports from a number of 
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research projects in insular Near and Remote Oceania located south and southeast of the 
eastern Carolines. The burgeoning evidence of continued contact throughout the settled 
Pacific island world (e.g. Allen 1996; Walter and Sheppard 1996) emphasises the neces- 
sity of considering all assemblages dating to approximately 2000 bp or earlier. It is also 
possible that if the original settlers of the eastern Carolines are derived from what Green 
(1974, 1979), in his division, has termed the "western Lapita" area, then their dispersal 
may have been to the east as well as the north and comparable traits may be recognised 
from assemblages within the 'eastern' area. 
The site of To'aga in the Manu'a Islands of American Samoa perhaps provides one such 
example from the eastern area. Excavations directed by Kirch and Hunt (1993) recove- 
red a range of material culture spanning the history of settlement on the island. The pot- 
tery description of Hunt and Erkelens reports that (1993: 147): 
The assemblage is simple in form and cames very little decoration. Decorative attri- 
butes are restricted to impressing and notching on the lip, red-slip, carved paddle 
impression, and incision. Such a short roster departs dramatically from assemblages of 
comparable age from Mulifanua, 'Upolo, and from assemblages in Tonga and Fiji. That 
the pottery is different from other assemblages may be true, but the description is clo- 
ser to one for eastern Carolinian pottery. The four of the five 14C determinations on 
charcoal date the appearance of the To'aga ceramics to the first half of the third mil- 
lennium BP (Kirch 1993: 89). 
From the western Lapita corpus decorated Lapita sherds from Reef Santa Cruz exhibit 
characteristic parallel notching and carination (Green and Cresswell 1976). These 
examples have associated dates of almost a millennium prior to their possible 
Carolinian descendents. In the Banks Islands Ward (1979) found pottery with some 
similarities to that from the Carolines (e.g., Calcareous Sand Tempered [CST] and not- 
ched rims), and he argued for a relationship with the Lapita derived Mangaasi tradition 
of Vanuatu. Ward highlights the differences by noting the features of the Erueti, Vanuatu 
assemblage which exhibit (ibid.: 7-26) flat rims with parallel notching of the outer or 
both edges. 
Plainware ceramics recovered by Kirch and Rosendahl (1973) from the Polynesian 
Outlier of Anutu share a few similarities with the eastern Carolinian ceramics, for 
example, CST and carination, but do not have notched rims, and are poorly dated. 
However, Kirch (1988) makes a connection between the Anutu ceramics and those 
recovered by Kirch and Yen (1982) from Tikopia which he describes as: "largely plain, 
with only five sherds bearing dentate-stamped designs, although a number of rims are 
crenated or notched. Calcareous sand temper dominates (79 9% of sherds), and vessel 
forms include [carinated and globular types]" (Kirch 1988: 188). This description sug- 
gests similarities with the Carolinian assemblages, but the notching is rather different, 
taking the form of "parallel notches cut or incised perpendicularly across the lip" (Kirch 
and Yen 1982: 196) which produces a crenallated rim, a style not reported from the 
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Carolines. This review, I feel, illustrates the general homogeneity of plain ceramics rela- 
ted to the initial movement of people into the Pacific after c. 3500 BP. It also illustrates 
the heterogeneity of the ceramics when viewed at a more detailed scale. The latter 
makes impossible the identification, using ceramics, of a specific location from which 
the eastern Carolinians derived. Anywhere within the area settled by Lapita pottery 
users is a potential source. This is similarly the case for other types of portable material 
culture such as shell artefacts. However, closer definition may be provided by other 
aspects of the material remains, such as settlement type and location. 
Settlement and subsistence 
A number of Lapita sites offer similarities with the earliesl settlement evidence in the 
eastern Caroline Islands. Two in the Bismarck Archipelago are, Apalo in the Arawes 
(Gosden et al. 1989; Gosden and Webb 1994), and Talepakemalai in the Mussau group 
(Kirch 1987; 1988a; Gosden et al. 1989). Wickler (1990) reports a number of similar 
sites from the northern Solomons. The similarity between the location of these sites in 
Near Oceania and the earliest sites in the eastern Carolines is striking. Like the Near 
Oceanic examples the Carolinian sites are located on the reef flat and in two out of the 
three cases located adjacent to deep water passages in the reef. Many of the Near 
Oceanic sites have been identified as stilt-house settlements and there are a number of 
indications to suggest a similar interpretation for the Carolinian sites. Although no pre- 
served timbers have been recognised in the small areas of excavation carried out at the 
early Carolinian sites, one aspect in particular, the sedimentological record, points to 
stilt-houses as a strong possibility. The Carolinian sites are characterised by the build up 
of coastal sediments, in the form of artificial islets as at Nan Mad01 (Fig. 1) (Athens 
1990) and the more typical progradation, as observed at Sapota on Fefan for example 
(see Shutler et al. 1984). I suggest, given the evidence from Near Oceania, stilt-houses 
could have initiated this build-up, later purposefully added to in order to form islets or 
coastal flatlands. Another similarity is that the pottery from Fefan appear to consist of 
both water-worn sherds and those retaining integrity. This mixture of sherd condition 
has been noted by Gosden at the stilt-house village of Apalo (personal communication). 
The existence of stilt-houses dating to the period of early settlement may be of no sur- 
prise, as the islands when first encountered are likely to have been dense with primary 
vegetation, having had no resident mammal to restrict growth. Settlement on the reef 
may have been the only location available until enough space had been cleared on the 
island proper for both subsistence crops and habitation. The question of subsistence will 
need to be addressed next, but first, the evidence for habitation should be explicated. 
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1 Figure 1 
Artificial islet at Nan Madol, Pohnpei. 
That is, the early sites of the eastern Carolines are likely to have been settlements of stilt 
houses located on reef flats. In tum, these types of site are known in the area of the 
Bismarck Archipelago and northern Solomon Islands during the period of Lapita pot- 
tery, suggesting a link between the settlers of the eastern Carolines and the south. 
A Subsistence 
Subsistence strategies at initial colonisation can aid further in the search for origins. 
Here 1 venture into the realms of strandlooping versus transported landscapes and 
founder effect versus habitus. Strandlooping is a term borrowed from African 
contexts by Groube to describe the method of 'leap-frogging' colonisation adopted by 
the first settlers of Remote Oceanic islands (1971: 312). At first sight Groube's hypo- 
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thesis is an appealing explanation for the villages on the coral reefs, the precocious 
inhabitants subsisting mostly on the marine resources surrounding their dwellings to 
await the impending amval of agriculturalists (or setting about it themselves when 
the mood struck). But this is an unrealistic proposition. As Spriggs (in press) has 
concluded, it is highly doubtful that survival would be possible without the introduc- 
tion of subsistence crops and their immediate cultivation. This implies what has been 
termed a "transported landscape". 
Of the major animals typically transported in the Pacific, only dog has been reported 
from the early sites on Chuuk, Pohnpei and possibly Kosrae. Evidence of pig is missing 
for most of the Carolines throughout prehistory (Intoh 1986). This is typical, however, 
of islands settled late in prehistory. Kirch (1984: 88) has shown that the full comple- 
ment of subsistence species is common in Near Oceania, but dwindles with distance 
from source, thus the lack of pigs and other subsistence items, such as the Canarium nut 
tree, in the eastern Carolines does not contradict the hypothesis that Near Oceania was 
the source of the islanders. Direct evidence for plant staples has been reported from 
Kosrae where the three taros (Colocasia, Cyrtosperma, and Alocasia) and breadfruit are 
found associated with the earliest cultural deposits (Murakami 1995; Ward 1995). 
It cannot be assumed, but it is likely, that similar subsistence species were introduced 
by the first settlers of the neighbouring high islands.In Social Being and Time Gosden 
(1994) raises some interesting points regarding the nature of settlement during the 
Lapita pottery period. He states that (ibid.: 29): 
we should not leap to the conclusion that stable farming systems identical to those 
found today were in existence. Indeed, the high levels of soil erosion from the start of 
the Lapita period onwards indicate forms of land use unlike the swidden gardening of 
the present, which does not cause massive erosion.This view, based on the peripheral, 
and what Gosden believes to be ephemeral, nature of Lapita pottery period settle- 
ments may be accounted for by the possibility that from the Lapita pottery period 
onwards the settlers, initially living on the reefs of islands, actively set about altering 
the landscape in order to create the conditions they perceived as suitable for settle- 
ment and subsistence. 
Their aim was to alter the very nature of the landscape by manipulating the vegetation 
so as to cause erosion and thereby lay the foundations for the subsistence farming sys- 
tems in a landscape transported as much by mind as by seacraft. This approach to the 
landscape by the initial settlers would be responsible for creating the conditions descri- 
bed by Gosden (cf. Gosden and Pavlides 1994: 169). 
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The means of colonisation 
If these similarities in settlement location and landscape management are a guide to the 
origins of the first eastern Carolinians then one needs to assess the means by which 
colonisation occurred. "Canoe" is perhaps a typically European word of derision, and 
in no way describes the sophisticated and possibly large vessels that were constructed 
for long-distance voyages of exploration and colonisation. Irwin (1992) has shown in 
computer simulations that there is likely to have been a high success rate for those 
attempting to colonise the eastern Carolines from Near Oceania. From Buka, of ten 
simulated voyages eight successfully reached landfall in the Carolines and from the 
Reef Santa Cruz Islands, at the opposite end of the Solomons chain, of the 20 simula- 
ted voyages nine reached the Carolines, two landed in the Marshalls, eight returned 
safely without sighting land and the final one was lost at sea (ibid.: Table 1). It appears 
from these simulations, if prevailing climatic conditions have changed little over the last 
two millennia, that settlement of the Camlines from Near Oceania is plausible. 
The origins of the east Carolinians 
Since Buck's 1938 proposal that the settlement of the Remote Pacific occurred through 
the Carolines in a west to east march, the stepping-stone model for colonisation has 
found repeated support. However, the presence of pottery in the eastern Carolines 
dating to initial settlement indicates a direct colonisation(s) from another high island 
(see Intoh this volume). The main contenders for a source population are then that they 
are from Belau and beyond in the west or from the south or southeast. So what of a wes- 
tern derivation for the settlers of the eastern Carolines ? The archaeology of Belau pro- 
vides a useful corpus for comparison. Ceramics appear to be present from intial 
settlement, but unlike the pottery in the east there is no CST. There are also many dif- 
ferences in other forms of material culture, especially the more common use of Terebra 
and beaked adzes. But, the major difference I wish to highlight here is the sculpting of 
the landscape. 
On the northern islands of Belau there is evidence for terraced hillsides constructed on 
a monumental scale. These features have been the subject of investigation by Osborne 
(1966, 1979) and Lucking (1984). The terraces have transformed large areas of the nor- 
thern islands into sculpted landscapes and are some of the earliest dated archaeological 
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features in the archipelago. In many cases the terraces completely cover hillsides and 
often end in a high-sided "crown" at the peak. The steepness and height of some of the 
terraces have led most archaeologists to believe that they served a dual function for both 
agriculture and defence. More recently, Lucking has played down the defence attribute 
by noting that many of the presumed ditches and "footcatchers" can be bypassed and in 
some instances actually aid ascent to the summit (Lucking and Parmentier 1990: 129). 
With the terraces of Belau in mind I return to the eastern Carolines where the evidence 
from the reef settlements show that the human interaction with the environment is very 
similar to that which initially occurred in the expansion from Near to Remote Oceania 
to the south and southeast of the Carolines. This is very different to the interaction with 
the environment which appears to have been instigated soon after settlement in the 
Belau Archipelago where the landscape was remodelled in the form of terraces, exhibi- 
ting a very different approach to landscape. 
If, as I suggest, these patterns reveal real differences in landscape use, then I suggest 
they also reveal differences in what Pierre Bourdieu (1977) has termed habitus, that 
communal historical consciousness inculcated within the individual and revealed in 
practice, between the earliest settlers of Belau in the west and those of Chuuk, Pohnpei, 
and Kosrae in the east. These Belauan features clearly reveal a different approach to 
landscape management to that of the early settlers of the eastern Carolines, where signi- 
ficant landscape change has also occurred, but in a very different fashion. 
Whereas the Belauans went inland to the soils and worked them in situ, the eastern 
Carolinians set about altering the landscape in a more dynamic way, moving the soil to 
the coast and in so doing creating coastal lowlands suitable for subsistence crops and 
habitation. The latter was a high risk method, particularly on many of the small islands 
of Chuuk Lagoon. Here the fringing reef was not so well-developed and much of the 
valuable hill soil may be lost into the sea. But it was the habitual experience derived from 
their ancestors and communities from the south where enhancement of the landscape to 
allow the transported crops is recorded. As I have outlined above this is a phenomenon 
which dates from at least the appearance of settlements bearing Lapita pottery. On Belau, 
the approach to the environment has been more stable, and eminently different. 
Conclusion 
At a general level the similarities between the material culture of the high islands of the 
eastern Carolines and that of Lapita pottery using areas during the period 3500-2000 BP 
are strikingly clear and can be taken to show in broad terms the origins of these mate- 
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rial forms. At a more detailed level there are differences between the material remains 
of each of the eastern Carolinian high islands, and clearer differences from the better 
recorded sites of the Late Lapita period. Although it is still not possible to identify a par- 
ticular source island or islands for the colonisers of the eastern Carolines, the stilt-house 
settlement types and indications of land use betray a Lapita ancestry; these, and not the 
portable material culture, indicate the general direction of colonisation. The Belauans, 
given their approach to landscape, originate elsewhere. 
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Characterisation Without Sources: 
Early Prehistoric Pottery from 
the South Coast of New Guinea 
Simon Bickler 
Archeologist 
Introduction 
Pottery remains one of the most important of artefacts found in sites along the south 
coast of New Guinea (NG). Exchange of this pottery has been crucial to prehistorians' 
models of the social organisation of the populations living there (see e.g. Irwin 1991, 
Allen 1984, Rhoads 1980, Bulmer 1978). Sourcing studies have provided, and continue 
to provide evidence of long distance exchange of artefacts, but the complexity of pot- 
tery raw material selection, manufacturing and distribution processes make interpreta- 
tions difficult. There remain only patchy descriptions of local potting raw materials 
along the south coast of NG. 
Irwin (1991503) has presented the most recent model for the Early Period settlement 
of the south coast. A group of migrants arrived along a coastline in Melanesia, bringing 
with them the knowledge of pottery making and new languages. They rapidly establi- 
shed lengthy exchange networks involving the pottery, shell ornaments, stone and food. 
The new languages were probably Austronesian, and the food derived from a generali- 
sed economy involving horticulture and the extraction of local marine resources near 
their settlements. They carried with them obsidian tools despite the long distances to the 
nearest sources. Yet unlike archaeological phenomenon described as Lapita, this time 
the events occurred on the southern coast of NG and the pottery was neither dentate- 
stamped nor did it have "face-motifs". Moreover, this migration took place hundreds of 
years after Lapita, and perhaps three thousand years after pottery had arrived on the nor- 
thern coast of NG (e.g., Swadling et al. 1989). 
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The amval of pottery around 1900 cal BP (see below for calibrated dates) throughout 
the Massim and southern coast of NG marks a major shift in the prehistory of the region 
and represents the first archaeologically recovered intense occupation there. Over the 
next few hundred years, the makers of this "Early" and sometimes red-slipped pottery 
occupied settlements along much of this coast and nearby islands, with exchange ten- 
drils moving towards the mountainous interior and along the coast to the communities 
in the Gulf of Papua. Then, starting around 1100 years ago and ending some 400 years 
later, there was widespread change in settlement patterns and in the designs of pottery 
(Irwin 1991). Around Yule Island, sites were abandoned (Vanderwal 1973), and 
exchange between the Yule Island and Port Moresby areas to the Gulf stopped, at least 
for a while (Rhoads 1982: 146). 
In the first two to four centuries after this period of change, the south coast populations 
follow more independent trajectories. There are signs of increasing regional isolation 
with an attenuation of long-distance trade (e.g., the amount of Fergusson Island obsi- 
dian moving from the Massim to the southern coast [Irwin 19911). 
During the last few hundred years of prehistory several exchange networks developed, 
often involving populations located on small offshore islands such as Mailu (Irwin 
1985) and Motupore (Allen 1984) along the south coast, who camed out specialist 
manufacture or exchange. This increasing specialisation also extended into the Massim 
area and resulted in long distance exchange networks. The hiri and kula described by 
early explorers and ethnographers are the most famous of those networks, which conti- 
nue, in modified form, to the present. 
Early Period pottery exchange along the south coast of NG can be summarised as follows: 
a) There is local exchange of goods within both the Yule Island and Port Moresby areas 
during the Early Period (e.g., Allen 1972:121, Bulmer 1978). 
b) There is no clear evidence of trade and exchange between the Yule Island and Port 
Moresby regions although the similarity of the pottery from both areas during this per- 
iod has been noted (e.g., Bulmer 1978). 
c) Swadling (1980) has argued that Port Moresby may be the dominant source of pot- 
tery being exchanged along the long distance networks to the Gulf sites. Rhoads (1980) 
has argued that Yule Island potters were dominant in controlling the long distance pot- 
tery exchange to the Gulf during the first few centuries of the Early Period. During the 
later part of the Early Period, Port Moresby traders became important in competing for 
the Gulf "market". 
The importance of the pottery in the development of these arguments is significant, but 
prior to the research discussed here only a few Early Period sherds had undergone any 
sort of chemical or petrographic examination. Frankel et al.'s (1994) analysis of sherds 
from Gulf sites concentrated on sherds from contexts only a few hundred years old but 
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did include 12 sherds from the Early Period Oposisi site. However, no details of these 
are given and Yule Island pottery has received no further treatment. Studies which did 
incorporate Early pottery include Worthing (1980) and Swadling (1980), using Port 
Moresby and Gulf sherds. Mackenzie (1980) analysed 21 sherds from the Kulupuari site 
in the Gulf, but it is not clear which were from recent and which from Early Period 
contexts (Rhoads 1980: 13 1-1 32, A69-73). Irwin (1985) sourced 60 Early Period sherds 
from Mailu to local clays. 
For this research, a sample of Early Period sherds was provided by Chris Gosden from 
PNG National Museum collections and additional sherds from the Port Moresby area 
were taken from the surveys and excavations by Susan Bulmer to investigate exchange 
networks during the Early Period. Three questions were foremost in the investigation: 
1) Could the Yule Island pottery "source(s)" be characterised? 
2) What "sources" of pottery could be identified in the Port Moresby area? 
3) Where was the pottery reaching the Gulf during the Early Period made? 
The goal here is to provide a description of Port Moresby versus Yule Island potting tra- 
ditions and to outline some "rules" for distinguishing them for articulating Early regio- 
nal exchange networks. 
I Figure 1 
Map of areas in Papua New Guinea mentioned in text. 
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Characterisation of the Pottery 
The collection consisted of 184 sherds from 42 Early Period sites (see Bickler 1991, in 
press, for details of the sites) and obtained from three main areas (Figure 1): 
1) the Gulf of Papua, 
2) Yule Island and the mainland opposite, and 
3) around modem Port Moresby. 
This represents an extensive, not intensive, sample of pottery from Early Period sites. 
The compositional analysis undertaken consisted of chemical characterisation using X- 
ray fluorescence (XRF) of 128 sherds, followed by petrographic examination of 69 of 
them plus the remaining 56 sherds not submitted for chemical characterisation. The 
results of the chemical and petrographic work were integrated to produce several 
"groups" of sherds whose distribution could be studied. Full details of the analytic pro- 
cedures are detailed in Bickler (in press, 199 1 : Chapter 4) 
XRF samples were prepared by grinding 4g of each sherd into a fine powder and pres- 
sing them into pellets with boric acid powder. When possible a cross-sectional sample 
from the original sherd was used to ensure that the chemical data was representative of 
the sherd. The samples were analysed using the XRF spectrometer at the Department of 
Geology, Victoria University of Wellington, and a total of 19 elemental concentrations 
(Sc, V, Cr, Ba, La, Ce, Ni, Cu, Zn, Zr, Nb, Ga, Pb, Rb, Sr, Th, U, Y, As) were obtained 
for each sherd (see Bickler 1991: Appendices A-C for complete listings). 
There are no published data on the elemental composition of the clay sources in the 
areas where the sherds were found nor were source samples available for comparative 
analysis. Statistical tests such as discriminant analysis, which test the probability of a 
sample being from a particular source of clay and temper, could not be used. The sta- 
tistical analysis of the elemental concentrations requires an explorative approach. 
All 19 elemental concentrations were used as there was no a priori reason to reject par- 
ticular elements (c.f. Rye and Duerden 1982). The steps used to create groups of sherds 
from different "sources" are described below. 
1) Transform Data: The element distributions were transformed using logarithms 
(loglO) to provide appropriate (normally distributed) data for multivariate algorithms. 
2) Multivariate Analysisd: Several multivariate algorithms were used to create groups 
of sherds which are chemically alike. However, such algorithms not only recognise 
structures in the data but can create them (Bishop and Neff 1989:62) as the choice of 
algorithm is in part a choice of structure in the data. The algorithms chosen were prin- 
cipal components analysis (PCA), factor analysis (FA) using the varimax rotation, hie- 
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rarchical cluster analysis, correspondence analysis (CA), and k-means non-hierarchical 
analysis. Each identifies a combination of elements that characterise variation in the 
data. 
3a) Hierarchical clustering to provide groups: Cluster the output of PCA, FA and CA 
algorithms using hierarchical clustering (Average Linkage and Ward's Minimum 
Variance) techniques, producing dendrograms showing sherd groupings. The dendro- 
grams can then be examined to create groups. 
3b)Non-hierarchical clustering to provide groups: K-means non-hierarchical clustering 
of the original transformed data provided a further set of clusters or groups of sherds. 
The k-means clustering algorithm is described by Kintigh (n.d.) and uses a simulation 
approach to determine the likely number of groups present and the membership of the 
groups. 
Bulk chemical analysis suffers from the drawback of being a 'blind' technique as the 
elemental concentrations can mask complex mineralogy necessary for source discrimi- 
nation (Bishop and Neff 1989:69; Neff et al. 1988, 1989). With petrography, it is pos- 
sible to examine the amounts of temper and clay in the body of the sherd. Most 
importantly, however, petrography provides an independent means of evaluating the 
formation of the groups of sherds generated by the statistical analysis of the chemical 
data (c.f. Hunt and Graves 1990: 108-109). 
4) Petrographic groups: Establishing groupings using petrography meant recognising 
the broad suites of inclusions found in the sherds rather than detailed analysis of each 
section. The major distinguishing features found by the petrography were the presence 
of rounded chert in Port Moresby sources, and the larger lumps of quartzite, quartz and 
feldspars grains characteristic of Yule Island pottery. Nine groups were identified. 
The major difficulty with using the exploratory approach is getting different results: five 
techniques gives five sets of groupings. While there is significant overlap, the variation 
in these groupings is not insignificant. Furthermore, it is not obvious what variation is 
due to the particular statistical treatment and what is due to actual "source" variation. 
5) Resolving different results: Sherds that consistently clustered together chemically 
and petrographically were picked out. These provided the new "sources". The remai- 
ning sherds could be tested for membership in these groups using discriminant analy- 
sis, thereby reducing the complexity of dealing with pottery without actual source 
materials. Combinations of such source sherds were used to test the stability of the final 
groupings, and the vast majority of sherds fell consistently into one of nine "source 
groups". 
6) Examine the distribution of final groups: The 9 groups, labelled here A l ,  A2, B, C l ,  
C2, D, E, F and G, could be examined using the petrography and chemical data for dis- 
tinguishing features (see Table 1). 
I Table 1 
Descriptive statistics for chemical groups. 
I Table 2 
Radiocarbon dates discussed calibrated using CALlB 3.0 (Stuiver and Reimer 1986). 
MRC = Marine Reservoir Correctior~. 
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Of the 184 sherds, four show absolutely no consistency in being allocated to any of the 
source groups (Group X). A further 10 always fall intoyule Island groups but do not 
consistently cluster into any particular one, nor cluster with each other (Group Y). 
Analytic "groups" derived by the analysis could only equate to "sources" in the sense 
that if significant numbers of the sherds allocated to a group were found at a particular 
location which probably produced pottery, then that might be the potting centre. This is 
a tenuous link and the interpretation of the results had to take this issue into account (see 
e.g., Amold et al. 1991). 
One approach to evaluating the chemical make up of groups is to use Stepwise 
Discriminant Analysis (SDA) (SAS Institute Inc. 1985:763-774). This type of algorithm 
evaluates the coiitribution each of the chemical elements has in establishing the groups. 
Each element is first examined as the primary indicator of different groups and the most 
useful is used as a starting point. Each other element is then added or deleted to see their 
effect on the predicting the groups. Those effective at distinguishing the groups are 
kept, and the others removed (Dillon and Goldstein 1984:375-376). In effect this pro- 
cedure reverses the final discriminant analysis used to assign the sherds to the nine 
groups and provides a ranked list of the most important elements (see e.g., Bickler 
199 1 : 1 1 8). This algorithm was used several times with reducing number of groups: on 
the 9 separate groups all together, on distinguishing between Yule Island and Port 
Moresby pottery (regional distinction), and then progressively identifying the elements 
characteristic of each group. 
The likely Port Moresby "groups" were Al, A2 and F. Sherds from the Nebira sites 
mostly clustered together as one group (F) with the two other groups containing sherds 
from all over the area. The distinction between A1 and A2 was based primarily on the 
petrography while chemically they were quite similar: Group A1 sherds were generally 
lower (<l3 ppm) in Scandium than A2. The groups A1 and A2 generally had the lowest 
values of Zinc, Chromium, Scandium and Arsenic compared with group F and the Yule 
Island sherds. Groups A1 and A2 were generally lower in Vanadium and Rubidium than 
Group F, but Niobium clearly separated groups A1 and A2 (< 5.3 ppm) from group F (> 
6.5 ppm) (Figure 2). 
The Yule Island groups were more complicated. Group G sherds from the Kukuba Cave 
site on the mainland opposite Yule Island were clearly distinct chemically from every- 
thing else. They had exceptionally high Zinc concentrations (>380 ppm) compared to 
all other sherds with Zinc concentrations of less than 200 ppm. Group B had the lowest 
values of Barium (< 2 15 ppm) and was generally high in Arsenic (>25 pprn). The single 
sherd from Taurama (AAL in the Port Moresby region) allocated to Group B exhibited 
both characteristics. Group D sherds were generally higher in Cesium (>69 ppm) and 
Yttrium (>27 pprn). Group E was distinguishable with high values of lead (>l8 ppm) 
and Cesium. The separation of Cl and C2 was based on petrography (the large numbers 
of carbonate grains in group Cl)  more than the chemical separation but group C1 was 
generally higher (> 370 ppm) in Strontium and lower (< 20 ppm) in Scandium. 
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log (Vanadiuo~) 
Group: l -Group A1 2 -  Group A2 F -  Group F 
I Figure 2 
Log10 plot of Niobium versus Vanadium concentrations of Port Moresby 
sourced sherds, showing the formation of Group F. 
Frequency 
55 
'4- 
Chromium (ppm) -Uneven midpoints 
I H Port Moresdy Sources [7 Yule island Sources Unclassified ( 
I Figure 3 
Histogram (with uneven categories) of the concentration of Chromium 
showing the different distributions of Port Moresby and Yule Island sourced sherds. 
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Distinguishing Yule Island pottery from Port Moresby pottery was the most important 
goal of characterisation. Chromium was identified by the SDA as the most important 
element in distinguishing between Yule Island and Port Moresby. Figure 3 shows the 
distribution of Chromium. With only a few notable exceptions, a concentration of less 
than 122 ppm of Chromium identifies Port Moresby pottery. Of the exceptions, two out 
of three of those that were allocated to Yule Island groups, and the one unclassified pot- 
sherd with less than 122 ppm of Chromium came from Port Moresby sites and so might 
have been mis-classified. Three other unclassified potsherds from Port Moresby sites 
have high Chromium content. 
Interpretation 
The collection of sherds lacked both tight chronological control as many came from sur- 
face collections. Moreover there is significant debate over the pottery stylistic 
sequences in the different areas. When possible, the sherds were organised using the 
available pottery and re-calibrated radiocarbon sequences. Re-calibration of the radio- 
carbon dates (Table 2) was camed out using the CALIB 3.0 computer program (Stuiver 
and Reimer 1986). Given the small number of dates involved, the strict protocols for 
rejection and acceptance of dates currently being debated in Polynesia prehistory (see 
e.g., Spriggs and Anderson 1993) have not necessarily been invoked. 
Calibration of the dates suggests that 1900 cal BP may be a more accurate date than the 
2000 years ago commonly associated with the arrival of pottery along the south coast. 
Moreover, the earliest pottery-related dates from Mailu through to Yule Island contexts 
all have intercepts clustering around 1900 cal BP, which supports the notion of a relati- 
vely distinct "horizon". 
The majority of the sherds from Yule Island sites may be part of a particular industry 
that was probably located at Oposisi. At various times during the Early Period other 
sources of clay andlor temper in Yule Island were used, possibly by people living on the 
mainland opposite the island. As noted earlier, all of these sources are distinguishable 
from Port Moresby pottery. The pottery moved throughout the Yule Island region during 
the Early Period. Sherds from the Gulf sites are sourced both to the Yule Island and Port 
Moresby areas (Figure 4). However, while Yule Island pottery is present throughout the 
Early Period, Port Moresby pottery appears in Gulf deposits only after about 1400 cal 
BP (Figure 5). 
The pottery found in the Gulf may include only a restricted range of the available 
sources in the Yule Island and Port Moresby areas, but samples sizes are too small to be 
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definitive. In the Port Moresby area, the analysis suggests one source, possibly located 
at the Nebira sites some distance inland from the coast. As in Yule Island, local 
exchange within the Port Moresby region is apparent throughout the Early Period. 
Three stylistically "datable" sherds tentatively sourced to Yule Island from the Port 
Moresby region and vice versa appear to be from the earliest part of the sequence sug- 
gesting initial social connections or related colonisation which rapidly diminished (c.f. 
Bulmer 1982:123). Other sherds that lack firm chronological associations hint at links 
between the two areas during the Early Period (Figure 6). 
1 Figure 4 
Proportion 
of sherds 
sourced to 
Port 
Moresby 
and Yule 
Island. 
I Figure 5 
Proportions of 
Early Period 
sherds from 
Gulf sites 
sourced to Port 
Moresby and 
Yule Island 
sources. 
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Swadling (1980) has suggested that few Early Gulf sherds could be attributed to the 
Yule Island sources, but some of the sherds used in her study were unclassified and Yule 
Island remains a possible source. Frankel et al. (1994) studied 78 sherds from the site 
of Murua (ODR) that were dated to the Early Period around 1500 cal BP (Frankel and 
Vanderwal 1985, but see Thompson 1982: 12 about problems with the sequence). They 
were unable to match any of their Murua sherds to Port Moresby sources, and suggest 
that these sherds came from around Bootless Bay. Sherds from Murua (ODR) exami- 
ned by Worthing (1980) and Swadling (1980) were sourced to Port Moresby. 
In contrast, Mackenzie's (1980) petrographic work on sherds from other Gulf sites 
excavated or collected by Rhoads (1980) suggested sources from the Yule Island and 
Motu Motu areas. This provided the basis of Rhoads' argument for the dominance of 
Yule Island pottery in Gulf sites. 
This study only included two sherds from Murua but both were sourced to Yule Island 
groups. Sherds from Eopoe, Kero Hill and Mailovera were also sourced to Yule Island 
in contrast to Swadling's (1980) analysis of other sherds from these sites. Sherds from 
the Gulf sites of Herekuna, Kulupuari and Ouloubomoto, however, include Port 
Moresby sourced sherds. Given the small number of sherds involved in all these stu- 
dies, much work remains in sorting out any clear pattern. 
N = l 
OYule Island Sources 
Port Moresby Sherds Yule Island Sherds 
1 Figure 6 
Sherds sourced to Yule Island and Port Moresby areas. 
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In the introduction to one of the seminal volumes of archaeological approaches to pre- 
historic trade and exchange, Earle and Ericson ( 1977) suggested two reasons why trade 
studies have assumed an important role in archaeological research. Firstly, exchange 
plays a pivotal role in both the continuation and development of cultural systems, and 
secondly, because the changes in manufacturing technology (such as firing techniques) 
and both decoration and form allow quantitative archaeological analysis of such 
exchange. 
While chemical analytical techniques have improved, and the statistical processing of 
the data has become more sophisticated, the use of this information in modelling diffe- 
rent trade and exchange mechanisms remains difficult. The basic assumption guiding 
this type of research is the "provenience postulate" (Weinhard et al. cited in Rice 
1987:413): that the differences between materials from sources will be greater than dif- 
ferences within any of the sources (see Rice 1987:413-14). Given the complexities of 
pottery manufacture and distribution, understanding of the social mechanisms involved 
based on pottery characterisation is difficult (see e.g., Hunt and Graves 1990). 
The data discussed here illustrate the difficulties with carrying out such research. In 
many situations control over the "sources" is not possible and it is not easy to estimate 
the degree of variation relevant for distinguishing sources. The exploratory method pre- 
sented illustrates that it is possible to proceed without source information. The quality 
of the results does depend on the questions asked and the regional perspective adopted 
gave answerable questions. Distinguishing sources of pottery reaching the Gulf during 
the Early Period might convincingly be done by measuring the concentration of a single 
chemical element, in this case Chromium. 
The results allow the construction of a basic model (see Figure 7) of "sourcing" using 
the XRF data. The model is preliminary, but provides both a description of the indivi- 
dual groups and a probability measure (based on mis-classifications of the original 
sherds) which can be applied to future studies of pottery from Early Period sites along 
the south coast. 
Pottery also provides only one way into the prehistoric paths. Rhoads and Mackenzie 
(1991:42) have shown how the movement of stone adzes from the western Owen 
Stanley Ranges to sites in the Gulf occurred prior to the Early Period, throughout the 
Early Period, and perhaps afterwards when pottery exchange had broken down. 
Disruptions in pottery exchange may involve only the loss of one or two routes in the 
network. 
The results presented in this study do influence models of exchange during the Early 
Period: 
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I PoM No Yes T 
No Yes 
1 Figure 7 
Model for assignlng sherds to compositional groups determined by the analysis. 
Elemental concentrations in parts per million. The percentage numbers are based 
on the actual misclassifications present in the data. Finer scale values not included 
as significantly affected by the unclassified and general Yule Island groups (X and Y). 
1) Yule Island pottery is distinct chemically and petrographically from other Early 
Period pottery and it seems plausible to argue that this does confirm Vanderwal's 
(1 973: 180) "suspicion" of local production. 
2) The results confirm Irwin's (1985) argument that the migrants to the south coast were 
able rapidly to exploit local resources, and extends this argument to apply to Yule Island 
potters. 
3) The results described here indicate a more favourable view of Yule Island pottery 
dominating the Gulf sequence during the first 300-400 years of pottery exchange. From 
around 1400 cal BP, Port Moresby pottery does arrive in the Gulf. It is also likely that 
the exchange between the Port Moresby potters and the Gulf populations was direct and 
not via the Yule Island groups, as little Port Moresby pottery has been identified in Yule 
Island collections. 
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Much work remains to investigate the nature of the pottery exchange along the south 
coast particularly in the light of the later specialised networks. It is interesting to note 
that the pottery exchange during the Early Period had largely the same extent, if not 
intensity, as during the last few hundred years of prehistory, although in-between times 
there might have been a sharp contraction (c.f. Allen 1984:442). It remains to be shown 
how these long-distance networks mediated the regional system which existed 1900 
years ago. 
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1 New evidence and implications 
' for human movements in the 
Western Pacific 
John L. Craib 
Archaeologist 
Introduction 
Within the last five years, archaeological investigations on Saipan, ?inian and Guam 
has changed our understanding of the early period of human occupation in the Mariana 
Islands (Figure l). This work has not only extended the antiquity of human presence in 
these islands, it has provided a more detailed sample of the cultural assemblage asso- 
ciated with this early settlement. While increasing our knowledge of the prehistory of 
the Marianas, these new data, at the same time, offer important implications for human 
movement in the western Pacific. This paper provides a brief overview of recent fin- 
dings and discusses possible origins of the founding population in the Marianas and the 
implications this has for general movement within the western Pacific. 
Early sites in the Mariana Islands 
Two sites on Saipan, Chalan Piao and Achugao, are now dated to between 3000- 3600 
cal BP; the calibrated age range at Unai Chulu, on Tinian, straddles 3000 BP. The 
assemblage recovered from these three sites include finely made pottery, much of it red- 
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I Figure 1 
Mariana Islands in the Western Pacific. 
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slipped, with a small percentage of sherds exhibiting finely incised and stamped deco- 
rations. Also presents in these deposits are a variety of shell ornaments manufactured 
almost entirely from Conus spp. What makes these three sites unique in the Marianas is 
that, in addition to their antiquity, they are the first to demonstrate the presence of deco- 
rated pottery in the earliest levels. 
Chalan Piao is located at the southwest corner of Saipan. Archaeological deposits unco- 
vered during recent excavations are described as reworked, although the 14C dates from 
two combined charcoal samples, collected from the upper and lower limits of the early 
period deposit are in chronological order (Moore et al. 1992). The calibrated dates brac- 
ket a maximum period of nearly 800 years between roughly 2900 - 3600 cal B.P. (All 
dates presented here are calibrated unless otherwise noted.) Ironically, this is the same 
site that Spoehr (1957) reported to be dated to about 3400 B. P. on the basis of what has 
subsequently turned out to be a dubious shell date. 
An important aspect of the analysis of the early assemblage recovered from Chalan Piao 
was the documentation of the changes in decorative motifs over time. Moore et al. 
(1992) found that the lowest levels within the early deposit contained pottery decorated 
with <<fine-lined motifs, containing fields of stamped designs. This decorative tech- 
nique gives way in the upper levels to more bold, incised designs that lack the stamping 
and more closely resemble the range of decorations, e.g., circles, chevrons, straight 
lines, first reported by Spoehr (1957). 
Achugao is situated along the northwest coast of Saipan. Of five dates, all from char- 
coal, associated with early deposits, the oldest two, near the base of the deposits, pro- 
duced uncalibrated dates of 3470i120 B.P. (Beta-36 19 1) and 3 120~50  B.P. 
(Beta-36190). A weighted mean of 3 174d7 B.P.was calculated and subsequently cali- 
brated to nearly 3400 cal B. P. The three younger dates, all post-3000 B. P., are in a more 
disturbed context making it more difficult to determine the upper age limit of the early 
period. 
From his relatively large sample of 143 decorated sherds, Butler (1993) identifies two 
types of early fine-lined decoration - Achugao Incised, similar to the dentate-stamped 
ware described by Moore et al. and San Roque Incised, distinguished by the presence 
of curvilinear designs and small circles. Almost all (90%) of Butler's sample of early 
decorated sherds fall into the Achugao Incised variety with most (90%) of these exhi- 
biting rectilinear designs. However, early decorated sherds form only a very small per- 
centage of his sherd sample; most are plain though many contain a red-slip. 
Limited subsurface testing at Unai Chulu, a small open beach along the northwest coast 
of Tinian has recently yielded three decorated sherds from a stratigraphic context dated 
between 2800 - 3200 B.P. (Craib 1993). One of the sherds exhibited a stamped, lime- 
filled design of the Achugao Incised variety (Figure 2). Although this is not a true "den- 
tate" stamp in that the small punctations are circular rather than rectangular, rectilinear 
punctations have been documented at other sites in the Marianas. 
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Stamped sherd 
from Unai Chulu, 
Tinian 3 
The other two decorated sherds from Unai Chulu contained lime-filled circles. These 
sherds are virtually identical to decorated sheds reported from the undated Taga site 
located on the southwest coast of Tinian. Further excavation at this site has produced a 
much larger sample of these early decorated sherds (Hunter-Anderson pers. comm.) 
Fine-line incised sherds have also been found at other, undated, sites on Saipan and 
Guam. The distribution of these early sites is skewed towards Saipan and Tinian. The 
reasons are unclear but it cannot be attributed to differential sampling since Guam has 
received the bulk of archaeological attention. The absence of early sites on Rota is intri- 
guing and may not be simply a product of differential sampling; indeed, much of the 
north coast has now been sampled. The lack of pre-2500 B.P. sites appears real and may 
relate to the local geomorphological processes, i.e. strand creation and stabilisation, 
than to a function of sampling. 
The next most common class of artifact from the early deposits are shell ornaments, vir- 
tually all have been shaped from Conus (Figure 3). These include disc-like beads, rec- 
tilinear pendants, bracelets, rings and circlets reported from Chalan Piao and Achugao 
and Unai Chulu. 
Interestingly, no adzes have been found in the early deposits and, indeed, as Butler 
(1993) has pointed out, virtually no Tridacna has been reported from any of the early 
sites. However, it must be emphasised that the volume of early deposits excavated to 
date is extremely small. 
Additional, though indirect data suggesting human presence in the Marianas by 3500 
B.P. comes from swamp core samples reported by Athens and Ward (1993). These were 
taken from Tipalao Marsh on the central west coast of Guam, immediately north of Agat 
Bay. Dates from the core indicate a time span of 7000 years. A marked increase in the 
rate of charcoal deposition occurs in the core at about 3500 B.P., which they interpret 
as indicating the appearance of humans. 
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Conus ornaments 
It is becoming apparent that among the earliest dated cultural deposits in the Marianas, 
the most intricately decorated, that is, dentate-stamped, pottery occurs only in the 
lowest levels. Associated with these ceramics is an array of Conus shell valuables. Thus 
it is most likely that this assemblage was not an indigenous development, but rather arri- 
ved with the first settlers. 
Origins 
The question of origins always proves to be intriguing and brings a variety of specia- 
lists into play. Physical Anthropologists have yet to provide us with any help on origins 
though this has not been for their lack of trying. Depending upon the researcher, the por- 
tion of the skeleton being examined, and the statistical package utilised, people came to 
the Marianas from somewhere between Borneo and Japan. It is hoped that DNA analy- 
sis may prove more enlightening regarding regional genetic relationships. 
The linguists have been of only slightly more help. No linguistic homeland of Chamorro 
has been identified, though most opt for the Philippines (e.g. Bender 1973; Witucki 
1974). However, more recent studies (i.e. Starosta and Pagotto 1990; Starosta 1992) 
have argued that the linguistic features of Chamorro, could equally be taken to argue for 
a closer relationship with the aboriginal languages of southwest Taiwan thus seeing 
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Chamorro as an early offshoot of the Proto-Formosan language from which languages 
in the Philippines also developed. 
It is the archaeological material that offers the most direct evidence though this too does 
not provide any specific information. General parallels with the early decorated ware in 
the Marianas, can be found within several areas of southeast Asia. Virtually anywhere 
between Taiwan and southern Indonesia will exhibit similar pottery designs. 
The sites usually compared with the early Marianas material include the Sanga Sanga 
rockshelter (Spoehr 1973) located at the southern end of the Sulu archipelago, Batungan 
Caves, central Philippines (Solheim 1968) and, more recently, Lal-10, in northern Luzon 
(Thiel 1989; Aoyagi et al. 1993). Archaeologists such as Solheim and Thiel argue that 
the general similarities in pottery and other artefact types coupled with their widespread 
distribution suggests various independent trade networks operating in the Philippines, 
extending also into Indonesia by at least 5000 B.P. 
Given the linguistic possibility of a Taiwanese connection it is intriguing that some 
Yuan Shan pottery designs from Taiwan are also similar to the Marianas. However, 
decorated pottery here may post date its occurrence in the Marianas (Spriggs 1989) and 
it does not appear to be associated with any shell technology. At present, Taiwan seems 
a less likely option, but one requiring further investigation. 
Currently, no data exist which clearly indicate the direction from which the Marianas 
were settled. What is apparent, however, is that a stepping stone model of settlement is 
unlikely. Such a model predicts that people would move across the shortest possible sea 
routes. This would involve people coming to the Marianas from either the north, via the 
Bonin and Volcano Islands or from the south, through Palau, Ngulu Atoll, Yap, and 
Ulithi Atoll. A crucial assumption of such a model has been argued by Irwin (1992:126) 
who states that "earlier sites can be expected in Belau andor Yap; the earliest of them 
perhaps even slightly older than the Marianas." That is, such a model requires human 
presence in Palau and Yap between 4000-3500 B.P. 
Yap and Palau, while yet to yield dates as old as the Marianas, nevertheless, have been 
argued to have a similar antiquity based on the unfounded assumption that all of the 
western islands would have been settled at about the same time in this stepping stone 
fashion (e.g., Osborne 1958, 1966, 1979; Takayama 1979; Irwin 1992). Currently, no 
data exist to suggest that the Marianas were settled from either the north or south, Not 
only do dates from Palau and Yap indicate that human occupation of these island groups 
begins no more than about 2000 years ago, the assemblages associated with the earliest 
levels in these islands bear no similarities to assemblages from any time period in the 
Marianas nor are there any similarities in the reported assemblages from the islands 
north of the Marianas. 
While an argument could be made that sampling has been far greater in the Marianas 
than these other areas, I would point out that pre-2000 BP deposits in the Marianas were 
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found very quickly and are a common feature of the archaeological landscape though, 
admittedly, it has taken four decades to locate the pre-3000 BP deposits. Nevertheless, 
given the lack of any similarities within the earliest assemblages from Palau, Yap and 
the Marianas, and the linguistic distance between each, it is unlikely that they share 
similar settlement histories. 
The Philippines are often proposed as the area from which the Mariana Islands were 
most likely settled (e.g., Bellwood 1985), a proposition not inconsistent with linguistic 
and archaeological data. However, no one has explicitly explored the implication this 
has for human movement in the Pacific around 3500 years ago. Even if the shortest 
route was crossed, the settlement of the Marianas from the Philippines would have 
involved an open ocean crossing of about 2,600 kilometres. This is about three times 
the distance of 950 km comprising the "water gap" present in eastern Melanesia, bet- 
ween Vanuatu and Fiji which Green (1979:47) has argued "presented a significant bar- 
rier to two-way voyaging and constitutes a significant break in the Lapita exchange 
network across which few, if any, goods flowed. This Melanesian gap may not have 
been crossed until about 3000 B.P., leading Keegan and Diamond (198757) to state that 
the widest gap breached anywhere in the world by 3000 B.P. was the 900 km "long gap" 
in Melanesia. I argue here that, based on present evidence, the Mariana Islands were 
settled by at least 3500 B.P. and the initial settlers navigated across more than 2500 kilo- 
meters of open ocean. 
Implications for human movement in the 
Western Pacific 
There is little doubt that the assemblage associated with the early dates represents a 
movement of people into the Marianas between 3500-4000 years ago. No evidence 
exists of an earlier occupation, preceramic or otherwise.This may hold an important 
implication for a current debate among Melanesianists which focuses on whether Lapita 
is a single assemblage representing a distinct group moving into western Melanesia or 
a product of accumulation of assemblages from various groups both within, and exter- 
nal to, Melanesia and thus represents an assemblage having no specific ethnic identity. 
While data from the Marianas will not directly resolve this controversy, it does, at least, 
demonstrate that by 3500 years ago, people having an assemblage virtually identical to 
that found at Lapita sites were moving eastwards into the Pacific. 
To more properly understand the role of the Mariana Islands in the prehistory of the 
western Pacific requires a shift in geographical perspective. Rather than viewing this 
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island group as sitting at the northwest corner of "Micronesia", a geographical area with 
which the inhabitants of the Marianas appeared to have had minimal contact in prehis- 
tory, we must, instead recognise its place within the context of insular Asia (Figure 4). 
To be sure, the settlement of the Marianas was an event quite distinct from what was 
occurring in Melanesia. However, data now suggest that movement into the Pacific per- 
haps as early as 4000 years ago may have involved a larger scale process than originally 
considered and that it was not channelled solely through Melanesia. This supports the 
suggestion of Theil's, and others, of a widespread distribution of this assemblage in 
insular southeast Asia since it is unlikely that western Melanesia and the Marianas were 
reached by people emanating from the same local region. 
The new data from the Marianas has, of course, provided us with many more questions 
than answers. However, the northwestern Pacific has now been brought much closer 
into the Big Picture of western Pacific prehistory. 
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Pre-Latte (2500-1 600 bp) 
Mariana islands, Micronesia 
Darlene R. Mwre 
Rosalind L. Hunter-Anderson 
Archeologists 
Introduction 
Prehistoric ceramic variability in the Marianas (Fig. 1) was first seen as a progression 
from early calcareous-tempered "redware", a small proportion of it decorated with lime- 
filled incised designs, to later mixed or pure volcanic-tempered "plainware" lacking 
lime-filled designs. This process of technological change took place between initial sett- 
lement of the archipelago, about 3500 BP- the onset of the Pre-Latte Phase - and 1000 
BP, the beginning of the Latte Phase (Spoehr 1957). The Latte Phase ended with 
Magellan's landing in 1521, although major effects of European contact were not felt 
until the galleon trade got underway in the second half of the 16th century (Levesque 
1992a, 1992b; Schurz 1939). 
Within the last fifteen years, stratigraphic excavations in Guam, Rota, 'Iinian and 
Saipan (Fig. 2) have forced a more complex characterization of the Pre-Latte sequence 
(Butler 1994; Hunter-Anderson and Butler 1995). In this paper we will discuss some of 
the intriguing patterning that has emerged within the early ceramic materials. First, to 
place this patterning in a chronological context, we will briefly review the entire Pre- 
Latte ceramic sequence, and then we will consider the possible functions and adaptive 
significance of the shallow bowl forms and decoration simplification which occurred 
between about 2500 and 1600 BP. 
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1 Figure 1 
The Marianas in the Western Pacific. After Cladwln 51970). 
Brief review of the Pre-Latte ceramic sequence 
The 2,500-year-long Pre-Latte Phase conventionally has been divided into three inter- 
vals: the Early Pre-Latte (3500 to 2500 BP); the Intermediate Pre- Latte (2500 to 2000 
BP); and the Transitional (2000 to 1000 BP) (Moore 1983; Butler 1988). For more than 
a decade after this tripartite division was proposed, the archaeological evidence indica- 
ted that the Early Pre-Latte deposits lacked the decorated sherds with lime-filled impres- 
sions. These were initially thought to make their first appearance during the Intermediate 
Pre- Latte (see Craib 1990). However, recent work in Saipan (Butler 1994; Butler 1995; 
Ray et al. 1996) and Tinian (Craib 1993; A. Haun pers. comm. 1995) has shown that 
decorated pottery occurs even in the earliest Pre-Latte levels. Furthermore, a series of 
radiocarbon dates, from various sites which have yielded the Intermediate Pre-Latte pot- 
tery, suggest that the vessel forms associated with this interval occurred from about 2500 
to 1600 BP (Table 1). The new dates indicate that the beginning of the Transitional Pre- 
Latte interval should be 1600 BP instead of 2000 BP. The ceramics associated with the 
three Pre-Latte intervals and their revised dates are briefly reviewed below. 
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1 Figure 2 
Southern Marianas 
sites with 
Intermediate Pre- 
Latte pottery: 
l Achugao, 2 Unai 
chulu, 3 Mochong, 
4 Borja, 6 Maratita, 
6 Songsong, 
7 Tarague, 8 Royal 
Palm, 9 AES, 
10 Baba 
11 Nansay, 
12 Huchunao 
Early Pre-La tte (3500-2500 BP) 
The Early Pre-Latte pottery vessels are thin-walled (4-6 mm thick), are usually tempe- 
red with calcareous sands, and most often are finished with a red slip or wash. Several 
forms are represented, the most common being an undecorated globular jar with a res- 
tricted orifice and sharply everted, unthickened rim. This form occurs along with a 
small carinated bowl. The bowl has complex contours, including sharp shoulder angles, 
incurving upper shoulders, flaring rims, and rounded bases. 
Due to the small, friable condition of many of the sherds from the globular pots, infor- 
mation about the overall size of these vessels is not readily available - although ori- 
fice diameters have been estimated to range from 14 to 24 cm (Moore et al. 1992; Butler 
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1994). Estimates of the orifice diameters of the carinated bowls range from about 16 to 
38 cm and estimated heights range from about 6 to 15 cm (Ray 1981). 
Lab. No. Location Material C-14 Years calendar Date# Source 
N-2127 Mochong, Rota shell' 2460+/-85 510 B.C. a 
Beta 92489 Tarague, Guam charcoal 2270+/-50 396 - 200 B.C. b 
RL-347 Tarague, Guarn charcoal 2140+/-100 190 B.C. C 
UCR 1474A Tarague, Guam fishbone 2100+/-270 150 B.C. d 
Beta 11 866 Maratita, Rota charcoal 2050+/-80 178 B.C. - A.D. 22 e 
Beta 11865 Borja, Rota charcoal 1920+/-100 170 B.C. - A.D. 270 e 
Beta 92525 Tumon, Guam charcoal 1820+/-50 A.D. 85 339 f 
Beta 92524 Turnon, Guam charcoal 1790+/-50 A.D. 128 - 383 f 
Beta 93427 Turnon, Guam charcoal 1770+/-120 A.D. 56 - 557 g 
Beta 11363 Mochong, Rota charcoal 1760+/-140 A.D. 580 - 91 B.C. h 
GX 61566 Tumon, Guarn charcoal 1700+/-60 A.D. 143 - 451 i 
Beta 93429 Turnon, Guarn charcoal 1700+/-60 A.D. 223 - 435 9 
Beta 93428 Tumon, Guam charcoal 1510+/.70 A.D. 413 - 662 g 
Beta 7154 Mochong, Rota charcoal 1400+/-120 A.D. 410 - 890 h 
# - calibrated 2-sigma range, if given in source 
' - no marine correction applied 
Sources: 
a - Takayama and lntoh 1976: 14,21 
b - Liston et al. 1996 
c - Ray 1981 
d - Moore 1983 
e - Butler 1988: 37, 71; Sant and Lebetski in Butler 1988: 202, 213 
f - Olrno 1996 
g - MARS work in progress, AES project 
h - Craib 1990: 5-3, 5-8,643 
i - Dilli et al. 1993: B: 9 
1 Table 1 
Radiocarbon Dates associated with Marianas Robust Ware. 
It is the rims and sloping shoulders of the smaller carinated bowls which are sometimes 
decorated with encircling bands of fine, incised lines and dentate stamped designs. 
Apparently decorated bowls were uncommon; within pottery collections dating to this 
interval, generally less than two percent of the sherds are decorated. 
Two major design styles (Fig. 3) have been identified, and they CO-occur at Early Pre- 
Latte sites. Butler (1994; 1995) has dubbed the styles Achugao and San Roque Incised, 
after two nearby sites on Saipan. The Achugao style includes sherds with rectilinear 
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1 Figure 3 
Examples of Auchugao (top) and San Roque (bottom) incised decoration from Saipan. 
After Butler (1995). 
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designs with infilled zones of dots or dashes. The San Roque style includes sherds with 
curvilinear designs and circles. In both styles, designs were in-filled with lime. 
At present these two styles appear to be contemporaneous, but Butler (1995) proposes 
that work at other sites with intact deposits dating to this period could reveal that the 
Achugao style is older, or that it disappears from the sequence earlier than does the San 
Roque style. 
Intermediate Pre-Latte (2500- 1600 BP) 
After 2500 BP, both the design styles and the vessel forms became less complex. A 
small number of bowls continued to be decorated with lime-filled impressions, but the 
design elements consisted of bold lines, circles, and chevrons (Fig. 4). By the end of this 
interval, the design elements had been reduced to simple impressions on the lips of ves- 
sel rims (Fig. 5). Most of the rim impressions do not appear to have been filled with 
lime. 
The bold-line designs occur on small, carinated bowls while the rim-lip designs occur 
on vessels with flared or vertical rims and flat or slightly curving bases. The main point 
here is that as the vessel forms became simpler, so did the designs. 
Vessel form changed to an open bowl with a flat, or nearly flat bottom, and vertical side 
walls with an unthickened rim (Fig. 6). This open bowl form eventually replaced the 
globular pots and carinated bowls. Various sizes of this open bowl have been recorded; 
some are very robust - with walls and bases measuring from 20 to 40 mm thick. 
Orifice diameters of the robust form, which some analysts refer to as a pan or griddle, 
are estimated to have been as much as 50 cm across; vessel wall height reached 15 cm. 
Smaller versions have thinner walls and orifice diameters ranging from about 30 to 42 
cm and heights of 7 to 11 cm. The robust form is one of the chronological markers of 
this time period. 
Another chronological marker of this interval is an oval-shaped bowl. This form is 
generally recognized by its spouts; little information is available regarding size. The 
round and oval bowls are finished with red slips or washes, or they have smoothed exte- 
rior surfaces. Woven mat impressions on base sherds are another temporal indicator of 
this interval. The impressions usually occur on the exterior surfaces, but some are found 
on the interior surface, and others occur within the clay matrix, parallel to the interior 
and exterior surfaces of the sherd. 
Calcareous inclusions, or a mixture of calcareous and volcanic inclusions, tempered the 
clay in Intermediate Pre-Latte pots. The size of the inclusions varies from small (less 
than 1 mm) to quite large (>7 mm). The most coarse inclusions are found in the robust 
version of the open bowl. 
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1 Figure 4 
Examples of bold line designs on pottery from Guarn, Rota, Tinian and Saipan. 
After Leidemann (1 980), Spoehr (1 957), Ray (1 981), Moore (1 983), Moore (1 989), 
Moore et al. (1 992), Moore et al. in prep., Ray et al. (1 996), 
Lizama and Montvel-Cohen (1 978). 
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I Figure 5 
Examples of rim impressions on Intermediate Pre-Latte vessel fragments 
from Tarague, Guam. After Ray (1981), Liston (1996), Moore etal. in prep. 
I Figure 6 
Simplified chart of the changes in vessel form through time in the Marianas pottery 
sequence. After Hunter-Anderson and Butler (1995). 
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Transitional (1  600- 1 000 BP) 
Around 1600 BP the ceramics changed again. The thick, flat-bottomed bowls were 
replaced by those with slightly thickened, incurving rims, thinner walls, and rounder 
bases. Surface treatment varied more during this time. Most vessels have a plain finish, 
but polished, burnished, and striated surfaces also occur. Estimates of orifice diameters 
range from 16 to 40 cm and vessel height varies from 7 to about 15 cm. 
To conclude this brief review of the Pre-Latte ceramic sequence, it is important to note 
that two major transformations have been traced. One is in the types of decoration: over 
time, fine-lined gives way to bold-lined, which gives way to simple lip decorations. The 
other transformation is in vessel form: globular pots and small carinated bowls give way 
to slightly larger open bowls, some quite robust, with flat bottoms and vertical walls, 
which give way to thinner, more curved open bowls. Inter-assemblage comparison 
opportunities have been limited by the rarity of the decorated sherds and by the relati- 
vely few Pre-Latte assemblages excavated. Nonetheless, the early sequence appears 
consistent within the four islands where these materials have been found, namely, 
Guam, Rota, Tinian, and Saipan. The similarities in the decorations on the pottery found 
in these islands suggest frequent contact among the populations inhabiting them'. 
What prompted the ceramic changes 
during the intermediate pre-latte interval ? 
Some possible causes include immigration: immigrants introduced new forms and 
decorative styles; trade: the new ceramics were traded in; and in situ development: the 
new ceramic forms were a response to changes in food preparation and serving 
contexts. A wave of new settlers coming into the Marianas at about 2500 BP is possible, 
although a little early to have been part of the same radiation that resulted in the settle- 
ment of the high Carolines around 2000 BP (for a summary, see Rainbird 1994). Also, 
the ceramic changes of interest are not abrupt but rather gradual and directional, occur- 
1 There is evidence that by the Latte Phase, the pottery forms and surface treatments had 
diverged within the southern Marianas (Graves et al. 1990). It appears that the Latte pottery 
from Guam and Rota differs from that from Saipan and Tinian, although more data are nee- 
ded to confirm this (see also Simons 1994). 
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ring over an 800-year time span. Even if the new ceramic forms were introduced by 
immigrant groups, their adoption still has to be explained in local terms since we have 
no evidence for drastic population replacement. Trade seems unlikely since the new 
forms replaced, rather than were added to, the existing ceramics. Also, compositional 
analyses have shown that Marianas pottery throughout prehistory has been made from 
local clays (Graves et al. 1990; Simons 1994). 
The in situ development explanation implies that there were local cultural-adaptive rea- 
sons that a new vessel form, with variations, was integrated into the ceramic repertory. 
Such an explanation would be more compelling if it could also account for the simpli- 
fication of decorations, and the cessation in use of globular jars and bowls. Thus while 
it is the most difficult, the in situ development explanation is also the most interesting 
one to consider because it forces us to think about local adaptive conditions and crea- 
tive human responses to them, as these may be reflected in the archaeological record - 
not just in ceramics but in other areas of material culture as well. 
It is generally accepted that pottery decoration may impart social information, such as 
clan affiliation of maker andtor user (Rice 1987). In the Early Pre-Latte, the small size 
of decorated pots suggest their use by individuals and their rarity indicates a non-utili- 
tarian function, perhaps as heirlooms marking important historical social connections. 
Simplification in pot decoration could signal shifts in the social significance of all pot- 
tery by the Intermediate Pre-latte. Inter-island contacts and interactions seem to have 
continued; design simplification occurs throughout the southern islands. Since changes 
in vessel form generally imply changes in vessel usage, we asked, what were the new 
functions of open bowlslpans which previous ceramics did not perform or perform 
well? On the practical side, what are the advantages of the open bowl design within the 
size range we have observed? On the social side, what new practices and behaviors 
could have been associated with the use of open bowls and pans ? 
Bowls are generally used for cooking and serving, while jar forms are usually storage 
vessels. While the shape of the open bowllpan does not seem appropriate for long-term 
storage, it may have played a role in preparing food for storage. A central Carolinian 
example of food cooked for storage in such a vessel form is apalong, a large flat cake 
of shredded breadfruit and coconut meat that can last for months, even years, under the 
right storage conditions. The protein- and carbohydrate-rich apalong dough is rendered 
storable by bake-drying it in metal or ceramic pans in the earth-oven (um). The baking 
vessels resemble the larger Intermediate Pre-Latte open bowlslpans in size. While the 
ceramic pans, which are rarely used because these items are considered heirlooms, are 
oval or circular, the metal pans are rectangular (L. Mwianur, interview with Hunter- 
Anderson 1996). 
In thinking about hearths associated with ceramic use, there would have been no advan- 
tage to using the open bowllpan over an above-ground hearth, due to the abrupt 
walllbase angle and large area of the base relative to the sides. If it were used to bake 
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food in an earth-oven, the shallow bowlipan would be surrounded by the heat, and the 
low, flat shape of the food mass, protected by leaves, would ensure its maximal expo- 
sure to the heat and maximal moisture loss through steam. The same principle is exem- 
plified in flat-bread cooking on griddles: the thinner the dough, the more heat can be 
absorbed by the food, and the more moisture can be released from the dough, per unit 
time. 
In the case of our Intermediate Pre-Latte bowls/pans used in the earth-oven, the entire 
bottom of the vessel would rather evenly conduct heat through the food mass. In the 
shallow basin-hearth, the bowl could rest on top of the coals for a slow, even warming 
and drying effect. This is in contrast with an above-ground hearth, where heat is concen- 
trated in a limited area under the pot, and the food mass inside is relatively thick. Pots 
used in this method of cooking usually have rounded bottoms and relatively high sides. 
Shallow open bowlsipans may also have been used to evaporate salt from sea water. If 
the demand for salt increased, say, to preserve fish, and open pan evaporation yielded 
more salt than previous methods, then a shift to pan evaporation, or the addition of this 
method to others already in use, may have occurred. This could have been the case if 
fish preservation during seasonally high catches became desirable. Frequent breakage 
during salt rendering could be a problem due to prolonged direct heating of the vessel 
base. Another possible use of the large open bowlsipans might have been to hold salted 
pelagic fish filets, which ooze a lot of liquid during this short-term storage method. In 
Namoluk Atoll, shallow metal pans serve this function, enabling the catch to be preser- 
ved for up to a week (field observation. Hunter-Anderson 1990). Finally, prepared foods 
may have been served from open bowlsipans - the smaller ones for family meals, the 
largest ones for very large gatherings -. Knowingly partaking of food cooked in or ser- 
ved from the same vessel is a tacit acknowledgement that one is part of a group with 
something in common. In the Pacific islands, people who consume food from the same 
source are close kin or occupy a similar social position. One sees this in Yap, where a 
mother and young children will eat from the same dish but older siblings and other 
adults will eat from separate dishes (field observation., Hunter-Anderson 1980- 1982), 
and in Chuuk, where adult members of the same matrilineage will eat from the same 
mess of pounded breadfruit in the center of the table, although perhaps at different times 
(field observation. Hunter-Anderson 1995). Conversely, cooking and serving individual 
portions acknowledges some dimension(s) of separateness. The Yapese traditionally 
carried this to an extreme, with separate cooking pots for each adult in a family and with 
the finely partitioned ceremonial eating classes that marked social position. In the 
Marianas case, perhaps common eating from the large vessels signaled compliance with 
new norms associated with differently defined inter-personal relations during the 
Intermediate Pre-Latte. Chemical analysis of organic residues on the sherds may help 
to sort out some of these suggestions, while other material culture correlates, such as 
burial patterns, of the Intermediate Pre-Latte could be studied for clues about social 
organizational changes. 
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Whether they were used for cooking, serving, or in preparing food for storage, our lar- 
ger-sized vessels suggest larger consuming groups. We propose that around 2500 BP, a 
rise in the size of food-consuming groups did occur, as part of a series of social adjust- 
ments to larger settlements, and that the size of settlements was increasing because 
human population density was rising and had reached a threshold level that resulted in 
larger settlements. Archaeological evidence for a higher population in Guam during the 
Intermediate Pre-Latte includes an apparent geographic expansion of site locales 
(Kurashina 1986), as well as more of them. Small sandy beaches, the only geographic 
setting known for Early Pre-Latte sites, continued to be occupied (Leidemann 1980; 
Hunter-Anderson 1994; Moore et al. in prep.a; Moore et al. in prep.b; Olmo pers. 
comm. 1996), but rockshelters began to be used. We have Intermediate Pre-Latte pot- 
tery at rockshelters on coastal terraces (Reinman 1974; Moore et al. 1988; Liston 1996) 
and in a lower river valley (Reinman 1977). Unfortunately, there are not enough data to 
determine whether this pattern occurs outside of Guam (see Butler 1988; Craib 1990; 
Henry and Haun 1994; Ray et al. 1996). Why human population density was increasing 
needs to be specified. While not discounting the possibility of exotic population influx, 
we think it likely that population growth was related to geomorphological changes, pri- 
marily sea level decline and beach progradation, and possibly uplift (see discussion in 
Hunter-Anderson and Butler 1995). As beaches prograded, a larger proportion of coas- 
tal alluvial soils would be available for agriculture as well as settlement. If agricultural 
use was made of these soils, the result would have been an increase in the proportion of 
terrestrial food to sea food in the human diet, effectively lifting the human population 
ceiling imposed by heavy reliance upon sea food (Bayliss-Smith 1975; Hunter- 
Anderson and Zan 1985). It should be remembered that the first successful settlements 
in the Marianas ca. 3500 BP were possible because relative sea level had fallen suffi- 
ciently to open up a few beaches in these otherwise steep-sided islands (see Nunn 
1995). Continuing sea level decline during the Intermediate Pre-Latte would have pro- 
duced more and wider beach areas for residence, and more land for crops, and uplift 
may have accelerated this process in some areas. 
In Kosrae, in the eastern Carolines, Miyagi et al. (1995) have found geomorphological 
evidence that the lowest sea level since the mid-Holocene highstand (6000-3000 BP) 
occurred between 2000 and 1800 BP (more or less the mid-point of the Intermediate 
Pre-Latte interval), after which mangroves began to expand. On the basis of similar sea 
level curves for Pohnpei and two islands in the Philippines, these authors suggest the 
pattern of maximal sea level drop and then rapid expansion of mangroves holds for the 
northwestern tropical Pacific. Our pollen data from a deep paleosediment core at the 
mouth of the Laguas River on Guam's southwestern coast indicate a decline in wet 
forest starting around 3500 BP and a marked rise in mangroves just after 2000 BP (Ward 
1995), suggesting the Marianas were part of this regional phenomenon. 
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Archaeological evidence for sea level decline and beach progradation during the 
Intermediate Pre-Latte is scant, but at the Borja and Maratita sites on the north-central 
coast of Rota, Butler (1988) found that the earliest cultural levels contained 
Intermediate Pre-Latte sherds (Table 1). In Guam there is the Intermediate Pre-Latte 
occupation at Ipao Beach, which is considerably seaward of the Early Pre-Latte depo- 
sits (Leidemann 1980). At other coastal sites in Guam, the Intermediate levels are the 
earliest cultural deposits present, and they are very near the juncture of the limestone 
cliffs and sandy beach (Hunter-Anderson 1994; Olmo pers. comm. 1996; Moore et al. 
in prep.a). We take this to mean that these locales were first occupied during the 
Intermediate Pre-Latte, perhaps shortly after they became habitable. 
In southwestern Saipan, Amesbury et al. (in press) found evidence for beach prograda- 
tion from the Early Pre-Latte deposits at Chalan Piao, farthest inland, to the Latte Phase 
deposits at Afetna, closest to the present shoreline. Farther north on the western coast, 
Butler and DeFant (1990) have noted erosion and subsequent progradation of the beach 
within the last 3,000 years; intact Latte Phase deposits overlie re-deposited Pre-Latte 
materials and may indicate a lack of uplift in this area. Sorting out local shoreline his- 
tories from regional trends is, of course, one of our many challenges. 
The new social milieu following on expanded coastal lowlands would have involved 
larger numbers of people interacting on a regular basis than had been the case pre- 
viously, as settlements became larger and got closer together. It is also possible that with 
larger group size, residential mobility decreased as a practical matter, and a more logis- 
tically organized settlement system (Binford 1980) involving small interior sites used 
for limited purposes and short occupation times may have begun to develop (Hunter- 
Anderson and Butler 1995:34-38). 
When people interact frequently, the potential for disputes and misunderstandings 
increases, particularly during times of shortages. Successful groups would be those who 
put into place social organizational structures that minimized conflicts and disputes. 
One solution to the problem of minimizing the occurrence and adverse effects of dis- 
putes and misunderstandings as social interactions increase, is an ideologically-suppor- 
ted program of public exchange events which are perceived by participants as necessary 
to satisfy social obligations between and among related persons and groups. These 
exchange events are good ways to gauge whether obligations have been met, since what 
is presented andor exchanged is readily countable. Micronesian examples include 
simple food gifts exchanged between neighbors, who are usually close relatives. These 
exchanges are enacted at fairly frequent intervals. Less often, community-wide cele- 
brations involve large quantities of food, grouped in baskets or bundles, and other pre- 
sentations of valuables between CO-obligates. In the central Carolines, the community 
celebration of a girl's first menstruation is such an event; another is the birth of a child; 
yet another the successful completion of a young man's apprenticeship to a navigator. 
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Each is marked by community-wide feasting, dancing, and other celebratory practices. 
Even rarer inter-community celebrations occur when a new paramount chief within an 
atoll or atoll group is selected (see Alkire 1965). This is where some of the Intermediate 
Pre-Latte open bowlslpans come in: as containers in which food was cooked andor pre- 
sented at such events. During the Intermediate Pre-Latte, good inter-personal and inter- 
community relations may have been maintained in part by the performance of such 
social obligation-fulfilling events. 
Finally, we have to ask, if the open bowllpan form was so useful, why did it drop out, 
and, not to duck the issue of stylistic change, why did the bold line decorations disap- 
pear, during the Transitional? Time does not permit going into the social theory requi- 
red to begin to answer the latter question, but suffice it to say that the social identities 
of pottery makers, owners and users must have been established through different 
means by this time, perhaps as a function of shifts in the way the kinship system arti- 
culated with the political system. 
As to the disappearance of the open bowllpan, our previous arguments imply that food 
preparation in earth-ovens and shallow-basin hearths using these vessels ceased or 
became exceedingly rare. We suspect there were changes in the social contexts of 
cooking and serving food such that the ceramic vessels formerly used for this purpose 
became unnecessary, undesirable, or no longer available. The archaeological record 
shows that earth-ovens and shallow-basin hearths continued to be used through the 
Transitional and Latte Phase, so abandonment of these cooking methods cannot be the 
cause. However, the Transitional and Latte Phase ceramics are characterized by vessel 
forms that are better suited to above-ground hearth cooking (round-bottom bowls), and 
to free-standing storage (large jars) of water and grain (Butler 1990) (possibly rice, see 
Hunter-Anderson et al. 1995). 
These are major technological shifts within the ceramic realm which articulated in 
new ways with changes in other areas of culture, such as an increasing use of 
Isognomon and Tridacna for fishing gear and adzes, respectively; basalt for adzes, 
pounders, mortars, and hearth stones; the adoption of latte stone architecture, primary 
and secondary interments in residential areas, and of a settlement system that encom- 
passed all the island habitats, from wide sandy beaches to high volcanic ridges and 
valleys. We expect that these material culture domains will yield clues about the 
causes of ceramic change in the Marianas, if we will but pay close attention to the 
forest without getting lost in the trees. 
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Japanese Jomon, cord-marked 
pottery occupation in Vanuatu? 
Y.H. Sinoto 
Richard Shutler, Jr. 
William R. Dickinson 
Mary Elisabeth Shutler 
Jose Garanger 
T. Mark Teska 
Archeologists 
Dr. Jose Garanger, then of Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) in 
Paris, carried out archaeological research work on Efate Island in Vanuatu during the 
1960s. In addition to excavations, he conducted surface collections in the Mele Plain 
(Figure l). Fourteen distinctively different potsherds, consisting of 13 body sherds and 
one bottom sherd, were discovered from the surface (Figure 2). Thirteen of these pot- 
sherds (Garanger 1971, Fig.6 and 1972, Fig.33) were illustrated in Garanger's report 
and classified as paddle-impressed pottery (1971, p.58)l. 
This paddle-impressed pottery did not appear in any of his excavated sites and conse- 
quently, he was unable to place them in the chronology of Vanuatu prehistory. Sinoto 
1 A photograph of the Mele sherds was presented in August 1969 at the Sigatoka congress 
(Garanger 1971, Figure 6) and reproduced in a thesis submitted in 1970 were it is stated that 
" le decor de ces tessons etait obtenu B I'aide de cordelettes ... roulees sur la surface ... et 
I'aspect obtenu rappelle les d h r s  cord& du Jomon ancien, avis partag6 par Y.H. Sinoto" 
(Garanger 1972:107-108 and Figure 33). 
C. Serizawa after his visit in Honolulu in June 1971, went in Paris, in J. Garanger's labora- 
tory, in April 1976 to look at and compare the Mele cord-marked sherds with Jomon sherds 
he had brought for the purpose. He again confirmed the similarity of the Mele and Jomon 
sherds. 
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recognized that the decorations on these pot sherds were very similar to Japanese Jomon 
(cord-marked) pottery of Japan. Garanger sent three sherds to Sinoto (N08, 9 and 14). 
Upon closer examination of the sherds, Sinoto was convinced that they were nearly 
identical to Japanese Jomon designs. When Chosuke Serizawa, then Professor at Sendai 
University, Japan, visited Sinoto in Honolulu, he agreed that the designs were made by 
the same cord marking techniques as the Jomon. He later published a short article 
(1972) and stated that those three potsherds can be classified as Ento Kaso C and D 
Types (Figure 3). These types are well-known in the northern region of Honshu. They 
belong to the Early Jomon Period, dating about 5000 years B.P. 
I Figure 1 
Mele Plain on Efate Island, Vanuatu (modified from Garanger 1972, Figure 30). 
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Japanese Jomon, cord-ma.rks 
There is "cord-marked pottery" reported out side of Japan. However, most of it exhibits 
paddle-impressed designs applied by a cord-wrapped paddle (Figure 4a). 
The fundamental difference between Jomon cord-marks and other cord-marks is that 
the Jomon cord-marks are made by rolling a piece of cordage directly on the surface of 
a pot while the clay is still soft. A brief explanation of the basic techniques of Jomon 
cord-marking follows. 
A single strand cord when rolled on clay, makes simple linear impressions. When the 
right twisted cord is rolled horizontally the lines rise obliquely (Figure 4b), with a left- 
twisted cord the lines descend obliquely (Figure 4c). The most common Jomon cord- 
marks were made usuing double-stranded cordage, which was made by twisting 
together two single-strand cords (Figure 4d). The thickness of the cords dictate the dif- 
ferent widths of the impressions (Figure 4f and g). 
There were variations in twisted cords which made for a variety of impressed designs 
(Figure 4e and Figure 5a-c), and other types of designs were made by cord-wrapped 
sticks (Figure 5d-f) or a carved roulette (Figure 5g). 
Cord-marked potsherds from Mele Plain 
There are three pot sherds from Mele that have cord marks distinguishable as Japanese 
Jomon Ento Kaso C and D Types. 
Sherd NO9 (Figure 2) exhibits herring-bone cord-marks. Two pieces of single strand 
cords, one right-twisted and the other left-twisted, are doubled over and linked with one 
side twisted right and the other side twisted left. Rolled horizontally, this makes a her- 
ring-bone type cord-mark (Figure 5h). 
Shard NO7 (Figure 2) exhibits cord-marks made by a special device. First, a thin single 
strand cord is fasten in a hole in the middle of a stick, then one end of the cord is wrap- 
ped around one half of the stick clockwise and the other end is wrapped counterclock- 
wise on the other half. Rolled vertically, it produces a design as seen in Figure 51. This 
design occurs only on Ento Kaso pottery. 
Sherd N08 (Figure 2) has a design produced by the impression of a cord-wrappcd stick 
(Figure 5d). 
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The rest of the Mele cord-marked sherds seems to have common Jomon designs, though 
only a few are clearly visible (Figure 2). These cord-mark designs occur throughout 
Early to Late Jomon Periods and it is difficult to correlate with any specific types. 
However, notable comment was made by Prof. Yoshizaki of Hokkaido University (per- 
sonal communication), that these cord-marks appear to represent a discrete Ento Kaso 
assemblage. 
Close examination revealed that the 14 sherds probably represent a number of different 
pots. The physical condition of these sherds appear no different from the usual archaeo- 
logical specimens, not overly weathered or eroded. 
Petrography of Sand Tempers 
In 1993, Drs Richard Shutler and William R. Dickinson initiated currently on-going 
petrographic studies and electron microprobe analyses of distinctive microperlite sand 
grains of Mele and Japanese Ento Kaso C and D S p e  potsherds for comparative stu- 
dies. The results of these studies showed a remarkable similarity of temper materials 
(Figure 6). 
In selected sherds, unusual microperlitic glass grains from the Mele and Japan material 
were found to be optically and chemically indistinguishable. Thus the conclusion can 
be drawn that the cord-marked sherds found on Mele Plain represent pottery manufac- 
tured in northern Honshu. None of the Mele cord-marked sherds have tempers indige- 
nous to Vanuatu. This means that the cord-marked pottery was not manufactured in 
Vanuatu. 
Summary of Petrographic and Electron Microprobe Analysis 
of Mele Cord-Marked Sherds 
Our petrographic conclusions are based on a study of the following materials in thin 
section: (a) cord-marked sherds from Mele Plain, (b) selected Japanese Jomon sherds 
(n=14), principally from Aomori Prefecture (n=ll), (c) indigenous prehistoric sherds 
(n=40) from Efate, neighboring offshore islets, and the nearby Shepherds Islands of 
central Vanuatu, (d) the sand in a soil sample from Mele Plain: and (e) diverse prehis- 
toric sherds (n=135) from elsewhere along the New Hebrides island arc, which includes 
both the islands of Vanuatu and eastern outliers of the Solomon Islands. Our work has 
also included electron microprobe analysis of distinctive microperlite sand grains pre- 
sent in selected Aomori (n=4) and cord-marked Mele sherds (n=5) that are closely com- 
parable in decorative style. 
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Summary of Temper Relations 
As the cord-marked sherds from Mele Plain and Jomon sherds from Aomori Prefecture 
display closely similar decorative styles and contain closely related temper sands which 
include, in selected sherds, unusual microperlitic glass grains that are optically and che- 
mically indistinguishable, we conclude that the exotic sherds found on Mele Plain 
represent pottery manufactured on Honshu.. As astonishing as this conclusion may 
seem, a different interpretation would require superimposed coincidences jointly strai- 
ning credulity to the breaking point. The challenge is to explain how and when bona- 
fide Jomon pottery was transported from Aomori to Efate. 
Geochemical analysis of clay bodies is a potential alternative approach to the problem 
ceramic sourcing (Hunt and Graves 1990; Ambrose 1992). Clay analysis is most useful 
in attempts to test whether given clay bodies were derived from specific clay deposits, 
a question which temper analysis cannot address except where non-plastic inclusions 
provide natural temper. Clay analysis is not so useful for specifying unknown prove- 
nances because the weathering that destroys bed rock to make derivative clay tends to 
mask any bedrock-related provenance signal in favor of a climatic signal, which is 
bound to be broadly similar throughout the region of interest (Dickinson et al. 1996). 
Nevertheless petrographic analysis of non-plastic inclusions and clay analysis should 
not be viewed as "competing" methodologies. Rather, they should be regarded as "com- 
plementary", and that whenever possible, both should be applied to the same assem- 
blages. Only in that way the correspondences and inconsistencies between the two can 
be worked out (Personal communication from Kirch to Dickinson). 
Clay analysis will be attempted in collaboration with japanese archaeologists and geo- 
logists, in the near future. 
Is there more Jomon marked pottery 
in Mele Plain? 
Garanger originally reported that he prospected three areas in Mele Plain (Figure 1). 
The main prospected area in the middle of the plain is approximately 1.9 km long and 
0.7 km wide. The other two areas are small, approximately 430 m by 200 m, one is to 
the East of Mele Village and the other is at the Western end of the bay. 
In July of 1994, Dr. Mary Elizabeth Shutler went to Mele and placed test pits in every 
cleared spot where the surface could be seen, but she did not find any cord-marked pot- 
tery. 
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Before this conference, Drs. Shutler and Sinoto spent three days prospecting through 
the cleared gardens in Mele but no cord-marked sherds were found. 
Chronology of the Mele sherds 
Sherds nos. 3 and 5 sherds were used for thermoluminecent (TL) dating by Mr.0.B. 
Lian of the Physics Department, Simon Fraser University. Uncertainty in the total dose 
rate is difficult to estimate without knowing the correct gamma dose rate from the soil, 
and the potassium content of the sediment extracted from the sherd. An age of (9+1 
Gy)(3.2 GyIKa) 3+1 Ka may be estimated. Therefore, at the current rate of incertainty 
an age range of 2-4 Ka is entirely possible. 
TL dating of sherds No 7 and 9 has just been completed by Mrs. Doreen Stoneham, 
Research Laboratory For Archaeology and The History of Art, Oxford University. She 
stated that she has treated them as authenticity tests since there were some missing 
information. This means that a k 20% standard deviation on the results are applicable. 
The resulting dates were: 
EF22-S-3 SFU Lab #:A23 2000 - 4000 
EF22-S-5 SFU Lab #:A24 2000 - 4000 
EF22-S-7 581x12 3500 - 5300 
EF22-S-9 581x13 3600 - 5500 
Sherds nos. 7 and 9 exhibit most characteristic Ento Kaso C and D designs. 
Petrographic analysis shows that they came from Aomori Prefecture and their dates 
match well with japanese dates. 
Although sherds No 3 and 5 exhibit generic Jomon cord-marks, and were dated a bit 
later, it is still appropriate to associate these with Ento Kaso pottery, especially in view 
of the fact that repeated contact from Japan was highly unlikely. 
The Mele cord-marked sherds date from about 3000 B.C., or 2400 years prior to the 
oldest radiocarbon dates, at about 600 B.C., reported by Garanger (1971 54)  from cul- 
tural horizons in Vanuatu. The cord-marked Mele sherds appear to be wholly out of 
place in time as well as in space. 
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How did these Jomon pottery reach Mele? 
Garanger states that there was definitely no mix-up of potsherds from elsewhere, which 
rules out curatorial error. 
The following possibilities are presented with some qualifying remarks. 
Possible modern importation 
1. Pottery collectors brought Jomon pottery from Japan to Mele. 
This is most unlikely, because collectors are interested in complete pots, not small 
sherds. 
2. Potsherds were accidentally brought in with soil from Japan. 
There was such an incident, when Jomon potsherds, mixed with soil, were brought from 
Honshu to the Bonin Islands (Intoh, personal communication to Dickinson). Was any 
soil transported from Japan to Vanuatu? This is also most unlikely. 
Possible imporlation in ancient times 
1. Joyce (1912) mentioned that he was struck by the close resemblance in quality and 
ornamentation between pottery from early British New Guinea and prehistoric pottery 
found in ancient shellmounds and residential sites in Japan (1912: 545). 
2. Solheim (1968) has made a case for the japanese origins of melanesian coiled pottery 
on technological grounds. 
3. Bulmer (1985, 130) stated that, "unless one wishes to argue that pottery was inven- 
ted independently in Papua New Guinea, or adopted from neighboring Austronesian- 
speaking pottery communities, it seems most likely that Northern Papuan pottery had 
its origins elsewhere, outside of Papua New Guinea. A search of the literature for adja- 
cent regions has shown that the only pottery at all similar in decoration 2nd form in the 
western Pacific-eastern Asia area is found in the earliest phases of the Jomon pottery of 
Japan, the earliest of which dates to late Pleistocene". 
In all three of the above cases, as well as in the subsequent pottery cultures in 
Melanesia, no Jomon cord-marked pottery was present. However, a non-cord-marked 
pottery existed during the initial stage of Jomon culture. The designs of such pottery, for 
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example, in Kosegasawa Cave in Norhem Japan (Yawata 1961) were compared with 
those from Melanesia. 
Probably this is the first time that japanese style cord-marked pottery has ever been 
found in Melanesia. 
Drift voyages 
If the cord-marked potsherds from Mele came from Japan during ancient times, they 
may have arrived through various routes. 
l .  There was a remarkable incident of a drift voyage from Marshal1 Islands to Vanuatu 
in 1951, which shows such an earlier drift voyage is possible. Seven people left 
Kwajalein in a small sailboat about 8 m in lengh, on July 18, 1951. After a few days 
they were hit by a storm and camed near Bikini Atoll. On November 4, 106 days after 
they had left land, they reached the shore of Lamaru plantation, Island of Epi in the cen- 
ter of Vanuatu, about 1800 miles south of their point of departure (Anthonio, 1952). 
2. There are a number of recorded incidents of drift voyages from Japan to central 
Micronesia. It may be possible that during the Jomon period boats drifted from Japan 
to Vanuatu, either directly or indirectly. Even if humans did not survive, pottery may 
have reached the Vanuatu shores. So drift voyages cannot be ruled out 
3. Colin Smart (1965) conducted archaeological excavations on Kabara Island in the 
Southern Lau Islands. He illustrated potsherds from his excavations with incised, shell- 
impressed and appliqut decorations. Among them are sherds with spot-relief decora- 
tions. They resemble early Jomon designs made by rolling carved dowels or roulettes 
(Figure 5g). Sinoto searching for the whereabouts of these sherds has been unsuccess- 
ful to date. 
4. Some physical anthropologists argue that there may have been expansion of Jomon 
people into Melanesia and to Polynesia (Brace 1990 and Katayama 1990)(Figure 7). 
Conclusion 
Thus far, no Jomon sherds have been discovered in association with local Mangaasi 
ware. The Jomon sherds found from the surface of Mele Plain may be derived from a 
deeper cultural horizon, separated from the upper Mangaasi-bearing deposits by unde- 
termined thickness of sterile soil. 
.P- 
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Was there an episode of contact by Jomon period drifters on Efate? How a handful of 
such sherds were found inland in Mele remains a mistery. 
It may safely be stated that these cord-marked potsherds from Mele were manufactured 
in Japan about 5000 years ago. However, we are unable to say conclusively how and 
when these Jomon potsherds came to Vanuatu. The currently available evidence sug- 
gests a one time accidental contact. However, we archaeologist must continue to be 
cognizant of the potential occurrence of Jomon (cord-marked) pottery and associated 
artefacts in the western Pacific region. 
A systematic survey and test excavations in Mele gardens are being planned for next 
year. 
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I Figure 2 
Cord-marked potsherds from Mele Plain, Efate Island, Vanuatu. Collected by Garanger. 
No. 1 sherd is not included. Portions of all the sherds were cut off for petrographic analyses. 
Nos. 3, 5, 7, and 9 were used for thermoluminescence dating. 
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JOMON PERIODS 
Subearliest 10000 
Eadiut 8 W  
E.* 5300 
Middle 4500 
Late 3800 
Final 2800 
Aomori Aomori 
1 Figure 3 
Ento Kaso Pottery. a, Ento Kaso C Type; c, Ento Kaso D Type (after Sekai Kokogaku Taikei). 
Vol.1, Figures 36 and 41, Heibonsha publishing Co., Tokio); b and d sherds are from Mele. 
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1 Figure 4 
Metbods of Jomon (cord-mark) makingsa, paddle-impressed cord-marks; b-g, 
marks made by rolling various twisted cords: b, single strand, right-twisted cord; c, single 
strand, left twisted cord; d, double stranded cordage made from twisting two single strand 
cords; e, twisting two double stranded cordage; f and g, different cord sizes make differnt 
widths od linear markings. 
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1 Figure 5 
Methods of Jomon (cord-mark) markings. 
a-c, variation of twisted cords make variety of cord marks; 
d, a single-strand, twisted cord wrapped on a stick; e, right-twisted ans left-twisted cords 
are wrapped on a stick; 
f, thin iwisted two-single-strand cords wrapped diagonally in opposing directions on a stick; 
g, a cawed stick; h, two pieces of single stranded cords, one right-twisted and the other 
left twisted. are doubled over and linked with one side twisted right and the other side 
twisted left; 
i, a thin single strand cord is fastened in a hole in the middle of a stick, then one end of the 
cord is wrapped round the stick clockwise and the other end is wrapped counterclockwise. 
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Mele sherds Aomori sherds Aornor~ sherds Mele sherds 
(no rnicroperlite) (non-volcaniclastic) (volcan~clastic) (with rnicroperlite) 
Ferrornagnesian 
Minerals 
Volcanic 
Rock 
Fragments 
1 Figure 6 
Petrographic analysis of Mele and Aomori, Japan cord-marked sherds. 
Prepared by W.D. Dickinson. 
- Direction of ethnic movement 
B Distribution of Austronesian languages 
Terririory of hypothetic 'Proto-Oceanid' people (10.000-4.000BP?) 
I Figure 7 
Prehistoric southward Monogoloid-dispersals, which related the hypothetical 
"Proto-Oceanic" ethnic movement into the South Pacific (afler Katayama, 1990). 

and lime-impressed pottery 
of the Southern Philippines to that 
of Micronesia and the lapita 
of Oceania 
Richard Shutler, Jr 
Archeologist 
I have been interested in the origin of Lapita pottery and its relationship with the people 
who made it since 1952 when Gifford and I found Lapita pottery at Site 13, New 
Caledonia. In 1952 we had McKern's 1929 Tonga report, Father Meyer's 1909 Watom 
report of the dentate-stamped sherds from the site, Leenhardt's 1909, and Avias's 1949 
reports on similarly decorated sherds found on the Tles des Pines. Therefore, we felt that 
Lapita was very promising as an indicator of migrations into the eastern Pacific. 
The search for the Austronesian Homeland required looking into the origins of the 
Proto-Austronesians and their descendants. This led to the Shutlermarck paper, "On 
the Dispersal of the Austronesian Horticulturalists", 1975, which I believe was the first 
time Taiwan was proposed as the Austronesian Homeland with South China as possibly 
their ultimate homeland. Expanded and more detailed versions of this theme were sub- 
sequently published by Bellwood (see Bellwood 1983, 1984, 1987 and 1988; see also 
Blust 1988). A well-reasoned rebuttal to a South China Austronesian connection was 
published by Meacham in 1988. An alternative model, published by Allen (1984), sug- 
gested that Lapita developed within the Bismarck Archipelago out of cultural develop- 
ments that may reach back to the terminal Pleistocene. 
In 1975, Solheim published his Nusantao Hypothesis. He sees the general area of eas- 
tern Indonesia and the southern Philippines islands as the area of Austronesian origin 
(Solheirn 1975:152 see also Solheirn 1984-85). However, the finding of Red-slipped 
and Lime-impressed pottery on Saipan (Red-slipped pottery is also found on several 
other Marianas islands) possibly dating to 3477 BP (Spoehr 1957), followed by the 
recovery of Red-slipped and Lime-impressed pottery at Balobok Rockshelter, 
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Zamboanga, southern Philippines in 1969, possibly dating to 6450 BP (Spoehr 1973), 
set me to thinking the location of the LapitaIAustronesian homeland as outlined in 1975 
(Shutler and Marck 1975). I have long thought that the Lime-impressed pottery of the 
Marianas was closely related to the Lapita of Melanesia and Polynesia. The Lime- 
impressed pottery was found in Melanesia and Polynesia is Lapita, and I see it as having 
developed originally out of the red-slipped pottery of Island Southeast Asia. This is not 
to say, however, that the additional design elements and pot forms didn't develop in the 
Bismarck Archipelago. 
A sampling of Island Southeast Asian sites with Red-slipped pottery reported in the lite- 
rature suggests there is a substratum of Red-slipped pottery all the way from Taiwan to 
Sulawesi. However, the dating and origin of Red-slipped pottery and the exact direc- 
tions of its spread throughout Island Southeast Asia and the Pacific remains to be deter- 
mined. Red-slipped pottery is the earliest found in some sites, but it is not confined to 
just the early stages of occupation throughout Island Southeast Asia or the Pacific. 
Therefore, we really cannot deal with Lime-filled pottery without also considering Red- 
slipped pottery. 
Micronesian Red Ware 
and Lime-impressed pottery 
In 1957, Spoehr found eleven Lime-impressed sherds at a depth of 2.4 to 2.8 feet at the 
Laulau Rockshelter, and one just below the surface at Chalan Piao, both sites on Saipan. 
He was unable to date the sherds, but said that they were probably tradeware. In dis- 
cussing them with Spoehr, he said he felt that they were early, possibly associated with 
the 3477 BP date he had for Chalan Piao. Spoehr defined five other types of pottery 
from Saipan besides Lime-impressed: Marianas Red (red-slipped), Marianas Plain, 
Marianas Cord-marked, Marianas Trailed, and Marianas Fine-lined. The last four types 
seem to be derived out of Marianas Plain and are nowhere found with Marianas Red. 
Spoehr (1957:124) describes Marianas Red as either dominant in early levels at most 
sites where it is found or at least important as Marianas Plain, which is characteristically 
late, post- 1450 BP. 
Spoehr remarks that, on the basis of Red-slipped and Lime-impressed pottery, there was 
probably a long history of trade contact between the Philippines and western 
Micronesia, especially Belau and the Marianas. This proposition would seem to have 
been borne out when in 1969, digging in the Balobok Rockshelter on Zamboanga, 
Spoehr found more Red-slipped and Lime-impressed sherds, tentatively dated 6450 BP. 
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Spoehr (1973: 185) states that the Sanga Sanga (Balobok Rockshelter) pottery is closely 
related to the Tabon pottery complex of the Tabon Cave of Palawan, Philippines. Fox 
(1970:75-121) agrees that, "all pottery types found at Sanga Sanga (Balobok) have their 
counterparts in the Tabon pottery complex". Spoehr also found Red-slipped pottery at 
Balobok Rockshelter (1973:188), "of the 16 sherds, 15 body, one rim: one Red-slipped 
sherd has a band of impressed circles filled with lime exactly like the one from Saipan" 
(1973: Fig.] 7d). Spoehr (1973:191, Table 6) shows one Red-slipped sherd from level 
6A, which appears to date from 6450 +\-l80 BP, if this date applies to level 6A. 
Although Spoehr doesn't say that this is the Lime-filled sherd, I assume that it is. 
Spoehr reiterates (1973:lll) that the relationship of Sanga Sanga to Tabon and western 
Micronesia is important. 
In 1992 the Philippine National Museum conducted more excavations at the Balobok 
Rockshelter (Ronquillo et aZ.:1993). The report begins by quoting Spoehr (1973) as 
saying that the Red-slipped pottery with impressed designs (I assume they mean the 
Lime-impressed) dates between 8000-6500 BP. The report doesn't say which cultural 
layer the Lime-impressed sherds they found come from, nor can this be discerned from 
the illustrations (Ronquillo et aZ.:1993 Fig: 12c or Plate 9). Furthermore, the decoration 
of the pottery is not clear from the illustrations. It doesn't appear to be the same as that 
on the Lime-impressed sherd Spoehr found on Saipan in 1957 or the one he found at 
Balobok Rockshelter in 1969. 
The Philippine National Museum report states that the earthenware was found only in 
Cultural Layers I1 and 111, but it doesn't say which layer the Lime-impressed sherd came 
from. Ronquillo et al. (1993) give carbon-14 dates for Cultural Layer I1 at Balobok as 
7290+\- 120 BP, and Cultural Layer I11 as 8760 +\-l 30 BP. If these dates are correct, then 
the Lime-impressed sherd dates from at least 7290 BP, even if it is from Layer I1 rather 
than Layer 111. Further excavation is needed to obtain more pottery and carbon-14 
samples that are clearly associated, in order to securely date the pottery. 
If it can be firmly established that the Lime-filled pottery at Balobok Rockshelter is 
actually over 5000 years BP, then there would be more reason to see the southern 
Philippine area as the homeland of Lapita pottery makers and to believe that Lime- 
impressed pottery went east to Tonga and north to northern Luzon and Saipan from 
there. 
With our current knowledge of petrography and methods of clay analysis applied to 
appropriate samples, and with reliable dating, it should be possible to determine if there 
was a long-range trade network involving Lime-impressed pottery throughout Island 
Southeast Asia and the Pacific, or if this pottery started out as a trade item, then conti- 
nued to be made only locally, as Lapita pottery was in the Ha'pai Islands of Tonga after 
Lime-impressed decorative elements became part of the Lapita tradition. 
Returning to Micronesia, Takayama (1981) found Marianas Red on Rota, where it 
appeared before 2590+\-85 BP. Takayama (1981) notes that Jeff Marck and James 
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Moses found Marianas Red at Laulau Rockshelter on Saipan, and that they consider it 
to be the best made Marianas Red on Saipan. Takayama quotes Spoehr (1957:174) as 
saying that, "Marianas Red is derived from the widespread complex of red wares found 
in Island Southeast Asia, and that the Marianas Red pottery tradition most likely deri- 
ved from the southern Philippines". 
Additional Marianas Red Ware was recovered by Dean Thomson excavating on Saipan 
in the 1970's (Thomson 1970). He recovered Marianas Red and a Marianas Red-variant 
at the Laulau site in the pre-Latte phase deposit, and at the Agiugan Site on Saipan he 
found three Marianas Red body sherds from the lower level. At the San Antonio Site, 
also on Saipan, he found Marianas Red sherds throughout the one meter deposit. No 
carbon-14 dates were reported for any of the sites. 
In her excellent paper on pottery traditions in Micronesia, given at the Lapita 
Conference in Noumea in 1992, Intoh summarises the Marianas pottery situation when 
she says, "around BC 1600, about the same time that Lapita pottery appeared in the 
Bismarck islands in Melanesia, a decorated pottery tradition appeared in the Marianas. 
The tradition was characterised by thin-walls, red colour and the use of calcareous sand 
temper (Marianas Red Ware)". Again Intoh, reporting on recent work in Saipan (Intoh 
1992:73), notes that recent excavations in the Achugao area of Saipan by Butler and 
Fant in 1989 (Butler pers. comm.), demonstrate that the Lime-impressed decorative tra- 
dition was present for the entire early sequence of the sites, between 3600 and 2000 BP, 
and that the distinction of Spoehr's "Lime-filled, impressed tradeware" from other 
decorated pottery is questionable, but he doesn't explain why. Intoh then refers to 
Graves et al. (1990:220). who state that, "within pottery assemblages from the Pre-Latte 
period, characteristics of temper, surface treatment, surface finish, and rim form show 
substantial homogeneity, and there is a relatively high inter-site similarity between 
assemblages on different islands". From this brief survey of Red-slipped pottery repor- 
ted from Micronesia it would appear that the Red-slipped pottery is the key to tying 
Saipan to the Philippines. 
A Brief Survey of Red Ware 
in Island Southeast Asia 
At the 0-Luan-Pi site on the southern tip of Taiwan, Sung et al. (1967) report that a 
Reddish Ware pottery was found. The pottery is assigned to the earliest phase of the 
Lungshanoid Culture, which began about 4450 BP. While little is known about the dis- 
tribution or dating of Red Ware on southern Taiwan, it would seem from the meagre evi- 
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motifs composed of impressed dots arranged in lines. Some Lime-impressed sherds 
dating from around 2950 BP to 2700 BP were also found. Their general decorative for- 
mat closely resembles that of Melanesian Lapita pottery. Bellwood (1987:46), in refe- 
rence to how far east Red-slipped pottery is found in eastern Indonesia, notes that, 
"in ... Sulawesi and Timor a number of sites have been excavated which contain some 
Red-slipped pottery, dating from the third millennium BC and later". 
Red Ware and Lime-impressed pottery 
found in Near Oceania 
Dimitri Anson, in his excellent thesis of 1993, Lapita Pottery of the Bismarck 
Archipelago and its Affinities, deals with the Lapita pottery at the Watom, Ambitle, 
Talasea, and Eloaue sites, all located in the Bismarck Archipelago. Early in his thesis 
(1983:31), Anson states that pottery with lime-filled impressions is common in the 
Watom ceramics (1983:Pl. 1, a-d,5), but he doesn't give any provenance. The earliest 
date for Watom is (ANU-37) 2420 BP (no plus or minus given) (1983:263). Anson 
remarks on the great differences between Watom ceramics and those from Ambitle, 
Talasea, and Eloaue (This volume and 198351) and he says that the "dichotomy in the 
decoration and in the shapes of dentate-stamped Lapita pottery between Ambitle, 
Talasea and Eloaue and those at Watom is due to chronological differences between 
Eloaue and Watom (1983:262)". Since Talasea had not then been excavated, and no car- 
bon-14 dates for Ambitle are mentioned, how then can these two sites be included in 
this statement. Therefore, the question of whether Eloaue, Ambitle and Talasea are older 
or contemporary with Watom doesn't seem to have been settled, but since no Lime- 
impressed pottery has been found at Ambitle, Talasea or Eloaue, this may suggest that 
Watom was occupied at a later date than the other sites. Eloaue has dates of 3300+\- 
180BP (GX 3498) and a questionable one of 3900+\-260 BP (GX 5499). On the basis 
of the carbon-14 dates for Eloaue, that site is older than Watom. Further on, Anson 
(1983:265) makes some very interesting observations regarding a possible Southeast 
Asian origin of Red-slipped pottery. He notes that there is pedestal-based pottery at 
Eloaue and Ambitle and a possible ring base style ceramic at Ambitle 
(l 983:265;Fig.111/0\9), "a sigma-shaped motif (1983:Fig.Xiiilll P1 a) strongly represen- 
ted at Ambitle, Talasea and Eloaue is reminiscent of cord-mark decoration on 
Lungshanoid-influenced Southeast Asian pottery" (cf. Bellwood 1970: 167). 
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Red-slipped and Lime-impressed pottery 
in Remote Oceania 
Lime-impressed, dentate-decorated pottery has been found over the past several years 
at four sites in the Ha'apai Group of Tonga during excavations of David Burley's Tonga 
Project. At the Faleloa site on Foa Island we found two Lime-impressed sherds. They 
both came from Unit 11, Level 5, at a depth of 80-100 cms and a date of about 3000 BP. 
At Pukotala, on Ha'ano Island, a few Lime-impressed sherds were discovered. This site 
will be extensively excavated in 1997. By far the greatest quantity of Lime-impressed, 
dentate-decorated Lapita sherds came from our excavations in 1995 at the Tongoleleka 
Site on Lifuka Island. It seems at this point that there will be at least several dozen 
Lime-impressed sherds from that site, and that they come from each of the three cultu- 
ral layers. So, here at least, they apparently do not constitute any sort of time marker. 
To Summarise 
Until more excavations at the Balobok Rockshelter confirm an association of Red-slip- 
ped and Lime-impressed pottery with the date of 6450 BP, we can only postulate that 
the centre of dispersal of these pottery types was the southern Philippines, which is also 
a strong candidate fro the homeland of Lapita pottery and the Austronesians. This 
review demonstrates that there is prehistoric Red-slipped pottery from Taiwan in the 
north, to Sulawesi in eastern Indonesia and to Western Polynesia. Red-slipped pottery 
is present, but not reliably dated in southern Taiwan. Dates of 3500 BP for Red-slipped 
pottery in Saipan, 3790 BP in northern Luzon, and 3000 BP in eastern Indonesia seem 
acceptable. Lime-impressed pottery possibly dates to 3790 BP on Saipan, 5740 BP in 
northern Luzon, 6450 BP in Zamboanga, and as early as 3000 BP in Tonga. As it was 
found in more than one cultural level at several sites, Lime-impressed pottery cannot be 
used as a time marker. If we accept the 6450 BP date from Balobok Rockshelter, then 
we can postulate that both Red-slipped and Lime-impressed pottery moved north to 
Taiwan, and as far east as Tonga from the southern Philippines. More excavation of 
Red-slipped pottery sites is necessary before we will have a firm picture of the distri- 
bution and time-depth of Red-slipped and Lime-impressed pottery throughout Island 
Southeast Asia and the Pacific. If the very early presence of Red-slipped and Lime- 
impressed pottery is confirmed for the southern Philippines, then some form of 
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Solheim's ideas on the Nusantau as being the ancestral Austronesians will have to be 
taken seriously in our search for the ultimate homeland of the Austronesian horticultu- 
ralists. 
Addendum: As I finished my paper for the Vila Conference, an e-mail to the recipients 
of list Asaonet by Dr John Edward Terrell, and a press release by the Papua New Guinea 
Post-courier on Thursday, October 24, dropped a bombshell with regard to the origin of 
Lapita pottery. I include an excerpt from that news release: 
The expedition, led by Dr John Edward Terrell of the Field Museum in Chicago, has 
recovered evidence of human life indicating that cultural traits carried by the first 
people to colonise Polynesia over 3000 years ago may have evolved long before that on 
the Sepik coast of Papua New Guinea, and not in southeast Asia as most experts have 
always thought .... With funding from the National Science Foundation, the seven 
archaeologists on the expedition from the U.S.A., Australia and Papua New Guinea 
have excavated pottery shards, bones, and other traces of ancient life on the top of the 
Aitape hills suggesting that the prehistoric pottery called Lapita ware used by the ear- 
liest inhabitants of Polynesia can be traced back to Aitape, not Asia, specifically to a 
style of early pottery Terrell calls Sumalo ware. 
We eagerly await details. 
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Cexemple de la poterie imprimee 
au battoir en Oceanie lointaine 
Jean-Christophe Galipaud 
Archeologue 
Introduction 
La poterie au battoir en Nouvelle-CalCdonie offre un bon exemple d'une poterie non- 
lapita dans un contexte Lapita. MCme s'il est difficile de dater prtciskment sa pCriode 
d'apparition et de disparition, il est admis aujourd'hui que sa prtsence est fortement 
corrtlte dans le temps 2 la prCsence de la poterie Lapita. A Fiji ou elle est aussi abon- 
dante et plus varite qu'en Nouvelle-Caltdonie, la poterie au battoir semble posttrieure 
au Lapita. 
Ce type de poterie ancien pose depuis un certain nombre d'anntes un problbme aux 
chercheurs qui s'y sont inttresds, problbme d'origine et de situation chronologique, 
problkme enfin de sa place dans le complexe culture1 Lapita, au moins en Nouvelle- 
CalCdonie. Ces questions cachent une rkalitt tout aussi importante : les critkres des- 
criptifs et discriminants et taus les modkles issus de nos typologies sont-ils i mCme de 
rendre compte de fa~an  rtaliste de I'histoire passCe? Dans cet article, j'essaierai de faire 
le point sur ce que nous savons et tenterai d'apporter une rtponse B la question de l'ori- 
gine possible de cette poterie si particulikre en Nouvelle-CalCdonie. 
La place de la poterie au battoir dans la chronolagie ancienne et sa signification pour 
I'interprCtation de 1'tvolution culturelle ont t t t  souvent dkbattues. Les avis sont parta- 
g&, certains arguant qu'elle fait partie intigrante du Lapita et ne reprksente qu'un arte- 
fact supplCmentaire, un ustensile de mCnage (Frimigacci 1981, Galipaud 1988) alors 
que d'autres prkferent y voir la trace d'un groupe humain concurrent tentant d'utiliser 
la mCme niche et peutCtre mCme responsable du depart ou de la disparition des pre- 
miers occupants : les Lapita (Green et Mitchell 1983). 
Aprks une dCfinition brkve du battoir, je reverrai le contexte gtographique et chronolo- 
gique auquel il s'associe en Nouvelle-Caltdonie. J'tvoquerai bribvement le contexte tel 
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qu'il m'est connu, dans les iles Fiji, et je terminerai par quelques impressions et ques- 
tions suggCrCes par cette analyse. 
Le battoir en Nouvelle-Caledonie 
Definition 
Le battoir en Nouvelle-CalCdonie est compris et discute i la fois comme technique et 
comme tradition. Pour les diffkrencier on pa l e  maintenant de la poterie fabriquCe au 
battoir mais de la poterie de tradition PodtanCan (du nom du site 14, fouillC par Gifford 
et Shutler en 1952 et oh le battoir dCcorC Ctait majoritaire). Les auteurs qui se sont intC- 
ressis 21 ce sujet ont not6 : 
1. L'tvidence de l'utilisation d'un battoir et d'une enclume pour la finition des poteries 
traditionnelles canaques (poterie d'Oundjo et de Nera) et, dans certains cas, d'autres 
types de poterie plus anciens, dont la poterie Lapita. 
2. L'utilisation, 21 certaines Cpoques et dans certains contextes, d'un battoir dCcorC de 
stries parall&les ou entrecroides. C'est le (( battoir dCcorC >> ou (( battoir c6telC D, (( bat- 
toir en damier , des chercheurs franqais, (( ribbed paddle impressed >>, (( checked paddle 
impressed D, ou plus simplement impressed ware w des auteurs anglo-saxons. 
Le mClange des deux techniques : la technique de fabrication et la technique de dCco- 
ration ont parfois donnC lieu i des ambiguitCs. Je ne considCrerai ici que le battoir 
dCcorC, c'est i dire dont les marques imprimCes sur le pot laissent des traces organiskes 
et classifiables. En Nouvelle-Caledonie, les impressions de battoir sont des stries paral- 
lkles plus ou moins fines ou entrecroisCes. 
Repartition (fig. 1) 
La poterie de PodtanCan est prCsente du nord au sud de la Grande-Terre aux iles BClep, 
et aux iles Loyautes, i l'exception d'OuvCa. Les sites contenant de la poterie au battoir 
dCcorC sont distribuCs comme les sites Lapita. Dans le nord de la Grande-Terre ils sont 
disposCs autour des sites Lapita (Boirra, KonC, Nessadiou) et sur les ilots proches (I16t 
Konikme, I16t Vert, Balabio) ; i Arama, il n'y a jusqu'i prCsent pas de battoir. I1 y a un 
seul site aux iles BClep. Dans le sud Ils sont groupCs par zones : NdialSaint Vincent, 
TiwiIGoro. A l'ile des Pins, ils sont autour du site Lapita de Vatcha. 
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11s n'ktaient pas connus aux iles Loyautks en dehors de Kurin h Mark (Frimigacci 1975) 
et Luecilla h Lifou (Galipaud nd.). Les travaux rkcents du dtpartement Archtologie du 
Muske de Noumta, sous la direction de C. Sand ont montrt qu'ils sont aussi frauents 
dans ces fles que sur la Grande-Terre (Sand 1995). I1 est fort probable que d'autres sites 
seront dkcouverts dans les anntes h venir. 
lles Belep 2 
1 Figure 1 
Nouvelle-Calbdonie : carte de rbpartition par site de la poterie imprimbe au battoir. 
(en italique, sites Lapita). 
Sur la c6te Est de la Grande-Terre, les sites sont moins nombreux et peu Ctendus. On 
remarque que leur rkpartition sur cette c6te est en relation par les voies transversales 
naturelles avec les implantations principales de la c6te Ouest. 
Nous sommes en face d'un ensemble gkographiquement cohtrent, organist le long des 
c6tes et dans les grandes plaines alluviales autour des axes fluviaux importants. I1 
semble que sur la c6te Est, les implantations soient likes 3 la c6te Ouest par les mCmes 
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axes. I1 sera intkressant de recenser les indices de mouvements et d'kchanges Est-Ouest 
B I'kpoque prkhistorique et de voir dans quelle mesure ils prkfigurent les mouvements 
d'kchange traditionnels. Cette distribution favorise les grands espaces dunaires de la 
c8te sous le vent et des ilots ainsi que les milieux riches des estuaires. La similitude des 
emplacements choisis dans toutes les iles visitkes B cette pkriode montre qu'il s'agit 
d'un choix culture1 dklibkrk et nous renseigne sur les habitudes et les gofits de ces 
dtcouvreurs. 
Chronologie 
Au moins 18 datations 14C permettent aujourd'hui de situer chronologiquement la pote- 
rie de Podtankan en Nouvelle-CalCdonie. Ces dates sont prksentkes dans la fig. 2. Elles 
ont ktC calibrkes B I'aide du programme CALIB version 3.03C (Stuiver et al. 1993). Les 
rCsultats ont Ctk calculks avec un sigma (boites) et deux sigma (lignes) de probabilitk. 
Toutes ces datations ont CtC rCalisCes sur des charbons h I'exception de 1'Cchantillon 
BETA67062 (site WNP-036 : Pindai] rkalisk B partir d'une coquille marine. 
En dehors des datations des abris sous roches fouillCs rkcemment aux Loyautks, et bien 
silr des sites de Naia et d'OnguC sur la c8te Ouest, toutes ces dates se rCferent B des 
ensembles uniquement caractkrisCs par la poterie de PodtanCan. 
Les dates foment une sequence commenqant il y a environ 3500 ans et se terminant 
dans les premiers sikcles de l'kre chrktienne. On distingue aisCment deux pkriodes d'oc- 
cupations CtalCes sur un millknaire et demi. 
La pCriode initiale de I'apparition du battoir, il y a environ 3400 ans est documentie 
dans le Sud, B NaYa et Tiwi. I1 y a 3000 ans, l'abri au Cochon B Koumac est Cgalement 
occupC. Peu aprks, vers 2600 BP, une occupation battoir est attestCe B Pinddi. 
Ces dates initiales d'apparition de la poterie de Podtankan couvrent prks de 400 ans. 
Elles montrent que cette poterie apparait en Nouvelle-CalCdonie comme le Lapita il y 
a environ 3000 ans. Les sites de cette pCriode initiale sont tous dans le sud de la 
Grande Terre (Tiwi et Naia) h I'exception de l'abri (( au Cochon D B Koumac qui est 
l'un des rares sites fouillCs de la tradition de Podtankan dans le Nord. Ces dates 
anciennes ne sont nkanmoins pas admises par tous. Sand (ce volume) considbe que 
leur anciennetk mCme est incompatible avec le contexte battoir et qu'elles reprksen- 
tent une occupation remanike Lapita dont la ckramique aurait disparu. Dans la mesure 
od ces dates sont toutes indubitablement associCes B la poterie de PodtanCan, l'exis- 
tence d'un hypothktique niveau Lapita B Tiwi, NaYa ou l'abri aux cochons'ne remet 
pas en cause la date d'apparition du battoir dCcorC et confirme son association pro- 
bable avec le dkcor pointillk. 
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Distribution des datations relatives a la poterie de PodtanBan en Nouvelle-CalBdonie 
(calibrbes a I'aide du programme CALlB version 3.03C, Stuiver et al. 1993. Les resultats 
ont BtB calculBs avec un sigma (boite) et deux sigma (ligne) de probabilitd). 
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Cette distribution chronologique semble indiquer qu'il existe deux pCriodes distinctes 
d'utilisation de la poterie au battoir, sCparCes par un hiatus de prbs de 400 ans. Bien que 
cela ne soit pas le propos de cet article, il est inttressant de comparer cette distribution 
avec celle des sites Lapita (figure 3). 
Les sites Lapita sont dans l'absolu plus anciens dans le sud que dans le nord et aux iles 
Loyautts. A Nessadiou, par exemple, l'occupation initiale se situe entre 3200 et 2800, 
alors que les sites du Nord semblent uniquement utilisCs dans la pCriode 2800-2400. 
Deux points importants emergent de la mise B plat des dates disponibles tant pour les 
sites Lapita que pour les sites Podtantan 
1. La pCriode d'occupation Lapita est trbs courte, sans doute quelques sibcles. 
2. Les sites PodtanCan sont peut-etre utilists avant le Lapita, certainement aprbs, mais 
ne semblent pas contemporains du Lapita. 
La courte durCe de 170ccupation Lapita, mise Cgalement en Cvidence par d'autres cher- 
cheurs (Clark, Anson, Sand, etc.. ce volume), a des implications importantes pour la 
definition du complexe culture1 Lapita et les nombreuses interprttations qui ont Ctt pro- 
posCes. L'expansion et l'occupation Lapita est un phCnomkne limit6 dans le temps, l'ho- 
mogCnCitC des formes et dCcors sur une grande aire gtographique s'explique plus 
facilement. On comprend mieux Cgalement la variCtC importante des cCramiques qui 
apparaissent pendant ce premier milltnaire dans les iles, B la suite du Lapita (plain ware 
de la phase Kiki B Tikopia et Pakea, entre autres, qui montrent que des petits groupes 
d70rigines diverses tentent B cette @node de s'installer dans ces iles). Le Lapita, 
comme le battoir ou la poterie non dCcorCe aux bords incisCs, sont la marque distinctive 
de groupes plus ou moins apparentCs, rarement contemporains mais culturellement suf- 
fisanlment proches pour partager ces nouvelles terres. 
Difficile alors de chercher l'origine de ces groupes, origine sans doute 1ocalisCe et limi- 
tte B quelques villages du nord de la Mtlantsie ou de 1'Asie du sud-est. La poterie qui 
existe comme technique chez tous ces voyageurs se diversifie et s'individualise dans les 
iles au moment et B la suite de l'installation dCfinitive. La poterie de Podtankan, abon- 
dante en Nouvelle-CalCdonie et B Fiji, peu prCsente ailleurs est un exemple de ce pro- 
cessus (les poteries plus rCcentes et trbs diffCrenciCes que l'on rencontre aprbs le dtbut 
de notre &re dans les Ples dlOcCanie lointaine en sont un autre : Mangaasi, Sinapupu, 
Plum, et toujours le battoir aux iles Fiji). 
L'existence de sites battoir occupts en Nouvelle-CalCdonie avant puis aprbs le Lapita, 
mais non pendant, suggbre que la dtcouverte de la Grande-Terre fut accomplie par plu- 
sieurs groupes, comme ce fut le cas bien aprbs en Nouvelle-Zlande. Les dates t r b  
anciennes pour le battoir n'ont pas de parallkle ailleurs, ce qui pose problbme. 
Cela nous amkne bien Cvidemment B nous poser la question de la nature des sites : que 
sont les sites Lapita, des occupations saisonnikres, des villages lacustres, des lieux de 
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Distribution des datations relatives h la poterie de Lapita en Nouvelle-Calbdonie 
(calibrbes h I'aide du programme CALlB version 3.032, Stulver et el. 1993. Les rbsultats 
ont 616 calculbs avec un sigma (boite) et deux sigma (ligne) de probabilitb). 
rencontre sacralisCs ? En Nouvelle-Caltdonie, les dCcouvertes rCcentes (Frimigacci ce 
volume, Sand 1996 et Coote et Sand ce volume) montrent que ces sites renferment des 
structures originales : grandes fosses remplies de poteries B Bourail, poteries casstes 
empiltes et poteries enti8res entedes B KonC, autant de signes qu'il faudra tenter d'in- 
terprkter dans les Ctudes B venir. Les sites Podtantan, par opposition, et comme cela a 
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CtC souvent notC, sont en Nouvelle-CalCdonie, aussi bien qu'h Fiji, implantCs dans des 
milieux divers, abris sous roche ou sites de surface, et les structures identifiCes ne les 
diffkrencient pas des sites d'habitat plus rkents. 
L'Cvidence apportCe par la chronologie en Nouvelle-CalCdonie est donc importante. 
Elle montre que de bons navigateurs atteignent cette ile dans le courant du premier mil- 
lCnaire avant notre ere et que leur installation, sur la Grande-Terre puis aux iles 
LoyautCs est marquCe par la poterie de PodtanCan aussi bien que la poterie Lapita, la 
premibre Ctant peut-Ctre antbrieure h la seconde dont la prCsence est de courte dude. 
Distribution regionale du battoir 
La poterie d k o r k  au battoir est abondante dans plusieurs rCgions d'Asie du Sud-Est de 
la prkhistoire jusqu'h nos jours (Solheim I1 1964). 
Si elle est particulibrement abondante en Nouvelle-CalCdonie et h Fiji oh des battoir 
striCs sont encore en usage chez certains potiers modernes, on la trouve nCanmoins 
ailleurs en petites quantitks : Wallis et Futuna (Frimigacci 1990), Tonga (Tungua et 
Haapai : Dickinson W.R. et Shutler P. 1974, ; Poulsen 1987)' Samoa (Terrel in a Green 
R.G. and Davidson J. 1969 D : p174 et planche 17) aux iles Salomon (Irwin J. 1974 pour 
les iles Shortlands et Specht 1969 pour Buka; Kirch et Yen 1982 pour Tikopia). 
Elle est inconnue au Vanuatu, B l'exception de 3 tessons bien dCcorCs trouvCs par 
F. Speiser h Vao, dans le nord-est de Mallicolo en 1917 lors de la fouille d'un abri sous 
roche (Speiser 1923, tessons enregistrks dans la collection du MusCe de B5le sous le 
numCro V4135) et d'un tesson trouvC cette annCe en surface du site de Naone h Malo 
(Galipaud, en prbparation). 
En Papouasie Nouvelle GuinCe, cette technique dCcorative est quelquefois employke 
aujourd'hui. On la trouve chez les Pila, au Nord de Madang (May and Tuckson 1982 : 
177-9), chez les Motu autour de Port-Moresby (Groves 1960) et au nord de 
Bougainville. Les Motus ont la particularit6 d'kliminer, avec un battoir lisse, les 
marques faites pendant la premiere Ctape du faqonnage avec le battoir gravC. A 
Bougainville, comme h Choiseul, les battoirs sont gravCs de motifs complexes qui dif- 
fbrencient les poteries. Les informations concernant la pCriode prkhistorique sont tres 
IimitCes mais il semble que la poterie au battoir ait une origine ancienne en Nouvelle 
GuinCe. Cela ne serait pas Ctonnant outre mesure puisque elle est Cgalement ancienne 
en Asie du Sud-Est. 
Les impressions laissCes par le battoir ne sont pas toujours faciles h distinguer des traces 
de faqonnage ou de grattage de la surface. I1 est probable que d'autres exemples de ce 
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type de poterie viendront enrichir la carte de sa distribution dans les annCes B venir. 
NCanmoins il est Cgalement probable que les iles oh la poterie au battoir gravC est un 
Clement majeur de l'assemblage cCramique prkhistorique sont maintenant connues et 
que son extension gkographique n'aura pas 2 Ctre revue radicalement dans le futur. 
Dans la plupart de ces iles, le battoir decor6 n'apparait pas comme une tradition ctra- 
mique 2 part entibre mais plutdt comme un alta de fabrication. A Fiji, nCanmoins on 
trouve une situation trbs comparable B la situation observCe en Nouvelle-CalCdonie : les 
poteries dCcorCes d'impression au battoir sont nombreuses, on peut y faire correspondre 
des formes de rkcipients originaux et la variCtC des impressions a pu Ctre dCcrite et 
ordonnCe. La pCriode de dCveloppement de la poterie au battoir, appelCe pCriode de 
Navatu (Birks 1966), dtbute 2 la fin du premier millCnaire avant notre bre et continue 
jusqu'h la fin du premier milltnaire de notre bre. C'est donc une tradition, semble-t-il 
plus rCcente qu'en Nouvelle-CalCdonie. NCanmoins, certains auteurs ont Cmis l'hypo- 
thbse que le battoir pourrait Ctre plus ancien 2 Fiji ; Shaw (1967) proposait une date de 
710 BC pour les premiers niveaux battoir de Yanuca et Hunt (1980) nota, dans ce mCme 
site, la similitude des formes de la poterie sans dtcors (Plain ware") et du battoir pen- 
dant la ptriode qu'il dtnomme 'Yanuca.' La quantitt de tessons de poterie dtcorts au 
battoir est dans ce site inversement proportionelle B la quantitd de tessons de la poterie 
non-dtcorte (plain ware). Comme en Nouvelle-Caltdonie, ces donnks suggkrent un 
phtnombne de remplacement des types ou des techniques plut6t qu'un changement de 
population. 
En conclusion 
L'importance thCorique de ce que l'on a bientdt nommt le phCnomkne Lapita >> ne per- 
met pas de placer correctement les ClCments disparates reprksentes au Vanuatu ou k Fiji 
par les poterie h bords incisCs (plain ware) ou en Nouvelle-Caltdonie par le Podtantan. 
I1 faut maintenant repenser postment certains points de l'histoire du peuplement des iles 
octaniennes lointaines afin d'Cviter les faux sens. 
L'homme poterie 
Ne pas dissocier la poterie de l'homme dans le discours archtologique et dans la recons- 
truction thtorique, c'est implicitement considtrer que la poterie est I'tlCment culture1 
majeur dans ces socittts octaniennes. Or nous savons tous que cela n'est pas vrai, les 
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nombreux exemples ethnographiques dans la rCgion le montrent. Le r6le et la fonction 
de la poterie Lapita sont donc des questions primordiales pour notre analyse et la 
succession, le remplacement ou l'apparition de nouveaux styles doivent Ctre considtrCs 
indtpendamment des grands mouvements culturels. Le remplacement des styles en 
Nouvelle-CalCdonie, pendant la pCriode de KonC, du battoir au Lapita puis au battoir, 
montre que cette sociCtC ancienne est dynamique, mobile et dCjB diversifike. 
Guerrier civilisateur ou marin paisible ? 
En OcCanie, l'immensitk d'un temtoire inconnu et les ressources humaines certaine- 
ment limitCes de 1'Cpoque ne plaident pas en faveur d'une migration soudaine et systC- 
matique vers les iles lointaines. L'Cvidence archtologique ne le suggbre pas non plus car 
les grandes iles les plus riches en site de cette pCriode ne sont pas les premibres iles 
vierges visitCes des Salomon ou du Vanuatu mais les grandes iles CloignCes de 
Nouvelle-CalCdonie et de Fiji. Peut-Ctre faut-il voir dans ces choix anciens le dCsir d'ac- 
cCder B un climat plus clCment ou d'Cchapper au boulversements cycliques d'un milieu 
volcanique actif. 
C'est probablement B un mouvement rapide de petits groupes, vCritables gitans de la 
mer, que l'on doit la dtcouverte des iles lointaines du sud mtlantsien et de Polyntsie 
occidentale. 11s furent rapidement suivis par les colons qui peupleront dkfinitivement 
ces terres vierges. En Nouvelle-Caltdonie, le nombre des sites B composante Lapita ou 
Podtantan indique que cette ile comme peut Ctre Viti Levu B Fiji et la rCgion de Malo- 
Santa-Cruz, offrait des conditions d'installation idCales. Les dates du premier peuple- 
ment, assocites B la poterie de Podtantan, suggbrent une dkcouverte en provenance des 
iles du nord, par le Vanuatu. 
Le battoir, appartient au mCme contexte ancien que la poterie non dCcorCe B bord par- 
fois incisC @lain ware). La forme de ces deux types de poterie est comparable, le 
contexte d'apparition Cgalement et ce sont les marques imprimtes qui difftrencient le 
battoir du a plain ware N. I1 y a fort B parier que seul le lissage final du pot conditionne 
la prCsence ou l'absence d'impressions. Ces deux types de ctramiques ne font, B mon 
avis, qu'un et doivent Ctre associCs aux autres poteries non dtcorCes de cette ptriode de 
peuplement initial des iles. 
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the Laloki style pottery of 
Southern Papua and its possible 
relationship to Lapita 
Susan Bulmer 
Archeologist 
For at least 25 years it has been agreed by archaeologists working in Southern Papua 
that the "Red Slip" or "Early Period" pottery was probably related to Lapita (Bulmer 
1969:22, 1971a: 56, Allen 1972:123, Vanderwal 1973:223-4, Egloff 1979:113, Irwin 
1991503). Its bright red slip, lime-infilling and dentate-impressed decoration, its com- 
plex motifs and carinated vessels, are thought to be similar to Lapita pottery. Many of 
the sherds could be slipped into a Lapita assemblage and not be noticed, and the pedes- 
tal vessel from Northern Papua (Egloff 1979:69), a form otherwise only found in Lapita 
sites in the Papua New Guinea area, probably indicates that Lapita sites will be found 
nearby. Vanderwal was quite certain of this connection; "In view of the evidence pre- 
sented in this work [his thesis], however, there can be little room for doubt that the 
Oposisi culture is another transformation of the Pacific Lapita" (Vanderwal 1973:234). 
The following paper addresses an historical enigma; after a quarter of a century this 
relationship is still virtually ignored. Whereas Lapita pottery and its offspring elsewhere 
have been the subject of massive research, there is still a "Lapita pottery fence" across 
the sea south of New Britain (Gorecki 1992:29). 
The "Red Slip" or "Early Period" pottery was made and used from about 2,000 B.P. to 
1,000 B.P. at a series of settlements along about 500 km of the coast of Southern Papua 
(Fig. l),  from Yule Island in the west to the tip of Papua in the east (Bickler 1991, Irwin 
1991503). It has been argued that this pottery reflects the immigration to these shores 
of a single pottery-making people, so identical is the pottery from site to site and so 
similar the settlements and material culture that accompanied it. This pottery is also 
found on sites up to 300 km to the west of Yule Island, a result of trade to the Gulf of 
Papua (Fig. 1) (Bickler 1991, and this volume), and for another 300 km further east in 
the islands of Southeast Papua, thought to reflect a similar pattern of trade (Irwin 1991). 
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As well as appearing at the same time at a series of sites along the Southern Papuan 
coast, this pottery style continued to develop as a coherent regional style, with parallel 
style changes, until about 1,000 B.P., when the pottery style diverged into two contras- 
ting styles. 
1 Figure 1 
Map of Papua New Guinea, showing localities mentioned in text 
and the extent of tradein Laloki style pottery (solid lines). Triangles indicate locations 
of Lapita sites. 
This paper focusses on the earliest pottery at these newly settled sites, exploring the 
similarity and difference of style evident in the stratified assemblages, and the possible 
historical implications of these patterns. Comparable evidence will be sought for the 
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Lapita pottery style, in order to establish how the two styles are similar and different, 
with the purpose of considering whether it is possible or likely that the Southern Papuan 
pottery style derived directly or indirectly from Lapita. Pottery contemporary with 
Lapita in the islands of Southeast Asia will also be discussed, with a view to conside- 
ring whether it is more likely that the Southern Papuan potters came from the west, 
rather than from the Lapita territory in the Bismarck Archipelago to the north. 
In my original Vila conference paper I also considered evidence of the "cultural com- 
plex" associated with Southern Papuan pottery sites and Lapita sites. This has not been 
pursued in the present paper, as there is insufficient data to make such comparisons use- 
ful for the present. This situation will change when the detailed excavation reports from 
sites in the Mussau Islands (Kirch 1995), on Watom Island (Green, in prep.) and in the 
Arawe Islands (Summerhayes, in prep.) become available. 
Renaming Red Slip 
As the person who is probably most responsible for the inaccurate label "Red Slip" (not 
all of this pottery was slipped and much of it is too corroded to tell anyway), I propose 
that this pottery style be renamed "Laloki" after the district in which it was first defined 
and studied. The Laloki River runs from the coast across the plains north of Port 
Moresby to the foothills and is the focus of the settlements at Nebira, Eriama, and ano- 
ther unexcavated early pottery site at Little Mt Lawes. I agree with Roger Green 
( 1  990:33) that technological labels for pottery styles should be avoided. Also, I think 
that the label "Early Period", used by Irwin, Bickler and others, is not satisfactory; it 
locks the style into a regional time-frame that may not turn out to be true. It precludes 
the possibility that there may be even earlier pottery found in Southern Papua (as is s u g  
gested in this paper), and it encourages awkward and ambiguous terminology, such as 
recent references to "Late Early" and "Early Middle". 
Background 
Although the connection with Lapita has long been suggested, so far no evidence of 
Lapita pottery as such has been found on the islands or mainland of Southeastern Papua 
or in sites in Southern Papua. This statement depends, of course, on the definition of 
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Lapita pottery, which varies a great deal in publications and use. Most authors consider 
the presence of dentate-stamped decoration as the most critical attribute, but the defini- 
tion is complicated by many issues. It is not apparently accepted that the Southern 
Papuan pottery is Lapita, and the only sherds so far accepted as such on mainland Papua 
New Guinea are three sherds from the West Sepik area (Terrell 1996:60). On the other 
hand, some kind of Lapita contact with Southeastern Papua is implied in the presence 
of Fergusson Island obsidian, dated to 1100 BC, in the Reef /Santa Cruz Islands (Green 
1976, Green and Bird 1989). A substantial amount of site survey has been carried out in 
Southeast Papua (Egloff 1979, Lauer 1974, Irwin , pers. comm. 1996), the most likely 
area where the connection would be found, but no sites with Lapita pottery have been 
located. However, I do not believe that negative evidence should be considered to be 
significant at this stage, given the very large number of islands in Southeastern Papua. 
Also, the recent evidence for substantial and complex geomorphic change that has occu- 
red in the past few thousand years (Swadling and Hope 1992, Enright and Gosden 1992) 
means that discovery of early coastlines and settlement depends on detailed multi-dis- 
ciplinary study of particular landscapes. 
Comparisons so far between Laloki and Lapita pottery have been limited; a general dis- 
cussion was presented by Vanderwal (1973:232-4), and Laloki and Lapita design ele- 
ments were compared (Bulmer 1978:370-1, Fig. 9.7). Vanderwal commented that there 
was no obvious similarity between the Yule Island Oposisi and Lapita pot forms, 
although in retrospect this impression was due to a lack of available evidence about 
Lapita vessel form. On the other hand,Vanderwal recognised considerable similarity in 
the motifs used in decoration. The design element comparison in 1978 used the study 
of Lapita assemblages from the ReefISanta Cruz Islands and Fiji (Donovan 1973, Mead 
et al. 1975), that being what was available at the time. This supported Vanderwal's sug- 
gestion of similarity, showing that of 37 Laloki design elements at Port Moresby, 51% 
were also present in Lapita pottery, and of 30 Laloki design elements at Yule Island, 
40% were found in Lapita. 
Since these early studies, much research has been carried out in the Bismarck 
Archipelago, including the investigation of Lapita sites in Southwest New Britain, only 
about 500 km from the tip of Papua (Gosden et al. 1991, Specht 1991, Summerhayes, 
in prep.) (see Fig. l), as well as elsewhere in the Bismarck Archipelago (Green 1992). 
Much of this work is only known through preliminary reports, and the only detailed 
analysis of Lapita pottery available at present is from Watom Island at the northeastern 
end of the island (Specht 1968, Anson 1983, 1986, Green and Anson 1987, 1991, 
Anson, in prep). This material is particularly interesting in providing evidence of Lapita 
pottery of the same general period as the Early ~ a l o k i  style pottery, analysed in this 
paper, i.e. about 2,000 B.P. (Green and Anson 1989). There has also been a great deal 
of research in recent years about Lapita pottery in areas outside the Bismarck 
Archipelago (Green 1990). 
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No interest in a possible Southern Papuan connection has been shown by the archaeo- 
logists who have investigated Lapita pottery sites in the Bismarck Archipelago, other 
than to suggest, on linguistic evidence, that the Southeastern Papuan region was settled 
by Lapita migrants from the Bismarck Archipelago (Green 1992, Spriggs 1995). This 
argument is based on the hypothesis that the Lapita sites in the Bismarck Archipelago 
reflect occupation by speakers of Proto-Oceanic, the ancestral language of all of the 
Oceanic languages of Melanesia, Polynesia and parts of Micronesia (Pawley and Ross 
199557-8). While the linguists suggest it was probably spoken in the Bismarck 
Archipelago, there is also a possibility that the Proto-Oceanic speakers instead lived 
somewhere on the northern coast of New Guinea (Pawley and Ross 1995) (Fig. 1). As 
a newcomer to Lapita research, I find it difficult to accept on present evidence that 
Lapita reflects Proto-Oceanic. Chowning (199658) cautions that "it is impossible to 
assume that the speakers of OC [Oceanic] languages of West New Britain are simply 
the direct descendants of the first settlers of the regions they now occupy". The equa- 
tion of modem language distribution and early archaeological evidence is suspect, to 
say the least. 
Historical linguistic models will be discussed further in the concluding section because 
I think they can usefully supplement archaeological models and are archaeologically 
testable. This paper is about archaeology, I but agree with the argument that prehistory 
is best studied by workers in all three key fields, linguistics, archaeology, and ethno- 
graphy. However, it is important for each discipline to carry out its own studies first, 
only then relating its evidence to the findings of the other disciplines. 
Theoretical issues: similarity and relationship 
While the subject of this paper is substantive - it addresses the empirical evidence and 
evaluates it as such - the purpose is not just to understand the pottery, but to use it as a 
reflection of human history, to attempt to answer a specific historical question. Are the 
Southern Papuan pottery-makers immigrants from Lapita pottery-making settlements? 
How can pottery similarity and difference be measured, what is its significance, and 
how and why can similarity and divergence be used to indicate historical relationship? 
What is the significance of the available evidence, particularly from small and "mixed" 
assemblages from living sites. 
To pursue the aim of answering historical questions, the particular pottery style of his- 
torically related pottery making communities will be analysed. Pottery style analysis in 
archaeological studies is a complex field with a long history (Van der Leeuw and 
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Pritchard 1984, Leonard and Jones 1989). Although there is no agreed definition of 
style among archaeologists (Conkey 1989:120-l), and there is no coherent theory of 
style (Rice 1991:302), it generally refers to similarity of distinctive, non-functional, 
attributes that serve to contrast equivalent cultural units with each other. 
In this paper, pottery style will be used in a specific ethnographic sense (Bulmer 1971 b), 
based on the very rich ethnographic, historic and archaeological evidence of pottery 
made at hundreds of communities around the coasts and in the river valleys in Papua 
New Guinea. This is perhaps the most complex place on earth, ceramically speaking, 
and it was argued that there were 18 style provinces, geographical areas within which 
pottery was manufactured in distinct regional styles. These provinces each had one or 
more industry (community or series of communities), each of which made pottery in a 
common sub-style. Pottery moved outside the district in which it was made, as some 
industries engaged extensively in trade. In other provinces people made pots primarily 
for their own use, and pots did not normally move further than one or two communities 
away. Archaeological studies have documented the development of a number of these 
regional styles, showning that most originated during the last 2,000 years, and have 
evolved through a series of style changes. Some have subdivided into different styles, 
but others have gone out of existence. 
The regional styles of pottery in Southern and Southeastern Papua have possibly the 
most detailed ethnographic and archaeological record of any part of Papua New Guinea. 
There are, in recent times, three distinct industries, reflecting three different provinces: 
the Motu pottery of the Port Moresby area (Groves 1960, Bulmer 197855-61, Arafin 
1990); Lauer's (1974) investigation of the pottery of the D'Entrecasteaux Islands; and 
Irwin's (1985) investigations at Mailu. Lauer's study is particularly useful in the follo- 
wing analysis in that he demonstrated that pottery making communities within the same 
style province have acknowledged amongst them differences in decorative style and ves- 
sel form that distinguish the products of different communities.These industries clearly 
illustrate the complexity of pottery style patterns in Papua New Guinea, as does their his- 
tory of evolution, and caution against simple interpretations of archaeological evidence. 
The ethnographic studies give a clear framework for understanding why there is simila- 
rity and diversity in pottery style in this particular cultural and geographical context. I do 
not agree that "style" is a "black box" , the works of which are unable to be observed 
(Conkey 1989:120-l), and which prevents a direct connection between the data and the 
interpretation. Similarity and diversity can be established, not simply by quantifying fre- 
quency and correlation of attributes , but also by the interpretation of their significance, 
based on interpretation of the evidence itself and on directly relevant ethnographic ana- 
logy. The ethnographic model also clearly indicates the need to develop a more complex 
theory of ceramic change. In Papua New Guinea a variety of kinds of change have been 
recorded, not only the specific trend toward specialisation (Rice 1991) that has engros- 
sed many of our colleagues; this is but one component of the broader, much more com- 
plex evolutionary picture. 
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Methods 
Pottery is complex, with a wide variety of attributes that can be studied, and archaeolo- 
gists validly address it in many ways and for a variety of purposes, and the attributes 
and methods used vary accordingly. The purposes of this study are 1) to describe simi- 
larity and diversity different pottery making communities with a shared pottery style, 2) 
to interpret the significance of similarity and diversity, and 3) to interpret the relation- 
ship between the variety of kinds of similarity and diversity of style. 
The four Southern Papuan archaeological studies that provide the data discussed in this 
paper (Allen 1972, Vanderwal 1973, Bulmer 1978, and Irwin 1985) varied considerably 
in their methods and purposes, and this means that a full range of comparative data is 
not readily available. I here report what is available in published reports and theses, par- 
ticularly using photographs and line drawings to identify the presence of attributes, even 
where I have not been able to learn their frequency. This is an attempt to carry the ana- 
lysis of the original authors one step further, and it is possible that they may disagree 
with my analysis. Better data could be obtained through a restudy of the pottery assem- 
blages, with the new research questions and different methods. On the other hand, it 
may be possible to judge that sufficient evidence has been found to answer the ques- 
tions asked. I believe that it has been a useful exercise to focus on presence of attributes, 
particularly in the context of small assemblages with apparent sampling error, making 
their absence not necessarily significant. 
While some archaeologists prefer technological data to stylistic analysis, the different 
methods tend to answer different questions, although they are of course dealing with the 
same material objects and therefore can overlap. Much of the technical study of 
Southern Papuan pottery has been concerned with establishing the presence of pottery 
trade (Bickler 1991). However, archaeological evidence established that pottery was 
made at the three centres, Yule Island, Port Moresby and Mailu, on the basis of "was- 
ters" at sites, prior to sourcing and temper studies. Although some movement of pots 
between nearby communities is to be expected, on the basis of ethnographic models of 
gift and presentation, trade as such only occurred outside the pot-making region, and 
only after the Early Laloki stage of the pottery style. 
This study discusses similarity and difference in pottery style empirically, rather than 
intuitively or impressionistically. I am of the opinion that there is a middle ground bet- 
ween intuition and the statistical study of large assemblages of sherds. This is important 
if the historical information in archaeological sites lacking in large assemblages is not 
to be lost. The presence and absence of attributes of other, discontinuous, attributes may 
be of considerable interest. In documenting pottery decoration empirically, the units of 
analysis are not only the stratified archaeological assemblages, but the pots themselves, 
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insofar as they can be reconstructed. Here I differ with the opinion that it is "...vessel 
designs, not sherds that should guide the search ..." (Rice 1991:257), or that sherds are 
arbitrary divisions of analysis (Arnold 19855). Instead, it is argued that the individual 
sherd reflects an individual pot, as only rarely in the sites discussed in this paper have 
sherds been able to be rejoined. The analysis then considers the full range of pots and 
their decoration that is present on a particular site, to explicitly move beyond intuition 
and assertion. While it is assumed that the categories used are problematic (Cowgill 
1989), the attempt to be explicit in their description and analysis, and informed com- 
munication between co-workers, should reduce this difficulty in the long run. 
The following discussion looks at four kinds attributes that reflect style, categories that 
build on the data and analysis in previous studies, including those of Lapita pottery 
(Green 1990): 
- techniques of decoration, 
- vessel form, 
- design elements and motifs, and 
- patterns of decoration. 
The sites with Early Laloki pottery 
Laloki style pottery has been found at a large number of sites, but only those that 
contain deposits dated to about 2,000 B.P. or having sherds of the Early Laloki style of 
pottery are discussed in this paper. The evidence discussed in this paper comes from the 
earliest deposits in seven excavated sites and a surface collection. These are: 
- Oposisi (Zone IIC) (Vanderwal 1973) at Yule Island, 
- Eriama (Layers D-G) (Bulmer 1978) near Port Moresby, 
- Nebira Site ACL (Horizon 3) (Allen 1972), and Nebira Site ACI, a surface collection 
(Bulmer 1978) near Port Moresby, 
- Taurama (Layer IIB) (Bulmer 1978), also near Port Moresby, 
- Mailu Island Sites 01 (Layer G)  and 03  (Layer E), 
- Selai (Layer D) (Irwin 1985) on the nearby mainland. 
Another site of equivalent age near Yule Island, Apere Venuna, important in providing 
artefacts, is not discussed here as the pottery was too eroded by the sea to be able to be 
analysed (Vanderwal 197355). Other sites excavated in the Port Moresby area with 
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Laloki style pottery, at Boera (Swadling 1980) and Loloata (Sullivan and Sassoon 
1987), did not produce pottery or dates of the Early Laloki. 2,000 B.P. period. Surface 
collections from Hood Point (Johnston 1971) also did not contain Early Laloki style 
sherds. Site survey at Cape Rodney and other coastal sites east of Mailu (Bickler 
1991:33-4) have found Laloki style sherds, but no Early Laloki sites have been repor- 
ted so far. 
The sites of the Early Laloki pottery have reasonably consistent dates in their stratigra- 
phically earliest layers, indicating occupation by about 2,000 B.P., although Vanderwal 
suggested the Zone IIC may have begun 100-200 years earlier and ended by about 2,000 
B.P. (Vanderwal 1973:48-9). The Oposisi Horizon IIC has three dates, 1890 + 305 B.P. 
for the deepest deposits, and 1530 + 160 B.P. and 1600 + 210 B.P. for higher deposits 
in the same Horizon. A date of 1910 + 230 B.P. from the deepest deposits in a crevice 
at Eriama rockshelter, is not directly associated with pottery (Bulmer 1978:212), but 
this probably relates to the Early Laloki pottery that is present in the deepest four layers 
elsewhere in the site. Horizon 3 at Nebira Site ACL was not dated, but it was stratigra- 
phically below the base of Horizon 2, which was dated to 1760 B.P. ? 90 (Allen 
1972:99). Mailu Site 01 has a 1900 * 70 B.P. date for the top of the deepest layer asso- 
ciated with Early Laloki pottery, and the initial occupation of Selai, also associated with 
Early Laloki pottery, was some time before a date of 1770 + 70 B.P. (Irwin 1985:87,99). 
The Early Laloki style of pottery 
As discussed earlier, the analysis of Early Laloki pottery from 8 sites in three areas of 
Southern Papua will be based on four kinds of evidence of style, i.e. non-functional 
attributes; vessel form, techniques of decoration, design elements and motifs, and pat- 
terns of decoration. 
Vessel form 
The Early Laloki vessel forms have been best described for the relatively large Zone IIC 
assemblage from the Oposisi site on Yule Island. The classification was based on rim 
and lip form, and further refined with a view to decoration style. 
Table I presents the frequencies of the various vessel forms in Zone IIC (based on 
Vanderwal 1973:Table VI-7). This includes 615 sherds, 266 of which are rims sherds 
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1 Table 1 
Frequency of vessel forms in Oposisi Zone IIC 
(after Vanderwal 1973:Table V-7). 
Vessel Form 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
H 
TOTAL 
I Figure 2 
Early Laloki vessel 
forms (after 
Vanderwal 1973). 
from bowls and dishes (Vessel forms A, D and E), and 349 from sherds of globular pots 
with everted rims (forms B, C, and H).Nearly all of the Zone IIC pottery on Yule Island 
was of two kinds of vessel, globular everted-rimmed cooking pots and open dishes with 
a groove below the rim. The vessel shapes reconstructed in Fig. 2 are speculative, as the 
sherds in the assemblages were not large enough to indicate their general shape, but are 
based on ethnographically known vessel shapes asssociated with similar rim shapes in 
Description 
Open dish 
Globular cooking pot 
wide flat everted rim 
Globular water pot 
lncuwed direct bowl 
Shouldered bowl 
Globular cooking pot 
rounded everted rim 
Frequency 
250 
304 
25 
4 
9 
20 
61 2 
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the Southern and Southeastern Papuan area, and the evidence from the excavated 
assemblage that all of the pots had rounded bases. 
Vanderwal concluded that there were only three vessel forms associated with Zone IIC, 
A, B, and C (Fig. 2), but his figures indicate three other kinds of vessel were present, 
although less common (Table 1) (Vanderwal 1973:100, Figure VI-3, Figures VI-6 and 
VI-7). Vanderwal's (1973:97) suggestion that the overlap in stratigraphic distribution of 
pots types may be attributable to "...artefact migration or excavation error", is, I think, 
unduly cautious. Elsewhere he argued that at the Oposisi site the Zone IIC deposits were 
sealed in by a distinct weathered layer of fine soil and crushed shell (Vanderwal 
1973:33), probably reflecting a period of time when the site was unoccupied 
(Vanderwal 1973:235-6), a discontinuity between Zone IIC and IIB. It seems to me 
plausible to accept that the earliest potters of Oposisi had a more complex pottery 
assemblage than was suggested, with some kinds of pot only rarely made, and also the 
occasional "foreign" pot coming from elsewhere, by gift or trade. The Motu potters, for 
example, had ten named varieties of pot, although they mainly made and used only 
three kinds in the historic period (Bulmer 197858). 
In my reading of the evidence at Oposisi, there are three kinds of globular pots attribu- 
table to Early Laloki, B, C, and H, each of which has contrasting rim and lip shapes. B 
has a wide flat everted rim, with a rounded lip, and a wide orifice, while C has a narro- 
wer rim that is curved in profile, with a squared lip, and has a narrower orifice. The third 
kind of globular pot present in Zone IIC (Vanderwal 1973: Figure VI-7), that Vanderwal 
did not include in his Zone IIC analysis, is vessel type H. This is a globular pot with 
wide orifice, but contrasts with Type B in having a curved rim, although a similar roun- 
ded lip. I suggest the Type H is a valid component of Early Laloki for two reasons; it 
seems unlikely that 20 sherds would be intrusive to this zone. Also similar pots have 
been found in Early Laloki context in Port Moresby and Mailu. 
The open dish, A, was nearly as common as the cooking pots, contrasting in this with 
the other regions, where a large proportion of bowls was also present with the Early 
Laloki pottery. Two other kinds of bowl, D, a slightly incurved bowl with direct rim, 
and E, a category that includes both bowls with direct rims and shouldered and carina- 
ted rims, are also present in Zone IIC, but are less common (Vanderwal 1973: Table 
VI-7). These are also present in the Early Laloki assemblages Port Moresby (Allen 
1972, Bulmer 1978). Therefore, I would arge that the D and E forms should be validly 
included in the Zone IIC pottery assemblage. A single sherd each of three additional 
bowl forms, M, N and P, are present in Zone IIC, and these are not discussed further, 
although they may validly be part of the Early Laloki assemblage in the other regions. 
Based on ethnographic parallels (Bulmer 1971b, 1978, May and Tuckson 1982), and as 
suggested by Vanderwal (1973), the globular pots , types B and H, with wide orifices 
and everted rims are likely to have been cooking vessels, and the narrow mouthed pot 
O was probably used for water storage. The bowls and dishes (A, D, E, and possibly M, 
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N, and P) would have been used for serving food and and as containers for liquids and 
other materials. 
Nebira Site ACL, Horizon 3, was considered to be equivalent to Oposisi Zones IIC and 
IIB (Allen 1972:109), but there was no clear stratigraphic break to mark a change in 
occupation coinciding with style change, such as was found at Oposisi. Horizon 3 
contained only a small assemblage of pottery, including five globular pot rims (four 
cooking pots and one water pot), and 40 rims of dishes and bowls. Given the small 
assemblage, and the fact that the site was a midden dump, the rarity of globular pots is 
probably due to sampling error. Site ACL globular pots were not reported according to 
stratigraphic position, but there were no examples similar to the B and C forms, 
although there were rims similar to type H present (Allen 1972:105, Fig. 7). Examples 
of open dishes comparable to type A were present, but none had a rim groove compa- 
rable to the Oposisi dishes. Only one rim illustrated, a vessel with a shouldered profile, 
had a rim groove (Allen 1972:Fig. 5-48). Other kinds of bowls and dishes were also pre- 
sent in Horizon 3, although they were reported according to decoration, not vessel form. 
In the other Port Moresby assemblages, at Eriama, Nebira Site ACI, and Taurama, there 
are examples similar to the six Early Laloki types defined above as associated with the 
Oposisi Zone IIC assemblage, but the assemblages are too small to offer reliable evi- 
dence of relative occurrence. The Eriama Layer D-G assemblage includes 35 globular 
pot rim sherds, and five bowl rims, and no open dishes. As this site is a rock shelter in 
the vicinity of an extensive village, the predominance of globular pots is probably due 
to the shelter having functioned as a cooking site. The three Early Laloki globular ves- 
sel forms are present in this assemblage, with both type B and type H cooking pots in 
all four layers, and a few examples of type C water pot are also present. All five bowls 
have vertical or slightly incurved direct rims, i.e. similar to Oposisi types D or E. The 
Taurama Layer IIB assemblage includes 12 bowl and dish rims and 11 globular pot 
rims. Six of the globular pots are similar to Oposisi type H, and the rest are thick rim- 
med pot rims characteristic of later stages in the Oposisi sequence. This site had a large 
number of post holes in all layers, and related disturbance to the deposits, so the pre- 
sence of later vessel forms should not be taken to indicate a later date for the layer. The 
layer is also identified with the Early Laloki on the basis of the presence of two dentate 
impressed bowls. Eight examples of open dishes are present, the other four bowls 
having verticle or slightly incurved direct rims. 
The Early Laloki style phase was not separated in the analysis of the Mailu Laloki style 
(Early Period) pottery sequence. This showed a continuous style sequence from 1900 
B.P. to about 1100 B.P., based on a variety of similarity analyses applied to assemblages 
of more than 100 sherds. There were three "Early Period" vessel forms (Irwin 
1985:169), and illustrated rims show these were similar to Early Laloki vessels: an open 
mouthed pot (1-13 16); an open dish (1-13-18); and bowls with direct rims (3-13-16,17, 
17b, 18). There are also shouldered and carinated bowls apparent in the rim form attri- 
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butes (Irwin 1985:Fig. 42). The open mouthed pot rims illustrated include one with a 
wide flat rim similar to type B. There are no rims illustrated that resemble type C. 
Techniques of decoration 
The most comprehensive analysis of techniques of decoration on Early Laloki pottery 
relates to the Port Moresby sites (Allen 1972, Bulmer 1978). Therefore, the discussion 
will begin with the evidence from the Port Moresby sites - Eriama, Nebira and Taurama - 
and then where it is possible, comparable evidence for the Yule Island and Mailu pot- 
tery will also be discussed. A similar range of techniques is also evident in the Oposisi 
Zone IIC assemblage, but only three techniques were used in Vanderwal's analysis 
(1973:79-80), etching, incising and impressing, and only the latter was attributed to 
Zone IIC. Similarly, the analysis of the Mailu assemblages used only certain decoration 
attributes, although the preliminary descriptive account (Irwin 1985:108-10) indicates 
the presence of most of the techniques that are present in the other areas. As with the 
pottery vessel forms, it was not possible to separate the Early Laloki component from 
the Mailu Early Period sequence, except where the techniques are visible in illustrations. 
The Early Laloki pottery from Port Moresby has the following techniques of decora- 
tion; slipping, burnishing, incising, shell edge impressing (both straight and curved), 
impression of the backs of shells, impressing of the end of straight and curved multiple- 
toothed tools, i.e. "dentate stamping", end impressing of single- and double-pointed 
tools, painting, grooving, and lime infilling. 
Previous descriptions of Port Moresby pottery include references to shiny black pottery 
(Allen 1972:99, Bulmer 1978:367), thought to indicate oxygen reduction or "smud- 
ging" during firing (Shepard 1968:219-22). On review of the evidence, it appears that 
the black pottery does not constitute a separate decorative type. The Early Laloki style 
pottery in the available assemblages includes a range of red and black colouration, with 
some entirely red and some entirely black and, mostly, a mottling of both colours. As 
the black sherds do not otherwise appear to be distinct, it is suggested here that black 
pottery is not a separate decorative type. Irwin (1996, pers.comm.) reports a similar 
situation and range of colouration of Early Period sherds at the Mailu sites. 
Slipping 
Slipping is the application of a coat of liquid clay to a pot to improve surface colour and 
texture (Shepard 1968: 191-3). Slipping was common in Port Moresby, but not univer- 
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I Figure 3 
Dentate- and shell-impressed pottery from Zone IIC, Oposisi, Yule Island 
(Vanderwal 1973:Fig. VI - 6). 
sal, on Laloki style pottery, and its occurrence on both globular pots and bowls and 
dishes was systematically recorded as a part of the pottery analysis. There were distinct 
varieties of slip, and slip was also used as a paint, in bands and designs. Irwin 
(1985:108-9) reported that slipping was common in the "Early Period Mailu pottery, 
but did not include it as a decorative attribute in his analysis because the sherds in the 
assemblages excavated were heavily weathered, malung it difficult or impossible to 
establish the presence of slipping. Slipping was not analysed as such by Vanderwal 
(1973:79) for the Yule Island pottery, but the Zone IIC pottery at Yule Island was often 
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1 Figure 4 
Dentate-impressed bowls from Nebira Site ACI (Bulmer 1978:Plate 1). 
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I Figure 5 
Mailu shell-impressed pottery, Early Period (Irwin 1985:Plate 1). 
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red-slipped, and it was reported (Vanderwal 1973:lOO) that slipping did not occur in 
more recent layers. As with the Port Moresby pottery, the boundary between painting 
and slipping is not clear; the Zone IIC pottery seems to have slip used as painting, and 
I am unclear whether there is any painting with another paint medium. The cooking pot 
(B) was often painted inside its rim, and the waterpot O was painted on both interior 
and exterior of the rim, and typically had a band of paint around the pot, above its shoul- 
der (maximum width). 
Burnishing was common in the Port Moresby Early Laloki pottery, with evidence for 
use of both sticks and polished stones for this kind of finishing. Allen (1972:105, 107) 
found burnishing on sherds in Horizon 3 at Nebira Site ACL applied to dishes with mul- 
tiple grooving and to shouldered bowls, some of which also have dentate-stamped deco- 
ration. Burnishing was also found on sherds at Eriama and Taurama (Bulmer 1978:Fig. 
8.27). I have not be able to find any comment on burnishing in the early pottery assem- 
blages at Yule Island or Mailu. 
Punctate, dentate and shell impressing 
These three techniques are combined here, because they sometimes appear on the same 
vessels and some design elements are rendered in all three techniques. These techniques 
of decoration have been subsumed under the term "shell impressing" in some of the 
archaeological literature about Southern Papua. I believe this is misleading, because the 
shell impressing is not always the dominant form, but also because the dentate stamping 
is relevant to possible historic relationships. Decoration by impressing is associated with 
both the complex motifs and single curvilinear and geometric design elements found on 
the Early Laloki style bowls and dishes from Yule Island, Port Moresby and Mailu. 
Figures 3,4,  and 5 will hopefully persuade readers that the complex motifs of the Early 
Laloki style bowls and dishes are not done exclusively by shell impressing , but are 
usually rendered in one or more kind of impressing. Single point (usually triangular in 
section), comb end and "drag", shell edge (straight and curved), small shell back, and 
round hollow end impressing can all be seen. Vanderwal (1973:80, Fig. VI-6) recogni- 
sed only impressing of the edges and sides of shells in his analysis, but reported that 
dentate stamping was present (Vanderwal 1973:206-7), and his illustrations indicate 
other impressing techniques were also there. 
Similarly, Allen (1972:105, Fig. 7t) referred only to shell stamping, and round impres- 
sions of the umbo of a bivalve. This contrasts with the variety of impressing techniques 
in assemblages and collections from other Port Moresby sites (Bulmer 1978). Dentate 
stamping was present on sherds found in excavations at Eriama and Taurama. Shell 
edge impressing is present on Port Moresby pottery, but is rare. The Nebira Site ACI 
surface collection includes five sherds from dentate impressed bowls or dishes with rim 
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grooves. These sherds and others from Port Moresby assemblages have dentate impres- 
sing made with the teeth of one or more combs. The comb generally had a straight edge, 
but sometimes it was curved. The combs had two, three or four points, and some desi- 
gns were made with a group of combs tied together. There was both impressing with the 
comb held at right angles to the surface of the vessel and a distinctive impression made 
by dragging the edge of the comb sideways (Fig. 3). Dentate impressing was present on 
a minority of Early Laloki sherds at Taurama and Eriama. Dentate impressing was 
applied rarely to vessels throughout the Laloki sequence in Port Moresby. One sherd 
from Eriama has a kind of notching on a rim angle, made by impressing the side of a 
narrow tool. Although globular pots were not decorated with impressing in the Yule 
Island Zone IIC assemblage, at Eriama 2 globular pots had a line of shell impressed 
design elements around the rim. However, globular pots were otherwise only decorated 
with painting and slipping. 
Irwin (1985:109) reported shell edge impressing in the "Early Period" Mailu pottery, 
but an absence of any evidence of the use of roulettes or stamps. Shell impressing on 
the Mailu bowls, visible in an illustration (Fig. 5) (Irwin 1985:Plate l), was executed 
with large straight edged shells, as well as with short sections of wavy edged and gently 
curved shells. 
Dentate-impressed motifs are typical of Oposisi Zone IIC dishes and bowls, particularly 
the grooved forms, although some grooved bowls were only slipped andlor burnished 
This decoration was found on the outer lip of some, above the groove, while on others 
it was only below the groove, and some appear to have been decorated all over. Some 
of the grooved bowls were decorated all over, while others only on a band below the 
rim. The examples of grooved bowls from Port Moresby and Mailu sites had similar 
positions and extent of decoration. Most of the decoration on bowls at Yule Island and 
all on Mailu was rendered with the shell impressing of the edge and back of small 
shells, dentate stamping and the use of a rocker stamp (roulette) were also used on Yule 
Island sherds (Vanderwal 1973:206-7). No evidence of shell impressing on globular 
pots has been found in the Yule Island or Mailu reports. 
Painting 
As discussed above, the boundary between painting and slipping is not easy to establish 
on small sherds, particularly as slip was commonly used as paint. Painting was common 
in Early Laloki style pottery in the Port Moresby area. At Nebira Site ACL painting was 
found on 28% of sherds in Horizon 3 (Allen 1972:107), and it was also present in the 
early Layers at Eriama and Taurama. At Nebira Site ACL two distinct kinds of painted 
pottery were reported, one a coarse sandy ware and the other a thin brown ware with 
bright orange paint. The latter was present also at Eriama, but as far as I know has not 
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I Table 3 
Design elements on Watom and other Lapita 
and their occurrence in Early Laloki. 
I Table 2 
Early Laloki design elements 
and their occurrence in later 
Laloki pottery. 
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been identified in other collections. At Taurama, painting was found only on the Early 
Laloki globular pots, not on bowls and dishes (Bulmer 1978:Fig. 8.38). 
Painting is present in the Yule Island pottery (Vanderwal 1973:177, 206), and is also 
found on the Mailu Early Period pottery, but its presence in the earliest deposits is not 
discussed (Irwin 1985: 110). 
Grooving 
Two kinds of grooving are present in the Early Laloki assemblages, rim grooving, with 
a single groove around the outside of the rim of a direct bowl or open dish, and body 
grooving, where a series of grooves are formed around the outside of a dish or bowl. 
Although Vanderwal(1973:Fig. V-4) considered grooving to be a kind of surface treat- 
ment rather than decoration, it is here considered to be a decorative technique. Grooving 
is sometimes used by itself, but it is also used in a complementary way, together with 
other techniques. 
The most distinctive vessel of the Early Laloki assemblage is a dish or bowl with rim 
groove, often in association with dentate or shell impressed decoration all over the out- 
side of the vessel. This decoration includes examples of complex motifs, discussed later 
below. 
One group of five sherds, representing four rim grooved bowls, from Nebira Site ACI, 
has exclusively dentate impressed decoration (see Fig. 4). Other bowls and dishes in the 
Early Laloki assemblages at Nebira Site ACL have body grooving encircling the out- 
side of the vessel below a plain rounded rim (Allen 1972:Table 4). This is a major com- 
ponent of Horizon 3 at Site ACL (22.4% of bowls and dishes). A variant of body 
grooving is the incision of horizontal lines encircling some of the bowls in the Port 
Moresby sites. At Site ACL, this is a significant component (23.7% of sherds in Horizon 
3) (Allen 1972:Table 4), and is not typologically distinct from grooving, but forms a 
continuous range of variation, from incision to groove. 
Vanderwal (1973:Fig. V-4) did not find multiple grooving in the IIC Zone, although it 
occurred in the following period, Zone IIB. At Mailu, "body-ridging" is reported as rare 
(Irwin 1985: 110) and rim grooving is present in the illustrations but not discussed. The 
term "ridging" suggests a different kind of treatment than on the Port Moresby pottery, 
where the surface between the grooves was invariably level with the ungrooved surface, 
whereas the grooves were deeper. 
Lime in filling 
Lime infilling was a common decoration in Early Laloki pottery, being applied to both 
incised and impressed decoration. It is difficult to quantify the extent of use of lime 
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infilling, as it is physically unstable and liable to weathering when exposed to the ele- 
ments. Vanderwal (1973: 100) reported it as occumng throughout the Laloki style 
sequence. Vanderwal (1973:Fig V-4) recorded the presence of lime infilling on 15% of 
the type A dishes in Zone IIC. Lime infilling is not included in techniques of decoration 
in the Mailu analysis (Irwin 1985:108-10). 
Design elements and motifs 
Design elements (called "units" in Bulmer 1978) are minimal units of geometric pat- 
tern, such as "circles, arcs, columns and squares" (Vanderwal 1973:207). Design ele- 
ments are used on Early Laloki style vessels, either in horizontal bands of individual 
repeated elements, or combinations of elements, or as building blocks in more complex 
design motifs. Although complex motifs are present at Oposisi, Port Moresby and Mailu 
in the Early Laloki pottery, none of this material is availa.ble to me at present, and the 
illustrations are not adequate to do a systematic motif analysis. However, they are dis- 
cussed further in the Patterns of Decoration section below. 
The following discussion is based on the study of design elements of the pottery of the 
Port Moresby area (Bulmer 1978), but is considerably revised. Although my original 
study dealt with the Laloki style sequence as a whole, here the analysis includes only 
design elements present in the nominated assemblages. The stratified assemblages at Port 
Moresby consist of four sherds from Eriama, 12 sherds from Taurama, and 19 sherds 
from Nebira Site ACL, including three shell impressed body sherds (Allen 1972: Fig. 7). 
These are then compared with whatever data are available for the Oposisi and Mailu 
pottery. Neither Vanderwal(1973) nor Irwin (1985) undertook an exhaustive inventory 
of elements. Vanderwal used only certain design elements that were considered to be 
diagnostic, and Irwin (1985) only illustrated the Mailu design elements, and did not use 
them in his analysis of pottery. The data for the Oposisi and Mailu sites in Table 2 comes 
from photos and drawings of the "shell impressed" sherd. Vanderwal(1973:80) did not 
analyse the "impressed" design elements in the IIC Zone in the same way that he pre- 
sented 36 design elements for the other sub-styles of pottery defined in his analysis. 
Three of the design elements are recorded in Fig. V-3, and 5 others in Fig. V-5. The 
Mailu illustrations (Irwin 1985:Fig. 46, Plate 1) show the decoration on ten and 15 
sherds respectively, some of which overlap, and Vanderwal(1973: Fig VI-6) illustrated 
16 "impressed" dishes. 
This has resulted in the 32 Early Laloki design elements (Table 2), and these have been 
tabulated for their presence in the Early Laloki assemblages in the three areas, Yule 
Island, Port Moresby, and Mailu, and for the entire Laloki style sequence as well. Of the 
32 design elements identified in the Early Laloki assemblages, only nine (28%) are pre- 
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sent in all three areas, but this is likely to be due to sampling error because of the small 
size of the assemblages. In contrast, most of the design elements (56%) are present in 
all three areas on other Laloki style sherds. However, this evidence does not support the 
assertion that the design systems in the three areas are identical. 
Patterns of decoration 
The Early Laloki style of pottery has four general patterns of decoration: 
- bands and panels of elaborate motifs with impressed decoration on dishes and bowls, 
all over the outside of the vessel, 
- horizontal bands of design elements, single elements or a combination of elements 
repeated around the outside of the vessel, below the direct rim, or above an angle for- 
med by composite shaped dishes and bowls, 
- lines of a single design element around the top of the everted rim of globular pots, 
- bold freehand painted designs on the tops of everted rims, round the outside of the 
necks and on the body of globular shaped pots. 
As already mentioned and the illustrations show (Figs. 5-7), much of the dentatelshell- 
impressed Early Laloki pottery was characterised by complex motifs all over the out- 
side of the vessel. The motifs include geometric panels, with curved and straight lines 
subdividing wide bands on the outside of the vessel, with the panels either being left 
open or being filled with a series of single design elements or comb or shell impressing 
(Irwin 1985:Fig. 46, Plate 1, Vanderwal 1973:VI-6, Allen 1972:Fig. 7, Bulmer 
1978:Plate 1, Fig 5.4). Bowls and dishes of Type E were decorated with horizontal 
bands of design elements, as well as some having all over decoration, at Nebira Site ACI 
(Fig. 4). Shouldered bowls, Type D, in the Early Laloki style, typically had a horizon- 
tal band of motifs, made up of a "zone marker" (Mead et al. 1973:24), a rectangular or 
oval panel, with design elements attached or enclosed within. Some bowls and dishes 
were also decorated with a horizontal band of grooving, on the outside of the vessel, 
below the direct rim or a shoulder angle, and sometimes in combination with a decora- 
ted band above the shoulder or on the lip. 
Slipping and painting were the commonest decoration on globular pots, inside the neck, 
on the rim and outside, on the neck or body of the pot. Some designs were relatively 
elaborate, but mostly vertical and horizontal stripes were used, with spots and daubs in- 
between. Some naturalistic motifs, are found on painted pots, similar to incised motifs. 
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Lapita pottery 
The Lapita pottery style has been the subject of a very large number of papers, both 
theoretical and substantive. For the purposes of this discussion of the possible relation- 
ship with Southern Papua, a brief general review of current thoughts and issues about 
the pottery style will be attempted, followed by a specific look at the only detailed stra- 
tified assemblages so far available from New Britain. Roger Green (1992:15) stated the 
general position, that Lapita is an "easily recognised dentate stamped pottery" style with 
a 4,500 km distribution, from the Bismarck Archipelago in the west to Samoa and 
Tonga in the east. Further, Lapita has a 1500 year sequence of stylistic evolution, gene- 
rally discussed in three periods: an initial period, from about 3,500 to 3,000 B.P., with 
complex vessel fornls and ornate decoration; a period of dispersal and change, from 
about 3,000 to 2600 B.P., during which the repertoire of vessel forms was reduced and 
decoration simplified, with incision replacing dentate stamping; and a third period 
during which the pottery either lost its decoration, went out of production, or changed 
into another style of pottery. 
In seeking to establish similarity between Lapita and Early Laloki styles, the nearest 
assemblages described in detail come from the excavations at sites on Watom Island 
(Specht 1968, Anson 1983a, 1986, and n.d., Green 1990, and in prep., Green and Anson 
1987, 1991). These studies include an analysis of surface collections of Lapita pottery, 
comparing Watom pottery with collections from Ambitle Island, Talasea and Mussau. 
They show that Lapita pottery is in fact heterogenous and variable (Anson 1983:274), 
and it was argued that this reflected both a chronological and regional difference 
amongst the pottery of the different sites. The excavated assemblages from Watom 
include two layers dated to about 2400 B.P. and 2100 B.P.-1900 B.P. (Green and Anson 
1991), a Lapita assemblage of comparable age to Early Laloki. In the following discus- 
sion I will first present a summary of the Lapita evidence for each of the topics, and then 
a comparison with what has already been discussed for Early Laloki. 
Vessel forms 
The earliest, most complex variant of Lapita pottery, as exemplified in the Mussau 
Island sites, had a wide range of vessel forms, including pedestals, ring feet, and cylin- 
ders, interpreted as stands for dishes and bowls (Kirch 1995:264), as well as a wide 
range of dishes, bowls and globular pots (Fig. 6) (Green 1990: Fig.lB). Fig. 6 provides 
a general framework for comparison with the vessels found at the Watom sites (circled) 
and the Early Laloki style (starred). Unfortunately it is not at this point possible to com- 
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1 Figure 6 
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pare details of rim and lip form, and these only give general vessel form. However, of 
particular note is that five of the dish and bowl forms in Early Lapita appear to be simi- 
lar to Early Laloki forms, and three of these are limited to Early Lapita, only two conti- 
nuing into Late Lapita. A globular pot with narrow orifice, similar to the water storage 
pot of Early Laloki, is present in both Early and Late Lapita in both decorated and unde- 
corated forms. Missing are the wide orificed globular cooking pots, although there is 
one form in the Late undecorated pottery that is considerably wider mouthed that the 
water vessel forms. A search of Western and Southern Lapita shows that there are more 
open mouthed globular pots (e.g. Parker 1981, Sande 1992). Ross (1996:77) has also 
commented on this in connection with his analysis of the pottery terminology of early 
Oceanic speakers. 
This general similarity between Early Laloki and Early Lapita in their assemblages of 
vessel forms is striking, although Early Lapita is much more complex; there are 23 dif- 
ferent vessel forms (Fig. 6). in contrast to the six Early Laloki vessel forms defined in 
this study. The combination of different rim forms in some Early Laloki categories in 
Vanderwal's typology, which has been used in this study, may mask a greater overall 
complexity. The comment above, that units of analysis are conjectural must be kept in 
mind, but the marked similarity may be significant evidence of historic connection. On 
the basis of the evidence at hand the separation probably took place before 3,000 B.P. 
Techniques of decoration 
Undecorated pottery was a component of the Lapita style from the beginning (Green 
1990). but this statement is ambiguous, as it was reported (Anson 1986:41-4) that all 
vessels in the samples analysed were slipped inside and out. Conceivably the predomi- 
nance of slipping may be due to the deliberate selection of slipped sherds during field 
collection. As well, the globular pots rims were commonly notched and scalloped, but 
this was not considered as decoration. Using their definition rather than ours, undeco- 
rated pots occurred in Lapita assemblages side by side with decorated, and many of the 
same forms were both decorated and undecorated. This is similar to Early Laloki, which 
had a major component of vessels that were only slipped, although there were no 
examples of the kind of notching and scalloping of rims found in Lapita. 
Although Lapita pottery is primarily identified by complex dentate-stamped decoration, 
Green (1990:33) emphasized that the Lapita design style was produced by a range of 
techniques. Kirch's (1995:264) assertion that dentate stamping had disappeared by 2500 
B.P. may apply to the Mussau sequence, but it conflicts with the evidence from Watom, 
which is that dentate-stamped decoration is present until about 1900 B.P. Dentate-stam- 
ped decoration is uncommon in Lapita assemblages, and only a small proportion of ves- 
sels were entirely decorated in this way. Hunt (1989:207) reported that only 1-12% of 
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pottery at Mussau sites was dentate stamped, while Anson (1986:31) found that less 
than 1% of sherds were dentate stamped in the Watom collections, 510% were starn- 
ped in the Talasea collection, and 8-92% were stamped in the Ambitle collection. The 
only Lapita site where shell impressing has been found is Ambitle Island (Anson 
1983b345). Dentate stamping was rendered with a comb-like tool (Anson 1986:159). 
Lapita dentate-stamp tools included six variations in size and shape, large and small 
straight, curved and round tools (Siorat 1990). These were applied repeatedly and in 
combination to create design elements and motifs closely related to the shape and size 
of the tools. Similar design elements and motifs were also created by incision and shell 
impressing. Dentate-stamped decoration was sometimes infilled with lime, presenting a 
white on red decoration (Anson 1986). Kirch et al. (1995265) have reported that lime 
infilling was common in Mussau Lapita. 
As already mentioned, incising was a component of the earliest Lapita assemblages 
(Anson 1986), but it is reported that the proportion increased during the Lapita 
sequence, with incising eventually replacing dentate stamping altogether in some 
regions. 
The comparison of Lapita decoration with Early Laloki techniques is obvious, that is, 
the common use of slipping, and the variety of dentate stamping, shell impressing, inci- 
sing, and lime infilling is closely similar, although the characteristic notching and scal- 
loping of pot rims is not present in Early Laloki. The body and rim grooving and 
painting found in Early Laloki is not present in Lapita. 
Design elements and motifs 
The aspect of Lapita pottery decoration that has received the most detailed analysis is 
design and motif, although this has suffered from lack of comparability of different ana- 
lyses (Sharp 1988, 1991, Green 1990). General discussions tend to emphasize the com- 
plexity of the structure of the dentate decoration. The importance of hierarchical 
treatment of complex motifs is widely acknowledged, but the small size of assemblages 
of pottery means that the complex motifs are mainly dealt with descriptively. The ana- 
lysis by Siorat (1990) based on the tools that created them provides an additional level 
of analysis than design elements discussed in this paper. 
The analysis of the dentate-stamped pottery from the Watom excavations focussed on 
motif, rather than design elements (Anson in prep.), and showed that 3 1 motifs are pre- 
sent in the two layers, with 142 occurrences. Interestingly, there was relatively little 
overlap between the motifs in the two layers; only three (19%) of the 16 found in the 
earlier Layer 2 also occurred in Layer 1. Only five of the motifs were common, with ten 
or more occurrences, and a large proportion of the motifs had only a single or two 
occurrences. Complex motifs were present in both layers, but comprised only 25 % of 
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decoration (35 occurrences). As the content of the motifs was similar, although not iden- 
tical, in the two layers, the lack of correlation of specific motifs probably reflects sam- 
pling error, rather than significant change. Anson (198359, 1986) found that the 
alloforms***??? of triangles set Watom off from the pottery of Ambitle, Talasea and 
Eloaua (Mussau), suggesting that the variation was regional in nature (Anson 
1983:273). 
In order to compare the Watom design system with the Early Laloki, the 31 Watom 
motifs have been reduced to 18 design elements (Table 3). These can then be compared 
with the Early Laloki design elements, as well as elements from the ReefISanta Cruz 
Islands and Fiji (Sharp 1988: Fig. 5.1) ("Other Lapita" in Table 3). The design elements 
may not be entirely comparable, as I have not been able to study the collections used by 
Sharp. The comparison shows a substantial overlap in the design elements among these 
three design systems. Fourteen (44%) of the 32 Early Laloki design elements (presen- 
ted in Table 2) are comparable to one or other of the Lapita systems. Of those that are 
similar, 11 (79%, or 34% of all Early Laloki design elements) are similar to Watom ele- 
ments, and eight (57%, or 25% of all Early Laloki design elements) are similar to ele- 
ments in the Other Lapita design system. Of the 18 design elements at Watom, seven 
(39%) are found on the Other Lapita pottery, and 11 (61%) are similar to Early Laloki 
design elements. 
Of the 19 Other Lapita design elements, seven (37%) were present at Watom, and eight 
(42%) were similar to Early Laloki design elements. However, eight (42%) of the Other 
Lapita design elements were not present in either Watom or Early Laloki. This may be 
partly due to sampling error in the small assemblages in the other two areas, but the 
content of the design elements exclusive to Other Lapita suggests that some of the dif- 
ference is significant. Particularly the greater complexity of form of zone markers and 
large curved elements in Other Lapita differs from both Watom and Early Laloki. There 
are also major differences in large motifs between Watom and Early Laloki, although 
this cannot be presented in detail at present. 
Siorat's analysis (1990:62-3) divides the complex motifs into linear motifs, curved 
motifs, and composite motifs. All of these categories occur at Watom, but only the linear 
type motifs versions seem comparable to Early Laloki motifs, insofar as they are at pre- 
sent known. In general, the Early Laloki complex motifs do not fit comfortably in this 
classification. 
Of particular interest is that the complex motifs are uncommon but present at Watom in 
both layers. It seems to be significant that Watom pottery, dating to between about 2400 
B.P. and 1900 B.P., has the significant but minor element of complex motifs. This seems 
to conflict with the generalisation about the simplification of Lapita decoration. A com- 
plex component of the decoration is still present in about 1900 B,P. This is also similar 
to the relative proportion of complex motifs present in Early Laloki. 
The third and fourth kinds of decoration found in Early Laloki, i.e. a line of design ele- 
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ments on the rim of globular pots, and freehand painting of globular pots, seem not to 
be present in Lapita. 
Patterns of decoration 
The study of Lapita pottery has included the construction of what I consider to be 
incomprehensible systems of rules of decoration. For the present, the general patterns 
of decoration can be described. 
The pottery from excavations at Watom shows (1) elaborate motifs, comprising about 
25 % of decoration (see discussion above), and (2) bands of repeated motifs around the 
upper outer surfaces of the vessel (Anson in prep.). The motifs were arranged according 
to "half dropv, inversion, and combinations of elements. These patterns of decoration 
are compatible with decoration on the Early Laloki pottery, although the free style pain- 
ting and grooving is not found at Watom. 
The decoration of globular pots was simple at Watom, similar to Early Laloki, with only 
a series of design elements applied to the rim, with the pots otherwise only slipped. 
Because rim notching was not classified as decoration, it is not clear how common it 
was in the collections, but the application of a design element to the rim of globular pots 
was rare but present in the Early Laloki pottery. 
Other 2,000 B.P. pottery 
in the Papua New Guinea area 
It remains to be said that there are other pottery styles in the Papua New Guinea area 
dating to about the same time as Watom Lapita and Early Laloki (Gosden et al. 1989). 
The best known is the "incisedlapplique" style of pottery, considered to be similar to the 
Mangaasi pottery of Vanuatu. It has been found in a number of sites on New Britain, 
New Ireland, the Duke of York Islands, and possibly in the Markham valley on the New 
Guinea mainland (Bulmer 1971b). Although it is a contemporary of Early Lapita, inci- 
sedapplique appears in the Papua New Guinea area only about 2,000 B.P. It is argued 
that Lapita evolved into the incisedapplique style on some of the sites, whereas on 
others it is briefly present and then pottery making is abandoned. I think that it remains 
to be demonstrated that incisedlapplique was a particular pottery style, rather than 
reflectingnew kinds of decoration adopted by existing pottery industries. 
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Other styles of pottery were also contemporary with late Lapita and Early Laloki, inclu- 
ding pottery in the Sepik and Ramu lowlands (Bulmer 1985, Swadling et al. 1989, 
Gorecki 1992. It is also of note that Buka appears to be the only modem pottery indus- 
try, other than possibly the Southern Papuan pottery, that possibly developed out of a 
Lapita base. However, as with Southern Papua, the continuous sequence begins with a 
red slipped ware that is presumed to have had Lapita origins, while Lapita is only found 
on other sites (Specht 1969). Although detailed comparisons with these other styles of 
pottery is beyond the scope of this paper, the general picture is that there are a number 
of other styles contemporary with, but marked different from, Late Lapita and Early 
Laloki. Thus, by about 2,000 B.P. there was already a variety of regional styles establi- 
shed. There is a considerable amount of work to be done before the situation is unders- 
tood properly. 
Early pottery in Southeast Asia 
The above discussion shows that the Early Laloki pottery of Southern Papua is in many 
ways similar to the Lapita style pottery at Watom and at Lapita sites elsewhere. 
However, there is sufficient difference to conclude that the relationship is not direct. 
The question of the immediate origins of the Early Laloki pottery style must remain 
speculation until actual archaeological evidence relating to its antecedents has been 
located. It is possible, for example that Early Laloki pottery came from the west, across 
the Arafura Sea from somewhere in Southeast Asia, or perhaps from an as-yet undisco- 
vered settlement in lowland northern New Guinea. 
It may be that Early Laloki, or, more likely, its immediate ancestor, had a common ori- 
gin to Lapita, rather than deriving directly from it, but if so, on the evidence presented 
in this paper, this is likely to have occurred before 3,000 B.P.. Although, it continues to 
be debated whether Lapita pottery originated in the Bismarck Archipelago, the weight 
of evidence now favours it having been introduced from Southeast Asia (Kirch 1995, 
Spriggs 1996:344).This has always been supported by Peter Bellwood (with whom I 
agree), who has presented a series of reviews of recent archaeological finds in Southeast 
Asia that might assist in the discussions (Bellwood 1985:246-70, 1992, Bellwood and 
Koon 1989). Bellwood and others (Kirch 1995, Spriggs 1996) point out that there is a 
widespread early red slipped pottery horizon, prior to 3,500 B.P., in a number of parts 
of Southeast Asia. This may indicate that Lapita, and perhaps the immediate ancestor of 
Early Laloki, are part of a wider Southeast Asian population dispersal, not a unique 
migration as such into the Papua New Guinea area (Kirch 1995). That the dispersal 
included return visits is supported by the presence of obsidian of Talasea origin in a site 
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on Borneo dating to more than 2,000 B.P. (Bellwood 199250). Pamela Swadling's 
(1996) recent study of the antiquity of inter-regional trade, which included Southeast 
Asia and Papua New Guinea, indicates that there have been trade connections as well 
as migrations. 
Comparisons between Lapita and Southeast Asian pottery of the period 3,500-2000 B.P. 
have shown some similarities in decoration, such as the presence of slipping and den- 
tate stamping. However, the general impression is that the Southeast Asian red slipped 
pottery is different in decoration from Lapita. The assemblage of vessel forms at the site 
of Uattamdi in the Northern Moluccas (Bellwood 1992:Fig. 3) is very similar to Early 
Laloki, although details of rim and lip form are not yet available. There are open dishes, 
direct rimmed bowls, and globular pots with narrow rims and restricted orifices, and 
other globular pots with wide orifices and wide flat everted rims. This pottery has no 
decoration other than slipping. However, this evidence from Uattamdi suggests that the 
possibility of independent origins of Early Laloki is still an open question. 
Discussion 
This paper has discussed the vessel forms and decoration of the Early Laloki pottery 
style at eight Southern Papuan sites, arguing that there is a common assemblage of six 
vessel forms, and that decoration is similar in many ways considered to be suggestive 
of a close relationship of the pottery making communities. However, there are also 
significant differences of pottery style. Some of this has been attributed to sampling 
error, given the small size of the assemblages, but there is considerable variation in the 
pottery at the different sites. It certainly is not identical as it has been alleged to be, and 
it is suggested that this may reflect a situation similar to the variation among the diffe- 
rent communities on Goodenough Island, described by Lauer (1974). The variation 
among the Early Laloki pottery making communities seems to be present from the time 
of initial settlement of the sites discussed. 
The difference in pottery style between the Early Laloki communities does not seem to 
reflect relatively different ages, that is, there is no indication that one site may have been 
settled earlier than others or was the origin of the colonists of the others. If Lapita was 
the ancestor of Early Laloki, none of the sites is marked closer in pottery style to Lapita 
than the others. It can be suggested here that the Early Laloki pottery making commu- 
nities described here had a common origin, possibly at a group of ancestral sites in 
Southern Papua. The most obvious place to look for such ancestral sites is an area that 
has seen little study by archaeologists, that is, the coast between Hood Peninsula and 
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Abau. It is also needs to be argued that, given current knowledge of coastline changes, 
a careful search for earlier beachfront sites away from the modern coastline needs to be 
undertaken, even in areas already well explored by archaeologists. 
Historical linguistics also suggests the possibility of an ancestral Southern Papuan sett- 
lement in the central area of the coast (Pawley 1975, Ross 1994). The linguists argue 
that the 13 Austronesian languages of Southern Papuan are closely related, that they 
descended from a single immigrant language and occupied a locality, probably in the 
central coast or hinterland, for some period of time before dispersing both directions 
along the coast. We obviously have a idea of where to look for the ancestral sites of the 
Early Laloki potters, suggested by both archaeology and linguistics. 
The case has also been made in this paper for a substantial similarity between Early 
Laloki and Lapita, both as exemplified at Watom, a Late Western variant of Lapita, and 
in Western Lapita in general. There are many shared attributes of decoration, such as the 
minor component of dentatelshell impressed decorated dishes and bowls, highly remi- 
niscent of Lapita. Techniques of decoration, design elements, and patterns of decora- 
tion. Also similar is some of the content of decoration, such as the small geometric 
motifs and their variants. 
There are also obvious differences, such as the Early Laloki rim and body grooving, the 
Lapita vessel forms that have not been found in Early Laloki, such as beakers, flat based 
dishes, and the rim scalloping on globular pots. While the similarity can support the 
possibility of historical relationship, differences can be taken to reflect distance in time 
and space. It is possible that the hypothetical original Southern Papuan settlers were a 
colony of Lapita origins, and that the Early Laloki pottery style developed from Lapita 
within Southern Papua. If so, it has been suggested in this paper that such an introduc- 
tion would have occurred by about 3,000 B.P. 
However, it may be worth pursuing another historical linguistic model. The linguists 
suggest that the ancestral Austronesian language of Southern Papua probably originated 
somewhere in the islands of Southeastern Papua (Ross 1988). Southeastern Papua is a 
large and complex area, with a large number of Oceanic languages, all of which have 
been classified as the Papuan Tip Group. Although Ross (1988) considers that the 
Papuan Tip Group probably originated from a single language coming from the 
Proto-Oceanic community of the Bismarck Archipelago or northern New Guinea, 
Chowning (1989) argues that some of the languages of Southeast Papua may have had 
different origins, making the choice of likely place of origin more problematic. As with 
the hypothesis of a Southern Papuan ancestral language, this linguistic model is capable 
of being tested archaeologically, although the task is much greater, involving a much 
larger territory. So far there is no sign of Austronesian settlement in Southeastern Papua, 
prior to the 2,000 B.P. Early Laloki, but these are early days, archaeologically speaking. 
I think we must keep open minds for the present and hopefully get on with the explo- 
ration. As Vanderwal wrote 25 years ago, there is little doubt that Early Laloki pottery 
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is related to Lapita in some way, but it will take further archaeological investigations to 
give us the when and where. The present paper hopefully contributes to the understan- 
ding of the attributes that may help to identify the ancestors. 
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at the Fiji museum 
Christine Burke 
Archeologist 
In his book 'The Fijian Way of Life, Ravuvu states that "The vanua (land) contains the 
actuality of one's past and the potentiality of one's future. It is an extension of the 
concept of the self. To most Fijians, the idea of parting with one's vanua or land is tan- 
tamount to parting with one's life" (1983: 70) 
The development of the archaeology department at the Fiji Museum has been a timely 
event, enabling it to take on some of this responsibility through cultural resource mana- 
gement programs and the introduction of land information systems. This paper will 
focus on some of the major developments that have taken place in the Fiji Museum's 
Archaeology Department, as a heritage management agency, since 1994. 
Since 1940 the Fiji Museum has been responsible for the administration of the 
Preservation of Objects of Archaeological and Palaeontological Interest Act, however 
without qualified staff, or the necessary systems or structural set up, this responsibility 
was impossible with only one Field Officer supervising research and liasing for cross 
Departmental projects. It was not until 1994 that the Archaeology Department came into 
being, with the government increasing the Museum's grant to allow for the employment 
of an Australian Volunteer through the Australian Volunteers Abroad Scheme to set up 
the Department. In 1995 we gained a Japanese Volunteer and myself as a local Graduate 
Trainee in Archaeology. This year we have managed to employ a trainee field officer to 
train under our present Field Officer. I am currently carrying out a Graduate Diploma 
in Archaeology at the Australian National University and will return to manage the 
Department in 1997. We also have another person currently carrying out a full degree 
in Archaeology at the Australian National University and when she completes the 
course in 1998 there will be two trained Fijian archaeologists in the country. In 1996 we 
were advised that our application for the provision of equipment to the department had 
been approved. $700,000 worth of equipment will be received in the near future from 
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the Japanese government. The Archaeology Department now has a full compliment of 
staff and equipment. 
Since 1994 many new systems have been set in motion and the Department is fully ope- 
rational. This department is the only agency managing and researching archaeological 
sites in the whole of Fiji, and as a result it was necessary to develop a Corporate Plan 
for the department in order to visualise its aims and objectives. This was achieved in 
1995. 
Many links have been set up with various government agencies throughout Fiji in order 
to ensure the aims and objectives of the department are achieved through an integrated 
approach to cultural resource management. So far this has been very successful, The 
main agencies include the Native Land Trust Board that is responsible for administra- 
tion of Native Land in Fiji, consisting of over 85 9% of all land. The Department of 
Tourism who works to set up eco-tourism operations in Fiji, the Department ofForestry, 
Environment, and Town and Country Planning. 
With the ever changing needs of cultural resource managers and increasing develop- 
ment currently taking place all over Fiji, it became a priority of the Department to 
review the existing legislation to fulfil the needs for protection of cultural resources. A 
review was undertaken and is now nearing completion. At the same time as this was 
being camed out, other government departments were working toward the same ends, 
reviewing and implementing environmental legislation which encompassed all aspects 
of the environment including cultural resources. The aim of the legislation review was 
to put cultural resource management into a Fijian context whilst enabling managers 
greater control. 
In a recent study, known as the Melanesian Cultural Heritage Management 
Identification Study, one of the major points of concern defined for Fiji was the lack of 
co-ordination, monitoring and control the government has over international researchers 
coming into Fiji to carry out research. This concern was highlighted at the Museum 
where many researchers failed to supply the. Museum with documentation about their 
work when they completed it. Subsequently, much of the information relating to the 
prehistory of Fiji is not held in Fiji and Fijian people cannot access information about 
their own prehistory. In an interview with the Head of the Research and Development 
Section of the Ministry of Education it was stated that research permits were granted if, 
and only if, the research benefited the nation of Fiji. 
The process of issuing permits is not just a formality in Fij i, it requires that Fijian pro- 
tocols are followed by the Museum in order to make the permit valid. These protocols 
include contacting and meeting with the Roko Tui in each Province (Government repre- 
sentative of the people who will then go with the Museum staff to the land owning unit 
and present a sevusevu to formally ask permission to carry out archaeological research 
on their land. When the project is approved then the District Office will be contacted to 
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advise them of what is happening in their District. Permits are not valid unless the land 
owning units have approved the research. These protocols cannot be carried out within 
a week's notice of the researcher arriving in the country. In the past cowboy research 
has taken place, people have not been following the appropriate channels and have not 
given duplicates of the final reports to the Museum or other appropriate authorities. This 
lack of information return makes it very difficult for people to co-ordinate research 
efforts within the country and for other researchers to put their work in a Fiji wide 
context. 
In order to mitigate some of the problems associated with ad hoc research, the permit 
ystem at the Museum was reviewed as part of the legislation review. Now, research 
approvals are given after receiving an application form and an application fee from the 
researcher. This form is then investigated and recommendations submitted to the Fiji 
Museum's Board of Trustees for approval. Apermit issued by the Fiji Museum can only 
come into effect when a Research Permit has been issued by the Department of immi- 
gration. Without this permit and approval from the land owners the Museum permit 
becomes invalid. 
It is only by the grace of the Fiji government, and in the case of archaeologists, Fiji 
Museum, that people are allowed in to carry out their research. Tighter controls and 
greater monitoring of projects has been implemented. From the time the application to 
carry out archaeological work is lodged, until the finished document is received, resear- 
chers are on probation. Permit conditions that have been imposed and are monitored, 
include producing a six monthly progress report, requiring further time scales for com- 
pletion of work, sets of slides, filling out of site recording forms, sending all documen- 
tation regarding the research and published work to the Fiji Museum and so on. 
Progress is monitored by the Archaeology Department, and failure to carry out any of 
these operations will result in loss of privilege to carry out further work in Fiji. It must 
be stated that being able to carry out research in Fiji is not the right of an international 
researcher, but a privilege. It must also be stated that Fiji is not a particular researchers' 
territory and people should not consider it to be that way. 
Site registration management has also been revised at the Museum. Prior to 1994 site 
registration was very informal, with forms having inconsistent data and some records 
Gavlng no data, many sites from the 1980s onwards have never been registered. In 1994 
the sire registration system was revised. New forms were developed and a new numbe- 
ring system according to the newly produced topographic maps was implemented. In 
1995 the Department received funding from the New Zealand Aid agency to purchase 
a new computer and computer software to run a GIS. The -ew site recording system is 
in the process of being computerised with all data prior to 1994 having already been 
enkred onto an intermediate data base. It is hoped that by the end of the year, all records 
will be entered and up graded onto a more sophisticated system. In conjunction with 
other GIS utilising departments the Archaeology Department aims to develop a visual 
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mapping system, with the ability to carry out general statistics and modelling options. 
Storage and collection of material has for many years not been managed or monitored. 
The archaeology storage area is currently being organised and a new system imple- 
mented. Again this will be computerised thus making identification and access of col- 
lections easier. It is hoped that incoming material will be catalogued and boxed 
according to the new system. In the long term this can only benefit people wishing to 
carry out research on the collections. Much of the collections are under utilised, they are 
quite extensive and could be invaluable for those wishing to work on materials from 
excavations previously camed out. It is hoped that these collections will be fully acces- 
sible in the future. 
In relation to research, the Fiji Museum Archaeology Department has devised a research 
strategy for archeological investigations. It basically follows the aims of the 
Enviromnent Strategy developed for Fiji in that it identifies 5 areas that are to be focu- 
sed upon. Researchers will be encouraged to look to these areas for their project topics. 
The areas include the Sovi Basin, Koroyanitu Range, Ovalau, Taveuni and Kadavu. 
In line with the survey strategy, many local projects are currently underway with field 
programs being organised according to demands of locals requiring assistance with 
their own projects. Many projects are initiated by villagers who wish the museum to 
come and survey sites in their area. These projects are often on going and the museum 
generally funds field work programs from its limited budget. In other instances such 
projects are funded through other agencies and are generally interdisciplinary projects 
with a group of people working toward the same end. As limited systematic on ground 
surveys have been camed out survey work is much needed on a Tikina (district) level 
to identify and record sites. Such projects are an increasing part of the department 
duties. Currently these projects have included some sites within the areas selectected 
from the Regional Survey Program, but many are on an ad hoc basis. Through these 
projects it is hoped that management and development of the sites will enable site inte- 
grity to be monitored in the form of sustainable development. 
Incorporated into the department's objectives is to increase awareness through commu- 
nity education programs. Over the past years this has been camed out in various public 
relations exercises through lectures to school programs. In the case of such programs, 
the media has played an enormous part in the dissemination of information, particularly 
through news articles relating to visits of international researchers. The newspapers also 
play a major role in information exchange. 
With the ever increasing amount of field work being carried out, an ideal way to 
increase village awareness is through brochures in English and Fijian about what 
archaeology is, including information related to the area where the work is being car- 
ried out. Much interest and discussion has been generated in rural areas. Where ever 
possible information sheets are developed for specific areas prior to field work. 
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During the course of 1996 we have also gained approval to teach a one semester, first 
year course in archaeology at the University of the South Pacific in Suva. This course 
is being run by Fiji Museum and USP staff. The course is intended to create a greater 
awareness about archaeology and is not intended to produce archaeologists. It is hoped 
that the course will give those interested in archaeology a better understanding of it 
before they take on further studies overseas. With very few local people being involved 
in archaeology, the course will focus on the South Pacific Region to generate interest 
amongst the Pacific community. 
With the developments that have taken place in the last two and a half years academic 
research projects have not been a major priority. The setting up of the department, com- 
munity education programs and involvement in the development of landowner projects 
has been our priority. Now that these priorities have been in operation over the last 
couple of years, academic research will become an increasing part of the department's 
role. Recently the Head of Department has set up links with the Australian National 
University and the Simon Fraser University. Through these projects, ongoing programs 
have been established. One of the aims in the future will be to look at forming links with 
other archaeology departments within the region and creating regionals programs with 
a large local contingent. 
Currently much of the work camed out in the Archaeology Department relies on assis- 
tance from the community through sponsorship, overseas aid programs such as 
Japanese and New Zealand aid, and the Fiji govermnent. Indeed our attendance at this 
conference was through sponsorship by Air Vanuatu who supplied two return air fares 
for the Fiji Museum delegates. Without such help many of our programs would not be 
possible. 

Abstract 
lan Lilley: "Lapita as politics" 
This paper does not concern relationships among Pacific archaeologists. Rather, 
it examines mechanisms for initial Lapita colonization of the Bismarck 
Archipelago in the light of anthropological conceptions of diaspora and recent 
archaeological discussions of modern migration theory. Particular attention 
focusses on how Abner's notions regarding trading diasporas can be combined 
with Anthony's views on migration to reconcile migrationist and indigenist views 
of Lapita origins. 
Key words: Diaspora - anthropological theory - migrations. 
Christian Kaufmann: "Research on Sepik Pottery Traditions and its Implications for 
Melanesian Prehistory" 
In this paper, I review pottery manufacture and pottery decoration techniques that 
I have recorded between 1965 and 1972 in several areas of the northern mainland 
of New Guinea in an attempt to discuss possible reasons for the diversity of the 
ceramic in this region. This leads me to the conclusion that differentiated, yet 
related pottery styles seem, as much as words, sentences or grammatical struc- 
tures, to be part of the identity of the people linked to each other by many strong, 
yet different bonds and that regional or local differentiation is an end in itself, not 
the product of linear technical evolution or linear geographical expansion. This 
conclusions are further situated within the context of actual archaeological know- 
ledge and theory. 
Key words: Pottery - technology - styles - initial settlement - diversity. 
Edward Terrel: "Lapita for winners. Getting off the lapita merry-go-round and living 
without compulsive habits" 
Humor can lead to a meeting of minds. A most unlikely encounter with Otto von 
Bismarck is an occasion to discuss how Pacific Prehistory is history in its own 
right, why Lapita was probably not a single phenomenon, and why it is useful to 
think Lapita was not simply a cultural complex but a mosaic of Oceanic cultural 
traits, each with its own history, its own geographic distribution, and its own tem- 
poral duration. 
Key words: Lapita theory - cultural change - exchange - cristal essay. 
Daniel Frimigacci: 'Where did the Bourail Lapita go? Observations from site WBR 001" 
Survey and archaeological excavations on WBROOl site have demonstrated that 
Lapita pots sherds were restricted to a very specific area on the south-east 
Nessadiou sand dune. Excavations have shown undisturbed archaeological layers 
and strucural remains such as house pots holes and two refuse pits. Excavations as 
well as 14 C dating have lead us to the conclusion that there were three levels in 
this site, two of them witnessing an early and a late Lapita occupation. The early 
Lapita level is dated to around 1000 BC and the late one around 800 AD. Nessadiou 
site points to the question of the spatio-temporal limits of the Lapita phenomenon 
and its relations with other pottery traditions, in fact its real significancy. 
Key words: Settlement patterns - excavation report - physical analysis. 
Dimitri Anson: "Compositional analyses of dentate-stamped Lapita and nail-incised 
and applied relief pottery from Watom Island" 
The discovery of sites in Western Melanesia where pottery decorated with inci- 
sions and applied-relief is dominant and only a handful of dentate-stamped sherds 
is present, has lead to some to re-examine the meaning of the term "Lapita site". 
It is also suggested that aceramic sites earlier than Lapita may display traits 
hitherto associated with the Lapita cultural complex. While the origins of the inci- 
sed and applied relief pottery style are uncertain, it has been proposed that it may 
derive from pottery in sites in NW New Guinea which are earlier than Lapita. 
This would lend support to "indigenist", "just pots" scenarios representing Lapita 
as one of several competing fashions in pottery decoration : a "culturally unac- 
companied baggage" peripheral to the story of Oceanian settlement. A number of 
alternative models have also been proposed to account for the replacement of 
Lapita pottery in Melanesia by ceramics decorated with incision and applied-relief. 
Excavations on most Watom Island locations have produced large numbers of 
dentate-stamped Lapita sherds and a large number of sherds with nail-impressed 
and applied-relief decoration which has been likened to the incised and applied- 
relief Mangaasi pottery. To address current issues concerning Lapita, this paper 
reviews the results of electron microprobe and optical mineralogy compositional 
analyses carried out on pottery samples from Watom Island. These indicate the 
presence of compositional differences amongst the dentate-stamped Lapita and 
nail-incised and applied relief pottery. 
Key words: Lapita - incised and applied pottery -pottery analysis and inter- 
pretation. 
Jean-Pierre Siorat: "Forms and decoration of Lapita ceramics from Nessadiou" 
Results of the detailed study of shapes and decorations of the pottery from the lapita site 
of Bourail-Nessadiou are presented here in a chronological and spatial perspective. 
Key words: Lapita - pottery analysis - style - methodology. 
Wall Ambrose: "Curves, tines, scutes and Lapita ware" 
A number of contending materials have been suggested as the precursors for 
manufacture into dentate stamps that produced the striking surface decoration on 
Lapita pottery. An inspection of stamped impressions on Lapita sherds from the 
Ambitle Island collection gives important clues to the technology of the dentate 
stamps. On the grounds of the restricted family of curves that are present in the 
sherd collection and the details of tine shapes, and the intervals between them, it 
is concluded that the most likely raw material for stamping tool manufacture is 
the flexible scute from the tropical sea turtle Eretmochelys imbricata. 
Key words: Lapita - prehistoric technology - style analysis - methods. 
Stuart Bedford: "Lapita and Post-Lapita ceramic sequences from Erromango, 
Southern Vanuatu" 
The ceramics recovered from two recent excavations on the island of Erromango, 
southern Vanuatu are discussed. The two sites of Ponamla and Ifo have produced 
a wealth of ceramic material, the sequences of which appear to add further 
strength to the argument of a basic cultural continuity in Vanuatu between Lapita 
and the cultures which followed. First settlement of Erromango occurred around 
3000 years ago with the arrivalof Lapita colonists. It appears that ceramics pro- 
duced on the island were used for up to 1000 years until production ceased 
around 2000 B.P. 
Key words: Ceramic sequence -pottery analysis - seriation - cultural change. 
Christophe Sand: "Lapita and non-Lapita ware during New Caledonia's first 
millennium of Austranesian settlment" 
This paper discussed the ceramic chronology of the first millenium of settlement 
of New Caledonia, the southern-most melanesian archipelago. After having pre- 
sented the conflicting data concerning the period of first settlement and its cultu- 
ral background, a short chapter proposes, from the new archaeological data 
obtained during the last years, to shorten the Lapita chronology to less than 500 
years. This opens the room for a better understanding of the evolution of Lapita- 
related and non-Lapita ware during the rest of the millenium, specially with the 
development of incised pots related to the Puen tradition in the south of the 
Grande-Terre and the long tradition of paddle impressed pots of the Podtantan 
tradition in the Loyalty Islands. Concluding remarks try to analyse this proposed 
chronology in a wider perspective, specially in relation to the development of 
incised series of Mangaasi-type pots in Melanesia during the first millenium BC. 
Key words: Lapita - podtanean - ceramic chronology - cultural change. 
Edward P. Visser, Michael K. Green: "Prehistoric Oceanic Biological Variation: 
Sigatoka, Lapita and Polynesia" 
Skeletal remains from nine temporally and spatially distinct locations across Near 
and Remote Oceania were investigated for patterns of biological variation. Of 
primary focus were two samples, one a collection of Lapita associated skeletons 
spanning the period 2100-2800 BP, and the other an assemblage of skeletons 
from Sigatoka, Fiji dating to 1820 BP. Variation across six biological characteris- 
tics was interpreted following a developmental and functional anatomical 
approach, with a particular emphasis on Houghton's heat balance model. 
Methods of analysis included a variety of univariate and multivariate statistical 
techniques. Our results showed a clinal pattern in body form and size across Near 
and Remote Oceania that conforms to the zoogeographical rules of Bergmann 
and Allen. Relationships between certain aspects of mandibular morphology and 
body form also fit well with the predictions of Houghton's model. Within West 
Polynesia, similarities between Sigatoka and a recent Tongan sample indicate the 
presence of a shared adaptation that has been maintained over the past 1500 
years. In contrast, the distinctive body form of a recent Fijian sample suggests a 
diminution in the degree of biological interaction between Fiji and Tonga some- 
time after 1800 BP. Strong morphological similarities between the Sigatoka and 
Lapita samples again indicate a shared adaptation and supports the notion of 
Lapita voyagers being ancestral to the Sigatoka people. 
Key words: Lapita - physical anthropology - heat balance model - biology 
and culture. 
David V. Burley: "Lapita Settlement to the East: New Data and Changing 
Perspectives from Ha'apai (Tonga) Prehistory" 
Between 1990 and the present, survey and test excavations have been successful 
in documenting sites with early eastern Lapita ceramics in the Ha'apai islands, 
kingdom of Tonga. Although the data currently are in a preliminary stage of ana- 
lysis, they illustrate consisitent patterning in site characteristics, site content, and 
temporal relations. The early eastern Lapita. The early eastern Lapita period of 
Ha'apai dates between circa 3000 and 2800 bp and is characterized by a variety 
of vessel forms with numerous dentate stamped and other decorative applica- 
tions. Sites are small in spatial extent and they are consistently located on a lee- 
ward coast sand beach fronting a reef. Early Lapita fauna1 assemblages illustrate 
a heavy reliance on natural ressources, seemingly indicative of a "strand looper" 
type adaptation. Evidence for exchange in ceramics, lithic materials, or exotic 
trade goods has not been recovered. Ha'apai Lapita sites, as others in Fijilwest 
Polynesia, do not correlate well with proposed models for western or far western 
Lapita culture and economy. 
Key words: Lapita - excavation report - subsistance and settlement patterns - 
pottery characterization. 
Nicola Van Djik: "Who are these people? Human skeletal remains from the Pacific 
region" 
The debate over the origin of the Polynesians and their presumed ancestors, the 
Lapita people, continues across all anthropological disciplines. The best means of 
assessing the origin of a population however is to look at the people themselves, 
at their skeletal remains. Such remains are scarce, but there is much which can be 
achieved using this type of evidence, providing the appropriate methodology is 
applied. This paper assesses previous research on the biological anthropology of 
the Polynesians, and points to some serious methodological flaws and tacit 
assumptions which need to be addressed. After reviewing the major theories on 
the biological origins of the Pacific peoples, the paper looks in detail at two par- 
ticular aspects of current research: ( 1 )  the skeletal features classified as being dis- 
tinctively "Polynesian" and (2) the geographic and temporal parameters of 
samples included in statistical analyses. The paper questions what we mean by 
the terms "Polynesian", "Melanesian" and "Lapita", and asks whether these terms 
can appropriately be applied to assessments of biological affinity. 
Key words: Physical anthropology - biology and culture - Polynesian origins. 
Jean-Michel Chazine: "Unraveling and reading the past in Borneo: an 
archaeological outline of Kalimantan" 
Reconstructing the process of the peopling of the vast region which constitutes 
the Pacific continues. Even if the number of different archaeological sites on the 
map grows all the time there are still numerous gaps, not only for the Pleistocene 
but even up to the recent part of the Holocene. The intervisibility of islands, the 
technological capacities revealed or suggested, disparities among different cera- 
mic and lithic typologies, even questions of artefacts distribution, are among the 
parameters which are far from beeing resolved. The origin, expansion and the use 
of space by the Austronesians still produce problems of interpretation. "Lapita" 
questions, whatever may be the indisputable contributions furnished by interdis- 
ciplinary projects, remain controversial. It is on the margins of what has been pre- 
viously defined and set down by geography, that new results can be expected. In 
particular, one notes the research which has begun in Wallacea over the last few 
years, on the adjacent archipelagoes of Borneo, Sulawesi, Maluku and Timor, 
which constitutes the transition zone between continental Southeast Asia and the 
Western Pacific. Recent discoveries made in Kalimantan on the island of Borneo 
of pottery, stone tools industries, and painted rock art in particular, located right 
in this zone, have already begun to contribute new evidence of relevance to old 
questions. 
Key words: Pottery - field report - Austronesian origins. 
Jeffrey T. Clark, Anthony 0. Cole, Patrick D. Nunn: "Environmental change and 
human prehistory on Totoya island, Fiji" 
An interdisciplinary investigation of human-environment relationships on Totoya 
Island, Fiji, was carried out in 1993 involving archaeological survey and test 
excavations, palynological coring for vegetation and landscape change, a study of 
coastal geomorphology for evidence of sea level change, and ethnographic inter- 
views with residents of the four villages on the island. This paper summarizes the 
results of that project, with particular reference to the evidence for Lapita occu- 
pation and contemporary as well as subsequent environmental changes. We 
conclude that while sea level change affected the island coastline, human actions 
played a significant role in the alteration of the Totoya landscape. 
Key words: Human environmental relationship - palynology - landscape 
change - cultural sequence. 
Corrie Williams: "Faunal composition of Pamwak site, Manus island, PNG" 
This paper reports on the faunal composition and change at the Pamwak 
Rockshelter site from approximately 12,000 BP to present. The fauna collected at 
Pamwak includes bandicoot (Echimpera kalubu), cuscus (Spilocuscus kraemeri), 
Murids (Rattus mordax, R. praetor, R. rattus), bats, fish, reptiles and amphibians. 
Bulk residue screen samples were taken for each of the excavated squares and 
laboratory sorted to assess the effect of field collection on the collected faunal 
assemblage. Recovery of a bone did not depend on the size of the element, 
although postcranial elements were missed in the field collection. Echimpera 
kalubu first appears at approximately 12,000 BP as do reef and onshore captured 
fish. This corresponds to a change in the use of stone tools to that of obsidian 
(Fredericksen et al. 1993). The small cuscus Spilocuscus kraemeri first appears at 
approximately 11,000 BP. Rattus rattus has been identified in the site from 11,000 
BP. This occurrence is surprising and is currently being reviewed. Pelagic fish 
(Sphyraenidae and Scombridae) appear in the site at 10,000 to 4,800 BP and the- 
refore suggest the use of sophisticated fishing technologies from 10,000 BP. 
Rattus praetor first appears at 9,000 BP and is recorded in the sequence at the 
same time as R, mordax. R. mordax is present at the top of the sequence when R. 
praetor is no longer recorded. 
Key words: Faunal analysis - environmental changes - human environmental 
relationship. 
Janelle Stevenson: "Human Impact from the Palaeoenvironmental Record on New 
Caledonia" 
Two palaeoenvironmental records from New Caledonia are presented. Both focus 
on the late Quaternary period which includes the region's known human occupa- 
tion. There is still sometimes speculation about whether people moved beyond 
the Solomon Islands and into the southwest Pacific prior to 3,200 BP, and the 
palaeoecological history of human occupation of New Caledonia is a line of evi- 
dence, independent of the archaeological record, that may throw light on this 
question. Fossil pollen and charcoal analyses imply that human impact at one 
small coastal swamp, Lac Saint Louis, began at around 3,000 BP, while at a lar- 
ger inland swamp near Plum, the impact commenced at around 2,500 BP. In both 
cases, a forested landscape was converted into an open one dominated by ferns, 
Cyperaceae (sedges) and grass. The 20,000 year long record from Plum enables 
these changes of the last few thousand years to be assessed against changes since 
the last glacial maximum. For example, although significant charcoal accumula- 
tion occurred at Plum between 16,000 and 12,000 BP, and prior to 3,000 BP at 
Saint Louis, the associated impact on the vegetation was minor compared to the 
changes recorded after 3.000 BP. The latter implies that the progressive defores- 
tation of the landscape toward the present was due to sustained high fire fre- 
quencies. The palaeoecological evidence is in  good agreement with the 
archaeological record for New Caledonia. 
Key words: Palinology - environmental degradation - human impact - defo- 
restration. 
Elise Matisoo-Smith, Jim S. Allen, Royston M. Roberts, Jeff Irwin, D. M. Lambert: 
"Rodents of the Sunrise: Mitochondrial DNA Phylogenies of Polynesian Rattus 
exulans and the Settlement of Polynesia" 
This paper presents a unique biological approach to the study of human settle- 
ment and population mobility in Polynesia, focusing on an animal that was trans- 
ported through the Pacific by the ancestral Polynesians. We argue that analyses of 
genetic variation of the Polynesian, or Pacific rat (Rattus exulans) are appropriate 
for a phylogenetic model of human colonisation and mobility. DNA phylogenies 
derived from 92 mitochondrial control region sequences of Rattus exulans from 
East Polynesia are presented. These results identify a Southern Cook 1 Society 
Islands origin for all East Polynesian R. exulans populations, indicate dual ori- 
gins for Hawaiian R. exulans, and indicate multiple origins for New Zealand R. 
exulans. These results are inconsistent with models of Pacific settlement invol- 
ving substantial isolation following colonisation, and confirm the value of gene- 
tic studies of commensals for human prehistory. 
Key words: Biological analysis - colonisation - commensal fauna. 
Frederique Valentin: "Some anthropological aspects of the human colonisation of 
New Caledonia" 
From an examination of the available multivariate analysis based on measure- 
ments (mainly Brace et 01, 1990, 1991 ; Pietrusewsky, 1977, 1984, 1990; Howells 
et Schwidetsky, 1981). the male samples of New Caledonia and Loyalty group 
themselves with the "Australo-Melanesian" cluster. More, they are characterized 
by a clear similarity with the samples of insular Melanesia, especially with 
Vanuatu and Fiji. Very close morphologically new caledonian and loyaltian 
samples keep apart from the remaining Melanesia with a wider homogeneity and 
a particular craniofacial pattern. The individuals from the north of the Main Land 
and the Loyalty islands show similarities with the australian population whereas 
those of the south of the Main Land rank themselves with the fijian and tongan 
samples. Their position amongst the Pacific populations is discussed. 
Key words: Physical anthropology - colonisation - New Caledonia - critical 
review. 
Anne-Marie Sbmah, Fran~ois Shmah, Hubert Forestier: "Excavation of site 
NKM004, Koumac, New Caledonia" 
The first prehistoric excavations and radiocarbon dating carried out in the 
Koumac valley give evidence of an inland occupation as old as the first Lapita 
coastal sites (ca 3000 BP). The studied site (NKM004) is a cave with petroglyphs, 
oven stones, ceramic sherds, marine shells and phtanitic and limestone tools. The 
oldest anthropogenic horizon (1.20 m. depth) dated to 2800 BP and contains all 
this archaeological material. This study is part of a more global one which. 
Key words: Fieldwork report - lithic technology - cultural sequence - Lapita. 
Paul Budda, B. L. Janet Montgomery, Paul Rainbird, Richard G. Thornas, Suzanne 
M. M. Young: "Pb and Sr Isotope Composition of Human dental Enamel : an 
Indicator of Pacific Islander Population Dynamics" 
Current research is outlined which uses measurements of radiogenic isotopes of 
lead and strontium in teeth to determine the source of human in vivo exposure to 
these elements. The primary aim of the project is, for the first time, to identify 
first generation migrants amongst archaeological populations of the Pacific. In 
order to decide whether any human individual was a migrant to a particular island 
and the direction of any migration, archaeologists have previously relied on a 
combination of stylistic and linguistic patterns together with oral tradition. This 
project will pioneer the use of Thermal Ionisation Mass Spectrometry (TIMS) in 
the study of the movement of human populations across the Pacific, focusing on 
the problems associated with so-called Polynesian Outlier populations. 
Measurements will be made on the radiogenic isotopes of strontium and lead 
within the enamel layers of archaeologically-derived human dental remains. By 
comparison between these measurements and the database of geological measu- 
rements made on Polynesian Islands it will be possible to comment directly on 
the mobility of prehistoric island populations. 
Key words: Human biology - migrations - mass spectrometry - Polynesian 
outliers - human mobility. 
Peter J. Sheppard, Matthew Felgate, Kenneth Roga, John Keopo, Richard Walter: 
"A Ceramic Sequence From Roviana Lagoon1' 
This paper reports on recent archaeological survey in Roviana lagoon caried out 
by a team from the University of Auckland, National Museum (SI) and Ministry 
of Culture (Western Province SI). Our work has documented the presence of 
numerous inter-tidal sites within the lagoon which contain rectilinear incised 
ceramics which are argued to be late Lapita or immediately post Lapita in age. A 
later plain ware ceramic period has been dated to circa 1450 AD. 
Key words: Cultural evolution - site survey - pottery description - settle- 
ment patterns. 
Matthew Spriggs: "The stratigraphy of the ponamla site, northwest erromango, 
vanuatu: evidence for 2700 year old stone structures" 
The stratigraphy and setting of the Ponamla site, Northwest Erromango, are 
reviewed. Excavated in 1995 by Matthew Spriggs and Stuart Bedford, the site 
produced occupation layers dating around 2700 BP with abundant pottery, bone 
and shell seen as part of a communal cooking andlor pottery production area. The 
site also produced linear stone features and stone cobble and boulder layers. 
These are interpreted by the excavators as humanly-constructed features (ter- 
races, pavements) rather than natural configurations of rockfall. The interpreta- 
tion has proved controversial among colleagues at ANU, some of whom remain 
deeply unconvinced of the cultural interpretation. The evidence and differing 
interpretations will be discussed. 
Key words: Settlement patterns - archaeological interpretation - stones fea- 
tures. 
Karen Coote, Christophe Sand: "The Conservation Of Lapita Pottery, Ignore It At 
Your Peril" 
This paper explores the issues that arose during the conservation of the Lapita 
pottery excavated in October 1995 in New Caledonia. It discusses the nature of 
the pottery, the problems encountered including the penetration of salt into the 
fabric of the pottery, the lifting process and the time delay causing further dete- 
rioration, after excavation, before conservation. It concludes with suggestions for 
archaeological excavation in the Pacific to meet international excavation stan- 
dards and the appropriate preservation of finds for the future. 
Key words: Lapita pottery - concervation method. 
Hubert Forestier: "Concept and method in lithic production during Lapita period in 
New Caledonia: a technological analysis" 
Sites which have been discovered in New Caledonia show that stone flake pro- 
duction does occur along with a ceramic activity dated about 2500 or 3000 B.P. 
At the present time, technological analyses are increasingly framed within a sys- 
temic approach of operational chains (chaines opiratoires). This dynamic 
approach includes the analysis of geometric concepts in the core and a "diacri- 
tique" or a technological reading of the blanks. Does core treatment proceed from 
a volumetric surface conception or from a volume conception? 
Key words: Lapita - analytical methods - theoritical approach - lithic tech- 
nology. 
Geoffrey Irwin, Peter Bellwood, Gunadi Nitihaminoto, Daud Tanudirjo, Joko 
Siswanto: "Prehistoric relations between island Southeast Asia and Oceania: recent 
archeological investigations in the Northern Moluccas" 
This paper presents information concerning some of the archaeological sites 
recently investigated in Maluku Utara, Indonesia, and especially on the island of 
Gebe, which is strategically located with respect to several current problems in 
regional prehistory in the eastern part of Wallacea. Three main problems are 
considered: An episode of Pleistocene colonisation and subsequent settlement 
dating from prior to 30,000 bp. The spread of Neolithic and ceramic sites in 
Island Southeast Asia and the nature of their relationship to the appearance of 
Lapita sites further east, some 3500 bp. Pre-European evidence for the emergence 
of trade in spices in the Moluccas since approximately 2000 bp. The paper also 
considers some themes in prehistoric relations between what are now, Island 
Southeast Asia and Oceania. 
Key words: Pleistocene occupation - trade - cultural contact. 
David W. Steadman: "The prehistoric extinction of south pacific birds: catastrophy 
versus attrition" 
The prehistoric colonization of Oceania resulted in the extinction of many thou- 
sands of populations and entire species of birds. At the species level, this is the 
richest single extinction event ever to be recorded for vertebrates. There is vir- 
tually no evidence of extinction of birds in Oceania before human arrival. It is 
generally unknown, however, whether the extinction of indigenous species occur- 
red within years, decades, centuries, or millennia after human colonization of a 
previously uninhabited island. Three sets of interrelated factors (intrinsic physi- 
cal, intrinsic biological, and human) influence the speed and extent of extinction 
on any island. In light of these factors, I will examine some preliminary data from 
Lapita archaeological sites in the Ha'apai Group of Tonga which suggest that 
extinction of most species of birds occurred on these islands in a few centuries or 
less, and thus qualifies as a catastrophic or explosive type of extinction. 
Key words: Human impact - fauna1 analysis - human colonisation. 
Geoff Hope, Dominique O'Dea, Wendy Southern: "Holocene vegetation histories in 
the Western Pacific - alternative records of human impact" 
Virtually all of the pollen work in the western Pacific has been undertaken to 
compare pre-human vegetation and landscape processes with those after settle- 
ment has occurred. Over fifty pollen diagrams and charcoal records now exist 
outside Australia and upland New Guinea, most unpublished in any detail. These 
provide very mixed results in terms of chronology or the balance between natu- 
ral and anthropogenic influences on vegetation. This paper provides a guide to the 
sites and their associated literature and discusses them in terms of the type of 
records provided, based on the kind of archaeological query being made. 
Relatively few sites provide unproblematic sequences recording human settle- 
ment and change to the vegetation. Some are in areas where humans have had 
little impact, while others have sedimentary breaks or are insufficiently dated. 
However quite a large number are probably initiated by human settlement and 
record post-colonisation change. Pollen diagrams thus have a great deal of poten- 
tial to provide independant histories of human impact, but are not yet ready to 
provide a coherent picture of the 5000-2000 year period. 
Key words: Human impact - palynology - environmental change. 
Michiko Intoh: "Cultural Contacts between Micronesia and Melanesia" 
Several cultural traits have been shared between prehistoric Caroline Islands in 
Micronesia and the northern Melanesian islands, such as language, Terebra shell 
adze, pearl shell trolling lure shank, back-strap loom weaving, kite fishing, and 
so on. The Terebra shell adze reported from Micronesia appeared relatively late 
in Micronesian prehistory, after about AD 1000, and came into use at the same 
time in Melanesia. It is not clear if Terebra shell adze was originated in 
Micronesia and dispersed into Melanesia or vice versa, possibly via the 
Polynesian Outliers. The other cultural traits also indicate sporadic contacts bet- 
ween the two regions but the nature of the contacts is unknown. 
Key words: Cultural contact - languages - material culture. 
John Lynch: "Southern Oceanic linguistic history" 
Recent linguistic research has shown that the closest relatives of the languages of 
Southern Vanuatu are the languages of New Caledonia; and this group's closest 
relatives are the languages of Northern and Central Vanuatu. This large subgroup 
is known as Southern Oceanic. The evidence suggests that speakers of pre- 
Southern oceanic entered the area from the north, and began diverging in the nor- 
thern part of Vanuatu; the central area was settled later. There is strong evidence 
of a close connection between the South Efate language and the languages of 
Southern Vanuatu, which suggests an Efate origin for this latter, and there is also 
evidence that New Caledonia was settled from Southern Vanuatu. Finally, I spe- 
culate that Fijian (and by implication Rotuman and the Polynesian languages) had 
their origin in Northern Vanuatu - possibly Ambae. 
Key words: Language and culture - comparative linguistic - phonology - 
colonisation patterns. 
Paul Rainbird: "The use of landscape in identifying potential sources of Caroline 
island colonisation" 
Linguistic and pottery are commonly used to identify affinities between early 
island settlers and possible source populations. Pottery in the western Pacific 
deriving from Lapita plainware is not diagnostic enough to provide a suitable 
indicator and the process of language change makes that a problematic tool in 
delving back 2000 years or more. Here I use early indicators of landscape use at 
either end of the Caroline chain to show that the settlers came from different 
populations in different directions. 
Key words: Ceramic analysis - subsistance and settlement patterns - coloni- 
sation model - landscape perception. 
Simon Bickler: "Characterisation Without Sources: Early Prehistoric Pottery from 
the South Coast of New Guinea" 
This paper examines pottery exchange along the south coast of New Guinea. A 
collection of pottery from sites dating to the so-called Early (Ceramic) or Red- 
Slip Period, between roughly 1900 - 900 BP, was examined using petrographic 
and chemical characterisation techniques. As there was no detailed information 
regarding the clay and temper sources used, an explorative approach was adop- 
ted. Multivariate statistical analysis of the elemental composition was combined 
with petrographic grouping to identify different "sources". The results of the ana- 
lysis allow the construction of a simplified model for distinguishing between Yule 
Island and Port Moresby pottery groups based on XRF data. The implications of 
these results for questions regarding long distance exchange from Yule Island and 
Port Moresby areas to the Gulf of Papua are briefly examined. 
Key words: Pottery analysis - petrography - long distance trade - X ray dif- 
fraction. 
John L.Craib: "Colonisation of the Mariana Islands: New Evidence and Implications 
for Human Movements in the Western Pacific" 
Recent archaeological work in the Mariana Islands has indicated human presence 
from about 3500 B.P. The earliest assemblages are characterised by fine-lined, 
dentate stamped designs on pottery. These new data offer important implications 
for human movement in the western Pacific. This paper provides a brief overview 
of recent findings and discusses possible origins of the founding population. 
Key words: Mariana Islands - dentate-stamped pottery - Micronesia - early 
settlement. 
Darlene R. Moore, Rosalind Hunter-Anderson: "Pots and pans in the intermediate 
pre-latte (2500-1 600 bp) mariana islands, micronesia" 
Prehistoric ceramic variability in the Marianas was first seen as a progression 
from early calcareous-tempered "redware" to later mixed or pure volcanic-tem- 
pered "plainware," a process of technological change which took place between 
initial settlement of the archipelago at about 3500 B.P. and the Latte Phase, begin- 
ning about 1000 B.P. In this scheme, there was a shift over time in vessel form : 
from relatively large round and other small carinated bowls -a few of which were 
decorated with incised and stamped lime-filled geometric motifs similar to some, 
but not "the same" as, Lapita motifs - to larger bowls and jars that mainly lacked 
decoration. Recent fieldwork has revealed that partway through this sequence 
(very roughly beginning about 2500 B.P.), there appeared a robust, calcareous- 
tempered ware represented by shallow, vertical-walled open bowls and pans. 
Some of these vessels had extremely thick walls and bases (4 cm). Mat impres- 
sions occur on or in the base sherds of some vessels, and others have simple 
impressions on the rim. So far this robust ware has been found in sites in Guam, 
Rota, Tinian, Aguiguan and Saipan and is apparently gone from the archaeologi- 
cal record by 1600 B.P., at the latest. In this paper we describe the vessel forms 
of this period; note the outstanding problems in understanding the appearance and 
disappearance of the robust ware; and discuss its possible cultural-adaptive signi- 
ficance. 
Key words: Ceramic analysis - cultural adaptation - technological sequence. 
Yoshi Sinoto, Richard Shutler, Jr., William R.Dickinson, Mary Elisabeth Shutler, 
Jose Garanger, T. M. Teska: "Was There a Pre-Lapita, Japanese Jomon, Cord- 
marked Pottery Occupation in Vanuatu"? 
In the 1960s Garanger recovered from surface about a dozen cord-marked pot- 
sherds from Mele Plain, Efate Island. Sinoto recognized the decorations as Jomon 
types, and Serizawa identified them as Ento Lower C and D Types, dating 3000 
B.C., found in Aomori Prefecture, North Japan. 
Petrographic analysis by Dickinson of selected Mele Plain sherds, and Jomon 
sherds from Japan, determined that the Mele cord-marked sherds could not be 
from Vanuatu pottery, and were Jomon from Japan. Possible Jomon influence in 
the Western Pacific, including ideas by Katayama and Brace, et al., on the peo- 
pling of the Pacific are discussed. 
Key words: Pottery interpretation -petrography - colonisation theory - cul- 
tural contact. 
Richard Shutler, Jr: "The Relationship of Red-slipped and Lime-impressed Pottery 
of the Southern Philippines to that of Micronesia and the Lapita of Oceania and its 
possible implications for identifying the Austronesian Homeland" 
Since 1952, when Gifford and I found Lapita pottery at Site 13, New Caledonia, 
I have been interested in the origin of Lapita pottery and its Austronesian makers. 
In 1975, Shutler and Marck suggested Taiwan as the Austronesian Homeland. In 
this paper I continue to pursue that goal. A review of the literature suggests that 
there is a substratum of Red Ware pottery all the way from Taiwan to the southern 
Philippines, and on to eastern Indonesia. It is also found in the Mariana Islands 
of Micronesia, and east to western Polynesia through Melanesia. While the dating 
is still insecure, there is still a strong possibility that the Red-slipped and Lime 
impressed pottery of the Marianas and Northern Luzon, as well as that in eastern 
Indonesia, Near and Remote Oceania, is related to that of the Balobok 
Rockshelter in the southern Philippines. If the 4500 BP date of the Red-slipped 
and Lime-impressed pottery at Balobok Rockshelter is confirmed by further 
excavations, then the southern Philippines and not Taiwan, is a strong candidate 
for the Austronesian Homeland. 
Key words: Colonisation - ceramic typology - cultural chronology - lapita. 
Jean-Christophe Galipaud: ''The case of paddle impressed pottery in remote Oceania" 
Paddle impressed ceramics from the Podtankan tradition in New Caledonia and 
the Navatu phase in Fiji are an early component which is often associated in sites 
with Lapita pottery. Their study allows us to discuss typological choices and 
interpretations which lead to the commonly accepted initial settlement models of 
remote Oceania and results in the proposal of some alternative settlement hypo- 
thesis which make a better use of this non-Lapita assemblages. 
Key words: Pottery technology and cultural changes - paddle impressions - 
settlement history. 
Susan Bulmer: "Revisiting Red Slip: the Laloki style pottery of Southern Papua and 
its possible relationship to Lapita" 
A series of archaeological sites in Southern Papua share a common style of pot- 
tery, that is considered to be similar to Lapita pottery. Formerly known as "Red 
Slip" and "Early Period", it is sugggested that, because these labels are mislea- 
ding, the pottery style be renamed "Laloki" after the river that runs past Nebira 
and Eriama, the sites where the pottery was first studied. This paper discusses the 
vessel form and decoration at seven Early Laloki sites, the initial stage of the pot- 
tery style that first appeared in the Southern Papuan sites about 2,000 B.P. 
Although it is not identical, as has been claimed, Early Laloki pottery at the dif- 
ferent sites is similar enough for it to be argued that they share a common origin, 
probably somewhere in Southern Papua. The most likely area of origin is the cen- 
tral coast and hinterland, east of Port Moresby. Early Laloki vessel forms and 
decoration are also similar to Lapita pottery at Watom, where assemblages of a 
similar age to Early Laloki have been excavated, and to Lapita pottery in the 
Southeastern Solomons and Fiji. Other pottery assemblages from sites in Papua 
New Guinea dated to about 2,000 B.P. have contrasting pottery styles, but 
Southeast Asia is a possible direct source of Early Laloki; a site in the Northern 
Moluccas has similar vessel forms to Early Laloki and Lapita, although it is unde- 
corated other than slipping. It is argued that the origins of Early Laloki must 
remain speculation until further archaeology identifies the sites ancestral to the 
Early Laloki potters. Models generated by historical linguistics support a search 
for the immediate ancestral sites in central Southern Papua, and for the origin of 
the ancestral potters in the islands of Southeastern Papua, to the east. 
Key words: Pottery description -typology - cultural chronology - settlement 
history. 
Christine Burke: "Current status of the archaeology department at the museum" 
Land has always played an integral role in Fijian culture but with the ever increa- 
sing rate of development and greater importance being placed on eco-cultural 
tourism, the govermnent has had to introduce new initiatives to better protect and 
preserve all aspects of the vanua (land). One such aspect is cultural heritage, in 
particular archaeological sites. The present article highlights the main steps for 
the development of the archaeology department at the Fiji Museum. 
Key words: Heritage managment - museum studies - eco-tourism. 

lan Lilley : Lapita et politique b, 
Resumes 
Cet article ne concerne pas les relations entre archkologues du Pacifique mais 
plQtot les mtcanismes de la colonisation initiale Lapita dans l'archipel de 
Bismarck, h la lumikre des conceptions anthropologiques de la diaspora et des 
discussions archtologiques rtcentes des nouvelles thtories migratoires. Nous 
nous attacherons particulibrement h comprendre comment combiner les notions 
de diaspora commerciales d'Abner avec la vision du phknombne de migration de 
Anthony pour rtconcilier les hypothbses migrationnistes et indigknistes sur l'ori- 
gine du Lapita. 
Mots clCs : Diaspora - thtorie de l'anthropologie - migrations. 
Christian Kaufmann : Les traditions ceramiques du Sepik : implications pour la 
prehistoire mblanesienne ,, 
Cet article discute les techniques de fabrication et de dkcoration de la poterie que 
j'ai recueillie de 1965 h 1972 dans plusieurs rkgions du nord de la Nouvelle- 
Guinte pour tenter de comprendre les raisons de la grande diversitt des styles. 
Cela me conduit h conclure que des styles diffkrents mais proches sont comme les 
mots. phrases ou structures grammaticales une part de l'identitt des gens que 
rtunissent de fort, nombreux mais ntanmoins difftrents liens ; la diversit6 rtgio- 
nale ou locale est dans ce contexte une fin en si plutbt que le produit d'une kvo- 
lution technique ou d'une expansion gkographique lintaire. 
Ces conclusions sont replactes dans le contexte actuel du savoir et de la thtorie 
archtologique. 
Mots clCs : Poterie - ttudes stylistiques - origine du peuplement - diversitt. 
Edward Terrel : Le Lapita des gagnants : sortir des sentiers battus et vivre hors 
de la routine b, 
L'humour peut rtunir les esprits. Une rencontre fort peu probable avec Otto Von 
Bismarck est l'occasion de discuter pourquoi la prthistoire du Pacifique est kga- 
lement histoire, pourquoi le Lapita n'a probablement pas ttk un phknombne is016 
et pourquoi il est utile de considtrer que le Lapita n'ttait pas simplement un com- 
plexe culture1 mais plutbt une mosa'ique de traits culturels octaniens, chacun 
ayant sa propre histoire, sa propre distribution et sa propre durke. 
Mots clCs : Thtorie du Lapita - Bvolution culturelle - kchange - essai cri- 
tique. 
Daniel Frimigacci : Ou sont all& les potiers Lapita de Bourail? Remarques sur le 
site WBR001 >, 
Les prospections et les fouilles du site WBROOl ont montrt que les vestiges de 
poterie Lapita ne se retrouvent que sur une partie seulement de la dune situte au 
sud-est de la presqu'ile de Nessadiou. La fouille de ce site a montrt qu'il existait 
des couches archtologiques non remanites et des structures au sol, notamment 
des trous de poteaux d'habitations et des fosses h dttritus. La fouille et les data- 
tions, concordantes dans tous les chantiers fouillts, mettent en tvidence la pn?- 
sence de trois niveaux d'occupation, dont deux sont caracttrists par de la poterie 
Lapita dtcorte de pointillb, l'un ancien et l'autre trbs rkcent. Le niveau Lapita 
ancien remonterait au premier milltnaire avant J.-C., tandis que le niveau recent 
remonterait au premier milltnaire de notre bre. Le site de Nessadiou pose le pro- 
blbme des limites spatio-temporelles du Lapita, de ses relations avec les autres 
types de poterie, bref de sa r&lle signification. 
Mots clCs : Schtma d'implantation - rapport de fouille - analyses physiques. 
Dimitri Anson : CC Analyses physico-chimiques de la poterie A motifs pointilles, A 
motifs ougul6s et decoree de motifs appliques de I'ile de Watom 
La dtcouverte de sites en Mtlantsie occidentale, oh la poterie dtcorte d'incisions 
et de reliefs appliquCs est dominante avec seulement une poignte de dtcors 
cc Lapita B, a conduit quelques chercheurs 2 re-discuter le sens du terme cc site 
Lapita D. Cela suggkre tgalement que des sites h ctramiques plus anciens que le 
complexe culturel Lapita puissent exhiber des traits en relation avec ce complexe 
culturel. L'origine de la poterie inciste et appliqute est toujours incertaine mais 
pourrait dbiver de poteries, anttrieures au Lapita, dans certains sites de la c6te 
nord-ouest de la Papouasie. Cela conforterait I'hypothkse du scenario cc indigkne B 
ob le Lapita n'est qu'un cc pot n dtcort en compttition avec d'autres styles : cc un 
bagage culturel non-accompagnt B 2 la ptriphtrie de l'histoire du peuplement 
octanien. Un certain nombre de modkles ont tgalement t t t  proposts pour expli- 
quer le remplacement du Lapita en Mtlantsie par la poterie dkorte  d'incisions 
et de reliefs imprimts. 
Les fouilles rtalistes en divers points de I'ile de Watom ont livrk des quantitts 
importantes de poterie Lapita pointillte ainsi que de nombreuses poteries dCco- 
rtes d'impressions d'ongle ou de reliefs appliquts; cette dernikre a CtC mise en 
parallble avec la poterie inciste et appliqute de style Mangaasi. Cet article s'iter- 
resse 2 un sujet d'actualitt concernant le Lapita : les rtsultats de I'analyse mint- 
ralogique obtenus 2 la microsonde et par mintralogie optique sur des tchantillons 
de poterie de Watom. Ces rksultats indiquent des difftrences dans la composition 
des poteries Lapita et des poteries dtcortes d'impressions d'ongle ou de reliefs 
appliquts. 
Mots clCs : Lapita - poterie inciste et appliqute - analyse et interprttation 
cbamique. 
Jean-Pierre Siorat : Les formes et les decors du rnateriel cerarnique du site 
WBR001 de Nessadiou ,, 
Les rtsultats de l'ttude dCtaillCe des formes et dtcors du site Lapita de Bourail- 
Nessadiou sont prtsentts ici dans une perspective chronologique et spatiale. 
Mots clis : Lapita - analyse ctramique - style - mtthode. 
Wall Arnbrose : << Courbes, dents, Bcailles et poterie Lapita ,, 
Un certain nombre de matCriaux ont CtC proposCs comme prtcurseurs pour la 
fabrication des tamponnoirs dentelts qui sont h l'origine de I'extraordinaire dtco- 
ration de surface des pots Lapita. Une Ctude des impressions de tessons Lapita de 
la collection des iles Ambitles nous donne d'importantes indications sur la tech- 
nologie des temponnoirs dentelts. Le nombre restreint de familles de courbes 
observtes dans cette collection et le dttail de la forme des indentations ainsi que 
I'intervale entre ces dernibres permet de conclure que le mattriel probablement 
employ6 pour la fabrication des tamponnoirs est l'tcaille de la tortue marine tro- 
picale Eretmochelys imbricata. 
Mots clis : Lapita - technique ancienne - analyse stylistique - mCthodes. 
Stuart Bedford : << La sequence cBrarnique Lapita et post-Lapita d9Errornango, 
Vanuatu ,, 
Cet article traite des ctramiques dCcouvertes dans deux fouilles rtcentes de I'ile 
d'Erromango au sud du Vanuatu. Les deux sites de Ponamla et Ifo ont produit un 
abondant mattriel ctramique dont la sCquence ajoute du poids h I'argument d'une 
continuitt culturelle entre la pCriode Lapita et les cultures suivantes au Vanuatu, 
Le peuplement d'origine d'Erromango date d'il y a 3000 ans avec 1'anivCe de 
colons Lapita. 11 semble que des poteries, fabriqutes sur place, furent utilisCes 
pendant environ 1000 ans avant que ne cesse la production, aux alentours de 2000 BP. 
Mots clis : Stquence ctramique - analyse cCramique - typologie - tvolution 
culturelle. 
Christophe Sand : << La cerarnique Lapita et non-Lapita pendant le 
rnillenaire du peuplernent austronesien de la Nouvelle-Caledonie 
Dans cet article, nous discutons la chronologic cCramique de Nouvelle- 
Caltdonie, I'archipel le plus septentrional de MClanCsie, pendant le premier mil- 
lCnaire aprbs sa dCcouverte initiale. Aprbs avoir Cvoqut les diffkrentes hypothbses 
concernant le peuplement initial et leur justification culturelle, nous proposons. h 
partir des donnCes archtologiques de ces dernikres anntes, de raccourcir la chro- 
nologie Lapita h moins de 500 ans. Cela perrnet de mieux comprendre I'tvolution 
des poteries associCes au Lapita ainsi que des poteries non Lapita pendant le reste 
de ce premier milltnaire, en particulier la poterie incisCe de la tradition de Puen, 
dans le Sud de la Grande-Terre, et la poterie au battoir de la tradition de 
Podtantan aux iles LoyautCs. En conclusion, nous tentons de replacer cette chro- 
nologie dans la perspective plus vaste des sCries incisees du Mangaasi de 
MClanCsie durant le premier millknaire avant notre bre. 
Mots cl& : Lapita - Poltantan - chronologie ctramique - Cvolution culturelle. 
Edward P. Visser : Variations biologiques en Oceanie prbhistorique : Sigatoka, 
Lapita et la Polynesia 
Des squelettes provenant de neuf sites d'octanie distincts gCographiquement et 
chronologiquement ont Ctt analysts pour dCfinir des modbles pouvant expliquer 
la diversitt biologique. Le matCriel sClectionnC se composait en premier lieu de 
deux groupes dlCchantillons, une collection de squelettes associts au Lapita et 
datCs de 800 h 100 BC et un ensemble de squelettes provenant du site de 
Sigatoka, Fiji et datCs de 180 AD. La variation de six caractbres biologiques a CtC 
interprCt6e en utilisant une approche anatomico-fonctionnelle, avec une attention 
particulibre pour le modble de Houghton. Les mkthodes d'analyse comprenaient 
une strie de techniques statistiques uni- et multivarites. Nos rCsultats ont montrC 
une variation clinale dans la forme et la taille du corps de I'OcCanie proche vers 
I'OcCanie lointaine en accord avec les rbgles zoo-gkographiques de Bergmann et 
Allen. La relation entre certains aspects de la morphologie ~nandibulaire et la 
forme du corps sont Cgalement en accord avec les prCdictions du modble proposC 
par Houghton. En PolynCsie occidentale, des similitudes observkes entre 
Sigatoka et un Cchantillon rCcent de Tonga indiquent une adaptation commune 
qui s'est maintenue pendant les dernier 1500 ans. A contrario, la forme distinc- 
tive d'un Cchantillon recent de Fiji sugghe une diminution du degrC d'interaction 
biologique entre Fiji et Tonga aprbs 200 AD. De fortes similitudes morpholo- 
giques entre les Cchantillons de Sigatoka et Lapita indiquent de nouveau une 
adaptation partagCe et soutiennent l'hypothbse que les voyageurs Lapita sont les 
ancCtres des gens de Sigatoka. 
Mots c16s : Lapita - anthropologie physique - biologie et culture. 
David V. Burley : (( Le Lapita oriental : nouvelles donnees et perspectives decoulant 
de la prehistoire de Ha'apai >> 
Depuis 1990, des inventaires et des sondages dans les iles Ha'apai, royaume de 
Tonga, ont permis de documenter avec succbs des sites contenant de la poterie 
Lapita de style oriental ancien. Ces donnCes sont encore au stade prkliminaire de 
l'analyse mais elles indiquent dCjh une homogCntitt dans les caractkristiques, 
dans le contenu et dans les relations temporelles entre ces sites. La ptriode du 
Lapita oriental ancien B Ha'apai est datte de 3000 h 2800 B.P. environ. Elle est 
caracttriske par des formes varites et de nombreux dCcors pointillCs associts h 
d'autres styles dCcoratifs. Les sites sont peu Ctendus et gCnCralement implant& 
sur des plages de la c6te sous le vent bordCes d'un rtcif. La faune des sites du 
Lapita ancien montre une dtpendance importante aux ressources du milieu natu- 
rel, ce qui semble indiquer une adaptation de type cc Ccumeur de plage n. I1 n'y a 
pas d'indication d'tchange des poteries, du matkriel lithique ou autre objet de troc 
exotique. Les sites Lapita de Ha'apai, comme d'autres B Fiji et en Polyntsie occi- 
dentale, ne se comparent pas veritablement aux modbles proposts pour la culture 
et I'tconomie Lapita occidentale. 
Mots clCs : Lapita - rapport de fouille - shtmas d'implantation et subsistance - 
description de la ctramique. 
Nicola Van Djik : Qui sont ces gens ? squelettes hurnains de Pacifique ), 
Le dtbat sur I'origine des Polyntsiens et de leurs ancCtres prCsumCs, les Lapita, 
continue dans toutes les disciplines de I'anthropologie. I1 est clair que le meilleur 
moyen pour mettre en tvidence I'origine d'une population est de s'inttresser h 
I'homme mCme 2 travers l'ttude de son squelette. Les restes osseux sont rares 
mais peuvent Ctre trbs parlant dans la mesure oh l'on emploie une mCthodologie 
approprite. Cet article fait le point sur la recherche en anthropologie biologique 
des Polyntsiens et discute quelques sCrieux raccourcis mtthodologiques et sup- 
positions tacites. I1 passe tgalement en revue les principales thtories sur l'origine 
biologique des insulaires du Pacifique puis s'intkresse en dttail h deux aspects 
particuliers de la recherche actuelle : (1 ) les attributs morphologiques des sque- 
lettes considtrts comme cc polyntsiens )) et (2) les parambtres gtographiques et 
chronologiques des tchantillons utilisCs dans I'analyse statistique. L'auteur s'in- 
terroge sur ce que I'on entend par les termes cc polyntsien n, cc mtlantsien )) et 
cc lapita )) et questionne si ces termes peuvent servir efficacement B la dtfinition 
d'affinitts biologiques. 
Mots cl& : Anthropologie physique - biologie et culture - origines polynG 
siennes. 
Jean-Michel Chazine : M A la decouverte du passe de Borneo : rapport sornmaire 
sur I'archeologie de Kalirnantan ), 
La reconstitution du processus de peuplement du gigantesque ensemble que 
constitue I'aire Pacifique continue d'Ctre d'actualitt. MCme si la carte de ses dif- 
ftrents sites archtologiques se densifie rtgulibrement, de nombreuses lacunes, 
non seulement au Pltistocbne mais jusqu'h I'Holocbne mCme rCcent, y subsistent. 
L'intervisibilitt des iles, les capacitts techniques mises au jour ou attesttes, la dis- 
paritt des typologies ctramiques ou de l'outillage lithique, la variabilitt de leur 
dispersion m&me sont autant de parambtres qui sont loin de se combiner entre 
eux. L'origine, I'expansion et les processus d'occupation de l'espace mis en oeuvre 
par les Austrontsiens produisent toujours autant de probltmatiques. Les ques- 
tions soulevtes h propos des (( Lapita >>, quels que soient les apports indiscutables 
que l'interdisciplinaritt ait fournis, restent controverstes. C'est justement lh, ou 
les marges de ce qui a ttt autrefois dtfini et rtduit par la Gtographie, que de nou- 
velles donntes peuvent Etre apporttes. En particulier, les travaux qui se dtvelop- 
pent depuis ces dernibres anntes dans la Wallacea, sur ses multiples archipels 
ininterrompus : Bornto, Ctlbbes, Moluques ou Timor, reconstituent une des tran- 
sitions entre 1'Asie du Sud-Est continentale et son expansion dans le Pacifique de 
I'Ouest. Les rtcentes dtcouvertes faites h Kalimantan dans I'ile de Bornto : ctra- 
miques, industries lithiques et peintures rupestres notamment, en se placant jus- 
tement dans cette phase, y ont dtjh notablement contribut. 
Mots cl& : Poterie - rapport de terrain - peuplement ancien. 
Jeffrey T. Clark, Anthony 0. Cole, Patrick D. Nunn : a( Changements environ- 
nementaux et prehistoire de I'ile Totoya, Fiji BB 
En 1993, nous avons rtalists une ttude interdisciplinaire des relations de 
I'homme h son environnement sur I'ile de Totoya h Fiji. Cette ttude comprenait 
un inventaire et des sondages archtologiques, des tchantillonnages palynolo- 
giques pour l'ttude de la vtgttation et de l'tvolution des paysages, une ttude de 
la gtomorphologie c6tibre pour comprendre les changements du niveau marin et 
des interview ethnographiques des rtsidents des quatre villages de I'ile. Cet 
article rend compte des rtsultats de ce projet avec une attention particulibre pour 
I'occupation Lapita et les changements environnementaux qu'elle provoque et 
qui lui font suite. En 1993, nous avons rtalist une ttude interdisciplinaire des 
relations de l'homme h son environement sur I'ile de Totoya h Fiji. Cette ttude 
comprenait un inventaire et des sondages arch6ologiques, des tchantillonnages 
palynologiques pour l'ttude de la vtgttation et de l'tvolution des paysages, une 
ttude de la gtomorphologie c6tibre pour comprendre les changements du niveau 
marin et des interview ethnographiques des rtsidents des quatre villages de l'ile. 
Cet article rend compte des rtsultats de ce projet avec une attention particulibe 
pour l'occupation Lapita et les changements environnementaux qu'elle provoque 
et qui lui font suite. Nous concluons que si les oscillations du niveau marin ont 
affect6 les zones chtibres, les actions de I'homme ont jout un role non ntgligeable 
dans l'alttration du paysage de Totoya. 
Mots cl& : Environnement homme-milieu - palinologie - tranformation du 
milieu - tvolution culturelle. 
Corrie Williams : La faune du site de Pamwak, ile Manus, Papouasie Nouvelle- 
Guin6e b, 
Dans cet article, je m'inttresse a la composition faunistique et aux changements 
dans le site de Pamwak d'il y a environ 12000 ans h I'tpoque prtsente. La faune 
rtcoltde B pamwak comprend Echimpera kalubu (bandicots), Spilocuscus krae- 
meri (cuscus), Rattus mordaz, Ratus praedator et Rattus rattus (Muridae), des 
chauves-souris, des poissons, des reptiles et des amphibiens. Des tchantillons des 
restes du tarnisage pour chaque carrt ont Ctk trits en laboratoire afin d'tvaluer les 
effets possibles du ramassage de terrain sur la collection de faune. La collecte des 
OS ne semble pas dtpendante de la taille de l'tltment, quoique quelques tltments 
post-craniaux soient absents de la collecte de terrain. Echimpera Kalumbu appa- 
rait dbs 12 000 BP en mCme temps que les poissons capturts prbs des c6tes et sur 
les rtcifs. Cela correspond B la ptriode de remplacement des outils de pierre par 
les outils d'obsidienne (Fredericksen et al. 1993). Le petit cuscus Spilocuscus 
kraemeri se manifeste il y a 11 000 ans environ. Rattus rattus apparait dbs 11 000 
ans Cgalement ; cette date ttonnante est actuellement en rtvision. Les poissons 
ptlagiques (Sphyraenidae et Scombridae) apparaissent de 10000 h 4800 BP, ce 
qui suggbre que des mCthodes de p&ches sophistiqutes Ctaient en usage dbs 
10000 BP. Rattus praedator est prtsent dbs 9000 BP en m&me temps que Rattus 
mordaz, ce demier est toujours 18 B la fin de la skquence, bien aprbs la disparition 
de Rattus praedator. 
Mots clks : Analyse faunistique - transformation de I'environnement - envi- 
ronnement homme-milieu. 
Janelle Stevenson : << ~tude  du pal6o-environnement de Nouvelle-Calbdonie : 
bvidences de I'impact de I'homme b, 
Deux ttudes palto-environnementales concernant la Nouvelle-Caltdonie sont 
prksentkes ici. Elles concement toutes deux la fin de la ptriode quaternaire, 
ptriode pendant laquelle s'est ttablie l'occupation humaine de la rtgion. On S@- 
cule toujours sur la possibilitk d'un peuplement des iles au sud des Salomon avant 
3200 BP et I'histoire palto-tcologique de l'occupation humaine de Nouvelle- 
Caledonie apporte un tCmoignage idkpendant de celui fournis par l'archeologie 
pour tclairer cette incertitude. L'analyse des pollens et du charbon indique que le 
peuplement humain d'un petit marais cdtier, le lac Saint Louis, dtbuta aux alen- 
tours de 3000 BP, alors qu'il dtbuta il y a 2500 ans environ dans un grand marais 
de I'intCrieur prbs de Plum. Dans les deux cas, un paysage forestier fut rapide- 
ment convertit en paysage clairsemt domint par les fougbres, les Cyperaceae et 
les herbes. Les donntes ktaltes sur 20000 ans recueillies h Plum permettent de 
cornparer ces changements des derniers milltnaires 2 l'bvolution depuis le der- 
nier maximum glaciaire. Ainsi, bien qu'il y ait eu des accumulations importantes 
de charbons B Plum entre 16000 et 12000 BP et B Saint Louis avant 3000 BP, 
l'impact sur la vCgCtation est mineur compark aux changements enregistrks aprbs 
3000 BP. Ceci indique que la progressive diforestation du paysage ces derniers 
millknaires est due B un accroissement radical des feux de brousse. L'Cvidence 
pal&-Ccologique est donc en accord avec 1'Cvidence archkologique pour la 
Nouvelle-CalCdonie. 
Mots cl6s : Palinologie - dCgradation du milieu - action de l'homme sur l'en- 
vironnement. 
E. Matisoo-Smith, Jim S. Allen, R. M. Roberts, Jeff Irwin, D. M. Lambert : cc Rongeurs 
du soleil levant : phylogknie de I'ADN mitochondrial de Rattus exulans et 
implications pour le peuplement de la Polynesie 
Cet article prCsente une approche biologique originale du peuplement et de la 
mobilitC humaine en PolynCsie B travers I'ttude d'un animal qui ffit transport6 B 
travers le Pacifique par les anciens polyn6siens. Nous sommes convaincus que 
1'6tude de la variation gCnCtique du rat PolynCsien (Rattus exulans) permet de 
dresser un modble phylogtnCtique du peuplement initiale et de la mobilitC ultC- 
rieure. Les phylogbnes ADN de 92 sequences mitochondriales de Rattus exulans 
originaires de PolynCsie orientale sont prCsentCs. Les rCsultats de 1'Ctude indi- 
quent que toutes les populations orientales de Rattus exulans sont originaires du 
sud des iles Cook et des lles de la SociCtC, que Rattus exulans B Hawai a deux ori- 
gines et que Rattus exulans a des origines multiples en Nouvelle-Elande. Ces 
rtsultats sont en contradiction avec les modbles de peuplement du Pacifique qui 
suggbrent une pCriode d'isolation substancielle aprks la colonisation initiale, et ils 
confirment la valeur des ttudes gCnCtiques des commensaux pour I'archCologie. 
Mots cl6s : Analyses biologiques - colonisation - faune commensale. 
Frbdbrique Valentin : Sur le peuplement mklandsien de la Nouvelle-Calbdonie : 
quelques aspects anthropologiques 
D'aprbs un examen des analyses multivarikes disponibles (principalement Brace 
et al, 1990, 1991 ; Pietrusewsky, 1977, 1984, 1990 ; Howells et Schwidetsky, 
1981), les Cchantillons masculins de Nouvelle-CalCdonie et des LoyautC, au-delB 
de leur intkgration au groupe de populations dit << Australo-M6lanCsien 0 ,  se 
caractkrisent par une similitude morphologique avec les sCries de MClanCsie insu- 
laire et surtout avec celles du Vanuatu et de Fidji. TrBs proches morphologique- 
ment, les Cchantillons nCo-calCdonien et loyaltien se distinguent des autres series 
mClanCsiennes par une plus grande homogCnCitC et une combinaison de carac- 
thres mCtriques qui leur est propre. Les sujets du nord de la Grande-Terre et des 
iles LoyautC prksentent des ressemblances avec les series australiennes alors que 
ceux du sud de la Grande-Terre se rapprochent des sCries de Fidji et de Tonga. 
Leur position parmi les populations du Pacifique est commentCe. 
Mots clCs : Anthropologie physique - colonisation - synthbse cornmentee. 
Anne-Marie Sernah, Fran~ois SBrnah, Hubert Forestier : c( La vallee de la Kournac 
(Nouvelle-CalBdonie) : fouille du site NKM004 ,, 
Les premihes fouilles en grottes rCalisCes 2 Koumac, et dont les niveaux archCo- 
logiques ont CtC datCs avec prCcision, attestent d'une occupation ancienne de l'in- 
tCrieur des terres, occupation aussi ancienne que celle des premiers sites c6tiers 
Lapita (3000 ans BP). Le site CtudiC, NKM004, est un abri sous roche dont le 
pilier stalagmitique du porche porte des pCtroglyphes. 11 s'intbgre dans un rCseau 
karstique plus vaste. I1 a livrC de la poterie, de nombreux coquillages marins sou- 
vent consommCs, des pierres brQlCes et un outillage lithique, phtanitique et cal- 
caire principalement. L'horizon anthropique le plus ancien (1,20 m de 
profondeur), datt de 2800 ans BP, contient tout ce matCriel archCologique. 
Mots clCs : Lapita - rapport de terrain - technologie lithique - sCquence cul- 
turelle. 
P. Budda, B. L. Janet Montgornery, Paul Rainbird, Richard G. Thornas, Suzanne M. 
M. Young : <( Composition isotopique Pb et Sr de I'Brnail dentaire de I'hornme : un 
indicateur de la dynarnique des populations du Pacifique 
Cette Ctude utilise les mesures des isotopes radiogtniques contenus dans le plomb 
et le strontium prCsents dans les dents, pour dtterminer l'origine de I'exposition 
h ces ClCments subie par des Ctres humains a in vivo D. Ce projet a pour but prin- 
cipal, et ce pour la premibre fois, d'identifier, parmi les populations archColo- 
giques du Pacifique, les premibres gCnCrations d'immigrants. Pour determiner de 
quelle ile tel Ctre humain provenait, ainsi que la direction des mouvements de 
population, les archCologues se sont jusqu'h prksent basks sur une combinaison 
de modbles stylistiques et linguistiques, ainsi que sur la tradition orale. Ce projet, 
le premier h utiliser la spectomCtrie de masse de ionisation thermique dans 1'Ctude 
des mouvements de population dans le Pacifique, se penche plus particulibrement 
sur les problbmes associCs avec les soi-disant a Outliers polynCsiens D. Des 
mesures seront prises sur les isotopes radiogkniques de strontium et de plomb 
prCsents dans les couches d'Cmail des restes dentaires archCologiques humains. 
En comparant ces mesures avec la banque de donnCes des mesures gCologiques 
prises sur les iles polynbiennes, il sera possible de tirer des conclusions directes 
sur la mobilitk des populations ilibres prChistoriques. 
Mots clis : Biologie humaine - migrations - spectromCtrie de masse - 
enclaves polynCsiennes - mobilitC. 
Peter J. Sheppard, Matthew Felgate, Kenneth Roga, John Keopo, Richard Walter : 
La sequence chramique dans le lagon de Roviana 
Cet article rend compte d'une mission de reconnaissance archtologique dans le 
lagon de Roviana par une tquipe de l'universitt d'Auckland, du Muste national 
(iles Salomon) et du ministkre de la Culture (Province de I'Ouest, iles Salomon). 
Ce travail a permis la dtcouverte de nombreux sites intertidals dans le lagon avec 
de la poterie incisk rectilintaire d'bge Lapita ou directement post-Lapita. Une 
griode caracttrisk par de la ctramique non dtcorte est datk d'environ 1450 AD. 
Mots clCs :   volution culturelle - inventaire des sites - description de la pote- 
rie - schtma d'implantation des sites. 
Matthew Spriggs : (( La stratigraphie du site de Ponamla site, nord-ouest 
dlErromango, Vanuatu : bvidence d'une architecture en pierre il y a 2700 ans ,> 
Cet article dtcrit l'environnement et la stratigraphie du site de Ponamla au nord- 
ouest d'Erromango. Ce site fouillt en 1995 par Matthew Spriggs et Stuart 
Bedford a livrt des niveaux d'occupation datts d'environ 2700 BP avec beau- 
coup de poterie, des OS et des coquillages ce que l'on pourrait interprtter comme 
un espace commun de cuisine oulet une zone de production de la poterie. Le site 
a tgalement permis la mise au jour d'alignements lithiques et de niveaux de 
galets et de roches. Les fouilleurs interprktent ces vestiges comme ttant d'origine 
humaine (terrasses, pavages) plut6t que naturels. Cette interprttation n'est pas 
acceptte par l'ensemble des collkgues de I'universitC nationale australienne dont 
certains sont profondtment non convaincus de l'interprttation culturelle. Les tvi- 
dences et les difftrentes interprttations seront discuttes. 
Mots clCs : Schtma d'implantation des sites - interprttation archtologique - 
structures lithiques. 
Karen Coote, Christophe Sand : (c La conservation des poteries Lapita : ignorez le 
ii vos risque B) 
Cet article fait le point sur les problkmes rencontrts lors de la conservation de la 
poterie Lapita fouillk en octobre 1995 en Nouvelle-Caltdonie. La nature de la 
poterie, les probli3mes rencontrts, en particulier la ptnttration de sel dans la 
structure argileuse, sont discutts de m&me que la mtthode de levage et l'attente 
avant conservation qui occasionna des dttekriorations suppltmentaires. I1 se ter- 
mine par des suggestions pour que les fouilles dans le Pacifique soient aux stan- 
dards intemationaux et pour que les trouvailles soient adtquatement prtservtes 
pour le futur. 
Mots clks : Poterie Lapita - technique de conservation. 
Hubert Forestier : <c Concept et mbthode de production de I'industrie lithique en 
Nouvelle-Caledonie pendant la pbriode Lapita : analyse technologique BB 
Des dtcouvertes en Nouvelle-Caltdonie ont dtmontrt la coexistence d'une acti- 
vitt de potier et d'une technologie de la pierre taillte il y a 2500-3000 ans avant 
le prtsent. A l'heure actuelle, les analyses technologiques tendent vers une 
approche systtmique des chaines optratoires. Cette approche dynamique inclut 
l'analyse des concepts volumttriques des nucleus et une lecture diacritique ou 
technologique des tclats. Est-ce que la conception volumttrique du nucleus 
gtntre une exploitation rtpttte d'une surface unique ou celle du volume dans son 
entier ? 
Mots clCs : Lapita - mtthode analytique - approche thtorique - technologie 
du lithique. 
Geoffrey Irwin, Peter Bellwood, Gunadi Nitihaminoto, Daud Tanudirjo, Joko 
Siswanto : Relations anciennes entre les Oles d'Asie du Sud-Est et I'Ocbanie : 
travaux de recherche rbcents dans les Molluques du Nord BB 
Cet article prtsente les donntes de sites rkemment ttudits ii Maluku Utara, 
Indontsie et en particulier dans l'ile de Gebe qui occupe un point strattgique, en 
regard de plusieurs probltmes actuels de la prthistoire rtgionale, dans la partie 
Est de la Wallacea. Trois probltmes majeurs sont tvoquts : un tpisode de colo- 
nisation pleistoctne suivi d'installation avant 30000 BP, la diffusion des sites 
ntolithiques et de la poterie en Asie du Sud-Est et la relation avec l'apparition 
plus ii 1'Est du Lapita il y a environ 3500 ans L'evidence prt-europtenne de 
l'tmergence du commerce des tpices dans les iles Moluques depuis approxima- 
tivement 2000 BP. Cet article explore Cgalement certains points touchant aux 
relations prthistoriques entre ce que sont aujourd'hui les iles d'Asie du Sud-Est 
et l'octanie. 
Mots clCs : Distribution de la poterie - commerce - contact culturel. 
David W. Steadman : << Cextinction prbhistorique des oiseaux du Pacifique : 
catastrophe ou blimination lente ? BB 
La colonisation prthistorique de l'Oc6anie a provoqut l'extinction de plusieurs 
milliers de populations et d'espkces entitres d'oiseaux. A l'echelle de l'esptce, 
c'est l'extinction la plus grande jarnais attest& par les collections de verttbrts 
fossiles. I1 n'y a pratiquement aucune preuve d'extinction d'esptces d'oiseaux en 
Octanie avant l'anivte de l'homme. Nous ne savons pas, cependant, si l'extinc- 
tions des esptces indigtnes a eu lieu en quelques anntes, dtcennies, sitcles ou 
milltnaires aprts la colonisation initiale par l'homme d'iles prtctdemment 
vierges. Trois stries de facteurs corrtlts (physique intrinstque, biologique intrin- 
sbque et humain) influencent la vitesse et I'ampleur de l'extinction dans une ile 
donnte. Tenant compte de ces facteurs, j'examine une serie de donntes prtlimi- 
naires provenant de sites Lapita de I'archipel de Ha'apai h Tonga qui suggbre que 
l'extinction de la plupart des espbces d'oiseaux a eu lieu dans ces iles en quelques 
si2cles et peut donc Etre qualifite dd'xtinction catastrophique ou explosive. 
Mots cl& : Impact de l'homme - analyse de la faune - colonisation humaine. 
Geoff Hope, Dominique O'Dea, Wendy Southern : (( L'histoire de la vegetation 
holocbne dans le Pacifique Ouest : donnees alternatives de I'impact de I'homme sur 
l'environnement )) 
Un bon nombre d'analyses polyniques effectukes dans le Pacifique Ouest ont eu 
pour but de comparer la vtgttation et le paysage des iles avant puis aprbs la colo- 
nisation par l'homme. I1 existe aujourd'hui plus de 50 diagrammes polyniques et 
informations sur les charbons en dehors de 1'Australie et des hautes terres de 
Nouvelle-Guinte, la plupart non publits. Ces donntes fournissent des rtsultats 
mitigts en termes de chronologie ou d'tquilibre des influences naturelles et 
anthropiques sur la vtgttation. Cet article est un guide des sites et de la litttrature 
associte qui tvalue le type d'information disponible en fonction du questionne- 
ment archtologique. Peu de sites ont livrt des sequences claires de l'implantation 
humaine et des changements dans la vtgttation. Certains diagrammes concernent 
des rtgions oh l'impact de I'homme a 6tt ntgligeable alors que d'autres ont des 
hiatus stdimentaires ou sont insuffisamment datts. Malgrt tout, un bon nombre 
de diagrammes reflbtent le peuplement initial et les changements induits par la 
colonisation. Ces diagrammes reprtsentent donc un potentiel important pour 
tcrire une histoire indtpendante de I'impact humain, mais ils ne peuvent encore 
fournir une reprtsentation cohtrente de la ptriode 5000-2000 avant le prtsent. 
Mots cl& : Impact de I'homme - palinologie - changement environementaux. 
Michiko lntoh : (( Les contacts culturels entre la Micronesie et la MBlanesie )) 
Les iles Carolines en Microntsie et les iles du nord de la Mtlantsie ont partagt 
pendant la prthistoire plusieurs traits culturels, parmi lesquels les langues, les 
herminettes en terbbre (Terebra sp.), les leurres en nacre, le tissage, la pEche au 
cerf-volant, etc. L'ttude de la rtpartition des herminettes en ttrbbre en Microntsie 
a montrt que cet outil unique apparait relativement tard dans la chronologie prt- 
historique microntsienne, aprbs I'an 1000 de notre bre. Cet objet semble avoir t t t  
en usage simultantment en Microntsie et en Mtlantsie sans que l'on puisse dire 
si I'origine est micronesienne ou mtlantsienne. Les enclaves polyntsiennes en 
Mtlantsie ne semblent pas ttrangbres h cette introduction. Les autres traits cul- 
turels partagts montrent qu'il y a eu des contacts sporadiques entre ces deux 
rCgions mais les tvidences ne permettent pas h I'heure actuelle de prCciser la 
nature de ces contacts sauf en ce qui concerne les leurres en nacre qui ont sans 
doute BtC diffusts de la MClanCsie vers la MicronCsie. 
Mots cl& : Contacts culturels - linguistique - culture mattrielle. 
John Lynch : (c Histoire de la linguistique de I'Oceanie australe S) 
Les recherches rCcentes montrent que les plus proches parents des langues du sud 
Vanuatu sont les langues de Nouvelle-Caltdonie ; et les plus proches parents de 
ces dernihes sont les langues du Nord et du Centre-Vanuatu. Cet important sous- 
groupe est dtnommt cc sud-ocCanien a (Southern Oceanic). I1 semble que des 
locuteurs du prt-sud-ocCanien arrivbrent dans cette zone en provenance du nord 
et commencbrent se diversifier dans le nord du Vanuatu ; les iles du centre furent 
peupltes plus tardivement. La prCsomption d'une grande proximitt des langues 
du Sud-Efate et de celles du Sud-Vanuatu est importante, ce qui suggkre que ces 
dernibres sont originaires d'Efate, et il est aussi admis que la Nouvelle-Calkdonie 
fut peuplCe par le sud du Vanuatu. Enfin, je propose I'hypothbse d'une origine 
dans le Nord-Vanuatu, peut &tre Aoba, des langues fidjiennes (et par extension 
des langues de Rotuma et de PolynCsie). 
Mots c16 : Langue et culture - linguistique compark - modbles de colonisation a 
Paul Rainbird : << Cutilisation du paysage pour identifier les sources potentielles de 
la colonisation des iles Carolines 
La linguistique et les ckramiques sont communCment utilisCes pour identifier des 
affinitCs entre les premiers colons insulaires et les populations de leur lieu d'ori- 
gine probable. La poterie dCrivte du Lapita non dCcorC dans le Pacifique Ouest 
n'est pas assez typke pour fournir un indicateur adCquat, et le processus d'Cvolu- 
tion des langues en fait un outil peu adaptt pour des ptriodes de 2000 ans ou plus. 
J'utilise ici des indices anciens de I'utilisation des paysages aux deux extrCmitCs 
de la chaiine des Carolines pour dCmontrer que la colonisation initiale est le fait 
de populations diffkrentes provenant de diverses directions. 
Mots clCs : Analyse ctramologiques - subsistance et modele d'habitat - thCo- 
rie de la colonisation - perception du paysage , 
Simon Bickler : U CharactBrisation sans source : ceramique ancienne de la c8te sud 
de la Nouvelle Guin6e B, 
Cet article traite des Cchanges de poterie le long de la c6te sud de la Nouvelle- 
Guinke. Une collection de poteries datant de la pCriode (( red slip a ou (( early v ,  
datBe d'environ 1900-900 BP, a CtC examinte en utilisant des mCthodes de dCter- 
mination physiques et chimiques. Compte tenu de l'absence d'information sur 
l'origine des argiles et dtgraissants, une approche exploratoire fut adoptte. 
L'analyse statistique multivarite des tltments traces fut combinte au regroupe- 
ment par affinitts pttrographiques pour isoler difftrentes (( sources P. Le rtsultat 
de cette analyse permet de construire un modble simplifit pour distinguer les 
groupes de poterie de l'ile de Yule et de Port-Moresby sur la base des donntes 
issues d'analyses par le procBdt de la fluorescence X. Les implications de ces 
rtsultats pour tclairer la question d'un khange sur de longues distances entre 
Yule et Port-Moresby vers le golfe de Papouasie sont bribvement Bvoqutes. 
Mots cl& : Analyse ctramologiques - Analyse pttrographique - commerce 
lointain - diffraction X. 
John L.Craib : La colonisation des iles Mariannes : nouvelles evidences et 
implications pour 1'6tude des migrations anciennes dans le Pacifique occidental 
Des rBcents travaux dans les iles Mariannes indiquent que l'homme y ttait prt- 
sent dbs 3500 BP. Les ttmoins les plus anciens sont caractBrists par une poterie 
dBcorte de points alignts finement imprimts au peigne. Ces nouvelles donntes 
sont d'importance pour la comprthension des migrations anciennes dans le 
Pacifique occidental. Cet article rtsume les dtcouvertes rtcentes et discute l'ori- 
gine probable de la population fondatrice. 
Mots clCs : iles Mariannes - Poterie imprimBe au peigne - Microntsie - 
Peuplement ancien. 
Darlene R. Moore, Rosalind L. Hunter-Anderson : Pots et plats pendant la periode 
moyenne pre-Latte (2500-1600 bp) aux i'les Marianes ,, 
La variabilitt des ctramiques prthistoriques dans les iles Mariannes fut d'abord 
comprise comme une progression de la poterie initiale rouge h dkgraissant cal- 
caire vers une poterie rtcente non dkcorte et B dtgraissant volcanique. Cette tvo- 
lution technologique se situe entre le peuplement initial de l'archipel il y a 
3500 ans environ et la ptriode de Latte qui commence h peu prbs B 1000 BP. Dans 
ce modble, on observe un glissement dans le temps de la forme des pots : d'un 
rtcipient relativement grand et rond associt B des petits pots cardnts dont 
quelques-uns dtcorks de motifs gtomttriques incists et imprimts similaire, mais 
non identiques, B des motifs Lapita h des bols et des jarres non dkortes de grande 
dimension. Les travaux de recherche rtcents ont montrt que dans le cours de cette 
stquence (grossibrement h partir de 2500 BP), une poterie robuste i dtgraissant 
calcaire composBe de plats et d'assiettes peu profonds aux parois droites. Certains 
de ces rtcipients ont une paroi et une base tr2s tpaisse (4 cm). Des impressions 
de natte sont visibles sur ou dans certains fragments de base et d'autres tessons 
ont des impressions simples sur le bord. A ce jour, nous avons identifiB cette pote- 
rie robuste dans certains sites des iles de Guam, Rota, Tinian, Aguigan et Saipan. 
Elle disparait au plus tard vers 1600 BP. Dans cet article, nous dtcrivons les 
formes des rtcipients de cette ptriode, nous mentionnons la question non rtsolue 
de son apparition et de sa disparition et discutons sa signification tventuelle pour 
I'adaptation culturelle. 
Mots clCs : Analyse ctramique - adaptation culturelle - stquence technique. 
Yoshi Sinoto, Richard Shutler, Jr., William R.Dickinson, Mary Elisabeth Shutler, Jose 
Garanger, T. M. Teska : Y a-t-il eu, au Vanuatu, une occupation japonaise de type 
Jomon, associee Zi la ceramique cordee, avant le Lapita? ,, 
Lors de recherches au Vanuatu dans les anntes soixante, le professeur Garanger 
dtcouvrit en surface de la plaine de Mele, au sud-ouest de I'ile d'Efate, une dou- 
zaine de tessons de poterie dtcorts d'impressions cordtes; Sinoto attribua ces 
dtcorations h la ptriode Jomon, et Serizawa les identifia comme appartenant au 
type Ento inftrieur C et D, datt de 3000 BC et trouvt dans la prtfecture d'Aomori 
au nord du Japon. 
Dickinson, qui rtalisa des analyses pktrographiques sur une sClection de tessons 
de la plaine de Mele et sur des poteries japonaises de la ptriode du Jomon, 
conclut que la poterie d6corte d'impressions cordtes de Mele ne pouvait prove- 
nir de Mele mais du Japon. Les influences possibles du Jomon dans le Pacifique 
Ouest, y compris certaines idtes tmises par Katayarna et Brace et al. sur le peu- 
plement du Pacifique, sont discuttes. 
Mots clCs : InterprCtation ctramique - pttrographie - thtorie de la colonisa- 
tion - contact culturel. 
Richard Shutler, Jr : << Relation de la poterie rouge incrustee de chaux des 
Philippines australes avec celle de la Micronesie et avec la poterie Lapita d'oceanie : 
implications pour la mise en Bvidence de I'origine des austronBsiens ., 
Depuis 1952 oh Gifford et moi-m&me avons dtcouvert de la poterie Lapita au 
site 13, Nouvelle-CalCdonie, je me suis inttresst h la poterie Lapita et h ses fabri- 
quants austrontsiens. En 1975, Shutler et Marck suggtraient que TaYwan ttait le 
lieu d'origine des Austrontsiens. Dans cet article, je poursuis dans cette meme 
ligne. Une rtvision de la litttrature existante suggbre qu'il existe une tradition de 
poterie rouge de TaYwan au sud des Philippines et de 18 vers I'Indontsie orientale. 
On la trouve aussi aux iles Mariannes en Micronksie et h travers la Mklanksie vers 
la Polyntsie occidentale. Bien que les dates soient encore peu fiables, il existe 
une forte prtsomption que la poterie h engobe rouge et incrustation de chaux des 
iles Mariannes et du nord de Luzon, ainsi que d'IndonCsie orientale et d'octanie 
proche et lointaine, soit en relation avec celle de l'abri sous roche de Balobok au 
sud des Philippines. Si la date de 4500 BC pour cette mCme poterie est confirmke 
B Balobok par les fouilles i venir, alors les Philipinnes septentrionales sont un 
candidat plus sQr que Taiwan pour le lieux d'origine des Austrontsiens. 
Mots clCs : Lapita - Colonisation - typologie de la cCramique - chronologie 
culturelle. 
Jean-Christophe Galipaud : << L'exemple de la poterie imprimee au battoir en 
Oceanie lointaine ,, 
La poterie au battoir gravC, de la tradition de PodtanCan en Nouvelle-CalCdonie 
et de la phase de Navatu B Fiji, apparait trbs t6t dans les sites archCologiques du 
sud mtlanCsien oh elle est souvent associCe B la poterie de la tradition Lapita. Son 
Ctude nous permet de discuter des choix typologiques et des interprktations qui 
ont conduit h 1'Claboration du schdma de peuplement initial des iles de I'Octanie 
lointaine. Un modble de peuplement qui tient mieux compte des ckramiques non- 
Lapita est proposd en conclusion. 
Mots clCs : Technologie de la ctramique et changements culturels - impressions 
au battoir dCcorC - histoire du peuplement. 
Susan Bulmer : Le probleme de la poterie a engobe rouge : le style Laloki de 
Papouasie australe et sa possible relation avec le Lapita ,, 
Un groupe de sites archCologiques de Papouasie septentrionale ont en commun 
un style de poterie que l'on considbre similaire ?i la poterie Lapita. Cette poterie 
porte les dtnominations ambigues de cc Red Slip et (( Early Period B ; ces appe- 
lations prEtent h confusion et nous proposons de la renommer poterie de Laloki, 
d'aprks la rivikre qui traverse Nebira et Eriama, les premiers sites oh elle fut Ctu- 
dike. Cet article discute de la forme et des ddcorations des pots dans 7 sites du 
Laloki ancien, le stade initial de ce style ctramique qui apparut dans la Papouasie 
du Sud il y a environ 2000 ans. Bien qu'elle ne sois pas identique, comme cela a 
CtC dit, la poterie Laloki ancienne est suffisamment similaire dans les diffirents 
sites pour que l'on puisse supposer qu'elle a une origine unique quelque part dans 
le sud de la Papouasie. Le lieu d'origine le plus vraisemblable est la c6te centrale 
et l'arribre pays h l'est de Port Moresby. Les formes et les dkcorations du Laloki 
ancien sont Cgalement similaires ?i la poterie Lapita h Watom, oh des assemblages 
de m&me Lge que le Laloki ancien ont CtC fouillCs, et au Lapita du Sud-Est des 
iles Salomon et de Fiji. D'autres types de poteries, datCes Cgalement de 2000 BP, 
ont des styles qui contrastent avec le Laloki ancien qui tire peut Etre son origine 
directement d'Asie du Sud-Est. Un site ancien des iles Molluques a des formes 
similaires au Laloki ancien et au Lapita mais aucune dCcoration en dehors d'une 
engobe. I1 est clair ndanmoins que l'origine du Laloki n'est que sptculation tant 
que des recherches archCologiques (n'auront pas rCvClC les sites ancestraux des 
potiers anciens du Laloki. Des modèles déduits de la linguistique historique sou- 
tiennent la recherche des sites ancestraux dans le centre de la Papouasie septen- 
trionale et une origine des potiers plus à l'est, dans les îles de la Papouasie du 
Sud-Est. 
Mots clés : Description de la céramique - typologie - chronologie culturelle - 
histoire du peuplement. 
Christine Burke : Le statut du departement d'archeologie du musée de Fidji ,) 
La terre à Fiji est de tout temps l'élément pivot de la culture traditionnelle. 
Néanmoins, l'augmentation du développement et l'importance accrue des opéra- 
tions d'éco-tourisme ont conduit le gouvernement à concevoir des mesures pour 
protéger toutes les facettes du « Vanua » (la terre, le pays). L'un de ces aspects est 
l'héritage culturel, et les sites archéologiques en particulier. Le présent article 
décrit les étapes principales du développement du département d'archéologie au 
sein du musée de Fiji. 
Mots clés : Gestion de l'héritage culturel - muséographie - tourisme vert. 
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Le présent volume rassemble les contributions des participants à 
la troisibme conf6rence Lapita qui s'est d6roulée dans la capitale 
du Vanuatu du 31 juillet au 6 août 1996. 
Ces rencontres organisées tous les quatre ans environ, d'abord à 
I'Universit6 Nationale Australienne en 1988 (sous la direction de 
M. Spriggs), puis au centre Orstom de Noum6a en 1991 (sous la 
direction de J.-C. Galipaud) ont pour but de rassembler les cher- 
cheurs impliqu6s dans la recherche archéologique en Mélanésie et 
en Polynésie occidentale pour débattre de l'évolution des connais- 
sances et présenter leurs travaux récents. Devant le succbs des 
premieres conférences, consacrées respectivement à la description 
et aux décors des dramiques Lapita, puis à la compréhension des 
modalités du peuplement initial, les archéologues de la region 
Pacifiqiiie ont souhaité se réunir à nouveau pour discuter plus en 
détail de l'impact de la colonisation initiale sur les milieux vierges 
du Pacifique insulaire et des transformations qui ont rapidement 
affecté la région. 
La rencontre de Port-Vila a réuni 72 chercheurs venus d'Australie, 
de Nouvelle-Zélande, de France, du Japon, des Etats-Unis, du 
Canada, du Royaume-Uni, de Nouvelle-Caledonie et de Fiji. C'est 
la conférence la plus importante.jamais organisée sur le sujet. 
C'est Bgalement la premiere fois que la majorité des sp6cialistes 
de cette discipline sont rassemblés. 
Archéologie -Anthropologie - Poterie - Lapita - CBramique - Peuplement 
ancien - Palinologie - Rapport de fouille - Migrations - Langages. 
This volume presents the contributions of the participants to the 
Third Lapita Conference, held in Port Vila (Vanuatu) from July 31 
to August 6 1996. 
These Conferences are held approximately every four years. The 
first was held in 1988 at the Australian National Universiîy, under 
the chairmanship of Mr. Spriggs; the second was hosted by the 
Noumea Orstom Centre in 1991 and chaired by Mr. J. -C. Galipaud. 
Their aim is to bring together the researchers undertaking archae- 
ological studies in Melanesia and Western Polynesia to discuss 
their recent accomplishments and present their latest work. Given 
the success of the first two Conferences, focused on the descrip- 
tion of Lapita pottery and its decoration, and on the manner of early 
settlement, respectively, the archaeologists of the Pacific region 
decided to meet again, in order to discuss at greater length the 
impact of the initial human wlonisation of hereto uninhabited Pacific 
island environments, and the alterations to the region which quickly 
resulted. 
The Port Vila gathering brought together 72 specialists, coming 
from Australia, New Zealand, France, Japan, the United States, 
Canada, Great Bntain, New Caledonia and Fij. This was much the 
largest such gathering ever held, and the first attended by a 
majority of the specialists concemed. 
Archeology - Anthropology - Poffery - Lapita - Ceramic - Austronesian ' 
origins - Palynology - Excavation report - Migrations - Linguistic. 
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